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Introduction 
2 
3 This document contains public comments received on the Revised Draft Environmental Impacts 
4 Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR}, responses to those comments, and proposed text 
5 changes to the EIR. 
6 
7 The Revised Draft EIS/EIR was prepared jointly by the U.S. Navy, the City and County of San Francisco 
8 Planning Department (City), and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (Agency), to analyze potential 
9 impacts associated with the Navy's disposal of the Hunters Point Shipyard, and the Agency's reuse 

1 O pursuant to the Hunters Point Redevelopment Plan adopted in July of 1997. The Revised Draft EIS/EIR 
l l was circulated for public and agency review from November 3, 1998 to January 19, 1999, in compliance 
12 with requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA} and the California Environmental 
13 Quality Act (CEQA). A list of those agencies and persons commenting on the Revised Draft EIS/EIR 
14 appears immediately following this introduction. 
15 
16 Subsequent to the public comment period, the City/Agency and the Navy decided to separately prepare a 
17 Final EIR pursuant to CEQA and a Final EIS pursuant to NEPA. This Comments and Responses document 
18 was prepared by the City/ Agency, and will be presented to the Planning and Redevelopment Agency 
19 Commissions with the Revised Draft EIS/EIR (as amended herein) for certification as a Final EIR on 
20 February 8, 2000. At a later date, the Navy will independently issue 'a Final EIS, also containing comments 
21 and responses, and will prepare a Record of Decision (ROD) to conclude the NEPA process. 
22 
23 Written comments received on the Revised Draft EIS/EIR are reproduced in this document and annotated 
24 with letter and comment numbers. Public hearing transcripts are similarly annotated. Responses to the 
25 identified comments follow each letter or transcript. Responses generally provide clarifications of the 
26 Revised Draft EIS/EIR, and occasionally include changes, in, or addition to, the text of that document. 
27 These modifications are enclosed by quotation marks within the response to make them easily discernible. 
28 Newly inserted words and phrases are underlined, as are new sentences or paragraphs that are incorporated 
29 into existing text. (Underlining is not used ifthe modification is all new text.) Text that is deleted in 
30 response to a comment is denoted with strike thm1:1gh. Because many of the letters and transcripts contain 
31 similar comments, some responses refer the reader to an earlier response. 
32 
33 Text changes initiated by the City/Agency not in response to a specific comment are listed in a separate 
34 section of this document titled "Staff Initiated Text Changes." These text changes are intended to clarify 
35 the text of the EIR in light of the decision to prepare a separate Final EIR and Final EIS. 
36 
37 Following certification of the Final EIR by the Planning and Redevelopment Commissions, City/Agency 
38 staff will modify the text of the Revised Draft EIS/EIR as specified in this Comments and Responses 
39 document, and print both documents in a single publication called the Final EIR. The Final EIR will add 
40 no new infonnation that is not currently available in the Revised Draft EIS/EIR or in this Comments and 
41 Responses document, but will simply provide the information in one, rather than two documents. 
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2 
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7 Agency, Region IX 
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10 Office of Environmental Compliance 
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FEDERAL AGENCIES 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMEm- DF COMMERCE 
N•tlonel Oceenlc •nd Atmo•pheric Admlnlsw•tlon 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 

Mr. Douglas R. Pomeroy 
Leader. Base Conversion/Biology Group 
Naval Facilities Engineering command 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Bruno. California 94066 

Dear Mr. Pomeroy: 

Southwest Region 
m Sonoma Ave.. Room 325 
Santa Rosa. CA 95'04·6528 
Tel (707) 575-6050 

December 10, 1998 

Fu (707) 578·3435 

FJSW022:MH 

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) reviewed the .. Revised Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Repon (EIS/EIR) for the Disposal and Reuse of the 
Hunters Point Shipyard (HPS) in San Francisco, California (Revised Draft). 

NMFS appreciates the Navy's effon to review potential impacts to fish resources in the Revised 
Draft. However, information rqardiqg Federally ~tened or endangeted fish species in the 
Revised Draft is bolh incomplete and inco~ On M~h_~·. 1998. ·the.sou~em Oregon and 
California Coastal ev0Jution~l~:sign}ficat_1t. unit @SU) <>,f .c~s:aaok. ~almon. were proposed for 
listing as threatened under the Endangered Species AcL The significince or this listing relative 
to disposal and reuse of HPS is that this ESU is known to utiJizc the Guadalupe River and. at 8 
least, Coyote Creek and Alameda Creek, all tributaries· to south.San Francisco Bay. Jn fact. Fl-I 
recent chinook populations in the south Bay have bCen encouraging. In a 1994 marlc and 
recapture study by San Jose State University, approximately 200 chinook salmon were found. 
These salmon are also known to spawn in the lower reaches of the Guadalupe in September to 
late November. The south Bay distribution implies that adult chinook migrate in a southerly 
direction through the Bay to spawn in south Bay tributaries and the resulting juvenile life stages 
move out of the Bay in the opposite din::ction. This information was omitted in Section 3.13.4 of 
the Revised Draft. 

Section 3.13.4 is also incorrect in stating that Central Coast steclhead may only stray in the area 
of HPs. Steelhead are known to use numerous south Bay tributaries including the three 
mentioned above as well Stevens Creek at the very bottom of the Bay. The use of south Bay 
tributaries may mean that incidents of steelhead ocurring in the vicinity or HPS occur frequently, 
not rarely, as suggested in the Revised Draft. In fact, revisions to the draft should note that 
conceivably both species occupy HPS waters as a migration route during the spawning season 
and as a foraging area as the juveniles mak~ thc~r way to the open sea . 

Because the probability fo~· chin.oqk ~nd st~lhead to routinely iransit the waier$ off the HPS 
shoreline is high. your analysis regarding potentially significant impacts to threatened and 
endangered species in Section 4.13.2 "may be in error. Specifically, potential impacts to water 8 



--... ------

quality due to changes in surface water nmoff or other discharges from the subsequent use of the 
HPS parcel may occur which in tum may affect these species. NMFS is aware that specific 
upgrades to the sanitary sewer and storm drainage systems have yet to be designed and the 
proposed options for water treatment are general in nature. However, NMFS strongly urges that 
the option providing best treatment of storm water be adopled by the City and County of San 
Francisco. 

Another issue that may be problematic to disposal rather than reuse is the undecided final remedy 
for addressing submerged contaminated sediment at Parcel F. While the Revised Draft makes it 
clear that the proposed future land use for Parcel f will be considered in selecting the final 
remedy for this parcel, NMFS is troubled that the Department of Navy is using the Revised Draft 
to discuss conveyance of property out of Federal ownership before clarifying how, when or to 
what extent the contaminated Bay sediments will be dealt with prior to property disposal. 
Without this information, NMFS is not in a position to concur with the disposal. of the property 
by the Navy. 

There are two reasons for this position. First, as mentioned earlier, there is good reason to 
surmise that out-migrating, chinook salmon and steelhead trout juveniles could use the area as 
feeding habitat. As noted in the Revised Draft, benthic invertebrates are exposed to the potential 
risk of the contaminated submerged lands and these same invertebrates conceivably could be 
consumed by foraging young fall-run salmon and steelhead leaving the Bay. 

The second reason concerns northern anchovy, a species federally managed under the Coastal 
Pelagics Fishery Management Plan, as authorized by the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 
Conservation and Management AcL The Revised Draft mentions that northern anchovy are 
common to the region of influence of HPS. While considered a water:-column species, nonhem 
anchovy arc known to parually feed on .. emergent zooplankton", that is, demersal zooplankton 
that vertically migrate into the water column at nighL It is possible that northern anchovy may 
forage on these very same benthic invertebrates considered exposed to the contaminated 
sediments in parcel F. 

8 

With regard to the development of four small wetland areas under the Proposed Reuse Plan, 
NMFS is keenly interested in lhis proposal assuming these are tidal wetlands. In fact, the agency Q 
would be supportive of any plan proposing to connect the wetJand sites into a single wetland Q 
once sediment cleanup was resolved. While the Revised Draft mentions that this would provide 
addtional habitat for waterfowl, shorebirds, and aquatic wildlife, NMFS is hopeful that this 
objective is intended to include benefits to fish resources and_ their prey. 

Lastly, your letter of November 9, 1998 states that my January 23, 1998 letter was a concurrence 
letter to your earlier draft EISIEIR. To set the record straight, the January 23 letter was not a f::':\ 
concurrence letter but rather a comment and response letter. ~ 

In conclusion, NMFS reviewed the request for concummce with the Navy's detennination that 
the actual propeny disposal a~d subsequent community reuse of HPS will have no adverse effect 
on these Federally threatened or endangered species. Based on the lack of infonnation provided 



specifically 10 chinook salmon and sleclhead trout in the south Bay and that the condition of 
contamina1ed sediments has not been adequately resolved, NMFS is unable to concur. That is, 
NMFS cannot acknowledge that the action you identified in lhe Revised Draft will have no 
adverse effect on NOAA 's trust resources al this time. In addition. NMFS recommends that the 
Navy keep in mind the agency's concern for tidal wetlands and submerged lands and the 
important habitat func1ion it plays in south San Francisco Bay's ecosystem for supponing fish 
resources. 

Thank you for the opportunity 10 comment and please feel f rcc to contact Mark Helvey of my 
staff at (707) 575-6078 if you have any questions. 

Sincerely • 

. ~ 
~ 

Northern California 
Program Manager 



Response to Comments 

1 Letter Fl: National Marine Fisheries Service 

2 Response to Comment Ft-1: 
3 The populations of cbinook salmon and steelbead in the south Bay tributaries are noted, and the revision will 
4 be made in the text of Chapter 3 (Section 3.13.4, subsection "Animals," paragraph 8) as follows: 

5 "~Chinook Ssalmon ( OncltorhynchJ:!.eS tshawytscha) and s&:e;< steelhead trout ( Oncorhynchus mykiss) 
6 may mfreqHeBtly transit the waters offshore during migration periods; however, there is no critical habitat for 
7 these species at HPS or in the waters offshore of the ROI. Chinook salmon {fall run). which are no longer 
8 federally proposed as threatened, are reported to utilize the Guadalupe River. Coyote Creek. and Alameda 
9 Creek, all tributaries to south San Francisco Bay. Similarly, steelbead trout are reported to use numerous 

10 south Bay tributaries and could also utilize the HPS offshore waters as a migration corridor. ~For both of 
11 these species, however, most of the population efthese speeies Feaeh reaches their freshwater spawning 
12 grounds through the Sacramento River Delta, which drains into San Francisco Bay approximately 15 miles 
13 (24 km) north of HPS. The most direct migration route for the majority of spawning adults and sea-bound 
14 juveniles is, therefore, ~the path that trac~ north of Alcatraz Island and north of the Bay Bridge, which is 
15 about 5 miles (8 km) north ofHPS. The population decline of fall-run chinook salmon is due primarily to 
16 modifications and loss of spawning and rearing habitat in the upper Sacramento-San Joaquin river system. 
17 Likewise, habitat destruction along coastal streams and within the San Joaquin watershed has degraded 
18 habitat for the Central Valley and Central California Coast steelbead species." 

19 Response to Comment Fl-2: 

20 No significant impacts to water quality have been identified as a result of reuse, and the quality of stonn-
21 water discharges is projected to improve as HPS is remediated. Specific upgrades to the sanitary sewer and 
22 stonn drainage systems, though not yet designed, will meet both City and County of San Francisco and state 
23 NPDES permitting requirements. The permit requirements include development of best management 
24 practices (BMPs) to minimize or control the discharge of pollutants to the Bay and therefore are protective of 
25 aquatic resources offshore from HPS. Your recommendation to the City and County of San Francisco 
26 concerning treatment of stonn water is noted. 

27 Response to Comment Fl-3: 

28 The Navy is considering the environmental response actions necessary for remediation of contaminated 
29 sediments at HPS, including Parcel F, under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
30 and Liability Act (CERCLA) and the implementing regulations of the National Contingency Plan (NCP). 
31 Although under CERCLA the Navy does not conduct consultations under Section 7 of the Endangered 
32 Species Act, the Navy is required by law to meet the substantive requirements of the Endangered Species Act 
33 and will do so by considering the Endangered Species Act as an Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate 
34 Requirement for the selection of a remedy for Parcel F. Once remediation is completed, mitigation measures 
35 in Section 4.9 would mitigate potential impacts from reuse activities. The remedy for Parcel F will be 
36 selected in consultation with the NMFS and documented in a future decision document under CERCLA and 
37 the National Contingency Plan (NCP). 

38 Response to Comment Fl-4: 

39 Potential wetlands at the site could be either tidal or freshwater/seasonal depending upon compatibility with 
40 proposed land use and remedial action plans. However, the construction of a tidal wetland would require 
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Response to Conunents 

41 significantly more earthwork than construction of a seasonal wetland because the bottom of the wetland 
42 would need to be located within the zone of daily tidal fluctuation. The City acknowledges your support of 
43 any plans to combine the existing wetlands into a larger wetland area and consider benefits to fish resources 

44 and their prey in that process. 

45 Response to Comment Fl-5: 

46 Comment noted. As described above, no significant impacts to chinook salmon and steelhead or to water 
47 quality are anticipated as a result ofreuse. NMFS concerns regarding contaminated sediments will be 
48 addressed by the Navy as described in response to Comment Fl-3 above. 
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49 This page intentionally left blank. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENT AL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION IX 

75 Hawthorne Streel 
San Francisco. CA 94105 

Mr. Gary J. Munel:awa. Code 7032. Bldg.209/l 
Engineering Field Activity. West 
Naval Facili1ies Engineering Command 
900 Conunodorc Drive 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5006 

Dear Mr. Munekawa: 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the U.S. Navy's Draft 
Environmental Impac1 Statcmcnt/Repon (DEJS/R) for the Disposal and Reuse of Hunters Point 
Shipyard (JIPS), Sa11 Fra11cisco, CalifornilJ.. Our comments are provided under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Section 309 of the Clean Air Act and the Council on Environmcn1al 
Quality's (CEQ) NEPA Implemenring Regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508). 

In collaboration with the City and County of San Francisco. the Navy has prepared a DEIS/R to 
analyze the environmental impacts of the disposal and reuse of HPS. Navy disposal of lhc propeny. two 
reuse ahematives, and a No Action alternative are described. Disposal of the propeny would be a 
transfer of title. however, the reuse alternatives are considered in this NEPA document because reuse is 
an indirect effect of Navy action. The City of San Francisco Proposed Reuse Plan and the Reduced 
Development Ahemative both propose a mix of future land uses including general industrial (16%), 
maritime industrial {7%), mixed use (33%, including combined living and working space). and 
residential uses (26%), cuhural/education (11%), research and development (6%). Percentages arc 
approximated by unit space and would be effective in 2025. The reduced developmcnl alternative would 
result in 49% as much indusirial and maritime industrial development, 24'1.i of lhe mixed use. 23% of the 
residential. 62% of the cuhural/educational use. and 32% of the research and development. The DEIS 
states that lhe proposed reuse plan could potentially result in the creation of 6,400 new jobs while the 
reduced plan could resull in 2,700. Under the No Action alternative, HPS would remain a closed 
property under caretaker status and would not be reused or redeveloped. Existing leases could be 
continued under the No Action scenario. 

We have rared 1he document E0-2, E11vironmental Objections· lnmfjicient lnformaJion. 
Please refer to the ratin~s summary for a more detailed description of EPA's ratinJ? sys1em (attached). 
Although we commend !he Navy and the City and County of San Francisco on providin2 a much more 
detailed analysis in the revised DEISIR. we object to the proposed project due to the number and severity 
of impacts in the following resource areas: traffic (unmiti2able)~ air quality (unmitigable). noise, 
hazardous materials, water resources, utilities, and biological resources. Though the reuse alternatives 
have not altered significantly since the November 1997 version of the DEIS/R, these impacts arc new to 
the analysis. We believe that substantial changes to the proposed reuse alternatives or creation of new 
alternatives could be accomplished to protect human health and the environment. Our objections arc 
further clarified in the attached detailed conunents. 

8 



Please send two copies of the FEISIR to David Fa1TCI, Chief, Federal Activities Office (code: 
CMD-2) at the letterhead address at the same lime that it is sent to EPA's Washington, D.C. office for 
filing. Please contact David Farrel or Rosalyn Johnson of my staffa1 (415) 744-1584n4 if you have 
ques1ions regarding 9ur conunenu. We look forward to discussing our objections with the Navy in a 
mce1ing which we will schedule in the near future. We would like to encouraae the City and Coun1y or 
San Francisco to participate in this mcetina in recognition or the fact that the reuse proposals are the 
product of a City and County of San Francisco planning process. . 

cc: Tom Hucueman 
Karen Henry 
Roy Ford 
Ken Israels 

SFD..S 
CMD-6 
AIR..S 
AIR-8 

Sincerely, 

Deanna Wieman. Deputy Director 
Cross-Media Division 

Auachmenrs (3): Summary of EPA ratings 
Detailed Comments 
Pollurion Prcven1ion1Environmen1al Impact Reduction Checklist for 

Military Base Closure and Reutilization 

c .1myfllc11ru/dcllh11n1crs.dci, wpd 002711 



SUMMARY OF EPA RATING DEFINITIONS 

This raling system was developed as a means to summarize EPA·s level of concern with a proposed acrion. 
The ratings are a combination or alphabetical categories for evaJuation of the environmental impacts of the 
proposal and numericaJ categories for evaluation of the adequacy of the EIS. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION 

.,LO., (Lacie of Objections) 
The EPA review has not identified any potential environmental impacts requiring substantive changes to the 
proposal. The review may have disclosed opportunities for application or mitigation measures that could be 
accomplished with no more than minor changes to the proposal. 

"EC" (En,,ironmental Concerns) 
The EPA review bas identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect lhe 
environment. Corrective measures may require changes to the prefem:d altemalivc or application or mitigation 
measures that can re.duce the environmental impacL EPA would like 10 wort with the lead agency to reduce 
these impacts. 

"EO" (£n,,ironmental Objections) 
The EPA review has identified significant environmental impacts that must be avoided in order to provide 
adequate protection for lhe environmenL Com:ctivc measures may require substantial changes to the preferred 
alternative or consideration of some other project alternative (including the no action alternative or a new 
ahemative). EPA intends to work with the lead agency 10 re.duce these impacts . 

.. EU" (EnviTonmtntally Untalisfacto,.,) 
The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient magnitude that they are 
unsatisfactory from the standpoint of public health or welfare or environmental quality. EPA intends to work 
with the lead agency to reduce these impacts. H the potentially unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at lhe 
final EIS stage, this proposal will be n::eommended for referral to the CEQ . 

. 
ADEQUACY OF THE IMPACT STATEMENT 

Cattio" 1" (Adtquate) 
EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impact(•) or the prcfem:d alternative and !hose 
of the alternatives reasonably available to the project or action. No further anaJysis or data collection is necessary, 
bu1 the reviewer may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information. 

"Cll.ttgory 2" (lnsuffu:ient Information) 
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for EPA to fully assess environmental impacts thal should 
be avoided in order to fully protect lhe environment. or the EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably available 
alternatives that arc within the spectrum or alternatives analysed in the draft EIS, which could reduce the 
environmental impacts or the action. The identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussion should 
be included in the final EIS. 

"Caltgory J" (/nadtquatt) 
EPA does not believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially significant environmental impacts of the 
action, or the EPA reviewer has identified new, reasonably available allematives that are outside of the spectrum 
or alternatives analysed in the drafl EIS, which should be analysed in order to re.duce lhe potentially significant 
environmental impacts. EPA believes that the identified addi1ionaJ infonnation, data, analyses. or discussions arc 
or such a magnitude that Ibey should have full public review at a draft st!lge. EPA docs not believe that the draft 
EIS is adequate for the purposes of the NEPA and/or Section 309 review. and thus should be rormally revised and 
made available for public comment in a supplemental or revised draft EIS. On the basis of lhe potential significant 
impacts involved, this proposal could be a candidate for referral lo lhe CEQ. 

•From EPA Manual 1640, .. Policy and Procedures for the Rcvirw of Federal Actions Impacting 1hc Environment." 



F.PA Commmu on lhe Oran Earironmmtal Impart Statmiml 
for the Oisposal and Reuse or llunlus Point Shlpnrd, San Fr:andsro, C11ifoml! 

DETAILED COMMENTS 

GENERAL 

The reuse plans that are presented do not reflect a potential enhancement or lhe environment in 
1he Hunters Point community. Though the reuse plans address job creation, and possible economic 
revitaliz.ation in the community, we are very concerned that the environmental viability of the reuse plans 
have not received enough attention. The reuse plans that are presented arc vague, likely renecting the 
uncenainties of drawing new businesses and jobs to this area of the city. but by their vagueness they 
suggest the possibility of additional emissions and contamination from futun: industrial sources and 
community exposure to toxins in the future. Even in their current fonn. the reuse propasals are expected 
to create sianificant. unmitiaable impacts in the areas of air and traffic that could impact on the health of 
the Hunters Point community and the environment. Because residents of the community have Ii ved in 
close proximity 10 hazardous wastes and toxic emissions from Navy and leasce actvities at HPS. we hope 
that 1he continuing NEPA process can be used to display those aspects of the reuse plans that arc 
concerned with the Hunters Point community's future health and the health of its environmenl in addition 
to fu&ure economic improvements. 

This DEJS/R is the second produced by the Navy and the City and County of San Francisco on 
rhc disposal and reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard. We commend the Navy on increasing the depth or 
analysis for the existing reuse ahcrnativcs. We consider the analysis of environmental impacts to be 
much improved over the November 1997 DEIS/R. However, because there are more impacts and the 
severity or most or those impacts has increased, we have rated the proposed action Environmental 
Objections· lnsuff.cient Information. The number and severity of impacts has increased in the 
following resource areas: traffic (unmitigablc), air quality (unmitigable), noise, haz.ardous materials, 
water resources. utilities. and biological resources. We believe that changes to the proposed reuse 
alternatives or creation of new alternatives should be unde11aken to protect the environment. 

When we submitted our comments to the Navy and the City and County of San Francisco on 
1119/98 one of EPA's concerns was that a full range of alternatives had not been developed for this 
project. lt is unfo11unate that in revising the DEISIR the Navy and City did not work toge1her to present a 
new reuse ahernative that would avoid or reduce the environmental impacts associated with 1he existing 
reuse. A new alternative. presented as the proposed action. could have served 10 eliminate or reduce our 
early concerns regarding threats 10 human health and the environment. We suggested previously tha1 
land uses proposed under the current alternatives could be arranged and distributed differently, or that 
ac1ivities and plans could be incorporated directly into the alternatives that would, for example. reduce 
traffic and air quality impacts, and reduce potential exposures to hazardous materials. All or some of 
these of this ideas should still be used used to create a wider range of alternatives with reduced 
environmental impacts. Sec the Alternatives section or these detailed conunents. 

The reuse plans' principle objectives are described as follows on page 2·3: 

"to foster employment, business, and entrepreneurial opportunities; to stimulate 
and attract private investments, thereby improving the City's economic health, tax 
base, and employment oppo11unities; to provide for the development of mixed
income housing: to preserve historic structures; to provide necessary 
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infrastructure improvements; 10 remove conditions of blight; to encourage cost
and energy efficient measures; and to retain existing. viable industries and 
businesses at HPS." 

These objcc1ives are generally economic goals for lhe reuse planning process. and include no mention of 
objectives from, for example. the Sustainability Plan of San Francisco. a document endorsed by the city's 
Board of Supervisors which would relaie 10 planning for lhe enhancement of the conununity's 
en\'ironmenl in lhe long-term. The text in Section 3.7 indicates lhat the Hunters Point Shipyard area 
(e.g .• the soil and/or groundwater) contains a variety of chemical contaminants (e.g .• volatile and 
semivola1ile organic compounds, PCBs. petroleum hydrocarbons, pesticides, heavy metals. and dissolved 
solvents) from past industrial and shipping-related uses of the site. In addition to this environmental a 
contamination from the past, an exisling complex of industrial sites along the Army and 3rd street e; 
corridors contribute to local pollution. While the Navy will finalize plans in upcoming months for the 
degree of clean up that will be undertaken at the site, the reuse plans are vague enough that they do not 
preclude or set a goal of minimizing the possibility of fururc con1amination and exposure to toxins. EPA 
Administrator Carol Browner summarized the following idea in a statement on Executive Order# 12898 
on Environmental Juslice: 

All Americans deserve to be protected from pollution- not just those who can 
afford to live in the cleanest, safest communities. All Americans deserve clean 
air, pure water, land that is safe to live on, food that is safe to eat. 

The reuse alternatives and associated impact analysis do not provide assurance that the concept of 
Environmental Justice has been given due consideration in the NEPA process (see Environmental 
Justice). This apparent oversight can be remedied by analyzing additional reuse scenarios in the the 
FEISIR that reduce the expected impacrs or the CUl'l'ently proposed reuse allematives. 

ALTERNATIVES 

The revised DEIS/R docs not offer a full range of alternatives as required by NEPA. NEPA 
guidelines specifically require that the analysis "rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all 
reasonable alternatives and for alternatives which were eliminated from detailed study, brieny discuss the 
reasons for their having been eliminated .. (40 CFR 1502.14[a]). This range, which is intended to sharply 8 
define the issues and provide ••a clear basis of choice among options by the decision maker and the F2-4 
public." should include "reasonable alternatives not within lhe jurisdiction of the lead agency." CEQ 
further refines this obligation in their "40 Most Asked Questions About NEPA" by citing that even when 
there exists a potentially large number of alternatives. "a reasonable number of examples, covering the 
full spectrum of alternatives, must be analyzed and compared in the EIS." A mitigated alternative should 
be developed which seeks to reduce significant and unmitigable traffic and air quality impacts expected 
10 result from both of the reuse alternatives. 

In its description of the proposed reuse action and alternative, the DEIS/R provides only general 
descriptions of the types of uses that "could" occur under either scenario; specific details are limited to 8 
potential areas in square feet for each major use category. While lhis might be appropriate for a F2-5 
programmatic document. the DEJS/R identifies that no further NEPA or CEQA documentation is 
expected for this project. While we acknowledge that the Navy's analysis is dependent upon lhe 
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specificity of the City's reuse plan. the FEJS/R should contain a substantially more detailed description of 
the proposed action with attention to detailing the nature or 1he general industrial and maritime indusuial 8 
businesses that City hopes to attract and believes arc viable possibilities. For example, Hunter's Point F2·5 
appears to have the facilities to undenalce shipbrealcing as a maritime industry. and the reuse plans give 
no indication as to whether the City would consider it an acceptable use of 1he site. If that is an indusuy 
that the reuse plans might encourage. the nature of the expected activity and its adverse impacts on 
human health and the environment should be described in the FEJSIR. Also, in runher describing the 8 
existing alternatives it seems that dredging or channels to allow modem vessels access to the shipyard F2-6 
area could be necessary, impacts and mitigations for dredging should be addressed in the FEISJR. 

RELEVANT. REASONABLE MITIGATIONS AND POLLUTION PREVENTION 

Pursuant to the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (PPA), .. ll is the policy ofthe United States that 
pollution should be prevenrcd or reduced al lhe source whenever feasible; pollution that cannot be 
prevented should be recycled in an environmen&ally safe manner, whenever feasible; pollution lhat 
cannot be prevented or recycled should be treated in an environmentally safe manner whenever feasible. 
and disposal of olher release into the environment should be employed only as a last resort and should be 
conducted in an environmentally safe manner." The FEIS should describe mitigations for the reasonably 
foreseeable impaclS of reuse that would encourage compliance with the PPA. Such general mitiga1ions 
could include 1ec:hniques for prevention of runoff from the site into San Francisco Bay, development of 8 
waste reduction and recycling strategics, and early c:ommitmcnlS by local government bodies to work F2-7 
with new businesses in encouraging compliance with state and federal environmental regulations. 

CEQ's "40 Most Asked Questions" about NEPA states that "'All relevant, reasonable mitigation 
measures that could improve the project arc to be identified, even if they arc outside the jurisdiction of 
the lead agency, and thus would not be committed as part of the RODs [RccorJ.s of Decision) of these 
agencies. [Sections 1502.16(h), 1505.2(c)) This wiJI serve to [46 FR 18032) alert agencies or officials 
who can implement these extra measures. and will encourage them to do so. Because this EIS is the most 
comprehensive environmcn1al document that would be prepared for the proposed reuse, it is an ideal 
vehicle in which to lay out not only the full range of environmental impacts but also the full specuum of 
appropriate mitigation. EPA strongly encourages the Navy to incorporate pollution prevention measures 
(see below) in10 the text of the FEIS with preliminary commitments by the City and Coun1y of San 
Francisco (if lhose commitmcn1s arc obtainable). Reuse planning for military bases is an excellent 
opponunity 10 incorporate tools IO improve f UIUre reuse for protection Of local communities and the 
health or the natural environment. 

As reuse plans contiquc, we encourage the City and County of San Francisco to develop a 
pollu1ion preven1ion plan. A sample checklist of pollution prevention measures specifically designed for 
milirary base closure and reutilization is attached to this leuer. At this time. this and other pollution 
prevention checklists are available on the internet at www.hanford.gov/polprev/nepa/appendix.htm or 
through EPA. 
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AIR OUAI.ITY 

PM,0 impac:1s are primarily loc:al in nature and include some hazardous air pollutants (HAPs), as 
defined by section l 12(b) of the Clean Air Act. Also. while ozone is a regional issue, lherc may be some 
ozone precursors. which are also HAPs. whic:h have localized impacts. These impacts are currently the 
focus of a complaint under Tille VI or the Civil Rights Act of J 964 in Los Angeles. CA. The complaint 8 
is Communities for a Beuer Environment, Los Angeles Comunidades Asambladas Unidas Para Un F2-8 
Sostenible Ambiente ("LA CAUSA") vs. South Coasl Air Qualily Management District. California Air 
Resources Board. filed in July, 1997. Analysis of the polenlial for impacts of HAPs from ozone 
precursors and PM,o should be addressed in borh lhe Air and Environmental Justice SCClions or the 
FEIS/R. 

Section 4.2 (page 4-27) indic:ales that cumulative toxic air contaminanl emissions from multiple 
facilities could exceed acceplable exposure leveJs for individual ones and that Chere is no guidance as to 
the adequacy of buffer zones around proposed facilities (ac:cording lo the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District). Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) increments exist for PM10 

(paniculates smaller than 10 microns in diameter), which may assist with this ponion of the analysis. 8 
The annual total suspended particulate (TSP) increment is 17 microgramslc:ubic meter and 30 F2 .9 . 
micrograms/cubic meter over 24-hours {not 10 be exceeded more than once per year). The FEIS/R should 
estimate project emissions rrom all facilities and roads related to the proposed alternatives, and discuss 
whether a PSD permit would be required for the proposed project. The FEJS/R should estimate the 
amount of increment the project and its alternatives would consume, and should discuss impacts 10 the 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards and PSD increments from estimated emissions of the project 
and ahcmatives. considering the cumulative eff eclS from aspects of construction, operation. and vehicle 
lraffic. 

ENVIRQNMENTALJUSIICE 

We disagree with some or the assertions in the DEIS/R that the Hunter's Point community (a 
minority and low income population) would not be disproportionately impacted by the disposal and reuse 
of HPS. Specifically, we do not believe that the proposals for reuse are detailed enough 10 provide data 8 
to support the conclusion that none of the significant impacts would disproportionately effect the F2-10 
minority and low-income residents of lhe HPS area. especially for toxic air contaminants from stationary 
sources. and PM,0 emissions. This should be clarified by including more detail on new and existing 
reuse alternatives and providing explicit descriptions of the modeling assumptions made for the traffic 
and .Air analyses in lhe FEIS/R.. 

The following statement appears in the EJ section " •.. some members of the community have 
suggested rhat residents of the Bayview-Hunters Point who work 11 HPS under the reuse plan alternatives 
may be disproportionately exposed to health risks because of the likelihood that they are exposed lo 8 
potential sources of environmental contamination in their residential neighborhoods" In response to this F2- I I 
community concern the City and Navy reply in the DEIS/R I) concluding lhat there would be a 
significant impact would be speculative, 2) increased awareness of hazardous materials in the 
neighborhood (presumably through this process) should serve to reduce risk, and 3) that .. other potential 
responses 10 this community concern, such as limiting HPS employment. would nOI be consistent with 
the objectives or reuse ... It appears. considering the lack of data on lhc: proposed reuse plans. lhal it may 
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be speculadve to conclude 1hat 1herc would be no significant impact. The DEISIR seems to acknowledge 
in this statement lhat potential reuse industries could be a source or addilional heahh risk to the 
community. The FEISIR should include more specific inrormation on prospective reuse indus1ries 1ha1 
could pose additional health risk in order to make a more robust detcnninadon on levels or impact Ir i1 
is not possible to predict which industries may have an interest in the HPS area, perhaps the reuse 
proposals could define which types or industries would be acceptable neighbors to the residents of the 
communi1y. 

At the beginning of Section 3.2 on Air Quali1y, lhe Navy suggests 1ha1 the link between 
environmental factors and high incidences of respira1ocy illnesses and cancers are only assumed, ci1ing 
studies 1hat have purponedly found that "the poor health status of residcnlS in ..• (the) Bayview-Hunters 
Point neighborhood ••• rtflects, in largt pan. racial disparities iii health status a1no11g San Francisco 
rtsidents." A second ci1ed study. according to the Navy, "showed that cancer incidence during the l99J 
to 1995 period was 1wt meani11gfully hightr an1011g tht neighborhood population than among their 
co11111erparts in the rest of tlit Bay Area" (Italics added.] The Navy concludes that despite these results, 
"public concerns regarding human health and potential environmental (actors persist .•. and are at1ribu1ed 
to the concentration of air polJutin2 induslrics in the nei2hborhood.." The su~eslion by 1he Navy that 
heahh impac:1s on this community are nOl environmental in ori2in without rulin2 oul environmental 
effects is short-sighted because il may lead less-in(ormed readers of the DEIS to believe that asihma, 
hypenension, congestive hean failure, and diabetes mellitus (as mentioned by one or the cited studies) 
a.re the side cffec1s of living in a minority or low-income neighborhood.. To make this rypc of statement 
with any authority, the Navy should find studies showing that other groups (e.g •• middle and high income 
whites) living under the environmental conditions typical or Bayview/Hunrers Point exhibit a 
significantly different health response. In the absence of this 1ypc or supponing evidence, we strongly 
suggest that the text be removed from the document. The studies conducted by the Dcpanment of Public 
Health and others should be included in 1he appendices of the FEISIR, length pennining. 

The FEIS/R should describe the Environmental Justice concerns related 10 minority and low 
income fisherpersons in the area of Hun1ers Point and orher Bay fishing SPolS 1ha1 could be at risk by 
consuming fish tha1 have bioaccumula1ed contaminanlS from Hunters Point. 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND WASIE 

Under both reuse plans, most of the area in parcels D, E. and P would be put to use in industrial, 
or maritime industrial activities with a small portion or the area (Figure 2.2· l) proposed for research and 
development, mixed use (work and residential space), or education reuse acrivities. Section 3.7, the 
Affec1ed Environment section for Hazardous Materials and Waste, describes interim and proposed 
remedial ac1ivilies for parcels D. E. and F (Figure 3.7·2) since remedial plans for these parcels have not 
been finalized. We encourage the Navy and the City and County or San Francisco lo consider that 
portions of these parcels could be remediated to a level that would minimize possibilities for rulure tollic 
contamination and community exposure 10 environmental health risks. Reuse proposals should be 
included in lhis process that would not po1en1ially con1ribute to future enviroMlCntal health risks to the 
residents of the Bayview/Hun1er's point neighborhood, even ir there arc compelling economic reasons for 
the s1ructure of the remediation plans and the proposed reuse alternatives. Incorporating such alternative 
proposals into the existing plans or into new altemativcs in the EIS/R process would be consistent with 
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EPA's desire to see an expanded range or alternatives (see Alternatives) for this project which would 
provide .. a clear basis or choice among the options by the de.c:ision maker and the public." 

The Human Health Risks section for parcel F (page 3·116) indicates tha1 the Navy •·has not 
prepared an IDIR.A [Human Health Risk Assessmcnl) for Parcel F. because there is no pathway for 
human exposure to the submerged contaminated sediments ... The pathway for human exposure to 
con1aminated fish does exist through recreational, conunercial, or subsistence fishing. EPA strongly 
recommends that this pathway be evaluated and the results incorporated into the IDIR.A and lhe FEIS/R 
(if the timing or the study permits). 

Explain in the FEIS/R how institutional controls will be used to protect f uturc users from any 
residual contamination, panicularly below the depth of soil cleanup. 

F.cological Risk (Page 3-103). In addition to Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons, metals, and other 
CERCLA regulated subsrances could pose a risk 10 Bay receptors and will be included in the 
groundwater monitoring program for Parcel B. The FEIS/R should reflect this infonnation. 

Interim Removal Actions (Page 3-J03). Include the exploratory excavations removal action and 
tank farm (IR-6) removal action in the FEIS/R. These have not been inc:luded in the OEJS/R. 

The Explana1ion or Significant Differenc:es was signed by the Navy on October 13, 1998. Again, 
in addilion to TPH mentioned in the DEIS/R, please note that metals and other CERQ..A regulated 
substances could pose a risk to Bay receptors and will be included in the groundwater monitoring 
program for Parcel B (Page 3-104. Paragraph 2). The FEIS/R should rcOec:t this information. 

Page 3-106. Paragraph 2. Second *'trichloroethylene"? This should probably be 
tetracloroethylcne. 

Page 3-109. Paragraph I, last sentence. EPA understands that the small Cesium 137 spiJI was on 
the ground behind Bldg 364 not in a secondary c:ontainmenl vault (see last sentence of paragraph 2 on 
page 3-110). Please elabora1e or correct this in 1hc FElS/R. 

Page 3-112. First full paragraph, last sentence. ROD for Parcel 0 expected to be signed in 1999. 

Page 3-112. Second to last paragraph. Please conrmn whether cesium and other radioactive 
contamination no1ed in the DEIS/R was found at bldg 707 and provide supponing documentation. 

18 
8 
18 
8 
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CHECKLIST FOR MILITARY BASE CLOSURE AND REUTILIZATION 

How Can Military Base Closure and Reutilization Affect the Environment? 

Military base closure and reutilization projects can have a variety of effects on the environment. These 
impacts may include air quality effects from dcmolition/connruction dust and increased 
vehiclclaircraft emissions, hazardous materials and waste management concerns (including Installation 
Restoration Program sites, unexploded ordnance, PCBs, asbestos, fead·based paint, and underground 
storage tanks), noise impacts, pollution of surface water and ground\\•ater sources, impacts to 
biological resources, and soil erosion and contamination. 

Also sec checkJisu on Ecosystem Preservation and Protection, Energy Management, Water Use. 
landscaping, Waste Site Investigations and Cleanup Activities, Solid Waste Landfills, 
Buildinl}"Housing Construction, Airpons. and Water Use. 

What Questions Should Be Asked To Ensure That These Effects Arc Minimized or 
Eliminated7 

Air Oualit\' Concerns. Demolition and consuuction as pan of military base closure activities can cause 
air quality impacts from fugitive dust and consuuction equipment emissions. In addition, proposed 
base reuse plans may result in an increase of air pollutants from mobile sources (e.g., vehicles and 
aircraft) and point sources (e.g., generators, incinerators, and storage tanks). 

•Are there opponunitics to reduce the adverse cffecu of air emissions by considering alternative reuse 
plans for the military base? 

• Will fugitive dust reduction measures (such as ground watering and reduced speed limiu on 
unpaved roads) be incorporated into demolition/consuu!=tion activities? 

• Arc adequate containment measures specified to avoid the accidental release of friable asbestos 
during demolition or modification of suuctures? 

Hazardous MateriaVWastc Manae,emcnt Concerns. Concerns associated with military base closure 
and reuse projects include the management of hazardous materials and wastes (such as solvcnu, 
pesticides, aviation fuels. POL. and heavy metals), remediation of e.x.isting Installation Restoration 
rrogram (IRP) sites, removal or unexploded ordnance, and management of asbestos, PCBs, lead·based 
paint, and underground storage tanks. 

•Are there provisions for reducing potential spills and uncontrolled releases of hazardous materials? Is 
there a spill prevention and control plan? 

• Will new and reused underground storage tanks be equipped with leak detection mechanisms. 
secondary containment systems, spill and overfill protection, and cathodic protection? 

• Will PCB·contaminatcd equipment be removed prior to base closure? Will remaining 
PCB·contaminated equipment be routinely inspected for leaks? Will transformers be rctrofillcd with 
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non·PCB·containing oils? 

• Are measures specified for the proper removal and disposal o( structural material containing toxic 
lead·based paint associated with demolition activities? • 

Noise Concerns. Noise associated with demolition/construction equipment and planned land uses, 
such as airfields or industrial activities. can affect both humans and wildlife. 

• If aircra(t operations are planned to continue, are noise buffer zones and a wide range of sound 
attenuation measures, such as noise barriers and concrete bunkers. included to reduce noise impacts? 

Surface Water Concerns. Surface water quality could be affected by spills or leaks of hazardous 
materials and by contaminated storm water runoff. 

• Docs the project require the preparation of Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plans, 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans, and Soil Erosion and Sediment Conuol Plans? 

• Will oiVwater separators be installed to prevent fuels, oils, and other residual contaminants in storm 
water runoff from contaminating any nearby streams or other surrace water? 

• Do construction designs incorporate provisions to reduce stonn water runoff/sediment transpon7 
Such designs include creating landscaped areas that are pervious to surface water, minimizing areas of 
surface disturbance, and constructing runoff/sediment uanspon barriers around soil stockpiles. 

New Use Concerns. Public utilities, such as wastewater treatment facilities, solid waste landfalls. and 
electricity/natural gas supplies, may be affected by military base closure and reuse projects. Reuse 
plans may propose new commercial and residential uses that would increase water and 
electricity/natural gas consumption and increase wastewater and solid waste disposal requircmcnu. 

• Does the project require the collection of ine:n demolition/construction wastes, such as wood, 
metals, concrete, and asphalt, for reuse or recycling to decrease potential impacts on landfills? 

• Will energy dfaciency and water conservation devices be incorporated into all new residential and 
commercial structures? 

Bioloi:ical Resources Concerns. The construction or new or expanded facilities could require the filling 
of wetlands.and could result in habitat loss from the siting of structures and utilities. Potential 
impacts to wildlife could result Crom noise and dust during demolition/construction activities. 

• Docs the siting of any new construction take into consideration avoiding prox.imity to wetlands. 
wildlife habitat, and ecologically sensitive areas? • 

• Are measures included to avoid disturbing the habitat of any threatened or endangered species 
located on or in the vicinity o( the military base? 

• Arc measures specified to control consuuction runoff, such as the use of berms, silt curtains, straw 



bales. and other erosion control techniques? 

• Will native trees and vegetation be planted to increase favorable habitat for wildlife and help 
pre\•ent erosion? • 

Gcoloty!Soils Concerns. Demolition/construction acti\ides may cause soil erosion and soil 
contamination. 

•Can existing facilities and paved areas be remodeled and used to minimize soil disturbance caused 
by extensive new construction? 

• Docs the project call for preparation of soil erosion and sediment control plans? Are specific control 
measures suggested. such as seeding exposed soil, watering to prevent fugitive dust, _and using 
sediment basins and fences? 

Other References 

Army Regulation 200-1, Environmental Protection and Enhancement. 

Aimy Regulation 220-2, Environmental Effccu of Aimy Actions. 

U.S. Depanment of the Interior, Denver Service Center. September I 993. Gwding Principles of 
Sustainable Design. National Park Service (NPS) publication number NPS D-902; GPO publication 
number GPO 777442. 
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Response to Comments 

Letter Fl: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

2 Response to Comment F2-l: 
3 It is acknowledged that the EIR identified significant impacts that were not identified in the earlier Draft. 
4 However, all of these impacts, with the exception of cumulative traffic and mobile source air emissions, are 
5 proposed to be mitigated to less than significant levels. Hunters Point Shipyard (HPS) is a 493-acre area 
6 located in a dense, urban region, where freeways and arterial roadways are projected to become increasingly 
7 congested whether or not HPS is reused. Also, the reuse of HPS is conservatively measured in the EIR 
8 against strict air quality standards developed by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) 
9 for project-level analyses (i.e., 80 lb per day ofNOx and PM10) instead of a plan-level analysis. For these 

10 reasons, it would not be surprising to fmd cumulative traffic and mobile source air quality impacts associated 
11 with any reuse proposal that provides jobs, housing, and a strong economic base, as desired by the 
12 community. 

13 The Proposed Reuse Plan was developed with substantial public input and support, as described in response 
14 to Comment F2-3, below .. The EIR's programmatic analysis of this alternative, along with the Reduced 
15 Development and No Action Alternatives, effectively brackets a reasonable range of reuse options, and 
16 further alternatives need not be considered. Nonetheless, the U.S. EPA's concerns regarding compliance with 
17 environmental regulations and mitigation measures can be addressed through development of the Mitigation 
18 Monitoring Plan required by CEQA, as described in responses to Comments F2-3 and F2-4. 

19 Response to Comment Fl-2: 

20 Because economic revitalization of the Bayview-Hunters Point area is needed and desired by the community, 
21 the Proposed Reuse Plan emphasizes the economic benefits of the project. However, a major component of 
22 the Proposed Reuse Plan is to enhance the environment by creating an attractive, high-quality project where 
23 persons can work, live, and visit. The current condition of Hunters Point Shipyard is an underutilized 
24 industrial area contaminated with hazardous substances and designated by EPA as a federal Superfund site. 
25 By contrast, the proposed reuse plan envisions remediation ofHPS under the direction of EPA to a level that 
26 would safely allow a mix of new uses and would result in significant environmental improvement over the 
27 current environment. The proposed reuse plan, as explained in F2-3, is the result of a multi-year conununity 
28 planning effort that considered a number of land use alternatives. The chosen alternative, called the 
29 Education and Arts Alternative, would change the former largely industrial shipyard area to a mix of 
30 educational and cultural facilities, residences, conunercial uses, industrial uses and research and development 
31 uses. The Proposed Reuse Plan also sets aside about 141.5 acres (57 hectares) for open space uses, including 
32 wetlands. 

3 3 While the Proposed Reuse Plan designates some of the area for maritime and industrial uses, the emphasis on 
34 industrial or maritime uses is less than under other alternatives considered and rejected, including an 
35 industrial use alternative and a maritime use alternative. (See Section 2.4 of the BIR.) The provision for 
36 maritime and industrial uses at the HPS area in part is in recognition of the public trust designation of 
37 approximately 238 acres ofHPS. Public trust areas, under the jurisdiction of the State Lands Commission, 
38 must be used for purposes consistent with the public trust, such as maritime commerce, navigation, fishing or 
39 environmental and recreational purposes. Also, 55 acres ofHPS are designated by the Bay Conservation and 
40 Development Commission in its Seaport Plan as port priority uses. Allowable uses for these acres include 
41 marine terminals, ship repairing and marine support transportation services. (See Section 3.4.3.) 

F2-l Hunters Point Shipyard EIR June 1999 
S:\Katie\HPS R to C\HPS/.DOC 



Response to Comments 

42 Although the Proposed Reuse Plan allows a mix of uses, it does not ignore environmental considerations. 
43 Among the stated objectives and policies in the Land Use Alternatives and Proposed Draft Plan are the 

44 following: 

45 Objective 13: Ensure that Hunters Point Shipyard is developed according to established environmental 

46 quality standards. 

47 Policy 1: Prior to completion of any new construction or occupancy, ensure hazardous 
48 materials remediation by the Navy to levels appropriate for the planned uses. 

49 Policy 2: Ensure that all new development and uses do not increase health risks to current 
50 or future residents of Hunters Point Shipyard and its environs. 

51 Policy 3: Encourage the development and use of innovative environmental technology. 

52 Objective 14: Achieve a balance between conservation, use and development of Hunters Point 
53 Shipyard's natural resources. 

54 Policy 1: Protect and enhance the Shipyard's remaining natural resources. 

55 Policy 2: Encourage the development of open space that reflects the natural and historic 
56 qualities of Hunters Point Shipyard. 

57 To the extent EPA allows residual contaminants to remain at HPS after remediation under the Superfund 
58 program, institutional controls and various mitigation measures identified in Section 4.7 would protect new 
59 occupants and workers from significant exposure to remaining contaminants. Although future occupants of 
60 HPS are unknown and specific impacts associated with individual projects cannot be detailed, the EIR 
61 impact analysis is very conservative. For example, the City has developed an extremely conservative 
62 mitigation for stationary source emissions of toxic air contaminants (TACs) (please refer to response to 
63 Comment F2-8, below), and potential contamination from future industrial sources is fully mitigated (please 
64 refer to response to Comment F2-7, below). In addition, it should be noted that future proposals for specific 
65 industrial or other uses within HPS would be evaluated to ensure that their impacts fit within the 'program' 
66 evaluated in this EIR. If new significant impacts might occur, additional environmental analysis would be 
67 required, as described in Section 1.3.l of the EIR, and would likely result in additional, site- and use-specific 
68 mitigation. 

69 Response to Comment F2-3: 

70 As explained in response to Comment F2-2 and in the Land Use Alternatives and Proposed Draft Plan, the 
71 proposed reuse plan is the result of a lengthy community-based planning effort. In the early 1990s, Mayor 
72 Art Agnos created the Hunters Point Shipyard Citizen's Advisory Committee (CAC), composed of 
73 representatives from community, governmental and civic organizations, Bayview Hunters Point residents 
74 and businesses, educational institutions and current Shipyard tenants. Following several years of community 
75 discussion, outreach to neighborhoods throughout the City, consideration of potential uses and adoption of a 
76 set of seven guidelines for site development, the CAC began an intensive planning effort by sponsoring a day 
77 long conference in February 1994, attended by 250 participants and numerous outside experts. Participants at 
78 the workshop developed six community land use concepts. A reuse planning team, including the 
79 Redevelopment Agency, various City departments, representatives of the CAC and expert consultants 
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80 screened these concepts using an established set of planning parameters to identify four preliminary 
81 alternatives. Following a public workshop and review and comment by the CAC in June 1994, the reuse 
82 planning team identified a preferred alternative, the Education and Arts Alternative. The reuse planning 
83 team then further refmed the preferred alternative by developing three preliminary plans that focused on 
84 different land use densities and configurations. The reuse planning team held another community workshop 
85 and then assessed each plan using a set of evaluation criteria. The criteria were based on detailed 
86 consideration of planning guidelines, developed by the Hunters Point Shipyard Citizen's Advisory 
87 Committee (CAC), that addressed social, economic, and physical development goals for the site. The 
88 planning team held additional workshops and received further input from the CAC to refine the plan. The 
89 result of this three-year process was the Proposed Reuse Plan evaluated in the EIR. 

90 By analyzing the Proposed Reuse Plan in conjunction with the Reduced Development Alternative and No 
91 Project Alternative, the EIR effectively brackets a range ofreuse options, and no further alternatives are 
92 necessary under CEQA. A different arrangement and distribution of land uses under the Proposed Reuse 
93 Plan would result in environmental impacts that are similar to those of the Proposed Reuse Plan. The traffic 
94 and air quality impacts identified in the EIR are virtually all associated with the type and intensity of uses 
95 proposed, rather than the location of those uses. The potential for exposure to hazardous materials results 
96 from (I) the potential for phased development while remediation is still continuing and (2) residual 
97 contaminants that EPA allows the Navy to leave at the site under the CERCLA process. The EIR proposes 
98 mitigation measures that would reduce impacts to a less than significant level from exposure to these 
99 hazardous materials. An alternative that meets the project objectives and incorporates activities or plans to 

100 reduce or avoid identified environmental effects would be identical to the Proposed Reuse Plan plus 
101 mitigation measures proposed in Chapter 4 of the EIR. hnplementation of mitigation measures associated 
102 with either alternative would result in the "mitigated alternative" sought by U.S. EPA. 

103 Proposed Reuse Plan objectives were developed by the City and the Redevelopment Agency with substantial 
104 community input well in advance of the Board of Supervisor's endorsement of the Sustainability Plan as 
105 non-binding policy for the City and County of San Francisco. Nonetheless, some of the objectives of the 
106 Sustainability Plan are relevant to the Proposed Reuse Plan, as described in Section 3.4.3 of the EIR. Please 
I 07 see response to Comment F-2, which explains environmental objectives and policies in the Land Use 
108 Alternatives and Proposed Draft Plan. 

109 The EIR contains substantial information about the levels of contamination at HPS and the remediation 
110 process. Prior to or during reuse, substantial remediation activities will be conducted by the Navy under EPA 
111 oversight, to remediate contamination at the Shipyard. Institutional controls approved by EPA, which in this 
112 EIR are considered mitigation measures, will eliminate significant impacts following completion of 
113 CERCLA cleanup activities. In addition, while specific future industrial users of the Shipyard are unknown, 
114 the EIR analyses the potential for use and generation of hazardous materials by these future users. Potential 
115 impacts would be mitigated through application of existing regulatory programs, such as the City's 
116 Hazardous Material Ordinance, described in Section 4.7.2, the Resources Conservation and Recovery Act 
117 and the California Hazardous Waste Control Act, enforced by the City's Department of Public Health 
118 through the certified unified program (Section 3.7.2), the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's 
119 permit program (Section 3.2.6), and permit programs under the Clean Water Act and the City's Industrial 
120 Waste Ordinance (Section 3.9.5). 

121 As stated in the response to Comment F2-2, the Proposed Reuse Plan contains objectives and policies 
122 intended to provide environmental benefits, including, remediation of hazardous materials to levels 
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123 appropriate to planned uses, new development that does not increase health risks to current or future 
124 residents, development and use of innovative environmental technology, enhancenient ofHPS' natural 
125 resources and development of additional open space. The EIR. considers environmental justice issues in 
126 Section 5.6. Potentially significant impacts would be reduced or eliminated via mitigation measures proposed 
127 for inclusion in the project. Implementation of these mitigation measures would be assured through a 
128 Mitigation Monitoring Program, which would be adopted by the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 
129 Commission following certification of the EIR. As explained in the responses to Comments F2-l and F2-4, 
130 the analysis of additional alternatives is not required. 

131 Response to Comment F2-4: 

132 As explained in the responses to Comments F2- l through F2-3 above, the Proposed Reuse Plan was 
133 developed with considerable public input through a screening process. The Proposed Reuse Plan, Reduced 
134 Development Alternative, and No Action Alternative constitute a reasonable range of reuse options 
135 consistent with community objectives, and the EIR. describes a resulting range of impacts. Alternatives 
136 considered as part of the extensive public planning process and eliminated from further study are described 
137 in Section 2.4, along with reasons for their elimination. 

138 The Reduced Development Alternative would provide 2,700 new jobs over a 25-year period and would not 
139 achieve the social and economic community objectives represented by the Proposed Reuse Plan. Based on 
140 the EIR's conservative analysis, this alternative would contribute to significant cumulative traffic congestion 
141 and significant air emissions from mobile sources, although to a lesser extent than the Proposed Reuse Plan. 
142 Within the urban context of the project area, the EIR. authors consider it infeasible to develop an alternative 
143 of even lesser intensity than the Reduced Development Alternative that could both eliminate these 
144 unavoidable significant environmental effects and achieve the community's stated economic and social 
145 objectives, which include development of a variety of land use districts fostering a range of employment 
146 opportunities. 

147 Mitigation measures provided in Chapter 4 of the EIR would be applied to the Proposed Reuse P1an prior to 
148 imp1ementation, making this alternative a "mitigated alternative" to the greatest extent feasible. Compliance 
149 with mitigation measures would be assured through development and adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring 
150 Program. Under CEQA, a Mitigation Monitoring Program is required to be adopted at the time a project is 
151 approved. For reuse ofHPS, the Mitigation Monitoring Program would specify who is responsible for 
152 implementing each mitigation measure in the EIR, when measures must be implemented, and how and by 
153 whom their implementation and effectiveness would be monitored. 

154 Response to Comment F2-5: 

155 The EIR clearly acknowledges that it is a programmatic document and that supplemental environmental 
156 evaluation could be required. For example, the Executive Summary and Chapter 1, Purpose and Need, state 
157 that the Proposed Reuse Plan is analyzed, along with alternatives to the Proposed Reuse Plan, at a general or 
158 programmatic level. EIR Section 1.3.l further states that "The analysis is presented at a general 1evel of 
159 detail, because the actions to be taken are the disposal of the base and the implementation of the Proposed 
160 Reuse Plan (which presents land uses at a general level of detai1). If, however, a specific c9mponent of either 
161 the disposal action or Proposed Reuse Plan has not been adequately analyzed under this EIR. pursuant to 
162 CEQA Guidelines§ 15162 and 15163, a supplemental or subsequent EIR might need to be prepared." 

163 While the types of uses permitted under the proposed reuse plan are identified (EIR. Section 2.2), the future 
164 occupants ofHPS are unknown and further detail regarding future uses is not available at this time. For 
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165 example, shipbreaking is a permitted use but no specific proposal is before the City or Redevelopment for a 
166 new· shipbreaking use. If a ship breaking use were to seek to locate at HPS, it would likely require additional 
167 environmental review. Although specific impacts associated with individual projects cannot be detailed at 
168 this time, the City has used an impact analysis that is highly conservative in assuming worst-case potential 

169 risks (particularly with respect to TACs from stationary and mobile sources) and recommends stringent 
170 measures to reduce these risks (see responses to detailed comments on this issue below). 

171 Response to Comment F2-6: 
172 A detailed description of the regulatory requirements associated with future dredging activities at HPS is 

173 presented in EIR Section 3.7.5. These requirements include evaluating and adopting, as necessary, special 
174 precautions and measures before undertaking dredging to minimize sediment dispersal and to reduce 
175 potential dredge material overflow that could be spilled during transport. Implementing these standard 
176 operating procedures for handling dredged materials would ensure that potential impacts associated with 
177 these activities would be reduced to a less than significant level. 

178 In addition to following standard dredging procedures, the City would require future users of HPS who 
179 propose dredging to follow the mitigation measures in Section 4. 7. Proposed dredging activities would be 

180 evaluated like any other construction activity for their potential to result in human or ecological exposure to 
181 residual contamination. Potential impacts would be addressed as provided in Mitigations 4 through 7. To 
182 clarify, the following text has been added to Section 4.7.2, heading "Reuse After Complete Remediation," 
183 Mitigation 6: 

184 "Perform dredging activities in a manner consistent with any applicable institutional controls established via 
185 the CERCLA process. Require consultation with agencies represented in the Anny Corps of Engineers 
186 Interagency Dredged Material Management Office regarding appropriate methods for limiting disturbance of 
187 sediment, containing suspended sediment to the immediate area being dredged. and additional measures to 
188 be protective of human health and the environment as described in Section 3.7.5." 

189 Response to Comment F2-7: 

190 Mitigations for the reasonably foreseeable impacts of reuse are fully documented in the EIR. For example, 
191 techniques for prevention of runoff from the site to San Francisco Bay are described in Section 4.7, heading 
192 "Reuse Prior to Complete Remediation: Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading "Less Than Significant 
193 Impacts," "Ecological Exposure to Contamination During Remediation Activities," first bullet. 
194 Development of waste reduction and recycling strategies are discussed in Section 4.7, heading "Reuse After 
195 Complete Remediation: Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading " Less Than Significant Impacts," "Hazardous 
196 Materials Use and Generation." Reasonable mitigation measures have been developed for each impact that 
197 was identified in the analysis. 

198 In addition, the City is a leader in city-managed environmental protection programs. The City has numerous 
199 mechanisms to encourage businesses to prevent pollution through ordinances and programs such as the 
200 following: 

201 • Hazardous Materials Ordinance: Businesses must report the quantity of hazardous materials they store 
202 and prepare waste reduction strategies and waste minimization plans. 
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203 • Industrial Waste Ordinance: Discharges to the City's sanitary sewer must pre-treat discharges and 
204 implement pollution prevention. reclamation. and waste minimization measures as required by the 
205 Public Utilities Commission (PUC). 

206 • Reclaimed Water Ordinance: Developments over 40,000 square feet must implement reclaimed water 
207 measures (e.g., install dual piping) during development. 

208 • NPDES permits: The City's permits require the City to implement pollution prevention programs for its 
209 sewer/storm water outfalls. As part of the City's pollution prevention programs, the City provides 
210 educational materials on pollution prevention to the City's residents and businesses and assists 
211 businesses in pollution prevention activities. 

212 • Solid waste program: The city operates a household hazardous waste facility for residents and small 
213 businesses, conducts waste minimization audits of businesses, and sponsors numerous solid waste 
214 recycling programs. 

215 All of these programs would apply to future development at HPS. 

216 Response to Comment F2-8: 

217 The referenced Federal civil rights complaint charged that a major air pollution strategy (i.e., allowing 
2 I 8 trading of air pollution credits) violates the civil rights of people living in low-income, minority 
219 communities. The legal challenge questions pollution trading. Under the South Coast Air Quality 
220 Management District's (AQMD's) "smog markets," Los Angeles-area manufacturers can buy and scrap old, 
221 high-polluting cars driven by motorists and, in return. collect credits without having to clean up emissions 
222 from their operations. Oil refineries had released about 590 tons of hydrocarbons into the air over the 
223 previous 3 years in exchange for scrapping more than 7,400 old cars. The complaint asks the U.S. EPA to 
224 overturn the program and withdraw all funds to AQMD. 

225 The action being reviewed in the EIR is reuse of a closed Navy facility. By definition, the reuse alternatives 
226 addressed in the EIR are general in nature and do not reflect specific development proposals. The referenced 
227 "pollution trading" program implemented by the South Coast AQMD is not proposed at HPS. The EIR 
228 considers the possible air quality impacts from both stationary and mobile sources of toxic air contaminants 
229 (TACs) and therefore has not overlooked impacts of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) from ozone precurors 
230 and PMm sources. It is acknowledged that some specific chemicals, such as benzene and 
231 chlorofluorocarbons, are TA Cs that could be emitted both regionally and locally from mobile and stationary 
232 sources as a result of the Proposed Reuse Plan. However, the EIR includes stringent measures to control 
233 these emissions. To control TACs from stationary sources, the Agency proposes to evaluate and permit all 
234 potential stationary sources ofTACs allowed at HPS as one facility and allow new potential stationary 
235 sources only if the estimated incremental TAC health risk frQm all stationary sources is consistent with 
236 BAAQMD significance criteria for an individual facility (see EIR Section 4.2, Significant Unmitigable 
237 Impact 3). This mitigation measure will effectively ensure that no significant impact occurs as a result of 
238 TAC emissions from stationary sources. To control TACs from mobile sources, the EIR identifies the 
239 proposed HPS transportation system management plan, which is intended to reduce vehicle trips and vehicle 
240 miles traveled (see EIR Section 4.1.2, Significant Unmitigable Impact 1). In addition, reformulation of 
241 gasoline and diesel fuel is projected to reduce regional TAC emissions from mobile sources over time, 
242 whether or not reuse ofHPS occurs. 
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243 Response to Comment F2-9: 

244 While Section 4.2 indicates that cumulative toxic air contaminant emissions from multiple stationary sources 
245 could exceed acceptable exposure levels for individual facilities, the EIR identifies a mitigation measure to 
246 avoid this potential impact (see Response to Comment F2-8). There are no specific industrial development 
247 proposals or users of emission credits under consideration in connection with this EIR. While the general 
248 types of uses that would occupy HPS have been identified (see EIR Section 2.2 }, the future occupants are 
249 unknown. Therefore, project-related stationary sources cannot be described in detail at this time. Without 
250 specific information about the types of pollutants, how these pollutants would be emitted (e.g., stack 
251 locations and parameters), locations of receptors, and meteorological conditions, it is impossible to quantify 
252 the resulting risk from the stationary sources of the various types of facilities that could be located at HPS. 
253 Consequently, discussion of Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) analyses and requirements is not 
254 currently feasible. PSD requirements do not apply to generalized land use plans, although they could be 
255 triggered as specific development projects are proposed. 

256 Response to Comment F2-10: 

257 The Proposed Reuse Plan, although general in nature, is detailed enough to support the EIR's conclusions 
258 with respect to both the significance of impacts as well as whether or not these impacts would 
259 disproportionately affect minority and low-income residents of the HPS area. Please see the response to 
260 Comment F2-l 1 (below) concerning TAC impacts from stationary sources. 

261 The general uniformity of PM10 concentrations throughout the Bay Area (California Air Resources Board 
262 [CARB], 1993-1997) indicates that PM10 conditions in the Bay Area are a regional pollution issue, not a 
263 localized issue. The uniformity of PMio concentrations also indicates that localized concentrations of 
264 emission sources of PM10 are not the dominant contributors to current PM10 conditions. The BAAQMD 
265 Clean Air Plan identifies widely distributed emission sources (wood smoke during the winter, fuel 
266 combustion associated with industrial and commercial land uses, and resuspended dust from vehicle traffic 
267 and photochemically generated aerosols) as the major contributors to PM10 in the Bay Area. Sea salt is an 
268 additional component of PMIO. 

269 The EIR estimated the amount of PM 10 that would be generated by vehicle traffic under the reuse 
270 alternatives. These emissions (vehicle exhaust, tire wear, and re-suspended roadway dust) would be 
271 distributed throughout the Bay Area in proportion to the distribution of project-related traffic. These 
272 regional emissions have been estimated at 264.3 lbs (120 kg) per day using the project-level analysis 
273 methodology promulgated by the BAAQMD. Because the calculated emissions would result from all 
274 projected vehicle trips to and from HPS, the impacts would be spread over a large part of the region. The 
275 fact of the proposed redevelopment's location in the Hunters Point area would mean that trips generated 
276 by the reuse alternatives would inevitably start or end in the vicinity of this neighborhood. The majority 
277 of the traffic mitigation measures proposed in the EIR would be designed to alleviate congestion and 
278 emissions precisely in this area. 

279 Response to Comment Fl-11: 

280 While the potential types of industries that could develop at HPS have been identified (as described in EIR 
281 Section 2.2), the future occupants ofHPS are unknown; therefore, project-related stationary sources cannot 
282 be described or evaluated in detail at this time. As discussed in the response to Corilment F2-9 above, it is 
283 impossible to quantify the potential health risk that emissions from a future industrial facility could pose to 
284 the community. Nonetheless, in the absence of specific data, the Agency plans to mitigate for potential health 
285 effects of TAC emissions from stationary (industrial) sources in a highly conservative manner to ensure that 
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286 the project would not adversely affect (disproportionately or otherwise) the surrounding Hunters Point 
287 community. The CEQA analysis in the EIR includes stringent measures to ensure that local TAC emissions 
288 from stationary sources are reduced to the greatest extent feasible. The Agency proposes to evaluate and 
289 permit all potential stationary sources ofTACs allowed at HPS as one facility. New potential stationary 
290 sources would be allowed only if the estimated incremental health risk from all stationary sources ofTACs 
291 were consistent with BAAQMD significance criteria for an individual facility (see Section 4.2). 

292 With respect to the commentor's concern about health risks in the Bayview· Hunters Point neighborhood, the 
293 purpose of the referenced discussion in EIR Section 3.2 is to disclose known public concerns regarding 
294 health risks in the community and to summarize the conclusions from published research on this topic. The 
295 two referenced studies (Glazer, et al. 1998 and Aragon and Grumback, 1997) are cited in Paragraph 2 of 
296 Section 3.2 of the EIR. The EIR does not suggest that health conditions in the community are "not 
297 environmental in origin." Rather, it acknowledges public concern regarding the link between environmental 
298 factors and health risks by conservatively assuming that, although it is unknown whether the project could, 
299 by itself, pose a significant health risk, the project's cumulative impact could be significant with respect to 
300 mobile and cumulative TAC sources under CEQA. Since there is public concern about this issue, the 
301 acknowledgement of these studies has been retained. 

302 As identified in Response to Comment F·2, the Land Use Alternatives and Proposed Draft Plan contains a 
303 policy to "ensure that all new development and uses do not increase health risks to current or future residents 
304 of Hunters Point Shipyard and its envU:ons." While specific projects have not been identified at this time, the 
305 Redevelopment Agency has entered into an Exclusive Negotiation Agreement (ENA) with a primary 
306 developer. The ENA requires the developer to take into account policies in the reuse plan when putting forth 
307 its proposal to the Redevelopment Agency. The ENA provides for the primary developer to meet a number 
308 of environmental goals including: 

309 Address community health risks by selecting future land uses, developments and tenants that 
310 provide maximum community benefits and minimum environmental impacts and that demonstrate 
311 responsible management practices. 

312 Implement land uses and provide for development projects and businesses that are environmentally 
313 sensitive and appropriate for proximity to the San Francisco Bay. 

314 Promote environmentally sound and sustainable design. construction, energy and water 
315 management, recycling, material reuse and business activities in new development. 

316 Assure long·term compliance with environmental mitigation measures and environmental laws and 
317 regulations, and also ensure implementation of pollution·prevenrion strategies. 

318 Response to Comment F2-12: 

319 The City acknowledges that a large majority of people who fish San Francisco Bay are minorities and low· 
320 income. Section 3.9 of the EIR acknowledges various beneficial uses of San Francisco Bay waters, including 
321 fishing. Candlestick Point includes two fishing piers. The San Francisco Department of Public Health 
322 monitors fishing conditions at Candlestick Point and posts warning signs as appropriate. Fishing and water-
323 contact recreation are not currently permitted at HPS and would be similarly restricted in the future under 
324 reuse. EIR Section 4.7.2 presents various measures that could mitigate potential impacts from human 
325 exposure to unremediated areas during routine use, including access controls and the implementation of 
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326 baseline restrictions on and notifications for leased areas. Access controls could include other restrictions 
327 such as the prohibition of fishing. Mitigation 1 in the EIR will read as follows: 

328 "Mitigation 1. Implement basewide restrictions on and notifications for leased areas (related to IR sites and 
329 areas of concern). as described below. 

330 
331 
332 
333 

334 
335 

336 

337 
338 

339 

340 
341 

342 

343 

344 

345 
346 
347 

• Prohibit users from disturbing soil or conducting intrusive activities without prior Navy 
approval and coordination with Federal and state regulatory agencies. Prohibitions could 
include, but are not limited to, shoveling, digging, trenching, installing wells, and conducting 
subsurface excavations. 

• Prohibit users from entering fenced-off areas, areas where environmental investigations are in 
progress, or areas where access is not authorized, as indicated by appropriate signs. 

• Restrict access to fenced areas of Parcel E until remediation activities have been completed. 

• Require users to maintain intact the current condition of all flooring and interior and exterior 
pavement and concrete in the lease area. 

• Prohibit the use of groundwater at HPS for any purpose. 

• Notify users that petroleum hydrocarbons and hazardous substances have been detected in the 
soil and groundwater at HPS. 

• Notify users that investigation and remediation activities are ongoing at IR sites at HPS. 

• Prohibit interference with ongoing environmental investigation and remediation activities. 

• Restrict access to investigation and remediation areas. 

• Prohibit access to waterfront areas for fishing until it is determined by EPA through the 
CERCLA process that Parcel F is remediated to a condition protective of human health and 
ecological resources." 

348 Implementing these measures would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. 

349 EIR Section 3.7.3 (Parcel F) describes potential risks to ecological receptors in the Bay that could be affected 
350 as a result of former Navy operations. In general, benthic invertebrates and species that feed on them (e.g., 
351 benthic fish, shorebirds, and waterfowl) are exposed to potential risk from offshore sediment contamination. 
352 Pelagic (open sea) fish could also be susceptible to bioaccumulation, but their exposure is much lower 
353 because they obtain food over a larger area than HPS and San Francisco Bay. The level of contaminants in 
354 fish reflects the overall water quality of the areas in which they feed. When there are numerous sources of 
355 industrial pollution within the range of a species, it is not possible to determine the contribution of each 
356 source to the bioaccumulated contaminants within that species. 

357 The submerged contaminated sediments offshore of Hunters Point in Parcel F are being addressed under the 
358 Navy's IRP program. The final remedy for these sediments will be determined by the Navy in conjunction 
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359 with U.S. EPA and the San Francisco RWQCB and is required to be both protective of human health and the 

360 environment, and consistent with the proposed reuse. 

361 Response to Comment F2-13: 

362 Navy policy regarding the remediation of hazardous materials and waste is consistent with U.S. EPA' s 
363 comment regarding remediation "to a level that would minimize possibilities for future toxic contamination 
364 and community exposure to environmental health risks." Section 4.7, paragraph 3 states that "prior to real 
365 property conveyance, the Navy must remediate hazardous substances to a level consistent with the protection 
366 of human health and the environment, or, if conveying contaminated property before the completion of the 
367 required response actions, the Navy must ensure that the property is suitable for conveyance for the use 
368 intended and that the intended use is consistent with the protection of human heath and the environment." 
369 The Navy's obligation is to remediate soil and groundwater contamination to a level that is consistent with 
370 the intended reuse. The EIR provides a thorough description of the hazardous materials and waste baseline 
371 conditions at HPS (Section 3.7). The EIR analyzes the impacts resulting from reuse and provides mitigation 
372 for one proposed and one reduced reuse scenario {as well as Navy disposal and No Action). The document 
3 73 includes impact analysis of reuse after remediation is complete and for the case where property is conveyed 
374 and reused prior to remediation. For each potential hazardous materials impact, a mitigation measure was 
375 identified to reduce the impact to a less than significant level. Thus, no expanded range of alternatives is 
376 required to address these impacts. All mitigations identified consist of techniques that are commonly 
377 employed in impacted areas. From a hazardous waste and materials perspective, both reuse alternatives are 
378 tenable, differing primarily in cost, methodology, and type of administrative controls. Regarding an 
379 expanded range of alternatives, please see the response to comment F2-4. 

380 Response to Comment F2-14: 

381 Section 3.7.3, heading "Parcel F, "subheading "Human Health Risks," has been revised as follows: 

382 "The Navy has not prepared an HHRA for Parcel F, 'besatise theFe is ae Jilatlw;a;· feF l!.timaR e*f!eSUFe te the 
383 stffimergeel semamffiated sedimests. It is acknowledged that there is a potential pathway for human exposure 
384 to contaminated sediments in Parcel F through ingestion of contaminated fish. This issue is being addressed 
385 in consultation with U.S. EPA under the CERCLA IRP." 

386 See Response to Conunent F2-12 for further discussion. 

387 Response to Comment F2-15: 

388 Institutional controls are described throughout Section 4.7. For reuse prior to complete remediation, ]ease 
389 and deed restrictions are described in Section 4.7.2, Impact 1 and Mitigation 1; institutional controls for soil 
390 excavation are described in Impact 2 and Mitigation 2. A variety of existing and potential future institutional 
391 controls are provided throughout Section 4.7.2. 

392 Response to Comment F2-16: 

393 Section 3.7.3, heading" Parcel B," subheading "Ecological Risk," last two sentences have been modified as 
394 follows: 

395 "However, TPH, metals, and other CERCLA-regulated substances in soil and groundwater could pose a risk 
396 to aquatic receptors in San Francisco Bay. TheFefere; TPH ia seil asd gFewEF.vater will 'be adEIFessed thfeagl!. 
397 a-GAP.. These substances will be addressed by the IRP and included in a groundwater monitoring program 
398 for Parcel B." 
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399 Response to Comment F2-17: 

400 The following paragraph has been added to Section 3. 7.3, heading "Parcel B," subheading "Interim 
401 Removal Actions": 

402 "Several CERCLA constituents were found in exploratory excavations at 18 areas across the HPS site and 
403 soil within the IR-6 Tank Farm where visible staining was observed. Soils in these areas were excavated until 
404 chemical concentrations were below PR Gs, and the waste was disposed of off site. The excavation of areas 
405 where contaminated soil exceeded 500 cubic yards was not part of this interim action but will be included in 
406 the Parcel B Remedial Action, as appropriate." 

407 Response to Comment F2-18: 

408 Section 3.7.3, heading" Parcel B," subheading "Proposed Remediation," paragraph 2, second sentence has 
409 been revised as follows: 

410 "An explanation of significant differences is expeetee ta be sigBee in lhe Fall af 1998 regarding soil 
411 excavation depth was signed by the Navy on October 13, 1998." 

412 Section 3.7.3, heading" Parcel B," subheading "Proposed Remediation," paragraph 2, last sentence has 
413 been revised as follows: 

414 "To protect aquatic receptors in San Francisco Bay, the TPH, metals and other contaminants eeBtaminatieB 
415 in soil and groundwater will be addressed by the IRP and thre"Bgh a CAP included in a groundwater 
416 monitoring program for Parcel B." 

417 Response to Comment F2-19: 

418 Section 3.7.3, heading" Parcel C," subheading "Existing Contamination," Paragraph 2: the second 
419 reference to "trichloroethylene" has been replaced with "tetrachloroethylene." 

420 Response to Comment F2-20: 

421 Section 3.7.3, heading" Parcel D," subheading "Existing Contamination," paragraph 2, last sentence has 
422 been changed as follows: 

4 23 "Cesium and associated elements strontium and europium were detected on asphalt adjacent to-Ht the 
424 secondary containment vault behind Buildings 364 and 365." 

425 The removal of the spill is discussed under "Interim Removal Actions" for Parcel D. 

426 Response to Comment F2-21: 

427 Section 3.7.3, heading" Parcel D," subheading "Proposed Remediation," paragraph 6, last sentence has 
428 been deleted: 

429 "A CBRCLA :R:OD fer Pareel D is heiBg 13re131Hee He is en,peetee ta be sigHee iB late 1998." 

430 Response to Comment F2-22: 

431 Building 707 was a kennel and was not a source of radioactive contamination. The contamination was 
432 present on a concrete pad adjacent to building 707, where drums containing radioactive waste were stored. 
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Response to Comments 

433 'This finding was documented in the Hunters Point Shipyard, Draft Final Parcel E Remedial Investigation 
434 Report(U.S. Navy, 1997g). 
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CANCER INCIDENCE AMONG RESIDENTS OF THE BAYVIEW-HUNTERS POINT 
NEIGHBORHOOD, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA · 

1993-1995 

Summary 

As a follow up to the finding by the San Francisco Department of Health that the incidence of 
breast and cervical cancer among women in Bayview-Hunters Point wu elevated during the time 
period 1988-1992, we reviewed cancer incidence in the neighborhood. for the period J 993-1995, 
the most recent years for which cancer reponing is considered complete. We compared the 
observed number of cancers, that is, cancers that had actually occurred among the residents 
during the three-year period, 1993-1995, with the expected number, that is. the average number 
that would be expected to have occurred if Bayview-Hunters Point residents had the same cancer 
rate as their counterparts in the Bay Area as a whole. 

We obtained information on the cancers that had occurred in the area from the Northern 
California Cancer Center's Greater Bay Area Cancer Registry, the regional cancer registry that 
covers the entire Bay Area. We estimated the approximate number of cancers that would be 
expected to occur by applying 1993-1995 Bay Arca cancer rates to estimates of the Bayview
Hunters Point population during that time period. Both the cancer rates and the population 
estimates were specific for gender, race/ethnicity, and age group. 

Our findings for the three-year period, 1993· J 995, were that the observed numbers of cancers 
among Bayview-Hunters Point residents were very similar to the expected numbers. There were 
no meaningful increases. Specifically: 

• Forty-five invasive breast cancers were diagnosed among women in Bayview-Hunters Point, 
compared to 52.5 expected. The number of breast cancers was not elevated in women under 
SO or women aged SO years or older, nor in African American women in either age group. 
The number of breast cancers diagnosed each year and the stage at diagnosis (the proportion 
of cancers diagnosed at an early stage) is consistent with the possibility that the observed 
increase during 1988-1992 could be explained by increased breast cancer screening starting 
in the late 1980s. 

• Six invasive cancers of the uterine cervix were diagnosed among women in Bayview
Hunters Point, compared to S.J expected. The number of cases in African American women 
and in the two age groups was small; none was meaningfully increased. 

• The observed numbers of cancers of the bladder, brain, colon, lung, prostate, rectum, as well 
as leukemia, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, cancers among children and adolescents, and the 
total of all cancers combined, were not meaningfully increased over the expected number. 

The elevated breast and cervical cancer incidence seen among women in Bayview-Hunters Point 
during 1988-1992 did not persist during the period 1993-1995. 
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Introduction 

In August of 199S, in response to residents' concerns about a possible elevation in cancer rates in 
Bayview.Hunters Point. the San Francisco Depanment of Public Health issued a report on the 
incidence of cancer among residents of the area during the five years, 1988· l 992. The report 
reviewed data on cancers diagnosed among residents of the seven census tracts that include the 
area. and compared them to cancer rates in both the five-county Bay Area (Alameda. Contra 
Costa. Marin. San Francisco, and San Mateo counties), and in San Francisco alone. The findings 
for that tive·year time period were: 

• The incidence of invasive breast cancer was elevated in comparison to both the Bay Area 
and San Francisco, especially among African American women younger than SO years, in 
whom the elevation. was statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence level. A total of 
I 07 cases was observed in comparison to an expected 83 cases based on Bay Arca rates. and 
84.S cases based on San Francisco rates. Among African American women less than SO 
years of age, the observed number of cases was 21; the expected numbers were 13.S based 
on Bay Arca rates, and 14 based on San Francisco rates. 

• The incidence of invasive cervical cancer was higher, at a statistically significant level, than 
would be expected in comparison to both Bay Arca and San Francisco rates. Twenty·two 
cases were observed compared to 8.S based on Bay Area rates. and 11.S based on San 
Francisco rates. 

• The incidence of other cancers, specifically. cancer of all anatomical sires combined, lung 
and bronchus, prosrate, colorcct.a~ bladder, brain, leukemia. and childhood cancers, was not 
elevated in comparison to either Bay Area or San Francisco rates. 

A review of the incidence of cancer among Bayview-Hunters Point residents during the three 
years, 1993· 199S, the most recent time period for which cancer reporting is considered relatively 
complete, is described below. 

Methods 

We compared the number of cancers that had occurred among residents of the Bayview-Hunters 
Point area during the three·year period. 1993· l99S (the .. observed number"), to the number of 
cancers that would be expected to have occurred. if the residents had the same cancer rates as the 
entire Bay Area (the .. expected numberj. As in the 1988·1992 evaluation. the Bayview-Hunters 
Point area was defined as San Francisco County census tracts 230.234, 606. and 610. The 1990 
population of these census tracts totaled 27. 704 persons. of whom 17 ,097, or about 62 percent, 
were African American. We also reviewed cancer cases among the small number of residents of 
census tract 609, which was not included in the previous analysis and is not included in this 
analysis. 
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In 1990. approximately 22 percent of the African American population of San Francisco lived in 
Bayview· Hunters Point. so that the cancer rates for the African American population of San 
Francisco arc heavily influenced by cancer rates in Bayview· Hunters Point For this ~ason, we 
used the entire Bay Ara rather than San Francisco alone as the reference population. Jn general. 
cancer rates are lower in the Bay Area as a whole than in San Francisco; consequently, expected 
numbers based on Bay Area rates would tend to be lower than expected numbers based on San 
Francisco rates. and the ratio of observed to expected numbers would be higher. 

For some cancers, the assessment was done for in si111 as well as invasive cancer cases. Jn sitfl 
cancers are cancers that show no evidence of invasion; the malignant process has not spread 
beyond the body cells in which it originated. For bladder cancer, in silfl cancers were included 
with invasive cases. The Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program of the National 
Cancer Institute uses the combination of in silu and invasive cancers as the accepted method for 
calculating bladder cancer rates, because of lack of agreement about which pathological 
descriptions indicate in situ or localized invasive cancer. Breast and cervical cancers were 
assessed both for invasive cases only, and. in order to measure the proportion of early stage 
diagnoses. for the combination of invasive plus in sihl cancers. 

Cancer cases 

The Nonhem California Cancer Center's Grcater Bay Ara Cancer Jlegistty (GBACR), the 
regional cancer registry which collects data on all newly diagnosed cancers in the Greater Bay 
Arca, provided information on cancer cases that had been reported as of October 1997 for the 
Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood during the three years, 1993 to 1995. The observed cases 
included all cancers diagnosed in Bayview-Hunters Point residents whose address at the time of 
diagnosis was assigned to one of the seven census tracts that include the area, plus three cases 
with addresses which had a Bayview-Hunters Point zip code but could not be assigned to a 
census tract. The data were reviewed for any cancer cases that bad occurred among the small 
number of residents of census tract 609. 

E.zpecred numbers 

To calculate the approximate number of cancers that would be expected, we first had to obtain 
estimates of the population of the seven Bayview-Hunters Point census tracts during 1993 to 
199 5. Since cancer rates vary by gender and race/ethnicity as we U as by age, it was important 
that the population estimates be specific for these variables. 

The California Department of Finance (DOF) Demographic Research Unit has issued 1990 mid
year census tract population estimates, specific for gender, five.year age group, and 
race/ethnicity (Hispanics, non-Hispanic Asian/Others. non.Hispanic African Americans, and 
non-Hispanic whites), derived from the U.S. Census, but such specific estimates are not available 
for intercensal years. We were able to obtain 1990 and 1995 census tract population estimates 
from the Association of Bay Area Governments CABAG). ABAO used econometric models 
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based on vvious data sources to project census tract populations through 2005 for five broad age 
groups, 0-4, S· 19, 20-44, 45-64, and 65+ years (Proj1ctioru 96 by C:llUU3 tract, ABAG, Oakland, 
California. May 1996). ABAG estimated an overall population increase ohbout 7.3 percent in 
the seven Bayview-Hunters Point census tracts between 1990 and 1995, predominantly in the age 
group 45 years and over. We derived the 1993·1995 population from the ABAO data by linear 
interpolation between the 1990 to l 995 populations. However, the ABAG estimates are not 
specific for gender or race/ethnicity. We therefore combined the DOF estimates of the 1990 
census tract populations with the ABAG data to estimate gender·, and race/ethnicity-specific 
populations within the above five age groups, and, for females. also for the 20-49 and S0.64 year 
age groups. This was done by applying the percentages in each of the DOF gender, 
race/ethnicity, (and for females five-year age category) groups to the 1993-1995 populations we 
had derived from the ABAG estimates. 

The expected numbers of cancer cases were then calculated by applying the 1993-1995 Bay Area 
average aMual rates of invasive cancer by age, gender, and race/ethnicity groups (Department of 
Health Servicu. Cancer Surv1il/anc1 Section. unpublished clata) to the corresponding 1993-1995 
population estimates for the seven census tracts. 

Comparison betw1n obs1rv1d and t!zpected numbers of cancers 

We compared the observed and expected numbers, calculated standardized incidence ratios 
(SIR.s) by dividing the observed number by the expected number, and estimated 99 percent 
confidence intervals, based on the Poisson distribution. around the StR.s. lbe confidence interval 
is a measure of statistical significance. If the confidence interval includes the value of 1. the 
difference between the observed and expected numbers is not considered statistically significant. 
The CSS routinely uses 99 percent confidence intervals for statistical comparisons or numbers of 
cancer cases occurring in census uacts because there are almost 6000 census tracts in Cal ifomia. 
Using 99 percent confidence intervals, about 30 census tracts would be expected to have a 
statistically significant excess for any given cancer at any given time, and 30 census tracts would 
be expected to have a statistically significant deficit, just by chance. 

Otht!r data review 

Since the time period of the current review is only three years, we also obtained from GBACR 
inf onnation on in situ and invasive breast and cervical cancers diagnosed among Bayview
Hunters Point residents from 1985 to 1995. We reviewed the number of breast and cervical 
cancers diagnosed per year and the stage at diagnosis. that is. whether the cancers were localized 
or had already spread beyond the breast or cervix when they were fitst diagnosed. 

Results 

Tables I, 2. and 3 show the observed numbers of cancers among Bayview-Hunters Point 
residents during the three.year period. 1993-1995, and the approximate numbers that would be 
expected if Bayview-Hunters Point residents had the same cancer rates as the entire five·c:ounty 
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Bay Area. Also shown for each cancer is the SIR and the 99 percent confidence interval around 
the SIR. Table I shows the cancers which were included in the earlier evaluation, cancers of all 
anatomical sites combined and other selected cancers, excepting breast and cervical cancers, 
which are shown separately in Tables 2 and 3. Breast and cervical cancers were elevated during 
the 1988 to 1992 time period. Table 2 shows invasive breast and cervical cancers, and Table 3 
shows invasive plus in situ cancers of the breast and cervix. In Tables 2 and 3, cancers are 
shown in the age and race/ethnicity categories an_alyzed in the earlier evaluation. 

Observed and expected numbers for cancers of the bladder, brain, colon, lung, prostate, and 
rectum, for leukemia and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. for cancers in children and adolescents 
(ages 0-19 years), and for cancers ofaU anatomical sites and all ages combined, are shown in 
Table I. None of the observed and expected numbers for the various cancers were substaDtial ly 
different from one another. In some cases the observed numbers were lower than the expected 
numbers, and in some cases higher, so that the SIRs vary from 0.6 to 1.7. However, the 
numerical differences between the observed and expected numbers are small and the 
corresponding confidence intervals are wide. All the differences between the observed and 
expected numbers are well within the range of what can be expected to occur through nonnal 
fluctuations. Using 9S percent confidence intervals (not shown) does not affect the results. 

Forty-five Bayview-Hunters Point women were diagnosed with invasive breast cancer between 
1993 and 1995, compared with 52.4 cases which would be expected on average (Table 2). Fewer 
cases were diagnosed than expected among women in both age groups (0-49 years old, and 50 or 
older), but the differences were within the limits of normal variation. Thirty-three breast cancers 
wen: diagnosed among African American women, compared to an average expected number of 
35.0. Fewer cases than expected were diagnosed in African American women under SO years old 
(6 cases compared to B.2 expected), while the number of cases diagnosed was equal to the 
number expected (27 and 26.8 cases respectively) in older African American women. Again, the 
difference between the observed and expected numbers among younger African American 
women was consistent with normal variation. 

Six invasive cervical cancers were diagnosed among Bayview-Hunters Point women over the 
three-year period, compared to an average of S.2 expected cases (Table 2). To protect the 
privacy of individuals, specific numbers are not shown for fewer than five cases. As can be seen 
from the SlR.s, any differences between the observed and expected numbers were small. 

The data shown in Table 2 for invasive breast and cervical cancers is shown in Table 3 for the 
combination of invasive plus in situ cases. Again, the numbers of observed cases are all close to 
the average numbers expected, both among women of all races combined, and among African 
American women. 

Table 4 shows the annual incidence of invasive plus in situ breast cancers among women in 
Bayview-Hunters Point from 1985 to l 995, the numbers diagnosed per year among women of all 
races combined and among African American women. Among African American women, the 
numbers Ouctuated between 8 and 21 per year, the higher numbers occurring during the years, 
1988 to 1992; the average number per year was I 5. Also shown is the percentage of cancers that 



were diagnosed at an early st.age. dW is. cancers that were classified as either in situ ot localized. 
relative to the total number of invuive cancers. The percentage of early stage cancers increased 
fairly steadily from 1988 onward. 

Table 5 combines the data in Table 4 into three time periods. and shows the annual averages of 
invasive breast cancers and the percentages of early stage cancers during the periods 1985-1987, 
1988-1992, and 1993-1995. This shows the increase in the annual average of cancers diagnosed 
as well as the increase in the average percentage of early stage diagnoses from the period 1985· 
1987 to the period l 98S. I 992. The average number of cancers diagnosed dropped during 1993-
1995, but the average percentage of early stage cancers continued to increase. 

Table 6 shows the average numbers and average percent of early stage diagnoses (in situ or 
localized) for cervical cancer for the same three time periods. The average annual number of 
cases increased from the period t 915-1987 to the period 1988-1993, then decreased during the 
period 1993-1995. The percentage of early stage diagnoses was similar during 1985-1987 and 
l 988-1992 (77.8 percent and 77. l percent) but was higher during 1993-1995 (84.6 percent). The 
cancers that occurred among the residents of census tract.609 during the three-year period were 
not increased. The total number wu less than five. 

Discussion 

During the three years, 1993 to l99S, Bayview-Hunters Point residents. both female and male, 
had approximately the number or cancers that they would be expec:ted to have if they had the 
same cancer rates as their equivalent age, gender, and race/ethnicity groups in the entire Bay 
Area. This was also true for breast and cervical cancer, which were elevated from 1988 to 1992, 
as well as for other individual cancers. From 1993 to 1995, women under SO and women SO and 
over, both African American women and women or all races, were diagnosed with breast and 
cervical cancer at about the same rate as their counterparts in the Bay Area as a whole. The 
elevations seen in the earlier five-year period, 1988 to l992, were not evident during the more . 
recent three-year period. The review of the numbers and the stage at diagnosis of breast cancers 
diagnosed annually from 1985 to 1995 showed an increase in the percentage of early stage, that 
is. in .situ or localized cancers, from 1988 onward. 

For cancers such as breast and cervical cancer. the number diagnosed during a panicular time 
period and the stage of the cancers when they are first diagnosed, will be influenced by the 
amount of screening being conducted among the population. Mammography potentially can 
detect breast cancers several years before they are large enoulb to be Celt by palpation. because 
many breast cancers tend to grow relatively slowly. Consequently, an increase in the amount of 
mammography being done among a group of women can lead to a temporary increase in the 
breast cancer incidence rate. As the amount of screening increases, cancers may be diagnosed 
over a relatively short time period thar without mammography would have been diagnosed 
several years later when the cancers were large enough to be felt as lumps in the breast. The 
incidence rate may decline as breast cancer screening becomes a routine pan of health care, but 
the percentage of early stage diagnoses will remain higher than it was before the screening was 
implemented. Similarly, intensification of cervical cancer screening has the potential to detect 
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cervical cancer before women have symptoms that would cause them to seek medical attention, 
and may lead to a temporary increase in the numbers of cervical cancers diagnosed. Although 
specific infonnation on breast and cervical screening programs in Bayview·Hunters Point was 
not obtainable, there are anecdotal reports that breast cancer screening programs in the Bayview
Hunters Point neighborhood started in the late 1980s. The breast cancer data are consistent with 
this explanation; it is possible that some of the elevated numbers of cancers diagnosed during the 
1988-1992 time period may be due to increased screening during that time. 

The data are not IS clear for cervical cancer; while the average number of cases per )'Ur doubled 
from the 1985· 1987 period to the 1988-1992 period (14 and 27 cases respectively), the 
percentage of early stage diagnoses did not increase between the two time periods (77.8 percent 
and 77. l percent respectively). During the 1993-1995 period, the average number of cases 
dropped to J l per year and the percentage of early stllge diagnoses rose to 14.6. This is still 
consistent with a screening eff ecL 

Cancer registry assessments of cancer incidence in particular geographic areas have to be 
interpreted with caution.because the available data include only the patient's addn:ss at the time 
or diagnosis; there is no infonnation on the length of residence at that address. M1ny cancers 
have a long latency period. that is, there may be a long time, up to I 0 or 20 years or more, from 
the initiation of the carcinogenic process to the development of a cancer that an be diagnosed 
clinically. If there were a past exposure in a given area that conveyed an increased cancer risk, 
many of the people exposed could have moved out of the area before any cancers that they may 
have developed were diagnosed. 

Cancer incidence data arc not complete for more recent years. Because of the need to collect 
treatment infonnation and to perform extensive quality control procedures, there is always a lag 
period of about 6 to 18 months until data are complete enough to be analyzed. Also, when the 
numbers are small, IS happens when an assessment is done in a relatively small population over 
a short time period, the numbers can fluctuate randomly; chance can play a large role in the 
number of cancers that occur. 

In summary, the elevated breast and cervical cancer incidence seen among women in Bayview
Hunters Point during 1988-1992 did not persist during the period 1993-1995. 
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Table 1. 

Cancer Expected Observed 
Category number number 

1993.951 1993·19952 

Bladders 8.0 10 

Brain <56 <56 

Colon 17.7 21 

Leukemia 4.5 6 

Lung 38.1 36 

NHL 9.0 8 

Proslale 73.0 76 

Reclum 6.3 c56 

Child & adol. 7 <56 c56 

All cancers 221.2 248 
combined 

THE INCIDENCE OF INVASIVE CANCER IN BAYVIEW-HUNTERS POINT 
1193·1195 

Ma lee fem1lea 

Standardized 89% Expected Observed Standardized 
Incidence Confidence number number Incidence 
RatJo3 lnterval4 1993.951 1993·199s2 RaUo3 

1.3 0.4 ·2.1 <56 c56 0.6 

1.7 0.2-3.1 c58 c56 0.6 

1.2 0.5-1.7 17.5 10 0.8 

1.3 0.3-2.8 <56 <56 1.1 

0.9 0.8·1.5 24.7 19 0.8 

0.9 0.3-2.3 5.2 7 1.3 

1.0 0.7-1.3 n.•. n.a. n.a. 

<1 0.1·3.7 5.3 cs& <1 

1.7 0.1·3.1 c56 c56 0.6 

1.1 0.1-1.2 178.7 182 0.9 

99% 
Confidence 
lnterval4 

0.1-4.6 

0.0• 7.4 

0.4-2.1 

0.2· 3.1 

0.5·1.I 

0.3•2.4 

n.a. 

0.2· 3.1 

0.0· 7.4 

0.1·1.2 

I Expecled numbers ere based on: A) 1994 popul•lion estimates derived from 1990 popul9Uon det• from lhe C•Ufoml• Depaitment of Fln1nce logelher with 1990 
populalion dala and 1995 projections kom lhe Assodallon of Bey Alea Governments: and 8) 1993-1995 average 1nnu1I c.nc:er ratea for the live-county Bay Alea. 

2 Cancers reported to GBACR as of Oclober 1997. 
3 The slandardized incidence ratio equals !he observed number of ca111 divided by the expected number. 
4 Approximate 99'Y. confidence interval around Iha 1land1rdlzed Incidence ratio baaed on the Poisson distribution. 
5 Bladder cancer cases and expected numben; include both Invasive and In lllu cases. 
6 Data nol shown for fewer than S cases. 
7 Cases In children and adolescents aged 0-19. 
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Table 2. 

BAYVIEW-HUNTERS POINT 
INVASIVE BREAST AND CERVICAL CANCER INCIDENCE AMONG WOMEN 

1193-1195 

Caneer Race/ethnicity Age Group Expeetitd Observ.d Standardized 19% 
number number Incidence Confldence 
111:1-19951 1993-19952 RaUo3 lnterv114 

Breast All races 
combined 

00-49 12.2 I 0.7 0.2. 1.5 
50-85+ 40.2 37 0.9 0.6· 1.4 
All ages 52.4 45 0.9 0.6. 1.2 

African American 
00-49 1.2 6 0.7 0.2. 1.9 
50-85+ 28.1 27 1.0 0.6· 1.8 
All ages 35.0 33 0.9 0.8·1.5 

Cervix All races 
combined 

00-49 <sS csS 1.3 0.1-4.8 
50-85+ csS csS 1.0 0.1. 3.8 
All 1ges 5.2 6 1.2 0.3-3.0 

African 
American 

00-49 csS csS 1.3 0.1-8.1 
50-85+ c55 <55 0.5 0.0·3.9 
All ages <SS c55 0.9 0.1. 3.2 

1 Expected numbers are based on: 199-4 population estimales derived from 1990 population data from the 
Califomia Department of Fln11nce together with 1990 population data and 1995 pro;ections from the A11oci11Uon of 
Bay Area Govemments: and 1993-1995 average aMUal e11nc:er rates for the five-county Bay Area. 

2 Cases reported to GBACR as ofOClober 1997. 
3 The standardized Incidence ratio equals the observed number of cases divided by the expected number. 
4 Approximate 99 % confidence interval around the standanfized incidence ratio based on the Poisson distr1bullon. 
5 Data not shown for fewer than 5 cases. 
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Table 3. 

Cancer 

Breast: invasive 
and in situ 

Cervix: invasive 
and in situ 

BAYVIEW-HUNTERS POINT 
INVASIVE PLUS IN SITU BREAST CANCER INCIDENCE AMONG WOMEN 

1993-1995 

Race/ethnicity Ag• Group Expected Observed Standardized 
number number Incidence 
1993-19951 1993-19952 Ratio3 

All races 

00-49 13.9 <13.gS <1 
50-85+ 48.6 47 1.0 
All ages 62.5 57 0.9 

African American 
00·49 9.0 <9.o5 <1 
50·85+ 32.5 32 1.0 
All ages -41.5 39 0.9 

All races 

00-49 18.8 18 1.0 
50- 85+ 6.2 5 0.8 
All ages 25.0 23 0.9 

African American 
00·49 13.0 11 0.8 
50-85+ <56 c56 0.5 
All ages 17.1 13 0.8 

Expected numbers are based on: 1994 population estimates derived from 1990 population data from the 

99% 
Confidence 
Interval• 

0.3· 1.5 
0.6-1.4 
0.6- 1.3 

0.2·1.9 
0.6 • 1.5 
0.6·1.4 

0.5 • 1.7 
0.2 -2.3 
0.5. 1.5 

0.3. 1.8 
0.0. 2.3 
0.3. 1.5 

California Department of Finance together with 1990 population data and 1995 projections from the Association of 
Bay Area Governments; and 1993-1995 average aMUal c:anc.er rates far the five-county Bay Area. 

2 Cases reported lo GBACR as of Odobet 1997. 
3 The standardized incidence rallo equals the observed number of cases divided by lhe expected number. 
4 Approximate 99% confidence interval around the standardized incidence ratio based on the Poisson distribution. 
5 Data not shown for fewer than the expected number of cases because or the small number of in situ cases. 
6 Data not shown for fewer than 5 cases. 
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Table4. 

BA YVIEW-HUHTERS POINT 
BREAST CANCER INCIDENCE AMONG WOMEN 

ANNUAL NUMBER OF INVASIVE PLUS INSmJ CASES AND PERCENTAGE OF EARLY STAGE DIAGNOSES 
1915-1995 

Women of all racH combined African American women 

Year Total number of Percentage earty Total number of Percentage Hrty 
breast cancers 1 atage dlagnOt1t12 breast cancera 1 stage diagnosH2 

1985 17 53 13 54 
1986 17 53 9 56 
1987 19 47 11 55 
1988 27 59 21 67 
1989 23 70 17 65 
1990 23 61 14 64 
1991 23 52 19 53 
1992 27 63 20 85 
1993 15 73 a 63 
1994 21 81 14 79 
1995 21 62 17 59 

Cases reported to GBACR as of October 1997. 
2 The percentage of earty stage cancers equals the number of Joc:alized plus in #itu cancers divided by the total 

number of all cancers. multiplied by 100. 

Tables. 

BAYVIEW-HUNTERS POINT 
BREAST CANCER INCIDENCE AMONG WOMEN 

THE ANNUAL AVERAGE NUMBER OF CASES AND AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF EARLY STAGE DIAGNOSES 
DURING THREE TIME PERIODS 
1915-19117, 1918-1992. 1993-1995 

Women of all rscH comblnttd Afrtc:an American women 

Time period Annual average of Average Annual aven1ge of Average 
Invasive plus In percentage early Invasive plus In percentage early 
situ cancers 1 stage dlagnose12 situ cancel'll 1 stage dlagnoHs2 

1985-1987 16 51 10 55 

1988-1992 22 61 16 63 

1993·1995 15 72 11 67 

Cases reported lo GBACR as of Oc:tober 1997. 
2 The percentage of ear1y stage cancers equals the number of localized plus in silu cancers divided by lhe total 

number of all cancers. multiplied by 100. 
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Table&. 

• 

BA YVIEW.ffUNTERS POINT 
CERVICAL CANCER INCIDENCE AMONG WOMEN 

THE ANNUAL AVERAGE NUMBER OF CASES AND AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF EARLY STAGE DIAGNOSES 
DURING THREE TIME PERIODS 
1985-1917.1911·1992. 1993-1995 

Women of all rac .. combined African American women 

Time period Annual average of Average Annual average of Average 
Invasive plus In percentage early Invasive plus In percentage early 
situ cancen11 stage diagnoHa2 situ cancen11 stage dlagnoses2 

1985-1987 23 85.2 14 n.a 

1988-1992 47 82.5 27 n.1 

1993-1995 21 91.3 11 84.6 

Cases reported to GBACR as of October 1997. 
2 The percentage of eany stage cancers equals the number of localized plus in situ cancers divided by the total 

number of all cancers, multiplied by 100. 
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Bayview-Hunters Point Health & Environmental Assessment Project 
Summary of Current Research Findings 

The Bayview Hunters Point Health & Environmental Assessment Task Force is a 
collaborative effort between Bayview Hunters Point neighborhood residents and the 
followfug organizations: Golden Gate University Environmental Law & Justice Clinic; 
Southeast Alli~e for Environmental Justice; Northern California Cancer Center; Lead 
Poisoning Prevention Project; Southeast Health Center, University of California, San 
Francisco; San Francisco Department of Public Health; California Department of Health 
Services, and more. 

Community Health Re.search 

Challenges faced by the Task Force in conducting commun.ity heallh research have 
included the following: (1) Being responsive to community concerns; (2) developing 
ongoing communication wilh lhe community and earning community trust; (3) 
acknowledge and support environmental equity concerns independent of our research 
efforts; (4) asking and studying feasible research questions relevant to lhe community; (5) 
recognizing the limitations of epidemiology to establish •causal links' between complex 
environmental exposures and adverse heallh outcomes and -acknowledging that a 
'negative' study does not rule out I.he occurrence of environmentally-related illnesses; (6) 
maintaining a broad approach to community health and supponing communiry efforts at 
health promotion, disease prevention, and health protection; and, (7) securing funds to 
conduct needed community health assessments and research. 

Research Committee 

The Task Force's Research Conuniuee consists of three subcommittees: (1) 
Environmental Technical Advisory Subcommittee (ETAS). (2) Community Health Survey 
Subcommittee, and (3) Community Health Profiles Subcommiuce. The results in this 
summary report arc based on the Community Health Profiles. 

Community Health Profiles 

The purpose of the Community Health Profiles (CHPs) is to develop a comprehensive 
health needs assessment ("health profile") of BVHP for community residents, community
based organizations, and corrununity and city planners. Each CHP will specifically present 
primary health data. analysis, and interpretation. The goals are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Goals of Communitv Health Profiles 
I. to assess communiry health needs: 
., to provide community and city planners with accurate health data and infonnation; and 
3. to serve other San Francisco communities by analyzing. whenever possible. other 

communities. neighborhoods. or districts. 
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Although the primary emphasis is on the BVHP community, whenever data are available 
and analyses arc f easiblc, the CHPs will also provide the primary data for other San 
Francisco communities. BVHP HEAP is commirted to supporting the effons of other San 
Francisco communities by providing them with useful and relevant health-related data and 
information. 

The CHPs are short summary reports to be compiled into a binder and each report will be 
periodically updated. A primary goal of these Profiles is to assess community health needs 
for the purposes of community education and planning. and not specifically to compan: 
neighborhoods or racial/ethnic groups. Although some comparisons across racial/ethnic 
groups or geographic locations are unavoidable, valid conclusions or inferences drawn 
from these comparisons are limited because (1) the Profiles are not designed to test causal 
hypotheses and (2) individual-level risk factor data are often not available to sort out 
'causal associations'. Instead, the hope is that these repons will be used by community 
and city planners, educators and organizers to develop educational materials, identify 
problem areas requiting further re.search. allocate needed re.sources, assist community 
planning and define other necessary projects for BVHP. 

All Community Health Profiles will become available to the general public. 

Summary of Key findings 
Preventable hospitalizatiom 
For the period 1991-1992, hospitalization rates for asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD), hypertension. congestive heart failure (CHF). and diabetes mellitus were 
evaluated for San Francisco neighborhoods as defmcd by Medical Service Study Areas 
(Appendix A) [l ]. In addition to serving as indicators of increased incidence and 
prevalence of these diseases, these conditions arc regarded as Ambulatory Care Sensitive 
(ACS) conditions and also serve as indicators of hospitalizations that are preventable by 
appropriate primary care. BVHP has among the highest hospitalization rates in all age 
groups not only in the City of San Francisco but also in the State of California for asthma 
(Figure l ), hypertension (Figure 2.). congestive heart failure (Figure 3), and diabetes 
mellitus (Figure 4). 

Cancers amenable to primary and/or secondary prevention 
For the period 1987-1993, age-adjusted incidence rates for breast, cervical, colorectal, 
lung, and prostate cancer by race/ethnicity and by neighborhood (as defined by City 
Planning District boundaries - sec Appendix B) were evaluated (Figures S-8) [2}. African 
American males ha\"e significantly higher lung cancer rates compared to other ethnic 
groups (Figure SA) and BVHP has among the highest male lung cancer rates compared to 
other neighborhoods (Figure SB). Likewise. African American males have significantly 
higher prostate cancer rates compared to other ethnic groups (Figure 6A) and BVHP has 
among the highest male prostate cancer rates compared to other neighborhoods (Figure 
SB). White females have the highest breast cancer rates in San Francisco, followed by 
African American, Latino, and Asian females (Figure 7A). Compared to orher S.F. 
neighborhoods. BVHP has among the highest agc·adjusted breast cancer rates (Figure 
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7B). Latino females have the f\ighest cervical cancer rates in San Francisco. followed by 
African American. Asian, and white females (Figure SA). Compared to other S.F. 
neighborhoods. BVHP has among the highest age-adjusted cervical cancer rates (Figure 
BB). 

Breast cancer incidence & survival 
For each racial/ethnic group, the San Francisco Bay Area has among the highest age
adjusted breast cancer rates in the State of California (Figure 9). Invasive breast cancer is 
the most commonly diagnosed cancer among women in San Francisco in all racial/ethnic 
groups. White females have the highest rates, however, for women under the age of 45, 
African American women have the highest breast cancer rates [3]. for the twenty-one year 
period 1973-1993, the survival experience after a diagnosis with invasive breast cancer 
was evaluated for San Francisco women [3]. During this period. 9624 women were 
diagnosed with 10,098 cases of primary invasive breast cancer. 

Overall, survival after lhe diagnosis of breast cancer has improved in San Francisco since 
1973. However. differences in survival experience exist between racial/ethnic groups: 
African American race and Chinese ethnicity were associated with an increased breast 
cancer mom.Uty rate, after adjusting for age. period of diagnosis, stage. and tumor 
histology •. Compared to white women, African American women had a 43% increased 
rate of breast cancer deaths and Chinese had a 20% increase (Table 2). For each 
consecutive seven-year period (1973-1979, 1980-1986, 1987-1993), African American 
women died from breast cancer at 33%, 46%, and 54tll higher rates than white women 
(Table 3), after adjusting for age. stage. and tumor histology. The disparity between 
breast cancer mortality has grown over this period. Compared to white women with 
similar local stage breast cancer at diagnosis. African American women had a 77% higher 
rate of breast cancer deaths. after adjusting for age, period of diagnosis, and tumor 
histology. Compared to San Francisco overall, BVHP has an 87% higher age-adjusted 
breast cancer mortality rate and reflects, in large part, the higher breast cancer mortality 
rates for San Francisco African American women [4]. 

Leading specific causes of death 
For the six-year period 1990-1995, leading causes of death were evaluated in BVHP and 
San Francisco overall utilizing age-adjusted mortality rates and standardized expected 
years oflife lost (SEYLL) (4, 5]. Compared to San Francisco males, BVHP males -had a 
I 5% higher ischemic heart disease mortality rate, 48tll lower AIDS mortality rate, 484% 
higher homicide mortality rate, 44% higher lung cancer mom.lily rate, and 90% higher 
stroke monaliry rate. (Figure 10). Compared to San Francisco females,.BVHP females 
had a 50% higher ischemic heart disease mortality rate, 87tll higher breast cancer mortality 
rate, 23% higher stroke mortality rate, I 5% lung cancer mortality rate. and 255% higher 
AIDS mortality rate (Figure l l ). 

Standardized expected years of life (SEYLL) lost is a mortality measure that gives more 
weight to deaths that occur at younger ages and allows a higher ranking of preventable 
c.iuses of premature deaths that occur more commonly in younger people (e.g .. homicides, 
accidents, etc.). Using this metric it is clear that for BVHP males homicide is the leading 



cause of death, followed by AIDS, ischemic hearth. disease, lung cancer. and stroke 
(Fi;~ure 12 And for BVHP females, ischemic hcan disease is rhe leading cause of death 
followed b / breast cancer, stroke, AIDS, and lung cancer. For comparison of ranking. 
San Francisco SEYLL.s are shown in Figure 13. 

The poor health status of residents in BVHP reflects, in large part, the rlcial disparities in 
health status among San Francisco residents. For example, based on current San ... 
Francisco race and age-specific mortality rates. S.F. African American males have· a life 
expectancy of 59.9 years compared to 64.6 years for U.S. African American males and 
73.l years for U.S. white males (Table S) [SJ. The last time males had a life expectancy 
this low was 27 years ago (1970) for U.S. African Americans males and 57 years ago 
(1940) for U.S. white males. The differences between San Francisco and U.S. male life 
expectancy estimates is largely explained by the impact of the AIDS epidemic in San 
Francisco. The AIDS epidemic has taken the already poor health status of African 
Americans and has Jowcred it even further. 

Of spcciaJ concern for African Americans, especially males, is death from violence. An 
African American male born in San Francisco today has and a 1 in 20 crude lifetime risk of 
dying from homicide [S]. This is about eight times the lifetime risk of San Francisco white 
males. The 484% increase in male homicide mortality rates comparing BVHP to S.F. 
largely reflects the homicide rate among African American males that arc concentrated in 
BVHP. However, as a neighborhood, BVHP African American males had a 65% higher 
age-adjusted homicide rate compared to S.F. African American males. This means that 
the lifetime risk. of dying from a homicide for a BVHP African American male is even 
higher than I in 20 [5]. 

Toxic air contaminants emissions 
B VHP has the highest concentration of air polluting industries compared to other San 
Francisco zipcodes. In fact, the only zipcode second to BVHP is the San Francisco 
International Airport [6). 
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tian Francisco Female Breast & Cervical Cancer Rates 

Fi~ure. 5A. Female Breast Cancer Rates 1987·1993 
By Race/Ethnicity and Age-adjusted 
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San Francisco Male Lung & Prostate Cancer Rates 

J=.:,urc. 1-A. Male Lung Cancer Rates 1987-1993 
By Race/Ethnicity and Age-adjusted 
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'F~urc ft.. Male Lung Cancer Rates 1987-1993 
By Planning District and Age-adjusted 
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F~tat"C. q. Annual Age-adjusted Invasive Breast Cancer Rates by 
Selected Counties and Race, California Cancer Registry 1989· 1993 
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-r~l(, ~. Adjusted Rate Ratios for Race/Ethnicity from Mwllvariable Cox Models• 
StraliOed br En of Diagnosis, Breast Cancer In San Francisco 1973.93 (N • 9414} 

Bnuc C.nar 
Deaths -All Dtatbs 

Variable Huard Huard 
No. Rate Ratio (95 .. C.I.) Rate Ratio (95"1. C.I.) 

Model 1: Yean 1973-79 
Racclcthnicit7 

Whilll 2346 1.00 {Rcfmnce) 1.00 (Refacnc:c) 
Alrie&11 Amaic:u :us l.]J (l .o& • l.63) l.ll (1.00. 1.31) 

Lati.ao lSJ us (0.71 • l.2.5) 0.90 (0.7]. 1.11) 
Asi&DIOlbcr m 0.90 (0.72 • 1.13) 0.83 (0.70. 0.91) 

Model 2: Years 1980-U 
Raccleduliciry 

Whim 2252 l.00 {Rd'en:ace) 1.00 {Refaencc) 
African A.meric:u 294 1.46 (I.II· I.II) 1.29 (1.10 • I.SI) 

Lu.illo. 187 1.02 (0.77 • 1.36) 0.16 (0.69 • l.07) 
Asiu/Olhe:r J72 I.IS (0.92. 1.43) 1.00 (0.8S • l.18) 

Modd 3: Years 1917·5'3 
Rac:cleduliciry 

While 21.56 1.00 {Rd'trCDClC) 1.00 {Reference) 
A.fricu Amaicu 331 l.$4 (1.16 • 2.04) 1.32 (1.06 • J.64) 

l.a&iao 246 o.ao (0..54-1.11) 0.71 (O.S3 • 0.9S) 
Asillllodll:r S10 l.12 (0.IS· 1.47) l.10 (0.90. 1.33) 

• All inodels 1djusl&d foe 11e. 111mnwy sia1e. and his10to1ic&l 1rade 

Ta bit. *· Adjusted Rate Ratios for Race/Ethnidt7 from Muldvarlable Cox Models• 
Stratined by Stage at Diagnosis, Breast Cancer in San Francisco 1973·93 (N = 8988) 

Breast Cancer 
Deaths All Deaths 

Variable Hazard Hazard 
No. Ratt Ratio (95 .. C.L) Rale Ratio {95"• C.l.) 

Model 1: Local S1a11 
Race/cthnicily 

Whi• 3764 1.00 (Reltnnce) 1.00 (Refcn:nc:e) 
AfriCllD Amcric:aa ... , l.77 ( l.35 • 2.32) 1.26 ( 1.06. 1.49) 

LAiim 302 1.ll (0. 76 • 1.62) 0.99 co. ao • 1.23) 
AsianlOlbcr 700 1.21 (0.91 • 1.65) 0.91 (0-77 • l.07) 

Model 1: R11lonal Stap 
Race/er.hnici&y 

White 2129 1.00 (l\efrmice) l.00 (Refen:nce) 
Africu AmcriC1A 310 1.43 (l.19. 1.73) l.25 (1.07. 1.46) 

Latino 217 0.95 (0.73. 1.23) 0.86 (0.70. 1.06) 
Asianlodler 400 1.03 (0.85. 1.25) l.Ol (0.87 • l.19) 

Model 3: Dist.Ant Stap 
IU.."c/cthnicity 

White 4SI 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 
Afric:an American 92 1.15 (0.U· l.SO) 1.17 (0. 92 • 1.48) 

Laci no 35 0.62 (0.40. 0.94) 0.66 (0.45 • 0.96) 
Asian/other 73 O.ll (0.llO. l.11) 0.94 (0.70. l.19) 

• All models adj11s1Cd fot 11e. er.a of di:s&nosis. and bistolopcal &~de 
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at Birth based on San Francisco Mortalit Data 1987 .. 1995 

Population and years Males Females . . 
• 

I White African Latino Asian White African Latino Asian 
American I other American I other· 

,,..\ 

San Francisco 1987-1995 64.9 59.9 73.9 76.5 79.2 12.S 86.S 83.7 

· .. United Stales 1993• 73.1 64.6 na na 19.S 73.7 na na 

Uni1ed StalCS 1970• 68.0 60.0 na na 1S.6 68.3 na na 

United States 1940• 62.1 na na na 66.6 na na na 

•Gardner P, Hudson BL. Advance report or final mortality statistics, 1993. Monthly' 'Vital statistics report; vol 44 no 7. supp 
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. United States Department of the Interior 
omcE OF THE S£CR.ETAR.Y 

Ol&a: ot~w Policy UICI CompJiance 
IOO ffanUoa Sllftt. Suit• 515 

Su Fl'l.lleilco. c.Jilomia t4107·1S'76 

January 4, 1999 

ER98nOJ 

Gary J. Munekawa 
Engineering Field Activity, West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Convnand 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5006 

Dear Mr. Gary J. Munekawa: 

The Department of the Interior has reviewed the Revised On.ft EnviroM1CntaJ Impact Statement/ f;;\ 
(RDEIS) for the Disposal and Resuse of Hunters Point Shipyard, City and County of San \:J 
Francisco, and has no comments to offer. 

Thank you for the opponunity to comment on this documcnL 

Sincerely, 

~.;_~L< <:?~. 
Patricia Sanderson Pon 
Regional Environmental Officer 

cc: Director, OEPC (w/orig. incoming) 
Regional Director, FWS, Region I 
San Francisco Planning Department 



Response to Comments 

Letter F3: Department of the Interior, Office of Environmental Policy and 
2 Compliance 

3 Response to Comment F3-l: 

4 No response required. 

F3-l Hunters Point Shipyard EIR 

S:\Katie\HPS R to C\HPSJ.DOC 

June 1999 
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. - --- .ALAMEDA 

December 1 S, 1998 

COLUSA 
COHTMCOSTA 
DEL NORTE 
HUM80U>T 
LAKE 

Engineering Field Activitity West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Attn.: Mr. Gary Munekawa, Code 7032, Bldg. 209/l 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5066 

Hor1h-ll lftfol"IMlloft Centw 
Sonoma State l.IMwl'llty 
1801 East Cotati Awnua 
~It Patt. Calfomlli 1>4929·3009 
Tel: 707.fle.4.2404 • Fu: 707.1164.3947 
E-mal: nwlcOllOnOml.edu 

File Number; 98-SF-81E 

RE: Disposal and Proposed Reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard, San Francisco, CA 

Dear Mr. Munekawa; 

Our office has no additional comments on the above referenced document. Thank you for 10 
your continued concern for protecting our historical heritage. \:..J 

Leigh Jordan, M.A. 
Coordinator 



Response to Comments 

Letter Sl: California Historical Resources Information System 

2 Response to Comment Sl-1: 

3 No response required. 

Sl-1 Hunters Point Shipyard EIR June 1999 
S:\KatielHPS R to CIHPSJ.DOC 



STAT£ OF CALIFORNIA f'ETE WILSON.~ 

SAN FRANCISCO BAY CONSERVATION ANO DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
THIRTY VAN NESS AVENUE. surrE 2011 
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFOANIA M 102-'0IO 
PHONE: C•IS) 557·3616 

Commilnding Officer 
Engineering Field Activity, West 
Attn: Mr. Gilry Munekilwa. Code 7032. Bldg 20911 
900 Commodore Drive 
Siln Bruno, California 94066-5006 

City and County of Siln Francisco 
Siln Francisco Pfanning Depilrtment 
Aun: Ms. Hillary Gitelman 
I 660 Mission Street. Fifth Floor 
San Francisco, California 94103-6426 

December 30, 1998 

SUBJECT: Revised Draft Environmentll Jmpilct Stitement/Environmental lmpilct Repon for 
Disposill and Reuse of Fonner Hunters Point Navill Shipyard, San Francisco, 
California: BCDC Inquiry File No. SF.SB.7126.1. 

Dear Mr. Munekilwa and Ms. Gitelman: 

Thank you for the opponunity to comment on the Revised Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement/Environmental Imp:act Repon (Revised DEIS/EIR) for the disposal and reuse of the 
fonner Hunters Point Naval Shipyard. Although the San Fr.incisco Bay Conservation and 
Development Commission (Commission) hilS not reviewed the document. the following arc staff 
comments hilscd on our review of the Revised DEIS/EIR in the context of the Commission's 
authority under the McAteer-Petris Act (California Government Code Sections 66600 el seq.) and 
the federal Coastal Zone Manilgement AcL 

One of the Commission's charges under the McAteer-Petris Act is to reserve adequate 
shoreline areilS for those water-oriented uses thilt must be located on the shore of the Bay, such as 
ports, airports. and Willer-related industry (Section 66602). Areas needed for the region's port 
development are reserved in the San Francisco Bay Arta Staport Plan (Seapon Plan) and the San 
Frnncisco Bay Plan (Bily Plan) as pon priority use areilS. These areas must be reserved by federal, 
state, and local agencies for cargo handling and relilted activities, thereby avoiding situations in 
which other uses preempt use of the shoreline. and the Bay is filled to :iccommod:ite pon and 
marine tenninal development 

Under the federal Coasta.l Zone Man:igement Act of 1972, as amended, federal activities or 
fe~ehrilhllyC·appro~e~. f ~nded, or lidcense

1
. d_ ac~viuth·es thS at aFffect .the cBoilStal zone musf tthbe constalistent 1 . 

wit t e omm1ss10n s plans an po 1c1es aor e an ranc1sco ay segment o e coas zone 
(16 USC 1456 (c)). Accordingly, federal agencies or applicants for federal funding for projects in 8 
the coasta.l zone must submit a consistency detennin:ition to the Commission prior to commencing \.; 52-1 
their project. In the Cilse of b:ise reuse ilnd transfer of ownership to loca.l governments, the 
Commission must concur with the federal ilgency thilt the reuse pliln and transfer of ownership is 
consistent with the Commission's manilgcment program before the transfer occurs or the reuse 
pliln implemented. 

Dedicated to making San Francisco Bay better. 



Gary Mum:kawa 
Hilbry Gitelman 
December 30. 1998 
Page2 

As the Revised DEIS/EIR correctly states. lhe Seapon Pl:in and lhe Bay Plan designate a SS· 
acre area at the Hunters Point Shipyard for port priority use. This designation is part of a ca.rclully 
balanced long-term plnn for pon growth in the San Francisco Bay region. The proposed reuse plan 
retlects lhis designation in reserving 55 acres in the soulheast ponion of the shipyard for m:iritime 
industrial use. · 

The Revised DEIS/EIR correctly stues th:it a consistency delemlination is required to ensure 
that the dispos:il of Hunters Point Shipy:ird is consistent with the Commission's man:igement 
program for San Francisco Bay. 1be Revised DEIS/EIR continues to st:ite that a consistency 
detennimuion will be submitted to the Commission by the Navy before the Record of Decision 
under the National Environment:il Policy Act is issued. 

Please contact Steve McAdam, Deputy Director and Chief of Regul:uory Services, at your 
earliest convenience to discuss the procedures for submitting a consistency determination. 

LS/bb 

Sincerely. 

;;e." a-~~ 
LINDA SCOURTIS 
Caastal Program Analyst 

cc: Nadell Gayou, Resources Agency 
Tom Conrad, San Fr.mcisco Redevelopment Agency 

BCDCFile: Base Closure • Hun1ers Poinl 



Response to Comments 

Letter S2: San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission 

2 Response to Comment S2-1: 

3 The Navy submitted a consistency determination to the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development 
4 Commission (BCDC) on January 12, 1999. BCDC administratively executed the consistency action on 
5 March 8, 1999, as documented in Letter of Agreement for Consistency Determination No. CN 1-99. This 
6 letter is attached to this response and will be included in Appendix B of the Final EIR. 

S2-l Hunters Point Shipyard EIR June 1999 
S:\Katie\HPS R to·C\HPSJ.DOC 



STATEOFCAUFO=RN=~=============-==========-=================-========-======G=R=AY~D~A=~=S.=G~o¥~•mo~r 
SAN f R/\NCJSCO BAY CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
THIRTY VAN NESS AVENUE. sunc 2011 
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94102~ 
PHONE: (415) 557·3686 

LETTER OF AGREEMENT FOR CONSISTENCY 
DETERMINATION NO. CN 1 ·99 

March 8, 1999 

United States Department of the Navy 
Engineering Field Activity, West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Bruno, California 94066-5006 

ATrENTION: John H. Kennedy, Head, 
Environmental and Installations Planning 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I. Agreement 

A. The San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission agrees with the 
determination of the United States Department of the Navy that the following project is consistent 
with the Commission's Amended Management Program for San Francisco Bay: 

Location: 

Description: 

B-72 

In the Bay and within the 1 OO·foot shoreline band, in the southeast 
portion of the San Francisco waterfront at the Hunters Point Shipyard. in 
the City and County of San Francisco. 

Transference of the Hunters Point Shipyard to the City and County of 
San Francisco and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency for local 
reuse of the property. Only maritime activities consistent with the pon 
priority use designation would occur at the port priority use area at the 
Hunters Point Shipyard. A variety of uses would occur on the propeny 
located outside of the port priority use area.. Environmental response 
actions necessary for reuse of the Hunters Point Shipyard, such as the 
clean-up of contaminated sediments, would occur independently from 
the property transfer pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response. Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA). Although under 
CERCLA the Navy does not formally prepare and submit a consistency 
determination for the selected response action, the Navy is required by 
law to meet the substantive requirements of the Coastal Zone 
Management Act and would do so by considering the McAteer-Petris 



LETTER OF AGREEMENT FOR CONSISTENCY 
DETERMINATION NO. CN 1 ·99 
United States Department of the Navy 
Engineering Field Activity, West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
March 8, 1999 
Page2 

Act and the Bay Plan policies for any work in BCDC's jurisdiction. All 
reuse activities occurring after the property transfer would be subject to 
BCDC permitting requirements. 

B. This agreement is given based on the information submitted by or on behalf of the United 
States Department of the Navy. in its letters dated January 12, 1999, and February 16.1999. 

II. Findings and Declarations 

A. On January 12, 1999, and February 16, 1999, the United States Depanmcnt of the Navy 
submitted a description of the project and requested that the Commission concur that the proposed 
project is consistent with its Amended Coastal Zone Management Program for San Francisco Bay. 
Based on the infonnation contained in those materials, the proposed project is hereby found to be 
consistent with the provisions of the McAteer-Petris Act and the policies of the San Francisco Bay 
Plan in that: (l) the designated port priority use area would only be used for maritime activities 
consistent with the Seaport Plan after the transfer of the Hunters Point Shipyard to the City and 
County of San Francisco and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency for local reuse of the 
property; (2) the environmental response actions required for reuse of the site would meet the 
substantive requirements of the Coastal Zone Management Act by considering the McAtccr-Petris 
Act and the Bay Plan policies for any work in BCDC's jurisdiction; and (3) all reuse activities 
occurring after the property transfer would be subject to BCDC permitting requirements. 

B. A programmatic Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact 
Report, issued by the United States Department of the Navy and the City and County of San 
Francisco, was prepared to assess the environmental impacts of the disposal and reuse of the 
Hunters Point Shipyard. The document states that no adverse environmental impacts would result 
from the transfer of Hunters Point Shipyard from the United States Department of the Navy to the 
City and County of San Francisco and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency for local reuse of 
the property. 

C. The Commission. pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act of I 972, as amended (16 
USC Section 1451), and the implementing Federal Regulations in 15 CFR Part 930, is.required to 
review Federal projects within San Francisco Bay and agree or disagree with the Federal agency's 
determination that the project is consistent with the Commission's Amended Coastal Zone 
Management Program for San Francisco Bay. nus Jetter constitutes such review and comment. 

D. nus project was listed with the Commission on February 19, 1999, at which time no 
Commissioner or other pany objected to the project 

B-73 



".TIER OF AGREEMENT FOR CONSISTENCY 
OEIERMINATION NO. CN 1-99 
United States Depanment of the Navy 
Engineering Field Activity, West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
March 8, 1999 
Page 3 

Executed in San Francisco, California. on behalf of the San Francisco Bay Conservation and 
Development Commission on the date first above written. 

Executive Director 

WT/AG/ra 
cc: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Ann: Regulatory Functions Branch 

San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board. 
Attn: Certification Section 

Environmental Protection Agency, Attn: Mike Monroe, W-3-3 

B-7-1 



'l\11 ••I c\lll••K'l.1\ 

Go,·ernor's Office of Planning and Research 

January 6. 1999 

Hillary E. Gitelman 
San Francisco Planning Dept and Redevelopment Agency 
1660 Mission Street 
San Francisco. CA 94103 

Subject: HUNTERS POINT SHIPYARD REUSE PLAN 
SCH#: 95072085 

Dear Hillary E. Gitelman: 

The State Clearinghouse submined the above named environmental document 10 selected state agencies forl8 
review. The review period is closed and none or the stale agencies have comments. This lener 

53
_ 
1 acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse review requirements for drat\ 

environmental documents, pursuant to the California Environment.al Quality Act. 

Please call the Staie Clearinghouse at (916) 445-0613 ir you have any questions regarding the 
environmental review process. When contacting lhe Clearinghouse in this matter. please use the eight-digit 
Stale Clearinghouse number so that we may respond promptly. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Antero A. Rivasplata 
Chief, State Clearinghouse 



Response to Comments 

Letter 83: Governor's Office of Planning and Research 

2 Response to Comment S3-1: 

3 No response required. 

S3-l Hunters Point Shipyard EIR June 1999 
S:lKatielJlPS R to.C\HPSJ.DOC 
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MICHAEL YAKI 
MEMBER · 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

Dear Friends: 

December 17. 1998 

-- ... :-. ·.; ..:.,;: . ,..-,;.;....;,\,,,) ··+., ''° 
·~r~~;·.! - -Q:>;k\-

CHAIR. 
COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. 

TRANSPORTATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

I am writing to express my support for a 30 day extension of the Hwlters Point Reuse Q 
Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR) public review period. \:J 
The environmental review process is a necessary first step towards the completion of any 
redevelopment project and the input of the public is a crucial component of this process. 
Historically, good faith efforts to make the public a true partner in the initial planning 
phases of development projects has proven to be essential for timely completion. 

The most recent EIR for the Hunters Point Shipyard was released November 2. 1998 for 
a sixty day public review 'Period that coincided with the busY holiday season. Various 
neighborhood. environmental and community development organizations have contacted 
my office concerned that the timing of the public review period made it difficult to 
conduct adequate and thorough analysis of the plans and fmdings of the EIR. 

I strongly believe that a thirty day extension will allow time for all San Franciscans to 
contribute to this process and provide meaningful suggestions and feedback. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

·~:/ J 
Ml ~AKI 
Member, Board of Supervisors 

"· 

•OtV;mNrssA\·\"nUC' • R .. nm}(l8 • SAnFranc11C~1.Cahfom1a94102-4SO • (41S)SS4-7901 • FAX(41SJSS4-7904 • TD0'41SlSS4--;2Z7 
U ••I.••. I 11$,. Q 

• 



Response to Comments 

I Letter Ll: Michael Yaki, San Francisco Board of Supervisors 

2 Response to Comment Ll-1: 

3 The Redevelopment Agency Commission and the Planning Commission extended the public comment 
4 period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the Revised Draft 
5 EIS/EIR. 

Ll-1 Hunters Point Shipyard EIR June 1999 
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Member 
Board ol Supemson 

City .:aad Couaty or Saa Francisco 

December 17. 1998 

President Hector Chinchilla and Commission Members 
San Francisco Planning Commission 
1660 Mission Street. 5111 Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

President Lynette Sweet and Commission Members 
San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 
770 Golden Gate A venue, 3,.; Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Commissioners: 

I am writing to request that you extend the public comment period for the Environmental Q 
Impact Statement/Report for the Disposal and Proposed Reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard by one ~ 
month, until February 5, 1999, and that you hold a third public h~ng on the EIS/EIR in 
Hunters Point in January. 

Given the complexity of the EIS/EIR. it seems only reasonable not to limit public 
comment to the holiday season when people's schedules are focused on family and friends. The 
futW'e of the Hunters Point Shipyard is critical to the swrounding community, both in terms of 
economic development and environmental health and safety. It is therefore vital that we make aJJ 
clements of the community feel that their voices arc heard and that their ideas are addressed in 
key planning documents. 

Finally, I appreciate your hard work on this project: I realize that both Commissioners 
and members of your staff have invested a great deal of time and energy to reach this point in the 
process. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

..--;;:~ 
l 

Supervisor Tom Ammiano 

401 Vao Nru Av1:.11ue • Sm Frmcisco, Calilomi1 94102-4535 
Rmp1&00: (415) 554-5144 •TDD (41S) 554-5227 • supammiaoo@aol.com 



Response to Comments 

Letter L2: Tom Ammiano, San Francisco Board of Supervisors 

2 Response to Comment L2-l: 

3 The Redevelopment Agency Commission and the Planning Commission extended the public comment 
4 period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the Revised Draft 
5 EIS/EIR. 

6 The Redevelopment Agency and Planning Commission did not schedule a third public bearing. 

L2-1 Hunters Point Shipyard EIR June 1999 
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Response to Comments 

Letter Pl: Alliance for a Clean Waterfront 

2 Response to Comment Pl-1: 

3 The Redevelopment Agency Commission and the Planning Commission extended the public comment 
4 period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the Revised Draft 
5 EIS/EIR. 

6 The Redevelopment Agency and Planning Commission did not schedule a third public hearing. 
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November 16. J 998 

City and County of San Francisco 
San Francisco PJanning D~partment 
1660 Mission St .• 5111 floor 
San Francisco. CA 94103 
Attn: Ms. Hillary Gittleman 

Engineering Field Activity West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
900 Commodore Dr. 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5006 
Attn: Mr. Gary Munckawa, Code 7032, Bldg. 20911 

We submit this letter to fonnaily request a thiny-day extension to the deadline for public 
. comment for the Environmental Impact Statement/Report for the Disposal and Proposed Reuse 

of Hunters Point Shipyard from January 5, 1999 to February .s. 1999. Additionally, we request 
that an additional public hearing be held in Jauuary, preferably in the Bayview-Hunters Point 
conununity. · 

Although the current public comment period is sixty calendar days. the fact that it runs through 
• the Thanksgiving and Winter Holiday seasons eff ectivcly reduces it to about thiny days. The 

Planning Department and Navy may remember when numerous environmental and community 
organizations requested an extension last year for the same reason .. 

8 

As a volunteer based organization, with limited staff time. the thiny day extensiora will allow our 
members to review the document, discuss its contents with allied environmental and 
neighborhood 01ganizations, and develop comments that will both address our concerns. impro\'e 
the report, and expedite its approval. 

Thank you for your attention to this important request. 

Alex Lantsberg . 

Si'&C HPS Elk Cllll'ftSIOllS ftq\IHI doc: 
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Response to Comments 

7 Letter P2: San Francisco Bicycle Coalition 

8 Response to Comment P2-1: 

9 The Redevelopment Agency Commission and the Planning Commission extended the public comment 
10 period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the Revised Draft 
11 EIS/EIR. 

12 The Redevelopment Agency and Planning Commission did not schedule a third public hearing. 

P2-l Hunters Point Shipyard Reuse Revised Draft EIR Comments and Responses January 2000 



December 16, 1998 

Hillary Gitelman 
City and County of San Francisco Planning Depanment 
1660 Mission Street, Fifth Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

Subiect: Revis.d Draft Environmental lmpad Statement/Environmental Impact Report for 
the Disposal and Proposed Reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard 

Dear Ms. Gitelman: 

I am submitting comments on behalf of the San Francisco Bay Trail Project on the Revised Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Repon (EIS/EIR.) for the Disposal and 
Reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard (HPS), dated October, 1998. The Bay Trail Project is an 
organization administered by tbe Association of Bay Ara Governments {ABAG) that coordinates 
implementation of the Bay Trail. When complete, the Bay Trail will be a continuous 400-mile 
network of bicycling and hiking paths that will encircle San Francisco and San Pablo bays in their 
entirety. It will link the shoreline of all nine Bay Area counties, passing through 47 cities {including 
San Francisco), and will cross seven of the eight toll bridges in the region. To date, approximately half 
the length of the proposed system has been developed. {Enclosed for your reference are a map of the 
Bay Trail system, a fulJ-color map of the alignment through San Francisco, a copy of a more detailed 
map of the alignment through the area, and a fact sheet about the Bay Trail.) 

The reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard is an exciting project that will balance economic development 
and environmental protection by providing for. the development of mixed·income housing, fostering 
employment and business opponunities, removing conditions of blight, preserving historic structures, 
and increasing public access to the area's shoreline. These are commendable objectives that will 
reintegrate the Shipyard into the social and physical fabric of the surrounding neighborhoods. We are 
concerned, however, with the lack of specific information and commitments in the EIS/EIR regarding 
the development of bicycle and pedestrian facilities, especially along the shoreline. 8 

P3-l 
The project's design objectives, standards and guidelines, reproduced in Appendix D of the EIS/EIR, 
specifically mention a "synem of shoreline trails• and state that •[r]ecreational walkers and bicyclists 
will be accommodated on an extension of the Bay Trail located in an open space corridor along much 
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of the Shipyard's shoreline.· Specific design guidelines include providing "opportunities for 
maximum public access and use of ~he waterfront" as well as "a corridor for the Bay Trail ... close to 
the Bay shoreline, and linking up with the regional Bay Trail alignments to the north (India Basin), 
and south (South Basin and Candlestick Point State Recreation Area).• Finally, the document's 
concept plans show a trail that winds through the entire site, mostly along the shoreline. Similarly. 
page 2-7 of the EIS/EIR states that the reuse plan "would open areas of HPS for public use and would 
include public access trails along the waterfront, including a possible link to the regional Bay Trail." 
Page 3-13 mentions that the "trail system will run along the HPS waterfront and provide access for 
pedestrians, bicydisu and non-motorized vehicles.• Unfortunately, despite the above, the EIS/EIR 
contains linle evidence of planning for tht trail system or of a commitment to develop the trails: 

• According to page 3· 13, the •proposed San Francisco Bicycle Plan includes the addition of 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities at HPS:- However, the City's bike plan does not cover pedestrian 
facilities and, regarding HPS, only states that the "specific streets at the easternmost sections of [the 
Hunters Point bike route] may vary depending on the land use pattern and street network when 
this area redevelops.• 

• Pages 4.3 to 4-4 state that "[f]uture transportation conditions have been assessed assuming that ... 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities would be provided: However, figure 4.1-2, "Proposed Traffic 
Routes Within the Project Site,• shows no shoreline trail and only one commuter bike route, and 
nowhere is there a satisfactory description of the trail system or mention of the bike route. 

• To compensate for a potential increase in cycling and walking, mitigation 4 of the "Transportation, 
Traffic, and Circulation• section (page 4-15), requires •completion of planned pedestrian and 
bicycle facilities as part of adjacent development.• Again, however, there is little information 
provided about these facilities, and not enough to judge the effeaiveness of this mitigation measure.! 

We request that the Final EIS/EIR include a map and an adequate description of planned and 
proposed facilities for pedestrians and bicyclisu. This is especially important in making 
transportation mitigation 4 meaningful. 

In dosing, I off er our assistance to the City in planning bicycling and hiking facilities as part of the 
HPS reuse plan, and in integrating these facilities with the Bay Trail spine alignment. The Bay Trail is 
a unique regional resource that will provide residents of the Bayview/Hunters Point neighborhood 
and the rest of the Bay Area with greater transportation options, increased access to the outdoors and 
the shoreline, and inexpensive recreation, exercise and sightseeing opportunities. Call me at 510/464-
7915 if you have any questions about the comments in this letter, would like additional information 
about the Bay Trail, or need technical assistance on developing trail segments. 

Niko Letunic 
Bay Trail Planner 

Enclosures 

8 



A FEW FACTS ABOUT 

THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY TRAIL 

• When complete, the Bay Trail will be a continuous 400·mile recreational corridor that will encircle 
the entire Bay Area, connecting communities to each other and to the Bay. It will link the 
shorelines of all nine counties in the Bay Area and 47 of its cities. To date, 210 miles of the Bay 
Trail, or slightly more than half its ultimate length, has been developed. 

• The Bay Trail provides easily accessible recreational opponunities for outdoor enthusi11Sts, 
including hikers, joggers, bicyclists and skaters. It also offers a setting for wildlife viewing and 
environmental education, and it increases public respect and appreciation for the Bay. 

• The Bay Trail also has imponant transportation benefits: it provides a commute alternative for 
cyclists, and it connects to numerous public transportation facilities, including ferry terminals. 
light-rail lines, bus stops and Caltrain, Amtrak, and BART stations. Also, the Bay Trail will 
eventually cross all the major toll bridges in the Bay Area. 

• The Bay Trail provides access to commercial, industrial and residential neighborhoods: points of 
historic, natural and cultural interest; recreational areas like beaches, marinas and fishing piers; and 
over 1 30 parks totaling 5 7 ,000 acres of open space. It passes through highly urbanized areas like 
downtown San Francisco as well as remote natural areas like the San Francisco Bay National 
Wildlife Refuge. Depending on the location of its segments, the Bay Trail consists of paved multi· 
use paths. dirt trails, bike lanes, sidewalks or signed bike routes. 

• State Senate Bill 100, authored by Senator Bill Lockyer and passed into law in 1987 with the 
endorsement of the entire Bay Area legislative delegation, advanced the concept of a •Ring around 
the Bay.• SB 100 directed the Association of Bay Area Governments CABAG) to develop an 
alignment for the Bay Trail 115 well as funding and implementation plans. 

• Implementation of the Bay Trail is being coordinated by the Bay Trail Project, a nonprofit 
organization housed at ABAG. To carry out its mission, the Project raises funds 
for trail construction and maintenance, ensures consistency with the adopted 
Bay Trail Plan. provides technical assistance, enlists public participation in trail· 
related activities. and publicizes the Bay Trail and its benefits to the region. 

To l~•rn morr .boMt U1t &r, Tr•il, conl4er Niko urMniC' of U1t &r, Tr•il Projter •t 
j 10/464.791 j (NikolfiJJ•b•g.c&.gov), or 'flisit 'lll'Wfl/.Abdg.e11.gw/bay•rrAlbiiytr11iL 
(NowmbrT 1998) 
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Response to Comments 

Letter P3: San Francisco Bay Trail 

2 Response to Comment P3-1: 
3 Specific infonnation regarding proposed pedestrian and bicycle facilities at HPS is identified in the Hunters 
4 Point Shipyard Transportation Plan (Korve, 1996), which is available for review at the San Francisco 
5 Redevelopment Agency. As stated in that document, all roadways within Hunters Point Shipyard (HPS) 
6 would have sidewalks on both sides of the street. Sidewalks would be at least 10 feet (3 meters) wide. Within 
7 the mixed-use districts (e.g., Lockwood Street and portions of Spear Street), which are expected to have high 
8 volumes of pedestrian traffic, sidewalks would be 15 feet (4.6 meters) wide. 

9 Proposed bicycle routes within HPS have been added to EIR Figure 4.1-2 (see attached), based on "Land 
10 Use Alternatives and Proposed Draft Plan - Hunters Point Shipyard" (Office of Military Base Conversion, 
I I San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, supported by the San Francisco Planning Department; March 1995). 
12 In general, there would be two types of bicycle systems: Class I (path separated from automobile traffic to 
13 accommodate recreational travel) and Class II (exclusive bicycle land designations on both sides of roadways 
14 to serve commute traffic) .. The Class I system would essentially be a bicycle/pedestrian trail along the HPS 
15 waterfront. Class II systems would be provided along Crisp, Spear, and Innes A venues. Bicycle routes within 
16 HPS would be connected to the existing and proposed bicycle routes described in the San Francisco Bicycle 
17 Plan. The shoreline pedestrian/bicycle trail would connect with the Bay Trail. 

18 The Design for Development(contained in EIRAppendix D) sets forth specific street design guidelines in 
19 Figures 15-17 and 20-22. Figure 24 depicts the alignment of the pedestrian/bicycle trail through the 
20 waterfront open space. This trail would connect with the Bay Trail alignment to the north and south of the 
21 site. The Bay Trail alignment follows along Evans A venue, Hunters Point Boulevard, Innes A venue, India 
22 Basin Shoreline Park Open Space, Hunters Point Shipyard shoreline, and Candlestick Point State Recreation 
23 Area. 

24 The following paragraph has been added to Section 3.1.1, heading Public Transportation, subheading 
25 "Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation": 

26 "According to the 1997 San Francisco Bicycle Plan, Route 68 along Evans Avenue, Hunters Point 
27 Boulevard, and Innes Avenue was laid out "to serve future development of the Hunters Point Naval 
28 Shipyard site .... Route 68 will eventually fonn a loop through the shipyard site by connecting with Route 
29 70. At this time, the streets within the shipyard that are recommended for Routes 68 and 70 are Donahue 
30 Street, Galvez· Avenue, Horne Avenue, Spear Avenue, and Crisp Avenue to Griffith Street. The specific 
31 streets used within the shipyard site may vary depending on the land use pattern and street network when this 
32 area is redeveloped .... Innes Avenue is recommended for bike lanes between Hunters Point Boulevard and 
33 Donahue Street in order to improve bicycle safety .... The route continues via Palou Avenue, Phelps Street. 
34 Oakdale Avenue, and Silver Avenue." 

P3-1 Hunters Point Shipyard Reuse Revised Draft EIR Comments and Responses January 2000 
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4-19 Figure 4.1-2: Proposed Transportation Routes Within the Project Site 
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December I 7, 1998 

Honorable Hector J. Chinchilla 
President 
San Francisco Planning Commission 
J 660 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103-2414 

Re : Revised EIR for Naval Shipyard 

Dear President Hector : 

The revised draft EIR/EIR {the .. new Eir .. ) provides much more information 
about the environmentaJ hazards at the shipyard and the remediation 
program for the site installation restoration program ("IRP"). 

It also looks at ways to cover contaminants and hazards that might remain 
after the IRP is completed. 

Finally, the new EIR addresses design development and clean-up in parallel 
phases and provides more complete health and safety measure through the 
course of the development. 

I support moving the process forward. 8 
Respectfully submitted. 

~~_;hz; 
{_ Ale';'Pi~r 

President 

1290 Fillmore Streer • San Francisco, CA 94115 • Suite 109 • (415) 922·0650 • Fax: (415) 922·0856 



Response to Comments 

Letter P4: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

2 Response to Comment P4-1: 

3 Comment noted. 

P4-l Hunters Point Shipyard Reuse Revised Draft EIR Comments and Responses January 2000 



Rc,·ised Draft EIS/EIR for the 
Disposal and Reuse of Hun1ers Point Shipyard 
Public Hearing, December 9, 1998 

I SPEAKER REGISTRA TIO~ I COMMENT CARD 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AFFILIA1'10N BELOW: 

__ Individual ( no affiliation) 
Private Ortaniution 

- Federal. Stale or 
Local Government 

Name: 
Orcanizalion (if 1pplic1ble): 

Your Community: 

Slrerl Addrm (optional): 
Ci1~·~ta1ell.ip (optional): 

Phone # (optional): 

_.L:::::"' Citizen's Group 
_ Eluted Rqmm1n11th-e 
_ Re1ula1ory A1en1:y 

Do '.''OU wish to speak this evening? D Yes 

Ir ynu "·isb to provide written comments only, please write your 
c:ommcnts below •.nd turn them ln •I this meeting. Thank you. 

Tum in 10111gh1 ur mail by January 5, 1999 10: Eng1n~rmg F1dd Acuvity West. 
~a"al Facilities Engineenng Command, 900 Commodore Drive, San Bruno. CA 
94066-500€\. Ann: Mr. Gary Munekawa (C.xle 7032GM), Building 209/l. 

8 



Response to Comments 

Letter PS: Southeast Alliance for Environmental Justice 

2 Response to Comment PS-1: 

3 The Redevelopment Agency Commission and the Planning Commission extended the public comment 
4 period on the EIR to January 19, 1999 at the December 17, 1998, public meeting on the Revised Draft 
5 EIS/EIR. 
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January S. 1999 

Ms. Hillazy Gitelman 
San Fr.mc:.isco Plam:Li.Dg Dcpanmc.nt 
Via fax 558-6426 

RE: 5090.lB 
703/EP-1600 

~n Frandsai PL'lnnino and 
Urt:Nin Rueardt Auoc:Llllon 

Rnised Draft Envi.rogmenta! Impact Stau:m&nt!ED'rironmcntaJ 
Impact Report for the Disposal and Proposed R.eu.se or But.us 
Point Shipyard, San Francisco, CalU'oruia 

I 

SPUR has n:vicwe.d the subject doc:w:z:l:nl 111d believes tbaI it meets the 
n:quircmcots of a program-level EIR under CEQA. SPUR recommends tha.t 8 
the EIS!Em. be ccniflad. While same may feel th.al con.,i.dr:razioo of all P6-1 
factors, such as c:leaJMJP md remediation. may not be O,P,timallY covered 2D 
the document, there will be other futlln: venues to cons1du those iss\les as 
development proceeds. 

W c: believe that the reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard is of such importance to 
tbc social and economic health of Sao Francisco rba1 the c:c.nification, 
issuance of tbc FiDal EIR/EIS, and ROD proceed with all de.h"bera!c speed. 

Thank you for the opport\lllity to comment OD rhis document. 

Sincerely. 

James Chappell 
Prcsickm 

JC Corr HunterS Point EIR 

:nz Sutrtr su-1. Suite 500 
S.n Fntna.c.. CA M1Cll-QDS 
1111.1 '15.711.lf:U 
, .... , •1s.7a1.m1 
.,ure-u..,,. 
hllp.t'-.llpur..wg 



Response to Comments 

Letter P6: Sao Francisco Planning and Urban Research Association 

2 Response to Comment P6-1: 

3 Comment noted. 
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• Date: OS January i ggg 

• To: Ms. Hillary Gltleman 

• At: San Francisco Planning Department 

The CANTE'CCorporalionL.tl. • ~c.::A DALL-LEWIN'T~ 
FAX NA: (415) 558-0426 

OfiEC~. SPECl/\L. 
PROJECTS • NA Pages: . , -

~-... 
FACSIMILE • Reference: Ravtsed Draft EIS/OR for the Disposal and 

Reuse of tne Hunters Point Shipyard 

Dear Madam: 

I urge the City accept the referencad document as fulfilling tne requirements and 
intent of the regulations to which it is addrssod, and to keep the process of redfMtloping 
the l-lunters Point Shipyard moving forward. In well Ol/9t' 30 years spent in urban and ~ 8 
planning, I have yet to see a perfect 81"Mrorvnental impact report, EIR or EJS. and perfactton P7-I 
i; not the point-moving the process forward in an el'Mrcnmentally scx.nd manner is. tn a 
summary review of the revised document, tt is my ObServatlon that it Is. at uie vary least. 
adequate. To keep rehashing this document is not likely to further improve the product or I 
the process. 

Furthermore. the 1our master dliNelopers undor COl"IGideration for redevelopment of 
the Shipyard by the San Franci3CO Redevelopment Agency in their presentations to the 
community all expressed commitment to moving the site cleanup forward seeking out 
innovative teehnologies used at other bases being redeveloped around the U.S. The 
community will continue to be concerned and involved in uie cleanup process. There wlll 
be no laek of ongoing concern or o.iersignt. 

It is in the interests of the community and the Qty of San Francisco to proceed with 
the redevelopment of the Shipyard aa e.icpeditiously as posslbte. Any development-t"elated 
problems of the City' a Southeast waterfront (the ball park to ball park side of the City} such 
as traffic and other Infrastructure [water, HJNage treatment. ate.) and their environmental 
and quality-of-llfe impacts need to be Ddc:reaaed by uie Qty on an area-wide basis and 
not on a project-by-project basis. There is atm much to do, but the Ctty's commitment to 
sustainability should keep the end goal of a healthful and attractive City on target. 

Therefore, I urge you to move the procecc forword with the acceptance of this 
document. 
Very tn.;iy yours. 

tr\,1A~C<l ~~~ • 

Marcia Oal&-LeWinter 
Member. The Mayor's Humers Point Citizens Advisory Committee 
Member, SPUR's Base Marketing Committee (for the Hunters Point Shipyard] 

220:> 5-r-.nio SL • Slolllie 301 
$ell "-"-· CA IWHS-231& 
T..,.._ .a. f;u;; 1"11 M~06IO 
-·11: ........... , ... "111n111..M11 • _L Normal • _ Urgent • _ Confidentiol 



Response to Comments 

Letter P7: CANTEC Corporation Ltd. 

2 Response to Comment P7-1: 

3 Comment noted. 
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Save San Francisco Bay Association 

1136 fflllllhll Sllttt. Fllldl FloOt • Oalland. Cal11rofN.19•!12 

llJl'ICllf CSI0! '51-1211 ID CStDl «Sl-01!! 

'lllflMl-IMSINy:r; 

lmlit: ~-:r; 

January 7, 1999 

San Francisco Planning Department 
City and County of San Francisco 
Attn: Hillary Gitelman 
1660 Mission St. 5th Fl. 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

Engineering Field Activity West 
Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command 
Attn: Gary Munekawa, Code 
7032, Bldg. 209/1 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5006 

Re: Comments on the revised draft EJS/R for the Hunters Point Shipyard 

Dear Ms. Gitelman and Mr. Munekawa: 

This letter provides comments on the revised draft Environmental Impact 
Statement/Report (EIS/R) for the Hunters Point Shipyard. The revised EIS/R 
is substantially improved, but unfortunately we still believe it is inadequate. 
We also request that the comment period be extended for an additional 
month. Releasing the revised EIR during the holidays has made it difficult to 
conduct a proper review of the document. 

We understand that the EIR says it is not intended to assess the impacts of 
remediation, but is intended to assess the impacts of reuse. However, 
remediation is a critical component of reuse and property cannot be conveyed 
unless it has been remediated to protect human health and the environment. 
Therefore, the EIR must also assess the impacts of remediation. 

The following lists our substantive concerns: 

Regarding hazardous materials and wastes in Parcel F, the EIR states there is 
no need for a human health risk assessment, "'because there is no pathway for 
human exposure to the submerged contaminated sediments." This is 
completely inaccurate. lt is well-known that people regularly fish in the area 
for subsistence purposes. 

The EIR correctly states that the "primary exposure pathway for fish is 
ingestion of contaminated prey and incidental ingestion of sediment," and 
that "portions of parcel Fare characterized by concentrations of chemicals that 
are generally toxic to aquatic life.,. 

18 
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The EIR states that some chemicals Hsueh as DOT, PCBs, and mercury, have 
high bioaccumulation factors, which means that they accumulate and are 
magnified in the natural food chain." In other words, the highc:r ~p the ~ood 
chain, the greater the level of exposure. Clearly human health IS 1eopard1Zed 
because of exposure to toxic chemicals from consumption of Bay fish. 
Therefore a human health risk assessment must be conducted. . 

Regarding contaminated sediment remediation, we find most of the 
alternatives unacceptable. Two of the remediation alternatives propose 
placing contaminated sediments in a confined aquatic disposal facility. They 
differ in that one proposes constructing a wetland on top of the disposal 
facility. We do not consider this remediation. This view is shared by the Bay 
Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC), which denied 
approval of a similar proposal for the Bay West Cove (Shearwater) project at 
Oyster Point. 

In reference to disposing of contaminated sediments in a confined aquatic 
disposal facility, the EIR says "reusing material in an environment that 
isolates the contaminants from sensitive biological receptors would largely 
eliminate these concerns." Research conducted by BCDC and others has 
found no evidence of successful confined aquatic disposal projects. 

There is evidence, however, of projects which were catastrophic failures, such 
as the Ross Island project in the Portland area. Monitoring at Ross Island 
found that contaminants were leaching from the disposal facility and were 
having significant adverse impacts on habitat and wildlife. The sediments 
had to be redredged and placed in an upland disposal facility. 

We also do not support capping contaminated sediments in place. 
Contaminated sediments should be disposed of at an off-site permitted 
landfill. 

We are also concerned about storm water runoff impacts on Bay water 
quality. The EIR acknowledges that the storm water system does not meet 
City of San Francisco standards and will require substantial repairs or 
replacement. We believe an on-site treatment facility should be developed. 

We urge you to incorporate these changes in the final EIR. Thank you for the 
opportunity to provide comments. 

Sincerely, 

~0~-s. 
David Lewis 
Executive Director 

I . 
L'--C:.1..-.--i 
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Response to Comments 

Letter PS: Save San Francisco Bay Association 

2 Response to Comment P8-1: 

3 Please see responses to specific comments, below. 

4 Response to Comment P8-2: 
5 The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Commission and Planning Commission extended the public 
6 comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the Revised 
7 Draft EIS/EIR. 

8 Response to Comment P8-3: 

9 Remediation is being conducted under the Installation Restoration Program (IRP) pursuant to the 
10 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and under other 
I I Navy compliance programs. As stated in EIR Section 3.7, remediation ofHPS is required to be conducted to 
12 a level protective of human health and the environment and to be consistent with the intended reuse. The 
13 impacts associated with reuse occurring before complete remediation ofHPS is addressed in EIR Section 
14 4.7.2. 

15 Response to Comment P8-4: 

16 Section 3.7.3, heading "Parcel F," subheading "Human Health Risks," has been revised as follows: 

17 "The Navy has not prepared an HHRA for Parcel F, beeaase there is ea 13athway fer hl:imas e1113asare ta the 
18 SHbmerged eaetammate8 seaimests. It is acknowledged that there is a potential pathway for human exposure 
19 to contaminated sediments in Parcel F through ingestion of contaminated fish. This issue will be addressed in 
20 consultation with U.S. EPA under the CERCLA IRP." 

21 See response to Comment F2-12 for further discussion. 

22 Response to Comment P8-5: 

23 The cornmentor's preference for disposal of contaminated sediments at an off-site permitted landfill is noted. 
24 The alternatives presented in the EIR were summarized from the Parcel F feasibility study (U.S. Navy, 
25 1998d), prepared under the IRP pursuant to CERCLA. The EIR is not a decision-making document for 
26 environmental cleanup at HPS. The final remedy for Parcel F will be developed in consultation with U.S. 
27 EPA and will be documented in the CERCLA Record of Decision. 

28 Response to Comment P8-6: 

29 The comrnentor's preference for an on-site treatment facility is noted. As stated in the EIR, remediation and 
30 mitigation measures included in Section 4.9 are expected to improve storm-water quality, and the quantity of 
31 storm water discharged is expected to remain the same or decline. Thus no impacts would occur and no 
32 additional mitigation is required. Nonetheless, on-site storm-water treatment could be proposed and 
33 constructed at HPS as a result of a policy decision by the City/ Agency in consultation with the HPS 
34 developer. This decision will be made separately from the EIR process, and will likely include a 
35 consideration of overall development costs and potentially competing community objectives. 
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36 This page intentionally left blank. 
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Sinrc• J'JiO. Jfo,1inp lu l'm1~1:1 IM I lrban 1-:nvmmmrml 
January 1 ~. J 999 

Mr. Gary J. Munckawa 
Engineering Field Aclivny. Wcsr 
Naval f-'acihl1cs Engineerinl: Command 
900 Commodore Dr. 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5006 

RE: Revised Draft Humcrs Point ElR/El 

Dear Mr. Munekawa: 

San Francisco To1nnrrow would like 1u offer lhe followi11g comments 011 the 
EIR/ElS for the Hunlcrs Point Naval Shipyard Reuse Plan. We also strongly 
endorse the comments submmcd by ARC Ecolo1:,.'Y which were prepared in 
cooperation with San Francisco Torncrrow and the other members of lhe 
A lliancc: for a Clean W 01tcrtront. 

San Francisco Tomorrow is concerned with rhc shon. shrift given ro 
transportation and specifically to public transit, m this document. Because air 
pollution remains the most si~ificant unmitigab1c impacl of this project. it is 
irresponsible not to address tr11nsit more rh1'lroughly as a mitigation. 

Tr-.im portition, TrAffic, and Cin:uhirtion 

L.ihk-2..!i:l..RiU:.E.2.:.Jl Mit1i;;111,\W Tu reduce \'Chicle: n1ilcs \ra"'cl:d, lrnffic coni;cihon • .;ind 11..:: 

qu::.lily 1mp:i;;l.- 1111d lu c:uur:: thilt ridi:n:hip is cnc:cvr;igi:d ad &n1n111t sc"';c:cs nicct or e:\c.c;i:J dcn~:md 
for thu~ scrvi.;c:s. the Agenc:~ ;ind its dcsii~~ would ;,dnpt ; tr:inspon.11inn sys1.en1 mnn:igcn;cu~ 
:ipproach. Tlus would tOl\SISL uf the furm:lbon or Ar. HPS Tr:in:spartahul" Mnu:igi:n1e11t A~oti;Jll '" 
(TMAJ. whicl~ \j,auld d.:vclop ;Jnd implenu:nt a Transport:uion ~ysram M11na1:cmcm Plun(TSMl1 ) 

Th.: TS~P woulJ include tr:tnsil p:iss SDlc1: tr:i11$il. pc:dct:trinn, ind bic:;-·c:lc infonna11un . .:mplo)l..:C 
1r:i::~i1 suluiid1t$. mouiwru:i; or trar.s1t dcm:i~d 1d c:-.p:11s:o11 ,,r tn11m1 .;cl'\·1c;:.:io as n.-&;i:.~s:n'). '°.:ct:re 
b1.:)':::Jc porl.:mi;: and parkini; m1m:i,t;i:n1:1u i11idcii1u:rt. 

Ir d;:cm~d :ippr1mn:uc h~ lh.: "!M". IJ1c TSMI' cuuld iilso cant:ii11 the; follo .. ·1n11 ndd11m11:il c:icmcnts: 
!k,.1hlc wC11ii; u111c/1c:.:,n:nn1.;ti11g.. s.hulll.: SCl'\i;c, nu.m1lonni; of phy)1c:.;il :r:1n!l'.1)c:1.;iuon 
:mpro,·cn~i;ms. ferry sch't'c :>\1.1dic:5, :011d cncouraJ;lllJ l~al luring pr:1c;l1ccs. 

lrr.11:ia.L_.IJ.mu:t 1i.:mmriJ.nr.l.!ili.lk..JE~~ll!im... fl,i1~s<1~. £11!1'.ur.: that :sJ;;q1::iu: m11mL 

'''" 1c.c n provide.; Ln mo:;l or ;:;:i.;cccc 11cm;i;1J. :i:. r.:c;um;J b) Lhc tran.-11ona11nn S) ~u:m r~on:igc:r.1.:11: 

Will yuu want lo live in San Francisco -1omorrott1? 

4 J Suner S1rcct. Su.iii: I 57!1. Su fra1icisco CA 114104.J•Ju) . (.& l~) ~M>· ?1!)11 
l.:vCICIJ h:o-:r :~ 
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zo· ... 

.'iim:e JfJ7U. W,uitll/( tu J>rotf!.:l tlk· l/rhun J-:nVlmntn.!111 
appto~ch desc;ribcd un4.:r s1g::i0canl lnipac~ I. 

These i11itiga.tio11 meauures are vague aud unenforceable. The decision on what 
elements ru include in the TSMP shoulcJ be based on ~pec:itic !;tlals . .st1ch u.~ 
reaching 50% nf employees using nltcmauvc transportation by the tune buildom 
is complete. Also. how can adequate transir service be ensured without 
fundii1g? Specific: funding requirements should be part of tbe TSMP, and could 
include a tran~it a~sessment on new businesses as part of the sale or lease llf the 
property. 

Also, why is "encouraa:ing local hirin&,: practices" listed only as a possible 
elc=ment of the TSMP. when it is 011~ of the coniersmnes of thr: project'? It also 
seems inapprupriate to inctmle the shuttle only :as a possible: element. A shuttle 
systc:m linkilli; key transit systems. such as Cal· Train. B:srt, Sam·rr=sns, and the 
Third Street light rail line, should be srudied as possible mitigation of tratlk 
impacts for the project. 

fii:£..i:L. form ;in UPS TransP"'rL:tcion Miln.i;.:m;n1 Auu,i;ilion (TMA) of HPS propi:r.y owners 
•md U:n;.n~ to 1mph:mc1u il Tr:111spnrt:1tion Sysl.Cm M:i:i11gi:1m:nt 'Pl11n (TSMP). £:.l:tbhi;h 11 
c:oortimalinJ; 1:naum1uce walh rcprcSC:lll.lLl\•Cs or the Ciaizcn ·s Advi,;ol)• C\)m11•1llCC (CAC). A.1;cncy. 
and npprcpri:nc Cil~• staff, in,h.41111: n.:prcscnU1hv1::o1 from ahc DcpM1mo:nt or Por~1n1:1 imd Tr.iO"ii:, Soil\ 
froil'll:isc.o Munic.:1p;il Roil-.:.iy (MUNI). oind tl-u; O:p:trl111i:n1 uf Publ11.: WorL:\. 

Since the decisions made by the TMA will impttcl the neighbodlood at largr:. ir 
seems only reasonable thar rhc neighborhood be represented 011 the TMA Jt 1s 

also not clear from this EIR what the chain of conummd will be~ will the 
Coordinating Commincc make decisions bHsed on the recommendations of :he 
CAC and TMA? Will the CAC h11ve a i;r:atcr say than the TMA? Please 
clarify this. 

The TSMP should include: addiuunal clcm~nts to em:nur:1ge mmsil use: 
subsidized Transit passes fc.,r HPS employees. illld a provision thul fees will be 
charged for commuter parking thar will make it more expensive than the 
subsidized transit fares. 

In addition 10 monuoring transit demand. the TSMP should set annual and 
progressively higher goals for non-auto travel to HPS. and implement strategies 
designed to meet those soab. 

Will you want to liv1 in San Francisco - tomorrow? 

•I Svtw Slroc:l. Sm\C 151.,,. San Fr;aftCUCO CA Y410'-"•XJ1. toll5) St.(,.'70~11 
It&.~ ,...... :t."'.!:' 
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Smt'i' J 'l70, W11,.Jii11¥ ltJ l'ml«!CI llw l lrAnn /::nYim11mrn1 
~..±! lf dcernr.:i 11ppropr1111e by lhc TMA. lhc TSMP c:ould cont:un die (oJlc._.mi: .;aJJuiomd 
elcmcuts. 

Should the TMA have: the tinal rc:spons;bi!ity for detennining 1he clements of 
the TSMP? This secmi; like u clear conflict: of cours~ lbey'll wa11t free parking 
for their tenant~. and mass transll funded bY. MUNI rather tlum by a transit 
as.!;essment. The CAC should have equal input into the creation of the TSMP. 
Again. please clarify the process for approvmg and implementing the TSMP. 

~.:.U lmp:11;t J· Unm.:l dcn1:snd for Public: Transporuuca .... Thc Prop11i.-cd Rcu~ Pl:in 1nclud;s a 
Lr:1nii1 irnrlcnu:nlotion pl:in tu :u:~m1ncd:itc public 1rJncpcn:11icm dcm:ind 11sso.:.1a1c wi1h auh~ip;ued 
111nd US~). 

There are no cables showing currem tlr anticipated MUNI ridership. ln fact. this 
is the only parct1::rraph concerning public transit in rhc entire );ection of 
Transportation Impacts! Why bas mass tra11sit been left out of this docurner:r? 

8 

Transit i.s one uf lhc few mitigations e1vai1ablc to alleviate the impacts of air 8 
pollution on the n~ighburhoou's population: The Jnck of transit infonm:mon pg.8 
makes ic impossible co prnperly assess the Transpurtation or Air Quality 
impacts cited in this document. 

Why isn't lhe transit implementation phm that is cited here included in this 
document, ar least a:; part of the Reuse Plan in Appendix f)? I can•c find ir 
anywhere in this dt'lcmncnt. If this i$ a compam:nt of the Reuse Plan. a 
descripr1on of it nnd an analysis of iL" impai:rs inusr be included in this 
documeJlt 

Air Quality 

~.U:.l.J>n.i:.£.1.:J ll. :?- I <1 ..l.Jlm.!!El...l.~ .. Q.!!l11' Prct.:!"IR' 1!nllu!.2!?-: . .1isl!!!Jn~. Iril m, .. -1.D.uzi!.G! 
Ll,M 10 P:"11:;sjo"\: .l::Q.mjn~f ~· Th..: '·chicl~ cnussiun~ a11:1l~·,1c alre:id>' 111111mct: 11 
subi:t111mal nmo11n1 of tidcih;rini;. tt:1n11l \lie, 02nil nonu:l11ct1l:ir &D\•cl m.1dcs tlcc.:iusc: \he 
c!Tcct1\·1:ncss uf lhcsc l"lc:uuri:;. i' nt•l l.:nown, 1bc impact 1iill would !>.: Cl••Ndcrcd ..:1guific:.n1 and 
unmi11c;ilh:c 

The transit mitication nu.:ttsurcs should be tied to specific goals for Ozone and 
PM l 0 Emissions from the project Also. hnw car1 1hc vehicle emissions 
analysis assume trnnsit use nnd nonvchicular tnwel modes, when mfonnation on 
thc:m is not provided in this document'? 

Will you want 10 live in San Francisco - tunaorrow? 

.at Sutler StTCCt. Sune !57Y. S;an Ft:sm:11:0 ('A. 94ll14-49t11. c.il!I) ~f,1\.70~0 
Ma.,.:w•.,.... ~ 

r:' T v T T RF; c; T 11' 
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1PO"d 

i )f'+ 

Envimnmcnr 

?oe; s. U! .... tl1c l\ai:nc:y is c:on:o.id.:tia1 c:o:isttu~un1 ;i t1r;d;c: :1c::oss Vuwmitc: Slouah. ulc:in£ w11.h 
ca.tcn.:lusa: C:11rroll Avenue Lictw.::.::11 Third Strcc:l 1111d B~ysbon: Boc!cv:ird 

·This is mentioned in the comc.ir.t on its impact on rraftic.: and congestion. but not 
in tcm1s o.f its nei;arive impact on the propoi1ed open space and wetlands .. Could 
you please include a drawing of the propused bridge. ~howmg its lllcation in 
conjunctiun with the proposed land uses. and its hmd use and open space 
impacts? 

Also. in connection with traffic impacts. you stat~ that 75% of the project 
employees will he City residents. That number seems high compared to other 
studies I've s~en. which would pur the proportion uf city residcnls working at 
Lhe site at below 60%. Can you please explain where this tisure came frum? 

Soducconomics 

4-60.H911~in1: AftbrdabiliJY 

The rationafo:arion for asseni11g that local residc:nls wilt qualify to purchase the 
affordable ur market rate unib is uut clear. Could you present thjs in tabJe form. 

{8 
/8 

quantify the number of loca.1 resitlenrs whn will qualify for milrkcl·ratc housing. Q 
and. separately, 1hc number who will qualify for the aftordahlc unm? Al!io. Q 
what pnwisions are included in the Reuse ?la11 fur giving prcferem:e to lac:::; 
rcsident.s'? This sh,uJld be a nc::cei>sacy mitiyalion for the Social Ju:uic.:c. 
Transportation. nnd .i\ir Quality impacts. 

lci:»co Tomorrow 
Jc er Ctary(Mi8-8.J9l) 
Jane ~1onison(564-1482) 

Will you want t.o live in San Francisco - tomorruw? 
41 SutLCt Street S1.11lc U70. ~I\ Fr.&N:asc:u CA fi.&lO~·)l)J. (~l~) ~66-7mu 

11&')\o'iGd ,,,..,, .§'!::. 



Response to Conunents 

Letter P9: San Francisco Tomorrow 

2 Response to Comment P9-l: 
3 Please refer to specific comments by the Alliance for a Clean Waterfront (Letter P-12). 

4 Response to Comment P9-2: 
5 Specific transit improvements for HPS were identified in the Hunters Point Shipyard Transportation Plan 
6 (Korve, 1996), which is available for review at the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. The plan 
7 identifies the following potential improvements. 

8 • Expansion of MUNI Route #19 Polk service till midnight. 

9 • Extension of MUNI Route #54 Fulton to the Hillside Residential Development. 

10 • Extension of MUNI Route #23 Monterey into the HPS along Crisp Avenue and Spear Avenue, and 
11 terminating near Innes Avenue at Donahue Street. 

12 These potential improvements, as well as those transit improvements assumed to exist by 2010 and 2020 in 
13 the 1994 Regional Transportation Plan for the San Francisco Bay Area (RTP; MTC, 1994), were considered 
14 when developing modal split data for the future conditions. 

15 At this programmatic stage of planning, the City believes the Transportation Demand Management (IDM) 
16 approach is the most efficient and effective means for mitigating traffic impacts and ensuring appropriate 
17 transit development at HPS. This approach is described in Section 4.1.2, as mitigation for Significant and 
18 Mitigable Impacts 1, 2, and 3. 

19 To reduce vehicle miles traveled, traffic congestion, and air quality impacts and to ensure that transit 
20 ridership is encouraged and transit services meet or exceed demand for those services, the San Francisco 
21 Redevelopment Agency and its designees would fund and adopt a IDM approach. A performance standard 
22 for the IDM program could be established by the TMA that would require future tenants at HPS to meet or 
23 exceed the mode splits used for the EIR analysis. For example, the TSMP could be charged with achieving 
24 12.9 percent of work trips to and from Hunter's Point via transit. 

25 Response to Comment P9-3: 

26 The mitigation envisions establishment of a Transportation Management Association (TMA) to monitor 
27 implementation of a TSMP. This mitigation strategy has been applied to other recent City projects, such as 
28 the Giants ballpark and Mission Bay, and is appropriate given the programmatic nature of the EIR and the 
29 lack of information regarding specific development projects, phasing of development, and available funding. 
30 It is envisioned that the TMA would consist of property owners, tenants, neighborhood representatives, and 
31 City/ Agency staff. The group would be appointed by the Mayor, similar to the Ballpark Transportation 
32 Coordinating Committee, and would report to the Redevelopment Agency Commission. The TMA would 
33 have no funding authority, but it is anticipated that the group would prioritize required investments and 
34 monitor the effectiveness of the mitigation measures and the TSMP for the Agency. 

35 The TSMP envisions a phased approach to development and transit improvements at HPS, under which 
36 some development would proceed, transit service would be expanded, additional development would 
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Response to Comments 

37 proceed, and additional service would be provided. Thus, development and transit service are interrelated, 
38 and development would provide a funding mechanism and ridership for transit, while provision of transit 
39 would allow more development. It is anticipated that at any time in the development process, transit service 
40 would meet the demand of existing residents and employees ofHPS and transit ridership would meet or 

41 exceed levels discussed in P9-2. 

42 The Agency would have the ultimate responsibility for establishing the 1MA and implementing the TSMP. 
43 The Agency may ask City departments or the Board of Supervisors to fund certain improvements, the 
44 Agency may fund certain improvements via its own tax increment revenues, and/or the Agency may require 
45 future tenants of the Shipyard to fund and implement improvements. The precise funding mechanisms 
46 cannot be established until required improvements are identified and reuse of the Shipyard is initiated. 

47 Response to Comment P9-4: 

48 Encouraging local hiring practices and shuttle services have been changed from "possible" to "required" 
49 elements of the TSMP. Regarding local hiring, see the response to Comment Pl 1-13. The following edits 
50 have been made to the "Shuttle Service" bullet under the TSMP: 

51 • "Shuttle Service. Require shuttle service to serve all redeveloped portions of HPS either through the 
52 provision of shuttle service by developers, large employers, or another entity or entities. The shuttle 
53 service will QGperate sh1:1ttle 81:1s seJViee between HPS and regional transit stops in San Francisco (e.g., 
54 MUNI, Third Street LRT, Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART), Califeraia TFllie (CalTrain), Transbay 
55 transit terminal, and ferry terminal). Consider use of alternative fuel vehicles for the shuttle service." 

56 Also refer to the response to Comment P9-2. 

57 Response to Comment P9-5: 

58 See also response to Comment 9-3. The 1MA would be appointed by the Mayor. The 1MA and the 
59 coordinating committee are one and the same and would include property owners, community members, 
60 representatives of the CAC, and appropriate City staff. The role of the coordinating committee would be to 
61 prepare a TSMP for HPS and monitor its implementation to ensure the effectiveness of the measures. 

62 Members of the Bayview-Hunters Point community would not be excluded from the 1MA. Section 4.1.2, 
63 Significant Unmitigable Impacts, first bullet has been expanded and clarified as follows: 

64 • "Form a HPS Transportation Management Association (1MA) composed of Agency staff; City agency 
65 staff from the Public Transportation Commission, Parking and Traffic Commission and the Department 
66 of Public Works; Hunters Point Shipyard owners. lessees and residents; and Bayview-Hunters Point 
67 community members to implement a Transportation System Management Plan (TSMP). The initial 
68 1MA group will be appointed .by the Mayor for an 18 month term and will report to the Redevelopment 
69 Agency Commission(" Agency Commission"). As part of the development of the TSMP, the initial 
70 1MA will recommend procedures to the Agency Commission for future appointments to the 1MA. The 
71 TMA will have no funding authority, but will develop a proposed TSMP for adoption by the Agency. 
72 The TSMP will identify funding needs, recommend potential funding sources and develop a phasing 
73 schedule consistent with the redevelopment phasing plan for implementation of identified measures. 
74 The 1MA will monitor the effectiveness of the mitigation measures and the TSMP for the Agency. The 
75 1MA will provide an annual report to the Agency on the status of the TSMP implementation.~ 
76 prepeff;' 0'.Vfters aBa teBants ta ifapleff'leat a TraBspertatieB System MaBagemeBt Plim (TSMP). 
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77 Bstahlish a e00Rlinati.Bg eammi:tlee wil:h i:eJlreseBtaFives efthe Giliii!ea's Ad:r,·is91)' Gemmitlee (GAG), 
78 Ageaey, ana BJlJlFBJlriaie City staff, inelaaiag repr-eseBtatives fram the DE!J!~ent af Parkmg ana 
79 Trafiie, Saa Fraaeisea MHBieiJ!al R:ailway (AfUMI), ;md l:he DeJlart!Hent ef PYhlie Warks." 

80 The Agency would be responsible for adopting the TSMP. The authority for implementing the TSMP would 
81 reside with the Agency, which would implement the TSMP through leases or other transactional documents 

82 with developers. 

83 The TMA itself would have no funding authority, but would prioritize invesnnents, monitor compliance with 
84 the TSMP, and make recommendations to the Redevelopment Agency Commission. The TMA would 
85 represent diverse perspectives, and conflicts of interest are not anticipated. 

86 Response to Comment P9-6: 

87 The TSMP mitigation (Section 4. l.2, second bullet, third sub-bullet) would contain requirements for major 
88 employers "to use a transit subsidy system (e.g., through the Commuter Check Program) for their 
89 employees." The TSMP would also contain parking management guidelines to discourage long-term parking 
90 and set aside desirable parking areas for rideshare vehicles. 

91 The TMA could establish a performance standard for the TSMP that would require future tenants ofHPS to 
92 meet or exceed the transit mode splits used in the traffic analysis, as discussed in response to Comment P9-2. 
93 The TMA could also establish annual and progressively higher goals for non-auto travel. 

94 Response to Comment P9-7: 

95 Please see the response to Comment P9-5. 

96 Response to Comment P9-8: 

97 MUNI collects ridership information in downtown San Francisco where the ridership levels are highest. 
98 Specific ridership information for the Bayshore Planning Area is not available. Route #19 Polk is the only 
99 route currently providing service to HPS; observations of ridership on this route indicate that ridership is 

100 very light at HPS. 

101 Public transit is an integral part of the traffic analysis. The existing condition of public transit is discussed in 
102 Section 3.1.l. Refer to the response to Comment P9-2 for more detail on transit development under the 
I 03 TMAJTSMP mitigation. 

104 Potential transit improvements were identified in the Hunters Point Shipyard Transportation Plan (Korve, 
105 1996), as described in the response to Comment P9-2. This" transit implementation plan" is available for 
106 review at the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. 

107 These potential improvements, as well as those transit improvements assumed to exist by 2010 and 2020 in 
108 the 1994 Regional Transportation Plan for the San Francisco Bay Area (RTP; MTC, 1994), were considered 
I 09 when developing modal split data for the future conditions. 

110 In Section 4.1, public transit development is key to the TMAJTSMP mitigation. See response to Comment 
111 P9-2 above for more detailed information. 
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112 Response to Comment P9-9: 

113 The analysis of traffic-related air quality impacts is based on the trip generation and traffic distribution 
114 analyses presented in EIR Section 4.1, Traffic, Transportation, and Circulation. Appendix B describes the 
115 basis for the non-vehicular travel assumptions used in the traffic analyses; these assumptions are listed in the 
116 response to Comment P9-2. The Agency has agreed to implement the 1MA and TSMP (see response to 
117 Comment P9-4 ), to ensure that assumed levels of transit use are achieved or exceeded. 

118 Consistent with BAAQMD guidance, proposed mitigation measures for traffic impacts are designed to 
119 achieve trip reductions, rather than specifying limits on vehicular emissions. BAAQMD can and will 
120 establish emission limits for individual new or modified stationary sources through its Authority to 
121 Construct/Permit to Operate permitting process. There is no equivalent regulatory mechanism that would 
122 enable the District (or any agency) to set combined emission limits on a group of independently owned and 
123 operated industrial and commercial facilities (and the associated mobile source emissions). Nor is there any 
124 regulatory basis for establishing what such emission limits should be for specific polJutants. In any case, a 
125 quantitative emission limit covering mobile sources throughout an extended area would not be meaningful or 
126 enforceable, since no feasible way exists for measuring compliance/noncompliance. Given these 
127 circumstances, the only effective approach for management of mobile source emissions is through the 
128 implementation of trip reduction measures, as described in the EIR. The document BAAQMD CEQA 
129 Guidelines - Assessing the Air Quality Impacts of Projects and Plans lists numerous examples of mitigation 
130 measures that can be incorporated in the design of a proposed development project to reduce the associated 
131 mobile source emissions by trip reduction. These include measures to promote ridesharing, increased mass 
132 transit and shuttle use, increased use of bicycles, telecommuting, and other means to reduce daily trips. The 
133 EIR presents many such mitigation measures to minimize the proposed action's adverse effects on traffic 
134 congestion and air quality. 

135 Response to Comment P9-10: 

136 The proposed alignment of Yosemite Bridge has not been determined. The bridge is a possible future project, 
137 totally separate and distinct from the disposal and reuse alternatives analyzed in the EIR. Yosemite Slough is 
138 currently surrounded by open space (see Figure 3.4-1 of the EIR). Land to the north and west of the slough is 
139 zoned "P" for use as some form of public use, including open space, public structures, and use of 
140 government agencies, including accessory nonpublic uses in conformity with the General Plan and other 
141 applicable codes. Land to the south is zoned for "Restricted Light Industry Special Use District." 
142 Environmental review of Yosemite Bridge is outside the scope of this document and will occur when a 
143 project has been defined. 

144 Response to Comment P9-11: 

145 The comment refers to the percentage of trips generated by uses at HPS that would begin and end within San 
146 Francisco. Table B-12 (Appendix B of the EIR) shows the distribution of trips generated under HPS reuse, 
147 with 74.4 percent of the trips occurring within San Francisco (8.2 percent to Superdistrict [SD] l; 10.2 
148 percent to SD 2; 50 percent to SD 3; and 6 percent to SD 4) and 25.6 percent affecting other Bay Area 
149 counties. These trips would include those generated by residents, workers at HPS, and visitors to HPS. 

150 The origin and destination data used for the traffic analysis (results shown in Table B-12 in Appendix B of 
151 the EIR) were based on the 1994 Citywide Travel Behavior Survey (CTBS), and were not adjusted for local 
152 hiring. Local hiring was identified as a possible mitigation measure. 
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153 Response to Comment P9-12: 

154 The median household income for San Francisco is $33,413. This means that 50 percent of the household 
155 incomes in San Francisco are less than $33,413 and 50 percent are greater. HUD uses this Citywide median 
156 income statistic to determine eligibility for affordable housing, as discussed in EIR Section 4.6.2. 
157 "Affordable" units are targeted at households earning between 60 percent and 100 percent of this City-wide 
158 median income, that is, annual household incomes ranging between $20,048 and $33,413. The table below 
159 shows the median household income for the census tracts in the Hunters Point vicinity as depicted in revised 
160 Figure 3.6-1, attached to this response. 

Hunters Point Vicinity 

Census Tract Median Household Income 

609 $70,543 

230 $33,498 

231 $15,089 

232 $26,152 

233 $26,364 

234 $22,708 

606 $27,083 

610 $36,583 

161 Source: 1990 Census, Table 19, "Income and Poverty Status in 1989." 

162 Because information on individual household incomes is not publicly available, it is not possible to quantify 
163 the number of local residents eligible for affordable housing in the South Bayshore planning area. With 
164 regard to affordable housing preferences for local residents, please refer to EIR Section 4.6. 
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January 19, 1999 

Via Hand-Delivery 
Ms. Hillary Gitelman 
Environmental Review Officer 
San Francisco Planning Department 
I 660 Mission Street, Fifth Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103-6426 

Via Facsimile and Firs1-Class Mail 
Mr. Gary J. Munckawa, 
Code 7032. Bldg. 209/I 
Engineering Field Activity, West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Environmental Planning Branch 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5006 

R.~~EIVED 

.JAN 1 91999 

Re: Comments on the Joint Revised Draft EIS/EIR for the Disposal and Reuse 
of the H1mters Point Shipyard (SCH# 95072085) 

Dear Ms. Gitelman and Mr. Munekawa: 

The Enviromnental Law and Justice Clinic ("EUCj of Golden Gate University 

School of Law is submitting the following comments on behalf of the Southeast Alliance 

for Environmental Justice ("SAF.r'), in connection with the Revised Draft Environmental 

Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report dated October 1998 ("Revised Draft 

EIS/EIR") for the U.S. Navy's disposal and San Francisco's proposed reuse of the 

Hunters Point Shipyard ("HPS"). These comments are being submitted pursuant to the 

federal National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (''NEPA"), 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq., 

NEPA's implementing regulations, 40 C.F.R. §§ lSOO et seq., California Environmental 

Quality Act ("CEQA "),Public Resources Code§§ 21000 et seq., and CEQA's 

regulations, knoYltl as "CEQA Guidelines," 14 C.C.R. §§ 15000 ti seq. 

The following comments arc intended to supplement the written comments which 

arc being submitted by the Alliance for a Clean Waterfront. SAEJ shares the concerns 

f\.hlll'\:G AOORES~: SJ& MMlll' STRUT. SA' fll\SCISCO. CA. 94105·:?'>68 
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raised in the Alliance comment lener. and incorporates them herein by this reference. The 

issues addressed in these comments are organized into the following categories: 

mitigation measures; air quality; traffic; cumulative impacts; and environmental justice. 

As a preliminary maner, we would like to thank the Lead Agencies for extending 

the comment period to January 19. 1999. We would also like to commend the staff of the 

San Francisco Planning Department and Redevelopment Agency for seriously 

considering the issues and concerns expressed by interested panics during the earlier 

public review period for the first draft EIS/EIR (issued November 1997), and making 

several revisions in recognition of the significance of the potential environmental impacts 

caused by the U.S. Navy's disposal and San Francisco's proposed reuse of the HPS (the 

"Project"). In contrast to the first draft EISIEIR. the October 1998 Revised Draft 

EIS/EIR identifies the Project's impacts as "significant .. in the following areas: 

transportation. traffic and circulation; air quality, including toxic air contaminants from 

stationary, mobile and cumula1ive sources; on-site traffic noise; hazardous materials and 

waste; water resources; utilities, including the stonn water collection system and sanitary 

collection system; and biological resources. Generally. we believe these changes are an 

improvement and agree with the revised draft EISIEIR's conclusions that the HPS Project 

will most likely cause significant adverse impacts in these subject areas. 

A. Tbe Revised Dnft EISIEIR Fails to Adequately Analyze 
Mitigation Measures and Alternatives to Reduce tbe Project's Impacts 

The Revised Draft EISIEIR. however, does not provide a thorough, detailed 

analysis of feasible mitigation measures or alternatives to eliminate or reduce· the 

significant adverse impacts ~sociated with the Project. in violation of CEQA and NEPA. 

In particular, the Lead Agencies have failed to adequately evaluate feasible mitigation 

measures to avoid or reduce significant impacts in the areas of traffic and air quality. 

We recognize that the Revised Draft EIS/EIR is prepared at a programmatic level, 

under CEQA Guidelines§ 15180. Even on this programmatic level, lead agencies are 

required to identify feasible alternatives and mitigation measures to avoid or reduce the 

project's potential adverse impacts. See CEQA, Pub. Resources Code§ 21002 and 
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L § 21002. l; CEQA Guidelines§ 15092; NEPA. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. § 1502.16. Sec also. 

Bay Area Air Quality Management District ( .. BAAQMD .. ) CEQA Guidelines, Chapter 4 

(April 1996). The San Francisco Planning Dcpanment and Redevelopment Agency. as 

well as the U.S. Navy. have a legal obligation under CEQA and NEPA to ensure that any 

avoidable impacts caused by the Project arc reduced. 

We raised this same issue in an earlier comment lener submitted on behalf of 

SAEJ for the first draft EIS/EIR: 

.. SAEJ rejects the Lead Agencies' conclusions that the transportation· 
related air pollution impacts arc wwitigable. The Bay Area Air Quality 
Control District (BAAQMD) and the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District (SCAQMD} have produced CEQA guidance documents and 
identify several available and feasible mitigation measures which can be 
taken to reduce air quality impacts, especially from transportation-related 
sources. See BAAQMD Air Quality and Urban Development Guidelines 
for Assessing Impacts of Projects and Plans, Chapter IX and SCAQMD 
CEQA Guidelines, Chapter J 1, ref erred to anct incorporated herein by 
reference. Mitigation measures for the HPS Project can be on-site as well 
as off.site measures, and may include landscaping. transit improvements 
and amenities, street improvements, ridesharing incentives, transit 
incentives, site plan changes, design changes, operational changes, 
parking redesign and buffer strips. These feasible mitigation measures 
should be examined in the Draft EIS/EIR... EUC comment letter, 
dated January 20, 1998, pp.9-10. 

The Lead Agencies have continued this deficiency in the Revised Draft EIS/EIR 

and our earlier comment quoted above is still relevant. The Revised Draft ElS/EIR 

provides a superficial and inadequate analysis of feasible mitigation measures. thus 

preventing a meaningful evaluation and selection of measures to mitigate the adverse 

impacts of the Project. nus constitutes a violation of NEPA and CEQA. making the 

Revised Draft EIS/EIR fundamentally flawed. 

B. The Revised Draft EJS/EJR Fails to Seriously Consider the Project's 
Traffic-Related Air Quality Impacts and Their Public Health Effects 

1. The Revised Draft EIS/EJR Fails to Seriously Consider the PM10 and 

Ozone Violations 
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The San Francisco Bay Area ('°Bay Area•) during the "'inter months is routinely 

in violation of the state's paniculate matter cPM10) standard. meaning that thousands 

already are suffering early deaths or asthma and emphysema exacerbations as a result of 

PM 10 exposure. In the summer months. the Bay Area routinely violates the state ozone 

standard and occasionally the federal ozone standard. resulting in the area being 

designated a nonattainment area by state and federal air quality agencies. At the same 

time, there is no state PM1o attainment plan in place, the state ozone plan makes no 

pretense of assuring attainment by any date certain. and the US EPA has detcnnincd the 

federal maintenance plan is now inadequate to attain the federal ozone standard. Thus it 

is crucial that the HPS Project not contribute to existing air quality conditions or delay 

the attainment of these standards. 

The HPS Project's air quality impacts. especially those resulting from the 

Project's increased traffic, are critical and should be carefully evaluated by the Lead 

Agencies, given the existing PM10 and ozone violations and the relatively high rates of 

respiratory problems in the Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood that have been well 

documented by the San Francisco Public Health Department (the community's 

respiratory problems are mentioned on p. 3-26 of the Revised Draft EIS/EIR). 

Unfonunately, the Revised Draft EIS/EIR does not present a clear and complete 

description of the current ambient air conditions and the HPS Project's air quality 

impacts, nor does the Revised Draft EIS/EIR provide a clear description of the 

relationship between air pollution and public health. 

We recommend that you expand the air quality section (3.2) of the Revised Draft 

EIS/EIR 10 include a description of the potential adverse health effects associated with 

certain pollutants. including carbon monoxide (CO); ozone (0,); nitrogen dioxide (N02); 

sulfur dioxide (502); particulate matter (PM) and lead (Pb). We recognize that the 

Revised Draft EIS/EIR mentions air pollution's health-related effects on p. 3-27 with 

regard to the new standards adopted by U.S. EPA for ozone (0,) and paniculate matter 

2.5 microns or less in diameter (PMu). and on pages 3-27 and 3-34 regarding some .toxic: 

air contaminants (TA Cs). However, we believe that a clearer understanding of the 

Project's air quality impacts will be promoted with an expanded discussion about this 

topic. 
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When U.S. EPA adopted the new standards for 0 1 and PM:J· it determined that 

the previous national standards were not adequately protective of.public health. Also. in 

June 1998, U.S. EPA redesignaaed the San Francisco Bay Area as non-anainment for the 

federal 1-hour ozone standard. In U.S. EPA 's lcncr announcing its final decision to 

redcsignaac the Bay Arca for ozone, it stated: 

.. When the federal ozone standard is exceeded, people, and in panicular 
children, the elderly, and those with respiratory diseases, may experience 
ozone's ill effects, such as chest pain, cough, lung inflanunation, respiratory 
infection, and chronic bronchitis. In light of these significant public health 
concerns, we believe that it is important to provide the public: with 
accurate information and the com:ct message that ozone pollution is still 
a problem. 

We arc compelled to redcsignatc the Bay Area to nonanainment because 
of the numerous and widespread violations of the I-hour ozone standard, 
a standard that was designed to protect public health. The Bay Area's 
air quality during 1996 ranked as the 6th worst in the nation and for the 
three-year period 1995-1997, it was the 8th smoggiest of the major 
metropolitan areas in the country ... " Letter by Felicia Marcus, Regional 
Administrator, U.S. EPA, dated Jwie 25, 1998. 

The Revised Draft EIS/EIR (page 3-30) minimi?.eS the Project's air quality 

impacts by stating that San Francisco's monitoring station on Arkansas Street showed no 

ozone violations between 1991 and 1996 and suggesting that there is no ozone problem in 

San Francisco. While there may be no ozone violations identified in San Francisco, 

traffic in the City contributes to ozone violations in other pans of the Bay Area. 

"(M]oming emissions from the San Francisco-Oakland area contributed significantly to 

the production of high afternoon ozone in Livermore and other downwind areas .. (quote 

from BAAQMD's web page at www.baaqmd.gov). The HPS Project's ozone impacts 

.· should be mitigated to ensure that these impacts do not contribute to the Bay region's 

ozone. 

In Section 4.2 of the Revised Draft EISIEIR. it is predicted that the HPS Project's 

increased traffic will cause ozone precursor emissions and the Lead Agencies described 

these air quality impacts as significant and unmitigablc. See Revised Draft EISIEIR. p. 

4-24. The Revised Draft EIS/EIR provides no discussion whatsoever as to what . 
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mitigation measures were examined 10 reduce the Project's ozone impaclS. The Lead 

Agencies have a responsibility to implement feasible mitigation to reduce the Project's 

potential ozone impacts. Mitigation measures for ozone are imponant because the 

BAAQMD does not have an adequate attainment plan in effect at this time for ozone. 

2. The Revised Draft EISIEIR Fails To Describe Air Quality Emissions 

Modeling 

Additionally, the Revised Draft EISIEIR docs not contain facts and analysis to 

show how the various PM10 predictions were derived. Air quality emissions modeling 

assumptions arc presented for ozone and carbon monoxide in Appendix B, but no 

information is provided for how the Revised Draft EISIEIR calculates PM10 emissions 

and dispersion. "The EIR must contain facts and analysis, not just the bare conclusions 

of a public agency. An agency's opinion concerning matters within its expertise is of 

obvious value, but the public and decision-makers, for whom the EIR is prepared, should 

also have before them the basis for that opinion so as to enable them to make ari 

independent, reasoned judgmenL • Santiago Water District v. Coun'Y o(Orange, 118 Cal. 

App. 3d 818, 831 (4th dist. 1981). "[A]n EIR must include detail sufficient to enable 

those who did not participate in its preparation to understand and to consider 

meaningfu.lly the issues raised by the proposed project." Laurel Heights Improvement 

Association v. Regents of the Universirv of California, 4 7 Cal. 3d. 3 76 (1988). 

The Revised Draft EISIEIR fails to provide needed data on the air quality baseline 

in the vicinity of the Hunters Point Shipyard and neighborhoods. In preparing an EIR. 

the project's impacts must be evaluated against the backdrop of the "environment." 

CEQA Guidelines §15063. CEQA Guidelines define the "envirorunent" as the "physical 

conditions which exist within the area" including "both natural and man-made 

conditions." CEQA Guidelines § 15360. An EIR must describe "the environment in the 

vicinity of the project as it exists before the commencement of the project, from both a 

local and cegional perspective." CEQA Guidelines § l 5125. No air quality data is 

presented for the local vicinity of the Hunters Point Shipyard and neighborhoods. In fact, 

the only baseline air quality data presented is for the Arkansas Street Monitoring Station, 
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which is over 2 mile away and predominately up\\ind or cross \I.ind from the Hunters 

Point Shipyard and Hunters Point neighborhoods. Conversely. no infonnation is 

presented that would suggest a correlation or relationship between air quality at the 

Arkansas Street Monitoring Station and air pollutants in the Hunters Point Shipyard or 

Hunters Point neighborhood. If interpreted with the infonnation presented on page 3- 26 Q 
the Arkansas Street Station most likely represents air quality from areas at least 2 Yi miles '\J 
northwest of the Hunters Point Shipyard and Hunters Point neighborhoods, such as the 

Mission District and US 101 Freeway. The Revised Draft ElSIEIR needs to explain the 

relationship between the monitoring station and modeling results and justify the 

relevance of comparing modeling results with the ambient air quality data from the 

Arkansas Street Monitoring Station. The CEC 1995 rcpon cited by the Revised Draft 

EJS/EIR on page 3-26 as representing HPS specific air quality is 1."m>neous in that the 

cited report refers to data from the Arkansas Street Station. over 2 miles away from HPS. 

The Revised Draft EIS/ElR fails to present sufficient details of the modeling 

analysis of PM1o to allow the public and decision-makers to evaluate the model data 

inputs, asswnptions and findings in order to have some level of confidence in the model's 

conclusions. For the model to be usable as a way to predict future events it must. at a 

minimum, be demonstrated that the model can actually predict present effects ftom 

present pollution source conditions. In other words. data ftom actual PM10 data should be 

used as input data to the model and the model's prediction of pollutant concentrations at 

the receptors (where the people arc located) should match actual field measurements at 

those locations. Additionally. it should be demonstrated how changes in model 

assumptions and changes in input data will effect the output. This is the only way that 

the results from the model can be considered meaningfully. 

3. The Revised Draft EISIEIR Fails To Identify Health Effects of Project's 

Particulate Matter (PM) Impacts 

Furthermore, the Revised Draft EIS/EIR's treatment of the Project's particulate 

matter impacts is superficial. Particulate matter, especially those related to diesel 

emissions, can cause severe adverse health effects and San Francisco's monitoring station 
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at Arkansas Street regularly identifies excccdances of the state PM standard. In 1998. the 

California Air Resources Board (CARB) classified diesel exhaust as an air toxic 

con~inanL Diesel exhaust has also been listed as a "probable .. human carcinogen by 

the International Aaency for Research on Cancer. 

According to the survey of health studies conducted by the City and County of 

San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH), any increase in particulate maner 

may cause health effects. 11127195 DEP lener to the California Energy Commission 

(CEC), anac:hed hereto as Exhibit A. This is panicularJy uue in this case, where the state 

PM1ostandard is often exceeded durina winter months in San Francisco and the rest of 

the San Francisco Bay Arca. A DPG swvey repon on particulate matter health effects 

studies indicate that "there is no lower threshold below which ... problems do not occur" 

and that "these effects occur at levels well below the current federal standards for PM10 

pollution." Exhibii A at 2. 

An additional study by G.D. Thurston., summarized in the documents attached 

hereto as Exhibit B, suggests that PM 10 impacts may even be more severe in San 

Francisco than in other locations in the country, although its ambient level is lower. 

Thurston suggests that residents rely less upon air conditioning in San Francisco than in 

other honer communities, and therefore arc more exposed to the PM10, thereby increasing 

the impact from the level of exposure. The Revised Draft EIS/EIR should take account 

of this study. 

The Revised Draft EIS/EIR provides a casual treatment of the Project's air quality 

impacts from mobile sources. For example. Table 4.2-2 (p.4--25) estimates that the 

Project's average weekday particulate emissions (PM.,) arc expected to be 264.3 poWlds 

per day for Y car 20 l 0 and 451.2 pounds per day for Year 2025. In comparison, San 

Francisco Energy Company's cogencration power facility was expected to generate 

approximately 283 poWlds of PM emissions daily. See California Energy Commission's 

Final Staff Assessment for the SFEC Cogcneration Project, p. 140. Thus, when the HPS 

Project is finally built out in Year 2025. it will produce 1.5 times the PM emissions which 

were predicted for SFEC's power planL The Project's PM impacts are a critical issue 

because the state standard for PM is exceeded in San Francisco regularly. The Revised 

Draft EIS/EIR should take into consideration the greater wlnerability of Bayview-
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Hunters Point residential population to additional pollution or a delay in attaining air 

quality standards. This wlnerability also includes a lack of access to medical care and 

the other complications of poveny that aggravate the impact of disease. 

During the 1994-96 administrative review of the San Francisco Energy Company 

proposal to build a new cogencration power plant in the Hunters Point community. the 

California Energy Commission examined the issue of PM emissions. According to the 

expen testimony submined to the California Energy Commission on behalf ofSAEJ by 

the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's chief statistician, Dr. David Fairley, 

attached hereto as Exhibit c. an increase from the SFEC proposed power plant in Hunters 

Point of more than 45 tons per year in PM10 could have resulted in 2-6 deaths in the 

reg ion, with a far greater number of incidents of asthma and emphysema exacerbations. 

Exhibit C at 6. Using these numbers, the number of additional deaths resulting from an 

urunitigated HunterS Point reuse plan would be about 7 to 11 persons per year, with still 

greater numbers of incidents of asthma and emphysema exacerbations. (Table 4.2-2, Page 

4-25). Any increase that may impact a human being and cause a serious health impact 

such as death, asthma attack or emphysema is so significant that it deserves a more 

serious consideration of mitigating eff ons to offset the increased emissions. 

According to the Revised Draft EISIEIR. the estimates for the Project's PM 

emissions already assume a substantial amount of ridesharing and other transit use, under 

the proposed Transponation System Management Plan (TSMP). This plan will be 

developed under an HPS Transponation Management Association (TMA) and is 

expected to reduce but not eliminate the significance of the PM emissions. Accordingly, 

HPS Project's PM impacts arc considered significant and unmitigablc. Besides 

describing the proposed TMA and TSMP as possible mitigation, the Revised Draft 

. EIS/EIR does not provide a detailed analysis of any other PM mitigation measures that 

were considered but rejected as infeasible. We urge the Lead Agencies to analyze and 

identify possible PM mitigation measures at this stage of the planning process, and not 

defer this issue to the TMA and TSMP. 
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4. Mitigation Measures to Reduce Air Pollution 

The Lead Agencies should develop a comprehensive. effective mitigation plan (to 

the extent feasible, the effectiveness of the mitigation should be quantified), to reduce the 

Project's air quality impacts, especially motor vehicle emissions. This would require a 

detailed analysis of the transportation network in the Hunters Point area, including an 

analysis of the transponation and traffic-related air quality impacts of Hunters Point 

industrial facilities which arc being developed by Pon of San Francisco tenants (see 

discussion below). 

The Revised Draft EIS/EIR fails to anaJyze mitigation measure or to provide any 

method of allowing decision makers to make an infonned decisions about available ways 

to mitigate air pollution. The following arc a partial list of suggestions to expand the 

usefulness of the Revised Draft EIS/EIR: 

I. Examine the applicability of mobile soW"Ce emission reduction programs 

implemented by other agencies, such as the New Jersey Department of Environmental 

Protcction1
• and the U.S. Department of Energy's Center for Transportation Technologies 

at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Golden. C02
• 

2. Seriously evaluate mitigation mcasW'cs for the proposed project, including, 

but not limited to: 

a Retrofitting of transit buses with compressed natural gas engines; 

b. Implementing pollution-based fee systems for HPS commercial tenants; 

c. Including emission limits for suppon equipment in all lease agreements 

with tenants; 

d. Providing matching funds for emission reduction projects implemented by 

HPS tenants. haulers. railroads, and other parties; 

e. Provide infrasttuc:ture to suppon alternative fueled vehicles, including 

electric: charging stations and CNG and LNG fueling stations; 

f. Work with the BAAQMD to set up an emission trading program; 

BW'eau of Transportation, New Jersey Department of Transportation and Control 
U.S. DOE Rwming Refuse Haulers on Compressed Natural Gas, Case Study 
(www.afdc.doc.gov). 
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g. 

h. 

i. 

Require low-emission engines on all vehicles; 

Provide HPS employees and residents with commute alternative-fueled 

vehicles choice parking and free on-site fuel and power; 

work collaboratively with equipment vendors. engine vendors. and research 

organizations to develop demonstration programs and adopt 

sua:essful technologies. 

C. The Revised Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Mitigate the Project's Traffic Impacts 

The Revised Draft EISIEIR provides inconsistent data on traffic. This confuses 

the reader and prevents a clear understanding of the assumptions used to determine the 

traffic impacts. For example. on page 3-21, Table 3.1-3 identifies the 1993 level of 

service at various intersections in the Project area. ln a footnote identified by the 

asterisk, it is explained that a more recent study performed by the DPT (October 1997) 

revealed greater traffic levels at the Cesar Chavez/Third Street and Third Street/Evans 

A venue intersections. There is no explanation as to why the 1993 data was used instead 

of the more cuncnt information. 

The Rcvisctl Draft EISIEIR briefly mentions that the Port of San Francisco is 

studying the feasibility of an additional bridge for rail service across lslais Creek, but 

states that this bridge is not funded or programmed at this time. See Revised Draft 

EIS/EIR p. 3-23. This information about the Port's proposal should be updated. Based 

on a December 10. 1998 letter prepared by the Pon of San Francisco, it is seeking $4 

million in funding from the San Francisco County Transportation Authority for the 

proposed IIJinois Street lntcnnodal Bridge project. Sec Port Lener. Exhibit D. 

Furthermore, the Port of San Francisco has several cwn:nt and proposed major 

leases with industrial operations in the vicinity of the HPS Project area. Sec list provided 

by Larry Florin of the Pon of San Francisco, dated November 25, 1998, Exhibit E. Many 

of the Pon tenant operations involve the use of large diesel vehicles which potentially 

could generate particulate matter emissions. The Project's cumulative traffic and traffic· 

related air quality impacts in light of these Port operations should be examined in more 

detail. 

The Revised Draft EISIEIR describes the cumulative lraffic volumes at the Third 

Street/Cesar Chavez Street intersection and on U.S. 101 and 1-280 Freeway segments as 
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significant and unmitigable impacrs. See.Draft EIS/EIR. pp. 4..6 and 4-7; B-28. It is 

predicted that some mitigation measures. including the proposed Transponation System 

Management Plan (TSMP). would reduce but not eliminate the cwnulative traffic 

congestion. The Lead Agencies should not defer the analysis of the mitigation measures 

for traffic until an HPS Transponation Management Authority has developed the TSMP. 

At this stage of the planning process. the Lead Ag~cies should consider a range of 

feasible alternatives and mitigation to address the traffic impacts. 

D. Cumulative Impacts 

The appropriate test for cumulative impacrs requires first examining whether a 

standard is exceeded in the ambient atmosphere at any time during the life of the project. 

In this case, that is true for PM10 and ozone for the foreseeable future. The Revised Draft 

EIS/EIR properly notes that the PM1o standards is now being violated, and should also 

note that no plan for attainment of the state PM10 standard is in place, the federal plan for 

ozone has been found to be inadequate to attain the standard, and the state ozone plan 

does not provide for attainment of the state ozone standard by any cenain date. The 

Revised Draft EIS/EIR seems to take the •cop out" approach and simply says that 

"[w]hen considered in the context of regional population and employment, the Proposed 

Reuse Plan and Reduced Development Alternative would contribute to cwnulatively 

significant and unmitigable traffic impacrs. • Pg S-8. As the Lead Agency responsible for 

project implementation under CEQA, the City of San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 

and the City of San Francisco, which have authority over land use, should suggest and 

evaluate; alternative mitigation measures. CEQA Section 21002 states that "it is the 

policy of the state that public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there 

are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would 

substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects. The CEQA 

Lead Agency in this project has the legal authority to implement local land use 

requirements and thereby implement feasible alternatives and mitigation measures. 
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. - E. E1n·ironmental Justice 

The President's Executive Order 12898 requires the any federal action to evaluate 

environmental justice in minority and low income populations. The order directs each 

federal agency with an environmenw or pubic health mandate to make achieving 

environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing disproportionately 

high and adverse human health or environmenw effects of its programs, policies, and 

activities on minority populations and low-income populations. Administrative law 

judges have held that EO 12898 requires agencies to employ a two part procedure 

whenever citizens raise an environmenw justice claim. First. each agency must create 

early and ongoing opportunities for public: involvement in the permitting decision. 

Second, agencies must conduct special health and environmental impact analyses 

focusing particularly on the minority or low-income community whose health or 

environment is alleged to be threatened by the facility. The Revised Draft EISIEIR 

presents a very superficial and erroneous stab at this important requirement 

First, the Revised Draft ElSIEIR acknowledges on Page 5· I 8 that air pollutants 

will disproponionally impact minority and low income populations and then on Page 5· 

19 the Revised Draft EISIEIR says that PM10 will not have a high disproportionate effect 

on the HPS neighborhood. These seemingly contradictory statements must be explained. 

Either the Revised Draft ElSIEIR is saying that an air quality impact that is significant 

but not "high" is allowable, or that the HPS neighborhood does not qualify as a minority 

or low income area. In any event the Revised Draft ElSIEIR does not explain how a 

"regional commute pattern" somehow offsets or mitigates PM10 in the HPS 

neighborhoods. Page 5-19. PM10 generated, by increased vehicular traffic, will have an 

effect on the HPS neighborhood, and is acknowledged in the Revised Draft EISIEIR as 

up to 451 pounds per day in 2025. Page 4-25. Therefore, the Revised Draft EISIEIR 

must tvaluate the health and environmental impacts in an environmental justice context 

and not just asswne it is a nonissue. 
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We urge you to revise the EISIEIR to address the issues raised above. If you have 

any questions on this matter, please feel free to contact our office at (415) 442-6693. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Jf, C~S!Udent Clinician• 

• A certified s111dcn1 under !he Swr Bar Rules g0Ycmin1 the Practial Training or Law S111den1S (PTLS). working 
under lhc supenision oC Alan Ramo Ind Anne Eng pwsUllll IO lhc PTLS rules. 
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c.::Jifami:1 :."lc::gy Corm:·.is.s:cn 
Ooc!cet Unit 
1516 Ninth Sac::.. MS...:. 
Sac::r.u::uc. CA 9SS 1.:. 

RE: Docket No. 94-A.FC·l 

Sandra R. Hernandez. M.C. 
Olre~or of Health 

Novc.-nbc: 2i. 1995 

Toe s'Qff' of the S:in r:-::icf.s.::: Oe;::i.f"C':le:it cf Public Ee:Jth (DPH) c:i.s n:viewe:! the 
Pruiding Moni:w·: Pro.ocstt! Dct:!sion t:n du San. Franr.3t::J EM.rzy Campt:ray's 
Corcnenzzion Proj1c: we Oc-..obe: 199~. The fellowing :: our c::nm:iems. Taese are 
being submiai:.d in our role :s ina::vc:."1or for the siting c::ti.tk::ion ;n-oc:ss. 

While r.bc Dr-..ft P:cposed. De::t.sion :inswe:s m:i.ny of our =rlicr conc:m rcprdin1 
conscruc:ion :nd oper::tion of the projc::" .. OPH bc!icves th: most impor::mt b=lth issue 
rcl::w:d to the siting of the S:in fr:riesco E."1C:U Cr.:>mp~y is the :Ur cont:amic:na 
produced. by this projc:t.. W c c::mnot conc:-.Jr wim me C::&J.if omfa E."1c::gy Commission• s 
(CEO proposed. findings th:t ;;n:ijcc:t emissions will ~finitive!y not result in a.dVer.se 
he.1th effe::s to the people: cf S:m E:::mcisi:o :md p:utic-.il:rly to me B:yview Hunce:s 
Point neighborhood.. 

Tne Fin=.! St:m As.sc.ssmc::it sww m:t :ipproxim:w:!y 50 tons pe: yc:u' of P~1o will be 
genc::":LtC:! by this projc::t.. ac SQ.ff'h:s sr:ted m=.c P~l10 c::nissions wm h:ive :i 
signific::nt he:lth imp:c: :nd ch:.t they should be mitig::w:d. DPH ~with ac sc.ff 
th:i.t :i..b~ent :ppropri=.cc: miti!:i.tion. these emissions c::m h:ive ;. ncptivc he:lth imp:c:. 

Air qu:Uiry c:n h:ivc :in imp:ic:: on n::spir:uory illnc.sses. moti:>idicy and mor:aliry •. Tnc:::it 
:re multiple scic::itific: stucilc:s which show th:t PM1a pollution is :woc:::w::! with 
numc:cus ;dvcrse hc:Jth c:T:e::s including toci.I morc.lity, c:rdiOV':)..SC".l!:it and/or 
n:spir:itory moi-..:liiry. hcspir:.J ~ions for :t!thm:is :z.nd rcspir::ucry di:i.pascs. 
c:nc:-gency visits for :t!thr..:s :z.nd n::spir...tory di::i.g:noses. di:uy e:n:rics of :zs-Ju:i:L :J.Qeks 
:z.nd bronc!'lodil:.tor use. :ind cic=-...:sed pulmon:iry fundon. Tnc.sc finc!!ngs c::z.n be: 
de:ce::d well below c::.r.e::it E?A st:md:rds for PM10. (Se:: :m:.c.'lc:::!. E:e=.lth E:fc::s of 
P:n.ic-.il::ue Air Pollution.) 

... 

554-2500 ioi Grove Street San Francis=. c:;. 9'1C2 
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DPH is not c:::inviuC:: cl1U C::C r.:aif's proposed. PM10 midprion mc:isun: co sod cwo 
playgrounds in t:be nc:ghbcrhood ~y addn=s:sc:s hc:::ilth impac::::s in mis an=. 
Miti~g the lll.rJ: pU::cl.uc:s found in t:be play::raund docs aoc addr=s the mitiption 
of c:ombustion proc:Wc:s wbic an: n:lc:sed into che :.ir by :1. v:iricty of diff'c::::c soun::s. 

DPS is e:t::r::nc!y c:inc:..-::ed. about my au inc:e::ues in sourc::s of air pollution wt:tic 
may me:: t.ie h=idl of this c:cmmmlity md the r=t of Sm Fr:mCsca. 1! tbc C:::C allows 
the riting u tbc Pon site. DPS would. se:.!c miapnon for me Bayview mm=s Point . 
m:ighbomoods of both brge pmic!cs :md. tbc more c:linic:Uly n:Icv:mc PMur.. Tcis 
micption cm be :zc=mpUs.ic:i tb.rou:h either tbc bindinr ci::mmlltmc:nt of ?G&:.E aoc t0 
Ope::tt.C Hun=s Point unit's 2 ck 3 :mc:r this proje:t c:omc:s on line - or implc:ne:u:mo:t 
of odlc:" soarc::-n:::w::ion pro~ (Sc: m::ac:.lte:d Possralc PM10 Mitiption Mc::i.sm-...s.) 

Sinc::i:ly, 

µlid~ 
S.md::z. R.. Hc:mand.e::z:..MJ). 
Dim:tor of H=ltb. 

c::: President Atrhur Jackson 
He:Jch Commisiion 
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L Air ~oiiution wes icen:~fied !S a'c?Use cf inc~!se~ m::::u-...ali:y in '::'le f1rst 

?ar: of ~,;s C!l'lt:.:r.f ~it."I e:;sc~e! ces::-iced in t:ie l'!e~se·vat1ey. cei;~r.:m in 
:!.~30.' Ocr.cra. Pe!".ns7ivania fn !!~. 1 ant: seve!"al e:>isoaes in Li::ncon. s.• 

?oilutmts in =:e a1r an vaM~ !:lo:..,. ~Y c:.'temicll c:m:os-::~cn and !:ly S~Z!. !: 
is net !l'ltirely c1e!!" wniC'I c:n:ccne!'lts are resonsible for he!1;"1 effr...l -
::it.al sus;endei;l par:~c1es. par:ic-Jiat! mat""..!!" less t:1an 10 urn in c:~ar.etar 
CPMJ.1) fi:ie per:icles (<Z.! :JI!) uitrafine par:icles (<200 1111> sulfat!s. ac~~ic 
aerosols. sulfur ~ioxi~e. cz:ine or o:::er ~ollu-..ant.S. 

~Hi. is a me:sure emloyed by air quality ont.-ol efforts and. as suc.."t. is a 
c::irmxmly us~ rre:sure in s-.:::aies of :ne hult:.'i efffC'"'..l cf air po11ut~on. tt:r! 
rec!!':: ~rt Si.l!;;ests :."lat ::tis manne!" of me:surs..me!"lt is =io c:-t:C! ::o 
ac::.:rat!iy pinooint r.~e C.!t.:.Si! of ne:i:.'l effec-..l. It aci:e:rs t.'lat par:icles 
~2 • .5 µm may have a aifft!"!l'lt ef'f~ tnan i:o'tose <Z.5 urn. Fur:..,er:::o!"!. tie!"! 
an! su;;es':ions tnat ui tratine par:ic:les may be the ll)St i~or-..ant 
po~lut.:nts'·' (Lfpset:. orai Cllmllnic:ati!Jn). Tn'is Cll'Dhcat!s tne llll!!!suring 
proo1em sine! we;~t is tn1! ••Y PHuis ll!!SUl"!d per rrof •ir. P!r-:icles of 
::n1s S1Z! lit'ei;i'! very 1i::1e !."Id. c!S sUc.i. mak! no s1gn'ific!r:': c::irr::"'lbu:1on Q 

tr.e wei;nt of PHn. BesiC:es ;ar.:'!cie S'iZ!. tner! art diff'!!"tnc!S in C'lemic::a1 
c~osition of tl'lese particles f:-cm acidic to neutral. Tne :-ale tiat ::ie 
c:."lenrical makeup of par:icles ::ilays 1n C"!!ting health ef'fec-..l 1s also not 
c:le!r. !t is pos.sible :..,at any oar:~c:les s..-rall encu;n to re:c:, tne alvl!'Jli of 
tl'le lun;s can c::-eat! se!"ious fnfi!!mlat~on. re-;al"'dless !Jf oemic!1 
r!!C':i vi "C/. S.• 

Given t.iis unde!"'st.anc:i119 of :ne neur:;enous natwrt of ·PMia as 1 :...'"01 to 
me:..sur! pollution. 1t :>e::mes clear tnat tne a::e!sul"!d wei;:tt of Pl".ulm' may 
include a lar;e a11CUnt of maurial whic:i ac:Jally has h t:le or no ef'fec: on 
healtl'I. Never-.Jteles.s tnen are ll\lltir>le studies wnic:."I snow t.'h?t PHu pallution 
is assoc:ia't!'j wftl'I nure!"OUS aaverse he!lth eff~..l.r.:' lnd1c:s wi'lid'I have b~n 
measured wit:t r!9ard t: Ptt~ incluoe total a:1r-..ality. c1raiovasc::Jlar and/or 
resoirat.0ry ncr-..alit)r. no!o1t!1 aCll'issions for ast."lma and resp1rat:r1 
di ac;noses. t!!l!!r;enc-1 visits for- as'::'llM and rtsi)i rat.ory di a9noses. diary· 
e!'lt.-ies · oi ast.":ma at:zcts !n1f :>r:noccilat:r use. and d!c~:se~ pulacnary 
func:-:~on. ~r! re--..!ntly :."le!"! have l:ee!l r:.o me:aanaiyses wnic:."t have mace t."le 
case that ~1 are not jus: as.sccia~ vitn healt.i prot>ie!!IS. but t:tat they 
ac:::.ia 11 y cause then.= .:1 

Os:r:= uses pr:pose: c::-~t'.!!"-:a tor infer.'"i:i; c:iusa11:1 to eumine six :-:Ill! 
series st:.idies. \nc:luaing one in SantJ Ciara Count)'. ana a nU11Der of cross-



s~on s::;c:;es. i'ne.!! c:~t:!"ia ar!: Cl> c:::nsisunc:-1 of :.'le ~soc:cJtion. CZ) 
s~ec'tfic:'!zy ot oe t.ucc~aticn. c:;l e.xis:anc'!·ot a C10se-res;cnsa c.irve. (4) 
s:.""?!'1;':.i of t."te asscc:'!at~on c:> c-..nel"!:ic::: of t."te assoc:ia-:~cn ,,,;t."t ooe!" t:'IQwn 
i"ac-...s. and CS> bia1cc;'ic ;:iiausibil it:t' of t."te as.s:ciatian. He c:nclud~ :.ier2·. 
was S':.-0"9 SiJOCCt"': for a C.!uial r!iaticnsl'rtp bet'"e!~ P!-!i1 and ad'l/e!"se ne!lt."t 
efi'~..:s. alt."tcuc;n :.-:e ;oilut!n:S and :.'1e bioloc;ic me~":an'is= 1"8...!llain~ ur:x.:'IO'oln. 

Oc:x:!""J ar:c: ?oce.::s !"!vie~~ ::ie Ms:r/ of woM: en t."le heaio eff!c-...s cf air' 
i:cllut~cn u ·•eli as .;n :-ec!nt s=:ies on a:::r-:Jidiey and 11Dr:.al~-:1. iney 
!xlmin~ ·r~!l'1t s=ies fer ean.sis:ar.c-1 Call st:.:C1ies re!C1 simiiar 
ccnclusions) a.'ld C-..n!!"!!'ICY Ca ran;e of hHlt.'1 effec:s me!st.:r!~ by di':''fe!"!nt 
met.~ds a 11 cc::r as a rtsu 1: of i nc:r!!sas in PHi1 >. Tney fcune ~c'W"t :.:2 be 
present. Bot."\ Os-:.-o and Ooc:t.e!")' found a dose rui=cnsa re i a ti ens.ii p. An 

i nc::-easa of lO Jlfl/'Jf ruu i t-sd in 
• a !l ir.C:-!!SI in cverall imr-..!l i t7 
• a J.4: inc:"'!!SI in !"!SOiratcry m:ir-..ality 
• a l.4: inc:--e!se in car:1ovasC1lar imrt311ty Ca signifiC!nt l'll.:lmer of de.aets 

be~:use of t."le ~soiu:a nuar:ier of car.tiovasc-.ilar ~e:!t."'ls) 
• a l·l.S: inc::-!:!Se ;n hasa;ut acariss1on.s for as-:.tima and ot.'1e!" resoiratct""J 

il lnessas 
• r! Z.9·3: incre:!Se in br:l'IC'lodHator use and as't!'lma- ar-..ac:k.s in as:nmatic:s · 

i.iese eff~..s cc:::r at le-1els 'lftll below the CW'T'!nt federal s~ncaras far PHr: 
goll~on. t-cst. 1a:cor-..znt. s:Jdies tnci:ata ~at ttiera is no le-er t.ir:st.old 
~a-!cw which these prctllems :a r.ot oc:ur. 

Sot.~ authors aesc:-i~e c::insis:!ncy. sp~ificity. dose-res~onse. s:.'"!nqt."t and 
C;)iieranc:e as being present tn tne analyzed studies. Tnerefore. wnat n!!llains 
tc pivve c:au.sahey is primarily a be~..er unders:.!nding of the !>tolc91c 
rasoonse to PHte and ~"t!r study to 1 ook at qua 1 i ta the di f'ferarn:!s !:le1.:',,Hn 
scurc:as of c:mt!.'1t ?!'!:I in order to ia;irove specif1c1ty. 

Seaton= et al pracosa a hypothesis t.o resi:>Ond to t:"le need for biolo9ic: 
plausibiHty in orar to prove cause. One of tne fac-...ars to be a=unt!'!! for 
in causality is tne failure t.o obser.1e inc:.-easas in &rDr-...ality in \IClrkers 
ex:>osea to am:. lbi s Pr!S:!!" su;gests t'-'O t"!:!Sons why t.'11 s mi ;n~ t:e so. 
Firs:. t.'ie worting l'QUlat~on is in betur hHlt:t. witn less c.ironic !'ii-•ay 
d'isusa and ar-..!rios:larcsis. and t?terei'cre 1s less lU:ely to reswond ta 

. e;q:icsure by dyi n;. Sr.::inc. tr:e ur,)an i:o 11 u ti on cloud i s pi!'4..omi nant l y s:na 11 
ac~aic par:"lc:l es wni la ·1ncus:r~ al <ius: c:l oudS c::in.s1 s: ma'i n ly of 111.:c::.i 1 arc;er 
p!r:icles usually fo~ !>y t.'ie !l:Jruion of roc:t::s. 

?H:i ts ! mix:i.:r! of oar~icles of diffe!"!n~ Si?! and c.iemic:al c:::rrcositicn. 
Several s:Jdies have.at:e.'Ttlt..~ to de':!r.:line •nici c:nponents are rasoonsio1e 
for t:.":e nox~ous eff~:s cf P~a. "inere have b~n an'i~l s~1es wftic:'I :-elat! 
par-:i c 1 e s i u ta toxic a ff ec::.s. Ra ts e~os~ to ti tani um oxi ~e 1 n O . !5 ,a and 
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0. 02 l4fl l"!~i n =:Jr'! of :.'ie u1 t.·a· ff ne pc?r-:ic1es. ceve ico;ng .a l!llM:~ !i t'S;>c?c:~ 
!nf'I Clr.lllt:rf r?s:cn.se. a. 8 ieflor. fi.:zr.e :m·:ic:les ·at JO m ; n C:i alll!t!!" hc!ve 
bt!!"I snown ta cause ac:.::! pu!m:int!1'"/ t:xie'!ty in rat:s.• Tne hypot.ies-:s St!t!S 
::ia: ver; s:na11 but C:!!l'l~C!1iy rt!C::ive par:~cles in ur:>an air po11u:-!cn 
pr:ici.:c! a similar t"!!c::icn in ht.anans. F:.ir::'le!". e:at alveolar int1~r:an 
; ndt:c:ta by t.l\ese sma 1l pa~ c1 es C"!! t!S a rise in p 1 um.a vi sc:si ty. 
'f1bnr:o;e.!"I. 'fac:-..::ir V!! and plas:rincge!'I ac::ivamr inn1b1t:r whiet art • 
pl"!~~ c::i ve of C!r:i ovasc.r i ar Cii sease. u SH=n et a 121 su;gest. tnat t.'iere are 
Ciiferenc!s in t~e he!l::'\ ef'fee-..s ~~::i.:c!d by _clus: and by ur=an •ir i:oilution 
c?nd t."'lat t:'\ese aif'fer"!~S are ;:r"imaM 1~ a to par:icle s1zt. Oyta)'nlt: and 
Tnurst:irr examined the usociation beT:.te!!'I pai:icle siZ!. coq:,os'ition and 
soul"'C!. and mr-..1lity. ihey c::nc:luced tnat fir.e par:icles C! Z.S .alar.d 
sulfat!s wel"! mre c:ns~s~!'l:ly and S~9"if~c.1ntiy related t:> lll)r-..al1ty rates. 
ioul par-:ic:le mass. whic:t 1nc1uct~ cane t>articles. was oft!n not 
s~;nific:nt. P!r-:~clt! frcm :nc:us:.-:al sour:!s ana c~al ccacus:icn were 
acoare!ttly axir? si;n;fic.!nt c:ntr1butot'S to n:n-i.ality t."lan were soil de!""!ved 
par-:icl~s. 

Os:.-!fl !Xami ne~ :.ie :"! 1 c?t~ onstii PS l:et',,e!!1 SU 1 fates. =~ l SUSD!nded 
par.ic:-J1at.!s Ci'S?L and fine CF?) and innalable CIP) part'fcilaus and 
acrbidity. iSi' _includes pamc:?es up to ~O sn fn d1ametar. IP al"! 
~r~nat!l:; unoe!" lS im. wnile FP an: sulfat!s 1nc:lud! particles less tnan 
2.S Jiii. Tne r-esu1ts ot ~e analysis indic.au that sulfates have the gnat!s-: 
asscciition w~:n res.:~ratcry c:crbidity ar.d t!".a ct.ier par-:ic:ilita r.e!S~r"!S may 
be !.SSOc:i c?t.."'d vi trt =~;di ty. Thi! different results may De a resu 1 t of 
di ffenmt lag times tc resi:'iratory effect. Sui fates may be a sum:i9at! 
me!sure fer sulfuric !Cid c?!rosols whic:t pradue! a resoonse v1tl'lin one •-eek. 
Other par:.iculates have a Z-' week lag time. ibese time d1ffereras may be 
ace to di f'fer!nt biologic resoonsas to ~osure. 

Sc:."1war:: et al " found a Ptt1 dose d!oe!'ldent inc::"'!a.se in. as:.w rel a~ 
~r-;ern::y rccm visits. witn na t¥ide!"C! of a tnresnold in Se!t:1e. a c=imunity 
when 2~ hour l=H-.., c::nc!ntrat1ons never e:i:c!!"'..ea iO: of the CJrrent fede!"'al 
aimient air aut11ty s:!ndard. 

P~:e'• said in a t!lei::none int!!"Vi 1w .,,; th t..,e Oep!rt:i:e!"lt !tout his lec:tUre that 
-ioie·re not c:er"..!in ii t.l\e he!lth !if~...s ar"! duet:> par:ic:1e siZ! or c:."l!!Dical 
c::i11t>osi;ion but the efte~...s c?re different.- Cot e.xaosure :o a::n:cus:ion r!1at!d 
pa!"":~ c 1 es c:i11Darn to par.i CJ 1 et! lllc?t':!r f:"Cllll soil>. 

lnere is lit:1e QtJestion t:tat the:-! is an association bet\te'!n Ptt1 air 
pcllut~cn ana r!s;rirat:::iry r:z:ir:1d1:Y. ;ncluding u:.ima. and 111:1r-..al1ty. 1ne 
avail a.bl! aau also su;;es; a c:ausal r!lationsnip. AS:."'.ma is the =is: c:r.nDn 
c::i,..,ni c i 11 ness ; n c."':i 1 dhocr! . .ll! F rem ll • 12: of Af ri c:in Alr.?ri c::n and a·;: of 
w'hit! c:..,~ lcren ar! r~or:..~ :.:i have as:vr.a at some ~oint 1n cnildJ'IOCe .... 
Afric:Jn A.."'l!rican d'lilare~ al"! also =ii"! seriously atfe~:.~ by asthma: the U.S. 

l 



as-:.-.ma d!!t."'1 rat! ~r :."!is ;r.::iua was nearly s~ .:c c~mes t."1at of ,.;,i :!S for !Sao .. 
82: 6.~S pe!"' llriliion oHann 1·19 1Hrs old ve!"sus l.~7 i::ier ani11cn. iz.ii 

As':."'.ma nas a lsa bet!'t 1 c:e!1t.Hi..: as be; nc; a qru 1:!?" prcc 1 em fer 1 nner- c:i t'/ 
oilC:l"!!1. pr::oat:iy ll'Dr! !Sli:c:iit..~ wi:.": pcver':"/ i:.":an wi:."I raa ... 

ihe San Frucs.:: Oe:>al"':e."lt of Hult."1 does not nave ~eel! specific dau wi:."'l 
wnio Q :.aeuure t::e level of u:.-.ma ana a~.,er- rtsoirator/ pr:ioiem in tne 
c:iey ts a 111haie or ~n aayview Hunt!M ?Q;nt Swec~ftc.11iy. Hcwever San 
Franciso has si;mi'ic!.•1:J:1 hi;ner rat!s for a!:.ima mr-...!ltty 'in •nit= males 
t."lan :.ia: fer :."le St.at! for t.":e i:ier.cc li$·l:Si. rQr :."'le cer-:c:ci l:SS-1:!:2. 
basco on pr!lir:nnar-1 aat!. :..,e rat! ~or !..itino males in Sen Franc:so is 
si~nificant.ly hi;ner t.ian for i:.ie Stat!.4 

8esides the ge~e~a1 inior:rat~on fl""".,.m Ot.'ier pogulat~ons d!SC~~b~ !eave we have 
t."le fo11owir:q 1 imi~ infcr:rat~on wMc:.i suq;es:l t.hat :.iert may ~e a p~olem 
with rescirat:1ry fline~ses in Sayvieow ti.:nt=r'S' Point. ihe 111:2s~ c:r.m::>n reason 
far a clinic: visit Q Scut."'le!St Htalt.i C!nt!r~ loC!'C..-d in cayv;~ Hunt!rs 
Point. is res;:i1racr-1 s~t=S. Ir.nalen art aisa a lar;e!" ~n:ccr::on af 
pres::-i pticns ; ssu~ :::an at. any ot.ier- OPH hea 1 t.i c?nt!rs. 

Tne C.!lifornia E.'1!r;,y C:lmris.sion P~lic He!lt:1 ;.pper.dix look~ at 1:::2 
hcs;>ital d1sc:.i11rira dau for Scln r'ranc~sc. rneir c:.iarac-..:rization of Sayviaw 
Hunt!n Point i.s cons~c:er!Dly l~r;er tnan tr.at ~uan: une!!"S::lcd ::iy t!".e 
c-.::a:::t:ni ty: zip c:ces s.tllO C~ission>. 34ll2 CE.CJ ls~cr. !n9! aside ar..1f Oc:e:!r. 
'lieow) :4124 CE!yv'il't Ht.lt:t!!"S !'o~ntl. ana·~4U4 ('11S'itatiC."l Va11ey). Tr.ey found 
tnat rat.!s of hospitalization for bn:ind'titis <!nd as:.-ima 'fer c:.iilde!1 less t:i'latr 
lS ye!rs of ai;e in t.iu ana we!"'! signific!ntly ni;ner Olll?c?i!d o :.ie res-i: cf 
San Francisc~: l.!~S/!000 c-~i!i-ed ta .~B/1000. 

... 
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A.. Pt.-mane."lt Ciosure of liDic:DOW'l1 (will &.iso improve Minum.I 
PO£! Hunters Point Powe:- othc:- air quality param=rs) 
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for SF.E:C Power Plant 
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fin:pJa.c: conrrcl prognm in 
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Smog threatens S.F . .-esidents, study finds 
Auuc:intril rrru rb:_'I'< ---

Snn fr11nrltunt llt •I lilclt tis• 
nf •lyinic from 11ir 1mllufln11 ·rtl•lt!d 
h11!11lth prulilrint, •1tc11nll111 In lw.1 
"'w 1ln•liH u·IPHll!tl JHleH .. .,. 

Al•n•I :I 1~rrt11I 11f dHll11 'In tltt 
t lnilrtl Sl•IH tnclt )'Ht art Hind· 
nlril wlllt •cuh: e11l1111ft.1ol1lr pt•lht· 
I 11111, muni111 llN111und1 or lint 
f'tdd1l lie •I ri1li If tfrmlt In rull 1 .. r• 
c:IHIHlif l•wl lllCC:Hsl, fltllHtcl1trt 
111ti•I "' 1irHe11t1nf 11i1t•111111111u111 
11111 h1tet11•lh1u• ConftHllU uf lbt 
i\merlca11 'l'lmrulc RucltlJ aml 
lhnulu11 l.11n1 A11111cl1tlon In Seil· 
111. 

In nne of ll1t new 1h11llff Ut0r1t 
ll 'l11t1r1bt1t 11111 nl httl 11 die lu1ll · 
lule nr F.nwl111111nt11l•I Meilicl11t •I 
Nrw Ynr• Unlv1mll1 Mtdlc1I Ctn• 
ler c111n111tt1I 1n111todily fiaurn iii 
11ln1 11.9. clllrs tl11rl111 flit l!Jlllh 
wilh lewtl1 nf fiwt ditrtrtlll •Ir 1••1· 
lut•nh. 

l•le m11lttt •i11l 111tt11e "llllflllHtl In llr. Alftttl Munrtr, hn111tdl•le p11t 
h11we lht mo•l e<•Mi1lt11l 111111Cla· p1ttldtnl 11f lhe Al.A. 
111111 wllh 1nn1l111i1y." "O.rr lhe r."" we lint lt11nt1I 

'l'hr an11lr1l1 found 11111 1l1M11h111 
rtsliltnlt h••l lhe lowe'sl rlsl ttf H· 
fierltndnc lnrrtHrtl mnrl•lil)' 11 
11ollull1111 rt1H, wl1ilt 81111 ft•nrltftl 
u1kle1111 - 1111•"'''' U1er .... ;.., .. ,, 
ll1t de•nttl air unral - h•d 111• 

Tht 1tsu1dtet1 111111 11hl tb1l II•· 111111 lht 1••11h tint c1111td l1r •Ir 11'•1· 
Ins i111 cllr wltl11 mihl c:lil111le •11d lutltm .,, f11r wurw 111•11 we h1d l11I· 
rel•llwely clHn •Ir 1ltie111'l 11tCttt1r• ll1llr 111lklp1lrd ... Mmnu 1tl1l. "A 
lly 1ne111r,1111u·l1•11ct1111 plli1111••I· rtnnl 1h11l1 by ll•t Al.A ''"""~•• 
l111lm1·re •le1l be11llh l""l1lem1 lft ll11t 111111•11ln111tly 11111 n1illi1111 
lt11 tl1•11 111 1 tlirtler dlr with n· Amttlc1111t ll•t b11tu11111111tt nut 
ht111e •HI lier. Ol In lirt11tl1t l11 le11111 tJf une •ir pd· 

'1111twn11t1dit1r11111hluttl1l1ll1· lul•nl •'"'" - n111ne." 

''"""'· •11111• •H 1111 elt1 11111 wt ... 
wl111e U1eH w11 hi• effed fm111 1lr 
1•1ll11tln11," 'l1111ttlm1 .. iii. l'1t1kl•· 

llr11I linh lielwi-t11 111•ll11tl11n lewtlt 'l'h• 1h11liH li••hd 1l 1l1tl1lk1 In 
111111 tilhtt l11r111il•I 111lml11h1111 11r , Hr• y,.,,, AU11111, tln11a1t1t1, St. 
11111r1111tr In 11wrn1l Amerlcanelll111. '""'ht, Cltk•cn, lkhnll, Ml1111HJ"•· 
Huth 111111111rl1il u1ll11 1lmllu lbitl1n F11111clKt111nd l.111 A111rlt1. 
1IHiwl111 hlC'rtltl"il rt"11i11l11tr 11111 hie tHllllt rur ll1M1tlnn'1 lo1'llrtr 
f'•11llo.,1ec11l1r 1•t1dtle1n1 •l11e11 1111 11111 ~n ••t111c:l1cn'1 l1l1l1tr m11tl•I· 
lew1l1 ol nt11in 1•1ll111111l1 rht, 11hl ltr r•IH, 'l1111t1l11n 111tetil•lt<I, "" 

> '1-SJ!h =pe .......... , o t. ~ ! I•> , « ·- f .... - \.'" •e ..... , •• "• ·- ! •. h ....... 

11111 00 percent ufl l1n11tun resl1lt11h 
h11cl 1lr c:111nlllln11ln1, tt1Ctfttr•1l111 
ll1t1n lo 1111 lni'"'" 1n1I nlltri111 
1111l •1n1e cn11l11nln111lt 11n hlch 11111. 
hll k•n clliJt. 01111 1l•111l 10 (ltrnnl 
of S11n F111t1:11ttJ rnkltn11 h11I •Ir 
cuurlllk111ln1, ht old. 

"hHlc:allr., the 11rn11l1 In 81n 
Ft•nrl1t.'11, ., ien 1onlh1ll1111 t.,,.r, 1r1 
lil1l1, l1H1 , .. , rf•re lo hkt.,'" lte 111tl. 

lie 111t1etl ll11t l.111 A11pJti rt1I· 
tlrnh 111!1111t .. l 1 lil1l1lllt11f •Ir Cllll• 
tli1im1l111, 1n1l 1lll1t111ff1 l.111 An1tlt1 
"l11d fir 1111111w11 lht hlsl1t1l ,11rf111. 
Unn lutl1, 111 """'" 1ir j"•l 11111111 
m.1rl1lilJ rh• •H '"' l1ls ier 1111111 8•11 •·r111c:lwo'1. -

'11.c 1tr111MI 1hnl1 - cn111111r 1111 
l"•ll11llt111111ltt wlll1l11•'1•ll•l1d111i1· 
1k1n1 111 New I lnen, C1111n., anti 'I'•· 
COllll, \V Hit, - ''"""' • 1l1nll•r IMll• -

,, 
alble llt1• Ltlwun rl1• 1nrl cllm1lr. :: 

·rac:•11111 l1111 mllder clhn1l1 llta11 ~ 
Nrw ll••tn, n1unl111 .. r1m'rt 1nn11~ 
li•elr In be n11tclr•1rt, rou'tt mut1 ~ 
llhl, ........ , •l•.00 ... °"'" J'fllt'rt ~ 
ll't1 lilrly to""" fbt 1lr ccmcht11""r ~ 
11n,• 111hl .Intl Scl1w"la 11r tl11 lltr· .1 
Hrtl flclH111I 111 l'11lolic ll11llh, •IMI 
c:nncl1ir:ltd 1111 •h•lv, ~ 

Ohren lhr llmt l'ettl of poll11l•nl ~ 
In ucl1 rl1r. ·r'"" .. ,_ .. ,. 11 lllrlr' 
111 lot hlt!l•l't" In '1'1cnm1 - a hr· ·, 
IM1rl1Hhi-l111rnt •Mii It)' lnltft tlttflf)' • 
1te:rt1,f111 l1tt111tll•I .,hnlnlt1111 fur 

•ni•lf•f11r1111.,..,,. In ·1·11t11n11 lh1n , 
Ht• tl•"l'l!lwhe111"•llullo1nwor.cn1, · 
ltr ...... ~ 

'l11t lltW lhMllH 111.I Wtltf1I lo H• '.• 
ltlenc:e 111•1 tnlll)' l1t1llh pwhle1n1 h1 ; 
llit U11i1ril Sl•lt1 •tt 1110Cl.lt1I • 
will! 1ir 1••111111<"1. 



VARIAT!ONS 
-~.SSOCL'1.7!0~·5 

!.s' A!R ?Ottt.rTION'-MORT .~.L!7Y 
.A.CROSS 9 M.~JOR U.S. C::.:.!.:..S, Ga!.)r£''! D. 

Thi.:.:s:on. Chc:Jn G wv:".:!., !:!c:i K2..:..-.:..;.u.'lto !to. De:c.:: _.e::.: of 
:-v;--.. -e--=1 :•q.,.:;,..;.;. ~e·N Vort.. r~ .. •v·-1-· 'ile,l;c:-:i ~c.::..c .. 1 -~ -\J•--.• ••·- -.,y._,_..._.._, • • •' -..•• ..__ '-! .YL ._ _ • • ••• 

t ,.., . ~ . - ,.J ':"V , a~czong ~vie!.c.ow .:.-.C:.. 1 uxe-o, ~-c • - -;· ... 1 

A :!.1.:::i.i:e: of :ece.nt a:.alysas have i:tcica~C. a..""!. a.ssoca:ior:. 
bet·""·es:i. ~l!va:e-=. c:or.c!:it=at'!or..s of ai:' poUt:.tar:.:s. ::.c!uCl.. ... g 
-a:....;;-.1,.;.e _,,... • .,. ,_,. .:.. ... :i. in "::t ;.., ,. ....... c:.·YT:z-•- c:il•-e .. •- r,,'°v[':n) 
-' ------· ------ • ........, _.-_ ... :----- _.. 1iil--.,W • • .......... ....... •- \• • -- I 

~ .. c· ;'!"'-e .. s .. ...a -:. •• - .... :::nc- ::-y r,..,.;e•,. ....... -." ....... 'NS ~ .. -:.~ .. -i. ---- - ·- ....... ., ...... - •• _..._ ... -·- -~· ....... _____ ,__ ......... -

su£g~s~e-.: :!'-.z: ?~10 ::tortailty eEe~:s a...-e si:::l.i.lz: :::.i:::. ::iac! :o 
clace. d.es-oite -..~atior.s in P~lO and oaou!a~on ::n:~.::~sito~ .. 
Eoweve.:. ·:!w oi :~se ?Y.10 s:-..:Cles hive !".%.ll.~- cor.siC:.~:e~ -:.~e 
::cte:. .. •ll·; ::lr.:ctJr.C::.~ ::..:l;.:.e:i.c~ ct oC-.e.: :oi!u~tS. a.::.i:! ::::~:."s 
; ..... 1v-::-i -e-:.o,:f!. .,;.O.,.." ·~e -a-e"S -.2...<s ,:; .. =- c: .. ,,,_..;;..,, ..... . 
_......,.., ------ -· -· '-W -.;..;..&. ··= -· r" !" - - - '-- _.__ • ---·--·-... .... 
........... - .. -:s· .. -:.s --c:· :..rc·c:.· --.nc.:.'•·.,~-:.s -·~= ..... : .. ,,..--·:-"•• '-'"" a.. .,,, c. ..,.""' ...-..a.v•1 '--'--'-._.-

L"\ ::!-..is woric.. we ~ave :.ev!loce~ a.."\C:. a:.a.:.-;,·=e~ ;:. 
........ --ci-.,.-c:•-·-= .,_,c.· .... ,..c~c-..... ,.:,...,;...,..,c. ·or· ,.: .. ;iv 11 •· -c·n .. ..:0:-,,.....,._ ................. - ...... '-"""·---'"...... .._ _____ ....., .__..,.. - ., ---- .. . 
"""'e-=: ... e: ,, ... c:· -o-:= .... ; . ..:::-..:or ~~e -e:w·c,; -:~s~-~c:9c ;; ..... ;--i. _..__ , -· -· .. ....._. -- . -· ""' --_.,, - --- -· _. _____ _ . . . 
::taior C.ces S"CreaC. :-_"'Oc.s::!:ou.t :r-.e 48 c~n?isrJ.ol!S U.S. !ta:!!. i::'lese 
.:::.:.E.s. eac.~ ~-r:.g c;.:::er.:;,:: we!. the:, :1oilt:."t:cn. anC:.i or ::o?Jcla:::.c:i. 
c..~~c:e::"..stic::s. ir.c:!t:.cie: ~t!W York er-;, Atlz:.ca, Eous::on, St. t..:>t;.!s, 
-.:U.C" 8 "" j""le--.;1" '\.1;..,..,e•"'QH'"' 5-..., ·-;::_.,.,..;.,,....,. 5 .,.C:.· T .. S .:, .. c•icc \_._;. --~-, '..,/ ........ , .v:-.-. -- ........ , c..;... - .-...., • .........,.._.,,, --\ _..., • -·--- -· 

-:-... e ~oH•·-..'"'!cs -..... c•a·e ... :~ ;.., ............. _. ;,..,..iuc:.·e i''·c·o ·c;·:.c .. 
·-· ,,,,,, --... --. ""'""'"..... ·-- -· ·---· ~·· -·""'- .. • v - , _ _, ·" -o-ox:.C::::,. ,,..,""\, -·i;:.·- ..::o ... •,.:e rc.o ... , .. ;:. ......... -. ..:;cx;c:.· ... • :-.:0~1· -.. ..: 
-· ... . - \'-'-'.1 .:ti~- ..... ~-- \..., ~, .-.... \J~-' ~- - - .. - c:. .... 
Oz~"'e \·o-) ~ .. e .............. -.. -t.,-p ..... ;- a , ... r. • ..,•.r·:i ..... -:,---.. ....;,....;-.::-....... .::i • • ... -...:. ,,.. ... - ~.c..i.: ...... _ -· ............ _ .• ----·=·· =-" - ·= 
C.:..re-::!v c:::t:a:abie =..e-se.-ies :ecession :es;.:l:s :o: ~!:c::L 
=ollura..~r. 7'b!:se ar.a!vses ~"'1C.:.:are va..~-:ng ;:cilt::ar.t e=:e-:::s ac:c:.is 
these ct.es. C.--oss--se2cnai ~e:e~c:~ U!! c::r.sicie:'!~ as :ac:~rs :;:"; 
~:e:-=-:; Ci.=:e.:e:-.ces in ;:oilt.:.:a.."\t-?:nor.:a.t:.:;1 a:ssoorior.s. 



INTHOt)UCTION 

• Reccnl I iane-m!rics tiluclie:i have nssociah.!d higher HcJalive l~isks of c.laily 
anorlalily wilh exposures lo parlicululc 1nHller less than ·10 11n1 in clian1clcr 
(PMHl). 

• l lowcvcr, lhese lhne-scrics shulic8 hnve usually nol fully considered lhe 
pol en I ial cff1~ds of known co -pollulanls (e.I~· ():1) on lhe 1nodcl esl hnnles. 

• Mo.-coVt!f, difl"t!rcnl 111odels have uccn (!lnploycd in tho various i1nalyscs, 
coanplkaling lhe process of 1naldng inlcrcornpari:;nns across cilics. 

• In I his pn!scnlnlion, these issues ·arc ad,lressed as pnrl of an NIEl·IS funded 
nualli-t'.ily invesligation of dail}' luunan 1nnrlalily associnlions wilh aculc 
1~xpom1res lo a1nhicnl air pollulion in lhc U.~3. 
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l)A l'A COLl..ECTION 

• Daily n?conls of daily luunan 111orlalily and cnvinlluncnlnl n1cnsun!llH~nls 
wt!rc procured for 9 U.S. n1ajor 1nclropolilan areas in lhc U.S. for the period ·19B'l-
1990. 

• These cilics wen~ scleclcd lo iududc n Vi\l'icly of clhni\lcs llu·oughonl lhc U.S. 
The ancl ropnlilan ureas chosen were:. Atlanta, GA; Chicago, IL; l)cl roil, lvll; · 
I lo11slon, TX, Los Angeles, (~A; Minneapolis- SI. Paul, MN; New York Cily, NY; 
Sl. I .ouis, M(), and; San Prand:-;co, (~A (Sec Figure ·1 ). 

• All individual n101·li:llily l'ccords in the U.S. (roughly 2 1nillion per year) were 
nblained fro1n lhe Nalion11I Center for llcallh Slalislics. These allowed the 
nnnpilalinn of daily annrlalily c·ounls, hy CcHHH! ancl suh;ecl category (e.g. ran!) 
for each 111ctropolitan ilrea of inlcn!lil. 



• All hourly wcalhcr recon.hi were ohlnincd for I his period for each cily fron1 lhc 
U.S. Wealher Burcnu's'(N()AA':;) records collecled al 1najor airporls in cnch cily 
of inlcrcsl. 

• All nir pollutant 1neasure1ncnls 1nndc in each of these cities during decade 
·19u-1-·19')() were ohlaincd froan lhe U.S. l!nvironanenlal Prolcclion Agency, 
allowing the c.on•p11lalion of spalinlly-av~raged daily a1nhienl conccnlralions of: 
Pfvll 0, ()J, CO, S02, and N()2. 

• All siles were regressed on all other sites, by pollulanl. These regression fils 
were used lo "fill" in 1nissing ~ilc values (when other :;ilcs \Vere avnilahle) before 
coanpuling spalial avcragcB. 
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HASH MOl)EL J)EVEtOPMHNT 

• The Hlal isl ical analysis \.Yas inil ialcd by an exploratory investigation of the 
\-Vcalher-1 norlalil y rein I ionship f nr inch mion in sa 1bscq11enl poll 111 ion-rnorlal ii y 
linu?-m!ric8 analyses. 

• Two 'Jtrndrnl ic lc1npcralure lcnns were cn1ploycd: one for •·r lt?al" cffecls (I he 
li<t•mre of the munc·day lcn1pcral11rc excess ahovc n city-specific leanpernharc 
lhrc8hold); nnd on•~ for "Cold" t?ffccla (the sq1mrc nf lhe lwo day lacgell 
h!n•peral ure dcfidt hclow lhc dly-speci(ic le1nperal11rc llu_-cshold). 

• lnlen•clion lcnns for cxlrcrnc hcal/lunnidily nnd for coltl/dry were also 
included in lhc anodcl. 

• Other variahlcs included in lhc Basic 1nodel were: 
-five sine ilnd cosine waves of various pcriodicilit!S (ranginn fro1n 1 1nonth lo 

2 years), In nddress long-wave vnrialions in the tlala; 
-da}1-of-wcck and ycflr dununy variables, nnd; 
- a lin1e··lrend variable. 
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HECHESSION APPROACII 

• To address pos8iblc sn1all count eff ccl~, Poisson regression n1odels were 
e1nplnycd. 

• To lhc Basic Puhmon 1nndcl, t?ach air pnllulunt wat> added individually, by city, 
In asses~ I heir rcspeclivc assndalions wil h lnlnl daily rnorlalil y. 

• To ullow inlcrcoauparisons ;.u::rof:is pollutant::;, all unnlyscs were limited lo 
s;;unpling days when daln for lhc 1nosl lhnilcd pollulilnl (i.e. PM.10) were 
available in cnch dly. 

• In order to investigate lhc robuslncss of lhc rclalionships, co-pollnlanl 1nodcls 
\Vere also invcsligt1le,1 (in each dly having n1ore lhnn ·1000 ohscrvalions). 

""'""·---·-·- ... - ....... -..... 
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I 9H 1-1990 Mean/ Maxianun1 5111n1nary Slalisl ics for Key Environ1ncnlnl Vnrinules 
in Nine U.S. Cilies 
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IJISCUSSION 

• All lhc air pollul<lnls considered showed Iola) dilily nlorlalily Relative Risks 
\tVhich \.Vere ncnrly alwa)'S grm1ler lhiln ·1, nncl usually si~nificanlly so, when 
con:;idcn!cl individually. This indicalcs lhal lht!rt! is an adverse cHecl hy prc:;cnl 
day ;uuhicnl air pollution on hunmn 111orlalily in dties lhroughoul the U.S. 

• 1 luwcvcr, when considered hu Ii vic.l 110Hy, each poll nlnnt is cll?ilrl y nc:l ing lo 
snnu~ t!xlenl ns an index of Hn overall air pollution- 1norlalily assodalion. 

• Thus, ii is nol dear f nun :;uch individual pollutanl analyses how nnu;h of this 
lolal .. effccl" can he ilScrihetl lo the parlicula .. pollulnnl considcrccl in the 1nodd. 

• The lwo·pollulunl n1odcls indicated lhal lhe PMH> Hclalive Hisk eslhnalc was 
l'l!thicl?tl snn1e\.vhnl hy llu? induslon of olht!I' pollulanls. 03 hnd lhc rnosl 
consish~nl effect nn lhc PM 10 l~R esthnnle, lowcrin1~ il ahoul onc-lhird, fro1n a 5- . 
di)' single pollulanl nu1del 'lflO 111;/1113 PMH> 1nean nl(='IJ153 In a hvn pollulanl 
nuHlt!l PtvllO 1ucan l~R='l.OJ6 . 

• · ()f lhc pollulanls cnusidcrcd, PMlO nnd OJ appeared lo hnve lhc 111osl 

t~unsi:.;lenl nssndalinns wil h anorlalil y. 



• l)f lhc hy-t~ause 1norlC11ily assndalinns, rcspiralory d~alhs tmually yieldcll the· 
lar1~esl l~clalivc l~itiks, which is consislcnt wilh lhc biological plnusihilily of an nir 
pollulion t~ffccl. 

• ()f lhe c:ilics considered, I fouslon gt!nerally had lhe lowesl cnvironancnlnl
nuulalil)' nssocialions. This mny he because of lhc.? high perct?nla1~c of air 
t~ondilicuwd hoancs (reducing inflllralion of oultloo .. air pollulion), or perhapt1 in 
parl lo lht! lower pt~rccnlat;c of pt!rsons older lhan tl!l in I fouslon. 

. . 
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L 
TE:STI:.\10'.\i. OF DR. DA \1D FA.IR!.£\" 

I. l'\"TRODt"CTIO:'\ 

.-\. M: ~am: is 02' ::! Fa!:iey. l a::n ::i:-::::::ly the sutiStic:iz.: for t.i: Bay A:-e2 Air 

Q\!.?!ity ~fa:-.ag:::ie:a Dis::-i:•. \\'hich has r:spol".sibiiiry for th: reru!ation of sationa;;.· 

sour::s ~!air pollutic:-: in the San F:anc:is:o Bay .l\r:a. I ha\': be:n ernplt1ye:f by th: 

D?stric; sL,:: l 9S-. Prier t::i tha: d.rn: 1 \l:as an assisa:'lt pr.,f:ssor cf s02.tis:ics at Ohio 

S!.at: rr.:,·::s1:: ::-~r.: !9S.: t!'.rough !9S-. l g:-acuat:~ fr~ir.: Sunford l"niv:::ity u:ith 2 

Ph D. i:: 198:. z~:::! ;::·:i.,usly r:::i·•e:S 2 BA in phil~sophy anct an ~1A in zr.z:.h:::mi:~ 

fr:::rn Sz:, F:zr.::s:~ S:.:.:: l"!".!,·::-si::·. .-\ full :umculum \·i02.: iisting m~· qi;a!ifi:ati~r.s 

!s at".ac!'l:: as App:nc:x l. 

Q Dr. Fairley. a:-: y'u tes:ifyin~ tO~!Y a~ a r:p::sentau\·: cf the Bay A::l Ali 

Qi.:ality ~1a:iag:me:u D1s::i:t. 

Q. D:. F :ai!"ley. v.·cui~ you b:ie~y desc:ibe your backgrounC: a:-.d e~re:ien:: \\'it."l the 

;:-ol!utzr.:.. Pa:-ti:t:lat: ~fan:: less tr.an 10 microns. a!sc knt1\\':'l as P,_1,.: .. 

A. ~: \I.Ork for th: 92y A::a Air Quali~y Marageme:n Dist:i:::t has fo:us:i! upo:l 

P:-..r ;o sine: 1991. I r.a\·e :ondu::::c sruci:s analyzing the :::cr.::mramm.s an~ 

::-m?csi!ion of Bay A::z P~t.~ .. inclucing a r:,·iev• of data frorr. all Bay A::1 

1.1~rutC'ring s.a~iC'I'.S. a:u:! smdics analyzmg th: sol!r::s oi P~t:o bisec! on sp::;a! sru~1cs 

c:" wim:~:r.ie P~1 ! o ~ty srudi:s ha\·: m:luded a r:vie\l· of the ::laticnsh1p tie:\l·::::-1 

P~ 1 •C :::m::n:::a.:ic:-:-.: anc! h:c.ltr. irr.pa:ts i:'! t.lot: Bay Area. an:! a srucy es:irn:uiT?g t."le 

:::>ncmi: b::-1::-iu ''° h:al:h of rcju::ng P~i lo :on:::u:atic~ ti:' th: C:i!ifo..-.ii 



sanca:-1. ~Y p1;>e:. ·ne R:!atior.sh1p of Daily ~tor..ality and Suspc:idc~ Par:i:~late~ 

in San:.'! Clara Cou::::--. 19S0·19S6.· £ . .,·.-tronmtr.;al Ht::l:r. Ptrspt:rn·ts 1990. is enc of 

t.~: pape:s being us:: tc ::·e\·a!uat: th: fed::-1l P~ t 1 o sa::1a::!. anc is a.'11cmg thos: 

pa:ti:u;at: ex?CS'iJ:": i:: Sa:i:a C!a:a Cou:icy. Ca!1farni.?. CA 1980-36-. p::s::m:: a! t!l: 

EPA P~t:., Workshop. at Ral:iih. ?'or.h Carolir.a in ~O\':rn.ber. 199-l-. 

Q. As pan of you: snici:i. die ~·ou r:,·i:v; the a\·aHzble meci:al anc! s:1::mfi: 

e:~norm: h:alt.11 t-::'le::u of :omr~lling P~l:o emissions. 

Q. A:: yvi.: a!s.:- faoi!:ar with the reg-.1latory progr1I:'ls of the t:S En"tronr:ie:::tal 

P:ot::::icr. Ag:n:: .. :he S~te Air R:sour::s Boa&:! anc the Bay .~r:a .-\~: Qi.:a!liy 

qt.,1.?liry s:an~a!"\15. I ha\': s.:'m: k."'lCl''·le::ige of the Distri:t" s r:gu!atory progra.-ns. 

II. P'.\110 '.\IITJG,s. TIO~ STRATEGIES FOR THE S~'\ FRA."\ClSCO 
E:'\"ERGY CO~IP.-\.,.Y 

Q H .. , ... \'O" r•,·1····-" •"• C"'r::-······r or-1 ... 01· 8 ·- c.;:: r .... ,. • .:,·..,a •- -a- 1·tc .:..-:.. •• • •- • ,. ... ., -., ''" -- .... ., \,.! t••••L11t•• # W.•• I "'• •J'li>• .._ ••: M• J' • t. • ...... _..,. ... 

.. 
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A Yes. l have r:·11ew:: t."l: cr:!e:. 

Q A:e y;:,u 2.lsc fa.'T:!hz: ,;:i:..i the pa:-k :-:s;:,dc1::! r:mi¥•~1or. a;:iJ:"roach pr::>pos::3 by the 

Cor.-;;:any to r::it!jtte prC'_ie:: P.M 10 :::uissit'r.s. 

c;:,:::::J::.: ::nit!:~ • P~t ! o E.":lission R::!t.::!ioru Shor:\ iew Playg:oune • 

Q. Do :·ou belie\·: r:d:.::::1g c:r.issior.s oi g:olcii:al r..zi.::-21 \l;oula be a::. zppropnate 

e~:fr .. al::u rnitifat1on for pc\l:c: plant c:nissions. pro\·id:: Lilt the tonnages r.u.t.:bc:3. 

:\. The:: is majority ai:-:::':l::i:. t.'lough not unanimity. L'iat fine P~ coft::i d:~ned as 

~2.:'!i:t.:l!!.:e :::a:t:::' less t.':!::. :.: ::!i::-cru ir: c;1rn:tcri. hzs a ~:eam· hez!Li i:n~a:: than 

:~use P~t Base:: or. :l".:s maj~!"ity \·1e\l. EPA saff J:!laru to re:or..m::u:l t.'m the EPA 

;:-:-~r.:n.:l~a~e 2 P~l:.: san.::!ar.::. Pt'w::- piant P~l!O· lil:: oth::- :ornbusiion-bas.:::! P~L i~ 

t:iough: ._. be a!rn"st :nti:":!y fi."le P~l. "'·h::-e?s 1:olcii:al P~i 10 is mcmly .:oa:se. 

~-l:asur::-:i::it.s made a: th: District Sa:: Jose-4:.h St. sit: indi::u: tr.at more U'.a:: 90SC ci 

t:ie ge::-l~p::?.! P~I ! o !s ir: the :oa:-se ira::1on. T:iis sug!:m that :om~us:i~n-bas:d P~l 

i: mcire of a h:alt.~ haza:-:! tr.a:: g:clci1:al dust. 

Q. De- : =~ b:!1:\"e mcbi:c sour:: P~t e:nissior.! \1;oul~ be a:'I a;:-;'rOpr.atc :q?.::\"al::it 

r:.1;!pti~:: for power plant P~I ::russion.s 

.~. I!" the sa!':le people u:r: :xpcsed lt' beth. l v.·01.:ld say th: ar.sw::- is yes. as boL1 

:or-..sist rr.!inly· of fine P~1. In fa.:t. diesel exhaust appears to be h!i-hlY car:incg:!li:::. 

\·::-y pc~sit-1: more St' thz...i p"u·::- plant P'.'110. The t"n.!y difti::.ilty is thu the r:sident:i 

u'i:.~ tll: !'.!£.h:st power plant e:q:>~sl!rc a:: n~l n:::ssariiy L'l: sa.:'I: ones v:!'!c- wt:1uld 

r.a·:: :h::r c:-.pcsur:s r:t!:.!::d l:!y s\,·1t:~ini buses frcr.: di:s:l 10 a :l:a:i:: fue!. On the 

O!:t::- ha:i;. n is like!: tr.a: all r:si~:nu w;:iulc! :::::\·: scirn: ~n::it fron: r:~u:tion oi 



dies:! ex!:ai.:s:. a:i~ a ?•:r.:e i•~i.:;:- of b::ieficiarie~ 1"!'12y be :!lildr:n. v.·:to t::id to be 

outdoors mor: anc! v.·ho ric!: the bus mor: . 

. Q He~ woi.:I~ yot: assess t."1e a?;::ropr:a!: mobiie sour:: mitigation for the ;::roje::. 

e:nissions. These sn.:c!i:s shov• s:rong. consistent associatior.s at le,·c!s bclO\\ the 

:urr:n1 f:::!e:-11 P!vl:o s:ancard. !\o ot."ler criteria pollutant m:asur:d by th: Bay A:cl 

Air Qu.?lity ~bnag:o:nt D1Strict 1'BA.AQMD). in:ludin£ ozone. ca:bon monoxide. 

r.itro~::i .:!1cx1d:. sut=:;: c::oxice. and ai&borne le3d. shows t."1e rar.g: anc! sn::-1ry of 

hea!t.'l e:fe::s a: c::n:::.:.."lticr.s ic1:nc! in th: Bay Area. 

quanti-r:· of r.arJ:al gas i:omcust::i by a larJe p>o~·er plant is ::icmnous. For example. m 

199:. a~ 2,·:::-1!: Sar. Fra:ii:!s.:c- househol~ using r.arural gas l!Scci 6S miilion en·s 
a:un:ally. Tn:s pew::- plant v.·ould burn 1. 790 million Bn·s ptr how·. Thus .·t.'1e 

pciw:r pie.:.: -.i.('luli! us: as m:::h r.atu.:-al J2.S in less than: mim:t:s as ry?i:al house!lt'l.:i 

1.:se! in a yea:. It l.\·ould us: ai:nost as muc!t as all San Francis:o resid::m put 

This mu:h combustion produ:cs substantial quantities of air pollution. in:iudir.g 

pa:ticuiat:s. E'·c~·on: k."lows hcv.· fire;>laccs generate lots of smoke. A typicil 

e"ening fire ;:-rodu::s about 1-: pound of P~l:'>· assur::ing about ~O poun:~ of v.·ood 

t-urn:~ ILarn:>n lnc! l\.;:>enig ! 99; 1. Th:.:s. e\·:ry dzy the po.,..·:: plan• woulc! c:':lit as 

:m:ch P~l:r. as :ao r:·pical fir:pla::s. Coc,entiC'n.al l.\·ooc! st"v:s ;m:>cuc: P.'.\I:~ al a 

:at: of 15-:0 i!'r.. hou: i'Bu=-:t::: :: al. 19901. Bur. • .mg :ominuousl~. this wvui:! i:;:-:ic:.i:: 

: o: :"\::-s:. :::! :-=!::-s u: ::.: io:~ ::::::l oi· :\)::.~~::..-i1 :u:i.::2! !U. n~: 1e :r~:: C:~1:C::. ~i: =~.:~r 
;~:::-.!':-ll!SC ;11. 



L 
L a~ouI ! po1.:n::! a c!2y The:. the J)t'\l. :: ;:ilant u·oulc! e=i: as mu:h P~f :c as ~:c v. ooC: 

stcw:s b1.:..Ung c:ont:nuc1.:sly. Bise: cm the E~1F:>.C7F rnoce!. 1..11 Ll-ie Bay A::a or. a 

t~?i:a! S~m.r:lC:' Cay the:-e a:: 1.538 1.!rban Ciesel buses l\'C:'aiing 106 mile! pe: Cay a::d 

pr:idu:ir.f 1.!SO pocn.:s of'P~t:~· Thus. the pou·:r piZ..":! v.·cicl.: ::nit as me:~ P~1:::. u 

389 i.::-!::a:. b1.:5es This moe:! z.!s~ ;:>r::i::s ;..';21 th: :-; _s;: ci:sel :a:s 1r. t.~e Bi: Area 

u·ocic! i:roc!uc:e 960 ?Oi.:ncs ;;,:: :a:·. Thus. t."le po"::: piant "':ould c:nit more P~:t 

than l:.ooo diese! :a:-:. e;;,·::i an ave:age oi ::::? miles ca:h. 

Q. Ho""· much v.:oulc this aff::t Ba:· Arca P~ 1 o ccmc:::u:aticr.s. 

A. l'xor:unately. i1 ?s irn~cssibie t::- prcwide a dir::t :st:r!".ate be:ause the ~issioru 

:::;.: se\·er3.! ma;c:- P~I10 s"ur::s a:: poorly estLT.atec. fo pani:!.!la:. the :::miens 

i::' :::t::iry Jim Ci!!: kick:~ t:~ toy tir:s zs the r:;ajor soc::: of Bay Are2 P~l :·.·· Re::n1 

2:-;?!ys1! base:! on amJyz:n~ ;iznic:u!2m sampled direct!~· fr~m the ai: suu:s: t."llt t'n!l' 

! 0 C:C to l: ~ oi Bay .:..r:;: P~t 10 comes from any Jeologi;al s\>ur::. not jus; rncitor 

\·::?1:ies. but cons•:-uc:!cn. f.?rmin~. dl.!Si: from ope:i fie1ds. ct:. Tn:::for:. it is ,-e~ 

hk:!y tr.at the e:nimcr.s inv:mory d:-z.stic:ally O\'Crestimates this s~urc:. 

On t!le ct!le:- bane. e:r.!ssi~r.s from co:nb1.mion of fossil fuei~ are lik:!y to b: ben:r 

:n:..-:-.i~::. enou~!l tc pr~\·ide a rough estir.ate oi the :na:-gir.a! ::mt:ibutio:: frol':\ this 

p~w::- ;:>I ant. Bas:::! on the BA..~Q~m emissior.s in'·entor". fossil fu:! :or:::!:1.:s:ion 

a::ou:m for about :6 tcru per day of P:\11 O· This in:ludes contributions from motor 

\ :::1: !es. off -road v:ni:les. anc r:sia:nt:al and power plant na!'Jral f2! c::>m~i.:stion. 

T:-i: ;irvpcsec pc-u·:r plant proeu::s a bit more tha."1 l ·s of a ton of P~·t 1 o pe:- cay. or 

a:>oi.:: l :OOt.i of 1012.l fossii fue! e:rnmcr..s. Fossil fu:! :::iirnons :oi:-.s;:m.!:: lOC:C tC' 

i: =c of Bay A:-:2 P~1 !O ::-nce:tt:ations. bas::! or. r::::n s::>ur:: 2.?pcnior.r::::.t 

a~a!ysis. The:-:for:. the ;icv::r plant v.:cii.:.ld i:ic:::ue Bay A:-:2 P~t 10 :on:e:i::4tion5 t-y 

:. 



T:ns is not r:u:ant 10 unply t."'.a: t.":e e:ilissions f:orn this powe:- plane v.·,n:ic be e,·e:U~· 

dis;:ibute=. !\toe:!ir.g r:s~l:.s shou t.":at the mc:-:!se in P~l 1 o at some locauor.s neu 

Lite pou·:: plant coi.:lc be lO:C or mor: und::- .:.:::-.lin :cnci:ior.s. 

Q. W!-.a: v:oul~ he:.~: h:al:.."'! im;:a::s f:om the -p!ant. 

A. The !':lest se:-i~:.:s P~l 10 ~:alth ir:!pa:: is. mc:::ase(;! m·::ir..:.H~ Tu.~ r::::!t s:uc1:s 

fou:id dm .:orn.':lun.ities u·1:.": higher a\':rag: P~l 1 O :on::nt:a:ioru r.ad i:lgn:r :nor..aht: 

rat:!. af::: adjusting for oc.~:r fa;ton like smoking. age. o:.:upation. a:ld sti on. Th: 

tu·o sruc!ies :stirn.lt:: t.r.s.~ :nor..ality u·ould inc::-:ase .He 1:"1: ':' ~. resp::ti\'::y. for an 

. ~-· • • ·- .... .,, • P\f · • : t • .. ...... :: m .. , .. :n.:i, ,.., ll\ ... -i- . :. •; Ch • !o!t .. , . The a\"::-J.g: a~:.:al P~I iO .:~:i.::n::l:icr. m 

a!::lout 30·:000 = C.OlS ~!:':'I: to 30d .. h':!OOO = o.o::s ~gm:. T!m sugg:s:s an 

increase in ch: :nor..a!icy ra:: betwe::. o.ooi:~ 10 0.01.:src. Between 1990 and 199:. 

ar. a\·::-ag: of .:.: .000 Ba; . ..\::a rcsic::m dic:l a.:u:ually. Thi:s. the twc r::::::: srud::s of 

par.iculam anc mor...il;ty w~~ld pr:::ict that til: po .. ·er plant would r:sult ir. an 

in:rease of : to 6 c!::uhs p:: y:ar. I: should be point:::! out tr.at i..i:se srudi:.s ~o not 

pr:.:w: a c.::usal r:!atioruh:; ~::u·e::i P~I lQ. a:lc! :nor.:aii~·. tinly an assa:iauor.. 

:<eve:i.heless. th:: t:: in cc z l~g: bo.:I; of e\ ic!en:: tha! su~g:m P~l 1 o is r:sponszbl: 

for a nn:=:: of s::ioi:s hez!~"l effects at leveh below t."le ::.irr:nt f::!.e:al st.anC.a:d. 

Critics of this causal hyp<:t.'l:sis ha,·: be:n ur.able to fin~ a fat.al flau· and the; ha\·e 

fai!::i to come up u·ith an a!~::iutive hypothesis to ex;>lain t.'1: r:s"Jlts of these srudi:~. 

P~l 1 o is associated u·1i., r.:.a::y other s::ious healt."l :ff ::u. inc!ud!ng in:r:as:~ ast.~-r.a 

ar-..2cks. e:n:rg:nc:· ;oom vmu. hcsp1:.a! stays. a:i.:. respt::z:or: disease. That th: ;:.'O\\::: 

A:-:a :-:sid::-:.u in t~ese ot.~:: ways a!.s" 

Q. What a;: th: he.::i.!t!'!. Lr::1pz.:::.s of the total P~f j o ]e\":!s u·it."l :h:~ proj::: in.:lud::! in 

th: San F:-anc1s.:o Bay A::z. 



L -~- T!'ie .::.::-::::: Ca!:fo:-:i.:2 s:.an.:?:.: is 50 ~g·rr.;. To rca:h C:.is s:.a:ic!a::!. Biy A:-e3 

P:Vi;o uoulC: ha\: cc- be:-:~::::: t-~ 10 ug ::-:; on th: 2ve:-2~: Base: on t."l: mor..ah;:. 

d "' · •· • .. -'-·· o: ..... •'-c -· , ..... ;... ......... 1 "'60 .: "9•n d• ·'- .... ··• B a r .. ;- an tn. n_....... • ........... :-•· ............... __ ,, ·- a:i.: •. -•. .a .... s ,.. ... ~ .. :tr 2:-

miti,gat1cn st:-at:,gy fo:- C.1s fa:ihry. 

A. Any :nobiie socr:: rnit!ga:ien st:2t:g-y shoul~ assur: ca: at least an ::;:.:al a.-nC'un: 

De;::enC:r.g upon t."l: g:=i::a! lccation oi :.."le mobil: sour:es. ad;iiticm.ai mobiil: sou:-:: 

e:-n!Hior.s rn2y r~·;e to i,e :!i.T.i:.a.1e:. h shoul~ b: :ttlphas:Z:::I that a::: su::: trad:eff 

rr.ay not totall~ ~!t!.s:u: th: yow::- plane's irnpa:ts sin:: the z,·e:-ag: P)l10 

A T" ans\l.·e~ this q:::stion. on: first ha~ ti:' h:!\·e an appropriate m:1su:-: cf the 

awt'unt of P:Vl :c. ernn::::! from th: scle:te::! ;>layir.:>un~s in Sa:'! Fran:::s:~. Sz.:i 

. F:-an::s:o E.nergy ha: mad: a nurn~~ oi >;uesiior.a.t-le ami:nptioru a:>ot.:: t.i: .:-v::-all 

b::l::iu frorn r:soc!.c:ng ir. rue- p2~ks. with th: b1u :::onm:::itl~ fa"<m.~ie tc 

bas::· 



"·:.-.Cs7-:: ,i; iO::: 2:>0\: ;:z:i.: u ~ c: H=i:: s Pc;::t :::::. 
!O'A·!:ot 

• ::::s:.01: ~:-::::c: ·.·:!c::::-.: 

Sr E.:::::-t:· 

n :::. s:: 

:t:::.::~ i~ . 

r:. 

:: !b 

' Tn: ;i~a:;t:':li:..-:CS a:: si::":'oi.:.~c ::.~ oos::-.:::iocs to ~: v.·w-u:. l:luilc:::.is. c:::: c:·:.:-.i.·":!:::.u 2."1C: ::::s 
In: Yoi:::.;:iooe Coi::::~ ;:iz.:1:::-.:."IC h:s i:.-:i:c!:ai:!~ n::1:: to 1 jQ o: .:0 ::i::::- :..:;: 1:: ::r.::n:. :."le 
H1.1.·u::-· s Poir.: me::orolo;?c1! tO'IL :: :s \'irn.:.a!ly unobst:".i:t::!. 
: T."1c s~:-:1:: :0::1!"."::u :t::g:: !!u: SF Enc:.: uiuci:s c:o:::spo:-.CS 10 :.s;o:: o:s::\l:::o:-.s or. 111 uc:! ;;if 
bot."I ;n.:-i.:!. 1:1 ~ac:. ~= o:is::-.;::1c:s o~ se\ ::a! sides. mc!11d1."!! din :::-:!:a."\i::::tc:::s Z.."1~ t:::u a:: or.: s;:'." 
o: i:~s. l.i: . I ;1::0: :s ::: o~s::-.;::io:-.s be:v.::: l .cc: s:o:::s. D:. Cii:l:::: s:.:;;:s::: :.":.a: :t: 
i~t:g!--~e!! !:e:~':: "*2! it :es: . J 
.: T:-:e :=-:::~~r. :..·.::!:.~~' ::..?: s:: E~:;y us::..-::s :s ~u:: or. ~"·c:::: .::s::-: sc:: !:~: :::: -::· :..'"::~= 
?l2yi:-o~.:t :s :io:::::. :::1:::.; 1 !:pc: ti:::si'.oic. Bue:: or. 1 p:io1:s:-1?i': oi :.~: s::..:. D: G::::'!'I: 
s:.ii;i;:m::: :a \·ah.:: ·':!! :\/ :::::: se: fc: :::: YCl.:'!i~iood Col:::-.z:: P::sr~:o:.::::. 
: SF !.i::-r.- usu:::s :.;..i: !'":!"Y s:-.a..-r in:!': c! bo:.41 pla~·;:-o:=Cs ,..u; be Cis:u:~: !\ ::-:: :::· . :xc:;>: 
:-z:::~ =a:,:s :~·e:: :~ ~z: .. 1 ~;· ~..!.."'.:::::=. ~sc. lX~ C:sr.r~2:".:: ts u.niik!:~·. &:'.: ~~::-: ~= :::i...o::. c:a: .. s~ ~:.°': 
s~!l-."'O! ~:;s i:u! C:ys u.·h::: :..i: fi:!C :s v..·:~ =cm utat::-:.-ig or ;tr:\10\!S :i:::. \ath::: :.ti:: C:s~...:=-~i:::: ..a.o\!!C 
~e l:ss o:i- :,·:::. z::-:. 
1 D~. G:::=::: s.a1: :.:".l: ti':: J:"li.i~ ?~ of the S!lo::,·1~· P?a::J::>unc! ,.,.C'..:it! !::.:::-:~: us::.t:a.:::. ::c e:.:s:. 
~r.iy t!1c ::ai~ s;xm. v.·i11:::: :::::U:: 1:;- abou• I 0 i:f of th: 1ow. 

Q. As a res;.::it of tr.is :ll:l.!i;nicn. how many piaygrounds ~:ould ~.a': to c-e :-:soc::l.::c! 

c.:- a:h!e' e a 50 tor. pe:- ye1: :eduction in P~t :!!· 

.-\. If ~ne used u·~:i1 I ::er.side:- the more reasonable assurn~.:1or.s c:::::ibec a~c-ve. :ti: 

sugge!:s at least i-o su:h piaygTounds v.-oul.:! ha\·e to be r:sodcie:. That :~::;.;:ar:s u·i:!'I 

:he 3S9 .:1ese! bi.:ses I es:i..·:me~ produ:c an cqui\'alent amci.n1 of P~l :r as d"es the 

powe:- plant. To put it anothc:- way. the proposed mitigation by th: applicam i~ 

e:;iuh·ale:u in amount cf toul P~1 ;11 to ~ to 3 diesel buses. ~tore~"::-. th::-: :s 

esse:uia!!y no be:iefit frorn resocding during the IA:i::uer u·:ten P~l iC• :s the g:::?.t:s~ 

proble:n. On hig!'l P~r 10 c:?.ys. the u·incs are :::al:r. and ir.s-..tici::t t~ O\'::-:~~= the 

th!"cshoi.:! f:'ic:.ion \"eki:iry. 

1 
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A Bas:~ on :ar:f.:I a::a!~·sis of t.'i: sou:-::s of arnbu:nt P~t.~. it appci:s that for the 

Bay A::2. g:oloiical des: :nak:s t;> IOC:C to 10~ cf P~1.t cir. his::. P,.l;;: cays. One 

site. B::h:! Island. r.z.s t."le Jov.cs: ,!::>logical le\·:ls ev::1 t..101.11::. it bu a g:avel parking 

lot nex: tc it Th:r: is a :o?":":lauon be:~:e:n geolorica! cus: and mo•o:- ex..~ust a::o!s 

t!'le fo1.::: sit:s s-:.::~i::. For exz::i;:i:. Sa~ F:ancis::~·s P~I:: :ons;si:::: oi 16;f 1eologi:1l 

znc! 16~ fos:>i! fu:l. v.-h::-:as Be:hel lsland·s P~l.1> :oruist::::! of 9~ g:::>lo,g1:al and 6~ 

fossil iu:!. G:olo1ica! dust and fossil fu:I t:a::k Cl.!:ing Li-ie cay a!so. higher during 

corr.mute p::ioc!s. In other "'·ords. not only does geoiogical dust cons:in.ue at most 

about 10~ of ~:im::.i.-n: P!l-1 11,.. but much of that is ;>robably du: to c!l.m c:u:ained b~ 

motor v::.ici:s. Jnc!::d .:in the wint:: :ool. stm day~ wh:n P~f ,0 ,·io~a•ior..s o:::ur. on: 

rnig!u nc! flnc! a~~· ::nm1or.s of fug:th·c dust irom these r:ia~·grounc!s. Atta:il:d is a 

plot cif P'.\l 1 o \'C:'St:S v.·i:i.:s~::i for San Jose during the hig!l P!l-110 months C:\o,·e:n!>e:. 

De;:rnb::- and Jammy 1. Til:r: is 2 clc3r. suong nega.1h·e :orr:latior. between P~ !O 

2nc! w!;ic s~::. All day: with P~11 o IJ\"er 80 !-!! ·m' bav: v.·inc!s belt''' . .4 miles pe:-

hour: v. ::h r:i:: ex::;:i:icr.L d.?ys v.·i-.'1 \l;inc!s abo\": .: mile! per hou; m::t the sute 

P'.\1 i o s:anca:-c of 50 ~i rn'. 

Q. Are :he:-: any ad,·a::ia;:s to resociding the pl3ygroun\!s. 

A The ·:inl:· ach·zn:.agc of this mit:iaticn sL-ategy may be t.ie redu:::! :ost tt' L'le .:it: . 

ce?e:ic::-.,i 1.!;:icn ho'll. r:lan:· parts ha": to be r:sodd:d and mainu.ine:!. 

Q Do:s it rr~k: any difference in ~·our opinion re,garding the altcmauve mitigation 

;:ircpcsah that they ar: su;ipl::ne:iu.r:· to ::dsun,g air quaiity requirc:n:nts irn;ilement:: 

~: the Bzy Area Air Qu.a!iry ~1ar.ag:ment Distri:t and the Stzt: Air Res;:n:r:es Boa:c!. 

A. !'\ c. The Dist:::: has some of L"l: s•:-ictcst s:at1or.a:y so\!r:: r:qui:'::n:m.s oi an:; 

a:-:as ttz: do not viclat: t.1: i:d::al P~·t !O s:ancar.:i. but it docs not hz'": in pla:: a 

s::at:gy jo~ a::-..?1nini the s:atc P!l-i:o sa.ni!ard. lnd::d. u:ili.k: oz.one and. carbc:in 

r:i~noxic!e. lo:;;! ai:- cis•ri:~ ar: not :-:::it:i;e::I to d:,·eiop pla!'.s iC'.' meet the Cal:ior.ria 

9 



this Sta."lar\1. The Bay . .\::a has r:gim:::! no viola~ions of the fede:al st.a:idar:! for 

c:onditior..s. 

r.a\'e be::: som::."?:ng of a st:;:ic::ti!c!. The sate does not require .:omp!i.in::: with m 

standard and Llie EPA is just r:\·ieu·ir.g t."leir s:.a.nc!ard anc! only aft:: being su:::ssfull~· 

s!.l:d by t.lie .-\me:i::1n Lung Assoc:ation to do its job. As it is. they a;e s::~:::.:!ej to 

:~ ha\'e a P~I,," r::uc:ti~n plan in ?lac:: for seve:al years ther::lft::. 

Thus. re~.!~atier. lags.b:::.ind u·id:spr:ac! :om::~ about P~1:ei he1!th ::!:::s. He:: is• 

:;i.:ote fro:':'! a Ca!:forni:l A:: Resour::s Board saff ;epor. prepare:! for th: ie~is!a!"..:::. 

P::b.aps th: mcm ::::po;.ant g1;> [in s:ate regulatior.s] is that current 
::onm:il effons de no1 piv\·ici: appropriate emphasis on th: put:ilic h:1l~"l 
probierr.s ::ause~ ~~- P)-l :ll· The national P~i 10 s:.a.nc!ards ar: not se: u . 
l:\"els tim t .. illy p:-ote:: tile put-ii:: from serious adve:se health eff:::s. 
C:.::-:::u :ontr\lls give n~ ;irio:iry to reducing public exposure to th: most 
da:::agin~ ::ompcn:nu oi P~l:"· pa:t1ct:la:ly th: small pamcles less t."la::. 
:.S micr:iru in ciarnete: and thc-se particles u·hose chemi:al r.aaJr: 
rr.akes th:::; par.ic:.:lar!} dang:rous. ARB Te;hni:al Suppon Dh·isi"n 
fl 9911. P:-i'cp:;•c for ar..ajmnr the cm: ampjeor m Q'Jlli"'· c;20dar;c 
for cucric='d:d panjcµl3r: :nam:r fP'vf.:.:' \•jsjbilitY n:ducin: :iarric:!:c 
cl.j 1•arec lelc! am: h,·d~!"r" cu1:.a: Re?Ort to the Cahfo::ua s:ate 
legislaru::. Ap:il 11. 1991. pg 5. 

!: rny Oj'l~On. t.i: ;:ur;::it !'ef.:latory pohc~ :m~vid:s no basis for re:iu.:i:;; th: P~·l: :· 

::mig1tioi. r::;uir::n:nu fo! t.iis facihty. 

I (l 
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0.4. VJD FAIRL:EY 
(.!is J -;..;9-:6:6 

3a:· A::i Ai: 01.!ali:: ~1r.as:~::u Dis:."i:: 
9,:9 E:I!! S; .. Sar. F:-z.."lc:s:o. CA c;.:.:09 

Background Information 

s\\ .?:-::i~:~: Coli:~:. s\\ Z:'"-~~:::. Penn!:· i\ lnll 

S.?n F:-a:l::s:~ St~.t: L'n:' ::s:t)o. 3 .. .a. .• 1c;· .:. M.A •. '. 9-6 (\la!!'l::::z:1:s • 
S:1::f:r: L"ni' e:.m:·. Pt.D .• 19&: r Saur.im 

-.~.::-:,o:-ne Cat. P:!le:: L:·. :!s ir. :?:e Ba: A:-:z. ·A 5:.ttisti:al mac!: cif:::l'i:-:nme:::a! infiu:ne:s c: ?h: ;:ir~c:::::::: 
.:::: ozi. ?C!i:::. ($:: ? .. '-:·;•·ji'-C ,:IC'\\ .i 

Professional Experience 

S:a::siic:z!",. Bz~ Are1 A1~ Quail~ :'-lan.?~:~:n; O!s::-i:t 19S-·p!tSt!'I: 
Ass!s:.?m ?::-iess"r. D:;:a:-::"!1::-:: of StattStics. Ohici Sut: t:ni,·:m~. 19S: • ! 9S
L:::u:-:~. De;:iz!":!'l'l::ll cf S;1:is•i::s. Sunkr: L'ni\C:-Si~. ! 91; • 19&:. 
T e1:h1:1i; Ams:Z:l!. Oe;:1~:ne:-:: :ii Statls:::s. Sanford L"nin~:-sit). 1~--.:0£ i . 

.. ?\!; o s.:::::: a::::'r:1cn::::::t :~: :h: SF Ba~ ..\:::. ... P:-ese:ia:ion t;:: tile B.~-'C'~·t:> ie::ini:al .-':' is"r:· 
C ~m:-:-;rne~. ! i C 9:= 

"Ri:::a::.::-:.:::1;: ~f czil~ m.:-:::.!1;:. [\: SUS~:td:e ;ia:.i:alues in San:a Clz~z Coun::· : 9SO.S6: EPA P~I :o 
'.' .. :!~ihi::. ~: ·c;-.e;.: 

"E' 1ce:i:: ~f heal:i': e!'f:::.s f~::rr. airbo~: ;:z:.i:ulues: Sanu Cla:-a Coun~ Me:!i:al Associ1.tier. 9 ·: l '9.! 

-p\1 !C i~i.:~:e ar;pciruor.r::.ent in t.l:e Sa:: F:-:m:is.:: 92~ Are3..· Sar. lt's: Sate lr.i\:~s:::. !:: ~.: . 

.. ?~.:-;~:s:; ~C'''a:-: z::z:n::-:~ the cz:ne s~anO:zre: tren\!: ir: ~e:ai. :::n:::i::-?:i~r.s '::-sus t!'e~!! ir. pc::-ui?.::~l'! 
e\.;>~1u:-e~ ·· E.:i\ 1r:n:-:ae::""a;3 Confe~en:~. : 1 S o 1 



Appendix 1 

Pu blica rions 
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PORT OF SAN FRANCISCO 

December JO, 1998 

Ms. Maria Lombardo. Senior Transponation Analyst 
San Francisco County Transponation Authority 
JOO Van Ness Avenue. 1s• Floor 
San Francisco, CA. 94 l 02 

F""Y ...... 
s.n •11-=. ea,...,, ,__ .,s 17• IMOO 
Fau1s21• eszs ---...::lfll 

Subject: Request for S4 Million of1998 STIP Au:mentation Funds to Construct 
the !llinois Street lntermodal P.rid:e Over Islais Creek 

Dear Ms. Lombardo: 

This lcner is intended to funher describe the proposed Illinois Street lntermodal Bridge project. 
A summary description of the proposed rail and truck bridge was included in our recent 
application for J 998 STJP Augmentation funds submined to SFCT A November 23. 1998. 

Project Description 

The Illinois Street lntennodal Bridge will extend ltlinois Street southward. II is intended to 
improve the efficiency of rail service to and &om lhe Nonh Cargo Terminal :11 Pier SO and 
improve the efficiency of rail and truck tfl\'tl between Pier 80 and the South Ullo Terminal :it 
Piers 94-96. The Project Location and Project Site Plan are shown on Figures I .and 2. 

The bridge will reduce the rail distance to Pier 80. Presently, the rail distance from the main rail 
line near Rankin Street to Pier 80 is approximately:;_; milts. Trains must 1ravtl nonh-bounc on 
the main rail line, casl·bound near 16"' Street and finally south-bound alon1 Illinois Street 10 Pier 
SO. After construction oflht brid;t. lhe same aip will be approximately .66 milts. since the 
Quint Stretl Rail Link will be ustd. (Stt Figure J.) The shoner rail route will take far less time. 
since there will be few:r Street ~de crossings and less reliance on tht street risht of way. 
Traffic hazards and connicu between railcars. automobiles. bicycles and pcdesui3ns will also b1= 
sreatly reduced. 

The Illinois Street lnlennodal Bridge will improve the efficiency of rail and truck travel bet"een 
the Nonh and South C::lrgo Terminals. The 540' Ions bridge across lslais Creek ''ill reduce the 
rail disiance between the Terminals from approximately4miles10 approximately.:? milts. The 
bridge will pro,·ide direct rail link between Pier SO and the lntennodal Coniainer Transfer F:i:iliry 
(l.C.T.F.) near Cargo Way. The l.C.T.F. allows a dire:t transfer of Cl!iO between ship and rail 
without an immnediate truck transfer. 

Shon-haul truck tra\'t:l between lhe Nonh and South Cargo Tennin:ils will also be impro,·ed. 
since drh·ers will not ha\"I~ to utilize the heavily tra\-eled and congested Third Street corridor. 
Reducing diesel truck trips will also impnwe ajr quality. Congestion on Third Street will be 
impacted e\en more in the ne:u future :ifter MUNJ's Third Street Li~ht R:iil Line project is 
completed. 

t' . . 



Subject: Dliaois Street latermodal Brid:e Over Islais Creek 

The Illinois Street Jnmmodal Bridge will greatly facilitate development of the recently approved 
Mission Bay and UCSF projecu, since the16111 Street rail link and switch-back rail lines at the 
north end of Illinois Street will be eliminated. If the bridge is not built. the rail link must be 
reloc:ascd directly within the 16111 right-of-way and the switch-back rail lines must be relocated 
within the Terry Francois Boulevard right-of-way. This condition would unfonunately 
compromise the succ:.css of these important City projects by nep.Uvely affec:ting·the level of 
service at key intersections in Mission Bay and causing grade crossing conflicts with the future 
Third Street Light Rail project. The proposed R.esean:h and Development uses would be 
negatively affected from vibrations caused by heavy rail·m.ffic:. The future open space at the east 
shore would also be diminished w1th th~ inclusion of switch-back rail lines. 

The Port has seen increasing interest from prospective tenants that wish to locate at Pier SO and 
intetid on using rail service. These tenants see the incn:a.scd efficiencies from the Illinois Street 
lntcnnodal Bridge. Nippon Sharia is a company that construct.S passenger rail cars for Ca.I Train. 
They wish to locate in Pier 80 Shed A and rail transport the manufactured cars. MUNI has Breda 
light rail cars assembled at Pier 80 Shed D. MUNI could take advantage of improved rail 
connections. RMC Lonestar. a cement batch plant presently located on Third Street in Mission 
Bay, wishes to relocate to Pier 80. RM<; intends to have cement delivered by rail, while sand and 
aggregate arc delivered by barge. Presently. all cement. sand and aggregate deliveries to the 
Third Street location are by tTUCt. RMC estimates that up to 20,000 delivery truck trips per year 
could be eliminated if rail and barge tr.mspon could be used. 

Project Readiness 

As indicated in our recent funding appliwion, the Port is anticipating construction of the Illinois 
Street lntermodal Bridge in Fiscal Year 2002·2003. The total cost of the bridge is estimated at 
S7,122.000. The Port is requesting S4 Million of 1998 STIP Augmentation Funds. The local 
match will be met by a $2.5 Million contribution from Catellus Corporation (Mission Bay 
developers) and a $622,000 contribution from Port Capital Improvement Funds. 

The Port and Catellus Corporation have already reviewed conceptual engineering and design 
plans for the Illinois Street lntermodal Bridge. Should the $4 Million STIP funds be awarded, 
detailed engineering and design plans will be developed. An environmental consultant will 
prepare all necessary CEQA and NEPA documents. The Pon does not anticipare a difficult or 
problematic environmental review process, since the Illinois Street lntennodal Bridge was 
previously analyzed as a component of a 1986 EIR for the modernization of the Pon's Nonh and 
South Cargo Terminals. Pon staff will facilitate and submit necessary applications for local 
pennits to the U.S. Coast Guard. Anny Corp of Engineers and BCDC. 

The development schedule for the Illinois Street lntermodal Bridge provides adequate time to 
prepare final engineering and design plans. environmental review documents and necessary loc:i I 
pennhs before the anticipated construction in FY 2002·2003. J hope this information clarifies the 
Ports need and the City's need for the lllinois Street lntennodal Bridge and outlines the Port's 
readiness to implement the de\•elopment schedule for this project. 

Attachments 
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Figure 2. Project Site Plan. 
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November 25, 1998 

Members Southern Waterfront Advisory Com.minee 
Larry Florin 
Le:i.ses at Pier 80190191.'94.'96 
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Anached is a listing of the '1e3SeS both current and proposed for the area we discussed on 
Monday. If you would like more detail or clarification on any of these leases please 
contact me at 274-0416. 



Current Major Leases and Uses 

Pier SO 
Marine Tennjnals Comoration. MTC is under a management agreement with the Port to operate 
Pier 80 as the Port• s Container Cargo Terminal. 

Breda Transportation. Inc. Breda currently occupies all of Shed D at Pier 80 (approximately 
166,000 sq. ft.) for use as a light rail verucle assembly. maintenance and repair facility. The 
lease bas a term of S years wb.ich expires on February 28, 2002. 

Munjcipal Railway. MUNI currently leases on a month t~ month basis the maintenance shed at 
Pier 80 which consists of approximately 67 ,950 square feet for operation of its Cable Car 
Maintenance Facility. 

Pier90/92 
Port of San Francisco. The Port's Facilities Maintenance Division cum:ntly occupies 
approximately 162,000 square feet of o.pen land at Pier 90 for use as a corporation storage yard. 

San Francisco Fire Department. The S.F.F.D. operates a firehouse which is located on Third 
Street between Islais Creek and Amador Way. 

Bedrock Concrete. Inc. Bedrock Concrete operates a small concrete batching plant located at 
Pier 90. The Tenant has a five year le:ise which terminates on February 28, 2001. 

Mission Valley Rock Companv. Mission Valley Rock has leased from the Port appro:dmately 
63 ,981 square feet of open space, mostly on land and partially on a wharf for the purpose of 
operating a maritime bulk cargo and concrete batching facility. Lease expires December 31, 
2001. 

Seawall Lot 341 
Solid Waste Management. The City's Solid Waste Management Program currently leases under 
an MOU approximately j7,751 square feet of space for use as a construction materials recycling 
facility. Term expires September 30, 2003. 

Seawall Lot 344 
American Storage Unlimited. The Pon Commission has approved two leases with ASU for 
approximately 224.250 square feet of paved land for the operation of a mini-storage facility. 
Term is for 3 years c:onunenc:ing December l, 1998 and terminating November 31, 200 I . 

Qarling lntemarional. Darling Intemiitional has a 30 yeilr lease with the Port for the storage . 
recycling and distribution of bulk liquid and dry cargo related to the operation of a rendering 
plant. Tenn of the leases expires on 

KGO-AM Radio. Tenant has a ten ye:u lc:ise with the Pon for a radio anteMae. This lc::i.se 
expires on February 21, 2015. 
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ECDC Environmental LC. ECDC is the operator of the Pon's Inte:-modal Containe: Transfer 
facility (ICTF). 

Se:aw:dl Lot 352 
Tidewater Sand and Gravel. Inc:. Tidewater operates a sand and gr:a\·el rc:c:laim:nion operation. 
~ilich includes the barging in and storage of sand and gravel. 

Depampent of Public Works. DPW occupies approximately 87,120 square feet for use :i.s a 
toxic soils biorc:mediation site. 

Spec:ialtv Crushing. Inc. Speci:ilry Crushing is currently on a month to month pc:mit for 
approximately 90,000 square feet of open land. ,,:here the Tenant operates a concrete recycling 
facility. 

Pier94/96 
West Coast Recvcline. Inc. Tenant currently occupies appro·.· •· 1tely 197.516 square feet of 
shed space, lOi,320 square feet of paved land and 3,713 squa:c .;eet of office space. for the 
operation of recycling, storage and transshipment facility. West Coast has a 5 year lease \\ith the 
Port which expires on May 31. 2003. Tenant is c:urrenly requesting a new lease '-\ith the Pon for 
a 30 year term. 

GES Exposition Services. GES leases :ipproximately 50,400 square feet at Pier 96 for the 
suging and storage of uuck trailers. Lease expires December 31, J 999. 

Ci '.Word\Lc11cn\CYlftftt M1.ror lnscs :ind lilcs.doc 



Proposed Major Le:ises 

RlvfC tonestar. Lonestar has approached the Port with a proposal to lease up to 118,583 
square feet of open land and 5,000 square feet of shed space at the Pon's Cargo Tenninll 
at Pier 80, for use as a maritime built cargo terminal and concrete rC3dy-mhc facility. 

Kaiser/Bode. Kaiser and Bode Gravel Comp~y are proposing a joint venrurc with 
Mission Valley Rock (existing Pon Tenant) to lease approximately 120,000 squ:ire feet 
of open land at Pier 92, also for use as a maritime bulk cargo terminal and concrete ready 
mix facility. 

Coach USA. Inc dba: The Grav Line. Coach USA is currently under a six month 
Exclusive Right to Negotiate vyith the Port. for a l 0 year lease. Coach USA plans to 
lease approximately 28,030 square feet of shed space, 300,000 square feet of paved land 
and 13,870 squnre feet of office space at Pier 96, for the operation of a tour bus 
maintenance and repair facility. 

USA Waste. Inc. USA Waste bas proposed to lease approximately 56,400 of shed space 
and 50,000 of open land located at Pier 92 for use as a constrUction material recycling 
facility. 

ISQ Resources. Inc. ISG Resources, Inc. has made a proposal to lease the grain silos 
located at Pier 90, for the import. storage and tranSloadi.ng of materials such as fly ash 
and slag, which are used for blending with cement. ISG proposes to use barges, ships 
and rail to deliver the materials to the silos. ISG is requesting a tenn of 15 years. 

G: Proposed Major Lea.se.s 
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Response to Comments 

Letter PIO: Golden Gate University Environmental Law and Justice Clinic 

2 Response to Comment Pl0-1: 
3 The analysis of traffic and air quality impacts presented in EIR Sections 4.1 and 4.2 concludes that, prior to 
4 implementation of mitigation measures, implementation of the Proposed Reuse Plan or the Reduced 
5 Development Alternative would result in significant environmental impacts, attributable primarily to traffic 
6 that is projected to access the base from a variety of directions and destinations/origins. These significant 
7 impacts include cumulative traffic impacts at three intersections: Third Street/Cesar Chavez Street, Third 
8 Street/Evans Avenue, and Evans Avenue/Cesar Chavez Street; increased cumulative traffic on U.S. 101 and 
9 1-280; increased demand on public transportation exceeding anticipated capacity; and increased demand on 

I 0 pedestrian and bicycle facilities. In addition, under CEQA, four air quality impacts were identified: ozone 
11 precursor emissions from increased traffic; PM10 emissions from increased traffic; toxic air contaminants 
12 from stationary, mobile, and cumulative sources; and airborne dust from construction and demolition. 

13 The EIR identifies mitigation measures that would reduce these impacts to a less than significant level, 
14 except for two transportation impacts (increased congestion at Third and Cesar Chavez Streets and increased 
15 cumulative traffic on U.S. 101 and I-280) and three air quality impacts (ozone precursor emissions from 
16 increased traffic, PMio emissions from increased traffic, and toxic air contaminants from cumulative 
17 sources). Mitigation measures are identified that would reduce, but not eliminate these impacts. 

18 Any alternative that would meet the job creation and other economic and social goals of the community, as 
19 reflected in the Proposed Reuse Plan and the Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan, would be likely 
20 to result in significant traffic and air quality impacts for two reasons. First, HPS is located in a congested, 
21 urban region, and access must occur via roads and freeways that will become increasingly congested as 
22 demand for certain services increases over time. The air quality impacts from the PMrn and ozone precursor 
23 emissions were based on conservative, project-specific (rather than plan level or programmatic) criteria (i.e., 
24 80 lbs per day). The City applied project-specific criteria because redevelopment plans are considered one 
25 project under CEQA Guidelines § 15180 and because HPS is owned by a single entity and may be developed 
26 by a single developer. Because the project-specific threshold is extremely conservative, and HPS is a large 
27 piece of property with correspondingly large development opportunities and expectations regarding job 
28 creation and other economic and social objectives, traffic and air quality impacts are likely. 

29 The Proposed Reuse Plan, Reduced Development Alternative, and No Project Alternative bracket a 
30 reasonable range of reuse options for HPS, and mitigation measures are provided to address identified 
31 significant impacts. These measures would be implemented as part of the selected alternative. Consistent 
32 with the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines cited by the comment, land use and design measures are included 
33 (e.g., sidewalk improvements, mixed-use development), along with measures to reduce vehicle trips and 
34 therefore vehicle miles traveled, improve traffic flow, and reduce congestion. In addition, mitigation 
35 measures have been included in the EIR to address toxic air contaminant emissions from stationary sources 
36 as a way to reduce significant unavoidable impacts identified under CEQA. 

37 As a programmatic environmental analysis, the EIR recommends an appropriate list of program-wide 
38 mitigation measures and identifies a mechanism through the Transportation Management Association (TMA) 
39 for developing additional measures in the future as demand for certain services increases over time. It is 
40 precisely because the analysis is programmatic, and cannot foresee specific users, that additional, specific 
41 mitigation measures cannot be applied at this time, and the effectiveness of the mitigation measures that are 
42 included cannot be determined with certainty. For example, if future users of the shipyard are primarily small 
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43 businesses with few employees, a mitigation measure that required conversion of vehicle fleets to cleaner 
44 fuel would have little relevance. Similarly, measures·to provide services (e.g., additional transit services or 
45 on-site ATMs and markets to reduce non-work trips) would become feasible only as the number of users of 

46 the shipyard increased, resulting in the ability to fund improvements and a demand or " market" for the 
4 7 services. This concept of increasing demand for services over time is reflected in the mitigation strategy 
48 included in the EIR, which provides for continued monitoring and increases in services over time, as demand 

49 goes up, and as specific users ofHPS are identified. 

50 The BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines suggest a variety of measures (see Table 15, p. 60) that in most 
51 circumstances would together reduce vehicle trips by an estimated 16.4 percent (using the low end of the 
52 effectiveness range provided). It is not reasonable to assume, however, that this reduction could be achieved 
53 under the Proposed Reuse Plan, even if all of the BAAQMD's suggested measures were ultimately 
54 implemented by the TSMP called for in the EIR. This is because, based on Proposed Reuse Plan policies and 
5 5 objectives, the EIR analysis assumes somewhat higher levels of ridesharing, transit use, and trip reduction 
56 during reuse than are typically assumed when analyzing individual projects within San Francisco. The 
57 mitigation measures provided would ensure that these assumed levels are reached or exceeded, but the level 
58 to which they would effectively reduce vehicle trips beyond the levels assumed in the analysis cannot be 
59 quantified in the absence of more specific information about future tenants ofHPS, the manner in which 
60 development would proceed, and the pace of development. For this reason, the EIR analysis conservatively 
61 concludes that traffic and air quality impacts would remain significant, despite the application offeasible 
62 mitigation measures. 

63 Response to Comment PI0-2: 

64 The EIR presents a clear and comprehensive description of current ambient air quality conditions in the 
65 project area. As demonstrated in Table 3.2-2 of the EIR, there have been no exceedances of the federal or 
66 state ozone ambient standards, nor concentrations in excess of the federal ambient standards for PM10 

67 anywhere in San Francisco since before 1991. Periodic exceedances of the very stringent California 24-hour 
68 PM10 standard have been experienced, although the magnitudes and frequencies of these exceedances are 
69 among the lowest of any urban area of California (please see response to Comment P12-55 for additional 
70 information). The available data do not support the contention that potential air quality impacts from the 
71 proposed HPS reuse/redevelopment will be overlaid on a community "routinely in violation" of air quality 
72 standards. 

73 Contrary to the suggestion in the comment, the air quality monitoring data from the Arkansas Street Station 
74 has not been presented in the EIR to "minimize the project's impacts", but rather to provide information on 
75 the current ambient air conditions at the monitoring location nearest to the proposed action. Additional data 
76 provided in the response to Comment PI0-3 show that the air quality data from the Arkansas Street Station 

77 more than likely overestimate pollutant concentrations at HPS. Again, the monitoring data, specifically, the 
78 lack of violations, show that the air quality in the HPS area meets applicable air quality standards. 

79 It is true that traffic in the City contributes to ozone violations in other parts of the Bay Area. However, if 
80 current regional ozone precursor emission quantities (estimated in the 1997 Clean Air Plan at 488 tons per day 
81 of reactive organic compounds and 632 tons per day of nitrogen oxides) have not produced any violations of 
82 federal or state ozone standards in San Francisco during the past seven years, then the additional increment of 
83 emissions from the Proposed Reuse Plan (estimated at 132 pounds [60 kg] per day of reactive organic 
84 compounds 'and 321 pounds [146 kg] per day of nitrogen oxides) would not materially alter that situation. 

85 Similarly, the additional increment of direct PM10 emissions associated with the Proposed Reuse Plan (estimated 
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86 at 264 pounds per day) would have a very small effect on ambient PM10 concentrations measured in the San 
87 Francisco Bay Area. As described in the response to Comment PI0-1, specific, feasible mitigation measures 
88 are proposed that will reduce vehicle trips associated with the proposed reuse/redevelopment and thereby 
89 reduce potential traffic and air quality impacts. 

90 Based on the authority of the Federal Clean Air Act, as amended, and the California Clean Air Act, federal 
91 and state regulatory agencies set upper limits on the airborne concentrations of ozone, carbon monoxide 
92 (CO), nitrogen dioxide (N02), sulfur dioxide (S02), and PM10• Such upper limits, or "ambient air quality 
93 standards," are designed with a margin of safety to protect segments of the population most susceptible to 
94 the pollutants' adverse effects (e.g., the very young, the elderly, people weak from illness or disease, or 
95 persons doing heavy work or exercise). The potential human health effects of these air pollutants are 
96 presented in the table below: 

Heath Effects Summary of the Major Criteria Air Pollutants 

Air Pollutant 

Ozone Eye irritation. Respiratory function impairment 

Carbon Monoxide Impairment of oxygen transport in the bloodstream, increase of 
carboxyhemoglobin. Aggravation of cardiovascular disease. Impairment of 
central nervous system function. Fatigue, headache, confusion and dizziness. 
Can be fatal in the case of very high concentrations in enclosed places. 

Nitrogen Dioxide Risk of acute and chronic respiratory illness. 

Sulfur Dioxide Aggravation of chronic obstruction lung disease. Increased risk of acute and 
chronic respiratory illness. 

Particulate Matter (PMio) Altered lung function in children. With 802 might produce acute illness. 

Particulate Matter (PM25) May be inhaled and possibly lodge in and/or irritate the lungs. 

97 Sources: Bay Area Air Quality Management District Air Quality Handbook, 1993; Zanneri, Paola, Air Pollution 
98 Modeling, 1990, as referenced in City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department and the San Francisco 
99 Redevelopment Agency, 1998. 

100 Response to Comment Pl0-3: 

101 PMio analyses in the EIR are total emissions analyses, which present regional emissions, not dispersion 
I 02 modeling analyses, which would present micro-scale results at specific, individual locations. The dominant 
103 source of PM10 emissions would be re-suspended dust from paved roadways. None of the relevant air quality 
104 agencies (BAAQMD, California Air Resources Board [CARB], or U.S. EPA) require dispersion modeling ofre-
105 suspended roadway dust. The BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines do not recommend such modeling as standard 
106 analysis and do not even mention such modeling as an approach for unusual projects. 

107 Nevertheless, in response to comments concerning the potential for local, project-related impacts from PM1o. 

108 supplemental dispersion modeling was performed. Please see response to Comment PI0-13 for additional 
109 information. See also response to Comment F2- l 0. 

110 Details on vehicle emission rates used for the EIR analyses are presented in Appendix B, Tables B-26 and B-27 
111 in the EIR. Table 3.2-2 presents all the background ambient air quality data necessary for the EIR evaluations. 
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112 BAAQMD monitoring station locations meet CARB and U.S. EPA siting requirements and are designed to 
113 provide measurements representative of population exposure to ambient pollution levels. Monitoring station 
114 locations are part of the ambient air quality surveillance plans required, reviewed, and approved by U.S. EPA as 
115 part of the State Implementation Plan (SIP). 

116 As suggested by the BAAQMD, the significance of air quality impacts is typically evaluated by comparing 
117 projected emissions to established, numerical standards, and not an environmental "baseline." Comparisons 
118 ·between projected future emissions and current conditions would be of little relevance, since emission 
119 factors, fuel efficiency, and other factors are projected to improve over time, whether or not the project is 
120 approved. 

121 As explained in Section 3.2.4, the Arkansas Street Station is the major monitoring station for San Francisco, 
122 and while winds do not typically blow from Arkansas Street to Hunters Point, data from this station are used 
123 by the BAAQMD to characterize area-wide air quality. While no specific data for HPS are available, the 
124 table below summarizes ambient air quality data for 1992 collected at the Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
125 {PG&E) Hunters Point Power Plant {located at 1000 Evans A venue) and the Arkansas Street monitoring 
126 station. The table shows that data from the Arkansas Street Station are consistently higher than those 
127 monitored at the Hunters Point Power Plant, except for 802• The Arkansas Street monitoring station is likely 
128 to overestimate the PMIO exposure of residents in the vicinity ofHPS, because the station is much closer to an 
129 active industrial area and near I-280. 

130 

Comparison of Air Quality Data I PG&E Hunters Point Power Plant and Arkansas Street Monitoring Station 
Highest Measured Levels in Micrograms per Cubic Meter 

Averaging Hunters Point Arkansas Most Restrictive Ambient Air 
Pollutant Time Street Quality Standard 

Ozone 1 hour 113.7 157 1,800 (CAAQS) 

PM10 24 hours 68.l 81 50(CAAQS) 

Annual 22.7 27.6 30(CAAQS) 

N02 I hour 137.2 169 470 (CAAQS) 

Annual 28.6 41.4 IOO(NAAQS) i 

co l hour 4,600 9,200 23,000 (CAAQS) 

8 hours 2,875 7,360 10,000 (CAAQS & NAAQS) 

S02 1 hour 107.4 105 655 (CAAQS) 

24 hours 44.0 34 105 (CAAQS) 

Annual 6.6 5 80 (CAAQS) 

131 Sources:CARB, 1989-1993;CEC, 1995. 
132 CAAQS California Ambient Air Quality Standard 
133 NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standard 
134 N02 nitrogen dioxide 
135 CO carbon monoxide 
136 SOz sulfur dioxide 
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137 Response to Comment Pl0-4: 

138 The only potentially significant source of PM10 emissions associated with the Proposed Reuse Plan that has 

139 been identified at this stage of plan review is resuspended dust from incrementa] vehicle travel on paved 
140 roadways. Vehicle travel associated with reuse would be distributed throughout the San Francisco Bay Area 
141 (southward along Highway 101 along the peninsula; northward along Highway 101 to Marin County; and 
142 eastward along Highway 80 to the East Bay, as well as throughout the County of San Francisco), not 
143 concentrated in one local area. The traffic analysis presented in Section 4.1 discusses the contribution of 
144 Proposed Reuse Plan traffic to future traffic conditions at key roadways and intersections in the HPS vicinity. 
145 The air quality analysis includes air quality dispersion modeling to estimate the potential effects of increased 
146 traffic at several of these locations. This modeling is consistent with the BAAQMD's guidelines for 
147 evaluating the air quality impacts of development projects such as the proposed action. 

148 EIR Table 3.2-2 {reproduced here and updated in the EIR to include 1997 annual monitoring data) provides 
149 air quality data from the Arkansas Street and Ellis Street Stations. Federal 24-hour and annual average 
150 standards for PM10 have not been exceeded. State annual average standards have not been exceeded since 1989. 
151 It is true that the state 24-hour standard has been violated, although the frequency of violations bas declined 
152 noticeably since the early 1990s. A total of only five exceedances of the state 24-hour standard were recorded at 
153 the Arkansas Street monitoring station over the 1995-1997 period. No year in that period had more than three 
154 exceedances (less than 5 percent of valid samples). 

155 While monitoring data after 1997 have not yet been published in final form by the CARB, the CARB website 
156 shows the PM10 monitoring results at the Arkansas Street station for all of 1998 and roughly the first two months 
157 of 1999. During this 14 month period only one additional exceedance of the California 24-hour standard for this 
158 pollutant was recorded, and this was by only a small margin (52.4 micrograms per cubic meter [µg/m3

) versus 
159 the standard of50.0 µg/m3

). Thus, the available data fail to show a pattern in which the state 24-hour standard 
160 for PM10 is "regularly" or "often" violated and, in fact, indicate a trend of continuing improvement toward 
161 compliance. In addition, the supplemental PMio modeling results discussed in the response to Comment Pl0-13 
162 do not indicate any significant impact on background PM 10 concentrations would result from the proposed 
163 reuse/redevelopment activity. 

164 The results from a previous risk assessment performed for a proposed power plant at Hunters Point cannot be 
165 applied in any quantitative manner to estimate potential fatalities due to PM10 emissions from the Proposed 
166 Reuse Plan. The power plant is a stationary source, which would operate more or less continuously at a fixed 
167 loca.tion, whereas PM10 emissions under the Reuse Plan would occur primarily from mobile sources over a wide 
168 area. Thus, an assumed linear relationship between total emissions and health effects based on the power plant 

169 risk assessment would greatly overestimate the impacts of reuse/redevelopment. It has been acknowledged in 
170 the EIR that additional vehicles operating in and around HPS would cause incremental exhaust and evaporative 
171 emissions, including toxic air contaminants (mostly benzene). The significance of this impact is unknown but 
172 has been acknowledged to be at least potentially significant Under CEQA, as stated in the EIR. However, the 
173 EIR also includes substantial, feasible measures to reduce traffic and air quality impacts, as described above in 
174 the response to Comment P 10-l. 

175 Note that toxic air contaminants, including toxic air contaminants from mobile sources, are discussed 
176 separately from PM10 and other criteria pollutants in the EIR (Section 4.2.2). The commentor should not 
177 assume that all particulate emissions quantified in the analysis are from exhaust; in fact, most of the 
178 particulate emissions will occur in the form of entrained road dust. The recent designation of particulates 
179 from diesel emissions as toxic air contaminants has been added to EIR Section 3.2.3 and is shown below. 
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180 The BAAQMD and CARB have not yet established thresholds or standards for this source of toxic air 

181 contaminants. 

182 "3.2.3 Toxic Air Contaminants 

183 Definition Toxic air contaminants are a category of air pollutants that may cause or contribute to an 
184 increase in mortality or serious illness or that may pose a present or potential hazard to hwnan 
185 health. Adverse health effects of toxic air contaminants may be carcinogenic (cancer-causing), 
186 short-term (acute) noncarcinogenic, or long-term (chronic) noncarcinogenic. Several hundred such 
187 pollutants are regulated by various Federal, state, and local programs, as described in Section 3.2.6. 
188 but there are no ambient air quality standards for these materials. 

189 Monitoring 

190 On August 27, 1998, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) formally identified particulate 
191 matter emitted by diesel-fueled engines as a toxic air contaminant. The CARB action will lead to 
192 additional control of diesel engine emissions in coming years by CARB. The U.S. EPA has also 
193 begun an evaluation of both the cancer and non-cancer health effects of diesel exhaust (Port of 
194 Oakland, 1998). 

195 Because of the growing interest in long-term population exposures to toxic compounds, the Bay 
196 Area Air Quality Management District <BAAQMD) implemented various air toxic monitoring 
197 programs in 1985. The BAAOMD's toxics network initially began with 5 sites but has now 
198 expanded by 11 sites. This network of 16 stations constitutes the largest toxic air contaminant 
199 network on a systematized schedule in the nation. In addition to monitoring toxic compounds at the 
200 16 stations, sampling for the heavy metals lead, nickel, manganese, and total chromium is carried 
201 out at 5 CARB sites in Fremont, Richmond, Concord, San Francisco, and San Jose. 

202 Stationary Sources 

203 The BAAOMD's 1997 annual report on the toxic air contaminant control program (BAAQMD, 
204 1998) shows that the City and County of San Francisco have a relatively low number of stationary 
205 sources emitting reportable quantities of hazardous air pollutants. Most of the listed toxic air 
206 contaminant emission sources in San Francisco are chy cleaners. The BAAOMD 1997 annual 
207 report covers 70 toxic air contaminants, 43 of which have at least one stationary source of 
208 reportable size in the Bay Area. Only 13 if the 70 toxic air contaminants listed in the BAAQMD 
209 1997 annual report have stationary sources of reportable size within the City and County of San 
210 Francisco. Stationary sources of toxic air contaminant emissions in San Francisco make a 
211 disproportionately low contribution to regional toxic air contaminant emissions for 11 of the 13 
212 substances. 

213 The City and County of San Francisco accounts for 11.8 percent of the population and I 7. 7 percent 
214 of the employment in the Bay area, but San Francisco sources account for less than 1 percent f 
215 regional stationary source emissions for 6 toxic air contaminants, 1 to 5 percent of regional 
216 emissions for 3 toxic air contaminants, 6 to 11 percent of regional emissions for 2 toxic air 
217 contaminants, and about 18 percent of regional emissions for 1 toxic air contaminant. Only in the 
218 case of one substance (benzyl chloride) does San Francisco make a disproportionately large 
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219 contribution to regional toxic air contaminant emissions. That case involves a situation where there 

220 are only two stationary emission sources for the substance in the nine-county region. 

221 There are a:imroxirnately 26,000 sources of regglated air Qollutants currently OQerating under 

222 BAAQMD 12ermits. All new sources and existing sources wishing to make modifications to their 

223 012erations are subject to a risk screening Qrocess. Established trigger levels are aQQlied to evaluate 

224 QOtential risks." 

Table 3.2-2: Summary of Recent Air Quality Monitoring Data for San Francisco 

oring 
"•~tion Parameter 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 

OZONE 
San Francisco - Peak 1-hour value (ppm) 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.07 
Arkansas St. Days above federal standard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Days above state standard 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CARBON MONOXIDE 
San Francisco - Peak I-hour value (ppm) 9.0 8.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
Arkansas St. Peak 8-hour value (ppm) 0 6.4 5.1 4.5 4.4 3.9 3.5 

Days above federal standard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Days above state standard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

San Francisco - Peak I-hour value (ppm) 14.0 10.0 10.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 8.0 
Ellis St. Peak 8-hour value (ppm) 8.4 7.4 6.9 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.8 

Days above federal standard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Days above state standard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

INHALABLE PARTICULATE MATTER (PM10) 

San Francisco - Peak 24-hour value (µg/m3
) 109 81 69 93 50 71 81 

Arkansas St. Annual geometric mean (µg/m3
) 29.7 27.6 25.l 24.7 22.1 21.4 22.5 

Annual arithmetic mean (µg/m3
) 34.9 31.6 28.8 28.0 24.9 24.3 25.0 

Number of24-hour samples 60 61 61 61 61 61 61 
% of samples above federal standard 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

% of samples above state standard 25.0% 14.8% 8.2% 9.8% 0.0% 3.3% 4.9% 

225 Source: California Air Resources Board, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997. 
226 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 1994. 

227 Response to Comment Pl0-5: 

228 The only potentially significant source of PM10 emissions associated with the Proposed Reuse Plan that bas 
229 been identified at this stage of plan review is resuspended dust from vehicle travel on paved roadways. 
230 Substantial trip reduction strategies are included as mitigation within the TMAffSMP framework. Other than 
231 trip reduction measures, the only identifiable PM10 mitigation measure for resuspended dusf from vehicle travel 
232 at this stage of the planning process would be an increased frequency of street sweeping on roadways 
233 throughout the region. Street sweeping is not feasible on freeways and is of limited feasibility on major arterials, 
234 due to traffic congestion effects. It is assumed that street sweeping would be performed at HPS as it is 

235 redeveloped. The BMPs referenced in Mitigation Measure 2 in section 4.9 would include street sweeping. Also, 
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236 the TSMP includes physical roadway improvements, such as repaving/resurfacing, in addition to trip-
237 reduction measures. 

238 Measures to reduce PM10 emissions from construction activities are included in the EIR (please see response 
239 to Comment P 10-1 ). 

240 Response to Comment Pl 0-6 

241 The EIR includes a comprehensive, effective mitigation plan to reduce potential air quality impacts related to 
242 motor vehicle emissions by establishing a transportation demand management approach to reducing 
'243 projected vehicle trips to and from the Hunters Point Shipyard. The transportation demand strategy requires 
244 establishment of a TMA to monitor implementation of a TSMP, which would contain various specific 
245 techniques for reducing vehicle trips. As described above in Response Pl0-1, the BAAQMD Guidelines 
246 contain a similar variety of trip-reduction measures which together would reduce vehicle trips by an 
24 7 estimated 16.4 percent or more, with a concomitant reduction in air emissions. The EIR analysis assumes the 
248 implementation of trip reduction measures to achieve an average transit/other (i.e. non-auto) mode share of 
249 12.9/14.3% for work trips. The objective of the TSMP is to ensure that mode split assumptions are met or 
250 exceeded although it is unclear whether the reductions can reach the magnitude projected by the BAAQMD. 

251 The BAAQMD Guidelines make it is clear that the program's focus on vehicle trip reduction is the most 
252 effective way to reduce vehicle emissions that are projected as a result of reuse of the Shipyard. The 
253 BAAQMD Guidelines section on "Mitigating Impacts of Project Operations" (Guidelines p. 56) focus 
254 entirely on trip reduction measures and state: "In many cases motor vehicles traveling to and from a facility 
255 represent the principal source of air pollutants associated with the project. Therefore this section [of the 
256 Guidelines] focuses primarily on measures to reduce mobile source emissions by reducing motor vehicle 
257 trips and vehicle miles traveled." Recommended trip-reduction measures specific to HPS can reduce vehicle 
258 trips and therefore vehicle emissions associated with the Shipyard reuse. Regarding potential projects on 
259 Port property, see Response Pl0-10. Suggested trip-reduction measures at HPS are appropriate despite 
260 potential future development occurring on Port property and elsewhere, since they would reduce vehicle 
261 emissions generated at HPS. 

262 The commenter suggests that there are other measures that may reduce air emissions that are not specifically 
263 related to trip reduction. Some of these suggestions, which concern ways to promote use of alternative fuel or 
264 low-emission vehicles, have been incorporated in a recent City Ordinance (Ordinance No. 258-99 adopted 
265 October 15, 1999), which establishes City policy to "foster promote, and encourage the use oflow emission 
266 [alternative fuel vehicles] and [zero emission vehicles] by developing infrastructures to support the use of 
267 these vehicles." The ordinance establishes a Clean Air Program, to be administered by City staff with 
268 assistance from an appointed Clean Air Advisory Committee. Under provisions of the ordinance, the City's 
269 focus over the next 18 months shall be on (1) assessing the need for a competitive network of public access 
270 natural gas fueling stations; (2) siting and development of no fewer than five such facilities by public and/or 
271 private entities; (3) installation of 50 public access electric charging stations in city-owned garages, parking 
272 lots or other sites accessible to the public; (4) development of a plan for further electric charging stations and 
273 related infrastructure; (5) procurement and leasing of ultra-low and zero emission vehicles for use by City 
274 departments; (6) identification and conversion of diesel bus lines for conversion to electric service; (7) 
275 development of a plan to phase out the use of diesel buses that have been in service for a long time; (8) 
276 development of a plan and incentives to encourage private sector fleets that operate a significant number of 
277 motor vehicles within San Francisco to convert their fleets to zero emission vehicles, or vehicles which meet 
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278 other low-emission standards; and (9) development of a car sharing program in all "high density urban 
279 neighborhoods of the City." 

280 The City's Public Transportation Commission already has begun to implement provisions of the Ordinance 
281 designed to reduce air emissions from diesel buses. It has instituted a pilot program under which it will 
282 conduct a two year test of two different alternative fuel vehicles, a compressed natural gas bus and a clean 
283 diesel hybrid-electric bus. It has recently placed 45 clean diesel buses in service and has contracts in place to 
284 obtain a minimum of 235 additional clean diesel buses to be phased in over the next few years. It anticipates 
285 that all of its older diesel buses currently in use will be replaced with cleaner buses within the next several 
286 years. 

287 As described above, the Clean Air Program may ultimately result in the provision of infrastructure to support 
288 alternative fuel vehicles at HPS, including fueling stations and parking, and may lead to the conversion of 
289 bus lines that serve Bayview-Hunters Point to electric power, the phase-out of old diesel buses, the use of car 
290 sharing, and incentives to encourage tenants to convert large vehicle fleets to zero emission vehicles. Thus 
291 far, the effectiveness of these measures in reducing air emissions has not been assessed, and the identification 
292 or prioritization of Bayview-Hunters Point as the focus for new infrastructure has not been established. It is 
293 expected, though, that the City-wide process and comprehensive plan called for by the Ordinance will 
294 achieve use of alternative fuel vehicles by the City and entities whose behavior the City may affect, to the 
295 extent feasible. It is not likely that the City could develop another, more effective program at HPS, but the 
296 TMA could coordinate its trip-reduction responsibilities with the Clean Air Program to assure maximum 
297 implementation of the Clean Air Program objectives at HPS. The EIR has been expanded to include an 
298 additional element which the TSMP will contain. The TSMP mitigation measure set out in Section 4.1.2, 
299 Significant Unmitigable Impacts, Impact 1: Increased Cumulative Traffic at Third Street/Caesar Chavez 
300 Street Intersection, and which is cross-referenced in Section 4.2, Air Quality, is revised to contain the 
301 following additional bullet: 

302 • "Assist the City's Clean Air Program in establishing natural gas fueling stations and electric 
303 charging bays in HPS and in implementing other means identified by the Clean Air Program for 
304 owners. tenants and users ofHPS to use alternative fuel vehicles." 

305 Further measures suggested by the commenter, such as implementation of pollution-based fee systems for 
306 commercial tenants, setting of emission limits in lease agreements with tenants, and emission testing of 
307 vehicles at the Shipyard are not considered feasible at this stage of the HPS planning process, or are 
308 duplicative _of programs currently being implemented at the State level. It is not known at this stage of the 
309 HPS redevelopment process with any specificity what types of uses may locate at HPS and therefore whether 
310 and to what extent any particular future user will be a potential source of air emissions. Projects that are 
311 significant potential sources of air emissions not identified in the EIR, will be subject to environmental 
312 review prior to project approval. At that time, the feasibility of project-specific mitigation measures can be 
313 determined. Until the emission reduction potential and associated cost of such measures can be evaluated, 
314 the feasibility of these measures cannot be determined. Conditioning the lease or sale of property on 
315 emission limits more stringent than those established by the CARB or BAAQMD, or on the use of low-
316 emission engines by all vehicles accessing the Shipyard would substantially reduce the value of the 
317 lease/sale, and therefore constrain the financial resources available to implement measures identified to 
318 reduce vehicle trips (e.g. transit service expansions) or to meet other community objectives. Without 
319 knowing what the comparative emissions value and cost of these measures is, it is not possible at this 
320 programmatic stage to assess their feasibility. 
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321 Another suggestion of the commenter, a program for roadside testing for trucks, was recently considered by 
322 the Port of Oakland in their Berths 55-58 Project EIR [cite]. This analysis concluded that the local agency 
323 lacked the legal authority to conduct these tests, and referenced a new statewide program for truck fleet 
324 inspections aimed at the same objectives. The pollution-based fee system suggested, appears similar to the 
325 BAAQMD's Regulation 3, which imposes fees on stationary sources of air emissions, with the size of the fee 
326 dependent on the capacity or size category of the source. It is not known whether such a measure could 
327 achieve emission reductions beyond those already achieved by the BAAQMD, and establishing a fee level 
328 that will reduce emissions, not just raise revenues, is not possible in the absence of specific knowledge of the 
329 types and nature of specific commercial sources of emissions. 

330 Finally, the City or the Agency could not independently establish an emission trading program, although it 
331 could work with the BAAQMD to set-up such a program, could work collaboratively with equipment 
332 vendors, engine vendors, and research organizations to develop demonstration programs and adopt 
333 successful technologies, and could provide matching funds for emission reduction projects. It is not clear 
334 whether these suggestions, if implemented, would result in any reduction in air emissions. For example, an 
335 emission trading program may actually result in increased emissions in areas where credits are purchased 
336 (See Response F2-8). ·These suggestions are not considered mitigation measures, per se, although they could 
33 7 be pursued as proposals in the context of community planning at HPS. 

338 Response to Comment PIO-7: 

339 The traffic analysis was based on 1993 traffic data from the San Francisco Department of Parking and 
340 Traffic. A comment on the 1997 Draft EIR suggested that the LOS data for the existing conditions were 
341 inconsistent with the heavy truck traffic congestion then being experienced by local residents. In response to 
342 this comment, additional traffic count data for two intersections (marked with asterisks) were added to Table 
343 3.1-3. The traffic analysis was not redone with 1997 data because the more recent data were only available 
344 for 2 of the 16 intersections analyzed. 1993 was the only year for which complete traffic data for all the 
345 study intersections were available. 

346 To assess whether transportation impacts were appropriately analyzed, given that the analysis was based on 
347 1993 data, the analysis was revisited in light of information available from the environmental analyses 
348 underway in 1998 for three other major San Francisco projects (Mission Bay, Third Street Light Rail Transit, 
349 and the Candlestick Point Stadium and Retail/Entertainment Center). The additional review is summarized 
350 in a technical memorandum, provided in Appendix B starting on page B-19 of the EIR. 

351 For intersection LOS (Table B-19), the review concluded that the initial HPS analysis yielded results 
352 comparable to the other three analyses, except at one intersection, Third Street/Cesar Chavez. Based on this 
353 conclusion, Significant Unmitigable Impact l, Increased Traffic at Third Street/Cesar Chavez Street 
354 Intersection, was identified. For Freeway LOS (Table B-20), the review concluded that, with the addition of 
355 the Candlestick Point Stadium and Retail/Entertainment Center project, LOS on U.S. 101 and southbound 
356 I-280 would degrade to F. Based on this conclusion, a cumulative transportation impact was identified and 
357 included in EIR Section 5.4.3 (Potential Cumulative Impacts). Footnotes were added to Tables 4.1-2, 4.1-3, 
358 and 4.1-5 to update the data to reflect these conclusions. 

359 Response to Comment Pl0-8: 

360 The commenter is correct in noting that the Port is seeking funding got the new bridge over Islais Creek 
361 (Illinois Street Intermodal Bridge). The Port's $4 million request has been approved by the Transportation 
362 Authority. The project is still awaiting approval by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (scheduled 
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363 for January 2000) and the California Transportation Commission (scheduled for April 2000). The total cost 
364 of the bridge would be $7.1 million, comprised of$2.5 million from Catellus, $0.6 million from the Port, and 
365 the remaining $4 million from the Transportation Authority. An environmental analysis of the proposed 

366 bridge is currently underway. 

367 Response to Comment Pto-9: 
368 The EIR identifies potentiaJly significant impacts associated with project traffic and air quality. As 
369 explained in Section 5.4.1, this analysis assumes transportation projects programmed by the Metropolitan 
370 Transportation Commission and regional growth in population and employment based on ABAG 
371 Projections. 

372 The Port of San Francisco is considering proposals for development of industrial and maritime-industrial 
373 uses in the southern waterfront area (Piers 90-92 and 80, approximately). These proposals, including those 
374 listed in Exhibit D that are reasonably foreseeable, are undergoing their own environmental analyses. Those 
375 analyses will determine whether the Port's proposed projects would contribute considerably to potentially 
376 significant impacts, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines§ 15130. 

377 Potential cumulative effects of the Proposed Reuse Plan are analyzed using a projections-based approach, 
378 rather than a list-based approach. Both methods are contained in CEQA Guidelines 
379 § 15130, but the projections-based method is generally used by the City in the evaluation of projects within 
380 its jurisdiction. Using a projections-based approach, cumulative traffic is projected by applying a growth rate 
3 81 or by using a regional travel demand model that incorporates projected increases in housing and 
382 employment, as well as other factors such as the availability ofland, the location and price of parking, etc. 
383 Using this approach, the EIR analysis concludes that a significant effect would be reduced but not eliminated 
384 by mitigation. 

385 Response to Comment Pl 0-10: 

386 Please see responses to Comments Pl0-1 and PI0-6. 

387 Response to Comment Pto-11: 

388 The EIR analysis is appropriately conservative in its analysis of project-specific and cumulative traffic and 
389 air quality issues. The analysis conclusions do not represent a "cop out," but a conservative assessment that 
390 these impacts are significant. Comments regarding feasible mitigation have been responded to above, in 
391 responses to Comments PI0-1 and PI0-6. 

392 Response to Comment Pto-12: 

393 Please see response to Conunent Pl 0-1. 

394 Response to Comment Pto-13: 

395 Environmental justice is an issue that must be addressed for compliance with NEPA, but it is not currently 
396 required under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). However, because of the high level of 
397 public and agency concern expressed on this issue to date, the consideration of environmental justice has 
398 been retained in the EIR and addressed in related responses to comments. 

399 The referenced statements on pages 5-18 and 5-19 of the Revised Draft EIR are contradictory. These 
400 passages are intended to convey that the disposal and reuse of HPS would not disproportionately affect 
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401 minority and low income populations. The first full paragraph on page 5-18 of the EIR has been clarified as 

402 follows: 

403 "Impacts to transportation, traffic, and circulation, air quality, noise, land use, visual resources and 
404 aesthetics, socioeconomics, hazardous materials and waste, geology and soils, water resources, utilities, 
405 public services, cultural resources, biological resources, and energy for each alternative are addressed in 
406 EIS/A_!lIR Chapter 4. These analyses conclude that, with mitigation, there would be no significant adverse 
407 impacts, with the exception of traffic and air quality. As such, there would be no disproportionate, or other 
408 impact on a minority or low-income population, witli. tli.e e:Keef!Befl eftf&ffie anti air i:i11alityas discussed 
409 below." 

410 See response to comment F2-10 regarding the relevance of regional PM10 emissions. 

411 BAAQMD guidelines for evaluating the local air quality impacts of traffic generated by development 
412 projects focus on modeling future carbon monoxide concentrations. The EIR presents the results of such 
413 "CO hotspots" modeling for selected local intersections expected to experience a range of incremental 
414 traffic increases due to the proposed redevelopment activity. The procedures and assumptions for 
415 conducting such analyses that are approved by EPA, Caltrans, and the BAAQMD generally do not address 
416 the use of mobile source modeling to evaluate impacts on local particulate levels. This is in keeping with the 
417 fact stated in the responses to several other comments that PM 10 air quality is best addressed as a regional 
418 issue. 

419 However, in order to address the concerns of the commenter as fully as possible, supplemental dispersion 
420 modeling has been conducted to evaluate the potential effects of the proposed redevelopment scenarios on 
421 local PM10 levels in the HPS area. A summary of this modeling is attached to this Response to Comment 
422 document (Appendix), and will be included in Appendix B of the FEIR. Specifically the CALINE4 model 
423 was used to estimate maximum future PMio concentrations near the intersection of Third Street and Evans 
424 Avenue with and without the proposed redevelopment. This location was selected on the basis of the EIR 
425 traffic analysis, which predicted Third and Evans to be the intersection most heavily impacted by increased 
426 traffic generated by the proposed action (Level of Service increase from C to F). The results of this 
427 modeling show that even under extremely rare worst-case meteorological dispersion conditions and 
428 maximum traffic volumes, the increased traffic due to the proposed redevelopment would produce increases 
429 in 24-hour PM10 concentrations at the roadside that are from 1.1to8.6 µg/m3 in 2010, and from 1.7 to 12.8 
430 µg/m3 in 2025. The modeling also showed that the incremental concentration increases fall off rapidly with 
431 distance from the intersection, with the highest roadside values decreasing by at least 40% within about 10 
432 meters (33 feet). These impacts represent small to moderate fractions of the most stringent applicable 
433 ambient standard for this pollutant, i.e., the California 24-hour standard of 50µg/m3, and very small fractions 
434 of the federal 24 hour standard of 150 µg/m3

• The Appendix provides technical details regarding the input 
435 data and assumptions used in the PM10 intersection modeling and the corresponding results. 

436 As stated previously, several types of potentially significant environmental impacts will necessarily occur in 
437 the Bayview-Hunters Point area by virtue of its proximity to the shipyard's location. All such identified 
438 impacts are acknowledged in the EIR, along with mitigation measures that will reduce adverse effects to the 
439 maximum extent considered feasible. The EIR also points out that the proposed action will offer potential 
440 benefits to the local neighborhoods in the form of economic and cultural opportunities. These benefits, by the 
441 same reason of proximity, may be of greater advantage to the local residents than to residents in other areas. 
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442 Given these considerations, the projected impacts after mitigation are not considered "disproportionate" or 
443 out-of-scale with the project objectives and benefits. 
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January 19, 1999 

Ms. Hillary Gitelman 
SF Planning Department 
Office of Environmental Review 
l 660 Mission St., S"' Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103-6426 

Mr. Gary Munckawa, 
Cod.: 7032, Bldg. 209/1 
Engineering Field Activity West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
900 Commodore Drive · 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5006 

RE: EIS/R for the Disposal and Reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard 

Dear Ms. Gitelman and Mr. Munekawa 

SAEJ is pleased to submit formal comments for the Environmental Impact 
Statement/Report for the Disposal and Rtuse of Hunters Point Shipyard. The 
following represents both SAEJ's immediate concerns as well as the range of 
issues we have identified through community diaJogues. 

The Hunters Point Shipyard (HPS) Reuse Plan was crafted with extensive 
community participation through the Citizens Advisory Committee. An 
imponant blueprint, it will guide the reuse of the shipyard. 

SAEJ is concerned that the EIR's inadequate analysis and insufficient 
mitigation alternatives will further increase environmental and health problems 
in current residents, without ensuring that future economic benefits are 
specifically targeted towards the Bayview-Hunters Point community. HPS 
reuse will exacerbate the economic and social pressures on the Bayview. 
Hunters Point (BVHP) community unless the project is managed with the 
communitys improvement as an overarching goal. 

SAEJ has been working with organizations such as the BVHP Health and 
Environmental Assessment Task Force, HazMat Associates, Arc Ecology, SF 
Bayke.eper, Communities for a Better 2nvironment, the Coalition for Better 
Wastewater Solutions, the SF Audubon Society, and the SF Bicycle Coalition 
throughout the review process. SAEJ agrees with and supports the concerns 
submitted by these organizations. 

8 
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A. Traffic and Trame Related Air Quality 

SAEJ disagrees with the EIR's conclusion lhat traffic impacts at 3'd/Chavez are 
unmitigatablc and feels that the proposed mitigation for Significant Impacts l and 2 is 
insufficient. Mitigalion for Significant Impact 3 contradicts wtdcrlying facts and Significant 
Impact 4 is inadequately analyzed and addressed. 

A significant portion of both construction and general commerce related truck traffic could 
be routed via the South Gate of the shipyard, especially once construction begins in what are 
currently parcels C &. D. This will reduce congestion al J'd/Evans, J'd/Chavez, and 
Evans/Chavez. as well as avoid the lnnes Ave. gateway and commercial/residential corridor. 
This is especially important when considering the cumulative effects, both congestion and 
transportation related air-quality, of the truck traffic projected by the increased activity on 
Port of San Francisco property that is discussed in detail in the Environmental Law and 
Justice Clinic's (EUC's) HPS EIS/R comments. 

While the EIR proposes as mitigation road widening at several key intersections, evidence 
exists suggesting that increasing carrying capacity encourages automobile use. Thus, any 
congestion reduction strategy should include some capacity management component. h 
would be undesirable for the congestion reduction mitigation to actually increase congestion. 
The Phelps/Evans rei:oute and the Evans/Chavez widening will likely encourage automobile 
use unless there is proper emphasis on the TSMP and support of alternative transportation 
infrastructure. 

Unfortunately, the proposed TSMP is too ambiguous and designed to fail. Local Hiring 8• •·:? 
Practices should be the first approach to reducing stress on the existing transportation system 
and resulting air pollution. The Transportation Management Association will have to make 
hiring from the 94124 community a priority instead of goal in the "if deemed appropriate" 
category. This can be accomplished through a comprehensive worker training program 
integrated with existing community based education and recruitment programs and 
implemented on a scale relative to the steadily increasing needs ofHPS based employers. 

Ensuring integration of HPS transit links with the regional cransit system will decrease the 
project's contribution to increased congestion on I-280, US10l, and other affected local 
intersections. 

Incentives can be also be provided to HPS based employees to Jive at HPS. First time buyer 
assistance, possible rental subsidies (compensating for decreased demand on transportation 
services), and an increase in the affordable housing stock would be appropriate actions. 

The EIR's analysis of wunet demand for transit should not simply be confined to the Muni 
# 19 line, but should include a quantitative and qualitative analysis of connecting lines, 
CalTrain, BART, and potential ferry services. Proposed Muni service expansions should be 
identified as specific and concrete mitigations, as should shuttle services to BART. the 
Transbay Terminal, and CalTrain. 

In respect to CalTrain, a public hearing is scheduled for Thursday, January 21 to discuss 18 
preliminary plans to close the Paul Street station. The City should comment on tbis proposed Pl 1.; 
action and recommend keeping the station open. 

Improvement of alternative transportation infrastructure will further reduce congestion and 1 e· 
will significantly alleviate unmet demand for services. DPT studies have shown that bicycle .Pl 1 • .i 
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use increases once lanes arc striped, consequently reducing automobile congestion at affected 
intersections. Evans Avenue and Hunters Point Blvd arc currently wide enough to 
accommodate the two existing traffic Janes, existing on-street parking, and newly striped 
bike Janes which will provide an important link with the Mission District and points 
Northwest. Bike lanes should also be striped to provide safer access to HP.S from southern 
and western approaches. further reducing automobile use. 

Reducing off-street parking will also spur demand for transit and alternative transponation. 
The freed up land can be used to expand the developable acreage, supply additional open 
space, or serve as a potential location for alternative stonnwater/wastewater reclamation. 

Increased traffic will cause significant increases in the stonnwater pollutant load. Streets 
should be properly designed and landscaped to maximize opportunities for low-cost 
alternative treatment technologies. Coordination with the Public Utilities Commission's 
Clean Water Program will yield specific design changes to the streetscape that will 
significantly reduce contaminated stormwatcr impacts. 

The EIR also fails to analyze, much less propose mitigation, numerous other significant 
impacts. Transponation related air and noise poUution along the Innes Avenue gateway are 
not adequately assessed. Innes A venue is a residential street along with the gateway and 
transportation corridor for HPS. HPS will undoubtedly spur development along Innes. 
Significant air quality and noise impacts on the quality of life for residents and businesses on 
Innes A venue and Hunters Point Hill will be felt unless traffic-calming measures are 
incorporated as mitigation. Extra wide sidewalks with extensive pedestrian amenities, the 
removal of two traffic Janes (one inbound ct one outbound), special landscaping and trees. 
and enhanced lighting arc among the many options that wiJJ promote a community character 
along the Innes Gateway and into the shipyard. Considering that Innes will be a commercial 
corridor as well as gateway to HPS. this will add to its economic vitality and further spur 
growth around HPS. 

B. Hazardous Materials 

Although the City attempts to address human exposure to contamination, the proposed 
mitigatfons do not sufficiently protect human health and are unclear as to enforcement. This 
raises serious environmental justice issues when considering the cumulative environmental 
toxicity burden already faced by community residents. 

The EIR indicates that existing conditions on the site will have to be controlled through a 
variety of institutional controls, such as .. covenants, conditions, or restrictions •.. included in 
the deed," but fails to provide sufficient infonnation 1s to the monitoring mechanisms that 
will be used. Restrictions arc only 1s effective as their enforcement mechanisms and 
conflicts of interest may exist unless an independent body monitors these controls. 

Experience at HPS and similar occurrences at other sites around the nation shows that when 
controls arc proposed as mitigation to existing conditions, enforcement and monitoring often 
becomes Jax. virtually ceasing within a few years. The SF Planning Department's oversight 
of key development restrictions for an SF Police Department helipad shows that even when 
restrictions arc specified in the Finding of Suitability to Lease, they may be overlooked. The 
project's thirty year time horizon means that careful monitoring will have to take place for 
decades to come. Residual contamination will likely remain after build-out. · 
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This poses serious questions that arc left une:icamincd in the ElR.. The environmental 
remediation process itself has the potential to expose people to volatilization - a particular 
problem for children. This problem will be most severe when the remediation is taking place 
near residential areas. Independent tests done by members oftbe BVHP Health And 
Environmental Assessment Task Force in September and October of 1998 show that 
particulate and volatile chemical exposure is especially high in the hill area overlooking 
HPS. The Reuse Piao calls for residential uses in several portions of HPS, as well as playing 
fields and other educational and recreational facilities in areas adjoining badly polluted sites. 
The EPA and other researchers have documented children's increased susceptibility to 
pollution levels that may be at acceptable limits for adults. 

SAEJ proposes that the City and Navy implement a comprehensive mitigation program to 
address these concerns within a community led framework. Neighborhood residents would 
be trained to review and moniaor the remediation and construction activity. Community 
Monitors would also review post·developmcnl construction activity {i.e. laying of sprinkler 
systems, gardening projects, etc.) that may not trigger an immediate response. 

Some of the mitigations and control measures proposed in the EIR have already shown 
themselves ineffective. Dust clouds were seen above Innes A venue during late October and 
early November and this dust bas been tracked into homes, offices, businesses, and 
automobiles. The dust clouds occurred during excavation activities, leading us to the 
conclusion that the dust was contaminated. More extensive remediation, demolition, and 
construction activities arc likely to cause far more significant impacts. 

Another outstanding question is the cumulative health risk faced by BVHP residents who 
work at HPS. A strong possibility exists that individuals working at HPS will be doubly 
exposed-first at work and second from the generally high pollution levels in the Bayview· 
Hunters Point community. The EIR fails to adequately examine this possibility. 

Although contamination will likely remain after transfer, the EIR docs not provide clear 
protocols for the financing of additional cleanup activities if extensive contamination is 
found after conveyance of the proper1y. Financing questions will affect the intensity of 
development, possibly affecting level of cleanup and the project's economic benefit. 
Although there arc numerous options to deal with this, SAEJ seeks clarification on this 
important issue. 

The EIR's finding of less than significant impact for ecological exposure to contamination 
during remediation activities is also unclear and leaves certain points unexamined. 

- Contaminated Groundwater may be discharged into the City's sanitary stormwatcr 
system, only if specific requirements are met. Nevertheless, some partially treated 
groundwater may enter the Bay during rain events because the City's combined system 
still has a significant amount of overflows annually. 

- Air Emissions. Discussed above, these pose the same concerns for ecological receptors 
as for humans. 
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The EIR fails to identify significant socioeconomic impacts caused by disposal and fails to 
propose sufficient mechanisms to ensure compliance with Guiding Principles put forth in the 
Reuse Plan. 

Although the reuse plan makes local business development a goal, nothing tin the EIR 
discusses how this wiU be accomplished. There is no discussion how the Redevelopment 
Agency or Master Developer will ensure effective local and African-American participation 
in both the construction activities and operation of businesses at HPS. 

The City should propose specific, tangible, and enforceable steps that wm be taken to 
guarantee access to HPS, develop homegrown local businesses, and prioritize local hiring. 

Simple deference to market mechanisms is inadequate. A December 26, 1998 SF Examiner 
article suggested wide non-compliance with the City's First Source policy. Response to 
comments should discuss this concern. Appropriate actions may be specific target goals for 
local employment, along with incentives and enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance 
with the policy. To support development of local businesses, entrepreneurs should be 
supported through small business incubators. loan programs. and set-asides. A community 
development corporation, with access to HPS, would be an ideal organization to help 
administer these programs. 

This wiJJ allow residents to capture the project's benefits while further developing the BVHP 
economic base. Additional benefits will include integration with the Bayview-Hunters Point 
Revitalization currently underway and reduction of commuter miles that contribute to 
increased air pollution and 

The Project may also contribute to already intense gentrification pressures. Only 15% of the 
housing is planned as "affordable." The EIR states that the affordability of housing is a less 
than significant impact, based on Census data. This is misleading. A large portion of the 
residential space will be provided as live/work. A January 6, 1999 SF Weekly article 
"Assholes on the March" vividly described the recent live/work boom. "The units arc out of 
financial reach for most San Franciscans, renting for more than $2,000 a month and selling 
for between $400,000 and $900,000 ... Thcy arc not friendly to families; with their open floor 
plans and open staircases, they arc no place for kids. 'They are condos for single yuppies'." 

This is especially troubling when considering that the community is home to over 8,000 
youth under the age of21. As many of these people grow up and begin to have families of 
their own, they must have affordable options to stay in the commwiity. Unfonunatcly, HPS 
may make this inf easiblc. 

Feasible mitigation measures include increasing affordable housing stock for both rental and 
ownership, preferences for current residents of 94124, and less live/work. Where live work 
is the only option for residential use, special measures must be taken to target the 
development to BVHP residents and businesses. This will have the multiple effect of 
promoting local business development; increased local hiring to mitigate transportation 
related air pollution and stormwatcr impacts; and increased access to cunent residents of the 
community. 
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The reuse of HPS gives the Bayview-Hunters Point community an excellent opportunity to 
benefit from San Francisco's increased development pace, perhaps the las1 great opportunity. 
It is therefore vital that the project be managed with the community's benefit in mind. 

SAEJ's comments do not just represent the views of this organization, but those of concerned 
residents and organizations throughout the community. . 

Again, thank you for the opportunity on commenting on this important document. 
Undoubtedly, we all want our hopes realized. We look forward to working with the lead 
agencies to ensure that this document and subsequent project is done righl. 

~"-fl---
Alex Lantsberg 
Project Coordinator 



Response to Comments 

Letter Pll: Southeast Alliance for Environmental Justice 

2 Response to Comment Pll-1: 

3 The responses below address specific comments regarding the analysis, mitigations, and assurance of future 
4 economic benefits for the Bayview-Hunters Point community. In addition, please see responses to specific 
5 comments by the Alliance for a Clean Waterfront (Letter Pl2), San Francisco Baykeeper (Letter Pl5), 
6 Communities for a Better Environment (Letter P13), Coalition for Better Wastewater Solutions {Letter Pl6), 
7 and the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition (Letter P14). 

8 Response to Comment Pll-2: 

9 The transportation analysis includes the assumption that Crisp A venue would become a through arterial 
IO street, the South Gate would be open to truck traffic, and some truck traffic (20 percent) would be routed via 
11 the South Gate of HPS to existing truck routes. Truck access to the Hunters Point Shipyard is assumed to 
12 follow the same pattern as auto traffic: 80 percent from the Innes Gate and 20 percent from Crisp Avenue. 
13 The commenter's suggestion that more traffic be routed through the South Gate would potentially shift 
14 impacts from one location (e.g., Third and Evans) to another (e.g., Palou and Third). Rather than pursue this 
15 strategy, the EIR includes a mitigation measure to address impacts where they are projected to occur. 

16 While road widening (proposed as mitigation for Significant and Mitigable Impact 2) can encourage 
17 automobile use, this tendency must be balanced against the need for lessening congestion and reducing air 
18 quality impacts. The BAAQMD recognizes that measures to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion can 
19 lessen air quality impacts, but cautions against traffic-inducing effects of increased roadway capacity 
20 (BAAQMD Guidelines, p. 59). The proposed mitigation measures would affect single intersections in a 
21 congested urban area where the transportation network has many other capacity constraints. Within this 
22 context, the suggested measures would not be expected to cause substantial additional traffic, and the benefit 
23 of reduced congestion and air quality impacts in the vicinity would appear to outweigh the incremental 
24 increases in capacity. 

25 The Transportation Management Association {TMA), through the Transportation System Management Plan 
26 (TSMP), would work to improve traffic conditions by encouraging alternate forms of transportation. The 
27 TSMP includes specific, feasible measures for reducing automobile trips and encouraging transit use. 
28 Implementation of the TSMP is expected to reduce traffic and air quality impacts. In addition, local hire 
29 provisions and shuttles (if feasible) are now included as required elements of the TSMP in Section 4.9.2. The 
30 proposed Tiv1A is the best form of mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. The 
31 TSMP is described in EIR Section 4.1.2 as mitigation for Significant and Mitigatable CEQA Specific Impacts 
32 1,2, and 3. 

33 The TSMP would include the following elements: transit pass sales; transit, pedestrian, and bicycle 
34 information; employee transit subsidies; monitoring of transit demand and implementation of planned 
35 services; secure bicycle parking; parking management guidelines; flexible work time/telecommuting; shuttle 
36 service; monitoring of physical transportation improvements; ferry service; local hiring practices; and 
37 assisting the City's Clean Air Program in establishing natural gas fueling stations and electric charging 
38 stations in HPS and in implementing other means identified by the Clean Air Program for owners, tenants, 
39 and users ofHPS to use alternative fuel vehicles. 
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40 Among the transit expansions to be considered are those presented in the Hunters Point Shipyard 
41 Transportation Plan (Korve, 1996), which calls for the following: 

42 • Expansion of MUNI Route #19 Polle service till midnight. 

43 • Extension of MUNI Route #54 Fulton to the Hillside Residential Development. 

44 • Extension of MUNI Route #23 Monterey into HPS along Crisp Avenue and Spear A venue, and 

45 terminating near Innes A venue at Donahue Street. 

· 46 Response to Comment Pll-3: 
4 7 At the January 21, 1999 hearing, the Mayor spoke in favor of keeping the Paul Street CalTrain Station open. 
48 On February 4, 1999, CalTrain directors voted to keep the Paul Street Station open. 

49 Response to Comment Pl 1-4: 
50 Two types of bicycle routes to and within HPS were identified in the Hunters Point Shipyard Transportation 
51 Plan as needed to meet the anticipated demand for bicycle facilities. These facilities would be considered for 
52 funding and implementation as part of the TSMP. First, a Class II route (with exclusive bicycle lane 
53 designation) is proposed along Crisp, Spear, and Innes A venues, primarily to serve commute bicycle traffic. 

54 Second, a bicycle pedestrian trail (Class I path separated from automobile traffic) is proposed along the 
55 waterfront to accommodate recreational travel. Additional bicycle routes could be considered by the TMA 
56 as part of the TSMP, or independently by the City's Department of Parking and Traffic (DPT). 

57 Response to Comment Pll-5: 
58 The amount of parking planned for at HPS is based on the modal splits used in the traffic analysis (see 
59 response to Comment Pl2-38). The plan is not to have more parking than has been estimated for the 
60 analysis. The TSMP (Section 4.1.2) would include the establishment of parking management guidelines for 
61 private operators of parking facilities in HPS to discourage Jong-term parking, as well as set-asides in 
62 desirable parking areas for rideshare vehicles. The TSMP could also include parking constraints, such as 
63 parking pricing, as ways to discourage auto traffic. 

64 As explained in Section 4.9, Water Resources, existing storm water discharges from.BPS have been reported 

65 to contain industrial pollution, including hydrocarbons, total suspended solids, zinc, copper, lead, and nickel. 

66 Remediation activities described in Section 3.7 of the EIR are expected to decrease the concentrations of 
67 pollutants in stonn-water discharges over time, improving the quality of those discharges. Projected 
68 improvements attributed to remediation activities might be offset to some extent by increases in stonn-water 
69 pollutants attributable to project-generated traffic, but overall storm-water quality is expected to improve. 
70 This improvement would be ensured by implementation of proposed mitigation measures, which call for a 
71 detailed Storm-Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and implementation of best management practices. 

72 Alternative storm-water treatment technologies could play a role in the SWPPP and could also be included in 
73 the design or repair of the storm-water collection system (Option 1 or 2, Section 4.9 of the EIR). Streetscape 
74 improvements will also be considered by the TSMP, which would likely monitor and prioritize physical 
75 transportation improvements, such as roadway resurfacing, roadway medians, and sidewallc construction. 

76 Response to Comment Pll-6: 

77 The General Plan designates Innes Avenue as a secondary arterial street (see EIR Section 3.1.1, Figure 
78 3.1-2). Consistent with this designation, traffic calming measures, particularly those that reduce the number 
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79 of lanes or add impediments to travel, might not be appropriate. Such measures are not required to mitigate 
80 potential impacts identified in the EIR and are not proposed at this time. In general, street improvements in 
81 the larger Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood are being considered in the context of the Bayview-Hunters 
82 Point Revitalization Concept Plan prepared under the auspices of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 
83 and the Bayview-Hunters Point Project Area Committee. 

84 The assessment of traffic impacts on Innes Avenue was an integral part of the traffic analysis. Table 4.1-3 in 
85 Section 4.1.2 of the EIR summarizes the changes in Level of Service (LOS) at Innes A venue intersections. 
86 The results were that the LOS at these intersections would not deteriorate to E or F. Therefore, a significant 
87 impact was not identified based on the evaluation criteria given at the beginning of Section 4.1.2. 

88 While pedestrian-oriented street design is desirable on Innes A venue outside HPS, this area is not part of the 
89 HPS project. These improvements could be designed and funded as part oflarger Bayview-Hunters Point 
90 Redevelopment efforts or accomplished by the City's Department of Parking and Traffic and Department of 
91 Public Works as a separate project. 

92 Response to Comments Pll-7 and Pll-8: 

93 As described in Section 3.7 of the EIR, it is the Navy's responsibility to remediate contaminated soil and 
94 groundwater at HPS such that the site is suitable for the land uses, including residential uses, proposed as 
95 part of the Proposed Reuse Plan. The Navy's remediation efforts, which are being coordinated with the U.S. 
96 Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) and other regulatory agencies, must be protective of human 
97 health and the environment. There is already a process for public participation in the remediation process 
98 (see EIR Section 1.4.5, CERCLA Process). The Navy's remediation efforts are not the focus of the EIR. 
99 Instead, the EIR focuses on potential impacts associated with the reuse of the shipyard during or after 

100 remediation, depending on the method used by the Navy to convey the property to the San Francisco 
101 Redevelopment Agency (Agency). Reuse assumes that the Navy's remediation process and consultation with 
102 the U.S. EPA would result in use restrictions and similar mechanisms to limit potential exposure to residual 
103 contamination. Under the CERCLA process, U.S. EPA must approve the form of the deed restriction, 
104 covenant or conditions., including the enforcement mechanism. Any use restrictions would be included in 
105 the CERCLA Record of Decision. 

106 In addition to the Navy's responsibilities under CERCLA, the Agency has agreed to ensure implementation 
107 of the mitigation measures provided in Section 4.7. These measures would reduce potential impacts 
108 associated with exposure to residual soil and groundwater contamination to a less than significant level. 
109 Mitigation would be monitored via a Mitigation Monitoring Program, which would be adopted at the time 
110 the project is approved by the Redevelopment Agency Commission. Various mechanisms are available to 
111 implement the mitigation monitoring program. Monitoring is typically accomplished through permitting 
112 processes and agreements with the developer. 

113 Response to Comment Pll-9: 

114 Dust suppression during remediation efforts is the responsibility of the Navy and its contractors, consistent 
115 with work plans reviewed by the U.S. EPA as part of the CERCLA process. The dust supression techniques 
116 currently being used during remediation of Parcel B, as well as the techniques proposed as mitigation for 
117 construction activities associated with reuse (EIR Section 4.2), are proven methods. These methods have 
118 been approved and are often required by the City, U.S. EPA, and Bay Area Air Quality Management Board 
119 (BAAQMD) as a means to effectively control airborne dust. Please refer to the City's grading ordinance, the 
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120 U.S. EPA's National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), and the BAAQMD's 
121 rules and regulations, which cite required dust suppression techniques. 

122 These are cases in which dust controls are not always 100 percent effective. The "dust clouds" seen in late 
123 October and early November 1998 were raised from din tracked off site by trucks hauling clean fill material 
124 to HPS. The doors of the bottom-dump trucks were occasionally blocked from closing completely, and small 
125 amounts of clean soil (from several trucks) were released onto Innes A venue. This din was stirred up by 
126 subsequent traffic. The dust observed was not from contaminated soil. The Navy took appropriate steps to 
127 stop the spillage from trucks. Through community feedback, the Navy is very aware that dust suppression is 
128 a critical issue and has placed a high priority on the elimination of airborne exposure. There are a number of 
129 avenues available for the public to inform the Navy or the City of observed emissions. The BAAQMD is the 
130 lead agency for enforcement of the U.S. EPA's NESHAP regulations and welcomes information on visible 
131 air emissiOns. 

132 Response to Comment Pll-10: 
133 Risk assessment techniques used to select remediation levels are based on persons that live at the site, work 
134 at the site each day, or come on the site to perform construction-related work (such as excavation). The 
135 remedial levels will be sufficient to protect individuals that might be directly exposed to contaminants from 
136 the shipyard. Please refer to Section 5.4.3 of the EIR for further discussion. The current analysis cannot 
137 spc.culate on the nature of risks associated with areas outside the shipyard, such as the Bayview-Hunters 
138 Point neighborhood (see Response F2-l 1). 

139 Response to Comment Pll-11: 

140 Property disposal does not terminate federal government responsibility for contamination caused by its 
141 activities on the property. Section 120(h)(3) ofCERCLA places certain restrictions on the conveyance of 
142 federally owned property on which hazardous substances have been stored, released, or disposed of. 
143 Generally, the Navy must take all remedial action necessary to protect human health and the environment 
144 with respect to any hazardous substances on a property before it can convey the property by deed. Under 
145 certain circumstances, however, contaminated property can be conveyed by deed before all remedial action 
146 has been taken. Section 120(h)(3)(C) ofCERCLA sets forth the conditions under which the U.S. EPA 
147 Administrator, with the concurrence of the Governor, can defer the requirement of providing a covenant that 
148 all necessary remedial action has been taken before the date of conveyance. In such cases, once the Navy has 
149 completed all necessary remedial action, it must issue a warranty that satisfies the covenant requirement. In 
150 any_ case, when property is conveyed, the grantee receives covenants and indenmification's regarding 
151 environmental liability from the Government of the United States or the Department of Defense. These 
152 covenants and idemnifications provide for continuing federal responsibility for contamination resulting from 
153 federal government activities. 

154 Response to Comment Pll-12: 

155 As described in the response to Comment Pl 1-8 in Section 4.2 of the EIR, the remediation ofHPS is not the 
156 focus of the EIS/EIR analysis but is analyzed to determine whether impacts would result from reuse, ifreuse 
157 occurred during remediation. Under the Navy's IRP, discharge of contaminated groundwater is strictly 
158 controlled, and discharge to the City's combined sewer system requires a City permit. 

159 The potential impacts associated with combined sewer overflows (CSOs) are discussed in detail in Section 
160 4.9 (Water Resources) of the EIR. In addition, the following mitigation has been added to Section 4.9.2, 
161 heading "Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading "Significant and Mitigatable Impacts," Mitigation l: 
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162 "Arrange for the PUC to condition permits issued for groundwater discharge to the City's combined sewer 
163 system, so that discharges do not occur when wet weather overflows are anticipated to occur." 

164 For a discussion of dust suppression measures to control air emissions during remediation, see response to 
165 Comment Pl 1-9. 

166 Response to Comment Pll-13: 

167 Redevelopment activities at Hunters Point Shipyard would proceed pursuant to the Hunters Point Shipyard 
168 Redevelopment Plan (San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 1997). As permitted under the Redevelopment 
169 Plan and as is customary for the Redevelopment Agency, the Agency intends to negotiate a disposition and 
170 development agreement (DDA) with a primary developer selected by the Redevelopment Agency 
171 Commission. The Agency has entered into an Exclusive Negotiations Agreement (ENA) with the primary 
172 developer for the negotiation of the DDA. The ENA includes as its first goal the creation of" sustainable 
173 economic benefits and jobs for the Bayview-Hunters Point community." The goal is further articulated by 
174 the following objectives in the ENA: 

175 • Build a diverse and economically viable and sustainable community with employment, entrepreneurial, 
176 art, and educational opportunities for the economic benefit of the Bayview-Hunters Point community. 

177 • Create 6,400 permanent jobs at full build-out of the project. 

178 • Maximize participation of area residents and businesses in the pre-development, development, interim 
179 reuse, and environmental remediation ofHPS. 

180 • Create and expand economic opportunities for existing area businesses. 

181 • Provide ownership and equity opportunities for area residents and businesses. 

182 • Provide the greatest possible level of education and job training and hiring opportunities for area 
183 residents and for partnerships with community residents and businesses throughout all development and 
184 long-term management of the project. 

185 • Create small business assistance programs and incubator opportunities with linkages to larger, 
186 established businesses. 

187 • Provide for land uses and development projects that are compatible with one another within HPS and 
188 with the surrounding neighborhood, during all phases of redevelopment. 

189 The primary developer is required under the ENA to prepare and implement development proposals that are 
190 consistent with Agency goals and objectives including the ones listed above. Any development proposals 
191 submitted to the Agency by the primary developer would also be reviewed by the HPS Citizens' Advisory 
192 Committee. Further, the primary developer would be required to prepare and implement a Community 
193 Benefit Program that relates to the following: 

194 • Permanent and construction jobs, including job training, education and hiring programs consistent with 
195 articulated goals and objectives and with applicable Agency and City requirements, such as the First 
196 Source Hiring and Equal Opportunity programs. 
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197 • Investment opportunities for the community. 

198 • Business incubator and entrepreneur opportunities. 

199 • Local ownership opportunities. 

200 Response to Comment Pll-14: 
201 As permitted under the Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan (San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 
202 1997) and as is customary for the Agency as the City's affordable housing development agency, the Agency 
203 intends to negotiate a DDA with a primary developer selected by the Redevelopment Agency Commission, 
204 to ensure that a range of housing opportunities is provided at HPS. This goal is further articulated by the 
205 following objectives: 

206 • Develop well-designed new residential areas that assist in meeting a range of housing needs of the 
207 greater Bayview-Hunters Point community and the City. 

208 • Develop and implement a permanent affordable housing program that makes available at least 20 
209 percent of all new and rehabilitated housing types to low- and moderate-income households, maximizes 
210 the number and level of affordable housing, and is consistent with the housing needs identified by the 
211 Mayor's Office of Housing in cooperation with the Agency. 

212 • Provide an appropriate mix of ownership and rental housing with the maximum number of units at the 
213 lowest possible price. 

214 Development proposals submitted to the Agency by the primary developer would be reviewed by the HPS 
215 Citizens' Advisory Committee. Along with preparing and implementing development proposals that are 
216 consistent with Agency goals and objectives, including the ones listed above, the primary developer would 
217 be required to prepare and implement a Community Benefit Program that relates to affordable housing, 
218 including a description of the number and size of units, phasing and linkage principles, anticipated timing of 
219 availability, price range, and levels of affordability. 
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ALLIAl\'.CE FOR A CLEAS WATERFRONT 
. .; .','i!IK-urk n/ Vivtf'Se Communil)', Po/weal and f..·l'IV1ronmcmtal Ju.tm:e Or1;cm1:ar10,1 .. 

January 19, 1999 

Engineering Field Activity WuL 
Naval 'Fa.cilities. Engineering Command 
Attn. Mr. Gary Munek1wa, Code 7032, Bldy 209/J 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Bruno. CA 94066-.500(1 

City and County of San Fra.nciseo 
San Francisco Planrung Depanmenl 
Attn Ms Hilary Gitelman 
1660 Miuion Street, 5th Floor 
SM Francisco, CA 94103 

RF. nraft EIS/EIR for Dispos.al and Reuse of Hunters Point Shipyard 

Dur Mr. Munckawa and Ms. Gttelman: 

Thank you for pro\llding the opponuniry 10 comment on this second version or lhc:: Draft 
Envirorunental Impact Statemcnt/EnviroMJental Impact J\.eport (EISJ'EIR.). We appreciate lhe 
rcsponsiveneas of she City and the Navy to our requests last year to rewrite and recirculate th.is 
document. We also 1ppreciate the extension of the comment period provided b:y the 
Redevelopment Agency and Plannin.s Commission. 

Our Alliance is drawn together by a wion of an environmentally and socially su1tainable 
community built on 1 foundauon of dean water and environmental justice Flowinai from tlus 
vision we arc concerned with the HPS EIS/EIR treatment of the obvious issues of Water 
Resources, Utihtiea, Hazardous Material' and Ware. and Land Use. Our vision alto extends 10 

the linked issues ofTransponation, Air Quality, Public Services. and Bio1ogical Resou:-ccs. 
Ultimately it involves the question oft.he relationship berween the Bayview-Hunters Point 
community and the redeveloped Hunters Poim Shipyard Will jobs and business opponun.itie1 so 
to the people living nearby who would travel the: ahonest distance? Or will they be by-passed by 
commuters from the far cornerJ orthe Bay Reaion7 

ln addition to our shared r;onccrns that are linked lo clean water. the Alliance is committed to 
expeditious redevelopment of the Shipyard according lo the soil' and objective• laili out ir: the: 
H.euse Plan. We are mindful that the Bayv1cw0 Hunicr1 Point commuruty actively 'l)anu:ipatcd m 
sl\.aping the Reuse Plan. We aupport their etrons to create a new Shipyard thAt will complen~cnt 
their neighborhood and address its most pressing.needs by providing jobs, bu1incss opportunitic5, 
affordable housing, and open space iaracicd to Bayview-Hunters Point residents. 

We a.re al'o 'en1itive to community concerns about existing enYironmcntal problems in DayY1ew
Hunters Point. poor air quality, l1igh ra1c1 of asthma. cancer and other diseases, hundreds of 
contaminated brownfield sites, inadequate rransponation links with the rest of the city and re~on 
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currently limit oppununities and dearadc the quality ot"lite. We sh&te the view that redevelopment 
of HP S needs to correct these problems. not make them worse. 

The HOii of the Alliance in commenting on 1his ElSIEIR is to suenschen tbe prospects thal reuse. 
will achieve these ends We look to the envuonmcntal review proceu 10 ensure th.at Shipyard 
redevelopment will be supported with the infrastructure and public services needed to protect the 
Project's neighbon and new residents from the burden ofenvironmcntal impacts. The Bayvu:w
Huntcrs Point community mutt not be required to choose between economic oppon.unity and " 
health.NI environment. 

Many of ihe orga.niz:ations panicipating in the Alliance ue also submitting comments individually 
that provide addirional detail but we are in aa17cement on the broad range of issues prc:sc11ted in 
or combined comments that follow. 

We remain at your service to resolve the i11ues that conccm us. 

Contact: Ew Bad at Arc EcoloS)' 
13'3 Market Street, Suite 1107 San Francisco, California 94 lOJ Phone 4 t S 495 l 786 

Miclu,cl Thom~ 
Corinne Woudf 
Mik~ Lown .. ~ 
R11th C,'rall011is 

J"ne Morrison 
D11-,Ul!Awu 
Cl11Md1 Wilso11 
Amy Q1dr• 
Beryl Magilavy 
Doug Kern 
JtffMarmer 
John Rainwatu 
Aaron Pulci11 
Meg R11illy 
Peter Reiclt 
E11t1 Boclt 
Oll11 Webb 
Saul 8100111 

Communities for a Better E.nvironmcntlSa!'er Projec.:t 
Mission Bay Conservancy 
San Francisco BayKeeper 
Golden Oate Audubon Society 
San Francisco Tomorrow 
Save San Francisco Bay Association 
Southeast Alliance for Environmental Jwlice 
Sunset Community Democratic Club 
Sustainable City 
Urban Watcnhcd Project 
W11tcwaier Solutioru 
California Lcape ofConsef\'ation Vnten 
South End Rowers Club 
Dolphin Club 
Sailboarders Envirorunemal Alliance 
Publi' Tru11 Group 
Haz·Mtt CoMectlons, B1y View Advocates 
Arc Ecoloby 
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COMMENTS ON THE HPS EIS/EIR 

l. STORMWATER AND SEWAGE (WATER RESOURCES AND UTILITIES) 
The way that that San Franolsc:o dispo1c.1 miu ssormwalcr and aewa1e is not a matter of abstract or 
aQdcrnic interest lo rhe Bayview-Hunters Poim c:ommunicy. The City'• failure to provide w11c:r trcatmenr 
1ystem1 able: to accommodate peak Joa.di ofw11erbornc: wastes hu required these resident' to live nein 10 

a malodorous aewase facility that overilows during atonny we.athor Thi• Jli1lorii:al (but hardly bemgn) 
ftCJlea hu SLllTOUndcd t.hi.s community Jiving in I mlJftUiCCRt bayshorc location with polluted bay waters 
harboring inedible: fish 

Planning for new development to send addilional normwatcr and sewage to the Bayview.Munterr Poinr 
S~age Traunent Plan will cause the lower income people of color Who compriae Lha1 commusury to 
bear a disproponinnate burden of the City'11nvironmenfll burden. Jt i• 1 udly typical eqmple of the 
kind or sovcmment deci1ion lhat save biith 10 .Environmental Ju&tice prosrarn1 and requirements. 

The Alliance for 1 Cla.n Waterfront promota on-site treatment a.ad rec:yding of11ormw11er and ecwage. 
mtegratcd into lar;e deYelopment projecl.I. Jt beJins the prooett of lifting rhc unfair burden ohrating the 
whole city's 1cw1gc that the B1yv;ew-Hunter1 Point community bat bomc for many years. 

HPS redevelopment i• a project for which t.his aoluLlon ii especially well·suhcd The need for 11 new 
system or stormwatcr neatmcnt is pressing. . 

• ctment approaches are iD&dcquatc. 
• groundwater has the potential to be a long-term 1criou1 problem since redevelopment will 

occur on land wnb residua.I conwnination due 10 anticipated "risk bued clcanupM; 
• there art JtW1Y aubsi11ence fishermen in the area; 
• the Project will require complete replacement of the mftastructurc (why not do n right?), and 
• at about !100 acres, the project indudcs enough land to accommodate the landscaping and 

ticihties needed 10 carry out water treatment and recycling. 

Concerns about the individu&I and wmulative 11onnwatcr and sewase impacu of this Project, includinK 
their environmental ju11ice implications, hive 1haped our commenu on this EIS/I.IR We suppon the 
goal' and nbjectiVet Corre.use developed by the community; our commenu speak to the need 10 ensure 
that 1t1te·of·the·art, Ions term 1ust11nabl1solu1ions10 the .Plan'• potential environmental impacts are 
mtegran:d into the Redevelopment Plan that will ultimately govern reuse 

A. Navy Oiaposal 
Problem. 'Ibc EIS/EIR il~lf sutt11e1t.1 thal simple act of lhe Navy duposuig of HPS will change the-

llltus of the propc:ny'11tormwater systems from adequate (lncets a.ppliablc st1nduds) to 8 
mal.lc:qu110 (does not comply with standards that r.ub1equcntly apply) "The City's PIZ 
prelimin&ry assessme.nt of the existing ttonn water system indic:&tcs 1hA1 11 does not operate -Z 
to City sia.nd11d1andwillrequire1ub11an11.1I repairs or replacemcn11." (pase ). I .. I) V1nuali 
the SAme statement appears on p&Jc: l· 151 describ1na the storm drain s)·stcm 
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Com"'anta on MPS £15/EIA 

Thia observ&lion is critical becauaa the "615/EIR. conaidan a •violauon ofFederal. ame, or 
local storm water di.scharae standards or wastewater 1tandard1" to be a threshold of 
siainificancc !or environmentoJ imp&Cts. (paae '4-96) 

We question. therefore, the conclmiolU that thuc are no stonnwater Md sewage impa.c:u 
moci11ecl with the: Navy's dispoul oCHPS. 

Remedy: la tbe fiftll EISIEIR. laclude 1 tborou1b analyail or tbe legal and practical 
implicalioRJ of Navy CODYrJ'&nce lo tb• Citr or. 1ub-1tandard J)'llem, includin1 
liablllsy 10 the Cl17. Consider u n1i1i1a1lon Nny up1rade or 1he 1y11em1. 

B. Mare Stringent ThrHhold of Significant NHd•d 

8 

Problem. The EIS/clR considers the threshold of sisnifiancc for stonnwatcr 10 be compliance with 
existing regul1tio1U (pase 4.96). Thas dou not seem reasonable for a JO-year redevelopmen 
plan since it i1 predictable that standards will bclcome more demanding duriJ1' this Lime 
period. 11 i1 also inconsistent with environmental justice concerns. aince existing regular1onr. 
subject neiahbors of the scwaa:e trcarment plant to overllnws, odors, and possable heallh 8

12
_
3 twardl . 

•• •!1°·.:1h·: Chan1e the lhrahold IO lhll it conaidcn am: dilcbar1c or untreared ltormwater into 
;lie Bay 1h1C is cauaed by tb1 Project (individually or cumul1uively with other projects 
in aoulbe11c San Franclaco) co be• 1l1ntncaa1 envlronmcntal lmpacc. Conalder 
atormwater 011-1il& 1tormw11er treatment and rtC)'clin1 •• a mitisation. 

However, the liISIEIR fails to conlidor that 1uc:h optiona will require 1pace (i.e. land) 
su11eJic.ally located where the storm water " !lowing. A main t\Jncuon of both the Reuse 
Plan and 1h1 R.1d1velopmen1 Plan is deciding where open space areu will be located. Vet, 
aowhcre in the EIS/EIR. do the autbon make tho coMections botwccn land use and 
1tom1water system needs For example. He. Land Use, Chapter " 4 describing other open 

c tew1D11lll•HllH~C0"'2 ATFJ111111ry 1 II 1111111 
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C-..nt1 tlf'I t.ltS EIS/t' IA 

1paee aol.ls; no mention is made of u:cornmodatins atonn water pollutton cnntrol 1ystema. 
such as Jarse scale und filters 

Many alremativts addreuing pollution of municipal and industnal 11orm w11er pollution 
include the use oflarae IC&le filter1, pa11y 1wa.Je1 and othu elcmenu that can only be 
accommodated within available open IJJICCI. Similarly, there are tcchnolosies available ro 
prevent the Project ium con1ributin1 additional sa.niwy w111e to the Ci1y'1 c:omb1ned 1cwcr 
system and, ul1imately, to MWage ovcrtlows inut lal&ia Creek. These include a local ttearmcnt 8 
syJtem th11t would treat unitary wute to a high enoup quaJiry to efficicmJy reclaim i1 <1n- P12-4 
1itc: for irris11lon. toilet Oushing and other usci. This solution would need space \\ilhin the 
reuse plan 

Similarly. the EISIEIR '• d.iscuHion of incrcued saniwy wurc: OoWJ resulting from L!ie 
Project makes no 1%Wnpt to conclaie the land uses and infrastructure needs of the Pl.an with 
potential 1a.n.it1ry waste treatment and manatemllnl aJrern1tive1 that may require 1p1<.e 

Remedy: A1 part or preparation oftlle Fln1I ElSIEJR. undert1u 11tudy ortht 1pati1l tnd 
locational DHda or on·ahe atonnwater and 1ewa11 rruunmc. Throuch 1he mih1:1tlon 
proceu, require mid11don or &ht Jltu1t Pia.a and lhe Radn1toprnent Plan to ::n1utt 
that the l11nd UH map b co111i1t1u1 with lhat land needs 10 Uiat tbat trtatm•!tU 
optlont are oot pn-tmpted. 

t;nfol"lun1tel1. althou1b C1tellu1 DtYelopmtnl bll bern very 1uppon~vt or in1taU1n1 
1uch rtJten, Cht 1v1ilabl1 apace in tbe reu11 plan for Mbaion Bay limhed the area• tha 
lht fallen could bt installed lo two aerment• or the projttt. nttricting the potential or 
nacen, and the potrntlal ror 1Uinc 1torm wattr tre1Unent facililic:.1 iu tbOH areas. The 
RPS EISIELR 1hould ron1lder 1djuarm1n1110 tht reuH plau to mu•miie tbr 
redntlopment projttl'I ability to incorporate llDnn water ~ontrol mt11uru in open 
lpAtt anal. 
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Camm11'1t all MPS E.SIEIR 

Both NEPA and CEQA purpc11u would be well aerved to the e&lcnt tbac thi1 I:IS/ETR 8 
provid•• the public and dedaionmall.cn wltb iaformalioa that enables them lo Pl2 5 

inte1rate 1nvlronment11J:r 1ouad 1cw11e and w111ewatcr trellment into thl.I Project in -
iu early 1t11u. 

D. lnad•qu1t• Diac;uaalon of Relatlon1hip to Tr1n1portation 

Problem: There j5 dso no auempl in the revi1cd ElSIEIR. to corTc:late transparution plannina ""ilh 
storm water pollution impacu. Tb• EISJEUl acknowledacs that more c:ara will cause more 
pollution to now \'ia aonn water from auecu. "Typical sourca of' polluca.nu from parking 
lots include fluid leaks trom vehicles, br&ke pad wear, tire abrasion, pavement wc:ar, 
1edimenta, pc:a1icida from landseapcd ucaa. and atmoaphtric: deposition. Types of pollutants 
may inc:ludo oil and sreue, meul1, hydtoc:ubons, and orpnic: pollutants, as well as 
scdimcnu M (paae l-145) 

No c:onelauon between the arcu ofincrtued ll'afiic and nraicgic plac:cmenl of uorm water 
treatment mcasure1 is di&e:U11cd (pcrhap1 sand filters located within cicpanded street medians. 
for example). 

Remedy: a)Indude proj1ction1 ia lbe Final ElS/ElR of tbt rna.1imum laad area ror pned 1Q1 

parldn1 area1 allowed by Dai1n for Development. Thea project reduclioos that could \.:..:;) 
be 1u11ained It lbe Rednelopmeat Plan wen amended to Include automobile 

Problem. 

Remrdy: 

dbiaccatwu aad otber mlllg1tioa1 ac a level that would n:ault in no u11miti11ble 
tr1n1partatlon or •II' quaHC)' impacts. 

b)Calculatrthe net "1nln11" or runotr pollutants dilcb1r;ed ro the Bay ir thr Project 
limited park.in& 10 the "duced amount, inttead ohbc 1moun1 thal the Plan currently 
would permit. 

c)Then rouchly calculate tbc amount or llormwatcr that could be treated ii the land 
area "reclaimed" from paved par1Un1 wen usrd ln111ad ror normwater trearmenc. 

d)E1tim11e tbt net difference between the volume of pollu11n11 e11tcrin2 the Bay under I 
lhe parkinc and lbt 1tormwater treatmtnt actnarios. i 

e)Dtsi'n mitigation• baaed oa the1e multi. I 
Scwase ovcrtlow1 at Yosemite Channel caused by CS01 currently impi.ir benefic1al uses of 
the Bay near HPS. 

Con1idtr any addilioa lo CS01 by new dev1lopn11nc al BPS lo be an cn,-ironmcnul 
in1paicc. lndudc &1 mili1adon1 requlrc111cn1110 prnen& dtacharze or groundwater to 
the ll"Cltmeal plant durine and for a (cw dl)'I followin1 a 1toma. 
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E. Treating S•w•g• on-alt• 

Al.._nc:t lor Claen W111rt1or.1 

....,uery 11. '"' 
Com11111111 on ttf'I !ISIEIR 

Problem In di.M:U11ins aanimy wutc, the EISIEIR does not appear 1u contemplate saparatine out the 
cxistin, CSO syttem within Youmitc Channel. There 11 no analy1i1 of oppcnunilics to 
separate the stonn water sy1tem from 1ani1ary wutc in this area or Huntcu Point in order to 
reduce the quantity or combined ICWCT overflows into Yotcmitc Channel. 

The disc;uuion of s&nit&I)' wutc mitigation fails lO address the potential ar I localized 8 
treatment aystem that would prl'Vem addiiion&l 11w1a1flow110 the wsting Southeut P12·7 
acwagc plant and which would more efI'ecaivdy and cftic:icntly accommod1te local reuse of 
treated wutewatcr. 

Remedy: Tht Final EJSJEIR necdl &o anal,ze 1pact requircmenu ar an on•tlle 1ewage tru1mrnt 
racilicy and provide mlti(llion• 1mendln1 the Rldtvtlopmtnl Plan to requirr lhi1 
option. Jn addition, the Rcuae and Redevelopment Plan1' opt"n apace tomponHU 
1hould co111id1r the HallabiUIJ or apace for trtt plantin11 tbat could abo bt 
lncorponurd •• • Hrtlaey 1n1tmenr compaaenl of• aani&aey watrc treatment plan. 

F. The B1ckbon• Plan 
Problem. lt i1 unclear what the s&alus is of lhc Backbone Plan. The earlier venion of the Draft EJSIEIR 

see.med to UJ11me that that Pl&D would be followed, and indicated that ir was one of the 
Joc:umcnu beina 1'8Yl1wed u part ufthc Project; the cwnm ve:Jion oCthc .EIS/Em 1ppeu1 8 
t" consider the Backbone Pl.an &imply u I pouibiliay. (pair 4-97) The text or the currenl Pl 2-8 
document 1nd1cates that inft'amuc1urc replaceman could be mcriemenuJ. timed to 1c:c:omp1ny 
dC"YClopment makca clear that I.he above c:onc~s need to be considered in this EIR p:occss 

Remed1: Clarify whether &he Bar::kbone Plan ii likely to be used. Ir not, analyu how the 
increment.al appn»ach would be impl1mtnt1d and how lb imp1c11 would br: mitigated. 

G. Unclear Numbers 
Problem: Jn Impact 2 (page 4·92), 1he authors cite a baseline or 240 mgy or Slonnwater currently 

discharaed via HPS · cvm:nt 1epar11ed 1tonnw1&c:r 1yaem 

Remedy: Explain 1hc cmpiric:&l aourc:i: and derivation of this amount. 

Problem· The discuuipn ltuc.t tbal there will be l:Zi mll)' after redevelopment. (Table: 4 9-2. p1gc 4. 
89) However. 1121" avcraae rainfall per year (the figure used in the Mission Bay analyr.i,), 
the volume or rain filling on the s11e would be 2Blmgy 

JJ111cltul)'tU11" - J.1$/e11ty1ar 
fa•Vyf!ar :r 4fJJ oa•s • IJ62.1J oo•-f••£)'tlar 
86J.7J Ot:rl-JICl/)l'ltu Z J]6,000 go//ons/t;U;T~-juot - 18/.1Jmd/1on XDIJOTJ:Sl')>rQr 

Jbmcdy: Ezplain the 1mpirical 1ource and derivation orl27mc. What runorr coefficzentt were 
u1ed! £splaila wla7 it ia lower &ban tbc ba11lln1. E.lpl1in fhe 1uumpliont that wenl into 
Table .C.J..2. Bow much l1ad would be needed lo treat tbi1 quantity or 1tormwater? 

8 

8 
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n. LANO USE 

A. Relatlon1hlp ta Stormwatar lmpacll 

A.1:1anc:1 lot C; .. n Waterfront 
Jettuery 1 Cl I illlil 

Commettts on HPS EllSIEIA 

Problem: There is no indicuion chu open 1p1ce in suf6c:ieru amount and appropriate locat1un would be 
available to tr .. t all 11ormwatar on·1ite. 8 

Pt:!-! I 
Remedy: Include• 1tud7 o(lbi1 ilaue in &be Final ElSIEIR and modiry the land uae map1 in the: 

Reu1e and the Redcvclopmeac Plan1 accordincly. (lee di1cu11ion above) 

B. Pot1ntial Conflict between Plann•d R11identlaf and Open Space Uaes with On· 
going R1m1dl1tlon ActlvltlH 

-:>roblcm. We were very pleucd that the l?ISl.E.Ill c:.on1idered these potential impaccs and a.srcc tha1 
subsequent focused cnvironmcnul review will be nceded.(pase 4""'9) We are coru:emcd. 
however, 1hlc the EIS/EIR. concludes that thctl: are no potential Land Use environmental 
imp&Ctl despite this 1n1ly1i1. Imufticient Information dou n~t auppon a c:onclu1ion of no 8 
impact. Ilalher i1 requires a !onnal' ccmmicmcnc to perform focused cnvironmcnta.I review P 12- l 2 
wben Wonnalion becomes available an with a speciftc projea seeks approval. 

Remedy: Jdendry tbil land uH connict u a pocaatlal 1l1nllieaa1 impact and miairate with &be 
nquinmcnl to perform •n initiaJ a11a1meat wben rald111tial or open 1pacc proj rcu 
are prupoHd within a 1p1clnc di1tanc1 (1uch 11 150 yards) or current or 11pccted 
l"lmedlarion projects. Thia 1hould 1110 be estrndtd to childno'a facilitia, 11111itivc 
commercial (1uc.h 11 restaurantnrlrb outdoor 1eaUa1). RAD laboratorie•, and 
cduc:arional and cuhural land uaea. 

C. Uncl11r Relatlonahip between th• Two Part• of the Proj1ct f Reuse Plan and 
Redevelopment Plan) and b•tween th• Project and Cho General Plan 

1. The Relatian•hip betwHn the Reuse Plan and San Francisco General Plan 
Problem. The EIS/E.IR is evasive about possible inconailrencie£ between the Reuse Plan and the 

General Plan, (pase 4-SO-Sl} There as 1 discussion about the need to modify mapa of same 
ot'lhc Elements, and the vt1gue condusion that "On the whole, proposed land uses and land 
use policie5 cont1U1cd in the reuse plan ordinance would be compatible with City policy." 

This scnenil rclucl&ftCC of the 11.1r.hcr1 to pro\lide d.Wled inf'orma&ion about potential 
inconsistencies· of the Reuse Plan With the Cienerll Pl111 echoe1 a theme sounded in the first 
version of this draft EISl.EIR.. In that document, the tl'ln promised an appendix witl'\ a 
detailed analy1i1, but no &uch appendiic wu included Jn that culier version of the draft 
EISIEIR.. the authori sugesied 1hc:y might modit)' the Ocncral Ph.n to much lhe Reuse Plan 
to reconcile incansit1cncit1. In lhb version, thlY offer the same aeneral strategy Jf the Reuse 
Plan iA ever incorporancd into the GeneraJ Plan.(pase 4-50) 

Alt Ecology"s comments on that culier document arc sull relev111t .. 
Another cumple of an 1n1dcquate approach to mit1sat1on 11 the vague promise 

P•ll• 0 

8 
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Comm•11I• o:ot "?S EISJFIR 

{not aaually liatcd 11 a mitigauon) 10 address ihe incompa1ihili1y of the Proposed 
Reu11 Plan with the General Plan by modifying th• Ci.neral Plan 11 i1 not poar.iblc 
to determine where the conllicts a.re or it they a.re lignific:.nt because the EISIE.IR 
provides no details, but t.hi1 approach to rcconcili.ns the dift'crcncee tl'\lly 8 
undermines the rationale for con£ormance The reuon ror c:omparins the Reuse P 12. J J 
Plan to the Genera! Plan i1 to make sure that the area plan tits into the ovrrall 
vision for the city. Modifying the Rt1111 Plan to conf'onn to the General Plan rums 
I.his statewide objective on its head, especially when vmous findings of no imp1c1 
are baaed °" General Plln policies. 

R.emedy: Analyze all poterati1l dlll'ereneu bf.rween the Reun Plan and th• C1neral Plan. 

2. Th• Role of th• Reua• Plan 
Probli:m Further complicatina the rtl1tion1hip between the Rwte Plan and the General Plan, the 

cuncm version ofthe EIS/Em anticipates that the Reuse Plan (which the Doud or 
Supc:rvison adopted as a Propo1ed Area Plan) mipt never actually make ii into 1he General 
Plan .. MThe Proposed Reae Plan mu be incorporated inU> the City's General Plan in the form 812·14 
of a new Area Plan." (Pase 4'·50 cmphu1' added) 

If the Reuse Plan is not incorpor11ed into the General Plan. it would seem 10 have no offic11I 
function or weight u a plannin1 document under S&ate Planmnal.&w. 

Thia would present a WlQlll problem. not j1.11t bec:au1e n would Jimison the plan developed 
and endorsed by the B1yviCV1·1iuntm Point community. More li1nificantly, it would attm to 
leave the R.cdevclopman Plan (Appendix C) remaining 11 the 1in8'c plannin1 document with 
teeth. I 

' 

Rtmrdy: Esplain whal the role otthe Reuw Plan would be in 10¥1min1 redenlopment of BPS 
if it 11 D.!!J adopaed 11 1n 1rea pllD and b llJU otherwiH incorporated into rite General , 
Plan. To Wbll tztent would lmplementaaion or the Redevelopment Plan need to carry 
out tht aoall and objectiv• or the ReuH Plaa if thr RtuH P&an dou DJU bccom• I part l 
of the Gcnual Plan! 

3. The Relationahip b•twHn th• AeuH Pl•n and tht Redevelopment Plan 

Problem The ltedevelopmcnl Plan. eucpl for its Land U11 Plan, is Vlnually a boilerplate 
docummt 1h1l is hardly specific to 'I.ht HPS site. 11 does not reference the special needs and 
concerns 0CB1yv1~·llunteu Point. The policiea that the CAC and the community labored . 8P

12
•15 

over for many months are I.imply not included in the Redevelopment Plan. 

The formal objectivu of die Jledevtlopment Plan do DOI mention Bayview·Hu111cra Poinl ur 
South Bayshore in any 'WI)'. The only rcrcrcntc to the 1d11cc:nt community 1ri the 
Kedevdopment Plan iJ a repnnl oft.he General Principles o(the Citizens AdYlsory 
Comm.inee However theie princ:iplas are clearly preseuted as the views of the CAC. not a 
statement ofl\edevclopmcnt A5cncy policy 
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"The CAC adopted a scs ol' plarmirl& pidelinct io frame thar 1du1 for the 
development ind reintesr11ion oftbe Shipyard into the social. economic and 
physical fabric: o(Bayvicw Hunters Poim .. The CAC au1dehnes rC'Prcsent a mona 
grgug conss;nws and lb!! Cgmmincc fec!5 that they 1hould set lhe tone for the 
renewal ofth1 projce\ area.• (Jledevelopmast Plan pase S • emphasis added) 

Remedy: (a) .\Dalpe all potential ditrercncu berwec.a the Reun Plan and tbr Redevelopment 
Plan. 
(b) Explain the CSltlU lO wbida implemcntalloa artbe Redevelopment Plan would bt 
regujrcd 10 be c:oruiuent with C\C principle.a. 

4. The Relationahlp between the Redevelopment Pl1n and the General Plan 
Problem: The f.IS/EIR is altogether silent about conainmcy between the Jledevelopmcnt Plan a.nd the 

General rlan. Thia ia surprisin; because rcprueni.Uve1 o(thc SF Planning Depanmcnt 
usun:d the Redevelopment AalnCY Board on 1/14197. when tha Board adopted the HPS 
Jlcdcvelopment Plan, that potemi.11 c:onf1iei1 between the two plannina documents would be 
thoroughly e.xplorod when the R.edcvclopmc:nt Plan was subjected to environmental review ! 

8 

I 

Potential contlicts bttwea the Redevelopment Plan and the General Plan are p1n1cul11rly 
1
191 .. _ 16 

troublina because 1he Design rat Development suw. "All new d:vclopment sha.11 meet the , -
requiremenu of the Ocnenl Plln and applic:able codes including cr.a.ngcs or amendments : 
:!1creto u may be m1de subsequent to the adoption of the Redevelopment Plan except 10thg:1 
mem thll the dl4ngcs and 1mcndmcnn cpnOiCJ wjtb !he qprm proyjsjpns of the · 
Rcdcyclopmcnt Plan and tbjs OClilD fQt Qey;lggmcot." (pase Sl ufthc Oo1ign for 
Dcvdopment cmpham added) 

Remedy: •)Analyze all potential difl'crencu berween the Redevclopmem Plan and the General 
Plan. 
(c) E1plaiD to what 11t1nl tbe imptementarlon or lh1 Rcdevdopment Pla11 would be 
rrgyired io be c:on1i11eat wUJ:a the zonln1 ordinaacea aad public works codes. 

D. Land UH• P1rmltt.1d by the Redevelopment Plan 
Problem: Tha lledcvclopmant Plan specifically allows land usu under its lndustrial, Research and 

Dcvclupmcnt, and Maritime Jndwuial land use ca&cgoria LIW would have potcnually 1 

s1gnific1.rn environmental impacts (paacs 9-11 or !he Redevelopment Plan} Ex.amplcs oflandj e 
uses that could potentially aeneratc h&z&rdous wutcs ate . J p12_17 

• the nia.nuflU:lurinii. proceuin3, fabricating. and assembly of chemicals ind allied : 
produces. pmna.ry and fabricated metal products. and cleariC&llelcctromc equipment ! 
and pans (in the lndu&Uial category), · 

• the mo.nufacturing. proceuin11. fabrit:atin1, and as1cmbly of X·ray apparuus and 
tubes, and diagnostic submr.ccs, and 

• virrually all the Manwnc lnd1.mri1l la.nd uses 

Several pcnnim:d land usu 1n th• lndustnaJ category could polcnti.ally 1cncra&c: large 

Pl91 I 
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volumes oflruck u&ftic ·an iuuc or particular conccm to the Bayview-Hun1cn Point 

1 
community which it &lrc.ady burd111ed with more than their fair share orthe city's truck traffic 
betause of the pattern of c:xi1tiri1 routa These uses potential include I 

• the proce:sling oUood products (depending on the scale of operations). 8 
• anickins and courier aervic:a, and · P 12 .11 

• warehousins and distribution. 

Remedy: Identify tht pot.ndal impactl or permllred lancl 11111 and pnwidtt mitisation In &he 
farm or requirement• for additional envlroamen1al rtvlew 

E. Tidelands Trust 
Problem We 1pprcc:i11e the di$CUSsion of Public lN$l tJWe.s and e11:pca that tho Final EISJelR will be: 

able to include a description of the anticipated land trade described on page 4. SI . lf there is 8 
not an aarcemcnt about the trade by that time. the im:on1istenciu of the Jleur.e and the r 12 .1 g 
'Redevelopment Plan1 with Public Tru11 requirements would be 1plic:an1 impacu requiring 
mitigation 

Remedy: Jadude Public: Truce inca111l11eaeie1 in the Final ElSIEIR ircher have not been 
raolved. Otberwile analJU potential impana of Ute trades. 

IU. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
We appreciate that the disaJSsion ofHuardous Maten&.ls includca 1 more thorouah description of the 
Sb.ipyard conwninants than in the previous veraion of the EISJEIR However. the a.irrcnr doc:umenu 
continue' to l&c:k tho full ranae o{i.nlormarion noc:cuuy ror the public and 09iciaJ1 to make informed 
dccisiozu tbuul r1C1Jsr: of the s.lte. 

A. Cleanup to Reuse • Und•rstanding Undertylng Assumptions 
Problem. Although Scee.ion 3 7 .. 3 includes a brief explanation tor nsk based cleanup' tpagc 
3-99). it fails to identify a major J'l"Ohlcm thal 11 likety to OC4;ur u a con11quence of1'avy 
dispoul ofHJ>S p1rc1l1. The problem i1 that information about residual conwnination 
needed to protea future usm or 1he ate could become mac:cesaible. Io undemand the 
problem. it is necessary lO appreciue lhe kind of q1.11ntitative a.naly1il that determines 
rcmedi1:1 in "risk bucd deanup5" tlw the Navy ii undenaking at HPS. 

Ar. the expltnauon on page 3.99 suue1t1, a n1k based ciWlllp occurs when the agency 
re.cpon.&ihle for eleanup (the Navy in the e11e oCHJ>S) deimn1nes that the remedy for 
c:ontarnination it to limit people·' ac:ceu to enc toxie5 rather Ihm to rcmuvc or treat those 
toxics to federal and 1u.tc 1tandud1. TM bmita on acccu c:an be phyaical (capping a sne. 
erectinJ a ftnc:e around It) and/or soc:i&I (establiahina Nies that allow peop&t to work but not 
live on the site, or that limit children'• use of the lite) In the 11.me way that regulaLory 
a11cncie1 (USEP A. CalEP A) bavc quantified 11ane11rda for the treatn11n1 or removal of toxics 
(nOn·nsk bued cleanups), they quantify lhe huJth risks AHOcilled with lim1ta1ton1 on Ule or 
ft site 

The isiouc 11 that terms such as "lndustNl standud" and "residential standard'" arc a very 
rouah s.honharn:l that c;ommunie&tCI a wide ranae of mean1nss The clec:111un to clean a r.nc to 

c ,.,..lll&lbHea1MPCOM2.RTS:.l•nvery It 1HI P•D• 8 
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an "indusuil.I standan:l", for eurnplc. ill bued on studies (on animals) 1uSBe1ting that the 
problhiliry thlt an adult human who 1pend1 250 d&y1 pet yw for 25 yca.r1 1xpo11d to tox.ic:s 
on the ground ll.ltface on the aitc: will develop cancer (over and beyond lus or her risk 
otherw\11) is between 1 in 10,00!> and t m l,D00,000. A more complicated eicample it that 
cleanup ro 1 rcsidenrial sWldlrd (whidl usumn lSO days per year for 2<4 ycarJ, and usumc.s 
use o( the site by children) doea not always mean a lack or tcsuicions. Rcsulators m.ay 
consider ir safe for families to live on a 1111, but not to cat vegetables grown in thc:ir 
backyard. 

The EIS/ED\ docs not e:icplorc whether the Navy RODs on Shipy1rd cleanup will convey 
critic&I information abo"'t we restriction aufficicnt to ensure thlt future users are not eitposed 
to greater riskl than a.ccepu:d by cleanup dcaliom 

For example. on pase l·IDO we ue assured that the Human Health &sic A.st«:ssmcnrs for 
p.arcds A.8.C.J.'>. and ! addr11Nd borh a "colMICl'a&Uresiden&ial and indusrn.IJ reuse 
scenario" but the Navy 'Record ofDecilion (ROD) on 1hc "completed'' cloanup.1 (Parcell A 
~nd B) du not spc:ll out wlw lc.inds of activities could be usociated wnh each scenario. 

The unccna.intie1 for the rest of the Shipyard are even greater since the Navy ha.s not ye& 
d111crminc:d wmt lcvd o( dcanup II will undc:nakc: 11 P.arcc:b c. D. E, and F. 

This same problem emeries with Mitigation J, which would require implementation a.nd 
monitorins of use restrictions. This i.1 an impona.nt mitigation and we are pleased that it i• 
included. How1Ver, ii docs not dcsc:ribe that the ban of"non·residcntill uses" would also 
need to includ1 a proJu'bition of child-occupied fiu:ililie1 (such as school1 and childcare: 
f1ciliti11), and ve;etable/&uic 9ardc.n1. Thcte addition&! restrictions require: a. much more 
1horou1h and complicaced i.mplementaLion and mo1111orina sysicm A c:omp.111y that allows 
employees to dcvclop a gan:len rwemy yean ftom now is nol likely to apply for a City pcnn11: 
nor would ii necenarily ask the Cil)' for permission if it decides to set uide a small amount 
or space for childwe halfway 1hrou1h the next century 

Remedy: To 1arec11ard future Ulen or Shipyard lllt.'1 lhlt ban (or wlll have) under1onc 
.. duaup to rcun". the EISIEIJl need• to require the~.,...,. 10 1pell oul in ii• ROD1 the 
speciDc auumprions and rutriction1 uadertyiac each risk based cleanup. The ROD1 
ace.cl to Hplain tbat ruidencial 1cenaria1 aaaume longer 11.po111n d11r1doa aad more 
incenae upo1ure (i.e. children playina outside). And tbll tbc cooc1ntralion1 ur 
cbemlcall left la lilt IOll WW be tilnificantly lower for re1idential ICCDU'iOI than for 
indu1trial 1cenario1. The RODI Detd to 1pecifJ chat a parcel cleaned to indu1tri1I 
1tandard1 will not be u1able for rc1ldentlal purposa unlu1 additional cleanup (cleanup 
to lower chemical c:ouc:entratioa1) ia undcnakcn. 

The Redn·elopment Plan In particular DH.di to be amended to account ror the ract thal 
pn1pcny not deaned to ruidencial 1tandard1 will coacinue lo be eacumbcrc&.I b7 to1ic1 
by maintatatn& easily accculblt. dltlailed information abou1 anr rcurictions on use, by 
requiring the master dcvdoper 10 in111ra11 thi1 inrormadon Into iu m1rke1iaa or 
properties. by on•1ain1 publlt education about the ri1kl, by 1uppo11ln1 monlloriai: or 

e 
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the rutriction1 by commuall)'•baacd orranb:ationa, and by enfan:emcn& over lhe life or 18 
the r1dn1lopment di1tritt. P\2·t9 

Probl111n · Cleanup 10 reuse will require: com.inuing 11Cpcnd1ture or raol.ll'ccs to monitor use rcsmc:uons. 
and hamper flexibiliry of redevelopment. Jled1v1lopmenr of the lire will mean that even 
occuional lapses in monitonna and tnf'orcemmt cou.ld cauu long term eicpoaurc to 
huardC1UJ materiah. Thia ia 1 potential impact orthc Redevelopment Pim. 

Remtdy: Tl:it mo11 arr1i1htforward miti11tio11 would be for the Cil)' to ln1i11 and for tbc Nnr &o 812-20 
pn:tvide for deeper 1ad more thorou1h deaaup wbcntw'er pouiblc. la the abacnc:e or 
tbil obYioua mUiJ•lion, It wm b1 ntt111arr for the Nawy to ensure, by tu own 
program• or by pro•idina •••• candi&ion orit1 di1po11l olthe propeny. the noanc:ial 
1Upport 10 enable Char tbe Jledevtlopmenc A11nq 10 tnrorce c:ondltion1 •uumcd in thr 
buman hralth ri1k a11111m11u. 

B. Double Expo1ur1 
Problr:rn. The industrial reuse scenario usumcs S day 1 week exposure tO lite contaminants The 

EIS/.ElR. notes communi1y concerns that people who liw in the contaminated neiahborhood1 
outside the shipyard 11ate1 and in 111rroundin; neiJbborhood1 could potentially experience 
cumuliltivc health impact& becauat &heir exposure ·would be doser to 7 day1 1 week. A 8 
person who hves in the Ba)'Ylew0 Hun1m Point neiahborhood caDnot so home to a clean Pll-21 
environmeru aftor workina in a cont&minlled tilt on lhe Shipy11d. The fact i1 tbat th.ii 

nci1hborhood hosu the .highest conccmration of hazardous wute sites m the City 

The ElSIEIR. puemptorily di1mi1111 the1e conc:em1 u "1pecul1tive .. withnut analy1is (Pasn 
S-19-20) 

Rrmed1: Provide additional aa11)'1b or 1h1 potential impacta or do11ble uposure 1iven the 
unlimited varict)' or a.ad u111 permitted b:y Cb• Rednielopmenc Plan, and conaidrr 
cleanup ao unrutricted use by thr N1\')' as a miti11tion. 

C. Retldu•I Contamination 
Problem· The EISIEl'R docs not aufficic:ndy address impacts caused by residual (after the cleanup) 

ccntamin11ion The miti91tion1 pul forth 1n 1ect1on 4. 7 110 somewhat disingenuous in 
directing rel.den to ""Navy data" to deu:rmine the location of puuibh: re5id\.lll conwninauan 
lt would be an 1mponible ta.k even to lurn which of the hundreds of documents to consult 
first. 

!C •mr.dy: Thi &IS/EIR need• '° apaud thil miti1ation 10 that it would requirt lhe Navy &up po 
the c:nation and opentlon or a 1ytt1m m1kin1 all data about reaidual contamination 
c.M1Uy acce11lble to lbe public:. Andclp•led r11ldaaal contamination needJ to be 
dNc:ribed and pre1101ed on a tbret'-dimenaional map or GIS system ror ruture 
rderencc. A means to update thil map n11d1 10 be provided 11 cleanup proceeds. a11d 
•• addicloual contamination i1 di.eo•e,..d durin1 the redneiopment proc:rn •nd 
afttl"lll'1rd1. 

pa;e ,, 

8 
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Tbe Redevelopment A11ncy wiD need to actinly comm11nlcate thia Information to 
people lMnc and workiDI aa or nHr the Ship7ard in clear, undcncandable terms. It 
will 101 be oou1b to 1impl)' re1pond to requt1U for information. 

la addiLiDD, the EISIEDl a .. d1 to d .. cribe porcatial Propoaitioa 65 di1don1rc 
abliJalloa1 1b11 will be borne b7 tn11ia111 lea1an1 rrom rhe JUdneloprnenc Asency and 
by private owacn or Ship71rd propeniu. 

Problem: The mitigation lb.al contractors immediately Slop work in 1tt:a1 ccnaaminau:d with "unknown 
h.t.z&.rdou.r. matcri&ls" ia inadequate bcc:&Un it u11.1mes thal coniractora will know when they 
have encountered unc:xpcacd contaminati.on However, many hwrdous matcnals do not 
come in the fonn or dcbri1 or tanka. Many aoxins c:annot be sc=i or smelled even when lhey Q 
are prCSCD.t In harmful concentrations. e 

...• ... A reliable mtlDI or di1cowerin1 unldenclned 1ub1urfae1 buard& buidu encounterinc 
drbri1 nerd1 10 be provided u a mitl1lll1a. A.a a auiti11Uoa, l11e CitJ necd1 co nrictJ7 
e•rorce provi.tio111 at least u 1lrin1ent •• Ar1ide 20 ofth1 San Fnneiaco Public Wark.I 
Code •• au 1:a:cavation1. Ir 4r11rlt l0 i.111ren11ben1d. tbe improved lta11d1rd1 HHd lo 
be 11rictJ7 Prorccd. The RedeYclopment Plan muaa noc be permlued to override thi1 
requiremcnL 

D. fmpacta or Navy Di1paaal 
Problem: Aa lt doe1 in &lmosz every other section, the EISIElll initiates dtscusPOn of Haurdoua 

Mar..eri&ls with the alib conclusion that there are not lmpacia ofSavy dispoSAI of the Shipyard 
propeny. We ate very concomed lhat the Navy intend.I for its dispoul of the propcny io 

lernuna&e iu responsibility for tile contamination it ha1 ca.used As an 1llusrration. the 
miaigations m fonh in Section 4. 7 make no menuon of the Navy's polential role in 8 
addreuini; heretofore undiscovered contaminauon, which is likely to oi:::ur, especially on Pll·l~ 
pans of the site llw were not previously 1nvcstigau:d or remediatcd. (The CERCl..A R.ec:ord 
oC Decision ll essentially a cle&n&.1p contr&i:l between lhe ~avy and the regulators The tcrm1 

of the ROD apply to the entire subjea parcel - nor just to the remediation areas.) 

.Rem.edy: Miti11tion ! need• to be modified 1ucb that SF Depanment or Public Health will 
coo1uh tbe appropriate C£RCLA Record o( Decilion and lhe Navy bdore any 
additional deaaup ii undertaken • .Ir contamlnatioa Calla wi1hin lhe 1erm1 of the 
CERCLA ROD, the Na¥)' mu11 "taia rupon1ibUity for 1:01110 c:lunup to leveb 
1pecified in. the ROD. 

MitiJalio111 should abo 1pcclJ7 1ha& the Rcdeve6opme1u Agency •ill provide all 1ite 
devclopen and co11trac1on wiCb CERCLA Record• of Decisions, includin1 delaib or 
UH reatrirtlons 1nd ocher 111ump1ions underlyina thr cleanup for that 1iee. 

E. Need for a Project Alternative Reducing Impacts of Cont1mination Q 
Problem The .Reduced Development Altcmauve wcas not developed with &.n eye toward avo1dmg (or V 
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Wans into acc:oun1) areas of 111S1dual conumsn.&uon. The £151.El.R does not include a Pro1ec:1 
A.ltematiYI: that a.djUJta the land Ult confiprt.don or the Proposed .Reuse PIM 10 avoid 
sroundwater plumu. 

Eilher provide an additlonal alt1rn11ivt in the Final EIS/EDl or dtvtlop n1iti1a1ion1 
lba& require dn1Jopmea110 be 1lccd 10 IMC it avoid• 1roundwater plumes and doc1 
no& cauae chansn in ll"DUDd•aler nows that •ould uutt •cw plumes, chencc their 
now ralu. or ChrHltn tha erfa:Uv111u1 of 1rouDdwater remediu. 

F. Ecologlcal Expo1ur1 to R11ldual Contamination During Canatruc:tlon 
Problem: lmpact 6 does not analyze the problems that will be created when utility linei pass through 

zones of conuunimted sroundw1ter Alty undersround utility corridor c;an provide a flow 

8 

path to the Bay. When pipiq or utility ucnchca an throuah areas of contaminated e 
aroundwa.ter, the loose soil. gravd b&c:kflll, or the wall of the pipe proYldcs a new. cfficu:nt Pll-26 
pathw11y for &he contaminated sroundw11er to ruch the Bay. In thi1 way rebuilding the 
Shipyard's infrastructure could le&d to a senous 1nc:rc.a1e in Bay pollution unless the impact is 
apccifica.lly mitigucd. 

Remedy: The J'iaal .ElSll:IJl necd1 to apecif)', based oa con1ult1tion with u.peru in the De.Id, 
atale of the ar1 rcquirnaenll Gr lllndarda II I mitiJlliOD Of tllll potenll&U)' ICriO\U 
impacL 

Problem· Sewer lines can provide an addi&iona! pathway ror untr .. ud 9roundwatcr to flow into the 
Bay because the contaminated aroundwau:r lab into the pipes (even new ones - sewer 
pipe1 are not pruaurized and unlw 1pccillly ena:ineered apecifically not to leak. they will) 
during dry penods then is dischar91d with llonnwater. 

Remedy: To deal with inftow, MIU1ation 6 need1 to Include a requirement for leak-rni1t101 
ICWl!f pipt WhtatVl!I" the line plHD lhr"OUlh IOOtS of COfttamlzaatiOC, 

G. Hum1n HHlth Rl1k1 at Parcel F 
Problem The ElSJE.IR is inc.orrec:t in it• llllement that Mlhue is no pa.thway ror hun1an c:xpo1urc: to the 

liUbmerged cuntamrnaled sedimenu" at Parcel F. (page l·l 16) Many people regularly fish 1n 
the area for 1ubs1s1ence purposes. 

8 

The El.R correctly 1ta1es OW the •pnm1ry cxpu•urc: pathway for fish is ingestion of 812.28 
cont1m1n11td prey and iru:1denta.I ingestion of acchmcnl, • and that •ponions of parcel F are 
charactcriud by conccntr11ion1 or chemicals that are ae.ncraJJy toxic to aquatic life.· The EIR 
ames that ~ome chemit&l.t •1uch u DDT, PCBs, and mercury, have hiah bioaccumulauon 
f&clora, whic;h meant that thi:y &Cl:\lmul&le and are maanified 1n the natural rood chain .• 
Clearly human health is jeopardized bccau1t of aposure to toxic chemica.ls from 
consumption o(Bay fish 

Remedy: Tbt resultt or a human health rilk as1111mcnc mu.tl be incorporaaed into lhe Final 
ElS/£Dl, and miti1ation1 •f any impact• n11d to b1 iacorporHtd into the Project •• 
amc.ndsnenu co the Rcdndopmeat Plan. 

""' 13 
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Problem: lnstiNtional conuols are beina widely applied as pan of clunup rcmcd1c1. even before they 
haYe been tested ror effectiveness and durability. Miligation 3 fonun1tcly assigns an active 
role for &.he City in monltorins and cnf'on:in1 insunnionaJ ccuurols. (page •·73) The D., 
discussion lhould also c:larify Navy retpan1ibiliry for en1uring &hat J\Hure userc comply with ~ 
the lcfms of'lhe Cleanup JlOD. 

Remedy: Devtlop a pro1ram for Ba)'Yiew-Buntert Poirat commuaity memben ro •ui1c in the 
moaltorin&. elfort, and to educate the public abouc re1tric:rlon1 on use or atl'rctrd 
propertia. 

IV. TRANSPORTATION ANO TRAFFIC 
The rciatioruihip between tnnspon11ion and tnfiic: iuues. and the clean watu f'oc:us of thc1c comments. 
is sirong. Tr1ffic congestion pnerlles air pollutants that find their way into runoff. as do the 
contaminants fr0m parked cars. The sp.ce needed for a.II-day pulr.:.ins or cmploycc1 commutin15 in their 
individull cars absorbs 1p1ce that is needed for landscaping to tre.at stormwater. The City services 
required to suppan automobile travel depend on some of the umc local public funds that are needed to 
ac1tc &nd operate the systems needed to prevent untreated scwase and runoff from cn1cnns the Day or 
contaminating sroundw1ter 

A. lnfonnaticn, Methodology, and Data 
The first level of problem 1n lhe an&J)'lls of transponanon anct trlffic c:oncern1 the data u'ed to detine 
existing conditions and to estimate Project impa'1s 

1. 

~roblcm· 

Public Tran•lt 
Information describing existing and pro1ected MUNI service routes is incomplete (Page 3·91 
··ll) ~~ 

~ Rentedy: Provide inrormation abour 1ch1dule1, (indudin1 houn or oprratina. headways. trneJ 
lime• to major de1tin1r.ions and hub1) and rldenhip. 

2. Current Trame VolumH 
Problem: Authors measure regional traffic at 3 points 1ncluding I-2IO imllb ofU S.101 (lniu&Jiy Page 

3·16). even though Caluw comments on preY1ous veruon of the Draft I!IS/ErR. suaested 
mu.surins on J.280 nm:J.b ofU.S.101. The C&itran1 comment seems reasonable siven t.he 8 
authors' projcction1 tnat 75% of the vehicle trips to &.nd froin HPS will iru1i111; ur &cnninau; Pl2-31 
within rhc Ciry of San Franc:1aco (Paae 4°6) 

ltrmedy: Supplement tramc: data cumntly proYidtd Cor (·280 JOuth oru.s. 101. "ith data rro 
1·110 north of U.S. IOI and lncearate the additional d•ta inro all calculatio111 and 
llR•l)'JH. 

Problem Table B·.S .Freeway Ramp Volumes are bucd on 1992 and 1993 Cahrans data and Korvc 18 
I QOS data 1t ia nor clear which d111 came• from which year or holil n~mbera have been Pl2·J2 

C"/IVHlllOHHIHllC0"421rF.;at111•ry11. 1811 P•O• 1• 
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Remedy: Esplain the emplrlcal aource and derivation ofnumben u1td in lhia table. 8 
Problem: The description of Regional Transpona1ion Scmc;es (pases 87-1) indic:a1es that COMcctaons 

be1wcen res>onal uamit lines and HPS would be very ume consuming, but provides rm 

Remedy: 

i..l: .r, 

Remedy: 

3. 
Problem. 

information about the amoum of time it would l&kc, on avcraiie for a Shipyard employee or 8 
resident to coMect with SamTrans, CaJTrain, BART, A·C Ti.n1it, Golden Gate Tran&it and P12-33 
fc:rrica A poor underau.ndins of the hi1h travel times in wm conuibuteJ 10 the authors' 
subsequent overatima.te of transit use. 

Eatimatt the &otal lravd lime for aven1e trip1 to and Crom Saa Marco, Alameda, 
Contra Costa, and Maria coualln by 1n.n1IL 

The main number• in Table B-9 Trip Generation Rates (for MD and for lndu11riaJ land um) 
are unintellisible. It ia not ll all obvious how Korve derived the numbers. 8 
ProYidC an csplanalloa ror the meanin1 aad tbe calculatlo11 or &hue trip 1cneration 
ntu. 

Futurw Tranaportatlon System 
A.lthou1:h this section. which scu the staae for lhe discuuinn of cumula1ive 1mp1cts. purpons 8 
lo indude the tNck traffic: thal will be sen1r11ed by the redeveloped siac, it docs not addrcu Pl2-35 
anticipated increases in truck traffic volumes that will be associateci wi1h Shipyard cleanup 
activities and that will contribute significantly to cumulative impacts (Pages l-2 I ·-23) 

Remedy: Ju elude AD e1tima1e ur the Yolume or truck trip• lhlt wlU be 1eaera1ed by Shipyard 
remediation truck tnffic 1b1l must be taken into 1ccoun1 In estimalin& the Project'• 
cumulati•e truck lramc Impact•. 

Problem The EIS/El'R. state1 that transponauan imrrovemenu are included in the Projecl although we 
find no inronnation in either the Reuse Plan or sn the Redevelopment Plan ofwh11 spcci(1c 8 
improvements will be, what standards they will achieve, or when they will be 1mplemen1ed. Pl2-36 
We find no evidence of any commitment by the Ciay or any other asency to rrovide 1r11ns11 
incentives or improvementa, only very smcral soala and objectives that do nol ma.ndatc a 
performance mndard. The EIS/BIR dues not.provtde any additional specificity. Examples 
arc "'Truck routes V.'Ould be daignated within HPS", "Pcdestnan and bicycle facilities would 
he rrovided" (Paae 4-2) 

The worn example of sood inacnuon' and pious hope' unsupponcd by reliable coinmumenl 
i1 the EIS/ETR. 1t1temenL "Public tr1n1pnn111on 1erv1ct in10 HPS would be 
~:uendedlnpanded .. (Pase •-2) There II no evidence whAisocvcr lhll the Jlcuse rtan 

c 1 ..... 11111baae.n-IPCOM2 ATF"J1nuery H. 1190 ,.09 15 
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Comfft•nll on HPS E•S/EIR 

include• a commitment to wend or expand public: uan1port&tion into HPS Indeed, SF 
MUN1 staff comments (4/15/96) on tho previous version of the HPS ElS/EtR 1pr:c1fica.lly 
point oul that service improvements cannot be relied upon. 

The Redevelopment Plan never mentions transit aoaJs. The closest it comes i1 1he objecm.-e 
listed in put II A 6, to provide infrastructure that includes "strecu amt tran1pon1uon 
facilities ... The Design fer Development is hardly better. In setting design standards it fa.ils to 
include a single c:nienon to encourage or facilitate rramit uses 

The problr:m i1 not & failure to ancicipace detail. On paac SJ, the Desiwn for Ocvc:lopmcn1 
requires devalopcr1 co show where Cicy plantings and li9h1ing will be loc:&1c:d, to 1ndic&1c: 1hc: 
1ra.rllition from overhead to undcraround utililic:s. and the loca1ion, design and $lzes of pgns 
Y• dc:volopcr1 are not a&ked a.bout bua stops. The EIS/BIR. fails to note that the Design for 
Development makes no pr~sion for incorporatins 1ranaic !1c:iliaics intu street cu~truction 
(cmic:tete pads It bus JtOpl tO prevent delUUCtlOn of Jof\or IU'CCt sutf&C:el),.tumout Janes, orj 
1idewallc widening for bua shelter. lt i1 painfully clear lhat tr111.s1t would be an :a.ftcrtnought. 
shoehorned into a ?rojec:t primanly dcsisncd for the 11ng.lc·oc:cupancy automobile I . 
The wthor:a of the ElSIEIR add insuh to injury by repeatedly auumina that rransn 
improvcmcnta will be: in pl11;e when th~ calculate of trip paucrns and modal spht, 
c.ontribuuna to an under-estimate oftraftic volumn. (Page 4·4} 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

a) Preci11l7 idendF7 the apcclnc lraa1pon11ioo improwtmcnu that are required by the! 
Rt1111 Pl1n aad ehe Redcwclopment Plan. • 
b) lmprovcmenu lilted oa p11u '-l and '-l tb111re not included in the Project but 
are clurl)' required 1hnuld be added to the Project 11 miti1ationr of traffic and air 
qualiry inipacu. 
c) Amend the De.1icn for Dl:YeJopment with specific duia:n crllcria to accommodate 
and encour11e transit and bicyde UIL 

8 

Some of1he items listed on PIHH 4-2 and 4-J, 1uch u convening Cnsp Avenue into 1 I 8 
thto1.1sh utenaJ nrca, openina the South Ci:t.lt to tr&ffic, a.nd design.aunt; truck routes within 

1
, 1.,. 1~ 

HPS wall rcqusre envuoMienlal review They a.re an uuegral pan of the IU:use Pro1ect and - · 
sho1.1ld not be piecemea.led. · · 

Anal7u the potential cnYironmc:ntal impac:u or rhuc 1pccific rransponatioo l'DCAIUTCS 

ill the final EJSIEIR and mitigate a1 nccuHry. 

Trip Statiatlcs and Traffic Volumes 
The authors have basod the ltey tr&ffic calculations (e g. average daily pii!rson tnps, .average 18 
daily vehicle tripa. tnp distribution, modal spli1 &nd traffic volumc1 that arc derived from P12·38 
these numbers) on tho auumpuon &h.11 tr1ru1t improvements 111.d other mitig&tioni will be 
1mplcmcntcd. 
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One gamplc: of this mabodolD&Y 11 provided in the 111:and paraaraph on page 4-S which 
aumma.riz11 the number of penon trips, vehicle tnps. ind &he modal split for the A M. pe1lc in 

2010. The EISIEIR 1ta1ca, "This di1tribution is based on the objcc11vc• and policic:1 of the 
.Proposed l\.Cl.lse Plan rcprding tlle use or b'aruH and &ltemauve modes at HPS. which would 
by [.tit:] ac:hil'YCCI thrau1h mitiption mcuurea described later in thi11ec:tion.M (Pago 4-S) 

There arc: 1cvc:ral problcnu with this slatc:mcnt First, the EIS/EJR dou not spc:c:ify the 
objectives and policic1 of the Proposed Reuse Plan. probably because all arc much too 
1eneraJ to predict how much trlnlil improvement will ICIUllly occur. The 1ame i1 true for 
Mitiption 3, the linale mitiaation in the EIS/EDl chat Mems duigned 10 promote public 
transit use. Mitigation l, which would form I.he HPS TMA. does not 1pecify the 1~11 or 
uamit improvements apec&ed lO occur u 1 result of\hi1 effon. CPa;e 4·lJ) Adjusting the 
e&lcu1&1ionJ or tratlic:: Volume• on the baai• of vague 1ta1emcnu or sood inlClllions rt111lt1 in 
mean.insless nurnbera. 

The EJS/Elll (inc:ludina tcchnic.al appendix B) doe.snot worm the rc&der what the tr&ff1c: 
volumes wo1.1ld be itthue very inadequately (rained mi1i51uon• were not 1mplm1enu:d or 
panially implemented. The authors do not inform us what level of transit incentlV"Cs they are 
auumins will be implemented Nor do 1hey teU us bow they convened the incen1ives 1n10 a 
numenul factor reducina vehic:Je tnpt. and therefore rcducina traffic volumc.s 11 11, I 
conseciucntly, unpostible for lhe public or elected oftici&ll to track the authors· c:alc:ulauon or i 
co indc:pendc:nlly evaluate whether the adjusted fiJ:W"U are reasonable j ty,,.-....,.. 

I P12·:t8 
furthennorc, 1ince the reader l1cb intarm1.1ion about the level ofua.mit incentives that are , 
wumcd by lhe authon of I.he E.ISl.EIR. we cannot determine what additional 1nccn1ives 
would need lO be added to &.llx mirlsue impacts. 

Remedy: a) Fina.. provided the unadjuaced numben; i.e., calculau: travel demand and traffic 
.-olume1 uain& &he a11umpllon tbat tbttt will not bt tra1 .. it promoting improum1nt1. 
b) Nell 1pectry EISIEIR a11ump1ian1 about the lewel or tran1lt and 1ltemativt 
transportation i11ctntivca and rcq11ircmenu that were used to calculate lhe adjuued 
(Le. mill1ated) numben. 
C) UplaiD lhl derivation Of lbe ldjUlfMeftl f&CtOn; i.t., lbf relatiOhlhip IHUmfd I 

between the level or lncen1in1 and the reducalon1 in automobile traffic ••• qu1n1Uied. i 
d) Finally recaleul1te all traffic vohime1 with both lhe unadjuJCed and adjulled ' 
numben. 

Problem Sumbrn in the tut do not much number• u11ablc Tal:>le B· 10 shows l,SOS total penon I 
trips in the AM peak hour for the Proposed Jlc:usc Plan in the Year 2010, the text slate!-, ··As 
shown in T1ble B-JO. the Proposed lt.euse Plan is c1t1matcd to iicncrate 1pprox1m1tely S,480 8 
per1on·tnp1 durina the A.M. peak hour ... ". 7hcre are comparable di&ercp&m:ics between the P12·39 
:ext and the table for &JI other ce111orics ofu.u&I per1on trip1(for :ve1r :Z02S, P.M., and 
Reduced Oevelopmcnl Alumwive). 

R.1m1dy: £.splaio the 1oun:e or 1b1 dl•parif)' and 1ta11 which (Ir any) ii correct. and whethrr chr 
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numben quoted In tbt ttzt the unadjuned faccurate) venion. Which Ht of aumben 
w11111ed to calcul1tt tramc impac:u~ 

Problem· It is not pouible to validate the caJcul&tioru an Table B-11 Projcci Vehicle Tnp Generation, 
which rely on "auto percentases and vehide occupancy raw (VORSJ obtf.lncd from the City 8 
Plvmina Depanmcnt." Jf we work b1ckwudJ, the VOR 1ccm1hiah11 roughly I. 7 persons Pi:-io 
per vchidc (vchidc person nips/ autos) for peak hour uavcl. 

Remedy: Explain thr 1ource orth1 aumbtn. Whal are tbCJ baaed on? Bow do they compare 
witb numbe" tor other dlacrtcu b1 Saa Fraaciaco, and tor the c.iry aa a whole? 

Problem: ln their ditcuuion o(Trip Linlc11c1 (pagu B·IO • 11), the 11ithors arl>itraiily apply a 2'9/o 
reduction to the number ofuip1 aenera1cd by mixed-use and culrW'll land uses. The text 
states, "Studie1hlvo1hown thu the percentaae afuipa in a mixed-use linked development 8 
!l.u·a sirona rcl11ionship to the pcrccntagc ofc:ommen:i&l land ui.es within the area. Since Pl 2-i 1 
:here is a aipJfic:ant amount of commc:rc:ial uJC identified an tne Proposed Reuse Plan, che 25 
perc:r:nt reduction is appropriate" 

Remedy: .E1.plai11 wbicb 11udit1 an cbt au1bon nferenclDg. Wbal i1 the nuure or &he '"1tron1 
re.laUon.ahip!'" Row waa the very ICDeral term "1i1nilic:ant amount" of commercial use 
tran1lared into a quanthative (1S%) reduction! Why not a reduction of lSIY.! Or 
10%1 

Problem: The numbers n:sultina from this non·risorous c:a.lc:ulllions appeu to overstate the: number of 
trips (74'Y.) ori~ating &nd endins in S.an Frana1C:o (page 4·S and page£ B· 11 ···I J )" In 
doini so they lay the aroundwork for ovcrestima1ing the numbers ofHPS jnbt thllf will i<' to 
San Francisco re1ident. 

Based on the August 1993 C11yw1dr Trawl Btha\llor Su,,.,,y. Vwtor Travel Behavior 
(CTBS), the authors u1umcd lh1t trips 10 a.nd from HPS would be geosrapluca.JJy d1suibu1ed 8 
in the .same propan..ion u mp1 to and from 1he much larger Superd1sinc:t I. an area ! PI :!-1.:! 
comprising al.molt lhe entire wtem half of the city" This wumption is not jusuGable I 
because the Shipyard i1 at the extreme southeastern tip of 1h1 district, is far less lcceu1ble to ! 
mo1t 11eu of San Francisco thin the rest of SuperdismC1 l, and is c:lo1c:r and more ac::e?asibh: 
to nonhern San ~lleo Coun1y than to mu'h of San Francisc:o 

The 11.1thors of the EIS/EIR.juatify their 111urnp1ion With the statement that the rc:~ults a.re 
consistent with the Yrar 2010 MTC regional ua.ffic model. Information about the 
usumptiom ofth&t model and the U'ip di1uibur1on lhal it suacsu:d. 1s not avl.1.iabic: Indeed. 
the EJS/EIR's biblioaraphy does not t:'Yen hat the ~TC model 
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Remedy: ProYidc bacqrouad information abouc the MTC trnrl model and lt& utlmatr or the 18
12 

·-.. 
di1tribution or RPS trlpa. ll,..uti•aUe trip distribution bated on data lrom the r ... , 

Bayview-Huncen Point 111i1hborhood. 

B. Definition of Impacts 

1. Truck Tr•ffic 
Problem· ln its aplora.tion ofiraffic imp&c:u. 1hc EIS/£IR i1norcs lhc particular impac:u ofuuclo In 

defining thresholds o! lipifican;c. the authors do no1 break out truck traffic ftom traffic in 
sc:ncral even though truck traflic has a dift"ercm. more invuive set of impacta. and will 
incru.ae al a different n.11 th.an lflftic sencrally at HPS. Dwina lhe next S· Io years. 
concurrent environmcmal rcmediuion. buildins demolition, and new consuucuon at HPS 
(and other sites 1n the 1outhcutcm quadrant or San Francilco) can be citpected to 
cumulatively aencra1e a hiah volume ofheavy trudc traffic. Common sense tugi:csts that new 
sources aftnic::lc traffic auo~"d with the I miUian ft1 of'indu11riaJ, :R.kD and mixed use in 
:zo IO and 2 ~ million ft:a in 2025 (paae 4-44) will add substami&lly to the existing proponion 
of truck traffic on Third Street, where currently lNcb account for 10-15% in the A.M .• 4· 
,." P.M .. (paae J-14) 

There is no anaJysis to suppon the condution (paac 4-19) ttw this additional truck traffic 
will not 1enera1e 1i1niflcant impacu. The authon 111te that Ibey have used Mconsc:irvauve 
uswnj:itions of high truck uac" but they do not tell the ruder what those auumpiions arc. 
They at.ate that "This lmOUnt of truc:k uaf& [ J 10 mick1 during AM puk houra. 110 dun.nii I 
PM &1 Project buildina. according to Table B· 11) could be accommodated wi1hin the ; 
capacity of the swroundin1111"CC1 l)'llan and 1hc:rcforc would nol be considered significanl" ! 
They have apparentJy compared 10111 ua.ffic volume to street capacity without accounting for: 
the differentially arntcr impacts of truc:kt than automobiles. induding noi•c, vibrauon, air I 
pollution, wear and tear on Jtreeu, and energy use. 

Even thouih the EISIEIR. tails ID account for the 1pec1al zmpaas oftn.ick ua.ffic. tJic Design 
for Development, in effect, concedes ibis point. It requires development to "d1mgn and 
incorporate sound insulation. ventilation aynems. and other ruuc:tural features to minimize 
the effects or traffic noise. pollution. and vibration" in an area where .. higher levels or large 
vehicle trdEc are anticipated .. (paae 42 ofDnip for Development) We appreciate that 
these requirements oflhe lledevelopmcnt Plan will protect people living and working in HPS i 
from truck irnpacu, but what &bout the people who live on the Bayview-Hunter• Pom1 
1trecta &h1i theM! truck• will traval to arrive and depan 1he Shipyard7 

Funhennore the conclusion that the impact or INCk traffic wm be i.nsipifit&.nl appears 10 be I 
based on inc.nmplete lnfonnatinn By eumining truck traffic: only in the year' 2010 and 202.S,I 
the authors fall to capture impacts erea1ed wheri tniek &raffle would bo 1ho most problt:mauc I 
• when demolilion and conr.cruc:bon at the Shipyard are in full 1wing. and add to the truck 
traffic 1ener1ted by remediation cffons. The estimate oftrucl; traffic tn Table B· 11 aJmosl I 
cen.a.inly does oot ta.kt demolition and cmutruc:tion traffic U.10 ac:count. The numbcn 1ppe11 ; 
to be bucd on eitywidc ratio& (&11 we &l'I told ii that they were wobta.incd rrom the City 
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Pl1nn.i11s Depan.im:nt"). Tho informal.ion ill Llso 1ru:ompleu: bec.ausc 11 citcludcs non-peak 
hour tn.id:: tnps. 

TNc:k traffic 11 an c:rtrcmely aentltivc and con11:nuou1 u11.1e an the Bayvu:w-Hu.n&cr5 Po1n1 
comm1.1ni1y because of C'lClllinS llJld we c:onfticts and street ·hiahway con.figuraiions. 
AJthouah nushing out lhc issues mighr cause differences a( opinion to wriac:e during the 
c.nviroM1r:nt&I review proceu, avoid1na the issue unbl reaidcnu are actually impa.c:ta.I by tht.: 8 
uuclc traffic: ofHPS will make it O\'Cl'I more diffic:Wl to build community con.sc:nsus a.round P&:!-13 
solutions. There will be fewer options and a whole new act ofinterosts that wall haYe 10 be 
urisfied. 

R:medy: a) Set a 11uantit1tive tbrahold or 1ipincancc. baaed on 1ran1porr1rion literature. 

b) Project .dally truck tramc Cor 3-yur intervall. 

c) Analyze environmcntal lmpacu. lndudini air poUudon, noiH, and wibruion. 

c) Mitisatc impacu with rout1111 and schcdulins restrictions. 

d) Miti111c impacts with amcndmcnu to the Rcdevclopm1mt Plan that restrict 1111d 
111c1 1h1r l)'pically 1enerate hicti voh1mu of truck 1ramc. 

C. lnadequat1 Mitigation• 

• 1. Unmltlgilt1bl1 Impact of lncrea11c:t Cumulative Trame at Third •nd Chavez 
Problem The rc:1po111e (it is not offered as a fonnaJ mitigation) to 1hi1 tnffic impact is to form 1 HPS 

Tran1pon1tion Management Asaociauon (TMA) which would impl~t a T ransporution 
Sys1crn Management Plan (TSMP). is an open-ended procw wiLh no predic:a.ble C\utcome 
Even though lh• miti9ation 1pe!U(ie.1 1iic programa of' the TSMP, the authors of the JZIS/CIR 
do not Jet aoaJs fer the proairams (tuch as 50-A of employee• usin; aJrcmauvcJ to the pnv111: 

automobile by 2010), suggest the .scale at which TSMP proaram would operate:. nor specify 
which agency would be reapon1ible for the prosram1, or aourccs of fundin1:1 h i» uncle.u howl 
much responsibility and authority would resl with the TMA. how much with the coordinaung e 
comminee. and how much with the Redevelopment Asency and the: Board of Supervisors. 

1
· Pl-...U 

(pages 4.7 ••• 8) . . 

1:-unhcnnore, the tingle element of the TSMP mu .seems to have teeth··- the prognm to 
"monitor 11ans1t dem&nd and unplemen1 planned services" hu. on closer in,pc:c:t1on. more 
sums than tcc1h 

The EIS/EIR. Stales that a threshold or l.SOO new employees or n:1idcnu will 1ngser ''rhtt$C 
1r1n.111 improvcmcnrs c:oniained in the Propo11d Reu1e Pl&n that 111 necessary 10 meet 
demand, inlOluding propoaed Ml.:NI mcnJ1on1if1pplicwlc." The r..itiga:1on gee> on tc 
suggest tl'l&t tile TSMP would "c:un1.1I '°mmerc1aJ an.d residc:nual development unul requ:rcd 
1ervu;cs are funded and implcmen1ed, if nc.1:essary 10 prevent an imbalance between transit 
demand and 1ervic:c1." · 
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COIN"lllftls on HPS EISIEIR 

The problem lies in the lanpa:e. We have been unable to find specific ua.nsn impro\-cmc:nu 
in the R1:1.1ae Plan We do not undemand what 11 mtanl by 1r1n1i1 "demand". Doe1 lht tenn 
demand refer tu people who arc aln:ady ridcr1 ur thu1e who wuuld bc:wme rider) ifthc:re 
were rc11onablc headways and travel times? LI this mitigation auaacstin& 1ha1 trllllit 1ervice 
rnip1 \'if applicable") be mended when riderahip reaches biah lllYtls? What are needed 10 
miliaaie the 1raffic: impacts arc tr1nslt improvements 10 incnwe riderahip when it is low. 

It ls also uncle.a.r what is meant by cunailina development, and why only commercial and 8 
residential d9Yelopmcnt would be aft"ecied. What are .. required servic:ea" in ah.is context, and 
bow would the TM.A recosniza an "imbalance" between U"lftlit demand and services'" 

Remedy: Tbil milisa1ion 1bould bt ,..rill•n lo nquin • ••ralorium on dtnlopment at RPS 
Whenever lin&fe-DC:C:UpSDCJ Vtbidts and tnmc YOIUmll rUcJI ltYW Chit WOUid CIUU 

1iioincan1 impac:b. Tbe montoriam would be lifted only when the tarctr level• are 
attained. This 1dj111tm1nt would c:onllnue lbrourhoul lhe Hre ol lhe prvjec& • 

• . ; -:-.;~.u: The EIS/EIR. provides a list of potentially stron,er incentives - ideas auc:h as loc:al hirini: 
prac:tic:a and shuttle 1emccs -but they arc simply a mmw of ideas that the TMA nught or 
might not eomidcr. Despite the fa.a that the proposed mit111tions are no1 sufficient to fillly 
address the tra.tfic: con111e1tion impacu , Ille EISl:ElA fails to n:quirc these stron,er mc:a1urc:$ 

Given the unknown 1oals. operation1. and aovemance of the TSr.tP progranu. and the 
authors' rcluc:tancc to 1crio11sly '°111adcr clfeaivc miupuons, the authoD • iudi;ment that the 
increased cumuluive uaflic at Tbird and Chave.i cmnot be miti9ared is unfounded 

Indeed, tr&ffu: mi1i51uon 3 actually appears H & formal mitigation 10 address mmgable 
impact l, unmet Demand for Public Transit 'For the moat 11rious traffic and Air pollution 
impacts, thi1 EIS/Etll don no propose a.ny miti51ticm masurc1 whatsoever. 

We an: c:onccmcd that lhc authors 11>pear to be 10 unintcrcsied in devisins mitigations that 
would prolc:t the Bayview-Huntera Point community from the Impacts of traffic: congestion 
at this key internction. The EIS/l!IR does not formally propose any mitisa1ion 10 Je11en this 
:mpact des,:>ite condudina it is unmltigable. We are apprehcMive th.at a find1n~ or ovenid1ng 
.aeed in coMectlon with lhil cumulative impact will write a blank check, in effect, for 111 
development projec:u alon11the1outh eutem cdse of the city 10 ignore and f&il 10 m1tiga11.: 
any traffic and air quality impatU of Uiose drMlopmenu. 

Remedy: a) Develop a 11riou1. quantified mitication proaram th11 tarreu employment and 
bu1lne11 owncnbip opponunltlu at &he Shipyard 10 Jlayvatw•tlunttn Poiat r11iden11 
The 1arsedn1 coal (In combination with 1ran1h lncanthre1) 1bould he hiah enou1h. tn 
c:onjunc:aion with oth•r miti1aclon meaauret we propo1t. to cn1urc 1h11t tr11mc and air 
pollution impac:11 will bt rully mlU111ed. The program 1hould be anc.orporau:d into ch 
t1nn1 or \ht Redevclopmenl A1e11cy'1 conveyance or Shipyard property to rhe mauer 
developer. 

P•t• 11 
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Tbit mitisation prosnm ii nftdcd bcca11ae cul"J'cnt npcricnce 1u11eru that new joba 
ere.ltd i• B1)'View-Bunttn Point art Ilk.ti)' to be rilled bJ people: who lravcl into the 
arta rrarn eJuwbere la lbe dry and recion. Ba)'Vitw•Hunten Point residents have not 
bencnted from employment in iheir neichborbood. 

; 

Hu1uen Polnt worken bave auffered unemplo7ment ratea l~ there.nor 1he Cir,. Jn 
1,,0, one out orn...e A(r'icao American male workcr1 livln1 in 81yvi1w0 Bun1cn Point 
waa unemployed, and 1hi11l1nincand7 undenta1e1 &ht problem becau1t more 1han 
10•4 or Al'riau:a•Amcrican men onr 16 were no& included in the labor force. ( ! 990 US 
Cen1u1) 

I 

I 
Hunten Point worlt.en do not 1un'er aucb hiJh unemploymenl riles bccauH jobt arc 18 
100 far IWI)'· They liYt midway ~etween th~ two are11 or hi&hest co11centrAlio11 or p12....is 
employment ha the ,_count) rt11011-t1ac Airport area and downtown San Francisco. IC 
proaimi17 to job1 datumiDed 1mplo7mcnt 111&11, Bari-·Bunu:n Point would have 
the lowett ,.,. or IUJtmplo1meot IA the re1iou. 

Th~ followinc paracnapb appeared ia the 11197 venion or the drart EIS/£1R (p111r l-
61), althoush it ha1 appean 10 have been nclaed from the currcn& venion: 

In the City, Hit jabaJhou1in1 ratio in 19!10 wu 1. 71:1. Thit meant that there 
are 1Jrao11 rwiee 11 man7 job1 11 then are hou1in1 unih. Within the South 
Bay1bor1 plannins area, tbia jobtlho111ln1 ratio wa1 l.4!1: 1 in 1990. Thil 
indlcatu that SouUi Ba71hore ptanDlftt ana r11iden11 llve amidsc a wealth of 
employment opportunities, yet ... lhtJ bave had liulc success In caininc 
acce11 co emplo7m1n1 - either in their own neighborhood of' an)' other pan 
or the rc1ion. 

E1p1ritnc1 eoun11.l&, therdore, that creatin1 job1 at tb• Shipyard wiU not addreu 
uncmploymena in adjaun1 B1yview·Hun1cn Poinl unh:n rhc Rcde"Yclopmcnr Pl.aii 
creacea crrcctiYc linkasu bcaween lbcjob1 and buaiacu opportunitiH thal art 
projected for the Ship71rd. The fi&uru in the ElSIEIR that B1y,,iew•Runtcn Poinr , 
ruiden11 will bold l,ODO HPSJob1 by 2010 (p11c 441) ii wishful thinking. The l 
document proYidu no esplanation why the new joba would 10 to BayYicw·Burucn 

1 
Point rcsidtnts when i&p 11ntil now thcr have not benefited rrom a surfeit of jobs in the 
neighborhood. Then arc no policic:a or program• in the Project Chai would make the 
d~~ I 

Tb1 earlier Ycraioa of tbc Drafl EJS/EIR 1u11uted 1uppo11 for locally o•·ned 
bu1inca1t1 al the Shipyard 11 probablr &he moll proml1l111 approacb to nduc1n1 
traffic con111Uoa and air pollution bccault uperiencc ha1 ahowa thal buaine.ues 
owned by nel1hborhood rr1idcnu ire by rar the moll 1111.ely 10 hire h1cal •mploycH. j 

Employment preferences for ne11hborhood rcsidenu could be implemen1cd throuah a I 
procram 1upportcd b1 Shlp7ard cmploycn, with rewarda for 1ucccu(ul local hires. For1 
esampla, Ship)'ard amployer1 would han 1paciftc local hiring goals, and would I 

Plllt 2'2' 
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nnanciaUy 1upport a f11nd &o nc:ndt, tnlD, and coach nci&hborhood job Hek1.n. Al 
employers achieve 1uu:m in 1Dcetin1 tbtir hiria1 1oall. their nnanclal contrlbuUoa1 
lor 1upport Hr¥ictt wo11ld decrea1e proportiooaD7. 

A. proiram t1r1etln1 buatnw opponunitiu lo BtT¥itw•Huncen Point rcaidcnu could 
bt IUpporttd by tht muter dntloper. COn1i1tiDI ofa.nd Wrile-dOWftl, aCCCQ to IQUit)· 

and dcbl apltal on ftYorable terms. &ec:!lnlw 1ui1tanc:c, and bu1ineH linlu1u. 
I 

An efficient approach to rombinr e111ploymea1 and bu1inu1 opportunities ror B1yvirw· rl 

Bunten Poiat realdenu would bt to provide 11ubnanli1l •111Hnl of acreage to a 
locally controlled deYtlopmust corporation 10 dnelop. 

b) A. 1upplem111Lll •lti1atio11 would be. requirement(•• part or the 1erm1 or 8 
c:oavryaar:e to me m11ter drnloper) lor HPS bu1lnc.11e:r ID l&lppon. fl-er 1buttlt I Pl2-4S 
1trvice connecala& HPS •Uli B•riew·Runttr'I Point. and •Ith major traa1it hubs 
(BART at 2.C" Su .. et). CafTrain, SamTran1, aad &ht !au Bay Terminal). Tbt 1huUlt 
.ervice would HJ'\'t both 1mplo7ea and raidcn11 orJlPS and the larser nai&hborhood. 

c:) Mlti11tlon1 •ho11ld al10 iadudt a full menu ar requirtmenta astd incenlivn 10 rtdLltt 
peak hHr traYel and onrall v1bitle mllu, tuch a• requircmenu or incentl•·n for 
bu1inr11a to 1hlft work 1cb1dulu to of!' peak bours. prdertdtial parldn1 and nn1nci1I 
lacenrlvn for carpDOI aad YID pool trtvd 1nd tb:ctric •thicla, addllional bicyclr lanrs, , 
lll:CUR bic:ydt llora1e. Cb&RliDI ladllti11 lor bicycle ridtf'l1 and Oft•lilt tbiJd cart. j 

c) Di.tincentiYa lo 1h1 1in1le occupaacy automobile could iad~de cbaria for employre I 
park.Ina (carpool1 aad vaa1 could be 111mpt) The ~enu11 could bdp to 1uppor1 thr 
1butde •rstem and &ht incentiva Hated aboYe. 

2. Unmltlgatable Impact of lncrtaHd Cumulative Traffic at U.S. 101 and 1-280 
Our comments about the analysis o(Unmilisatable lmpacL l (increased cumulative: traffic 11 Third StrcC'I 
&Sid Chavez.) 1pply to Urumt1tt111ble Impact 2. The estimate of traffic at thu. locauon 1ppear110 under· 
count the impacts, and there i1 no scrioua attempt to m.i1ig11e theae impacts. The same mitigauons 1h11 wr 
propose: for lmpacl I -would work Cor lmpaet 2 

3. Mitigablt Significant Impacts 

8 
Problem: The E.lS/EIR identi5ea s1.reet "improvements .. lO m1&11a1e incru.w:d cumulauvc: traffic at twu 

inu:rsccnons. Third Street and Evw Avenue. and Evans Avenue and Chavez Suc:c:t. We 
beliC"Vc bol.h o(the&c mitigations, which art designed to acc:ommodaie 1dd11ion1l 1raffi1: 11 
these intersect1ons. ue un.accept&bie bc:ca.use they will act, in efiect ll intenti'Yes, to 8 
addmonal automobile u.mc:. We consider these mitigauons to be particularly unacecp11ble in Pl2-47 

the context of the Project as a whole. becauae they could exacerbate the .. unmi1iga1able" 
U'a.ffic a.nd &ir pollution impacts ac intersections uveral blocks away. 

::11•;,h· Replace that miti11tiont with miti111ion1 lo n'duce 1he tramc volume1 for the Project 
••a whole. 
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Problem· The ma.in trat&c and air poJlution miti11ation in 1h11 EJS/Elll would form the HPS 
Tran.aporu.tlon Management A9ency . There is no w11 for the public or dec11ionmakcrs to 
anticipate the ouccomet of such a mltieation since: no 10&11 or pcrfonnani:e st1nda.rds for the 
Transponation System Manaycmcnt Prosram are idcntiftod in the EIS/Em. 

The TMA. will rely on me City's resuluory power1 to create incent1ve1 and requiremenrs 8 
desiped to shift travel to transit and olhcr alternatives to the 1ingJe occ1.1p111<:y &1.1tcmobile. p J 2-is 
From the brief desmpdon on paec 4-7. il appears they will do so after the R.edevelopment 
Ase:ncy has conveyed Shipyard propcny to the muter developer (when there are propeny 
owners and tenants on the site who could situ members of the TMA) 

Impotins requircment1 on lhe master developer or subsequem owncn a.ft.er they own HPS 
properiy rather than before they have acquired it will arcatly lunit opuons for strone 
incentives and requirement.I. State law uid coi.&n dccisiona aeok to prevent "takings'' from 
priv11e propeny owners. Ifmit.iptions su into effect before the HPS propcnic1 arc 
convC)'Cd to pnvate owners, i.hil would not be an iuue. A master developer would 
undersund what wu required before buyina the propaty. 

Remedy: lndudt I dt1c:ription ar 1pecific tnn1ponation man.1ement program1 in the 
miti&ltiaa and Ill I ICbedule of pro1reuiveJy bilbtr annual performance 1oals for 
non·automobllt travel to and from tlle Shipyard. Incorporate thtst procrainll •• 
requiremena tnto tbe Redevelopment Aee1µ:y 11 lerm1 of conYey11nce of Shipyard 
propeny to tbe mailer developer. 

Problem Many of the critical features of the TMA arc u11clc11. 

c:/tv•1111fll1u1JMPCOM2.RTFJ1nw1ty 19. 18H 
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R•med1: Respond ta tbt raHowiftl quution1: 
• Bow wHI tlar memben be aclcctrd: 

&lllanee fol' Cletft Wetentortt 

"'"·•'Y 11. tlH 
Co-lltt 91\ "pg EllJ£1R 

• Wh)' would other Ba,1Y...,·liunten Point tananu, own1r1, and emploreu be 
a.eluded! 

• Wit• will bt rcapoaaible for deYtlopin1 the TSMJt~ A.doptU.1 ic1 812_.9 
• What aulhoriry wm lbt 1MA have ror implcmcnlilll RI prov11ion1! 
• Tiie TM.A. (ii wbol1 or In par&!) wW be pan or• broader Coordinatin& Commhtrr 

that indudn aomc memben at lht Citil.cn• .Advitorr Comminee Hd city 11111'. 
Whal will be the role orrhe Coordlnarin1 Committee! 

• How wiU coanicu orinttrell be pnvented of TM.A memben? 

&>ucribe rrarisU and al1tra1Uv1 rran1port1Uon inctndYtl •• mlli11uon1 lurttad or 
dele11tin1 them 

D. What 11 the Cv1rriding NHd far this PraJ•c:t7 
Unless traf& and air qu&liry i.m,,a.cu 111 Nlly miliaatcd in the final EISIEIR. it ii rWlcnt that publl:: and 
ulEic:i&I• will Jlll8d to mile findina• of owe:rridins need aincc U. no projc.c::t al1.m1ative i1 not a ra.I opllon. 
Th&.r will be virtually impouible co da for this Project. Tbl ProjRt 1enerata 1Ubrwui&I loc:al.iud vaffic: 
an.cl air imJlact& that exacerbate mllina poor conditions in 1 lower income minority c:ammunity Jn the 
abae.nce of the miiigaticw we have pn:tpoMd, thue lmpacta would not be balan&:ed with any degree of 
ccn.wuy by neishborhood br.ncfita. The wnt 1t;um1nt can bl mad• at a citywide level 

• The Projea u propoHd will ruult in• net Jou \0 the City'• tre&.&ury {see uc.tion on Public 
Services) for at lwt JO ycan. 

• 1'hc City alrudy hu 1.7 jobs for IYC!')' residence., l.S in Ba)'Yiew Hunrcrs Point. The need to 
&dd more jobs if they are Mt WJfttd to un- nr under-employed naighbnrhnnd r1~dent11 i~ nnr 
obvioua .. 

• Traffic: an.cl 11r pcillucion imp&c:u ire under•c.s11ma1ed, preventing rc:a1Cncd balancing of 
em.;mnmcntal impaci" 1gainsl bencfita. 

V. AfR QUALITY 

A. SimilaritlH and .Overtap with Tr1n•portatlon Analysl• 
Ma.ny of ume seneral problem.a that compromise the imcJrity of the tT&Nponation analysit affii::t the 
exploration of air quality i1nacs. Projemiona \llcd io determine impa::u are butcl on numbers that aSlumc 
high level' o!transit un: &Del altemadve t11n1ponation even &houah lhe Project docs not include any 
~mmitment to implemcm IUdl inccntiwis. Tne only miiigatiori of air pollution ""'cd by traffic:· is the 
open-ended TMA approadl witll no prcdiei&ble ctflc:t. Al wilh tratl\c: impacu. the ElS/EDt h.u an 0~11rl) 
1olcnrn attlt1.1de 10 air polhition impwa 1nd proposes no rnitiaation mca1urc1 io climin&ic them. The 
remedies that we propoaed in our comments on tran1pon11ion apply in OQUal mHsure to the air quahry 
lll&IVSIS. 

8 
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8. Undertylng Number'3 
Problem: In the A.it QuaJicy anal:yai1, 01rimatc1 of uip 1encrarion and travel p1ncms rcwli havc been 

tweaked wimout jusiifteuion, rawtina ID an :.indercaunt of &ir pcUution problenll "The 
vchicll: trip ac:ncrauon e11imuc.s rdloa 1 aib1w11ill amounl of uwit use, rideshanna. and 
nonvchicular travel. R.aNldn; net trip gcnaruion r&ia arc 1bc11.1t 50 pcn:i::nt lower than 
c:oavtmionaJ trip eenerllion .ratu." {p&S• B-47) I 
Nwnbm appear out 0!1h1 air widl no loaic:al e.planation even in I.be u:.chnii:&J 1ppcndix um 1 {Q· 
iJ prcswn&bly the plla whtn the Cl.lrio111 ruder eo&11. dla;k on usumpgons aru.t 1 \...._/ 

mchodololiD'. "The trawl time and vehicle 1p1ed dilUibucion represent profe1s1on.LI judgmcn1I 
buc.d on rcaional land u1e parumu. reaion&I tr&nJpcnauan tystmu. pr.,..1ou1 &rll.lyses of ; 
u1v1I panlf'm u repraHIUcd by various resional trdftc models, and prcviou1 an&lyses or i 
dlla !tom ra;iona1 and 1L1ttwicie &rave.I panem IWVCY·" (p&se B...C7) 

The numbers thar.11sull from lbi£ "bl&Q. bor." approa.cb. to calc:ulllians do nor seem 
reasonable. TI11: mean commute trip uavcl cimc for pcoplc livinH in HPS is proJcctcd to be : l 
minmu 1:Ycn lhough the compuable figure for the mt of the SF-OalcJand aroa is l /J hi5her 
al 21 minu1e1. (paae B·SO) ll is quewonlblt !.h&l w travel time should be so mu~ lower for 
one ofthc most remote p&l'U of San Fr&nielKO la rh.ia lhc rcsult of1hc unjunaficd auumpuun 
thal IA ofHPS job1in2010 will go I.he Sayvu1"W·H1.1nr1rs Point re1idcnu7 i 

I 

Rcmed71 For the Final EISJEnt, "caJcvlatc wi1bou1adju1Un111and1rd nsure1 for baaelinr 
numbcn. Eaplaln 111umprioa1 behind numbcn. 

Problem; 

. ~medy: 

The ElSIEIR. c::anno1 JcaJtimately da.im tlw the ajr pollution impacts are unmiugablc bci.:Ausc I 
Lberc is uo way for 1h1 reader to know wl!.&t mu1.ire1 have &lready been folded into the / ...... -,, 
numbers and wlm iurUu:r steps couJd be ta.ken. I ~ 
Calculate trip pat11m data that would be conaiatc.na with no impacu rrom ozone / 
precunor cmluion or PM, .. and theo dtviH • padca1t or miti111ion1 Chat would I 
1ppra1cb thoae aumbcn • Jodudc amon1 the mhlratlon1 ~quir1menca on Shipyard l 
employen to hirt from wi&hin Bayview·Huncen Point. aud requiremcn11 for bu11neue11 
owned b7 Bayvicw·Bunsr:n Poiiat raidenu. Alao include u specific midcatinn l 
proP'am1 BAA.QMD 1u1111tio.a1 ortranait improwemenll and amcnilic:a. 1lrcc1 

1 

impravcmcnu, ridcsb1rin1 inccnti¥H, transit incentiva. 1111 pl.n ch1n1es. desii:n 
thancca. opcr1tion1I daan1a. parkinc ndcsip and buO'er uripa. 

'8 
t'rcbh:m: The Draft ElS/.El.R. recogniz.o1 that ihc region w11dcs1ana1ed11 a "moderate no.n

attainmi:rit• area Car azan.e. However, dc1pitc th.is c:lauificauan, the Draft EISIEIR. fa.ill 10 

analyze mitigation muaura 10 &ddrn• the 11gni.fic:ant h:vcl1 or n:ac:uvc organic c.ompounclJ 
and 11.itroaen ox.ide (ozone prcc:ursofi) which will be produced u 1 result of th.c Project. 
LD.stead. the Draft !lSl!.IA considers rhe addition of the Project's ~rr:ml!ntal incrcaso in 
r1!1Ji01'I to lht re&Jon'1 overaJJ ozone precursor cmiauons and concludes that there will not bel 
1ny measurable ch1n1c in &he hlah ozone c:ancentration1. This "ratio" a.n.a.lym 11 unlavdl.ll anll 

c l.,,tOISIDasnlHPCOM:? RTF.111'11.111) 18. 18H P•ge 211 
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improper under CEQA and canno1 be used to dismiu a &ipff&e&nt impact. 

Jlemsdy: Thi Final EISJEJ'R n11d1 to P'•P••• 11f1cth11 mlti1atio111 with pr1dictabl11 outcomta to 1812_54 
die Prajcct'• ozone impteu. 

C. AJr Pollution la •n EnvlrDnment1I JueUc• l••u•. 
Problem: Air quality in the Bayview-Hun1er1 Point am i' already dcpaclcd. The Cailurc io mitisate 

toceljrcd b&u.n:lous air palluttnt1 in the PMia and IDmt ozone prccur.sors rcpn:senu an 
cnvironmntal justice iane. 

Remedr: Provide an environmental jv1tlcc aaal71ia and miti11Lion1. 

VI. PUBLIC SERVICES 

'l.H1111t1n 1'11m1 Slrtp)lln'd r11t1111ft•I F1111:d1l11y 
Molirl prcplll'ICI for Ille San Franc1u:o 
ltalcwclopmc:n1 Ap:~ by &be ScO••r Orou;>. Apr1' 
1tv1. ·cut111ow D11U1bu11on A.cpon .. 
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Al1.a11ct lor Clun Wat•"ftenr 
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· Commaf'I• on 1>1PS SISIE'·lt 8 
rcdevelopmen1 on public 11FYic11 ac RPS and on public 1erwice1 to the Ciry 1r:nerally. I Pl:?-56 

VU. ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 
Problem: The Draft 61S/El'R. bridy deacribea the demographic• of1hc Bayview-Hunt.era Point 

community and ma.lea a condulOI)' swernent that the proposed route of the Hunten Point 
Sbipyud wi.U not nave any dispropari.io.Mte advcne impaas. This conclusion 1s incon-ec1. 

The Bayvicw-Hwncrs Point c.ommuniry (also lCllown aa ttie South 81y1hore diJmc:1 of San 
fn.ncisco) bu. appro1tima1cly 27,000 rclidc:nt1, 91'4 of whom ire pcnons of color (6:?•4 
.A.11iCM-Anwlrican; 22% A111nlPacific blander; 1% .L..Ltino; and 1% Euro-Amenc:an). h " a. 
cammuniry experiencing economic; hvd1hip, with more than lO'.it of rhe residents having 
household incomu.le11 man SJ S.000 (compared witll J 9'.4 of all Cicy household•). Fony-1i.11: 
percent (46%) oft.1\1 household in=omcs arc bolow SlS,000. Durina tba pu& decade, poveny 
hu incrauld dramatically (25% 10 10'1.). AllO, over the pul decade, wstb lh• Ci1y'1 8 
ma.riuf'a.c:turina and industrial job1 dcdi"ina. Bayview-HI.Inter£ Point unemployment mt hu p 12-57 
nutty doubled. 

Thor1 is CWTently 1 health criu1 oc:currins in this community. llesidcnts suffer from rcJ.ati1tely 
hip lcvcla of GlllCC1, wwar• rcapitac.ory illntiuaa wch u bronchitis ~ uthm&. &nd many 
other advent hulth conditions In (Kt, the hospitaliation rates for asthma and bronchilll in 
the neijhborhaod ve the bighe1t in the State orCaliton:Lia. We b1lin1 that these cvceu1vc 
advcru hc&ltb ;oodidons arc thr: rcmh, in p.vi. oft.he enWOMW\W poUuciol\ problems in 

the nessl'lborhood. 

The l'rcject mos& likoly will cui=bate ahcst cnviro~mental and health problems bec:wse 1t 

wW create lignillc:an1 cnvironmcnu.I impacts. especially u to &1r pollution. without proper 
mitiaation. The Wd Aaenda arc prohibited from approvina the Project and ccntrib1.mng to 
this dlsproponionaic impa;t Uld lesacy of environmental diKrimination in Hunters Posnr 
under the President's Order on EnvironmcntaJ Justice end nth: VT oCthc Civil R.iahts Act of 
1964, u amended. 42 t.:.S C. §§ 2000d. 

The Presidau'1 2xec:v1ive Order on Environzncnu.I J1atic;c, 11 well as the Prciildenl's 
F cbna.ry 11, J 994 Mcmorllldum on E.nvironmcncaJ Jusricc. ue intended to ensure that 
federal depanmenu and aaenciea idanti~ and addreu the dispropaninnarely h1ah ind 
&.dvcrac h1.11nu health and environmcru&J cffi:c:u ofthc:i.t policies, program' and activ111c! on 
minority ccmmunmes and lower-income commi.mitia. 

Remedy: A prapcr anal71i1 of thr envaronmentaJ condillam a& and around the Shipyard and the 
p0Uauion'1 cfTcc11 oa 1b1 local relidenu 11 a rc1&1lt or the Shipyard'• redevelopment 
must be made before the Lead A1cncaa may approve the Project. Ocher the Project 
would contribute and cucerbate U1c cnYironmental iaju1tice and raci1m in the 
B1yvi1•··Hun1er1 Point in vlolatlon or the law. 
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VIII. DEFINITION OF ALTERNATIVeS 

A. Navy'a Fri1gm1nt or an Alt1rn1liv1 

A.11 .. "IC'll (et c;,.." Watefflol'll 
.l1n111ry 1D. 1111' 

Comm_, toll HPS li11JS:A 

!"hi'! EIS\EIR ereatu rour aJterna.liva projtet1: (J)N1vy diaposaJ of the Shipyard, (l)Ehe Prapo1od J\euae 
· • ... ~~hr lleduced Development AJtcmalivc, and (4) No Projoc:t 

•.. • 1u the Fourth a.hemaiivt, Navy would continue to own the property, and would not uae tbo 
buildings, land, and other tadlitle1 beyond continuing existinic loa1e1. They would conuma 'ltanup ar.::! 
minimal mairnonanco and prohibit p1.1bli; accen The other three altemative1 Clll for Navy conveyance of 
HPS ta San Fr&nelsco !or reuse 

The fim alternative: - Navy disposaJ is Nndamenu.lly ddicicnt. Tbo federal aovemment's proposed 8 
dcci1lan is to convey U= prope:ny ID San franciKO !or rwu; It ii n.o1 abandonment at'HPS. Con1idcrina: Pl:!·.S8 
N•Y)' di1pouJ as &n independent &hcmadvr: does not comply with Xl!PA. or CEQA. thal rlD'l.uire the 
Projt.et, and by cnension. tht Project Al1crn.a1ivc.1, to inc.lude farc1ecable consequences. 

BRAC Guidelines recosn.Wt and corroborate lbiJ stand11d by dirmina milit.uy authorities to includo 
reu11 5'erw'lo1 in their EIS on propeny di1politian. BJlAC GuideJinu establish such tight de1dline1 rur 
local reuac authorities r.o complete their reu11 plans ipteilic:&Jly to enable the EIS 10 incorporate ihc reuse 
plan 

To beuer under1tand the !'ilavy'a oblia11ion1to1rview H.PS reuse. let us 1uppo:11c lh&t Navy end the City 
had noc ap1d r.o prtpare a combi.Nid EJS\Elll lhhi1 were th1 cue. lh1 Navy would bo obligated to 
prepare an liIS on iu dcc:iaion to convc:y HPS to San franci1CO indudiq review 0Uor1aecable rtutc. 
Cooperating with I.he City to prcp1r1 a joint ElS\EIR does not relieve lhc Navy orlta leaal obllsa1ion to 
identify environmental impacu and al&e.mllivaa r.o roriueu.ble reuse, prior to convcyina: the propeny 

The EIS/E.IR 1.lludcs to the N1vy' s rcsporuibilny to &ddrcss reuse as indirect impacts or disposal NEPA 
docs no1 draw a di11inction be'l""-een indirett cfT~u and direct dftcts, both are included in the dctin111on 
of impu:cs ( 1'\E.P A Rcpil11ion1, Section : SOI I ) The Savy is respon1ible for addreu1na imp"~" of 
"re.uon&bly foreseeable future a.c;tiona rea:ardlcu o(what •Keney (Federal or non·Fcdc:ral) or person 
undon&kcs su:h other &enona "C NEPA llcgulationi. Scciion UOl.7) 

Allboueb the N1vy will not b.avc dlr"t responsibility for implcmcntini some oh.he mitiauions pioposc:.d 
in tlus l:lS/ELR., many ofthc men sc:rioua 1mpa.cu of ra.aac will result from rcdevclcping propcny that the 
)'.:ivy c:onrAJTlinated and expecu to only partially remediatt These arr ampacu thal are within the 1\•vy's 
authority 10 miti511e. 

B. Reducad Alternative ii a Hollow Exerci11 

Accord1.t1G to ttdetal and C&Jit0m11 l1w1 the "bean" (NEPA Regul1lion1, 40 CFR l.502.14) ofthr e 
ElS/EfR is auppoaed \o be "the prcaemation of a ransc of po11n111I ahematives to the proposed project PIZ-59 
that could fcuibly ac:c:ompli1h molt of the bujc purpou:1 of the project and could avoid or substan1ia!Jy 
lesson one or more ofthe 1.1gnific:1ru dfccr.."( CEQA Ouidebaet, IS 126 A(d)(2) emphasis added) In 1he 
HPS EIS/Ent. the JloducCld Devclopmcn& Ahc:mative 11 the only ahem111ve presen1ed, in addition to "no 
i; lew1Dlaftlu111HPCOt.12 RTF .l•n1o11ry 18 18H 
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4llt1"c• rcit C11e" w 111tfro°'1 
.llAwlty 11t HIQ9 

CDll'll'f\91\11 Oft ,..p5 lilSIEIR 

.:ir:Jjccl". We do not bohevc that 1h& IU:dueed D1vdopmc:n1 AJu:main provides dcc:isionm&ltcrs with a 
; . ·~1crly de1igned alrem&tiv1 lhat would adl.ieve Iha .. baaic: pwpau•" oft.he: Propoied Rc1.1sc Plan with 
· ' "dvc.::ras impac:t. 

Tho point or dcparc:ure for dui1r1i.a1 a 1cnuinc lltcmUi~ is a cleat sense or the project. s "b&SiC: 81"' 
p1.1rposa ... The EIS\EDl pmerus a aimmari.zad 1ia11n111nt ot'UMI R.edevllopmmt Pl&n'' objectives u the --59 

Tleisc Plan Objoctlve1(pqe2·l) (11 ahauld be n.otad that CAC hopca for 1 n:l11ion1hip bc1woon the 
~i.uin& B1yvicw•Huntcr1 .Point communiry a.ad du: HPS did nat mike thi• shon list ) 

Ji is no1 de11 ~w the aut.hon devtlopcd the .kdu=d Dcvelopmc:n1 AJ1cm11ive that is supposed to 
achieve these wnc objectives but wi&h & lowor level or cnvironrnen1&1 impact1 Tl'lcrc arc no 11gn1 that the 
.Reduce Dcvclopmcm Altcnwivc wu deaigned 10 addre111ht mast 1eriaw imp&a1 of the PropoJ.cd 
l\.cwc Pim. u&fli' and alr pollu1ion. To tho co111ra.ry. lhc land use.a UW. ccntrl.butc most 1ign1tic:.:mtly 10 

tbaae impacu (industrial and l&:D)arc cul back by about 50"/" whlle those adding much less to these 
impact1 (live/work and ruidcnti&J) ll'C 1cdi.ic:cd by abOLlt 7S~ •. The only criierion mcnnoned for the 
bdu=d Ocvclopmcnt Allema1iv111 daaign ii 1h11. it ii .. intended 10 cr11ta up to l,700 jobr.". The 
s1&nilic.ancc of I.bis number and haw it m&tches che nine objcc:uvea of the Red1Velopmcnt Plan tr. not 
APl&incd. 

Thi.1 approu;h to de:iipina& the: projoc:t aliar"'uve 1uqe1111lu.1 the aulhon c:.onsidc:I' it an c:mpry c:xcrc:iso. 
llld docs not help decisionmakcr1 and the public ;cnously con1idet the kind• of clu.na11 Ula& nught 
improve the Prcpoacd Rcu.te Plan. n»e failure to design an alremarive that makes a 1eriou1 attempt 10 
eliminate W'lmitigatablo impacll represents 11eri0\l1 flaw oft.he EISJElll, especially 11 ii is compo1,111dcd 
by the flilute to consider suon; miti11t1cn measures. · 



Response to Comments 

1 Letter P12: Alliance for a Clean Waterfront 

2 Response to Comment P12-1: 
3 With implementation of mitigation provided in EIR Section 4.9, Water Resources, there would be no 
4 additional flows of storm water to the City's Southeast Water Pollution Control Plant (SEWPCP) as a result 
5 of development at Hunters Point Shipyard (HPS). Also, with planned remediation of contamination, 
6 implementation of mitigation provided in Section 4.9 (Water Resources), and planned utility upgrades 
7 described in Section 4.10 (Utilities), the quality of storm water discharged directly to the Bay at HPS is 
8 expected to improve over time; the volume of stonn water discharged would stay the same or decrease. 

9 Reuse would, however, result in incremental additional flows of sanitary sewage to the SEWPCP. This 
10 incremental increase in sanitary sewage would be a direct result of additional housing and employment at 
11 HPS and would not be considered significant under CEQA, because the plant operates under permits from 
12 the RWQCB and has sufficient dry-weather capacity to accept the increased flows. 

13 The incremental increase in sanitary sewage would result in an incremental increase in partially treated 
14 combined sewage overflow (CSO) volumes. Overflow events would continue to occur an average of one to 
15 ten times per year, depending on location along the Bay waterfront. Estimated annual CSO volumes would 
16 increase by less than one million gallons (four million liters) per year (or less than 0.1 percent). The change 
17 in CSO volumes would be negligible both in tenns of existing discharge volumes and projected cumulative 
18 increases in CSOs. CSOs are permitted under the current regulatory regime and rapidly disperse in Bay 
19 waters. For all of these reasons, the projected incremental increase in CSO volumes would not be considered 
20 significant and does not warrant imposition of on-site sewage treatment as mitigation. 

21 Despite these conclusions of the EIR, nothing would preclude on-site treatment of sanitary sewage and/or 
22 storm water at HPS if desired. On-site treatment would not remove such treatment from the Bayview-
23 Hunters Point community, however, and would require the use ofland and fmancial resources that could 
24 then not be used to meet other community objectives. 

25 Response to Comment P12-2: 

26 The comment is correct in noting that the EIR states that the existing HPS storm-water system does not meet 
27 City standards. The system has only a two-year stonn capacity, rather than the City's five-year capacity 
28 requirement. Further, portions of the system are in poor condition. However, the lack of capacity does not 
29 affect water quality, which is the discharge standard of concern in the significance criterion in Section 4.10 
30 and identified by the comment. Repair or replacement of the storm-water system is proposed under both 
31 reuse alternatives and is analyzed in this EIR. 

32 Response to Comment Pl2-3: 

33 EIR significance standards are routinely and appropriately based on existing regulatory standards, a fact 
34 emphasized in recent changes to the state CEQA Guidelines(§ 15064(h)). Also, while future revisions of 
35 regulatory standards cannot be anticipated and therefore cannot be applied as significance standards, future 
36 activities at the site would be required to conform to all standards applicable at the time that the activity was 
37 permitted. 
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Response to Comments 

38 As described in response to Comment P12-1 above, mitigation measures provided in EIR Section 4.9, Water 
39 Resources, would ensure that the quality of storm water discharges from HPS would improve in the future 
40 and that the quantity of storm water discharges would not increase. No further mitigation is required. 

41 Response to Comment P12-4: 
42 The Proposed Reuse Plan includes about 124 acres (50 hectares [ha]) devoted to open space, 70 acres (28 ha) 
43 for research and development, 96 acres (39 ha) for industrial uses, and 86 acres (34 ha) for maritime 
44 industrial uses. These areas could clearly accommodate sand filters, grassy swales, and an on-site sewage 
45 plant, if desired. It should be noted that, currently, no treatment of storm water from the site is required, nor 
46 are any quantitative limits applied to storm water. As explained in response to Comment 12-1, provision of 
47 specific on-site treatment facilities is not required as mitigation but could be implemented under the 
48 Proposed Reuse Plan in response to community concerns. These facilities could also be included in the 
49 design of utility upgrades, as described in the EIR and acknowledged in the comment. 

50 The EIR does not include an analysis of land required for on-site storm water or wastewater treatment 
51 because the plan is currently conceptual, and no facility designs are available for analysis. Therefore, such 
52 analysis would be premature. It would be appropriate to address the possible land use implications of such 
53 proposals when actual reuse projects and sewage treatment options are selected. Most of the approaches 
54 identified in the comment could be integrated into overall project designs. 

55 Response to Comment Pll-5: 

56 As explained in Section 4.9, Water Resources, existing storm-water discharges from HPS have been reported 
57 to contain industrial pollution, including hydrocarbons, total suspended solids (TSS), zinc, copper, lead, and 
5 8 nickel. Remediation activities described in Section 3. 7 are expected to decrease the concentrations of 
59 pollutants in storm water discharges over time, improving the quality of storm water discharges. Projected 
60 improvements attributed to remediation activities might be offset to some extent by increases in storm-water 
61 pollutants attributable to project-generated traffic, but overall storm-water quality is expected to improve. 
62 This improvement would be ensured by implementation of proposed mitigation measures, which call for a 
63 detailed Storm-Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and implementation ofbest management practices. 
64 Alternative storm-water treatment technologies could play a role in the SWPPP and could also be included in 
65 the design or repair of the storm-water collection system (Option l or 2, Section 4.9). Streetscape 
66 improvements would also be considered by the TSMP, which would likely monitor and prioritize physical 
67 transportation improvements, such as roadway resurfacing, roadway medians, and sidewalk construction. 

68 See ·response to Comment Pl0-5 for information on street sweeping. 

69 Response to Comment P12-6: 

70 As discussed in the response to Comment P12-l, the Proposed Reuse Plan is not expected to have a 
71 significant impact on CSOs, which are permitted under the City's discharge requirements. The potential 
72 impacts associated with CSOs are discussed in detail in EIR Section 4.9 (Water Resources). 

73 The following mitigation has been added to Section 4.9.2, heading "Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading 
74 "Significant and Mitigable Impacts," Mitigation 1: 

75 "Arrange for the PUC to condition permits issued for groundwater discharge to the City's combined sewer 
76 system, so that discharges do not occur in wet weather when overflows are anticipated to occur." 
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77 Under the Navy's Installation Restoration Program (IRP), discharge of contaminated groundwater is strictly 
78 controlled, and discharge to the City's combined sewer system requires a City permit. 

79 Response to Comment P12-7: 

80 Please see responses to Comments P12-1 and Pl2-4. 

81 Response to Comment Pl2-8: 

82 The City has not decided whether to implement the Backbone Plan or whether to take a more incremental 
83 approach to infrastructure improvements (Section 4.10, Utilities). However, the City would ensure that 
84 necessary improvements are in place before development proceeds within any given area ofHPS. The 
85 decision regarding whether to use the Backbone Plan or some other approach would likely be the subject of 
86 negotiation between the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (Agency) and the selected developer for 
87 HPS. At the programmatic level of this EIR, no impacts associated with utility installation have been 
88 identified, beyond those that would be associated with any construction activities and mitigated via measures 
89 contained in Sections 4.2 (Air Quality), 4.7 (Hazardous Materials and Waste), and 4.9 (Water Resources). 

90 Response to Comments Pl2-9 and Pl2-10: 

91 The 240 million gallons per year ( mgy) figure for base-case storm-water runoff from HPS was derived by 
92 correcting the San Francisco PUC's 227 mgy post-project runoff figure to account for a slightly higher 
93 runoff coefficient under the base case (runoff coefficient, or" C" factor of 0.85 vs. 0.80, per SFPUC 1998, 
94 page 10}. 

95 The 227 mgy figure used in the EIR is derived from Table S of the SFPUC's Draft Bayside Cumulative 
96 Impact Assessment. Parameters used in developing that calculation are a "C" factor of0.8, a watershed area 
97 of 493 acres, and an average rainfall of21 inches. The comment's calculation did not factor in the "C" 
98 coefficient, which reflects the fact that some of the precipitation falling on the site (about 20 percent) exits as 
99 evaporation or transpiration or infiltrates into the ground. The runoff coefficient for the post-project case is 

100 lower than for the base case because of additional vegetated open space and landscaping with the project. 
101 Also see response to Comment P12-4. 

102 Response to Comment P12-11: 

103 Please see response to Comment Pl2-4. 

104 Response to Comment Pl2-12: 

105 The potential conflict between planned land uses (including residential and open space uses} with ongoing 
106 remediation activities has been identified as a potentially significant impact in tenns of human and ecological 
107 exposure to unremediated areas prior to complete remediation (see Section 4.7, Impact 1), and appropriate 
108 mitigation has been included in that section. Consistent with Section 4.4, Land Use, and the text cited by the 
l 09 comment, specific future development proposals would be evaluated by the Agency to determine if their 
110 potential impacts have been adequately addressed through this programmatic EIR. If additional potential 
111 impacts are identified for specific proposals, further environmental analysis would be done in accordance 
112 with CEQA. 

113 Response to Comments Pl2-13 and Pl2-14: 

114 As stated in Section 1.1 of the EIR, future development at HPS would be governed by the Hunters Point 
115 Shipyard Redevelopment Plan (Redevelopment Plan), which implements the Proposed Reuse Plan. A 
116 companion Design for Development, containing development controls and standards, is another 
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Response to Comments 

117 implementing tool intended to facilitate redevelopment ofHPS in a manner consistent with the Proposed 
118 Reuse Plan. The Redevelopment Plan was prepared in accordance with the California Community 
119 Redevelopment Law and pursuant to Chapter 4.5 therein, which governs the redevelopment of closed 
120 military bases. 

121 The City's General Plan does not currently contain maps or policies that are specific to HPS, which has 
122 historically been a federal facility. The City proposes to amend the general plan at a future date to include 
123 maps and policies consistent with the redevelopment plan. As stated in the EIR. General Plan amendments 
124 may take the form of a new area plan. The requirement for plan consistency is a matter of state law; 
125 conformity to regulations is not considered mitigation. Other sections of the EIR evaluate the physical 
126 effects that could result from implementation of the Proposed Reuse Plan through the Redevelopment Plan 
127 program. 

128 Respcnse to Comment P12-1S: 

129 The guiding principals articulated by the Citizens' Advisory Committee for redeveloping and integrating 
130 HPS in the Bayview-Hunters Point community are clearly reflected in the Redevelopment Plan objectives. 
131 Objective No. 1 is to "foster employment, business, and entrepreneurial opportunities in the rehabilitation, 
132 construction, operations, and maintenance of facilities in the Project Area." HPS (the Project Area) is 
133 centrally located in the Bayview-Hunters Point and South Bayshore communities. Therefore, this objective is 
134 clearly specific to the HPS site and is responsive to the Citizens' Advisory Committee's first guiding 
135 principle to "encourage land uses that will foster employment, business and entrepreneurial opportunities, 
136 cultural and other public benefits for residents of San Francisco." Objective No. 9, to "retain those existing 
137 viable industries and businesses currently located in the Project Area" similarly reflects Citizens' Advisory 
138 Committee's second guiding principle, to "support existing businesses and the artists' community." The 
139 Proposed Reuse Plan objectives would be reflected in amendments to the San Francisco General Plan, which 
140 contains policies and objectives to guide land use development throughout the City. Also, Proposed Reuse 
141 Plan objectives are expected to inform transactional documents between the Agency and the developer, 
142 which would be charged with implementation of the Redevelopment Plan at HPS. 

143 Response to Comment P12-16: 

144 The physical effects associated with implementing the Redevelopment Plan are addressed in other sections of 
145 the EIR. As explained in the responses to Comments Pl2-13 and Pl2-14 above, the EIR anticipates that the 
146 General Plan would be amended to include the Proposed Reuse Plan in toto or amended by adjusting current 
147 elements of the General Plan to include HPS and Proposed Reuse Plan objectives. No specific conflicts 
148 be.Ween the General Plan and the Redevelopment Plan have been identified, because the General Plan does 
149 not currently contain specific policies and objectives addressing HPS, which has historically been in Navy 
150 jurisdiction. Also, as explained in the responses to Comments P12-13 and P12-14, the Redevelopment Plan 
151 and its companion Design for Development are the regulatory documents that would guide future 
152 development at HPS. Standards of the Planning Code would only apply if they were not expressly 
153 superseded by standards contained in the redevelopment documents. Consistent with state redevelopment 
154 law, future General Plan amendments (those proposed after the amendments anticipated in the EIR.) might 
155 also not apply within the redevelopment area. 

156 Response to Comment P12-17: 

157 The EIR is a programmatic document. The analysis is presented at a general level of detail, because the 
158 actions to be taken are the disposal of the base and the implementation of the Proposed Reuse Plan (which 
159 presents land uses at a general level of detail). The analysis also analyzes a general level of activity that is 
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160 consistent with market projections for the site and assesses the impacts of up to 180 truck trips during the 
161 morning peak hour and 110 truck trips during the peak evening hour at full build-out. 

162 While the types of uses that would occupy HPS have been identified., the future occupants of HPS are 
163 unknown. Therefore, specific impacts associated with individual projects cannot be detailed at this time. It 
164 would be speculative to assume specific impacts associated with specific types of industrial uses, because 
165 future tenants are not known at this time. However, the EIR impact analysis is conservative in assuming 
166 worst-case potential risks (particularly with respect to toxic air contaminants from stationary and mobile 
167 sources) and recommends stringent measures to reduce these risks. If a specific project is proposed under the 
168 Proposed Reuse Plan and found to contain a component that has not been adequately analyzed under this 
169 EIR, the project proponent would be required to perform additional environmental analysis in accordance 
170 with CEQA Guidelines§§ 15162-15163. In addition, as a policy matter, the Agency could implement a 
171 screening mechanism for future industrial tenants, in addition to conducting additional, project-specific 
172 environmental analysis as required by law. 

173 Response to Comment Pll-18: 

174 The Reuse and Redevelopment Plans are based on the development activities that will take place after the 
175 completion of an exchange with the State Lands Commission. Accordingly, there will be no inconsistency 
176 between the Public Trust requirements and the Plans. Further, the negotiation and execution of an exchange 
177 agreement or agreements with the State Lands Commission sometime after the Navy conveys parcels to the 
178 City are categorically exempt from CEQA under Public Resources Code § 21080.11 (Settlement of Title and 
179 Boundary). 

180 Response to Comment Pll-19: 

181 The outcome of the CERCLA process and the content of the CERCLA Records of Decision (RODs) for 
182 remediation of parcels at HPS are not the subject of this EIR. lnstead, this EIR considers the impacts of Navy 
183 disposal and civilian reuse during or after remediation of site contamination. The remediation process and 
184 the content ofCERCLA RODs will be determined by the Navy in consultation with the U.S. EPA and other 
185 regulatory agencies. It is anticipated that U.S. EPA will approve the form and enforcement method of any 
186 use restriction imposed as part of the CERCLA process. 

187 As suggested by the mitigation measures included in EIR Section 4.7, Hazardous Materials and Waste, it is 
188 anticipated that the CERCLA RODs will contain use restrictions to prevent future exposure to residual 
189 contamination. The Agency would implement the proposed mitigation measures and, in doing so, would 
190 implement those use restrictions contained in the CERCLA RODs. Thus, if cleanup standards would not be 
191 protective of human health in the case of child care use, and the CERCLA ROD contains a restriction on 
192 child care uses, then this restriction would be enforced by the Agency. The Agency is a regulatory and 
193 implementing entity, and could implement restrictions in various ways. Restrictions could be imposed as 
194 regulations (e.g., the Redevelopment Plan could be amended· to expressly prohibit child care in a given 
195 location) or through entitlements or transactions (e.g., as permit conditions, lease conditions, or as part of a 
196 development agreement). 

197 Response to Comment P12-20: 

198 The Navy's goal is to remediate the site to a level that is protective of human health and the environment, 
199 consistent with the proposed reuse. See also the response to Comment Pl2-19, above. Financial 
200 responsibility is not a NEPA or CEQA issue and is appropriately not addressed in this document. 
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201 Response to Comment P12-21: 
202 Risk assessment techniques used to select remediation levels are based on persons who live at the site, work 
203 at the site each day, or come on the site to perform construction-related work (such as excavation}. The 
204 remediation levels must be sufficient to protect these individuals, who could be directly exposed to 
205 contaminants. The current analysis cannot evaluate the nature of risks in other areas of San Francisco, such 
206 as the Bayview-Hunters Point area, or speculate regarding exposure to hazardous wastes that occur 
207 elsewhere. Please refer to EIR Section 5.6 for further discussion. 

208 The applicant will comply with the law with regard to notice of toxic substances. California employers 
209 whose employees could have potential exposures to hazardous substances are required by the General 
210 Industry Safety Orders, Section 5194, in Title 8 of the California Administrative Code to develop a Hazard 
211 Communication Program. 

212 Response to Comment Pll-22: 
213 The mitigation measures referred to in the comment would require the Agency to ensure that future reuse 
214 activities, including construction activities undertaken to further reuse objectives, would either avoid residual 
215 contamination or be conducted in a manner to prevent impacts from exposure. When construction is 
216 proposed, these measures require that all available information sources be reviewed to determine what is 
217 known about residual contaminants (e.g., their location, character, concentration, etc.) and that soil and 
218 groundwater testing be done to further characterize the contamination if necessary. If residual contamination 
219 is found to be present in the construction area, the measures then require preparation of a site mitigation plan 
220 meeting the requirements of Article 22A of the San Francisco Health Code, as well as a Health and Safety 
221 Plan in compliance with OSHA requirements. 

222 The review of available information sources regarding potential contamination is a standard pre-development 
223 procedure, and developers and their consultants routinely review multiple data bases and reports in the 
224 course of site investigations. At HPS, the review of available information would be easier to do if the 
225 Navy's information were provided in one location and/or made available via a GIS mapping system. While 
226 the City could request such a system from the Navy in the course of negotiations regarding conveyance of 
227 HPS, provision of information in one specific form or another need not be required as mitigation. 

228 To address the commentor's issue about potential Proposition 65 disclosure obligation, Section 4.7.2, 
229 "Reuse After Complete Remediation: Proposed Reuse Plan," "Less Than Significant Impacts," third 
230 paragraph, first sentence of" Hazardous Materials Use and Generation " has been revised as follows: 

231 "No significant impacts related to hazardous materials use or hazardous waste generation are anticipated 
232 after HPS property conveyance, because f'federal, state, and local laws require plarmiBg procedures and 
233 practices to ensure that hazardous materials are properly used, stored,, and disposed of to prevent or 
234 minimize injury to human health and the environment. These laws, such as RCRA and Proposition 65, also 
235 include provisions for labeling and notification about potential environmental hazards or chemicals." 

236 Response to Comment Pll-23: 

237 The purpose of the proposed mitigation is to minimize exposure to previously unknown contamination when 
238 it is discovered during construction by making sure that contractors are aware that contamination could be 
239 encountered and that they should be alert during their work for any evidence of unusual conditions, such as a 
240 petroleum odor, visible staining, or the presence of subsurface metallic objects. This mitigation will greatly 
241 reduce, but probably will not totally eliminate, exposure to unknown contamination. Any subsurface work in 
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242 brownfields, current industrial areas, or even streets for that matter, has this inherent problem. It is 
243 impossible to detect all contamination without collecting samples in each and every excavation, which is not 

244 feasible and would have limited benefit. 

245 Exposure to unknown contamination will be minimized in other ways as well. The CERCLA process 
246 followed in the IRP is designed to minimize, to the extent possible, undiscovered contamination. The process 
247 included a great deal of historical review and on-site reconnaissance before sampling, developing a sampling 
248 program based on known or suspected spills, and remediation. The result is a site where contamination has 
249 been removed to the extent feasible, and the risk to exposure has been minimized to reasonable levels. 
250 Further, the mitigation measure discussed in Pl2-22 would further ensure that an area has been characterized 
251 to the same level as the City does now through Article 22A of the San Francisco Health Code. Institutional 
252 controls such as the" stop work" mitigation and Article 2A of the San Francisco Public Works Code are 
253 additional mitigation measures to address, as best is possible, potential exposure to residual contamination 
254 that might evade the CERCLA and IRP process. 

255 Response to Comment P12-24: 

256 Please see response to Comment Pl 1-11 regarding the Navy's responsibility for cleanup after conveyance. 

257 Please see response to Comment 12-22 regarding the requirement that available information be reviewed. 
258 This information includes the CERCLA RODs and any restrictions they contain. 

259 Response to Comment P12-25: 

260 The Reduced Development Alternative was developed at a lesser intensity of use than the Proposed Reuse 
261 Plan to provide decision-makers with an alternative that would have fewer or less severe significant impacts. 
262 This alternative does not suggest rearrangement of land uses or establishment of new uses not included in the 
263 Proposed Reuse Plan and thus would be consistent with the site remediation proposed under CERCLA, since 
264 that remediation is based on the land use map in the Proposed Reuse Plan. 

265 The EIR in Section 4.7 under Impact 6 identifies impacts to groundwater levels from construction activities 
266 as a potentially significant impact. Mitigation 6 requires that potential effects on groundwater gradients 
267 within construction areas be assessed and addressed if dewatering is proposed or if new utility lines are 
268 proposed below groundwater levels. 

269 Response to Comment P12-26: 

270 Section 4.7.2, "Reuse After Complete Remediation: Proposed Reuse Plan," Mitigation 6, third bullet 
271 describes preventive installation procedures for subsurface utility lines in areas where groundwater is 
272 contaminated. The key point of the mitigation is assessment of the situation before excavation occurs and the 
273 identification of a performance standard that will be met. Because there are many variables attached to this 
274 issue (e.g., depth to groundwater, gradient, proximity to the Bay, level of contamination, type of 
275 contamination), it is not possible to specify now in detail the specific techniques that would be most 
276 appropriate for a given excavation project. 

277 Response to Comment Pll-27: 

278 As described in Section 3.7.3, storm drains located in or above contaminated groundwater will be lined 
279 and/or pressure grouted where necessary to prevent infiltration. New storm drains should have watertight 
280 joints, such as rubber gaskets. This mitigation has been added to Section 4.7.2, heading "Reuse After 
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281 Complete Remediation: Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading "Significant and Mitigable Impacts, Mitigation 
282 6, third bullet, prior to last sentence, as follows: 

283 " ... New storm drains should have watertight joints, such as rubber gaskets. Methods ... " 

284 Response to Comment Pll-28: 
285 Section 3.7.3, heading" Parcel F," subheading Human Health Risks, has been revised as follows: 

286 "The Navy has not prepared an HHRA for Parcel F, eeeause there is &e p!Hh-wa;i far lmmaa e11:pesere te the 
287 sW:imerged eeBtammatea sedimeBts. It is acknowledged that there is a potential pathway for human 
288 exposure to contaminated sediments in Parcel F through ingestion of contaminated fish. This issue will be 
289 addressed in consultation with U.S. EPA under the CERCLA IRP." 

290 See also response to Comment F2-12 for a discussion of mitigation measures involving the prohibition of 
291 fishing along the waterfront. 

292 Response to Comment Pll-29: 

293 The Navy's responsibilities under CERCLA will be determined in a consultation with the U.S. EPA, 
294 independently of this EIR regarding disposal and reuse. The Agency has agreed to ensure implementation of 
295 the mitigation measures provided in Section 4.7. These measures would reduce potential impacts associated 
296 with exposure of residual soil and groundwater contamination to a less than significant level. The process for 
297 monitoring mitigation measures would be set forth in a mitigation monitoring program, which would be 
298 adopted at the time of project approval by the Redevelopment Agency Commission. 

299 Response to Comment P12-30: 

300 Section 3 .1.1 of the EIR, Public Transportation, San Francisco Municipal Railway and Light Rail System, 
301 discusses the existing condition of public transportation in the Bayshore Planning Area. It describes nine bus 
302 routes that service the Bayshore Planning Area. Of these nine, only Route #19 Polk provides direct service to 
303 HPS. 

304 Text in Section 3 .1.1 provides detailed descriptions for each line with regard to key destinations and service 
305 frequencies. These descriptions have been revised to include the following weekday operation times for these 
306 routes: 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 

Route #9 San Bruno 

Route #15 Third Street 

Route #19 Polk 

Route #23 Monterey 

Route #24 Divisidero 

Route #29 Sunset 

Route #44 O'Shaughnessy 

Route #54 Felton 

Route #56 Rutland 

5:35 a.m. - 12:18 a.m. 

5:28 a.m. - 11:59 p.m. 

5:22 a.m. - 7:42 p.m. 

6:05 a.m. - 12:05 a.m. 

5:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. 

6:03 a.m. - 12:44 a.m. 

5:55 a.m. - 12:30 a.m. 

5:53 a.m. - 12:35 a.m. 

6:50 a.m. - 7:05 p.m. 

316 MUNI collects ridership information in downtown San Francisco where the ridership level is highest. 
317 Ridership information for the Bayshore Planning Area is not available. Observations of ridership on Route 
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318 #19 indicate that it is very light atHPS. The estimated number of MUNI riders to and from HPS is projected 
319 to be approximately 1,050 during the p.m. peak: hour and 900 during the a.m. peak: hour in the full build-out 

320 condition. 

321 The Third Street LRT Project EIR provides transit travel time estimates. It is estimated that MUNI bus travel 
322 time between Bayview (Tbird/Palou) and downtown (Third/Market or Market/Main) is approximately 30 
323 minutes and LRT travel time between the same two points would be approximately 22-24 minutes each way. 
324 The HPS Transportation Plan proposes to reroute MUNI Line #19 to directly serve the center of the major 
325 development (along Lockwood Street) and to extend services to operate between 5:00 a.m. and 12:00 
326 midnight. It also proposes to extend MUNI Line #23 and #54 in the Shipyard to provide more direct service. 
327 The Plan proposes to increase hours of service for these two lines to between 5 :00 a.m. and 12:00 midnight. 
328 These proposals would be evaluated by the TMA as part of the proposed TSMP. 

329 Response to Comment P12-31: 

330 I-280 north ofU.S. 101 was not included as a regional roadway because the amount of traffic generated by 
331 HPS on this section of 1-280 would be minimal and significantly lower than on the section of I-280 south of 
332 U.S. 101. As shown in Table B-11 of the EIR (Appendix B), HPS would generate the most vehicle trips in 
333 the p.m. peak: hour, a total of2,450 in Year 2025. As shown in Table B-12, 8.2 percent of these trips would 
334 be destined to downtown San Francisco, Superdistrict 1, and 7.8 percent to the East Bay (a total of 16 
335 percent, or 392 trips). Only a small percentage of these trips would use the section ofI-280 north ofU.S. 
336 101, because there are either route options (such as Third Street and U.S. 101). Assuming 30 percent of the 
337 HPS vehicle trips destined for downtown San Francisco and the East Bay used this section ofl-280, about 70 
338 vehicles would travel in the non-peak: direction and 50 vehicles in the peak: direction. 

339 Response to Comment P12-32: 

340 The citation on Table B-5 was incorrect and has been revised as follows: 

341 "Source: Calff&HS he'IH'ly ff&ffie 80l:HHs, 1992 aaa 1993; Korve heady ff&ffie eellBts, 1996." 

342 Response to Comment Pl2-33: 

343 The description of Regional Transportation Services on pages B7-8 of the Draft EIR identifies the methods 
344 of connections between regional transit lines and HPS. It does not indicate that connections between 
345 regional transit lines and HPS would "very time consuming", although the commenter has likely inferred 
346 this from the EIR discussion indicating that there is no direct service to HPS by the various regional 
347 transportation services. 

348 Transit travel times and travel modes in the Draft EIR were based on MTC Regional Model outputs. The 
349 MTC model was adjusted to reflect potential MUNI service expansions, as described in response to 
350 Comment P9-2, but no additional regional bus or ferry service was assumed. The estimate of transit use in 
351 the EIR is reasonably based on assumptions regarding local transit service expansion and implementation of 
352 other measures to encourage transit use, as reflected in Reuse Plan policies, and as agreed to by the 
353 Redevelopment Agency via the TSMP mitigation measure. 

354 Response to Comment P12-34: 

355 Table B-9 shows the rate at which trips would be generated by land use category. For the Research & 
356 Development and Industrial land uses, the rate at which trips are generated is a logaritlunic function (the rate 
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357 at which trips are generated changes in relation to the amount of square footage of these land uses). 
358 Therefore, the rate is expressed in terms of an equation instead of a value, as for the other land uses. 

359 The table is revised to add a superscript" 5" to the "Industrial" land use. This superscript is footnoted at the 
360 bottom of the page to the trip rate source, which is the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip 
361 Generation Manual. See Appendix B of the EIR, Trip Generation (under header "Travel Demand 
362 Methodology"). 

363 Response to Comment P12-35: 
364 The referenced section discusses future network changes. Section 5.4.3, Potential Cumulative Impacts, 
365 subsection Concurrent Reuse and Remediation, discusses truck traffic associated with HPS cleanup and 
366 provides estimates of truck traffic volumes. Certain phases of remediation are estimated to generate 
367 approximately 40 to 60 truck trips per day on average, with a maximum of 150 truck trips per day. 

368 Response to Comment Pll-36: 
369 Specific transit improvements for HPS were identified in the Hunters Point Shipyard Transportation Plan 
370 (Korve, 1996), pages 73 through 79. The plan calls for the following improvements. 

371 • Expansion of MUNI Route #19 Polk till midnight. 

372 • Extension of MUNI Route #54 Fulton to the Hillside Residential Development. 

3 73 • Extension of MUNI Route #23 Monterey into the HPS along Crisp Avenue and Spear Avenue, and 
374 terminating near Innes Avenue at Donahue Street. 

375 Because planned improvements have not been formally programmed or funded, the EIR includes mitigation 
376 measures to ensure that these types of improvements, and others related to pedestrian and bicycle facilities, 
3 77 transit stops, and road resurfacing would occur prior to or concurrently with development at HPS. These 
378 improvements, as well as those transit improvements assumed to exist by 2010 and 2020 in 1994 Regional 
379 Transportation Plan for the San Francisco Bay Area (RTP; MTC, 1994), were considered when developing 
380 modal split data for the future conditions. 

381 At this programmatic stage of planning, the City believes the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 
382 approach is the most efficient and effective means for mitigating traffic impacts and assuring appropriate 
383 transit development at HfS. This approach is described in Section 4.1.2 of the EIR, as mitigation for CEQA-
384 specific Significant Unrnitigable Impacts 1, 2, and 3. 

385 Response to Comment P12-37: 

386 Traffic impacts on Crisp A venue were analyzed at Spear A venue and "I" Street. Both of these intersections 
387 would operate at Level of Service (LOS) B or better conditions in 2010 and 2025 {see Tables 4.1-2 and 4.1-3 
388 in the EIR). Truck impacts were analyzed and concluded to be less than significant. The total number of 
389 trucks to be generated by HPS in the a.m. peak hour would be about 80 in 2010 and 180 in 2025; in the p.m. 
390 peak hour, the number would be about 50 in 2010 and 110 in 2025. These trucks would exit the South Gate 
391 and use the existing truck routes (Griffith, Shafter, Hawes, Thomas, Ingalls, Carrol Avenue, and Third Street; 
392 see Figure 3.1-4). 
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393 The South Gate was assumed in the analysis for both general traffic and trucks. Table 4.1-3 includes the 
394 analysis of the intersection of Crisp/Spear. The increased delay is caused by the traffic entering from and 
395 exiting to the South Gate. No further environmental review is necessary to describe impacts and mitigation 
396 relative to truck traffic using the South Gate ofHPS. 

397 Response to Comment Pll-38: 
398 Regarding transit improvements, please see response to Comment P12-36. The objectives and policies 
399 referred to in the EIR are given in the Land Use Alternatives and Proposed Draft Plan (City and County of 
400 San Francisco, Planning Department, and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 1997a), Improvement 
401 Priorities, page 120, and the TDM measures given in Section 4.1.2 of the EIR. These community-based 
402 policy statements and the agencies' intention to implement the TDM measure warranted aggressive 
403 assumptions regarding transit mode shares. These assumptions, which would be met or exceeded by the 
404 mitigation measures that the Agency has agreed to implement, were based on adjustments to existing transit 
405 service data. See response to Comment P9-2. 

406 The adjustment factor (reflecting potential increase in transit services in the area) used in the analysis was 
407 developed by modifying the out-of-vehicle travel times to reflect potential improved total travel times, and 
408 modifications were made to the mode choice variables to account for changes in transit service (e.g., 
409 decrease in transit headways). Please see Appendix B, Travel Demand Methodology. The assumed transit 
410 imi:;rovements are part of the HPS Reuse Plan. The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency has committed to 
411 work with MUNI to ensure that the recommended transit services will be implemented. 

412 The assumed expansion included modest extension of existing lines, hours of services, and service 
413 frequencies. It is a reasonable assumption and MUNI has traditionally been able to provide modest service 
414 adjustments to accommodate service needs in the past. The modal split ratio used in the analysis is similar to 
415 the CTBS survey conducted in 1994 for Superdistrict 3 as a whole. Transit and rideshare incentives outlined 
416 in Mitigation Measures for Significant Unrnitigable Impact #1 are recommended to further mitigate 
417 cumulative traffic impacts at the Third Street/Cesar Chavez Street Intersection. 

418 Response to Comment P12-39: 

419 The data in Table B-10 (Appendix B of the EIR) are correct and were used in the traffic analysis. The text in 
420 Appendix B, heading" Travel Demand Methodology," subheading "Trip Generation," paragraph 4 has been 
421 revised as follows: 

422 "A~ shown in Table B-10, the Proposed Reuse Plan is estimated to generate approximately~ 5,375 
423 person-trips during the a.m. peak hour and ~ 6,055 person-trips during the p.m. peak hour by 2025 
424 build-out conditions. In comparison to the Proposed Reuse Plan, it is estimated that the Reduced 
425 Development Alternative would generate approximately~ 3,235 fewer person-trips during the a.m. peak 
426 hour and~ 3,425 fewer trips during the p.m. peak hour by 2025." 

427 Response to Comment P12-40: 

428 The vehicle occupancy rates (VORs) are based on employee and visitor survey information from the 1994 
429 Citywide Traffic Behavior Survey (CTBS) conducted by the City of San Francisco Planning Department. The 
430 survey data were summarized by Superdistrict. Because HPS is in Superdistrict 3, the average VORs for 
431 Superdistrict 3 were used in the traffic analysis. See response to Comment P9-11. 
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432 Response to Comment Pll-41: 
433 The 25 percent reduction in the number of trips generated by mixed-use and cultural land uses was 
434 developed by Korve Engineering in consultation with the San Francisco Planning Department. This number 
435 was developed based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 5111 Edition. Section VD-Quantifying Pass-By and 
436 Diverted Linked Trips of the ITE Trip Generation Manual states that "Pass-by trips are estimated to be 25 
437 percent of the driveway volumes." The 25 percent reduction was applied only to the mixed-use and cultural 
438 us.~s for the analysis of external intersections. No reductions were applied for the analysis of internal 
439 intersections. For mixed-use developments such as HPS that consist of two or more land uses, trip-making 
440 characteristics are interrelated. A reduction in the trip-generation estimated for new developments is 
441 generally taken into account for the internal trips of those "captured" within the single, overall development. 
442 The linkage, or capture percentage, varies depending on the types of land use; ITE has identified values 
443 ranging between 9 to 45 percent. 

444 Internal trips would include those that are integral to other trips. For example, if someone stopped at the 
445 comer store on the way to work, the stop at the comer would be considered a "linked" or" internal" trip, 
446 depending on the location of the store in relation to home and work.1 The use of reduction factors to account 
447 for linked and internal trips is an accepted professional practice, as demonstrated by ITE literature on the 
448 subject. 

449 Response to Comment Pll-42: 
450 The comment is unclear. Superdistrict 1, as shoWn in Figure B-1, encompasses the financial district of 
451 downtown, in the northeastern quadrant of the City. The 74.4 percent shown in Table B-12 refers to all of 
452 San Francisco (Superdistricts 1, 2, 3 and 4), meaning that 74.4 percent of the trips to and from HPS would 
453 begin and end in San Francisco. Superdistrict 3 is the largest district, encompassing the southeastern 
454 quadrant of the City and the district in which HPS is located. Table B-12 shows that 50 percent of the HPS-
455 generated trips would be within Superdistrict 3. 

456 The trip distribution pattern was obtained from the CTBS data for Superdistrict 3, not Superdistrict I. The 
457 Proposed Reuse Plan includes a total of 1,300 dwelling units and 500 live-work units. The Bayview-Hunters 
458 Point Redevelopment Area, as well as the Executive Park development, would include additional housing 
459 developments. In addition, the Bayview-Hunters Point Community is working with the Agency and the 
460 Mayor's Office to secure jobs to be created at HPS. For these reasons, it is believed that the existing trip 
461 distribution pattern would be maintained in the future. 

462 The MTC model was used to develop the future baseline (i.e., traffic volumes) without reuse ofHPS. It was 
463 not used to justify trip distribution. The following citation for the MTC model has been added to the 
464 references in EIR Chapter 7: 

465 "Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC}. 1996. Regional Travel Forecasting Model, 1996-2010. 
466 Oakland, California." 

l The definition of a linked trip is provided on page B-10 of Appendix B of the EIR as follows: "Due to the mixed-use 
nature of the Proposed Reuse Plan, most people would visit more than one destination during their trip at the site. 
These trips are considered link-trips. For example, a visitor to a museum may also visit the retail uses at HPS before 
driving home." The 25 percent deduction was only applicable to the external intersections to the HPS, not the internal 
intersections within the HPS. 
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467 There are no specific trip distnbution data available for Bayview-Hunters Point. It is appropriate to use the 
468 Superdistrict 3 distribution pattern for the analysis for the reasons explained above. 

469 Response to Comment P12-43: 

470 The issue of truck traffic is broken out as a separate issue throughout the EIR. The existing condition of truck 
4 71 traffic is discussed in Section 3. l. l, under a separate subsection titled .. Truck Service." Impacts from truck 
472 traffic are discussed in Section 4.1.2, under "Less than Significant Impacts." The traffic assessment found 
473 that increases in truck traffic due to reuse ofHPS would not meet the significance criteria defined in Section 
474 4.1. The number of truck traffic trips generated by reuse is shown in Table B-11, the calculations for which 
475 are based on the assessment methodology discussed in Section 3.1.2 and supported by technical information 
476 in Appendix B. Cumulative truck traffic effects associated with concurrent reuse development and 
477 remediation activities are discussed in Section 5.4.3. Specific project proposals involving construction and 
478 demolition with truck trips in excess of projected amounts may require further environmental review under 
479 CEQA. 

480 Projected truck traffic (see response to Comment Pl2-37) was included in the analysis of air quality and 
481 noise. Truck traffic impacts were found to be less than significant, except to the extent that truck traffic 
482 contributes to Unmitigable traffic congestion at Third Street/Cesar Chavez Street intersection, and to 
483 significant Unmitigable air quality impacts discussed in EIR Section 4.2. See response to Comment P9-l 1. 

484 Response to Comment P12-44: 

485 The mitigation envisions establishment of a Transportation Management Association (TMA) to monitor 
486 implementation of a TSMP. This mitigation strategy has been applied to other recent City projects, such as 
487 the Giants ballpark and Mission Bay, and is appropriate given the programmatic nature of the EIR and the 
488 lack of information regarding specific development projects, phasing of development, and available funding. 
489 It is envisioned that the TMA would consist of property owners, tenants, neighborhood representatives, and 
490 City/ Agency staff. The group would be appointed by the Mayor, similar to the Ballpark Transportation 
491 Coordinating Committee, and would report to the Redevelopment Agency Commission. The TMA would 
492 have no funding authority, but it is anticipated that the group would prioritize required investments and 
493 monitor the effectiveness of the mitigation measures and the TSMP for the Agency. 

494 The TSMP envisions a phased approach to development and transit improvements at HPS, under which 
495 some development would proceed, and transit service would be expanded, additional development would 
496 proceed, and additional service would be provided. Thus, development and transit service are interrelated, 
497 and development would provide a funding mechanism and ridership for transit, while provision of transit 
498 would allow more development. It is anticipated that at any time in the development process, transit service 
499 would meet the demand of existing residents and employees of HPS and transit ridership would meet or 
500 exceed levels discussed in P9-2. 

501 The curtailment of residential and commercial development is intended to ensure that development of uses 
502 with the potential to generate vehicle trips is slowed or stopped until adequate transit service is in place. 
503 Commercial and residential development would include all development ofHPS with the exception of open 
504 space/recreational uses, infrastructure improvements, and similar activities. · 

505 Required transit service expansions would include those identified and prioritized by the TMA through the 
506 TSMP. These could include transit service expansions identified in the Hunters Point Shipyard 
507 Transportation Plan (Korve, 1996), which outlines transit improvements in five-year increments, or 
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508 alternative strategies identified in the TSMP. Monitoring transit demand could involve surveying employees 
509 and residents, observing transit vehicle occupancy, observing vehicles entering and leaving HPS, and other 

510 techniques. 

511 Response to Comment P12-45: 

512 Please see response to Comment P 12-36 for details regarding transit improvements. 

513 The TSMP includes specific, feasible measures for reducing automobile trips and encouraging transit use 
514 including shuttles, incentives and disincentives. Implementation of the TSMP is expected to reduce traffic 
515 and air quality impacts. Thus it is inaccurate to say that " for the most serious traffic and air pollution impacts, 
516 this EIR does not propose any mitigation measures whatsoever." The proposed TMA is the best form of 
517 mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. A fmding of overriding consideration 
518 does not relieve the City of the requirements to comply with federal and state Jaws and regulations, the 
519 policies of the City's General Plan, or environmental review of project-specific proposals. 

520 The local hiring and other provisions in the TSMP have been upgraded from a "may do" to a "must do" 
521 category by deleting the following text from Section 4.1.2, heading" Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading 
522 "Significant Unmitigable Impact," immediately preceding the seventh sub-bullet: 

523 "If eeemed aJIJlrepriate ay the TMA, the TSMP seals eeB:taiB the fellewi:Bg aaaitieB:al elemeet:s." 

524 Performance targets for the TSMP have been described above, in response to Comment P9-2. Transportation 
525 mitigation measures identified, along with these performance targets, would be implemented and monitored 
526 as set forth in a mitigation monitoring program to be adopted by the Redevelopment Agency Commission. 
527 The mitigation monitoring program could defme a specific role or requirements for the developer ofHPS. 

528 See also responses to Comments Pl 1-13 and Pl 1-14. 

529 Response to Comment P12-46: 

530 Please see responses to Comments P12-44 and Pl2-45. 

531 Response to Comment Pl2-47: 

532 While road widening (proposed as mitigation for Significant and Mitigable Impact 2) can encourage 
533 automobile use, this tendency must be balanced against the need for lessening congestion and reducing air 
534 quality impacts. The BAAQMD recognizes that measures to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion can 
535 lessen air quality impacts, but cautions against traffic-inducing effects of increased roadway capacity 
536 (BAAQMD Guidelines, p. 59). The proposed mitigation measures would affect single intersections in a 
537 congested urban area where the transportation network has many other capacity constraints. Within this 
538 context, the suggested measures would not be expected to induce substantial additional traffic, and the 
539 benefit of reduced congestion and air quality impacts in the vicinity would appear to outweigh the 
540 incremental increases in capacity. 

541 The TMA, through the TSMP, would work to improve traffic conditions by encouraging alternate fonns of 
542 transportation. The TSMP includes specific, feasible measures for reducing automobile trips and 
543 encouraging transit use. Implementation of the TSMP is expected to reduce traffic and air quality impacts. In 
544 addition, local hire provisions and shuttles (if feasible) are now included as required elements of the TSMP (see 
545 Section 4.9.2). The proposed TMA is the best form of mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the 
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546 planning process. The TSMP is descnbed in EIR. Section 4.1.2 as mitigation for Significant and Mitigable 

547 Impacts 1, 2, and 3. 

548 Response to Comment Pll-48: 

549 Please refer to the response to Comment P12-44. The Redevelopment Agency Commission will adopt 
550 mitigation measures and a mitigation monitoring program at the time of project approvals, including any sale 
551 or lease of property. It is anticipated, therefore, that mitigation measures that the developer will need to 
552 satisfy will be reflected in the agreement between the developer and the Redevelopment Agency 
553 Commission. The developer ofHPS would therefore be aware of mitigation requirements before proceeding 

554 with development, leasing, or purchasing of property. 

555 Response to Comment P12-49: 

556 The TMA initially would be appointed by the Mayor for an 18 month term. The TMA and the coordinating 
557 committee are one and the same. The TMA would include property owners, representatives of the Citizens' 
558 Advisory Committee, and appropriate City staff. The role of the TMA would be to oversee preparation of a 
559 TSMP for HPS and monitor performance to ensure the effectiveness of the measures. 

560 It is anticipated that the TSMP would be drafted by consultants to the Agency or the HPS developer and 
561 would be refmed and reviewed by the TMA. It is expected that the Hunters Point Shipyard Transportation 
562 Plan (Korve, 1996) would be the starting point for the TSMP. 

563 The TMA would have no funding authority but would prioritize investments, monitor compliance with the 
564 TSMP, and make recommendations to the Redevelopment Agency Commission. The TMA would represent 
565 diverse perspectives, and conflicts of interest are not anticipated. 

566 Members of the Bayview-Hunters Point community would not be excluded from the TMA. Please see 
567 response to Comment P9-5. 

568 Response to Comment P12-50: 

569 In order to implement either reuse alternative, the City and Agency decision-makers would have to adopt a 
570 Statement of Overriding Considerations explaining why the benefits of the proposed project outweigh the 
571 unavoidable adverse environmental effects. The Statement would take into account, among other 
572 considerations, the Proposed Reuse Plan objectives, but it is anticipated that it would reference the Proposed 
573 Reuse Plan objectives articulated in EIR. Section 2.2.1, which provide for multiple neighborhood benefits. 
574 These objectives include the following: to foster employment, business, and entrepreneurial opportunities; to 
575 stimulate and attract private investments; to provide for the development of a variety ofland use districts; to 

576 provide for the development of mixed-income housing; to remove conditions of blight; to preserve historic 
577 structures; to provide necessary infrastructure improvements; to encourage cost- and energy-efficient 
578 measures; and to retain existing, viable industries and businesses at HPS. Please see the responses to other 
579 comments in this letter addressing concerns regarding public services, employment opportunities, and traffic 
580 and air quality impacts. 

581 Response to Comment Pl2-51: 

582 As required by basic considerations of internal consistency, the analysis of traffic-related air quality impacts 
583 is based on the trip generation and traffic distribution analyses presented in Section 4.1, Traffic, 
584 Transportation, and Circulation, of the EIR.. The trip generation estimates were conservative. The modal split 
585 ratio used for HSP development is consistent with the CTBS survey (conducted in 1992) for Superdistrict 3 
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586 as a whole. The vehicle trip generation asswned 72.7 percent auto use for workers to most land uses in HPS, 
587 except housing development (58.6%). For non-workers, the auto percentage is lower, approximately 63 to 77 
588 percent. There is a higher percentage for other modes, due to the mixed use nature of the project. 

5 89 Implementation of the proposed TMA is expected to reduce traffic and air quality impacts. It is the best form 
590 of mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. Under the TSMP, options could 
591 include the use of alternative fuel vehicles for large employers. Also, see response to Comment PI0-6. 

592 Response to Comment Pll-52: 
593 As is standard practice for impact assessments, the air quality analysis is explicitly based on the vehicle trip 
594 generation analysis of the project. Travel patterns in the Bay Area do reflect a high amount of transit and 
595 ridesharing use, and the trip generation estimates for the reuse alternatives reflect anticipated transit system 
596 expansions and proposed IDM strategies (see response to Comment PI2-36). The BAAQMD CEQA 
597 Guidelines expressly recommend using project-specific trip generation analyses in preference to generic 
598 average trip generation rates. 

599 Other components of the air quality analysis were developed with an approach that has been used in air 
600 quality impact assessments for nearly two decades. This approach is consistent with that recommended by 
601 EPA emission inventory guidance (U.S. EPA, 1992, Procedures for Emission Inventory Preparation, Volume 
602 IV: Mobile Sources). As documented in Appendix B of the EIR, this approach makes explicit estimates of 
603 travel patterns according to trip purpose, thus accounting for the mix of short and long trips that occur in the 
604 real world. The travel time distribution patterns are used directly to compute vehicle operating mode 
605 conditions, which are a major factor determining vehicle emission rates. In addition, the analysis uses a mix 
606 of average route speeds for each trip purpose category to account for the nonlinearity of vehicle emission 
607 rates at different average route speeds. 

608 The travel time distribution data presented in Table B-30 were obtained from the U.S. Federal Highway 
609 Administration, 1985 and were based on data obtained from 1980 Census data for urbanized areas. This data is 
610 consistent with the CTBS survey data. CTBS data shows that approximately three-quarters of the Hunters Point 
611 jobs are expected to be held by San Francisco residents (Table B-12), not Hunters Point residents. Table B-30 
612 shows that approximately three-quarters of the commuters would live within 29 minutes of commute time to 
613 Hunters Point. The other key reason for the lower average travel time for workers in Hunters Point than the 
614 other urbanized areas in the Bay Area is because a small percentage (4%) of the Hunters Point workers would 
615 live more than a 45-minute commute distance. 

616 Response to Comment P12-53: 

617 The EIR analysis assumes somewhat higher levels of ridesharing, transit use, and trip reduction during reuse 
618 than are typically assumed when analyzing individual projects within San Francisco. These assumptions are 
619 legitimately based on policy statements contained in the Proposed Reuse Plan and the Agency's intention to 
620 implement IDM measures. Formation ofa TMA and implementation ofa TSMP are proposed as part of the 
621 project. These mitigation measures include trip-reduction measures similar to those recommended by the 
622 BAAQMD's CEQA Guidelines. The Guidelines suggest a variety of measures (see Table 15, p. 60) that in 
623 most circumstances would together reduce vehicle trips by an estimated 16.4 percent (using the low end of 
624 the effectiveness range provided). 

625 Mitigation measures presented in the EIR would ensure that assumed trip-reduction levels are reached or 
626 exceeded. However, the level to which these measures would effectively reduce vehicle trips beyond the 
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627 levels assumed in the analysis cannot be quantified in the absence of more specific information about future 
628 tenants of the shipyard, the manner in which development would proceed, and the pace of development. For 
629 this reason, the EISIEIR analysis conservatively concludes that traffic and air quality impacts would remain 
630 significant, despite the application of feasible mitigation measures. Many of the commentor's suggested 
631 mitigations are in the TSMP, such as transit improvements, amenities, and incentives, street improvements 
632 and local hiring practices. No site plan changes or parking redesign measures have been identified that 
633 would further reduce vehicle trips. 

634 Response to Comment P12-54: 

635 The EIR does not use a "ratio" approach to determine impact significance. As is clearly stated in the EIR, the 
636 document uses the BAAQMD impact significance criteria to characterize added emissions as "significant" in 
637 a CEQA context. However, identifying an added emissions increment as "significant" does not imply that 
638 measurable changes in ambient air quality levels will occur. The physics and chemistry of photochemical 
639 ozone production indicate that the added ozone precursor emissions would not produce measurable changes 
640 in regional ozone levels. If current regional ozone precursor emission quantities (estimated in the 1997 Clean 
641 Air Plan at 976,000 lbs [443,000 kg] per day of reactive organic compounds and 1,264,000 lbs [573,000 kg] 
642 per day of nitrogen oxides) have not produced any violations of state or federal ozone standards on the San 
643 Francisco peninsula during the past seven years, the additional increment of emissions from the proposed 
644 reuse plan (132 lbs [60 kg] per day of reactive organic compounds and 321 lbs [46 kg] per day of nitrogen 
645 oxides) will not alter that situation. 

646 As already explained in response to the previous comments, the proposed TMA is a comprehensive, effective 
647 mitigation plan for reducing traffic and air quality impacts. It is the best form of mitigation that can be 
648 required at this early stage of the planning process. 

649 Response to Comment Pll-55: 

650 By all objective measures, air quality in the City of San Francisco, including that at the nearest BAAQMD 
651 monitoring stations, is actually quite good, with only a few (less than five) measured values in excess of the 
652 state 24-hour PMio standard recorded in each of the last several years. A summary of the monitoring data 
653 considered most representative of conditions in the Bayview-Hunters Point area is provided in the response 
654 to Comment PI0-4. As indicated in that response, maximum values for all other pollutants have been below 
655 the respective federal and California health-based ambient standards for a number of years. Furthermore, the 
656 air quality impacts that are identified as significant/unmitigable in the EIR are primarily regional in nature, 
657 and by their nature (mobile source emissions of ozone precursor, PM10 and toxic air contaminants), will not 
658 have a disproportionate adverse effect on specific low-income and minority communities. 

659 Please see responses to Comments F2-8 (Toxic Air Contaminants) and PI0-13 (PM10 emissions). 

660 Response to Comment P12-56: 

661 The EIR thoroughly considers the environmental impact of the Proposed Reuse Plan on public services, 
662 utilities, and service systems. For example, in Section 4.11.2, projected needs would result in an increased 
663 demand for police, fire, and emergency medical services. The EIR details a number of reasons why the 
664 increased demands would be considered to be less than significant impacts. The public revenue shortfall 
665 assumed in the comment does not trigger a requirement to conduct additional environmental review, because 
666 it does not, in and of itself, create a binding commitment on the City to spend its funds in a particular manner 
667 with respect to public services. At this time, the City has not made any proposal or determination as to how 
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668 revenue shortfalls, if any, resulting from the project would be managed; given the long time frame and 
669 numerous variables involved, it would be infeasible for the City to do so. 

670 The Redevelopment Agency would enter into an agreement with a primary developer, selected by the 
671 Redevelopment Agency Commission. The agreement will set forth the tenns and conditions under which 
672 required utilities will be provided. This ProFonna would supercede any earlier estimates of expenses and 
673 revenues, as set forth in previous HPS documents, including the May 1997 Report on the Redevelopment 
674 Plan and the April 1997 Hunters Point Shipyard Financial Feasibility Model. The Proforma would include, 
675 among other items, a clear description of financial assumptions; a range of expected lease rates, rental rates, 
676 and sales prices; a preliminary budget of development costs; and a preliminary plan to fmance maintenance 
677 and repair of public infrastructure and the provision of new public services required as a result of 
678 development. The Proforma could change some of the assumptions and projections of the May 1997 Report 
679 on the Redevelopment Plan or the April 1997 Hunters Point Financial Feasibility Model but would not result 
680 in new adverse significant environmental impacts. 

681 Response to Comment P12-57: 

682 The EIR acknowledges that the Bayview-Hunters Point area has high incidences of respiratory and other 
683 illnesses (Section 3.2, second paragraph). The document also acknowledges that the data show that the 
684 community currently experiences disproportionate unemployment when compared to the rest of the City 
685 (Section 3.6.4). As explained in Section 5.6, however, there is no evidence that these conditions would be 
686 exacerbated by reuse of iIPS for civilian purposes. Reuse would occur during or after extensive remediation 
687 and would constitute the kind of" brownfields" development that the community has advocated. Also, the 
688 objectives of reuse include redress for historic levels of unemployment in the Bayview-Hunters Point 
689 community. 

690 Environmental justice is an issue that must be addressed for compliance with NEPA, but it is not currently 
691 required under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). However, because of the high level of 
692 public and agency concern expressed on this issue to date, a decision has been made to consider impacts 
693 from this standpoint in the EIR as well as to address all comments relating to Environmental Justice in this 
694 Response to Comments document. 

695 The air quality impacts identified would not disproportionately affect minority or low-income populations. 
696 Increases in ozone precursor emissions would occur at a regional scale and would not have a 
697 disproportionately high and adverse effect on the South Bayshore neighborhood. For example, it typically 
698 takes three to six hours to generate significant ozone concentrations. Therefore, the locations most affected 
699 by those emissions would be elsewhere in the Bay Area. This reaction/movement is why ozone 
700 concentrations show broad, regional concentration patterns rather than localized hot spots. PM 10 emissions 
701 would be generated by vehicles, many of which follow regional commute patterns, and therefore these 
702 emissions also would not have a disproportionately high effect on the HPS neighborhood. 

703 Supplemental dispersion modeling has been perfonned to estimate the net increase in PM16 concentrations 
704 resulting from traffic-related PM10 emissions (a summary of the PM10 emissions analysis and procedures used 
705 for the PM10 dispersion modeling is provided as an attachment to these Responses to Comments and will be 
706 included in Appendix B of the FEIR. 

707 This modeling was conducted at Third St. and Evans Avenue, the intersection most heavily impacted by 
708 increased traffic generated by the proposed action. The results show that even under extremely rare worst-case 
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709 meteorological dispersion conditions and maximum traffic volumes, the increased traffic due to the proposed 
710 redevelopment would produce increases in 24-hour PM10 concentrations at the roadside that are from 1.1 to 
711 8.6 µg/m3 in 2010, and from 1.7 to 12.8 µg/m3 in 2025. The modeling also showed that the incremental 
712 concentration increases fall off rapidly with distance from the intersection, with the highest roadside values 
713 decreasing by at least 40% within about 10 meters (33 feet). These impacts represent small to moderate 
714 fractions of the most stringent applicable ambient standard for this pollutant, i.e., the California 24-hour 
715 standard of 50µg/m3

, and very small fractions of the federal 24 hour standard of 150 µg/m3
• 

716 The results of this supplemental analysis indicate that projected increases in PM10 emissions would not result 
717 in a disproportionately high and adverse effect on the Hunters Point community. 

718 Significant and unmitigable toxic air contaminant emissions would be the result of mobile source emissions 
719 from increased traffic and cumulative emission sources. These sources would be distributed regionally and 
720 therefore would not have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on visitors, workers, or residents at 
721 HPS. The Agency plans to mitigate for potential health effects of toxic air contaminant emissions from 
722 stationary (industrial) sources in a highly conservative manner to ensure that the project would not adversely 
723 affect (disproportionately or otherwise) the surrounding Hunters Point community. The EIR. includes 
724 stringent measures to ensure that local toxic air contaminant emissions from stationary sources are reduced to 
725 the greatest extent feasible. The Agency proposes to evaluate and permit all potential stationary sources of 
726 toxic air contaminants allowed at HPS as one facility. New potential stationary sources would be allowed 
727 only if the estimated incremental health risk from toxic air contaminants from all stationary sources were 
728 consistent with BAAQMD significance criteria for an individual facility (see Section 4.2). See also response 
729 to Comment F2-8. 

730 See also response to Comment Pl 0-13 for additional information. 

731 Response to Comment P12-58: 

732 Both direct and indirect effects of the federal disposal action are evaluated in the EIR. The indirect effects 
733 are those resulting from community reuse of the property. The EIR addresses indirect effects through 
734 mitigation measures that would be implemented by the City or the Agency. Regarding remediation of 
735 contamination, this activity is being conducted under the Installation Restoration Program, which is a 
736 separate process from the project and alternatives analyzed in the EIR.. See also response to Comments Pl 1-7 
737 and Pll-8. 

738 Response to Comment P12-59: 

739 As explained in the responses to Comments F2-1 and F2-3, the Proposed Reuse Plan was developed with 
740 considerable public input through a screening process. The Proposed Reuse Plan, Reduced Development 
741 Alternative, and the No Action Alternative constitute a reasonable range of reuse options consistent with 
742 community objectives, and the EIR. describes a resulting range of impacts. Alternatives considered and 
743 eliminated from further study are described in Section 2.4, along with reasons for their elimination. 

744 The Reduced Development Alternative would provide only 2,700 new jobs over a 25-year period and would 
745 not achieve the social and economic community objectives represented by the Proposed Reuse Plan. Based 
746 on the EIR's conservative analysis, this alternative would contribute to cumulatively significant traffic 
747 congestion and significant air emissions from mobile sources, although to a lesser extent than the Proposed 
748 Reuse Plan. Within the urban context of the project area, the EIR authors consider it infeasible to develop an 
749 alternative of even lesser intensity than the Reduced Development Alternative that could both eliminate these 
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750 unavoidable significant environmental effects and achieve the community's stated economic and social 
7 51 objectives, which include development of a variety of land use districts fostering a range of employment 
752 opportunities. 

753 Mitigation measures provided in Chapter 4 of the EIR would be applied to the preferred Proposed Reuse 
7 54 Plan prior to implementation, making this alternative a "mitigated alternative" to the greatest extent feasible. 
755 Compliance with mitigation measures would be ensured through development and adoption of a mitigation 
756 monitoring program. A mitigation monitoring program must be adopted at the time a project is approved. 
757 For reuse ofHPS, the mitigation monitoring program would specify who is responsible for implementing 
758 each mitigation measure in the EIR, when measures must be implemented, and how and by whom their 
759 implementation and effectiveness are to be monitored. 

7 60 Screening potential HPS alternatives for feasibility involved developing a statement of purpose and need, 
761 develcping a broad range of alternatives that met the need, and developing screening criteria (e.g., technical, 
762 economic, and environmental factors) to screen the alternatives. The City used this approach during its 
763 extensive efforts to develop comprehensive reuse alternatives for HPS during its reuse planning process, as 
764 described in EIR Section 1.5.2. The City has been jointly working with the community on a focused effort to 
765 develop and evaluate land use alternatives for the reuse ofHPS since early 1994. Through this planning 
766 process, a wide range ofland use alternatives were identified and evaluated. 

767 Six community land use concepts were screened using an established set of planning parameters to identify 
7 68 four preliminary alternatives. Once the HPS Citizens' Advisory Committee identified the preferred 
769 alternative, three preliminary plans for this alternative were developed focusing on different land use 
770 densities and configurations. Each preliminary plan was then assessed using a set of evaluation criteria. The 
771 criteria were based on detailed consideration of planning guidelines, developed by the Citizens' Advisory 
772 Committee, that addressed social, economic, and physical development goals for the site. The result of this 
773 three-year process was the Proposed Reuse Plan evaluated in the EIR. 

774 The Reduced Development Alternative evaluated in the November I 997 Draft EIR for HPS originally 
775 functioned as a mitigated alternative. The previous analysis concluded that the Reduced Development 
776 Alternative would result in no significant traffic impacts and fewer and less than significant air quality 
777 impacts. However, public comments in response to the November 1997 Draft EIR prompted the Navy and 
778 City to reconsider the original impact analysis, particularly in light of community concerns regarding toxic 
779 air contaminants, human and ecological exposure to contamination, and cumulative traffic and air quality 
780 impacts. As a result, the EIR identifies a number of new significant impacts for both the Proposed Reuse 
781 Plan and the Reduced Development Alternative. With the exception of increased cumulative traffic at the 
782 intersection of Third Street/Cesar Chavez Street; cumulative traffic along local freeway segments; and ozone 
783 precursor, PMu» and toxic air contaminant emissions, all significant impacts can be fully mitigated to less 
784 than significant levels. 
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Re: Comments of Communities for a Deller Environment's SAFER! project on the Hunter 
Point Shipyard Draft Enviroramental Impact Statement/ Environmental lmp?lc~ Report 

Dear Ms. Gitelman and Mr. Munekawa: 

We arc submitting these commcnt.s regarding the Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement/Environmental Impact Repon ("DEIS".OEIR") for the Disposal and Reuse or 

Hunters Point Shipyard on behalf orCorrimunities for a Better Environment (CBE), an 

urban environmental health and justice organization that has more than 3000 ~mmunity 

members who either fish, swim, surf, or recreate in San Francisco Bay. CBE believe$ that 

we must improve cnvironmcnta! health through pollution prevention, promote 

environmental justice for low-income people of color, give people a meaningfui' voice· in 

environmental decision making, and change policies from the grassroots ue. 

CBE's SAFER! project focuses on the Bay, home to the West Coast's largest 

national urban ·wildlife refuge and one or the most threatened estuary systc~ in the ~ation. 
Thousands of tons or toxins no.w in~o the system every year from sources such as sewage· 

treatment facilities, oil refineries and other industries, an~ medical institutions. ~r the 

quaner million people who fish the Bay, the health of thousands of families who fish for · 

food is placed at risk due to elevated level~ of organochlorines, toxic metals and bacteria in 

commonly caught fish. Consisting mostly ?f poor and working class peopie of color, 

including recent immigrants, the angler communily has not traditionally had a voice in 

shaping Bay policy making despite being disproponionately impacted by these health risks. 

Many of our members also reside on the Southeast corridor of San Francisco and are 

alarmed by all the new development projects and are worried about their families' well· 

being in the race to develop this area or San Francisco. 

These comments arc directed to the DEIS/DEIR, addressing how the proposed 

project will endanger bcncfi~ial use of San ~rancisco Bay from combined sewage 

overflows (CS Os) and polluted runoff; ignores environmental justice; serious health and \8 
500 Howard St~eet, Suite 506 ·• San Francisco •. CA 94105 • (415) 243-8373 
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socio-economic impacts; traffic and air quality impacts; and fails to consider cumulat~ve 

Impacts of the project. 

The Hunters Point Shipyard (HPS) Redevelopment Project is a one·limc 

opponunity for the Nation's most p~ogrcssive city 10 address the persistent economic, 

cnviromt_lental, and social problems that face residents in 1hc Southeast Corridor. CBE 

believes the DEIS/DEIR fails to mitigate significant impacts of the project, gives incomplete 

consideration 10 cumulative impacts, and docs not fully explore historical opponunities to 

mitigate impacts that the DEIS/DEIR writes off as unmitigatablc. 

CBE also suppons and incorporates by reference the comments of the Alliance for 

a Clean Waterfront. 

I. The Analysis of HPS Project Environmental Impacts is Inadequate 

a. Bay-fish consumption 

A 1992 CBE survey of 400 anglers showed that over 70% of people fishing the 

Bay arc people of color. and over 50% of anglers and their families consume the fish they 

catch. These figures have seen been confinned by current CBE repons and other local 

environmental health organization. The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) 

has listed centraJ San Francisco Bay as. impaired on the basis of field surveys of water 

column. sediments, sediment toxicity, bivalve bioaccumulation. and water toxicity. 

(SWRCB. 1996 California Water Quality Assessment Repon, lanuary 1997) 

Funhermore, the State EPA listed San Francisco Bay as a significant human health threat. 

The contaminants of primary concern include mercury, copper, selenium, diazinon, 

and polychlorina1ed biphenyls (PCBs). The State Health Service has issued health 

warnings for Bay-caught contaminated fish since the 1970s, and children and pregnant or 

breast-feeding women are advised to eat no more than two to eight ounces of Bay fish per 

momh. Since 1994, the Regional Water Board has concluded the highest levels of dioxin. 

and DDT in San Francisco Bay were found off Candlestick Recreation Area. All CBE 

surveys show that many Bay anglers and their families cat from quancr pound to as much 

as a pound per da.v. All studies found that on average people of color anglers and their 

families consume significantly more of fish per person per day than their white 

counterparts. 
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The 1995 San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board report. 

"Contaminated Levels in Fish Tissue from San Francisco Bay," finds that commonly 

caught and consumed white croaker and shiner surf perch contain alarmingly high levels of 

mercury, PCBs. dioxin at all 3 San Francisco siles--Pier il1, Jslais Creek:, and Double 

Rock (Candlestick), which had the highest levels in the Bay fOr 1995 and 1997. In 1997, 

CBE worked with the City and County of San Francisco Department or Public Health to 

post metal toxic fish health warning signs in eight language across the Bayside shoreline. 

Subsistence fishing is not just recreation, however warning hungry families about pollution 

without preventing pollution fails to mitigate health risks. 

CSOs not only contribute to contamination of shorelines by pathogens, but.also 

contribute heavy dumping of toxic pollutants which enter the food chain. CSOs are 

significant point sources for the introduction of metals. oils. and grease. and petroleum 

products into the near shore marine environment: and there is a long-term cumulative eff cct 

localized near the points of discharge. (Sec CH2MHD..L Baysjde Overflows ( 1979) at U-

2.) South Basin/Candlestick is a favorite fishing spol for community members in the 

Southeast corridor, with families fishing from the banks and pier. 

The exlensivc subsistence fishing.activities in the Southeast area merited extensive 

analysis and considered mitigation proposals in the DEIS/DEIR. The neglect of 

subsistence fishing and the people who cal Bay fish must be remedied. 

b. Utilities 

Hunters Point Shipyard s~orm water collection is currently designed for a two-year 

stonn event, not the City's standard 5-year event. Based on the San Francisco PUC's 

1998 "Hunters Point Utility Narrative," the City's assessment of the storm drain system 

indicates that the system docs not operate to City standard and requires substantial repairs 

or replacement. PRC/Tetra Tech Remediation lnvestigation (RJ) repons for Hunters Point 

Shipyard Parcels B. C ,0. and E, state that leaky stonn drains and sanitary sewer lines 

were installed in the non-engineered. non-compacted fill at HPS and have sunk below the 

A-aquifer groundwater table. These drains and lines act as groundwater sinks. reversing 

groundwater Oow direction from Bay-ward to inland. As a rcsull the current system 
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contributes to the moveme~l of toxic contamination. which follows into pipes in one area 

and le~s from the other end of the pipe. 

The "Hunters Point Utility Narrative" describes the sanitary collection system as an 

aging system which has had poor maintenance and is subject to low flow and subsiding 

soil. The Navy classified the system as poor due to sags and dips. leaky . eroded pipes 

bottoms. infiltration, and construction deficiencies. (DEISJDEIR at 3-152). RI repons 

measured infiltration at 160, 000 gpd during dry weamer and 1,760,000 gpd'during wet 

~eather. Site investigation conducted by the Installation Restoration Program at HPS have 

identified elevated concentration of metals (copper and zinc) and organic compounds 

(petroleum-related hydrocarbons, PCB, and solvents) in shallow ground w:uer. 

(DEIS/DEIR at 3-139). 

lR repons estimate that the cost to upgrade utilities lines where needed ranges from 

$50 million 10 $250 million for replacing the entire utility system. This need is attributable 

to the Navy's neglect of the infrastructure at HPS. The Navy needs to pay to ensure that 

the transfer of HPS occurs with a completely separated stonn water system that complies 

with the City's 5 year -stonn regulations, and that is above the aquifer. The separated 

sewer lines should be completely repaired and above the water table. 

c. The impact of Combined Sewage Overflows (CSOs) on beneficial water 
use 

The repon, Bayside Overflows, published by CH2MHil..L in 1979, documents 

impacts on sediment and benthos, indicating CSOs are significant point sources for the 

introduction of metals, oils, and grease, and petroleum products, into the near shore marine 

environment, and lhat there is a long·lenn cumulative effect localized near the points of 

discharge. (p. 11-2). The repon also states that "dumping of industrial efnuents 

temporarily altered oxygen and pH values significantly. The coliform levels appeared to be 

directly related to the times of overflows." (p. 11-2). In addition, the report concludes 

"coliform standards established in the Basin Plan, however, were exceeded at all station 

during the three sampling periods:· (p. V-6) 

The combined sewer system is operated to minimize and eliminate these overnows 

10 the extent possible. The system is designed such that on average, only one -0verflow 

event per year should occur at the Yosemite basin overflow structures. (DEIS/DEIR at 3-

4 
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142). But in fact, the chart in the SF Public Utilities Commission Occansjde Annual 1997 

&mm. labeled" Wet Weather CSO Discharge History," indica1es in 1995·~996, three 

overflows occurred; in 1996-1997, three overflows: and in 1997 through May 1998, eig~t 

overflows occurred at Yosemite Basin. 

On page 3.140 of HPS DEIR/DEIS, it is understood water contamination exists 

around. the surrounding water and that an extensive amount of water contact and nt?n-watcr 

contact occurs close 10 the project. The CH2MHil..L 1979 report states," there is a direct 

correlation between combined sewer overflows and colirorrn levels. Coliform levels inside 

sloughs(Yosemilc) returned to normal within approximately 84 hours.(p. V·S) And within 

2 days the offshore stations ( S surrounding HPS) returned to background levels with 

slighlly higher concentrations present in channels. (p. v. 7) CBE believes beneficial use 

water use will be sharply be affected at the project and at Candlestick because of the 

increased CSOs and the duration of high coliform levels. 

CBE had similar concerns with the Mission Bay project and our concerns were 

reflected in the "Mission Bay Response to Comments" page C&R. 275 "Concludes that 

although the analysis docs not demonstrate any significant cumulative impacts. due to 

concerns about CSOs and to acknowledge the Jack of conclusive evidence refuting.a causal 

relati.onship between treated CSOs. storm water discharges. and sediment quality. the SEIR 

conservatively finds tha[ the project would .contribute to a potentially significant cumulative 

impact on near-shore waters of SF Bay from treated CSOs, and direct storm water 

discharges into China Basin Channel. "(C&R 275) 

d. Cumulative impacts of t~e Project 

An EIR must discuss significant "cumulative impacts." CEQA Guidelines . 

§ IS I 30(a). "Cumulative impacts" are defined as "two or more individual effects which. 

when considered together, arc considerable or which compound or increase other 

environmental impacts." Guidelines§ 15355(a). "[J)ndividual effects may be changes 

resuhing from a single project or a number of separate projects." Guidelines§ 15355(a}. A 

legally adequate cumulative impacts analysis views· a panicular project over time and in 

conjunction with other related past, present, and probable future projec~s whose impacts 

might compound or interrelate with those of the project at hand. "Cumulative impacts can 

result from individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over a period 

of time.'' Guidelines § I 5355(b). The cumulative impacts concept rccogni~s that "H]hc 
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full environmental impact of a proposed ... action cannot be gauged in a vacuum." 

Whitman v. Board of Supervisors (1979) 88 Cal.App.3d 397, 408. 

The DEIR fails to adequately consider the cumulative impacts of the proposed 

project. To be adequate, the discussion must include a reasonable analysis of all of the 

relevant projects' cumuJative impacts, with an examination or reasonable options for 

mitigating or avoiding such effeclS. (CEQA Guidelines section 15 I 30(b)); Environmental 

Protection Inforroatjon Center v. Johnson, 170 Cal.App.3d 604 (1985). 

The project proposed here is a portion of a larger government project to install, 

operate, c:lose, and to rcdisrribute, cleanup. and r~devclop the land from, a military base. 

and it is but one of four major developments now planned for the Bayside of San 

Francisco. The others include: Mission Bay/UCSF campus, Pon of San Francisco, and 

Candlestick MalUStadium. The combination or these past, present, and future projects has 

caused and will result in significant cumulative environmental, health, and socioeconomic 

impacts which arc, ultimately, inseparatable from one another. 

There arc many cumulative impacts that will result from this unprecedented wave of 

large development projects. Looking at just one of them-sewage impacts to the Bay and 

the surrounding community-demonstrates the importance of a good cumulative impacts 

analysis, which the DEIS/DEIR unfonunately lacks. 

The DEIS/DEIR lays out three ··general options" for stonn water treatment at HPS: 

I. upgrade and maintain the Navy's separated stonn waler system. with capacity 

for a two-year storm event; 

2. replace the Navy's system with a new separated system, with capacity for a 

fivc~year stonn event; 

3. replace the Navy's system with a combined system, transporting sewage and 

stonn water to the Southeast treatment plant in the same pipe. 

DEIS/DEIR at 4·87. 

Under option #I or #2 (separated system), effluent entering the Bay would result 

in a 3.7% increases or 1, 109 million gallons per year ("mgy"), compared to Option #3 

(combined system), in which ernucnt would result in a 4.3% increase, or 1,293 mgy. · 

Overall, Bayside CSOs would incre3Se by 55 mgy with a separated system. With a 

combined system. CSOs would rise to 98 million gallons. of which HPS.would make up 
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42%. Cumulative increases of CSOs to Yosemite basin would increase by 26% or close 

1.5 million gallons • but none of this would be attributed 10 HPS. But under a combined 

system 2 million gallons or CSOs would be discharged with HPS making up 38% of the 

total.. 

Under option #3, the negative impact to beneficial use is ·it would be negligible for 

the Ci1y approve HPS with a combined system. The project is in close proximity to a State 

Recreation area that is used by tens of thousands or residents each year. 

e. Piecemealing 

CEQA prohibits the "piecemeal" consideration of a project. Bozunc V, Local 

Agency Formation Commjssjon (197S) 13 Cal.Jd 263-283-84. Failing to make clear the 

scope or a project can fruslrate the objectives of environmental study. County of Inyo v. 

Ciry of Los Anceles (1977) 71Cal.App.3d185, 192-93. The DEIS/DEIR providesa 

dramatic instance of piecemealing: the DEIS/DEIR evaluates the proposed reuse plan ,.but 

the remediation plans are reduced to alternate .. scenarios .. for reuse planning. (DEIR/DEIS 

at ES-3). ll is inconceivable that reuse can proceed in the absence of remediation: the two 

arc inextricably linked. The nature and .status of remediation efforts are essential elements 

of the environmental background and evaluation of reuse proposals. but they are addressed 

somewhere else (or nowhere at all). 

To cite just two critically imponant eumples of this problem. consider the massive 

Bay sediment contamination problem that stalled the USS Missouri Homeponing at this 

Base. and the massive clean up of toxic contamination on Base land as it impacts the Bay. 

First, the DEIS/DEIR fails to discuss the Homeponing project proposed for the 

Base in the la1e I 980s. Nor docs it discuss the previous Environmental Review for that 

project. which documented severe sediment contamination, or the Navy's failure to identify 

any specific dredging proposal that would allow that project to proceed without significant 

environmental impacts. Nor does it present any specific data on pollutant concentrations. 

sampling sites. or clean up methods though these were all included in the previous 

environmental review of sediments here. Instead, it claims that the Navy's plans discussed 

in Section 3. 7.5 will "reduce the potential impacts to a less than significant level. No 

mitigation is required." (See: p. 4-73) 
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However. lhc discussion lhc DEIS/DEIR relics upon states thac nei1hcr the. 

remedialion method, nor even the testing program lo determine its environmental impacts, 

is chosen yet (p. 3· 126), and admits: "The potential for and extent ()f these impacts can 

only be determined after the remediation strategy has been selected. project-specific 

sediment testing has been conducted, and a disposal or reuse site has been identified." (See: 

p. 3·125) 

· The severe Bay sediment contamination with PCBs and other toxins continues to 

bioaccul"fluf ate in fish eaten by subsistence anglers. Delays ip the clean up project, and the 

sediment removal itself, will result in additional fish contamination. Existing human 

exposures to dioxin and PCBs in the fish cause a "significant" health risk (USEPA • 
• November 3, 1998 decision and proposal with respect to section 303(d) of the Clean Water 

Act). Thus, the specific clean up proposed, and its timing, will contribute to a significant 

cumulative health impact. However, the DEIS/DEIR finds no significant impact, based on 

analysis that admits 1herc might be an impact, while it ignores a previous analysis which 

found a significant impact. Therefore, its finding is arbilrary, scientifically invalid, and 

incorrect. 

Second, the DEIS/DEIR ignores human heallh impacts from the discharge of 

contaminared ground waler to the Bay and states that discharges will be treated by the City 

sewage plant and penniuing requirements "would reduce potential impacts on ecological 

. receptors from groundwater discharge to a less than significant level. No mitigation is 

·required." (See: p. 4-73) In fact, these discharges arc not treated now, and a significant 

ponion of them will not be treated fully in the future. The storm water collection system is . . 
nearly a sieve that allows more than half a million liters of infiltration per day (p. 3-152) 

and transpons polluted ground water to the Bay without treatment (p. 4-92). The Navy 

could not locate some lin·es, outfalls. separators, or settling vaults because of their degraded 

condition or for other reasons (p. 3-151 ): This provides no assurance that all groundwater 

tlow to the Bay will be directed to City treatment in the futµre. Further, the City system 

overflows to discharge untreated waste when it rains, and even City sewage lrcatment fails 

to remove persistenrbioaccumulative toxins such as PCBs ful!Y· 

Nor is there any e~isting evidence that penniuing requirements will reduce ground 

water discharge pollution of the Bay to 'less lhan significant' levels. Ex isling storm water 

permit requirements typically do not test for or stop the types of pollution of most concern 
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in this instance, such as dioxin and dioxin-like PCBs, which are toxic in water at part-pcr

quadrillion levels according to EPA water quality criteria. The DEIS/DEIR presents no 

specific pcnnit requirements to remedy this situation. Further, it fails to analyze the most 

specific law requiring discharges to prevent Bay sediment impacts - the California Bay 

Protection and Toxic Clean-up Act - in its discussion of 'other federal and state programs' 

on pages 3-89 to 3-91. Thus, it fails to discuss the.fact that the sediment pollution 

prevention requirements of this law remain to be implemented. Therefore, the DEIS/DEIR 

fails to provide any evidence that _its promise of future 'permitting' mitigation to 'less than 

significant impact' is reasonable. or even adequate public information to support an 

informed decision. 

Finally, the DEIS/DEIR admits that the ground water is widely contaminated with 

the same toxicants that pose signilicant human health threats in the Bay. According to the 

document's own analysis, there are at least 13 pieces of equipment with PCBs 

contamination (p. 3-119), and PCBs and other toxins arc round in ground water on the 

Base (p. 3· I 39). Further, it admits that there arc: at least 78 toxic sites on the Base that 

require further investigation (p. 3-96), at least some sires will require (urther remediation 

(see e.g .. p. 3-113 ), there is radioacrive contaminarion in at least two parcels (p. 3-123), 

and ground water contaminalion near rhe shoreline remains unaddressed (p. 3-139). It is 

widely known that Environmemal PCBs contamination includes dioxin compounds 

(Bimbaum.1998). Dioxin and PCBs contamination already poses a significant human 

health threat in the Bay, as discussed above. Simply put, the project will contribute 

contaminated ground _water pollution that contributes to this significant cumulative impac~. 

contrary to the DEIS/DEIRs incorrect conclusion. 

Each of these problems - unremediatcd sediment contamination and un'.Cmediated 

ground water contamination -causes significant adverse impacts on fishing uses of San 

Francisco Bay. By its failure to address these problems with the excuse that they will be 

addressed elsewhere. the DEIS/DEIR clearly fails to provide the necessary inf onnation for 

public evaluation and decision on a proposal which it admits on page 4-91 that it would 

exclude fishing uses of the former shipyard land in the future. This piecemealing prejudges 

a future public use of the land - a decision which by any reasonable analysis is directly 

within the scope of this project. Since people who rely upon Bay food resources arc 

disproportionately people ~r color. as discussed above, that is an environmental injustice. 
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II. The DEIS/DEIR fails ·lo adequa~ely consider the environmental justice 

impacts on the Southeast area of San Francisco 

The DEIS does not ~dequatcly consider lhe environmental justice impacts of the 

Hunters Point Shipyard project. Under NEPA. a draft EIS must "to the fullest extent 

possible" integrate into the NEPA analysis "surveys and studies" required by 01her 

"environmental review laws and executive orders." 40 C.F.R. § 1S02.25(a). Executive 

Order No. 12,898 (59 Fed. Reg. 7629) ( 1994 ), "Federal Actions to Address 

Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations," issued by 

President Clinton on February 11, 1994, declares: 

[E]ach Federal agency shall make achieving environmental justice part of its 
mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproponionately 
high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs. 
policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations in 
1he United States. 

Panicularly relevant here is Section 4-4. Subsistence Consumption of Fish and 

Wildlife, which reads, 

4-401. Consumption Pat1ems. 
In order to assisl in identifying the need for ensuring protection of 
populations with differential patterns of subsistence consumption of fish 
and wildlife, Federal agencies, whenever practicable and appropriate, shall 
collect, maintain, and analyze infonnation on 1he consumption patterns of 
populations who principally rely on fish and /or wildlife for subsistence. 
Federal agencies shall communicate lO the public the risks of those 
consumption patterns. 

59 Fed. Reg. 7629. 

the Presidential Memorandum that accompanied the Executive Order calls for a variety 

of actions. Specific actions directed to NEPA·related activities include: 

1. Each federal agency must analyze environmental effects, including human 
health. economic, and social effects, of federal actions. including effects 
on minority communities and low-income communities, when such 
analysis is required by NEPA. 

2. Mitigation measures outlined or analyzed in EAs, EISs, or Records of Decision 
(RODs), whenever feasible. should address significant and adverse environmental . 
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effects or proposed federal actions on minority communities and low-income 
communities. 

3. Each federal agency must provide opportunities for community input in the NEP~ 
process. including identifying potential effects and mitigation measures m 
consultation with affected communities and improving accessibility or public 
meetings. official documents. and notices.to }lffected communities. 

On September 30, 1997. the U.S. EPA issued its Interim Final Guidance for . . 
Incorporating Environmental fostice Concerns in EPA's NEPA Compliance Analyses. The 

EPA NEPA Guidance for Analyses provides an excellent blueprint for an agency to use to 

ensure that environmental justice concerns arc adequately researched. considered, avoided. 

·and mitiga1ed. Specifically, Exhibit 3. Summary of Factors to Consider in Environmental 

Justice Analysis provides an excellent list of the demographic, geographic, economic, 

human health. and risk factors that should be used to consider environmental justice in the 

NEPA process. There is no evidence that any of these procedures were actually followed 

or that they guided any substantive analysis in the DEIS/DEIR. The scant five pages 

devoted to "environmental jus1ice" (at. 5-1 S - 5-20) is not wonhy of comment. 

a. Consideration or the project's environmental justice and cumulative 

impacts on the Southeast neighborhood is inadequate. 

The failure or the DEIS/DEIR to consider subsistence fishing impacts is only its most 

no1cwor1hy environmental justice failure. Despite the requirements and guidance discussed 

above, and lhe past evidence of environmental racism in Bayview/Hunters Poinl, the . 

DEIR/DEIS is sc\'crcly inadequate in its consideration of the environmental justice aspects 

of the project. 

Bayview/Hunters Point population is over 90% people or color. Currently, Bayview's 

Southeast wastewater treatment plant handles 80% of all San Francisco's polluted sewage 

waler every year. Recently approved, the Mission Bay projec1 will send close to a billion 

gallons of sewage to Bayview. Furthennore, an additional half billion gallons of 

wastewater generated from Hunters Point would go directly through Bayview as '!'Ould the 

brunt of combined sewage overflows to Yosemite Channel, a prcdominan1ly African

American community that is already overburdened with environmental hazards. 
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The impact on wasrewacer is tremendous. Stonn water factors include: ( t) amounr 

and intensity of rainfall (2) land area that drains to the City sewers (3) runoff co-efficient. 

Wirh increased dev~lopmerit and lack of open space, pcnneability is lowered and areas 

draining inro City sewers increases, as docs, runoff. With increased residents and 

employees sanitary sewage will sec a sharp increase. for water consumption predominately 

enters wastewater system. 

lJlc DEIS/DEIR fails to analyze the existing environmental hazards facing 

Bayview/Hunters Point, or the southeast corridor of the City more generally. While stonn 

water woufd be treated in the combined system under option #3, it will increase the volume 

of wastewater and the troubles that come with it at and in the vicinity of the Southeast plant. 

The increasing of wastewater at a plant ~hat is already having chronic odor and flooding 

problems and increasing CSOs by 48% into Yosemite Basin raises serious environmental 

justice concerns that must be adequately analyzed and mitigated. 

Other significant and cumulative negative impacts on environmental justice that the 

project fails to analyze sufficiently abound. As outlined in Attachment I these include: 

• A concentration or polluting ihdustrial, utility and transportation infrastrucrurc. 

* A concentration ~f significant human health hazards from eating contaminated fish 

from the Bay. from inhalation of air pollutants released by numerous industries. 

diesel vehicles and cars, from exposure 10 sewage pathogens, and the cumulative 

effects of pollution on residents who arc already disproportionately exposed to past 

and continuing pollution. 

* A concentration of significant cumulative socioeconomic impacts thm arc 

related to these pollution and infra.structure impacts both directly and indirectly in 

this community that is already disproportionately irppoverished and predomin:mtly 

people of color. 

It is not sufficient to accept the existing degraded conditions as a justification for 

further degradation. An attempt lo disregard additional impacts to an already over

burdened community was rejected in Los Angeles Unified School District v. Cit;· of Los 

Angeles( 1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1019. That court found an EIRinadequate because it 
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concluded lhat there would be no significant impact on schools from increased traffic noise 

because the ambient noise level at the schools already exceeded the State nois~ standard. 

Hunters Point Shipyard.OEIRJDEIS cites significant impacts from traffic which will be 

increased from other development projects and surrounding industries. by just mentioning 

the issue as unmitigateable does not mean serious review and implementations of 

ahematives is not wonhy. 

b. The DEIS/DEIR fails lo mitigate the environmental justice impacts or 
the Hunters Point Shipyard project. 

Given the seriousness of the environmental justice impacts of the HPS project, 

further analysis and mitigation measures arc required. The US EPA NEPA Guidance 

sugges1s the following mitigation measures be used to mitigate environmental justice 

impacts: 

Establishment of a community oversight committee to monitor progress and 
identify community concerns. 

Reducing or eliminating other sources of pollutants or impacts to reduce 
cumulative impacts. 

Conducting medical monitoring on affected communities and providing 
treatment or other responses if necessary. 

Providing assistance to an affected community to ensure that it receives at least 
i1s fair (i.e. proponional) share of the anticipated benefits of the proposed action 
(U., through job training. community infrastructure improvements). 

Identifying clear consequences and penalties for failure to implement effective 
mitigation measures. 

All of these actions and guidelines make it clear that lhe Navy and the City and 

County of San Francisco would.be abusing their discretion under NEPA and CEQA if they 

failed to adequately consider. analyze. and mitigate any and all environmental justice 

impacts from. the Hunters Point project. 

In 1990. one quaner or all families in the South Bayshore planning area lived below 

the poveny line, compared with only 12 % of households City-wide. Incentives for HPS 

businesses to hire locally (DEIS/DEIR at 5-18) need to be spelled out in more detail, with 
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stronger language offering a jobs mitigation measure that is based on neighborhood 

.preferences to ensure the 6000 jobs and business opportunities arc linked to residents. 

This not only benefits local residents through job opportunities, but has an important . 

mitigation effect on the serious air quali1y and negative transportation impacts. 

Mixed-income housing goals (DEIS/DEIR at 5-18) need to include home ownership 

achievement goals. San Francisco's low to moderate income housing guideline is upwards 

to $60, 000, to ensure local residents are not outnumbered by households earning 

$60, 000 housing preferences to neighborhood folks need to be incorporated. The 

DEIR/DEIS fails to address and mitigate the affordable housing for local residents. 

Finally. the transfer of land to the Redevelopment Agency needs language assuring 

that the local community will own a portion of non-contaminated land to develop. Before a 

master developer is decided on, wriuen assurance are needed that will guarantee that the 

_master developer will allocate a fully remediated portion of the HPS land for community 

ownership.(see Anachme111 I for details) 

III. The DEIS/DEIR fails lo adequately consider wastewater 

alternatives. 

a. The DEIS/DEIR does not consider the need for comprehensive 

wastewater alternatives 

The _DEIS/DEIR does no1 consider c~mprehensive wastcwaier alternatives to help 

alleviate envi~onmemal injustice and protect human health. The goal should be to 

effectively reduce pollutant load into the Bay, through source reduction before·wastewatcr 

enters the combined system. This project will genera1e close to 245 million gallons of 

wastewater a year: storm water is estimated to be 240 million gallons a year. (DEIS/DEIR 

at 4-93). 

Under Base Case Op1ion #I or #2 with a sep.lrated system, effluent entering the 

Bay would slightly increase (49%), contributions to the existing 910 million gallons of 

partially trea!ed sewage cmering the Bay would also increase by 600,000 gallons. 

Storm water now would actually sec a decrease by 5.4% or 13 minion gallons a year. 
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Under Base Case Option #3, with a combined system, effluent would increase by, 

I. I.%, contributions to the existing 910 mil lion gallons of panially treated sewage entering 

the Bay would also increase by 4.5% or 41 million gallons. In addition, close to 2 · 

million gallons would enter Yosemite Basin. 

The combined sewer strategy has involved enormous costs. Wet-weather 

components of the existing system cost approximately $900 million and the dry-weather : 

components cost approximately SSSO million. The system took 10 years to construct, docs 

not prevent frequent pathogen contamination. and still results in manhole overflows. A 

prudcn1 approach would be to spend additional funds on alternatives to separate sewers and 

decentralized treatment in HPS development and furure Bayside development rather than 

continue to burden the existing system. The DEIR/DEIS fails to analyze the cost of this 

project and other ~umulative projects on the combined system versus separated sewage 

systems. The recent Mission Bay project resulted in the developer committing lo a 

separated system. which is both environmentally superior and will save $800, 000 over the 

combined system. 

With a combined sewer system, San Francisco treats storm water because it is 

mixed with sewage. Jn order to better handle metals entering the sysiem, the DEIS/DEIR 

needs to include source reduction. Graywater. voncx separators, sand filters, and 

subsurface treatment, to name just a few ahemative treatments, have not been discussed 

and considered to reduce wastewater. The Reuse Plan describes open space areas and 

8 

location, but nowhere is there mention of the use or open space for water pollution control i 
sys1ems. 

b. The DEISffiEIR does not consider environmental justice and public 

health when reviewing alternatives. 

Immediate benefits or removing storm water from the HPS project would include 

reducing the overflows. the total volume to the Southeast plant, and odor problems. Street 

manhole flooding resulting from storm water is a City-wide issues which affects the 

Southeast area directly: With the HPS project and its estimated half billion gallon annual 

wastewater flow how many more manholes will pop off? It is time to re-evaluate the need 

for large collection sewer systems. 
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With over 80% of ~II C!ty discharges entering the Southeast plant in Bayvic~, there 

is strong sentiment from the Board of Supervisors. civic leaders, and community members 

that alternatives arc necessary to reduce the amount of storm water entering the plant. 

Alternatives need to address this environmental injustice. Odor complaints from 

neighboring resident$ directly resulting from the combined system. and its volume. have 

been alanning. The Public Utilities Commission Technical Review Committee (TRC) has 

concluded that if a plant is creating such odors then it is not effectively working and 

overloaded. 

Alternatives need to include technologies that prevent pollutants from entering the 

bay and creeks to protect human health and the aquatic environment. Pathogens have been 

documented as a serious problem in San Francisco Bay, but have been ignored by the 

DEIR/DEIS and need to mitigated. In addition, the DEIR/DEIS need to ensure that Bay 

fish are not comaminated with mercury, dioxin. PCBs. silver, and other toxins resulting 

from this project. 

c. The DEIS/DEIR fails to include alternatives that would enhance the 

quality of lire of alJ residents, beneficial use of water, and protect public 
health. , 

In order 10 better handle the HPS project and other Bayside developments, a 

comprehensive City-wide wastewater plan is critical to assess the impacts 10 the natural 

environment and communities. In addition, the TRC has called on the PUC 10 evaluate the 

need for a long·term program to separate storm water from sewage, so that the ahernative 

decentralized options can work and reduce volume. 

The City of San Francisco and Navy should ident1f y land for alternative wastewater 

treatmen1 lo reduce the volume from stonn water, handle toxins and pathogens from CSOs 

and protect the natural habitat. Under San Francisco's Water Recycling Master Plan, 

prepared in 1992 and updated in 1996, the HPS project should have an on si1e reclamation 

facility to provide a year-round recycling program. 

The City's combined system has enjoined remarkable exemption from performance 

standards and discharge limits, including exemptions from lhc California coastal water 
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quality limits and the RWQCB's shallow water limilS as well as a definition of the North 

Point Wastewater Treatment Plant as a discharge point rather than a POTW . .The 
DEIS/DEIR needs to look at cumulative issues (y.; average overflow frequency to 

include volume and duration) to truly evaluate the cnvironmentil impacts. ·Storm 'water 

discharges into lslais, Yosemite Basin, and the Bay ll)USt receive the same treatment, 

regardless of whether or not ii is captured and sent lo the Southeast plant 

CBE suppons the PUC and San F~ancisco Water Dcpanment evaluation of potential 

use of reclaimed water in San Francisco. including at HPS. A reclamation facility and plan 

for use of reclaimed wa1er al HPS would have the possibility of treating all waste from the 

project with no discharges, thus not adding any additional burden to the Bayview/Hunters 

Point community. 

JV. The DEISIDEJR fails to Contain Adequate Mitj2ation Measures 

In Sundstrom v. Courity of Mendocino ( 1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296. the court held 

that an agency must identify and analyze mitigation measures in the CEQA document so 

that the public and governmental decision-makers can review and comment on the 

measures. CEQA is a public information and participation law that requires an open and 

transparent environmental review proc.ess. Only by subjecting mitigation measures to 

public scrutiny can the public be assured that those measures will be effective in mitigating 

·project impacts. As the court of appeals held ... the City cannot rely on post approval 

mitigation measures adopted during the subsequent design review process .... there 

cannot be meaningful scrutiny or a [CEQA document] when the mitigation measures ate not 

set forth at the time of project approval." Quail Botanjca! Gardens Foundation. Inc. v. City 

Encinitas ( 1994) 29 Cal.App.4th 1597, 1605. n. 4. 

Sundstrom makes clear that under CEQA an agency may not approve a project 

based upon hypothetical and undefined mitigation measures to be adopted at some future 

time. Hypothetical measures may by their very nature be perfect •• but CEQA demands 

real. clearly defi~ed mitigation measures upon which the public may comment, and upon 

which governmental authorities may base informed. well-considered decisions. 
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However. the DEIS/DEIR fails lo comain adequate mitigation measures.- For 

example, the DEIS/DEIR acknowledges CSO impacts are significant, but provides only the 

following mitigation measures 

Mitigation I 

"Eliminate projected increases in CSO volumes caused by storm water discharges lo 

the City's combined system by upgrading or replacing 1he separated sewer system at 

HPSCOption I or 2) or by adding substantial storage to the combined sewer system 

(Option 3) 

Option #I or #2 would reduce CSO volumes compared to the project by about 41 million 

gallons total Bayside and 2 million at Yosemite Basin than would mitigation scenario #3 

which would actually increase Bayside CSOs by 4.5% and over 34% at Yosemite Basin. 

Mission Bay project's potential comribution was 2 million gallons to lslais Creek. Similar 

to the volume to increase at Yosemite but based on shallow water and low dilution levels. 

the City only allows one CSO a year al Yosemite. 

Commitment to option #2 needs to occur with continued discussion between groups and 

the City to identify land for treatment facility and alternative treatments. With the goal of 

eliminating projects contribution to the 11 % cumulative increase of CSOs. 

Mitigation 2 

"To ensure that the quality of storm water discharges improves ... Develop and 

implement a SWPPP .. :and implement BMPs ... " 

Implementing these measure would not reduce this impact to less than significant level. 

Option #2 would minimize ovecland now and resolve flooding problems .. No 

consideration was given to alternative storm water treatment , which is planned to be used 

at Mission Bay and its stonn water. Will technologies such as subsurface treatment, vonex 

separators, wetlands and a sediment basin upstream to lesse.n risk of pollutant loads. catch 

basins, retention, retention ponds, reclamation, other ahemative approaches to handle 

stonn water and roof-lop or building catchmenls? Before land use can be detennined 

discussion on stonn water treatment need to be addressed. 
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Mitigation J -Utilities 

"Assess deficiencies in stonn water collection system and address them through 

planned infrastructure improvemenlS or actions· 

CBE perceives the best mitigation for existing storm water drainage system would be to 

replace with a new separated system. (option 2) Vonex mechanical treatment Jo reduce 

heavy met~I pollutants from industrial st~nn water pollu1ion has been demonstrated to 

work. but the DEIR fails to mention Vonex as a mitigation. The DEIR/DEIS needs to give 

assurances for a second tier of natural treatmc;nt not use phase like "for example, the 

wetlands proposed for Parcel B may benefit from storm water discharges to that area." 4· 

100. 

Mitigation 4- Utililies 

UAsses deficiencies in wastewater sys1em and address them through planned 

infrastructure improvements and other action" 

Do to the 170 percent increase· over the existing dry-weather now, CBE strongly advocates 

for Mitigation 2-Utilities, a complclely new separaled wastewater system which will assure 

contaminated ground water does not eruer the sewer lines. This wastewater plant should 

meet the demand for reclaimed water and generate no net increase to the troubled Bayview . 

plant. 

The DEIS/DEIR consideration is woefully inadequate under CEQA and Sundstrom. 

The DEIS/DEIR fails to require these mitigation measures and rails to provide an adequate 

discussion of their design and implementation. Thus. lhe public is left to blindly trust that 

such measures will ac1ually be implemenlcd. This is a violation of CEQA. Accordingly, 

the DEIS/DEIR must be supplemented to include actual mitigation measures and a 

mitigation monitoring plan to ensure that such measures will be implemented. 

In addition. these mitiga1ions need to include: 

A pollution prevention program loward reaching zero dioxin; 

PCB round-up program to ensure leakage docs cause soil and/or water 

contamination; 
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Full clean-up to the highest existing or past standard of all contamination on. under. 

· and around the land of the base; 

Clean-up should include subsurface contamination and con1amina1ion of Bay 

sediment, clean-up to industrial zoning levels will not be sufficient: 

Job and housing preferences to local residents: 

Community control of a parcel of land, this was neither an alternative or a 

mitigation under the current DEIR/DEIS: 

Community approved amount off unds need to be set aside for technical support: 

Finally, CBE supports addition mitigation recommended by the Alliance for a Clean 

Waterfront. 

V. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the HPS DEIS/DEIR should be amended to ensure that the Project 

has the fewest possible negative impacts on our communities and the natural resources they 

rely on .. Without a clear policy direction and programs. the community cannol realistically 

expect lO benefit from lhis massive project. Thank you for your attention lO these 
comments. 

Toward environmental health and justice, 

;fvl~ 
Mike Thomas, SAFER!/CBE Organizer 
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Attachment 1 

. To Comments or Communities for a Better Environment (CBE) I SAFER! . 

. Regarding the.Draft ~IS/EIR 
For the Disposal and Reuse or Hunters Point Naval Shipyard. 

LAND OWNERSHIP ALTERNATIVE AND MITIGATION FOR IMPACTS. 
FROM LAND USE, POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICE 

by Greg Karras and Azibuikc Akaba 

January 19. 1999 

Wi1h the Hunters Point base iand redevelopment, the mos1 progressive major city in the 

country has perhaps its best opportunitY. in our lifetime to address rhe most pervasive environ· 

mental and social injustice in its jurisdiction. because San Francisco can now uansfer land to 

local community ownership and control. 

As slavery was abolished at the lime of 1he Civil War. land on the Southeast U.S. Sea Islands 

that was no longer plan1ations passed inlo government control and was deeded to freed slaves.1 

This panially mitigated cffeclS of past injustice by providing a natural resource base for eco

nomic and social development that was owned and controlled by those living there. against 

whom the injustice »was committ~d. As compared with later eff'ons of the Reconstruction in 

other pans of the country, where freed slaves of1en became renter-ranners or renter-indus1rial · 

workers, this land ownership resulted in more sctr determination. more education. and more 

bases for human dignity free of exploitation. 

As environmental injustice is bauled at the threshold of lhe twenty·first cenrury, land in 

Souiheast San Francisco that is no longer a naval base has passed into the cc~ntrol of the most 

progressive major city in the country. Ownership and control of this land by those who ·1ive 

here, against whom oppressive environmental, social, and racial injustice is still commined, 

could panially mitigate these impacts and provide an alternative by giving the community the 

natural resource base for environmental, economic and social self·detennination. As compared · 

with the ahemative of another absentee landlord. wage work for faceless distant olhers, under· 

employment, and ceding to owners elsewhere the power to make and keep these lands' uses 

clean and safe. the alternative of community land ownership and control will result in better 

progress toward environmental and social justice. 

Lasting environmental progress comes .only hand in hand with social and economic justice. 

1 Encyclopedia of African American Culture and His1ory. Volume iv. Selzman, Smith and West, eds. 
MacMillan;N.Y. Page 2278. · 
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The Hunters Point project is link'ed to severe environmental and social injustice 1ha1 can be 

addressed fully only by addressing the socioeconomic a.s well as the direct environmental and 

health impacts of projec1-related pollution. This is true for five reasons which are ead! 
addressed in more dc1ail below: 

1. The projcct2 causc_d, and will resull in. a cumulative and disproponionalc conc:enuation of 

polluting industrial, utility and transportation inrrastruc:1ure in Southeast San Francisco. The 

DEIS/DEIR fails to analyze or address these significant cumulative factors adequately. 

2. The project caused, and will result in significant cumula1ivc and disproponionate environ· 

mental impacts conci;ntrated in Southeast San Francisco. The DEIS/DEIR fails to analyze or 

address these significant impac:IS adequately. 

3. These significant cumulative and disproponionate environmental impacts of the project 

caused, and will result in, significant cumulative and disproponionate socioeconomic and 

environmental injustice concentrated in Southeast San Francisco. The DEIS/DEIR fails 10 

analyze or address 1hese significant impam adequately. 

4. These disproportionate infras1rucm~. environmcn1al and socioeconomic impacts are con

centrated in a pan of San Francisco where 1hc impacts are suffered disproportionately by 

people of color. 

5. Providing temporary jobs or jobs for ~ages will not fully mitigate or avoid these past. pre

sent and fururc significant impacts, as compared with lhe option of community ownership 

. and control of the land. This is especially true when the clean up decision is segmented from 

the DEIS/DEIR to be decided elsewhere (if it is addressed at all). These factors arc not ana

lyzed or addressed adequately by the DEIS/DEIR. 

As shown in CBEISAFER!'s comments to which this analysis is attached, the EISIEIR must. 

as a legal matter, address significant cumulative impacts that will result from this project or from 

this project with other projects. Therefore, community based land ownership and control ..:. is 1 

preferred alternative and essential mitigation - should be added to the EIS/EIR. 

2 The lerm "project" IS used herein refers to the installation. operation, and closure or the Hunters Point 
Base and the clean up, redistribution or land and propcny, and redevelopment or land and propeny of the 
Base. It also refers to the specific: project defined (vaguely) in the scope or the DEIS/DEIR, which is a 
ponion of the real project lhat is segmented from the abon~ USS Missouri Homeporting project (which 
documented and left unresolved massive Bay sediment contamination caused by the Base), and from the 
full clean up of contaminated land on the Base. Funher, sever.at large development projects will combine 
with 1his project to cause cumulative environmental and socioeconomic: impacts in Southeast San 
Francisco. These segmentation and cumulative impacts issues arc discussed more £u11y elsewhere in 
CBEISAFER!'s comments on this DEIS/DEIR. In any case, the ponion of the project discussed in the 

---":'" - - ··-· 
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scope of this DEIS/DEIR will cause or conuibute to the significant impacts identified in the five points . . 
above, whether or not the other ponions or this project or the other projects conlribule 10 a specific impact 
discussed herein. 



2. Concentration of San Francisco pollution sources 
and sites around Bayview/Hunters Point 

Prevailing wind 
~direction 

Key 

• -

• Hunters Point Base 

· Q Bayview/Hunters Poi.nt 

D Rest of San Francisco 
. 

Fishing advisory for 
dioxin, PCBs, mercury. 

\ 
\ 

\ 

' 
f 

•• · Fishing advisory for 
dioxin, PCBs, mercury. 
Highest dioxin level in Bay 

Q Superfund site (CERCLA) 

• Toxic Releas·e (EPCRA-TRI) 

9J • Fish Test Found Toxics 

0 Sewage P~ants with Routi~e Discharge (by portion of waste} 

0 Hazardous Waste (RCRA large quantity generator) 

From data submitted to State and federal environmental agencies pursuant to the 
federal Clean Water Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 
Superfund (CERCLA), Toxics Release Inventory (EPCRA·TRI), and San Francisco 
Bay fish tissue data and analysis from CBE, 1998. On the Hook for Zero Dioxin. 
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I. The prgject caused. and will n::sult jn. a cumulasjve and djsproponjgnate concentration Qf 

pol!utin& jndysttial. utility and rranspona1jon jnfrastrucnn; jn Southeast San Franciscg. · 

The naVa.I shipyard at Hunters Point used and released massive a.mounts of toxic and other 

material (as documented by the USS Missouri HomeponingEIS}, which created a bias toward 

siting other toxic activity in ilS degraded surroundings. It created a crossroads or industrial 

transponation and processing that drew other industry, such as the Triple A shipyard, Gonzalez 

Prum, and others. It drew heavy 1ranspona1ion infrastructure 10 Bayview Hunters Point by land 

and water. while it directed major land uansportation routes away from one natural corridor . 

along the shoreline, resulting in a heavy uansponation cocrid1Jr upwind to the west that still iso

lates this community from other parts of the City. The major utilities- including PG&E power . . 

plants an_d sewerage treating and handling 80'1i or Cily ~aste water - grew around this Base. 

These major interlocking activities, the shipyards, related industries, heavy transponation 

upwind, waste water systems, and energy systems, ·continue to import a heavy load of pollution. 

Nowhere else in San Francisc,o does a community experience similar industrial a~tivity and 

related waste and pollutant handling and disposal. "[TJhe Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood . . 

has ~he highest density of hazardous materials facilities in the c·i1y" (DEIS/DEIR at p. 3:127). 

Indeed, tbe very (11cf or this disproporlionate burden still exens pressure for planning more 

heavy infrastructure here rather 1han in other pans. of ~an Francisco. as shown by recent major 

power plant prop9sals which were fought by the community. 

The map in Figure 2 shows graphically how the Bayview/Hunters Point community is literal· 

ly surrounded by heavy industrial in(rastructurc. To the nonh are the Potrero ~wer and 

Southeast sewage plants and many other industrial and toxics sites. To the west a wall of traffic 

and emissions along the I 01-280 con:idor: To the south and east are major toxics sites on Base 

land and in the water, where the most dioxin•laden fish in the Bay swim above mud toxic 

enough lo stall a military dredge project. 

The profound isolation of this community from the bulk or San Francisco is clear from even 

a casual inspection or the map in Figure 2. However, the DEISIDEI~ does not analyze the 

cumulative impacts of this reality, the naval base's ongoing role in the problem, or the true chal· 

lenges that redevelopment alternatives and mitigations must address. . 

This analysis which the DEIS/DEIR avoids must lead to an obvious conclusion: With the 

legacy of pollution-intens.ive infrastructure that resulted from ihis Base, extraordinary measures 

will be necessary to leave this pan or San Francisco and its·residents as free for self-determina

tion as before the damage was done. This project as proposed, to develop most of the land for 

new industry and industry-related uses, without first addrc;ssing the disproportionate effect of · 

present and future infrastructure, would rcsull in a significant environmental injustice. 
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2. The project caused. and will tcsull jn sienificant cumul31jve and djsproponjonare envjmo

meotal impacts concentrated jn Southeast San Fraocjsco. 

The project as proposed would fail to present any specific plan for preventing continued con-

1ributions to severe toxic pollution affecting anglers who fish this pan of the Bay. High levels of 

PCBs and other persistent~ tiioaccumulative toxic chemicals from the Base, and from rela1ed 

ind~stries such as Gonz.alez Drum, would continue to exacerbate po!lu1ion in the Bay 'hot .spo1' 

that was documen~ by the Homeponing EIS and by the highest dioxin (and dioxin-like PCBs) 

measurement found in fish eaten by anglers Bay-wide (See: RWQCB. 1995). On November J, 

1998 USEPA found that this pollution poses a 'significant' health risk to Bay anglers (EPA 

I 1/3198 proposal with respect to Clean Water Act secrion 303(d)). This impact alone is signifi

cant, it is clearly linked to PCBs and dioxin pollution rrom the Base and rrom Gonzalez Drum, 

and the DEIS/DEIR fails to provide any specific plan 10 avoid or micigate it. 

The project would contribu1e to significanc present and fucure cumulative effects from 
- . 

increased waste water and storm water runoff, which carries 1ox:ic pollutan1s to the Bay and 

already overwhelms waste water treatment for pa1hogens and overflows manholes in the com

munity. This significant impact is not analyzed, avo~ded or mitigated adequately by the 

DEIS/DEIR as discussed in CBE/SAFER!'s comments. Funher, the project would fail to pro

vide a specific plan for clean up of serious toxic: pollution caused by Base ac:livi1ies on Base 

land and in Bay sediment. h is no1 sufficient 10 segment the clean up needed to develop land 

from rhe redevelopment decision, as is discussed also in our comments above. For example, the. 

amount of PCBs, diox:in, D~T and other toxics that will move through leaky sewerage from 

toxic sites to the 'open space' areas and the Bay food chain is still ignored by the DEIS/DEIR. 

Air pollu1ion n:leased upwind rrom the massive transponation conidors, industries and u1ili

ties ringing the project, with 01her 1raffic- and indu-stry-related po!Jution from the projecl, will 

cause a significant adverse impact, as the DEIS/DEIR admits. New industrial uses will add to 

the -ongoing pollution from the- existing concentration of industry without using all available 

methods to prevent pollution, if the project proceeds as proposed without additional mitigations. 

All these pollution impacts and others cause and will cause a cumulative environmental 

health burden for the Bayview/Hunters Point environment and public. The buildup of persistent 

toxic pollutantS (dioxin compounds and PCBs arc documented at unusually high levels in the 

Bay here) provides clear evidence that the local exposures arc disproponionately high. Thus, 

residents already carry a burden of exposure such that any additional exposure will cause more 

adverse effects than in a less polluted community. EPA finds average U.S. dioxin exposure may 

cause toxic effects (Birnbaum, 1998). The DEIS/DEIR all but ignores this cumulative and dis

proponionate impact which must, logically; be significant in sum since its parts are significant. 
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3. Per capita income and poverty in Bayview/ 
Hunters Point and in San Francisco as a whole 

Prevailing wind 
· ~dit:ection. · 

• -

Key 

' Fishing advisory for 
dioxin, PCBs, mercury. 

\ 
\ 

' \ 

• 

• • • • Fishing advisory for 
dioxin. PCBs, mercury. 
Highest dioxin level in Bay 

,! Census tracts 105 and 130 (Northeast S.F. & .Pacific Heights) 
Per capita income on 1990: $47 .ooo 

D 

D 

Percent of population below poverty line in 1990: 4% 

San Francisco as a ·whole (all neighborhoods) 
Per capita income in 1990: $19, 700 . 
Percent of population below poverty line in 1990: 12% 

Bayview/Hunters Point (tracts 230 thru 234, 606, 609 & 610) 
Per capita income in 1990: $1 0 ,200 
Percent of population below poverty line in 1990: 2.5% 

Data from 1990 Census. 
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3. These sjcnificent cumulatjve and djsproponjonate environmental impacts of the prQject 

caused. and will result jn. sjpitican1.cumulatjve and djspmponjonare socioeconomjc and 

environmental jnjtistice concentrated jn Southeast San Francisco. 

This community of nearly 30,000 along 1he beautiful San Francisco Bay should be one 'or 

San Francisco's finest and most prosperous, yet. strangled by pollution sources and toxic soil 

and water, it is not. Per capita income in Bayview/Hunters Point is half of income.city-wide, 

and less than a founh of that enjoyed in some of San Francisco's wealthier neighborhoods (see 

Figure 3). The average person here earned only $10,200 in 1989. according to the 1990 census. 

One founh or the population is below the poverty line. more than double the portion city-wide. 

Seven thousand Bayview/Hunters Point residents lived in poveny in 1990. 

This community shoulders the lion·s share of San Francisco industry and pollution, but ii has 

not shared equally in the economic benefits from these activities. 

Pollution causes some of this directly. The health effects result. in lost days at work, and 

learning deficits diminish porcntial in children exposed to dioxin and'PCBs in the womb before 

birth. It costs an estimated SI million to die of cancer in the U.S. today (Brenneman. 1998). 

Based on EPA and CARB cancer risk estimares and local dioxin. PCBs and diesel exhaust expcr 

sure levels, this multiplies to a high cost. The full human costs of the pollution are incalcu !able. 

Even the harshest critics of the concept that the chemicals are toxic - such as Chevron and 

PG&E CEOs - do not livs: on t.he fence line or their own plants. A steep drop in housing prices . ' . .. ' 

was recorded in Crockett and Rodeo in 1995 after several pollution releases from Unocal's refin-

ery. The DEIS/DEIR's failure to analyze .these types of costs in this disproportionately toxic, 

low income community renders its 'environmental justice' discussion incomplete. 

Pollution causes some other s~ioeconomic impacts indirccdy. It seems· easier to put anoth

er· polluting ind1:1stry serving distant economic agendas in the place that is already polluted by 

the last one. Thus, it is the July, 1997 Redevelopment Plan to: .. Diversify San Francisco's eco

nomic base by resroring irs industrial sector with uses ba~ed on futuristic technologies tied to 

. regional. national and international markets and economies." Consistent with more industry for 

the broader economy, the DEIS/DEIR proposes predominantly industrial. research and develop

ment, and maritime industry uses of the land. A diversified economic base for Bayview/Hunters 

Point, however, does not mean even more industry: It means community-owned businesses. 

On its face, the project seeks another round of industrialization in a low-income community 

to compete with other such factories globally, for profits that go elsewhere as well. That vicious 

circle uses the excuse that a community is already poisoned and impoverished to justify more of 

the same. A final EIS/EIR that ignores this highly significant socioeconomic impact - as the 

draft EIS/EIR does - would commit an historic error. 

I 8 
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4. Race and ethnicity in Bayview/Hunters Point and 
in San Francisco as a whole 

Prevailing wind 
~direction 

Key 

• 
I 

•••• F'tshing advisory for 
dioxin, PCBs. mercury. 
Highes~ dioxin level in Bay 

D San Fra.ncisco (all neighborhoods): 

White •.•....•.....••• 47°/o 
African American 10% 
Asian/Pacific Islander 26% 
Latino ••......••••••••. 12% 
Other race'.......... .5% 

D Bayview/Hunters Point: 

White................ -11% 
African American 57% 
Asian/Pacific Islander 20% 
Latino ................ ,. 7°/o 
Other race .. ........ 5% 

Data from 1990 census. 
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4. These djsproponjonate jnfrastructun;. envjrOnmental and socjgeconomjc jmpacrs are con

centrated jn a pan of San Francisco when; the jmpac!s an: suffen;d djspmponjonately by 

people of color. 

Figure 4 shows that the ethnic d~mographics of Bayview/Hunters Point differ strikingly from 

those in other pans of San Francisco. Aftjcan Americans are more than half the 

Bayview/Hunters Point population as compared with 10% city-wide. The white population of 

Bayview/Hunters Poinl is about IOIJJ as compared with nearly SOCJ'& ciay-wide. Overall, the pop

ulation or Bayview/Hunters Point is approximately 90% people of color. 

The severe and dispr:.oportionatc impacts on Bayview/Hunters Point residents 1ha1 arc.out

lined above arc severe and disproportionate impacts on people of color. Ibis fact sharply accen

tuates the environmental injustice that the DEIS/DEIR fails to analyze adequa1ely, and the pro

ject would contribuce to significantly. 

5. Provjdjne temporary jobs or jobs for wages will not fully mj1jeate or avojd these past. vre
. sent and futun; sj1nifican1 impacts. as compared with the option of community ownership 

and conrrol or the land. Tbjs js especially true when !he clean yp dccjsjon js segmented from 

the DEIS/DEIR to be decided elsewhere (jf it js addressed at all>. 

By ignoring the cumulative socioeconomic and environmenial injustice impacts outlined 

above, the DEIS/DEIR ignores significant negative impacts that point to the need for more eco

nomic selr-detennination. It claims there is no need to mitigate socioeconomic impacts or the 

project. It notes that businesses will be encouraged to hire c~mmunity members under the 

Redevelopment Plan. 

8 

The DEIS/DEIR em by making no auempt to analyze the sus1ajnabjlj1y of these promised 8 
jobs for commu~ity members. In fact, the toxic clean up jobs promised. even beyond the issue . Pll-34 

or their questionable desirability, are. by definition temporary. The proposed government subsidy 

of private companies' paychecks ro locally-hired workers could be a positive step: However. the 

DEIS/DEIR 's own version of community history documents that this was tried already, and it 

f~iled to solve the root problem or building community·o~ned businesses. 

It seems obvious that building a better community business base requires more community· 

owned assets, and sustained expendable incomes. Indeed, the DEIS/DEIR's history suggests 

that such assets were hard to organize to buy places of business and worship, and that lost jobs 

from the shipyard closure decimated what retail enterprise there was on Third Street, which was 

isolated from orher San Francisco patrons. In both respects, however, (assets and sustained 

incomes) community control of land can succeed where the 'absentee landlord' approach fails. 
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The government transfer or lhe fonner military land to IOc:al community 0\11.'llership and con

uol will give the community economic assets that will help 10 secure and. manage credit and 

business infrastructure against outside competition seeking the benefits or using that land in the 

hean of this co~munity. Unlike yesterday's shipyard and today's globalizing corporations, 

which prove highly mobile. community control or the business base helps to ensure against the 

unemployment and subsequent small business closures lhat occur when big companies suddenly 

· leave town. 

. Finally, there is the issue of the segmented project and massive clean up yet to be decided. 

In light or the plan to do it all bac~wards, and clc:cide who gets the_ land ror what uses ~ re.al 

environmental review or specific clean up ahematives end mitigation. the unaddressed alterna

tive ~f community control over the land to be cleaned.up brings another significant advantage. 

ll is beyond argument lhil the community who will be stuck with the remaining pollution is a 

bener steward for lasting environmental safety than for-profit business owners wh~ do not have 

to live with their children playing on lhe land. 

Conclusjon 

Ownership and control of a major share or_ the land no longer used by the mililary in this 

community - but nol financial responsibility for full clean up of past pollution which should 

remain with the Navy and olhers.who caused the past pollution - should be given 10 the 

Bayview/Hunters Point community. This ac1ion should be taken in addition to other needed 

actions that mitiga1e and avoid significant pollution-related and other impacts or this project. 

8 
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Response to Comments 

Letter P13: Communities for a Better Environment 

2 Response to Comment P13-1: 

3 Please see responses to specific comments below. 

4 Response to Comment P13-2: 

5 Please refer to responses to specific comments by the Alliance for a Clean Waterfront (Letter Pl2). 

6 Response to Comment P13-3: 

7 It is acknowledged that a large majority of people who fish in San Francisco Bay are minorities and have low 
8 incomes. EIR Section 3.9 acknowledges various beneficial uses of San Francisco Bay waters, including 
9 fishing. Candlestick Point includes two fishing piers. The San Francisco Department of Health monitors 

10 fishing conditions at Candlestick Point and posts warning signs as appropriate. Fishing and water-contact 
11 recreation are not currently pennitted at Hunters Point Shipyard (HPS) and would likely be similarly 
12 restricted in the future under reuse. 

13 EIR Section 3.7.3 (Parcel F) describes potential risks to ecological receptors in the Bay that could be affected 
14 as a result of former Navy operations. In general, benthic invertebrates and species that feed on them (e.g., 
15 benthic fish, shorebirds, and waterfowl) are exposed to potential risk from offshore sediment contamination. 
16 Pelagic (open sea) fish may also be susceptible to bioaccumulation, but their exposure is much lower because 
17 they obtain food over a larger area than HPS and San Francisco Bay. The level of contaminants in fish reflect 
18 the overall water quality of the areas in which they feed. When there are numerous sources of industrial 
19 pollution within the range of a species, it is not possible to determine the contribution of each source to the 
20 bioaccumulated contaminants within that species. 

21 Mitigation Measure 1 in EIR Section 4.7.2 has been amended to clarify that institutional controls will likely 
22 restrict fishing from the HPS shoreline until remediation is complete (please see response to Comment F2-
23 12). 

24 The submerged contaminated sediments offshore from Hunters Point in Parcel F must be addressed under the 
25 Navy's Installation Restoration Program (IRP). The final remedy for these sediments will be determined by 
26 the Navy in conjunction with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) and the San Francisco 
27 Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). The selected remedy will be protective of human health 
28 and the environment and will be consistent with land reuse. 

29 Section 3.9, Water Resources discusses potential risks to ecological receptors in the Bay that could be 
30 affected by storm-water and wastewater overflows. With implementation of mitigation provided in EIR 
31 Section 4.9, there would be no additional flows of storm water to the City's Southeast Water Pollution 
32 Control Plant (SEWPCP) as a result of development at HPS. Also, with planned remediation of 
33 contamination and implementation of mitigation provided in Section 4.9, Water Resources, and planned 
34 utility upgrades, the quality of storm water discharged directly to the Bay at HPS is expected to improve over 
35 time, and the volume of storm water discharged would stay the same or decrease. 

36 Reuse would, however, result in incremental additional flows of sanitary sewage to the SEWPCP. This 
3 7 incremental increase in sanitary sewage would be a direct result of additional housing and employment at 
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38 HPS and would not be considered significant under CEQA, because the plant operates under permits from 
39 the RWQCB and has sufficient dry-weather capacity to accept the increased flows. 

40 The incremental increase in sanitary sewage would result in an incremental increase in combined sewage 
41 overflow (CSO) volumes. Overflow events would continue to occur at an average of one to ten times per 
42 year, depending on location along the Bay waterfront; estimated annual CSO volumes would increase by less 
43 than 1,000,000 gallons per year (or less than 0.1 percent). The change in CSO volumes would be negligible 
44 both in terms of existing discharge volumes and in terms of projected cumulative increases in CSOs. CSOs 
45 are permitted under the current regulatory regime and disperse rapidly in Bay waters. For all these reasons, 
46 the projected incremental increase in CSO volumes would not be considered significant, and they do not 
47 warrant imposition of on-site sewage treatment as mitigation. 

48 Response to Comment P13-4: 

49 Apportionment of responsibility for costs of infrastructure improvements is outside the scope of the EIR. The 
50 EIR recommends three options for upgrading the storm-water system on the site. The mitigation monitoring 
51 program required under CEQA will be developed to ensure implementation of adopted mitigation measures. 
52 The feasibility of placing sewer lines above the groundwater table will be evaluated when a system design is 
53 selected. Any relationship between utility systems and the movement of contaminants will be addressed 
54 through the IRP. 

55 Response to Comment P13-5: 
56 As described in response to Comment P13-3, reuse ofHPS is expected to result in an incremental increase in 
57 sanitary sewage that is directly related to new employees and residents. The increase in sanitary sewage 
58 would result in a 0.1 percent incremental increase in CSO volumes and would not change the average annual 
59 number ofCSO events along the southern waterfront. This average, as established by the City's permit from 
60 the RWQCB, is one per year in the HPS area and ten per year elsewhere on the southern waterfront. 
61 Averaging is done over an extended period (about 80 years of rainfall data). and in some years the number of 
62 overflows is more or less than the average. 

63 As explained in EIR Section 3.9, Water Quality, existing CSO discharges can affect beneficial uses of the 
64 Bay in the project area, most notably by forcing the closure of beaches where water-contact recreation is 
65 permitted (e.g., at Candlestick Point). There is no evidence that the small incremental increase in CSO 
66 volumes projected as a result of reuse at HPS would have a material effect on this existing situation. 

67 As referenced by the comment, the Mission Bay analysis did not demonstrate any significant cumulative 
68 impacts related to CSO discharges, but due to community concerns and other factors, did conservatively find 
69 potential impacts on near-shore waters from treated CSOs. The CSO contributions from the proposed reuse 
10· plan for three waste and stonn-water options are provided in Section 4.9, Table 4.9-1. CSO increases would 
71 be within the regulatory constraints established by the City's permit from the RWQCB and would not be 
72 considered significant under CEQA. However, the EIR recognizes that there is public concern about CSOs 
73 (see page 4-91). As pointed out in Mitigation Measure 1 in Section 4.9, which would eliminate an increase in 
74 CSOs from stonn-water discharges, this mitigation could also provide an opportunity to consider 
75 alternatives to the increased flows projected to occur from sanitary sewage. 
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76 Response to Comment P13·6: 

77 Cumulative water quality impacts of the referenced projects are addressed in the Bayside Cwnulative Impact 

78 Analysis summarized in EIR Sections 3.9 and 4.9. Other cumulative impacts are addressed in EIR Section 5.4. 

79 Also see response to Comment Pl0-9. 

80 Response to Comment P13·7: 
81 The Bayside Cumulative Scenario presented in EIR table 4.9-2 was developed and analyzed by staff of the 
82 City's PUC using the same modeling tools used to design the Bayside system. The cumulative analysis 
83 assumes development without the eastern part of the City and along the shoreline as described in EIR 

84 Section 4.9.2. As described in EIR Section 4.9, Water Quality, if a separated storm-water disposal option is 
85 selected (Options 1or2), total eflluent entering the Bay, consisting of treated eflluent from the SEWPCP 

86 plus CSOs, would increase by 147 million gallons (560 million liters) per year, or 0.5 percent, as a result of 
87 HPS reuse. Under a combined system (Option 3), total eflluent entering the Bay would increase by 

88 334 million gallons (1,420 million liters) per year, or 1.1 percent. The increases cited by the comment 
89 (3.7 percent and 4.3 percent) would be attributable to all cumulative development along the waterfront; reuse 
90 ofHPS would contribute 2 or 107 million gallons (7.7 or405 million liters) per year to the cumulative 
91 increase in CSO volumes, depending on the storm-water disposal option selected. The vast majority of total 
92 effluent entering the Bay receives secondary treatment, and all effluent is permitted under the City's NPDES 
93 permits. 

94 With implementation of Mitigation Measure 1, the potential impacts of a projected increase in CSO volumes 

95 under Option 3 would be eliminated either by dramatically increasing storage capacity or by the selection 
96 and implementation of a separated storm-water system option (Options 1 or 2). Mitigation Measure 1 has 
97 been amended to delete reference to Option 3, as follows. 

98 "Mitigation J. Eliminate projected increases in CSO volumes caused by storm water discharges to 
99 the City's combined system by upgrading or replacing the separated sewer system at HPS (Option 1 

100 or 2) er ey addiag Sl:lesta!N:ial sterage ta the eememea S8'\Y8F system (Ot)tiea 3). Also consider ways 
101 to offset nonsignificant increases in CSO volumes attributable to sanitary flows. Implementing 
102 these measures would reduce this impact to a less than significant level." 

103 Response to Comment Pl3-8: 

104 The nature and status of remediation efforts are thoroughly identified in the document. The IRP process 
105 being conducted under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
106 (CERCLA) is described in Section 3.7.2. The location of each IR site and a summary of contaminants at each 
107 is provided on Figure 3.7-2 and Table 3.7-1. Throughout Section 3.7, existing contamination, human health 

108 risk, ecological risk, and proposed remediation are summarized on a parcel-by-parcel basis. The elements of 
109 the remedial alternatives for each parcel are summarized in table format. All references are cited in the text, 
110 allowing the reviewer to identify the supporting documents that are part of the extensive documentation of 

11 l the IRP. Section 3.7 is informative and provides a sound basis for the impact analysis in Section 4.7. 

112 Because it is not known whether the City would wish to lease remediated parcels ofHPS before other parcels 

113 are fully remediated, two options were addressed: I) redevelopment after all remediation on all parcels is 
114 completed, and 2) leasing remediated parcels before remediation is complete in other parcels. These options 
115 were analyzed separately to ensure that impacts unique to each option were identified and properly 
116 mitigated. 
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117 Under certain circumstances, it would be safe to lease remediated or non-contaminated property when 
118 mitigation measures are implemented. For example, Parcel A could be safely developed before groundwater 
119 monitoring at Parcel B or remediation of Parcel F sediments were completed. Mitigation measures in Section 
120 4.7 for Option 2 ensure that leasing would be done in a manner protective of human health and the 
121 environment. 

122 Response to Comment P13-9: 

123 Information about existing contamination in sediments in Parcel F was compiled from a number of 
124 documents, including U.S. Navy 1994f, 1996g, I998c, I998d, and 1998e (see EIR Chapter 7, References). 
125 Information from the two references cited in the comment was not overlooked and can be found in one or 
126 more of these references. 

127 The statement cited in the comment is accurate. Depending on which remediation alternative is chosen, the 
128 Navy will need to evaluate the existing data and develop a sampling program that is specific to that remedy. 
129 For example, the list of target constituents, frequency, depth, sampling intervals, and aerial distribution of 
130 samples would be very different for different remedies. 

131 It is acknowledged that ingestion of fish is a potential exposure pathway. Please refer to the response to 
132 Comment P13-3 above. The EIR, however, addresses impacts related to reuse and does not evaluate impacts 
133 related to existing contamination (which is part of the existing setting) or remediation, except to the extent 
134 that reuse could exacerbate existing problems or increase human or ecological exposure to contaminants. It is 
135 the Navy's obligation to remediate Parcel F consistent with the Proposed Reuse Plan. The impacts of 
136 remedial action must be considered in the CERCLA process, and remediation may result in permanent 
137 controls or restrictions related to dredging, as indicated in Mitigation Measure 6 in Section 4.7.2 of the EIR. 

138 "Perform dredging activities in a manner consistent with institutional controls established via the CERCLA 
139 process. Require consultation with agencies represented in the Army Corns of Engineers lnteragency 
140 Dredged Material Management Office regarding appropriate methods for limiting disturbance of sediment, 
141 containing suspended sediment to the immediate area being dredged, and additional measures to be 
142 protective of human health and the environment as described in Section 3.7.5." 

143 Response to Comment P13-10: 

144 The existing storm-water collection system is part of the HPS setting, and the current system's impacts are 
145 not. the impacts of reuse. Reuse would result in repair or replacement of the existing system, which could be 
146 designed to address existing groundwater migration issues. In addition, remediation of the property would 
147 remove the source of contamination described in the comment. Dewatering during construction and reuse at 
148 HPS would result in the discharge of groundwater to the City's combined system. These discharges would 
149 receive secondary treatment and would have to comply with the City's discharge permit requirements. To 
150 address concerns about overflows contributed by groundwater discharge during wet weather, the following 
151 mitigation has been added to Section 4.9.2, Mitigation 1: 

152 "Arrange for the PUC to condition permits issued for groundwater discharge to the City's combined sewer 
153 system, so that discharges do not occur when wet weather overflows are anticipated to occur." 
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I 54 Response to Comment P13-11: 

155 The State Water Resources Board (SWRCB) is the agency responsible for protecting groundwater quality. 
156 The regional water quality control boards (RWQCBs) are responsible for implementing the storm-water and 
157 groundwater rules and regulations. 

158 Section 3.9.5 describes U.S. EPA's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System for controlling storm 
159 water and preventing non-point source pollution from surface water. The existing program implemented by 
160 the Navy to meet the requirements of the state permit is discussed. There are two requirements of the permit 
161 designed to meet the goals of the program: l) design and implementation of best management practices 
162 (BMPs) to control runoff and prevent contaminants from entering the Bay; and 2) annual sampling program 
163 to verify that the BMPs are working as designed. Chemicals of concern are specific to the type of industries 
164 operating at the site and are based on Standard Industrial Codes. In addition, the state permit requires testing 
165 for other contaminants that are known to be present but are not listed. Continued compliance with the state 
166 permit is expected to reduce potential impacts to a less than significant level. 

167 Division 7 of the California Code, "Water Quality," grants the State Water Resources Control Board and the 
168 various regional water quality control boards authority to regulate the quality of water of the state. Plans and 
169 policies adopted by the San Francisco Bay Region RWQCB include the Water Quality Control Plan (Basin 
170 Plan), Antidegradation Policy (Resolution 68-16), Sources of Drinking Water Policy (Resolution 88-63), and 
171 Policies and Procedures for Investigation and Remediation and Abatement of Discharges (Resolution 92-49). 
172 These plans and policies are discussed in Section 3.9.5 of the EIR. 

173 In 1989, the State of California established the Bay Protection and Toxic Cleanup Program (BPTCP; Water 
174 Code§§ 13390-13396.9). The four major goals of the BPTCP are to 1) provide protection of present and 
175 future beneficial uses of the bays and estuarine waters of California; 2) identify and characterize toxic hot 
176 spots; 3) plan for toxic hot spot cleanup or other remedial or mitigation actions; and 4) develop prevention 
177 and control strategies for toxic pollutants that will prevent creation of new toxic hot spots or the perpetuation 
178 of existing ones within bays and estuaries of the state. Water Code§ 13394 requires the development of 
179 Regional Toxic Hot Spots Cleanup Plans (Regional Plan) and the Consolidated Plan for submission to the 
180 legislature by June 30, 1999. 

181 The RWQCB developed the Proposed Regional Toxic Hot Spot Cleanup Plan (RWQCB, 1997) to provide 
182 direction for the remediation or prevention of toxic hot spots in the San Francisco Bay Region. It includes 
183 definition and site ranking criteria, a list of candidate hot spots, and characterization of the high-priority 
184 candidate toxic hot spots and preliminary assessment of actions to address issues at the sites. This final plan 
185 dated March 1999 was submitted to the State Water Resources Control Board for inclusion in the 
186 consolidated plans to be submitted to the legislature. 

187 On June 17, 1999, the State Water Resources Control Board approved Regulation No. 99-065 adopting the 
188 Consolidated Toxic Hot Spots Cleanup Plan. Yosemite Slough is not identified as a known or candidate 
189 "Hot Spot." However, the regional plan does identify the Hunters Point Shipyard/Yosemite Creek and South 
190 Basin as a site of concern. 

191 See response to Comment P13-10 for a discussion of permitting requirements related to discharges of 
192 groundwater to the City's combined sewer system as a result of construction dewatering. 
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193 Response to Comment Pl3-12: 

194 Remediation ofHPS is being conducted under the IRP and the Navy's compliance program. All of the 
195 contaminants cited in the comment must be addressed as required by regulatory agencies. The Navy's goal is 
196 to remediate the property, including the groundwater, to a level that is protective of human health and the 
197 environment. The remediation program is a separate action from property disposal and implementation of the 
198 Proposed Reuse Plan. The project itself would not contribute to contaminated groundwater pollution and 
199 would not contribute to a significant cumulative impact. Please see responses to Comments PB-9 and 
200 P13-10. 

201 Response to Comment Pl3-13: 

202 Please refer to responses to Comments Pl3-3, P13-9, Pl3-10, and P13-15. 

203 Response to Comment P13-14: 

204 This comment is directed to a NEPA requirement. Nonetheless, the EIR adequately considers potential 
205 environmental justice impacts on the southeastern area of San Francisco and clearly addresses the three 
206 specific actions contained. in 59 C.F.R 7629 that are listed in the comment, as described below. Note that the 
207 EIR considers potential impacts of reuse, not of past contamination or ongoing remediation, except to the 
208 extent that reuse would exacerbate exposures associated with each. Please refer to the response to Comment 
209 Pl3-3 regarding fish consumption. 

210 Analysis of Environmental Effects and Potential Impacts on Minority and Low-Income Communities: 
211 The EIR concludes that with mitigation there would be no significant adverse impacts, except for traffic and 
212 air emissions related to mobile sources. There would be no disproportionate or other impact on people of 
213 color and low-income populations. 

214 As described in EIR Section 5.6, traffic associated with HPS reuse would contribute to cumulatively 
215 significant increased traffic congestion along U.S. 101 and portions ofl-280. However, U.S. 101 is an 
216 interstate transportation corridor, and 1-280 is a regional connector. Because of the regional character of 
217 these transportation facilities, the range of communities that use these facilities and/or border these facilities, 
218 and the small contribution of traffic generated by HPS reuse to these corridors, regional traffic impacts 
219 would not disproportionately affect minority and low-income populations. Furthermore, feasible measures to 
220 reduce the project's contribution to these impacts in the form of the proposed HPS Transportation 
221 Management Association (TMA) are recommended. The TMA would oversee development and 
222 implementation of a Transportation System Management Plan (TSMP), which includes specific, feasible 
223 measures for reducing automobile trips and encouraging transit use. Implementation of the TSMP is 
224 expected to reduce significant unmitigable traffic impacts. The proposed TMA is the best form of mitigation 
225 that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. 

226 The Proposed Reuse Plan also would contribute to unntltigable traffic impacts at the Third Street and Cesar 
227 Chavez Street intersection. HPS reuse would contribute only 19 percent to the overall traffic volumes 
228 projected at this intersection, which is located in census tract 609. According to 1990 census data, census 
229 tract 609 had the most diverse racial composition and the smallest proportion of African Americans ( 19 
230 percent) and other minority groups (36 percent) in the entire South Bayshore planning area; therefore, traffic 
231 congestion at this intersection would not have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority and 
232 low-income populations. 
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233 Since the project site is located in the Hunters Point-Bayview area, the largest air quality impacts of the 
234 proposed reuse will inevitably occur within this area. For example, virtually all vehicle trips generated by 
235 the proposed development will begin or end in the redevelopment area, even through the resulting traffic 
236 increases and associated air pollutant emissions will be spread over a much larger area. Similarly, emissions 
237 of hazardous pollutants that may be generated from stationary sources within the redevelopment project will 
238 occur locally and their maximwn impacts also will necessarily occur locally. Accordingly, the great majority 
239 of the feasible traffic and air quality mitigation measures identified in the EIR are aimed at minimizing 
240 impacts in neighborhoods adjacent to the proposed redevelopment. 

241 At this point, none of the specific industrial land uses of the proposed reuse have been identified, making it 
242 impossible to quantify the associated stationary source emissions of hazardous and criteria air pollutants or 
243 the associated impacts and hwnan health risks. See response to comment F8-8 regarding mitigation 
244 proposed to control toxic air contaminants from stationary sources. 

245 The only practical air quality mitigation measures for mobile air pollution sources are those that will reduce 
246 trips and alleviate traffic congestion, since there are no feasible regulatory mechanisms for enforcing or 
247 monitoring compliance with emission limits for vehicles associated with the proposed reuse. Trip reduction 
248 measures are described above. Also, as noted above, the emissions from commuter and delivery trips to and 
249 from the HPS will be distributed over a large portion of the Bay Area, but dispersion modeling was 
250 conducted to determine whether the impacts to air quality levels at local intersections would be significant. 
251 The modeling for carbon monoxide that was presented in the Revised Draft EIR showed that the incremental 
252 effect of project-related impacts for that pollutant would be quite small. In response to comments expressing 
253 concerns about impacts to PM10 concentrations within HP-BV, supplemental modeling has also been 
254 conducted (see Response to Comment Pl0-13). The resulting maximum predicted incremental 
255 concentrations attributable to the proposed reuse in analysis years 2010 and 2025 will amount to only 
256 relatively small fractions of the most stringent ambient standard for this pollutant, even when extremely 
257 conservative assumptions are made regarding concurrent worst-case meteorological dispersion conditions 
258 and peak-traffic emissions at the intersection where the project's traffic impacts will be greatest. 

259 Every effort has been made in the EIR to disclose potentially significant air quality impacts associated with 
260 the proposed HPS redevelopment to the extent that these impacts can be identified at the current stage of 
261 project planning. Furthermore, a good-faith effort has been undertaken to identify and incorporate 
262 implementation of all feasible air quality mitigation measures that will minimize these impacts. No 
263 disproportionate impacts are expected to occur in low· income or minority neighborhoods, and most of the 
264 identified measures directly address effects in the adjacent areas closest to HPS. No other feasible means of 
265 limiting emissions or their associated impacts have been identified at this point, partially because of the lack 
266 of specific information regarding the types of redevelopment that will occur. 

267 Human health issues are also addressed under the CERCLA process. Residents in the South Bayshore 
268 planning area would not be subject to disproportionately high and adverse effects from proposed remedial 
269 actions. According to Department of Defense (DOD) policy, the Navy is directed to remediate HPS to the 
270 level commensurate with the local reuse plan. The remediation levels proposed for HPS are based on future 
271 potential land uses and are intended to protect human health. Navy remedial actions and fiiture City 
272 redevelopment activity will continue to be strictly regulated to ensure that workers and the general public are 
273 not exposed to residual contamination {see EIR Section 4.9). Therefore, the community reuse ofHPS would 
274 not have disproportionately high and adverse human health impacts on minority and low-income 
275 populations. 
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276 Opportunities for Community Input: The Navy and City have ensured opportunities for community input 
277 throughout both the NEPA/CEQA and CERCLA processes for HPS. Community input on potential 
278 significant environmental issues was solicited during the EIS/EIR scoping process, which included a public 
279 scoping meeting at the Southeast Community Facility in the Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood. Copies of 
280 both the Draft EIS/EIR and Revised Draft EIS/EIR were distributed to an extensive mailing list of agencies, 
281 organizations, and individuals thought to have an interest in the proposed action. An information repository 
282 and administrative record have been established and are maintained at the San Francisco Public Library, 
283 Anna E. Waden Branch, 5075 Third Street. The repository includes copies of all major documents pertaining 
284 to the environmental work being conducted at HPS. 

285 In addition, several of the Proposed Reuse Plan and Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan (San 
286 Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 1997) objectives are specific to environmental justice principles. For 
287 example, the Proposed Reuse Plan proposes opportunities to bring job training and placement programs 
288 tailored to potential jobs in the South Bayshore planning area. These proposals include incentives for HPS 
289 businesses to hire locally for positions in the fields of printing/publishing, motion picture production, 
290 trucking and courier services, and wholesale activity. 

291 Response to Comment P13-15: 

292 Regarding fishing impacts, please refer to the response to Comment P13-3. 

293 At build-out, the adopted Mission Bay project would direct approximately 844 million gallons (3, 190 million 
294 liters) of sanitary sewage per year to the SEWPCP for treatment and deep water discharge, would increase 
295 the amount of stonn water discharged to the Bay by about 92 million gallons (350 million liters) per year, 
296 and would reduce the estimated quantity of CSOs by about 33 million gallons ( 125 million liters) per year 
297 (See Final Mission Bay Subsequent Environmental Impact Report [City and County of San Francisco and the 
298 San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 1998], Volume 3, p. Xll.232, "Base Case and Mitigation B."). The 
299 SEWPCP is a fully permitted facility and operates in accordance with all applicable laws and requirements. 
300 Projects have been implemented or are under study to reduce existing flooding in Bayview-Hunters Point 
30 l and Visitacion Valley and to reduce odors at the SEWPCP. 

302 With mitigation, the increase in flows from HPS to the SEWPCP would be limited to approximately 147 
303 million gallons (556 million liters) of sanitary sewage per year, which would be the direct result of new jobs 
304 and housing. The increased flows to the SEWPCP have not been determined to be significant, since the 
305 SEWPCP is a permitted facility with available (dry-weather) capacity. Potential increases in CSOs as a result 
306 would be negligible in the context of existing discharges and potential future discharges. The alternative to 
307 sending sanitary flows to SEWPCP is on-site treatment at HPS. This alternative is not required as mitigation, 
308 although it could be implemented as part of the project if desired and if funding were available. Treatment of 
309 sanitary sewage at HPS would not remove that treatment from the Bayview-Hunters Point community but 
310 would lesson flows to the SEWPCP. The flooding that has been experienced in the Bayview-Hunters Point 
311 and Visitacion Valley is caused by localized collection system conditions, and not by capacity issues with the 
312 transport storage system or the SEWPCP. Also, an increase in influent to the SEWPCP is not a material 
313 cause of odors at the facility. Most odors noticeable by the public are gases from biological activity, such as 
314 anaerobic decomposition of organic matter containing sulfur and nitrogen. Although the Proposed Reuse 
315 Plan would increase influent to the SEWPCP, the project would not change the biological processes or 
316 physical facilities. Thus, the Proposed Reuse Plan would have little, if any, effect on existing odors or 
317 flooding conditions. 
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318 The EIR. does not fail to analyze existing environmental hazards in the Bayview-Hunters Point community. 
319 On the contrary, the EIR. is a full disclosure document that clearly presents all data pertaining to existing 
320 environmental contamination (see BIR Sections 3.7 and 3.9). Furtbennore, as described in EIR. Section 3.9, 
321 there is currently a City-wide effort underway to address cumulative effects of increased development on the 
322 City's combined sanitary sewer and storm-water system. 

323 The analysis of potential impacts associated with discharges of treated CSOs (see EIR. Section 4.9) 
324 acknowledges that CSOs generate a high degree of public concern and describes three general options for 
325 treating storm water at HPS: upgrade the existing separated system (Option 1), replace the existing system 
326 with a new separated system (Option 2), or replace the existing system with a new combined system 
327 (Option 3). Potential significant impacts from cumulative increases in CSO volumes and increased sewage 
328 (dry-weather flow) associated with these options have been mitigated to a less than significant level by 
329 requiring that the separated system at HPS be either upgraded or replaced (Options I or 2). The option of 
330 adding substantial storage to the combined sewer system (Option 3) has been deleted from this mitigation 
331 measure. Because these potential impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level, there would be no 
332 disproportionate adverse effects on the Bayview-Hunters Point community. 

333 Response to Comment P13-16: 

334 Please see the response to Comments PI3-13 and PI3-14 above regarding the project's impacts in relation to 
335 envi..rorunental justice issues. The EIR. does not suggest that existing degraded conditions are a justification 
336 for further degradation. The EIR. reasonably projects that there will be significant and unmitigable traffic and 
337 air quality impacts and recommends serious and feasible measures to reduce the project's contribution to 
338 these impacts in the form of the proposed HPS TMA. The TMA would oversee development and 
339 implementation of a TSMP, which includes specific, feasible measures for reducing automobile trips and 
340 encouraging transit use. Implementation of the TSMP is expected to reduce significant unmitigable traffic 
341 and air quality impacts. The proposed TM.A is the best form of mitigation that can be required at this early 
342 stage of the planning process. 

343 The EIR has not identified, and the commentor has not provided evidence of, any unmitigable impacts that 
344 would be experienced (disproportionately or otherwise) as a result of"polluting industrial, utility, and 
345 transportation infrastructure." In fact, the proposal by the Proposed Reuse Plan to improve utilities and other 
346 infrastructure at HPS represents a benefit of the project, one that would be directly experienced by new 
347 residents and employees of the Shipyard. 

348 Response to Comment Pl3-17: 

349 The EIR. adequately considers and analyzes all potential impacts that would result from reuse ofHPS and 
350 includes measures to reduce or eliminate sources of pollution such as air emissions. 

3 51 Consistent with CEQ A requirements, monitoring of mitigation measures included in the EIR. and adopted as 
352 part of the project would be accomplished via a mitigation monitoring program adopted by City and Agency 
353 decision-makers subsequent to certification of the EIR. Medical monitoring and treatment have not been 
354 identified as necessary in response to any potential impacts ofHPS reuse. 

355 Redevelopment activities at HPS would proceed pursuant to the Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan 
356 (San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 1997). Please see response to Comment Pl 1-13. 
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357 There is a Citizens' Advisory Committee that has review responsibilities for redevelopment activities at HPS. 
358 This Citizens' Advisory Committee is structured and operates similarly to other Citizens' Advisory 
359 Committees that have responsibility for overseeing redevelopment activities in other San Francisco 
360 redevelopment project areas, such as the Rincon Point-South Beach Citizens' Advisory Committee, which 
361 recently expanded its membership for the purpose of overseeing the Pac Bell (San Francisco Giants) 
362 Ballpark project. The HPS Citizens' Advisory Committee is composed of local area residents, business 
363 owners, tenants, and neighborhood organizations. 

364 As permitted under that Plan and customary for the Redevelopment Agency, it intends to negotiate a 
365 disposition and development agreement (DDA) with a primary developer selected by the Redevelopment 
366 Agency Commission. The Agency has entered into an Exclusive Negotiation Agreement (ENA) with the 
367 primary developer for the negotiation of the DDA. The ENA includes as its fll"St goal the creation of 
368 "sustainable economic benefits and jobs for the Bayview Hunters Point community." The goal is further 
369 articulated by the following objectives in the ENA. 

370 • Build a diverse and economically viable and sustainable community with employment, entrepreneurial, 
371 art, and educational opportunities for the economic benefit of the Bayview-Hunters Point community. 

372 • Create 6,400 permanent jobs at full build-out of the project. 

373 • Maximize participation of area residents and businesses in the pre-development, development, interim 
374 reuse, and environmental remediation ofHPS. 

375 • Create and expand economic opportunities for existing area businesses. 

376 • Provide ownership and equity opportunities for area residents and businesses. 

377 • Provide the greatest possible level of education and job training and hiring opportunities for area 
378 residents and for partnerships with community residents and businesses throughout all development and 
3 79 long-term management of the project. 

380 • Create small business assistance programs and incubator opportunities with linkages to larger, 
381 established businesses. 

382 • . Provide for land uses and development projects that are compatible with one another within HPS and 
383 with the surrounding neighborhood, during all phases of redevelopment. 

384 As stated in Chapter I, Purpose and Need, objectives of reuse include creating jobs to benefit the 
385 community, stimulating the economy, and supporting training and educational programs. Also, local hiring 
386 has been included as a required portion of the TSMP transportation mitigation strategy. 

387 Response to Comment P13-18: 

388 The City recognizes the importance of local hiring incentives, not only as an overall economic benefit to the 
389 local community, but also as a means ofreducing traffic and air quality impacts. Please see response to 
390 Comment P13-17 above. The City is fully cognizant of the community's concerns regarding local job 
391 preferences and has already developed a First Source Hiring program to provide clear incentives for 
392 businesses to hire locally. Businesses leasing space at HPS can participate in this program. By agreeing to 
393 use the City's employment and training system as the first source of referral for job opportunities at HPS, 
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394 business owners qualify for partial reimbursement of the salaries paid to locally hired individuals. This 
395 program would be monitored, along with all future programs developed and implemented by the Agency, to 
396 ensure that future HPS business opportunities are linked to local residents. 

397 Response to Comment P13-19: 

398 The EIR recognizes that housing affordability is a pervasive problem, not only in the South Bayshore and 
399 Bayview-Hunters Point communities, but throughout San Francisco and the entire Bay Area. The data cited 
400 in Section 4.6 of the EIR show that 60 percent of the area population live in census tracts where the median 
401 household income is less than the City-wide median. Persons eligible for affordable units are those earning 
402 60 percent to 100 percent of the City-wide median. Because the census data show a majority of households 
403 earning less than the median, it is reasonable to anticipate that many local residents will qualify to purchase 
404 or rent affordable units. Please also see the response to Comment P9-12. 

405 Note that the Proposed Reuse Plan would not displace any existing housing units and is therefore not 
406 required to construct new units as mitigation. Nonetheless, objectives of the Proposed Reuse Plan include the 
407 creation of new housing and the provision of affordable housing. The issue of home ownership achievement 
408 goals will be considered by the Agency during the next stages of the redevelopment process. 

409 As permitted under the Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan (San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 
410 1997) and as is customary for the Agency as the City's affordable housing development agency, the Agency 
411 would enter into a disposition and development agreement with a primary developer, selected by the 
412 Redevelopment Agency Commission, to ensure that a range of housing opportunities is provided at the 
413 Shipyard. This goal is further articulated by the following objectives: 

414 • Develop well-designed new residential areas that assist in meeting a range of housing needs of the 
415 greater Bayview-Hunters Point community and the City. 

416 • Develop and implement a permanent affordable housing program that makes available at least 20 
417 percent of all new and rehabilitated housing types to low- and moderate-income households, maximizes 
418 the number and level of affordable housing, and is consistent with the housing needs identified by the 
419 Mayor's Office of Housing in cooperation with the Agency. 

420 • Provide an appropriate mix of ownership and rental housing with the maximum number of units at the 
421 lowest possible price. 

422 Development proposals submitted to the Agency by the primary developer under the ENA would be 
423 reviewed by the HPS Citizens' Advisory Committee. Along with preparing and implementing development 
424 proposals that are consistent with Agency goals and objectives, the primary developer would be required to 
425 prepare and implement a Community Benefit Program that relates to affordable housing, including a 
426 description of the number and size of units, phasing and linkage principles, anticipated timing of availability, 
427 price range, and levels of affordability. See response to Comment P13-17 for a discussion of ENA 
428 objectives. 

429 Response to Comment P13·20: 

430 The City understands the commentor's concerns that remediated land be available to the local community for 
431 ownership and development. The Agency is not able to make commitments at this stage of the 
432 redevelopment process regarding community ownership ofHPS property. The City and the Agency 
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433 anticipate negotiating with a private development company for development at HPS and implementation of 
434 the Proposed Reuse Plan. The agreement for development is expected to include among its provisions 
435 explicit goals for local hiring and affordable home ownership. 

436 Response to Comment P13-21: 

437 With implementation of Mitigation 1inSection4.9, Water Resources, reuse ofHPS would result in a less 
438 than one percent increase (0.5 percent, or 147 million gallons [556 million liters] per year) in the discharge 
439 of treated effluent to the Bay. This increase would be directly attributable to the sanitary sewage created by 
440 new employees and residents ofHPS. This sanitary sewage would also increase the volume ofCSO 
441 discharges by less than one percent (0.07 percent, or 0.6 million gallons [2 million liters] per year). Treated 
442 and partially treated discharges are permitted by the RWQCB, which is charged with protection of Bay water 
443 quality, and projected increases have not been determined to be significant. Nonetheless, industrial land use 
444 designations at HPS would allow on-site sewage treatment (including potentially the use of alternative 
445 wastewater treatment technologies) if such treatment were selected for funding over other, potentially 
446 competing, community objectives. 

447 With remediation and reuse ofHPS, untreated storm water discharges to the Bay would improve in quality 
448 and would decrease by approximately 13 million gallons (49 million liters) per year. The projected decrease 
449 in discharge quantities is primarily due to increases in infiltration of rainwater because of planned open space 
450 and landscaping. Like Mission Bay, HPS would most likely continue to utilize a fully separated storm-water 
451 system. The cost of replacing or repairing the storm-water collection system or constructing a new combined 
452 sewer system at HPS are not relevant to the EIR analysis. 

453 Refer also to the response to Comment Pl3-23. 

454 Response to Comment P13-22: 

455 As explained above, mitigation measures included in the project at HPS would result in continued use of a 
456 separated storm-water system and no increase in flow of storm water to the SEWPCP. Also, as explained 
457 above, the SEWPCP is a fully permitted facility and operates in accordance with all applicable laws and 
458 requirements. Projects have been implemented or are under study to reduce existing flooding in Bayview-
459 Hunters Point and Visitacion Valley and to reduce odors at the SEWPCP. Given the incremental increase in 
460 wastewater flows to the SEWPCP with implementation of Mitigation 1 in EIR Section 4.9, there is no 
461 evidence that existing flooding and odor problems would be in any way exacerbated by reuse ofHPS. 

462 With implementation of mitigation measures contained in the.EIR, constructive reuse ofHPS during or after 
463 remediation of existing site contamination would not result in new contamination of Bay waters. 

464 Response to Comment P13-23: 

465 A comprehensive City-wide wastewater plan, while desirable, is beyond the scope of this EIR to develop. 
466 The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (PUC) is currently assisting Catellus Development 
467 Corporation in studying the feasibility of on-site wastewater treatment for the Mission Bay project. The PUC 
468 is also undertaking a Screening ofFeasible Technologies (SOFT) study (including decentralized wastewater 
469 management) for the entire Bayside watershed. These studies will be considered as HPS redevelopment 
470 proceeds. There are currently no plans for an on-site wastewater facility at HPS. However, as discussed in 
471 the EIR, the incremental increase in wastewater that would be generated by the Proposed Reuse Plan would 
472 not significantly impact the SEWPCP. 
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4 73 The EIR does not include an analysis of land required for on-site storm-water or wastewater treatment, 
474 because treatment is not required and is not currently proposed as part of the Reuse Plan. Nonetheless, the 
475 industrial and open space areas created under the Reuse Plan could accommodate treatment facilities if 
476 proposed and analyzed at a future time. 

477 The commentor mischaracterizes the City's combined sewer system by stating that it has been exempted 
478 from performance standards and discharge limits and implying that the City's North Point facility is a 
479 publicly owned treatment works (POTW). The City's wet weather discharge permits contain specific effluent 
480 limitations and performance standards appropriate under the Clean Water Act and the Porter-Cologne Water 
481 Quality Control Act for combined sewer systems. The North Point plant, under federal law, is regulated 
482 under the industrial discharge standards rather than the POTW standards. The City's combined sewer system 
483 is fully permitted and in compliance with applicable requirements. 

484 San Francisco's draft Water Recycling Master Plan does not require that the Proposed Reuse Plan include an 
485 on-site reclamation facility. The Reclaimed Water Ordinance, however, would apply to the Proposed Reuse 
486 Plan. The ordinance requires any development over 40,000 square feet to take reclaimed water measures into 
487 account during development (e.g., install dual piping), so that it could make use of reclaimed water if the 
488 City made it available in the area. 

489 Cumulative water quality issues associated with CSOs are addressed in EIR Section 4.9.2 under Significant 
490 and Mitigable Impacts. Reclamation could be incorporated into future storm water or wastewater plans. 
491 Industrial land use designations at HPS would permit on-site treatment at HPS if such treatment were 
492 selected for funding over other, potentially competing, community objectives. An on-site wastewater 
493 treatment facility would need to be carefully located so as not to result in on-site odor incompatibilities. 

494 The commentor's preference for decentralized treatment is noted. 

495 Response to Comment P13-24: 

496 The commentor's concerns regarding the imprecision of certain mitigation measures is noted. Because this is 
497 a general programmatic EIR based on conceptual land uses and not a project-level document, and because no 
498 specific project designs have been developed, certain mitigations are necessarily lacking the specifics that 
499 would be expected in a project-level assessment. The referenced mitigations do, however, include 
500 performance standards, such as "eliminate increases in CSO volumes caused by storm-water discharges to 
501 the City's combined sewer system by upgrading or replacing the separated system at HPS or by adding 
502 substantial storage to a new combined sewer system." 

503 In addition, the mitigations do not call for a future study of potential mitigation options but rather 
504 implementation of specific mechanisms, such as "upgrading or replacing the storm-water system" and 
505 "public education and outreach." The use of subsurface tre~tment, vortex separators, and other suggested 
506 mechanisms to treat storm-water, while not precluded, has not been identified as mitigation because storm-
507 water quality is expected to improve at HPS with site remediation and implementation of BMPs. 

508 Please refer to the response to Comment Pl3-23 regarding land for a treatment facility and alternative 
509 treatments and to the response to Comment Pl3-10 for a discussion of mitigation for groundwater entering 
510 the storm sewer system. Mitigation monitoring is required under CEQA, and a mitigation monitoring 
511 program would be adopted by the Agency at the time of project approval. 
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512 Response to Comment P13-25: 
513 Section 3.7 of the document thoroughly identifies the existing contamination, references source documents 
514 and applicable laws governing the remediation process, and documents potential risk based on present 
515 (unremediated) conditions. Section 4.7 includes impact analysis of reuse after remediation is complete and 
516 for the case where property is conveyed and reused prior to complete remediation. For each potential impact, 
517 a mitigation has been identified to reduce the impact to a less than significant level. Please see the responses 
518 to Comments P13-2 l and P 13-22, which address the adequacy of mitigations to control discharges from the 
519 storm-water and wastewater systems to the Bay. 

520 The protection of human health and the environment prior to property conveyance will be ensured by 
521 adherence to CERCLA requirements and other laws cited in the document. Please note that remediation 
522 under the IRP and CERCLA process addresses ecological receptors, such as the Bay, as well as human health 
523 risk. The proposed mitigation measures identified in the EIR would be enforced through a mitigation 
524 monitoring program. which would be adopted by the Agency and San Francisco Planning Commission at the 
525 time ofCEQA findings for the EIR are adopted. The program would be designed to ensure compliance 
526 during and after implementation of the Proposed Reuse Plan. 

527 Response to Comment PlJ-26: 

528 Regarding job and housing preferences, please refer to the response to Comments Pl3-18 and Pl3-19. 
529 Regarding community co11trol of a parcel ofland, please refer to the response to Comment Pl3-20. 

530 Response to Comment PlJ-27: 

531 Please refer to responses to specific comments by the Alliance for a Clean Waterfront (Letter P12). 

532 Response to Comment Pl3-28: 

533 Please refer to responses to specific comments above. 

534 Response to Comment P13-29: 

535 The comment defines the HPS "project" as "the installation, operation, and closure of Hunters Point Base 
536 and the clean up, redistribution ofland and property, and redevelopment ofland and property of the Base." 
537 This is not the definition of"project" in the EIR. 

538 The "project" is the federal action by the Navy to dispose ofHPS to facilitate economic redevelopment and 
539 the local action by the City to reuse HPS. The purpose of the EIR is to evaluate the potential significant 
540 impacts on the natural and human environment that could result from the disposal ofHPS from federal 
541 ownership and subsequent reuse of the property by the City (see EIR Chapter I). 

542 Issues regarding the installation and past operation ofHPS as a federal property are outside the scope of this 
543 document and are not addressed. Remediation ofHPS is being conducted under the IRP pursuant to 
544 CERCLA and under the Navy's compliance programs. The Navy's goal is to remediate HPS to be protective 
545 of human health and the environment, with consideration of planned reuse. The remediation program is a 
546 separate action form property disposal and implementation of the Proposed Reuse Plan. 

547 See responses to Comments Pl3-30 through Pl3-35 for comments numbered I through 5. 
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548 Response to Comment P13-30: 

549 Refer to response to Comment P13-29 for a discussion of the scope of the analysis. Please see responses to 

550 Comments P13-14 and P13-15 regarding potential environmental justice issues associated with cumulative 
551 and disproportionate concentrations of polluting industrial, utility, and transportation infrastructure. 

552 The Proposed Reuse Plan introduces new land uses to HPS, such as education/cultural, research and 

553 development, open space, residential, and mixed. While new industry and industry-related uses are included 
554 in the Proposed Reuse Plan, conservative measures to minimize potential toxic air contaminants would 

555 preclude a concentration of air-polluting industries (see EIR Section 4.2.2). The goal of the Proposed Reuse 
556 Plan is to integrate HPS into the urban fabric of the City and revive the economic vitality of the Hunters 
557 Point area (see EIR Appendix D, Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan, page 5, Guideline #1). 

558 The EIR does not analyze the impact of past or present industrial uses in the larger Bayview-Hunters Point 
559 community, nor is it required to do so. The EIR does consider the setting ofHPS and in that context analyzes 
560 reuse ofHPS during or after its full remediation in compliance with CERCLA and other applicable 
561 environmental laws. Reuse of the HPS "brownfield" would include a variety ofland uses and would result 
562 in some environmental impacts and some environmental, social, and economic benefits. Whether the benefits 
563 constitute "extraordinary measures" sufficient to address past "injustice" will no doubt be the subject of 

564 some debate. San Francisco decision makers must fmd that the specific economic, legal, social, 
565 ted.nological, or other benefits of the project outweigh the project's environmental impacts. 

566 Response to Comment P13-31: 

567 Regarding fishing in the Bay, please refer to the response to Comment Pl3-3; for wastewater and storm-
568 water runoff, refer to the responses to Comments P13-10, P13-15, P13-22 and P13-23. For comments 
569 regarding "toxic pollution," refer to the discussion of the project description and the IRP in the response to 
570 Comment Pl3-29. For air quality and transportation issues, please see EIR Section 4.2.2 and response to 
571 CommentP13-14. 

572 Disposal and reuse ofHPS are thoroughly analyzed in the EIR. As described in Section 3.7, Hazardous 
573 Materials and Waste, portions ofHPS are contaminated, and the Navy is undertaking remediation in 

574 conformance with its obligations under CERCLA and other environmental laws. The question considered in 
575 the EIR is whether disposal and reuse would exacerbate existing contamination problems or increase human 
576 and ecological exposure to existing contaminants. The answer is no, as long as mitigation measures provided 
577 in the EIR are implemented during reuse. These mitigation measures relate to the disturbance of site soil and 
578 groundwater, the improvement and design of utilities systems, and the potential for increased emissions of 
579 toxic air contaminants from industrial (i.e., stationary) sources. If any specific uses or industries are proposed 
580 in the future that would have impacts not identified and mitigated in this EIR, then additional environmental 
581 review would be required under CEQA. 

582 Response to Comment P13-32: 

583 The City has adequately considered, analyzed, and mitigated all potential environmental justice effects from 
584 the HPS Project. The City is committed to ensuring that residents of the Bayview-Hunters Point community 
585 are recipients of their fair share of anticipated benefits. 

586 The EIR acknowledges that the HPS site has been polluted by past uses. The nature and status of remediation 
587 efforts being conducted under the IRP and Navy compliance programs are described in Sections 3.7.3 and 

588 3.7.4. Existing contamination, human health risk, ecological risk, and the proposed remediation alternatives 
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589 being evaluated are summarized on a parcel-by-parcel basis. The Navy's goal is to remediate HPS to a 
590 . condition that is protective of human health and the environment, considering the intended reuse. The 
591 potential drop in housing costs adjacent to polluting industrial sites that is referred to in the comment is not 
592 relevant to the EIR, which analyzes reuse ofHPS during or after remediation of existing contamination. 

593 The EIR does not suggest that existing degraded conditions are a justification for further degradation. The 
594 BIR reasonably projects that there will be significant and unmitigable traffic and air quality impacts and 
595 recommends serious and feasible measures to reduce the project's contribution to those impacts in the form 
596 of the proposed HPS TMA. The TMA would oversee development and implementation of a TSMP, which 
597 includes specific, feasible measures for reducing automobile trips and encouraging transit use. The TSMP is 
598 the best form of mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. 

599 While new industry and industry-related uses are included in the Proposed Reuse Plan, conservative 
600 measures to minimize potential toxic air contaminants will preclude a concentration of air-polluting 
601 industries (see EIR Section 4.2.2). As described in EIR Section 1.5.2, the Proposed Reuse Plan was 
602 developed with extensive community involvement over a period of several years. The City bas been jointly 
603 working with the community on a focused effort to develop and evaluate land use alternatives for the reuse 
604 ofHPS since early 1994. Through this planning process, a wide range ofland use alternatives were identified 
605 and evaluated. The evaluation criteria were based on detailed consideration of planning guidelines, 
606 developed by the HPS CAC, that addressed social, economic, and physical development goals for the site. 
607 The result of this three-year process was the Proposed Reuse Plan evaluated in the EIR. 

608 Response to Comment PlJ-33: 

609 The racial and economic characteristics of Bayview-Hunters Point are described in EIR Section 3.6, 
610 Socioeconimics. However, no" severe and disproportionate" impacts have been identified. Please see 
611 responses to Comments Pl3-14 and P13-17, above. 

612 Response to Comment P13-34: 

613 Please see the response to Comment Pl3-14. 

614 No significant socioeconomic impacts have been identified as a result of the project. The Proposed Reuse 
615 Plan would result in the creation of jobs and the construction of housing. A portion of the new jobs and 
616 housing would be reserved for low-income persons and residents of the Bayview-Hunters Point community. 
617 In light of these project benefits, no socioeconomic mitigation measures are required. The City/ Agency are 
618 currently in negotiation with a private developer who is expected to oversee development of HPS and 
619 implementation of the Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan (San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 
620 1997). It is possible that some form of" local community ownership" (e.g., affordable home ownership) 
621 would play a role in this development. It is not possible to say at this point, however, whether or to what 
622 extent other forms of local ownership might be part of a negotiated agreement on development, given the 
623 likely need to balance potentially complex legal and fmancial issues raised by such a policy. 

624 Response to Comment PlJ-35: 

625 The City understands the commentor's concerns that remediated land be available to the local community for 
626 ownership and development. The Agency is not able to make commitments at this stage of the 
627 redevelopment process regarding community ownership ofHPS property. Please see the response to 
628 Comment Pl3-34. 
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0 BICYCLE 
. COALITION 

January 19. 1999 

Ms. Hillary Gitelman 
SF Planning Dep:utment 
Office of Environmental Review 
1660 Mission St.. Sth Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103-6426 

. 
Mr. Gary Munekawa, 
Code 7032. Bldg. 209/J 
Engineering Field Activity West 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Brun~, CA 94066-5006 

RE: Environmental Impact Report for the Disp<>sal and Reuse of Huniers Point 
. Shipyard . 

Dear Ms. Gitelman and Mr. Munekawa: 

S.f,_lloMUMIU 

•u.uum 
tllQIJtmlH ............ 

The San Francisco Bicycle CoaJition (SFBC) is pleased to submit ' 
comme~ts on the reuse and disposaJ of the Hunters Point Shipyard. The SFBC 
represents not only its 2.000 o(ficial members but also the tens of thousands of 
San Franciscans who rely on'bik:es for lransponalion, u well as the 100,(Q) more 
people who would choose to do so if cycling c·onditions on city streets were 
improved. · ·· 

This is an important project with wide-ranging transportation impacts. · 
Overall, we support the comments of the Alliance.for a Clean ·Waterfront. 8 
e~pecially the Southeast Alliance for Environmental Justice. The Alliance has an Pt4-1 

extensive understanding of transportation impacts on the conn:nunity, and their · 
Project Coordinator, Alex Lantsberg, is an active volunteer with the SFBC and 
soon to be Hunters Point neighbor. · 

The SFBC is concerned that the analysis of .traffic impacts does not 
adequately address cyclist safety or improvements in bicycle infrastructure, nor 
d~ it show sufficient emphasis on _the City's Transit First policy. The EIR fails to 
provide enough alternatives or quantitative analysis that will allow u$ to evaluate · 
the incremental benefits of bike infrastructure improvements in the area. 
Improvement of alternative transportation infrastructure will reduce congestion 
and significantly alleviate unmet demand for services. Studies conducted by the 8 
SF Dcparttnent of Parking and Traffic .have shown that bicycle use increases once P 14-2 
lanes are striped. In fact. in a recent poll. 70 percent of San Franciscans say they_ 
would consider bicycling for transportation if more bike lanes and.paths existed. 

In particular. Evans Avenue :and Hunters.Point Blvd. are currently wide 
enough to accommodate the two existing traffic lanes, existing on-street parking. 
and newly striped bike lanes, which will provide an important link wir.h the 
Mission District and points Northwest. Bike lanes should also be striped to 
provide safer access to HPS from southern and western approaches, further 
reducing automobile use. 

., 
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The EIR also fails to analyze. much less propose mitigation for. numerous 
other significant ttansponation impacts. Trnnsponation-related air and noise 
pollution along the Innes Avenue ga1ewny arc not adequately assessed. Innes 
Avenue is a residential street along with the ga1eway and transponation corridor 
for HPS. HPS will undoubtedly spur development along Innes. Significant air 
quality and noise impacts on the quality of life for residents and businesses on 8 
Innes Avenue and Hunrers Point Hill will be felt unless rraffic-calming measures p 14_3 arc incorporated as mitigation. Throughout the city we are hearing calls for 
traffic-calming in established neighborhoods. Now is the time in HPS to plan for 
such traffic-calming measures. not once the area is built up and filled excessively. 
Extra wide sidewalks with extensive pedestrian amenities, removing traffic lanes 
in place of bike lanes, special _landscaping and trees, and enhanced lighting are 
among the many options that will promote a community character along the Innes 
Gateway and into the shipynrd. Cor.!:idering that Innes wilJ be a corf\mcrcial 
corridor as well as gateway to HPS. this will add to its economic vitality and 
funhcr spur growth around HPS. 

Improving public transit is another major concern of the SFBC. The EIR's 
analysis of unmet demand for ttansit should not simply be confined to the Muni 8 
#19 line, but should include a quantitative and qualitative analysis of connecting PJ4-4 
lin~. CalTrain, BART, and potential ferry services. Proposed Muni service 
expansions should be identified as specific and concrete mitigations. as should 
shuttle services to BART, the Transbay Tcnninal, and CalTrain. 

We thank you in advance for your consideration of our suggestions. 

Sincerely, · 

~~ 
Leah Shahum 
Program ~ircctor 
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Letter P14: San Francisco Bicycle Coalition 

2 Response to Comment P14-1: 

3 Please see specific responses to comments by the Alliance for a Clean Waterfront (Letter P12) and the 

4 Southeast Alliance for Environmental Justice (Letter Pl 1). 

5 Response to Comment P14-2: 

6 The EIR analyzes general reuse and redevelopment plans, which prescribe potential future land uses and a 
7 potential street grid. Further information about specific development standards is provided in the Design for 
8 Development included in Appendix D of the EIR. Both the Design for Development and the Hunters Point 
9 Shipyard Transportation Plan (Korve, 1996} suggest trail connections, street and sidewalk widths, and other 

10 features to encourage and allow safe bicycle use. 

11 Mitigation included in Section 4.1 of the EIR calls for creation of a Transportation Management Association 
12 (TMA) and implementation of a Transportation System Management Plan (TSMP) to encourage alternative 

13 modes of transportation and reduce vehicle miles traveled. The TSMP would include some measures to 
14 encourage bicycle use (e.g., secure bicycle parking, showers) and other measures responsive to the City's 
15 "Transit First" policies. The EIR analysis does not quantify vehicle trips that would occur with and without 
16 these measures but assumes that implementation of the TSMP would reduce vehicle trips to the extent 
17 feasible. The TSMP could include off-site improvements, such as transit extensions, or bicycle routes along 
18 streets identified by the commentor. The TMA would prioritize suggested measures for funding based on 
19 their expected cost and effectiveness at reducing auto trips. 

20 Please see response to Comment P3- l. 

21 Response to Comment Pl4-3: 

22 The assessment of traffic impacts on Innes Avenue was an integral part of the traffic analysis. Table 4.13 in 
23 Section 4.1.2 summarizes the changes in LOS at Innes Avenue intersections. The results indicate that the 
24 LOS at these intersections would not deteriorate to E or F; therefore, no significant impacts were identified 
25 for Innes Avenue based on the evaluation criteria given at the beginning of Section 4.1.2. 

26 Traffic-related noise impacts on Innes Street are adequately addressed based on the discussion of existing 
27 noise conditions and plans and policies in EIR Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, respectively; the significance criteria 
28 established for impact assessment set forth in Section 4.3; the results of noise modeling for Innes Avenqe 
29 shown in Table 4 .3-1 ; and the discussion of off-site traffic noise in Section 4 .3 .2. Results of the analysis 
30 indicate that noise levels on Innes A venue would be within the normally acceptable range for residential land 
31 uses. 

32 The BAAQMD guidelines for environmental review of development projects suggest performing carbon 
33 monoxide (CO) analysis at intersections and roadways where traffic and congestion issues will be affected 
34 by the proposed action. Total air pollutant emissions from trips generated by a given development project 
35 will obviously be spread over a wide area. However, by focusing on the most highly affected intersections 
36 and roadways and on the pollutant most closely associated with vehicular emissions (CO), this type of 
37 modeling can provide useful information on the maximum local air quality impacts that may result from a 
38 given project's mobile sources. The resulting information can thus provide a basis for determining whether 

39 these maximum impacts will cause ambient concentrations of CO to be above or below the ambient CO 
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40 standards. As is well known, vehicular emissions contain a number of other regulated pollutants and models 
41 like CALINE4 can be also used to evaluate these impacts. However, experience has shown that CO is the 
42 pollutant most likely to occur in high concentrations in the vicinity of congested intersections. Thus CO 
43 modeling is considered to be a practical analysis approach for evaluating the potential for specific areas of 
44 congestion to generate violations of the applicable air quality standards. Other kinds of analysis are required 
45 to address the extent of a project's potential impacts on regional air quality, such as impacts on ozone 
46 concentrations throughout the Bay Area (see response to Comment Pl0-2). 

47 Dispersion modeling for CO was conducted and reported in the EIR for four key locations using the 
48 CALINE4 model (sees Table 4.2-2 in the EIR). One of the intersections analyzed in this way was Third 
49 Street and Evans, which is projected to experience heavy congestion under the Proposed Reuse Plan; another 
50 was Innes and Donahue, which is not expected to be subjected to heavy congestion. The CO dispersion 
51 modeling clearly shows that there would be no new violations of federal or state ambient carbon monoxide 
52 standards (see notes at the bottom of Table 4.2-2) at any of the intersections, including Third Street and 
53 Evans. 

54 As described in the Response to Comment PI0-13, similar CALINE4 modeling was subsequently performed 
55 for the intersection of Third and Evans, where maximum project traffic impacts are predicted, to evaluate the 
56 potential direct impacts of vehicle exhaust and entrained roadway dust on local PM10 concentrations. This 
57 modeling showed that the incremental PM10 emissions associated with the Proposed Reuse Plan would have 
58 only a small effect on ambient PM10 concentrations at this location. Since the modeling scenarios were 
59 explicitly chosen to include the intersection where the proposed action's impacts would be greatest, the 
60 results also provide evidence that the HPS redevelopment/reuse will not cause significant air quality impacts 
61 anywhere within the Bay Area. 

62 The General Plan designates Innes Avenue as a secondary arterial street (see EIR Section 3.1.1, Figure 
63 3.1-2). Consistent with this designation, traffic calming measures, particularly those that reduce the number 
64 of lanes or add impediments to travel, might not be appropriate. Such measures are not required to mitigate 
65 potential impacts identified in the EIR and are not proposed at this time. In general, street improvements in 
66 the larger Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood are being considered in the context of the Bayview-Hunters 
67 Point Revitalization Concept Plan prepared under the auspices of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 
68 and the Bayview-Hunters Point Project Area Committee. 

69 Response to Comment P14-4: 

70 Mitigation included in Section 4.1 of the EIR calls for creation of a TMA and imp!ementation of a TSMP to 
71 encourage alternative modes of transportation and reduce vehicle miles traveled. The TSMP would include a 
72 requirement that transit services be expanded to meet demand and anticipates the ultimate need for MUNI 
73 extensions and shuttles to provide access to regional transit carriers. Also see response to Comment Pl2-36 
74 regarding transit improvements in the HPS Transportation Plan that would be considered by the TMA. 
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January 19, 1999 

Enpncc:rin Pidd Acrivi!y West 
Naval F: En~a Command 
Attn: Mr. Gary Muncbwa. Code 7032. Bld1 11Bn 
900 Commodore Drive 
San Bruno, California ~5006 

Ory and Counry of San F:rancisco 
San Francisco Planning Depanment · 
Aan: Ms. Hilary Gilelma.n 
.1660 Mission Street. Sib Floor 
San Francisco, Calif omia 94103 

Re: Draft EIS/EJR for Disposal and Reuse of Hw:uers Point Shipyard 

Dear Mr. Mundcawa and Ms. Girclman: 

TbaDk: you far d1i.s oppanwiiry to commcat oa. die mviscd draft E.rS/.ElR. 
prepared for the disposal and reuse ot lhe H1mtm Poin1 Shipyard. These 
commcnu supplement San Fra.nc:isco BayJCt.epcr's writte:n swcmcn1 submiacd at 
the public hearinJ. In lddition,.BayK.ccper incorpona:s by refcrcoce and jjoim iD 
the comments provided by the Alliance for a Clean Waterfront, of which we arc a 
member . 

San Francisco BayKeeper believes chat lbe n:u.~ or the shipyard provides 
the Ciry with an excellent opparmn.ity to lrin.g us closer to the gOl.ls of the 
Sustainability Plan. In particular, we bclim: lhat hr. analyzing the proposed Reuse 
and .Redevdopmcm Plan& to dctmmine how lboy will lt'Q'!CMdare sumi wau:r 
rrt.1tment f catures and processes or wbe:re a saruwy waste IJ'Cltment and water 
reuse faciliry could be locau:d, the Ory has the oppc:mmity through Ibis project to 
assure ai lcut four imporauu bcncfi11: (1) that srorm Wiler at the lilc will remain 
conmminant free; (2) that lhe project will USUR fanhet reductions in overflows of 
sewase to Isbis ~ and other locations on the a7·s casu:m shoreline. (3) that 
the n:developme.nt will~ far maximum beneficial reuse of'"was11:" wau:r. and 
(4) lhat the ultimate design oftbe redevelopnx.nuedua:s arcvcn cliroinatca lhe 
discharge or pollution to the Bay as much as possible. I!. however. die reUK and 
redevelopment pl:ms do not consider tbe availabilil)' of land for 11mm water 
controls and waicr reuse facilities, then the above JOils will not be achieved.. 

A. The Land Use Decis.ions Embodied in the Proposed Reuse Plans arc: 
lxnponant Decisions Thal Will Affect the Quality of Sr.arm Wuc.r and 
Saniwy Wur.c Discharecs Originatin1 Flom lhc Hun1m Point 
Rcdcvdopmcnt 

The Revised ElR does not c:orrcl11e the proposed reuse plan with likely 
mitig:ition m:asun:s mat would address storm water contamin:i.Don and saniwy 
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San rn.ncisco BaylCeepc=' Commcatl 
January 19, 1999 
Pqc2 

waste ircatmcnL The R&Viscd EIR not.ca tbal .. spcc;ific uppades ID lbc IUliWy sewer and su:irm ., 
dninage sysicms ••• cauld include 1ddjrim11 acrage uumx:nc. er alu::nwivc. approaciles to the 
h.andling of sEOrm water (c.1 •• n:u:ntiaa. ~lamu:it>&l~ ... Se; •lso .ElR. u 4:-100 ~'la]ny ~~c of these 
( srcrm wucr sysr.em] opi:icn.s could inccrporua a vancty of n:imemcn&s. m.cludins addiuom.l . 
cn:.a.tmcnt. sron.gc, or alu::n:wive teehnologic.s !or handling uarm wuc:r'j. Of e;ounc. 1uch options 
will requite ""'" (i.e. laDd) sm.rc&iaJly ~ wbc:rc the starm wucr 11 flo~n1. 'Ibc: Reuse 
Plan is dccidinc where open space aza.s will be Jocawt. Howcvcr. nowhere an me Re\11.sed ElR 
docs the doc..-um:nt c:am:latc lhcse two i.atc:m:lau:d dcsip alrcmarivcs. Se;. s: I 1.&nd Use. 
Chapter 4.4 (althou&b describin1 olhc:r open sp&ee goals. no mentioa is made of accomodatin1 
scann watc:r pollution conaol sysr.cms, likc brJC scale sand filters and odlu measures). 

11 is a well known fact rhat a number of altc:maD.vcs far addrl:ssiog pollution of municipal 
and indusaial srorm waicr pollution indud& the use of lat&c scale filr.crs. crusy swalc.s ltld other 
clemen~ thai can only be 11:C01Dodal:ccl wilhi.a available open spaa:s. Similarly. rec.hnolo11c.s 
available to prevent addirional conttibwion of wi.iwy waste ID the City's combioed sewer system 
and. ulc:imar&ly. to sewage ovcrilows uuo lslais C:reek. ineludc a local U"e&anc1u system dw would 
m:w saniwy wasrc: &om die redcvclopmem project to a hi&h enough quality ID cf:6ciendy reclaim it 
on· site fer ir:ripJ:ion, toilet flushing and Of.her uses. Both of those wucr quality c:oncrol measures 
would need space within !he reuse plan in order lO ac:comoda&e those iypes of facilitie.s. Although 
the revised draft pu:rpcru to address chc environmental consequcncei of storm water conwnina.tion 
and increased unitary wur.c flows rcsulrins from me Proposed Reuse Plan I.Eld the A.educed 
Development Alu:madvc for the Hunccn Point Shipyad. I.hen: is oo a=mpc to camlarc the la.ad 
uses and infrasauc:t'" i.ncotpQt'lled inro dsc plan wilh pouwi&l aicrm ,..ucr and unitary wucc 
ll"Wl"DCDt and management alt=Dativcs th.It may n:qm spacc anticipared within I.be R.cusc Pla.a.. 

1 . The Storm Wau:r Discussioc is lnadcquatc and Does Not Relate To The Proposed 
Reuse Plan 

With regards to sorm wirer. die Revised EIR noces that .. [t)be quality of funue sU>rm wa.u:r 
dist:harecs will depend on the natw'C of fu'CUn: land uses and on t:bc ctfc::a:iveness of water qualiry 
c:onaol measures." Elll at 4-93. Tb.is is tnlc. Indeed. open space is one of the land uses which 
can inc:orporuc a number or available teehnologic.s whic:h ~capable of U'C'Aling srarm waia. 
Unfonunately, the mirip.tions described for suxm waicr pollw:ion do not inc:ludc chc obvious 
SIJ'Uctural opponunir:ies affonkd by a large l'f.dt:velopment proposal. ElR 11 4-93. The r:wo 
mirications oaly a.ddrcss c.onmuc:tion ''best ma.naiemcnt pn.cbccs'" and public education and gocd 
housekeeping. The issue docs ncx conclude mere. 

8 

As was done, and lndccd conrinues wilh die Miuim Bay project. &he Ory r.hould consider Q 
str\ICrural sam wau::r pollution conaols that will wun: a bip level ot aurmcnt of storm watc:t V 
flows. from Hunten Point. The Mission Bay project U:v:ludes. among other things. advanced stn:ct 
clc:arunc. 1:1'C8rment of all StCJnn waler flows by Vonex-rype U'e&tme.at u.niu (installed u each of five 
outfalls) and.. ludy. an as yet to be finaJ.izc:d second tier of acazmeiu using sand filters proposed to 
underly open space areas u me ed1c of !:ht project Uafanuuarely, ab.bough Catcllus Development 
has ~n w:ry supportive of in.stalling such ~&m. the available space in the reuse plan f oc Mission 
Bay limited me ueas th.It the filtcn could be 1nsWlcd ro rwo SCSTDccus or the project. rcsaietin& the 
pog:ntial of filtering a greater amount of storm w~rer. The oo.ly way to treat all of the storm wucr 
from Mission Bay (wilhout resorting to W\dcrground smr:ige of wau::r} is to allow storm flows to 
pool on r:he surface of lhe fields. and the u~crlying sand filu:n. With enough open spa.a: located 
in the correct area. this would not ncccs.sanly be me ca.sc. lnsrcad of a reuse plan which sclccu 
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open ~ arcu without any n:prd ro wb~ ~ wau:r aim= lisc will be flowing and the_ 8 
potcniial far siting starm wu.c:: 1Z'C&UDCSU ~acs m lb.osc an::as. d:M: re~ P~ ~~uld consider Pl.S-3 
&djustrn=its ro me tcu.sc plan tbll would m1x1n1rn: tbc rc:dcvclopa:ocru JS'OJC.ct 1 &biliry ro 
inc:orporaac suxm warcr c.oouol mc.u.urcs ia opco sp.acc a.rcu. 

2. The Sa.aiwy Waste Disa2Suaa ls lna.dequ.aze and Fails ID Relate to r.hc Proposed 
Rcu.scPl&D 

In discu.W.ag saniwy wucc. lbe ~vised ElR. does aot appear ID con~latc scpuuing out 
the existing CSO system within Yosemite Channel le would be .uldu.I to di~ whclbcr thc:rc 
exists a.n oparmniry to scparar.c me atmm wa.uir 1y1aom frcm wmary wua: m ~· area o! Hunu:ra 

8 Point in ordct '° reduce the q1w11iry of combiDed sower overflows mr.o Y oscmne Clwmd. P 154 

As dcsaibcd above. lbc discuSsioD of saniwy waste mitipzion fails to lddrw the 
poieru::ial of a localiu:d ucai:mcnt sys.tan lha1 would pr'l:YCnt lddiDonal sewage flows to me wstii:I& 
Soul.beast sewa.1c plant and which would m:n cff'oc:Dvdy IU1d cffic::iem ar:comoda&c la::al reuse of 
treated was=wau:r. Ukc sr.arm waw. the m.asc plan docs not anticipate the poss.ibilicy of ulilizin1 
some of the available space to 1ccomc:idatr suc:h a a=.u:m:nt facility. ID addilion. the n:usc plan· 1 
open space components should consider tbc availlbiliry af space for tree plantinp that could also 
be incorporated into a saniwy wa.nc crcarme.ru plan. 

3. Odw:r Land Use l)cdsjcrH in the Proposed Reuse Plan Also Will Impacc Wiler 
Qualicy 

Ded.sicns rclacing ID cranspanation and b:&1 hirinc also will impli.cmc locaJ watc:r qualiry i! 
they are. done wilhom c:ons.idauioo of their cormc:c:Don to dw impanam considera1ion. lbcn:: is no 
ancmpt in the n:v1sod EIR. ID c:crrclaie tbe mmpan:lr:ion plarminJ wtlb ~wttne i.ncrQsc1 in 1tanD 
Wl.ICI" poJl\UiOG. The U'loCR e&n OD the ro:ad,. b IDOl'O pollutiOD will flow via storm Water from -
SD'ects. No com::lation bet'WeCl\ the uus of iDcrcascd nffic and snccgic placc:DY!"' of storm i 8 
wau:T u-ca.ancnt measures is discussed (perhaps sud fibcn klc:ucd witbia cxp:Lnded SD"Clet I P 15· 5 
mcdil.IU, tar example). AgrcssivcJy incarporali.ng criu:ria for bike lanes and other' induccmaus to 
bike ridi.oe (like bike parll::iag) will reduce the c:oncuninatian of suxm watc:r by r=tucing lhe 
number or cars on the JO&ds. I.Jbwise, a critc:ria ~~ ce:nain sizes of median scrip \\'bich 
could lo.c:orporllr swm water ccmD'OI mcasmc:s for f.rom m=as also would bdp io reduc:c 
the lmpa.ct of thousands of cars disdw'ginJ polludon to the JO&dwaya. The samo 1ocs for clwu 
accomodacion and ~11 for Muni ICn'ic:c into the Hunten Point neipibo.rhoad (of course, 
lhat should be happcmni alrc&dy). Similarly. water qualily and soc::ioc:concmic1 tnu:.nwinc when 
one cons:ldcn lhat a stronc 1o::aJ hirin1 program wW also bclp reduce lhe. number of can on me 
mad. thus reducing lhcir c:onuibulion of ccmr:ami.IW\u ta the sm:cu. All of these intcnclau:d 
componcnu must be discussed more tu.Uy in I.be EIS/EIR.. 

Bay Keeper again thanks you for this opparcunity ID share same or our ideas and conccms 
with the Navy and the City. If you have any qucslions, please do not bcsittn: to call me at (41.5) 
561-2299 x. 15. 

S~ly, ~\4 __ 
Mk:hldlt.L»au ~ 
Su Francisco BayKccpc:r 



Response to Comments 

Letter P15: San Francisco BayKeeper 

2 Response to Comment P15-1: 

3 Comment noted. No additional written comments from BayKeeper were received by the Commission 
4 secretaries at the public hearing, and subsequent efforts by staff to obtain a copy of the referenced comment 
5 letter met with no response. 

6 Response to Comment P15-2: 

7 As described in the EIR, the Proposed Reuse Plan would designate about 124 acres (50 hectares [ha]) for 
8 open space, 70 acres {28 ha) for research and development, 96 acres (39 ha) for industrial uses, and 85 acres 
9 (34 ha) for maritime industrial uses. These areas could clearly accommodate sand filters, grassy swales, and 

10 an on-site sewage plant. if desired. It should be noted that currently, no treatment of storm water from the 
11 site is required, nor are any quantitative limits applied to storm water. As explained in responses to Comment 
12 PI2-1, provision of specific on-site treatment facilities is not required as mitigation but could be 
13 implemented under the Proposed Reuse Plan in response to community concerns. These facilities could also 
14 be included in the design of utility upgrades, as described in the EIR and acknowledged in the comment. 

15 Response to Comment P15-3: 

16 As discussed in EIR Section 4.10, Utilities, the quantity of storm water discharged at HPS is expected to 
17 remain the same or to decrease under the Proposed Reuse Plan. Also, as described in Section 4.9, Water 
I 8 Resources, the quality of storm water discharged at HPS is expected to improve due to ongoing site 
19 remediation and conversion of the shipyard from underutilized industrial land to a mix of open space, 
20 residential, commercial, industrial, and other uses. Given these projected improvements, mitigation measures 
21 beyond those listed in the EIR do not appear warranted. Nonetheless, the open space designated in the 
22 Proposed Reuse Plan might be used for storm-water treatment, if desired by decision makers. Use of open 
23 space for such purposes would need to balance the compatibility of such open space use with the purposes 
24 the open space is designed to serve and any restrictions placed on the open space areas through the CERCLA 
25 process. 

26 Response to Comment P15-4: 

27 The existing storm-water and wastewater sewers at HPS are separate systems. Analysis of the separation of 
28 other non-HPS sewer systems is beyond the scope of this EIR. 

29 The San Francisco Public Utilities commission (PUC) is currently assisting the Catellus Development 
30 Corporation in studying the feasibility of on-site wastewater treatment for the Mission Bay project. The PUC 
31 is also undertaking a Screening ofFeasible Technologies (SOFT) study (including decentralized wastewater 
32 management) for the entire Bayside watershed. These studies will be considered as HPS redevelopment 
33 proceeds. There are currently no plans for an on-site wastewater facility at HPS. However, a separate 
34 wastewater treatment system for HPS reuse would be possible under wastewater Option 2, described in EIR 
35 Section 4.9.2. Industrial land use designations at HPS would allow on-site treatment if such treatment were 
36 selected for funding over other, potentially competing, community objectives. If such a suboption were 
37 selected, it would need to be carefully located so as not to result in on-site odor incompatibilities. See 
38 response to Comment Pl5-2 above regarding land availability for alternative treatment facilities. 

Pl5-l Hunters Point Shipyard Reuse Revised Draft E/R Comments and Responses January 2000 



Response to Comments 

39 Response to Comment P15-5: 

40 It is acknowledged that reduced vehicular travel and parking on the site would reduce the quantities of 
41 motor-vehicle related storm water pollutants generated on the site. For this and other reasons (e.g., air 
42 quality, noise, and traffic), reducing the vehicular traffic on the site is a desirable goal. However, the level of 
43 detail of analysis requested by the comment exceeds that appropriate for this programmatic analysis. Such 
44 analyses might be appropriate for consideration when the required SWPPP is developed for the property. 

45 Mitigation included in Section4.l of the EIR calls for creation of a TMA and implementation of a TSMP to 
46 encourage alternative modes of transportation and reduce vehicle miles traveled. The TSMP would include 
47 the following elements: transit pass sales; transit, pedestrian, and bicycle information; employee transit 
48 subsidies; monitoring of transit demand and implementation of planned services; secure bicycle parking; 
49 parking management guidelines; flexible work time/telecommuting; shuttle service; monitoring of physical 
50 transportation improvements; ferry service; and local hiring practices. 

51 The Agency is committed to local hiring and has already developed a "First Source Hiring" program to 
52 provide clear incentives for businesses to hire locally. See response to Comment PB-17. 
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53 This page intentionally left blank. 
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Coalition for Better Wastewater Solutions 
260 Ripley St. U110 C•U) 21i·2'21 

Mr. Gary J. Munekawa.Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Ms. Hillary E. Gitelman. Environmental Review Officer. 
Planning Oepanment. City and County of San FranCtSco 

p.1n 

Re: Comments on Revised Draft EIS I EIR lor the Proposed Hunters Point Shipyard Reuse Plan , 
State Clearinghouse #: SCH•9S07208S 

Dear Mr. Munekawa and Ms. Gitelman. 

The Coalition for Bener Wastewater Solutions is a grassroots group that has been involved in 
wastewater issues tor 4 1/2 years. We are made up of individual members from various 
ne1ghborhooo. environmental. civic, and recreational water user groups across the city. We work 
with those various groups to promote the best, ·most sustainable· wastewater policy possible. 
In the rast yc~r we have been pan of a 13rgcr ntitwork of groups. The Alliance for a Clean 
Waterfront. 

The Coali11ons supports the comments submined by other members of the Alliance. sueh as S.F. 
Bayk1;!1;1per. ARC Ecotogy, SAEJ. CSE. and olhars • and submits these additional comments, · 8 
inQurries. and concerns. ri&-1 

As we stareo in our comments on the fir11:t drafl EIR/S. we are concemed about the impact of the 
Proposed Reuse Plan for the Hunters Point Shipyard on the environment • both as an individual 
project & as part ol the cumulative. massive development on the City's bayside. We are 
pan1cular1y concerned about the effects of placing an additional wastewater burden on the 
Bayview/Hunter.o:; P"1nt ne1ghbomood. degrant'd shorohn~. and nearshore Bay onvironment. This 
neighborhood receives a hugely d1sproponionate share of the City's wastewater burden. The 25 
year old CE'!ntrahzed system sends ao•;. of the City's sanitary sewage (100•1. of the sanitary 
sewage of the City's eastern watershed) and a huge portion or the City's wet weather/ primary 
5ewage :md ~tormwater overtlow~ to the B11yv1ew/Huntars Point neighborhood. 

We are also concerned about the cumulative effects from the massive development on the City's 
bays1oe. on generating a renewed call for the Crosstown Tunnel as a way of mitigating the 
problems generated by the "Bayside Discnarges-. We are therefore very interested in seeing a 
lull-fledged cumulative study ot the impacts ol these pro1ects. 

Once again. we see the cumulative development as a critical opportunity for the City to reduce 
wastewater impacts to Bayview/Hunters Point and the Bay, improve the Bayside waterfront, 
advance the Crty's use of reclaimed water, move towards the City's goals for sustainabllity. and by 
doing so obv1a1e a later call for the Crosstown Tunnel, and make good on Its 25 year promise to 
alleviote the negative impact!\ ol the w.:i::.tewater system on Bayview/Hunter» Point. We are very 
concerned that this unprecedented opportunity for both the city & developers will be built over. 

We are glad to see that this EIR, 1n looking at the cumulative stormwater Impacts has declared 
them to be "s1gnil1cant". and h<is listed among the options for mitig;ition possible "altamative 
strategies ana the potential utihzat1on ol some •anemative teehnologies, Instead of continuing 8 
down the path ol sending everytning to the central system,i.e. the Southeast Treatment Plant. rt6-2 
Like olher members ot the Alliance. we are concerned about the inadequate development of this 
Land Use Pllln tn prescrvl.' lur llsell the ability to deploy this optiun , should ii be deemed the 

appropriate strategy Below we list. more specifically. our concems about this and other matters. 



· ·Coalition .far Better Wastewater Solutlans, comments on HPS DEIR/S P. 2/7 

Tha Land Use Plan la inadequate AND SHOULD BE AMENDED BEFORE 
CEATIFICA TION with regard to the potential wastewater mitigations. Specifically 
with regard to Option Two (Sac.4.9,pg.4-87), land needs necessary to execute such 
a possible mitigation strategy need to be identified and reserved for such purposes 
in order not to foreclose the feasibility of its implementation. 

It is staled that Option 2 Stormwater Mitigation could be accomplished by any possible 
cameos of altem4Sl1ves; after ·an assessment•. However, as stated in the Baykeeper comments. 
given the All1anc:1111·s expc1i1:11nce wttn the Mission Bay project. 1t is imponant to put the horse before 
the can and do some level of assessment now 1n order to set aside the necessary land to execute 
certain scenarios. If not done now lhose scenarios may cecom• difficult or impo&Sible to execute. 
We urge lhen. that this assessment be done as part of the response to comment so that the finc:it 
draft may conle:u11 possible land use set asides if such an option Is ultimately chosen (see below). 
While it may not be necessary. or possible, to nail down every detail of such a plan at this stage of 
development. it is possible to get a handle on some of the broader outlines of sucn altemative 
strareoies and the amounts of land and strill1oty1c locations of land nece1;;sary to collect, 
transport.store, and treat the Quantities of stormwater from the site. 

Option 2 needs more c:larification. OptJon 2: a new separated system for 
stormwater and dry weather sewage c:ould be builr Is too vague. We raqueat more 
spec:ific clarification of the broad outlines ot different strategies tor a separated 
system. 

A naw separ3tecl :.ystem obviously means new separate pil)es for stonnwater and new 
separate pipes tor dry weather sewage. But, there are several ditrerent permutations within that 
broad strategy. Could you please clarify tor the record that these are among the possible sub· 
options for Option 2/Stormwater Mitigauon. 

Option 2 A: As wan original Mission Bay original proposal 
All sewage could still go to the central system (i.e., SE Treatment Plan1) 
Most stormwater could go ro the central system ( i.e •• SE Treatment Plant) 

Option 2 8: All y;ew.:igc would 91111 go to the r:i:tl'ltr.il :oy:.>ttim 
All stormwater kept oul of central system and treated 

Option 2 C: All sewage dealt with on-site, and treated for release to Bay or Reuse 
· (1) small HPS-only "centrar sysrem 

(2) decentralized treatment: building by building or 
(3) decentralized treatment ·clusters of buildings have treatment 
All stormwater kept out ot cenrral system and treated 

As stated, a ·backbone plan• already exists to insure that Option 3 . a new combined system could 
be implemented. Both scenario 28 and 2C would require strategically located land to be set aside 
1n order to be feasible. and need a s1m1lar "backbone plan• set aside. 

E 

With regard to the existing ·aackbone Plan• • sine• Option 3 c:ould roqulro 15 1 E 
million gallons of storage • we wonder whether and where adequate land haa been 1·: .. ~ 
designed for such purposes? 



r 
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The assessment of wastewater mitigation options (at laaat the •arternatlve• 
ones) shoutd be done by (a) consultant(•) with clear expertiae in Implementing 
alternative wastewater strategies. The assessment should be done with the 
overview of the PUC's Technical Review Committee on Alternative Wastewater 
Strategies. 

Jn order to respond adequately to the above request, it is our view that this assessment be 
done by consultants who are knowledgeable in the utilization or altematlve technolo91es and 
strategies. Fun her we believe it 1s imperative that 1n1s be done with appropriate oversight from the 
PUC's Technical Review Committee on alternative wastewater strategies. This TRC has already 8 
begun to look at tn1s question in generel lor the whole Bayside. as well as for some specific T'\E-·€-
projeets. They are continuing to look at these questions for Mission Bay. and are being authorized 
to continue to look at the feasibility of alternative wastewater strategies for the city. 

We want to state on record lhat we believe some version of Scenario 2C • total separation 
from the central sys1em would probably be best. There would be less impact on central system, 
par11cularly tne S.E treatment Plant. higher levels of treatment possible for higher volumes of 
stormwa:er. recycled water could be attainable much sooner and prooably cheaper, and the whole 
sys1em enaap1u thM 3 now curnb1ned sysrem requinng le::t!i digging In toxic soil. reduced piping to 
S.E. Plant. and an ability to be implemented incrementally as build-out occurs. We request the 
above to insure that lhese scenarios receive due consideration in a timeline that preserves their 
chance for 1mplementat1on. 

RE: Utilities & Water Supply 
• The Hunters Point Shipyard falls into th• ordained .. Reclaimed Water Uaage 

Areas" designated by the Board of Supervisors. 
• The San Francisco Recycled Water and Groundwater Master Plan statH 

"By the year lQ1.Q. the projected demand would exceed this Firm Delivery Yleld by 
approximately 37 mgd or 15.3 % (page 449 of RWMP/GWMP). 

• Yet there is nothing in the document about the need for dual plumbing or 
recycled water strategies. 

As we stated in response to the first draft, this document claims lhat th• City will be 
able to meet its demands for potable water until the year 2020. and in panicular be 
able to meet the increased demands for consumption. irrigation. recreation, and fire prevention at 
the HPS under the Proposed Reuse Plan. and that therefore the Proposed Reuse Plan would not 
result 1n r.ignihc;ant unpact:;. 

Yet the San Francisco Recycled Water and Groundwater Master Plan states that the 
"total pro1ected demand to be served by SFWO ... already exceeded the Firm Delivery Yield ot 242 
mgd in 1995 ..... By the year .2W. the projected demand would exceed this Firm 
Delivery Yield by appro:irimatcly 37 mgd or 15.3 •1." • .•• Over the long-term this demand 
exceeds the sustainable yield of the source and this level cannot be met consistenUy ... " (pg 449). 

Would the authors please square up these seemingly contradictory 
statements? 

The State ot California has adopled goals for benelicial waler reuse in the Water Recycling 
act of 1991. The stale constitution requires waler suppliers and wastewater dischargers to assume 
respons1b1hty tor the development of reclaimed water ancJ that • the water resources of the State 

8 
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are put to tne beneficial use to rne fullest extent of wtuen they are capable: The S.F. Board of 
Supervisors have adopted a senes of oroinanees and resolutions to promote the use of reclaimed 
water. In Ordinances 390·91 and 391·91. the Reclaimed Water Use Ordinance and the Water 
Ree1amar1on/Groundwater oevetopment resolutions mandated that groundwater and recycled 
water bo developed for maximum beneficial usa whf!rever rea~onablu· (pg 7, s ... >-tWMPIGWMP) 

The Hunters Point Shipyard falls into Iha ordained "Reclaimed Water Usage Areas•. It is our 
view that th.are are s1gn1hcant opponuniues to meet a significant portion of th• Proposed Reuse E 
Plan's potaDla water neen~ through the opphc;&&tic.>n of allernative on.site wastew3ter tronlment and pi,,.:-:. 
reuse systems. Given the need 10 rebuild tne potable water distnbution system as well as a new . 
centralized combined sewer. this oecentralized reclaimed water supply would be especially cost-
effective. Further, the ma ... imum. near term use of recycled water would have the added benefit of 
reducing any Wit!l\ft'!wAtet lo:td ori c1lht1r tfle central S.E. Treatment Plant or the bay. 

In a recent meehng of ne19hborl'lood leaders with Mayor Brown, the Mayor reponed that 
one ot the constraints to the SPUR sponsored ·central Waterfront Development Plan• was the lack 
ot potable water. Would the authors please comment on this situation and whether or 
not a potential water supply shortfall is a potential impediment to this or any other 
major development now under serious discussion? 

• Cumulative Development: Has the assessment of either water supply or 
wastewater generation undergone any recent re-assessment/ updaro in light of the 
increasing cumulalive future demand that has arisen with the extraordinary 
building boom of the City's Bayside? 

The City has used strict constructionist critena 1n deciding which large projects were 
included in analysis ot ·reasonacly forseeaore pro1ecis· The EIR/S states that tnere is a City-wide 
effort unaerwa¥ to adaress tne cumulative impacts of increased development on the City'• 
combined ... sewer. .. system."(Sec.4.9, pg 4·87). This 1s obviously a moving target, as tne 
announcemcni ct Ill~ possible Central Waterfront Oev&lopment Project on the day uf the ongrnal 
Mission Bay EIA Comment oeadllne demonstrates. Are there other projects that now fit into the 
stnct constructionist criteria in dec1d1ng which large projects were included in analysis of 
•reasonat:>ty lors1;11;;1abla pro1ec1s·. The aforementioned SPUR sponsored Central Watertront 
DavslopmMt, nrner Port Dcvclopm1ml ~ mentioned 1n the 19 projecV2J page Memorandum from 

the Port, dated January 6. 1999 "an ·information Briefing on the Status of Port Planning and 
Development Pro1ects". submitted by Executive Director Douglas Wong. An what of the rash ol the 
20 some hotollit u.1 h1ytm~e::1 linnounced in tne paper 1n the last six months • are they all accounted 
for? And the "land rush • reponed around the Giants Ballpark? Arid are you saying that the whole 
pro1eeted infill ot potentially up to BOOO new units around ltle Transbay Terminal are all included in 
the ABAG pro1ecuons? Were the ABAG pro1ecuons you're using generated before the Port Land 
Use Plan was approved? 

In addition 10 an update on the strict cons1ructiomsl criteria of ·reasonably torseeable projects•. 
we believe tna1 the City sl'lould go beyona that tP.~t nnrt !'itnr.1 r.onl'tructionist criteria and make an 
additional. educated assessment, above and beyond that strict-list of ·reasonably forseeable 
projects" - based on a more common sense criteria of what's likely. The Central Waterfront Project 
is a good case in point As we stated m our comments on the Mission Bay SEIA ·We especially 
wonr a recons1d~rarion or rnr. cumulnflvl'! c11'!vetor>ment. We'd like to !ee tne expaMea hs.t ot 

cr·1>· \J 
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pro1ects. and perhaps a grid/range for vanous percentages of buildout. For example the Central 
Waterfront pro1ect severely throws the cumulative model out of wack • for both dry weather sewage 
and stormwater generation ( more intense development). While this plan may not be adopted In 8 
full • as today's letter to the editor in the Chronicle implies. we would like to see projections at. say. r10-I' 
50•1 .. and 1/3. Ev..,,. fifty percent development means a proj•ct aqual to Mission Bay. Given the 
serio1.1Sness of this Central Waterfront plan. clearly the estimation of •negligible" for Port 
generation of sewage. as reponed in the Bayside Cumulative Hydrologic Report. is way off track.9 

Dry Weather Sewage 

We have several questions and concerns relating to the generation ot dry weather sewage 
under the HPS Reuse .Plan. 

Does the darly estimate of .67 mgd include tt-e various proposed scenarios for •discharge of 8 
collected grounc:lw01re1 to POTW • lrom Parcel E 83 reponed in the Parcel E Feasibility Study Oral! rt&-

9 

Report•. January i 5. 1998? Will additional parcel discharge groundwater 10 the S.E. Treatment 
Plant? 

Would those flows fluctuate to higher volumes during wet weather? 

How woula these flows add to the pollutant load of the effluent • both in terms of dry weather 
pollutant loadings and an increase in the pollutant content of inevitable CSO's? 

On page 4.94. it is stated that based on •a companson of existing tenant operations at 
HPS" ... •the pro1ec1ed waste stream is not expected to to substantially worsen•in terms ol pollutant 
concentrations-. Does the Land Use Plan constrain the development such that the eventual 
buildout will le.an only mirror lhe existing tenant operations? Are there any limits vis·a·vis the 
potenu:il new incoming tonnnt:a and their 1nd1vidual and overall effect on the pollutant load 
concentrauons? 

On the same page it is noted that a ·waler quality analysis conducted for the Mission Bay 
prn1ee1 1ndic.1tAd th<\t effluent flow 1ncrc;:i:ocs of two ur three percent would not conflict with 
allowable pollutant loadings from the plant. RWOCB Bay quality objectives. or U.S. EPA National 
Ambient Water Quality Criteria: 

Fr.nnkly, thougti 1 wils involved in senous reV1ew of the Mission Bay SCIR, I did not come across 
mention of that analysis (page 4-94, line 9). Maybe it was because there was so much materiaJ. It 
1ust came to my attention on a late re-read of the HPS EIR. I will of course call someone in 
Planning or the PUC to located a copy. Does 1t also analyze the cumulative perspective? It 
seems errnnP.nw; tn eonclude that. as the EIR/S goes on to stole that •therefore a one percent 
increase ... would not be likely to adversely affect compliance with these objectives: Since as of 
this moment. Mission Bay dry weather sewage 1s pro1ected to go to the SEWPCP, you should be 
discussing tne j'\Otantial addition of the HPS contribution dry weather sewage frorn the perspective 
ot the puli:!nhal cumulahve scenario from at a minimum, the Bayside Cumulative Analysis Repon • 
not from the po1n1 ot view that HPS contribution is only about 1 •1. over total and therefore less than 
Mission Bay's 2-3 %. Also, as stated above. there are questions about the potential pollutant load 
from the HPS Reuse Plan - are they the same as Mission Bay's? Based on such a both 
reassessments - cumulative volume. and specific project pollutilnt load • do you still draw the 
same conclusion? 

8 
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The EIR/S concludes thal the discharges of municipal wastewater effluent (dry-weather 
flows) are a less than s1gmheant impact. because they would be well below the plant's peak dry 
weather capacity of i 50 mgd. We have yet to see a discussion at the diurnal flow volumes and •ts 
interrelation to the capacity of the oul:fall. I have been told that the flows average BS mgd at peak 
times • about a 30~~ increase over datly av11raae. If th.;, SEWPCP ends up gening all Ill~ 
·reasonably forseeaDle" dry weather sewage, one must also look what the new peak diurnal 
volumes will be If you add any additional load based on a wider view of additional development 
that d1an't make 1t 1nto the current Bayside CumutatJve analysis, plus its 30% ·there will be certain e, 
times of ~he aay rnat thA $ystcm i~ r.;C&ch1ng the limit of the outfall. Coula you discuss the permit Plu-11.~ 
1tm1ts on the oi.tfall? Are there thresholds. below its absolute original peak design. at which we 
may be reaching rts realistic or permitted operation. What is the condition or the outfall in terms or 
its ability to hana1e its ·on paper- peak load? More dry weather sewage in tne system on a daily 
basis on ary days. and higher pe3k loae1u19s may mean more sewage storctye in the storage 
system during ary weather - which its my understanding contribute to more oaor problems. On wet 
days tne system will genP.rate more secondary effluent to lstais Creek. What 1s the po1ent1al ettect 
on lslais Creek. especially in li!Jht of its st01tus as a potential toXJc hnt ~rot? 

Environmental Justice. The transfer of this federal property for 
redevelopment will have the effect of adding to the disproportionate burden on the 
S.E. Treatment Plant, in a neighborhood predominantly made up of people of color. 

As we stated above. we are panicularly concerned about the effects of placing an 
additionClJ wastewater burden on the Bayview/Hunters Point 

ne1ghbornood. degraded shoreline. and nearshore Bay envuonment. This neighborhood receives 
a hugely d1sproport1onate share of the City's wastewater burden. The 25 year old centralized 
system sends 80% of the City·s sanitary sewage {100% of the sanitary sewage of the City's 
eastern watershed) and a huge ponion of the City's wet weather/ primary sewage anCI stormwater 
overflows to th~ Bayv1ew/Humers Point nR1Qhhorhood. 

City departments have argued that the central system was approved in the seventies. This 
was cefore the concept ol environmental justice l'\ad been articulated to the degree that it is now 6 
There is now a PrP.~inenti:il aircct1VE1 on Environmental Justice and a department m EPA to deal l'ln-1:; 

with the issue. These were not there in the sevenues. The City argued in lhe Mission Bay SEIR 
Response to Commems document that the Mission Bay project had no federal connection. The 
Hunters Po1n1 Shrpyard Reuse Plan does. II the Navy hands over tho shipyard for reuse, there will 
be development, and it will contribute to the loild an tne S.E. Treatment Plant· unless tne lana use 
plan calls for a completely separaled system. 

This document states with regard to stnrmwater "that conservative presumptions of 
significance are warranted when a setting is impaired.and that although ·cso·s are an accepted 
and permitted feature of the City's combined sewer system• •••• "CSO's generate a high degree of 
public concern.· The same can be said Witn regard to the Southeast Treatment Plant and the 
central system. II g~nerates a high degree ot eonc1un. lslais Creek is an impaired setting. So is 
the surrounding ne1gl'lborhood wnich suffers from odor problems. The City can't totally divorce 
odor problems from 1ne fact tnat this is the location to which all sewage Is sent if possible, 
including wet wcilther sludge from the wet weather Nortl'I Point Plant. Further there 1s no 
guarantee that the hnnd:i; will pass to poy lor new d19esters. 
And wnat of the psychological effect that this neighborhood feels that ii is the sole recipient of the 
City's dally sewage t>uraen on !Ile City's eas1 s1ae (BO•/, ot the City total). 
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WP. "'!Je the Planning Oepartment to find. conservatively if you must, that there is a ~ 
significant impact rn cont1nu1ng this trend, and that there are Optiom to mitigate this effect 1.e.. ( riH: I 
r-·.iJding a separate treatment as well as collection system. such that no more wastewater burden "'-./ 

t•lacea on the centrill system. Combined with a finding calling for dual plumbing and recyC.led 
water • H1,;n1ers Pn1nt Sh1py11rd could lead tnA w3y 1n c:r¥at1n9 a model tor how we integrate new 
concerns and new 1echnolog1es to downsize the ceniral systems' present burdens. optimize its 
use. and create a more env11onmentally sound and more environmentally 1ust. and in many cases 
a more cost eflect1ve wastewater system as we enter the next century. Smart Growth. 

For the Coah11on. 



Response to Comments 

Letter Pl6: Coalition for Better Wastewater Solutions 

2 Response to Comment P16-1 and P16-2: 

3 Please see specific responses to comments by San Francisco BayKeeper (Letter Pl5), Alliance for a Clean 
4 Waterfront (Letter Pl2), Southeast Alliance for Environmental Justice (Letter Pl I), and Communities for a 
5 Better Environment (Letter PB). 

6 The issues and concerns in the comment are itemized in more detail within the text of Letter P 16; responses 
7 to these comments are given below. In addition, please see the discussion of storm water and wastewater in 
8 Section 4.9, as well as the discussion of cumulative impacts in Section 5.4. 

9 The Crosstown Tunnel is not proposed as part of the current project or as mitigation. In addition, it is not 
10 currently planned or funded by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (PUC). 

11 Response to Comment P16-3: 

12 It should be clarified that Option 2 is one of three options presented in the Revised Draft EIR for reducing 
13 potential impacts from an increase in CSO volumes and no impacts are identified from storm water. The 
14 quantity of storm water discharged at HPS is expected to decline or stay the same in the future due to 
15 increased open space and landscaping, which will result in greater rainfall infiltration and less runoff. The 
16 quality of storm water discharged is expected to improve in the future, because of the remediation of site 
17 soils, conversion ofHPS from vacant industrial land to a mixed-use community, and implementation ofbasic 
18 best management practices (BMPs) proposed as Mitigation 2 in Section 4.9, Water Resources. For these 
19 reasons, mitigation measures that provide for additional treatment of storm water discharges have not been 
20 identified. Nonetheless, as the EIR and the comment note, the design of proposed storm-water system 
21 upgrades (Option 1) or replacement could include refinements such as additional storage, treatment, or 
22 alternative approaches to the handling of storm water, such as retention and reclamation. 

23 The Proposed Reuse Plan includes about 124 acres (50 hectares [ha]) devoted to open space, 70 acres (28 ha) 
24 for research and development, 96 acres (39 ha) for industrial, and 86 acres (34 ha) for maritime industrial 
25 uses. While specific users and programs for these areas have not been identified, these areas ofHPS could 
26 accommodate sand filters, grassy swales, a treatment plant, or other such facilities, if they are determined to 
27 be compatible with the type of open space use developed and any use restrictions established under the 
28 CERCLA program. Funding and construction of such facilities would require that decision-makers balance 
29 the commentor's concerns with potentially competing concerns and objectives of the community. 

30 Response to Comment P16-4: 

31 Under Option 2 (replacement of the Navy's storm drain system), all storm water collected at HPS would 
32 continue to be discharged to the Bay at HPS and would not be routed to the City's Southeast Water Pollution 
33 Control Plant (SEWPCP). As stated in the EIR, this option has not been designed, and further analysis would 
34 be required when more specifics become known. It is anticipated that, similar to the Navy's existing storm 
35 drain system, the replacement system would be located primarily within public rights-of-way, but it is also 
36 possible that other "strategically located land" would need to be used. The analysis in the EIR assumes 
37 routing of all sanitary sewage to the SEWPCP, but other system designs that would result in a smaller 
38 volume of wastewater routed to the SEWPCP could also achieve the standard established by the mitigation 
39 measure. 
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40 Response to Comment P16-5: 

41 The potential for constructing sufficient storage for Option 3, a combined storm water and sewage system, is 
42 unlikely. However, the principal question regarding Option 3 is not where land could be made available for 
43 storage, since there is ample vacant land designated for open space and industrial use at HPS, but whether it 
44 would be cost effective. For this reason, Option 3 has been deleted from Mitigation Measure 1 in Section 4.9 
45 of the EIR. See responses to Comments P13-7 and P13-15. 

46 Response to Comment P16-6: 

47 The commentor's opinions are noted. As acknowledged in the EIR, specific upgrades of the storm drain and 
48 sewer system have not been designed. It should be noted, however, that on-site treatment of sanitary sewage 
49 is not currently proposed and would not achieve the objectives articulated by some commentors to remove 
50 that activity from the Bayview-Hunters Point community. 

51 Response to Comment P16-7: 

52 When water demand exceeds the Firm Delivery Yield, the demand could still be met, but the demand would 
53 exceed the sustainable yield over the long-term. Therefore, San Francisco would ration water during 
54 critically dry periods {Carlin, 1999). Projections indicate that potable water supply would meet San 
55 Francisco's needs until 2020 and that water needs for the Proposed Reuse Plan would represent a small 
56 percentage of San Francisco's water demand. 

57 The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) concluded that growth in San Francisco is not 
58 constrained by water supply but rather by housing costs and other factors. Continued implementation of 
59 water conservation programs (e.g., installation of low-flow toilets) has decreased water demand since the 
60 1970s. Water consumption has declined since the 1940s, despite a population increase and an increase in 
61 employees. Projected water consumption in San Francisco is expected to increase only slightly by 2020 
62 despite long-term growth (City and County of San Francisco Department of City Planning, 1996). {The 
63 proposal by the San Francisco Planning and Urban Research Association is in its formative stage and is 
64 subject to extensive changes before it is undertaken for study by San Francisco.) 

65 The following text has been added at the end of Section 3.9.5: 

66 "HPS is within the east side reclaimed water use area designated by Section 1209 of the Reclaimed Water 
67 Use Ordinance (approved November 7, 1991), which added Article 22 to Part II, Chapter X of the San 
68 Francisco Municipal Code {Public Works Code). This ordinance requires non-residential projects over 
69 40,000 square feet that require a site permit, building permit, or other authorization, and are located within 
70 this area, to provide for the construction and operation of a reclaimed water system for the transmission of 
71 reclaimed water within buildings and structures. That is, buildings must be designed with separate plumbing 
72 to service uses that could employ reclaimed water (e.g., toilets). The ordinance also requires that owners, 
73 operators, or managers of all such development projects register their projects with the Water Department. 
74 The Water Department then issues a certificate of intention to use reclaimed water, and reclaimed water must 
75 be used unless the Water Department issues a certificate exempting compliance because reclaimed water is 
76 not available, an alternative water supply is to be used, or the sponsor has shown that the use of reclaimed 
77 water is not appropriate. Additional requirements of the ordinance affect projects incorporating landscaped 
78 areas greater than 10,000 square feet. The appropriate use of reclaimed water, when it becomes available, 
79 would reduce potable water consumption in the area." 
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80 Response to Comment P16-8: 

81 Data on projected growth in San Francisco were provided to the San Francisco PUC by the San Francisco 

82 Department of City Planning and were based on accepted regional projections of population and employment 
&3 growth in San Francisco, including vacant or underutilized areas of Port property. As stated in the response 

84 to Comment Pl 6-7, projected water consumption in San Francisco is expected to increase slightly by 2020 
85 despite long-term growth projections. 

86 Wastewater flows consist of sanitary sewage flows and storm-water flows. Because most of the water 
87 conswnption in San Francisco results in wastewater, and water consumption is expected to increase slightly, 
88 the concomitant wastewater flow is expected to also increase slightly. The Bayside Cumulative Impact 
89 Analysis incorporated the ABAG projections plus other foreseeable projects that would affect hydrologic 
90 impacts. The projected wastewater flows for 2015 would be within the dry-weather capacity of the 

91 wastewater treatment system. 

92 Storm-water flows are mostly dependent on the amount and intensity of rainfall, the land area that drains to 
93 sewers, and the runoff coefficient (based on permeability of the land surface in the drainage area). The 
94 Bayside Cwnulative Impact Analysis included projects that would increase storm-water flows but did not 
95 analyze projects proposed in areas that are already paved and have sewers. Combined sewer overflows 
96 (CSOs), which occur during wet weather, consist of approximately 94 percent storm water and 6 percent 
97 sanitary sewage. Even ifthe sanitary sewage volume for cumulative projects were underestimated by a few 
98 million gallons, it would not have a significant effect on the forecast changes in CSOs (City and County of 
99 San Francisco Planning Department and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 1998). 

100 Response to Comment P16-9: 

I 0 I The daily estimate did not include the alternatives for discharge of groundwater from Parcel E as reported in 
102 the Parcel E Feasibility Study Draft Report. The preferred Alternative for Parcel E has not yet been selected. 
103 Alternatives l through 4 would require no discharge to the SEWPCP. Alternatives 5 and 6 would discharge 
104 approximately 43,200 gallons per day (gpd) (163,500 liters per day [lpd]) indefinitely. Alternatives 7 and 8 
105 would discharge the same amount of water, but for two years only. There would be a slight increase during 
106 wet weather that would not significantly affect the SEWPCP. Regarding additional pollutant loading, the 
I 07 groundwater would be discharged to the SEWPCP under permit (Michaels, 1999). 

108 See response to Comment Pl 1-12. 

109 Response to Comment P16-10: 

110 The statement referenced in the comment is based on the fact that the reuse alternatives include conceptual 
111 land uses similar to those currently occurring on the property. No industrial land uses that would generate 

112 high wastewater contamination rates are currently proposed and any seeking to locate at HPS in the future 
113 would likely require additional analysis. In the future, specific land uses and discharges are expected to vary 
114 by occupant, as they do currently. 

115 Response to Comment P16-11: 

116 On the basis of conceptual land uses identified in the description of alternatives in EIR Chapter 2, it is 
117 anticipated that gross water pollutant loadings from HPS reuse would be similar to those generated at 
118 Mission Bay. Therefore, as with Mission Bay, this impact is not expected to be significant. In addition, note 
119 the following text changes and corrections: 
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120 • Section 4.9.2, subheading "Cumulative Bayside Plus Proposed Reuse Plan," third sentence: 

121 "Overall Bayside CSO volumes would increase by 6.0 percent over the base case, of which~ 2.0 
122 million gallons per year (mgy; H 7.7 million liters per year [mly]), or+ 3.6 percent of the cumulative 
123 increase of 55 mgy (208 mly), would be attributable to dry-weather flows at HPS." 

124 • Section 4.9.2, subheading "Cumulative Bayside Plus Proposed Reuse Plan," last sentence: 

125 "Overall, in this scenario, HPS would contribute about 26 percent of the projected cumulative increase 
126 in treated effluent and G 46 percent (98 107 mgy [~ 405 mly]) of the projected cumulative increase in 
127 Bayside CSO volumes." 

128 The corrected figures reflect the hydrologic interaction of major projects in the Cumulative Bayside analysis, 
129 and do not affect information contained in Revised Draft EIR Table 4.9.2 or the conclusions of the EIR. 

130 The cumulative wastewater impacts (storm water and sanitary wastewater, overall drainage issues) associated 
131 with increased development in the City's Bayside addressed in this comment are discussed in EIS/EIR 
132 Section 4.9.2. The issue is also addressed in the water quality analysis contained in the Mission Bay 
133 Subsequent EIR (pages V.K. 50 to 55) and the San Francisco PUC's Bayside Cumulative Impact Analysis 
134 (refer to EIR Sections 3.9 and 4.9). 

135 The comment states that the Proposed Reuse Plan might have an impact on the ability of the treatment works 
136 to handle peak daily flows as opposed to average daily flows. Peak daily, average daily, wet-weather 
137 average, and wet-weather peak flows are established design considerations of wastewater treatment facilities. 
138 The SEWPCP must maintain compliance with its waste discharge requirements (NPDES permit) as adopted 
139 by the RWQCB on subsequent review and reissue cycles. Under all circumstances, beneficial uses of the 
140 receiving waters must be protected. As stated in EIR Section 4.9.2 under "Less Than Significant Impacts," 
141 wastewater flows generated by the Proposed Reuse Plan, including peak daily flows, would be well within 
142 the capacity of the City's wastewater treatment system. (See Table 3.10-1 in the EIR, which presents peak 
143 capacity of the SEWPCP under dry and wet weather conditions.) 

144 A 1 percent increase in total raw wastewater contribution to the treatment plant is a less than significant 
145 impact, because it would not adversely affect operation of the plant or quality of treated effluent. Compliance 
146 with the RWQCB Bay water quality objectives and U.S. EPA National Ambie~t Water Quality Criteria 
14 7 would ensure that increased discharge of treated effluent would not have significant deleterious effects on 
148 receiving waters. 

149 Most odors noticeable by the public are gases from biological activity, such as anaerobic decomposition of 
150 organic matter containing sulfur and nitrogen. Although the Proposed Reuse Plan would increase influent to 
151 the SEWPCP, the project would not change the biological processes or physical facilities. Thus, the Proposed 
l 52 Reuse Plan would have little, if any, effect on odors. 

153 Islais Creek would be considered a hot spot if and when it is included in a Regional Toxic Hot Spot Cleanup 
154 Plan adopted by the RWQCB and approved by the State Water Quality Control Board. Islais Creek has been 
155 proposed for inclusion by the RWQCB. Listing Islais Creek as a potential or designated hot spot does not 
156 change the baseline conditions at HPS and therefore does not change the impact analysis presented in the 
157 EIS/EIR. Please refer to the discussion ofCSO impacts from the storm-water treatment options discussed in 
158 Section 4.9. None of the options would alter the quality of water discharged to the SEWPCP. 
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Response to Comments 

159 See also response to Comment Pl3-l l for a discussion of toxic hot spots. 

160 Response to Comment P16-12: 

161 The commentor's concerns are noted. It is not the responsibility of this EIR to correct past environmental 
162 justice issues (e.g., location of the SEWPCP in a minority/low income area). The proposed action to dispose 
163 of and reuse HPS for civilian purposes would not substantially increase odors or pollutants from that facility 
164 affecting plant neighbors, and therefore this issue is not considered a significant environmental justice effect. 
165 It is acknowledged that an on-site wastewater treatment facility at HPS would eliminate increased effects at 
166 the SEWPCP potential caused by reuse. However, new impacts could occur at HPS associated with such a 
167 plant, and these impacts would not be removed from the Bayview-Hunters Point community. 

168 The following references have been added to support the additional material added to the EIR in responding 
169 to these comments: 

170 "C8rlin, Michael. 1999. Communication via telephone with Lori Cheung. Cheung Environmental 
171 Consulting. Bureau of System Planning and Regulatory Compliance, San Francisco Public Utilities 
172 Commission. 

173 City and County of San Francisco Planning Department and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. 1998. 
174 Final Mission Bav Subsequent Environmental Impact Report. 

175 City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department. 1996. San Francisco Recycled Water Master Plan 
176 and Groundwater Master Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report. 

177 Michaels, Jean. 1999. Communication via telephone with Lori Cheung, Cheung Environmental Consulting. 
178 Tetra Tech EM Inc." 
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

The revised draft EIR/EIR (the "new Eir") provides much 
more information about the environmental hazards at the 
shipyard and the remediation program for the site -
installation restoration program ("IRP"). 

It also looks at ways to cover contaminants that are not 
covered in the IRP and contamination and hazards that 
might remain after the IRP is completed. 

Finally, the new EIR addresses doing development and 
clean-up in parallel phases and provides more complete 
health and safety measure though. the course of the 
development. 

8 
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Response to Comments 

Individual Comment 1: Espanola Jackson, Community Member 

Response to Comment I-1: 

Comment noted. 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Good evening. I'm 

17 Lieutenant Commander Bob Clarke, the Officer-in-

18 Charge of the Caretaker Site Off ices in the north and 

19 west San Francisco Bay Area, which includes Hunters 

20 PQint_ex-Naval Shipyard. 

21 I would like to welcome you to the public 

22 hearing for the disposal and reuse of the former 

23 Naval Shipyard at Hunters Point. I'm the moderator 

24 for tonight's hearing which is being held to obtain 

25 your comments on the joint Revised Draft 

2 
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l Environmental Impact Statement and Environmental 

2 Impact Report for the disposal and reuse of the 

3 shipyard. 

4 Hunters Point Shipyard was designated for 

s closure and disposal under the 1993 Base Closure and 

6 Realignment Act legislation. The Navy ceased 

7 operating the shipyard in 1974. 

e Much of this presentation will be done by 

9 the environmental planners from the Navy's 

10 Environmental [sic] Field Activity West located in 

11 San Bruno. That office handles most environmental 

12 impact documentation for Navy actions in central and 

13 northern California as well as Nevada. We may refer 

14 to their office as EFA West. 

15 I will serve as the bearing officer, and 

16 short presentations will be made by Mr. Doug Pomeroy 

17 of the Environmental Planning Branch, EFA West, 

18 Ms. Hillary Gitelman, environmental review officer 

19 for the City of San Francisco Planning Department. 

20 And other Navy and key City staff here tonight 

21 include Mr. Gary Munekawa, EFA West project manager 

22 for the EIS; John Kennedy, the bead of the 

23 Environmental Planning Branch at EFA West; 

24 Ms. Stephanie Knott, the EIS preparation project 

25 manager from our Navy consultant, Uribe & Associates; 

3 
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1 as well as Willie Kennedy from the City of 

2 San Francisco Redev.elopment Agency. 

3 We also have a court reporter with us to 

4 record tonight's meeting so we can accurately record 

5 and respond to comments and questions in the final 

6 EIS/EIR. 

7 This is the agenda -- next slide -- for 

8 this evening's hearing, copies of which are available 

9 as well as some information sheets at the entry 

10 table. 

11 Tonight's hearing is divided into two 

12 parts. During the first half, which will last a few 

13 minutes, Doug Pomeroy from EFA West will give you a 

14 brief overview of the environmental planning process 

15 we are engaged in. 

16 Following, Hillary Gitelman, the 

17 San Francisco environmental review officer, will then 

18 summarize the reuse alternative scenarios discussed 

19 in the Revised Draft EIS/EIR. And finally, Doug will 

20 return to summarize the en~ironmental impacts 

21 identified in the Revised Draft associated with 

22 disposal and implementation of the community reuse of 

23 the former Naval Shipyard. 

24 After a short break of about ten minutes, 

25 we will then move into the second half of the hearing 

4 
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l during which you will have the opportunity to provide 

2 your comments on the Revised Draft EIS/EIR. I also 

3 ask you to hold any comments you might have for this 

4 . portion of the hearing. 

5 Before we begin, I 1 d like to remind you of 

6 information which is available at the entry table. 

7 Besides the agenda, there is also a sign-in sheet for 

8 tonight's meeting. If you signed in and provide an 

9 address, you will automatically be included on our 

LO mailing list. 

Ll Also at the table are information sheets, 

L2 including the locations where the Revised Draft 

L3 EIS/EIR is available for the public to review. 

L4 Finally, and very important, at the entry 

LS table are speaker cards to fill out if you would like 

L6 to speak during tonight's comment period. You will 

L7 have another opportunity to sign up to speak during 

LB the break. 

L9 Now I 1 m pleased to introduce Dr. Pomeroy, 

20 .the group leader at EFA west, Environmental Planning 

21 Branch, who will describe the process that brings us 

22 to the Revised Draft EIS/EIR stage this evening. 

23 MR. DOUG POMEROY: .I'd like to thank all of 

24 the members of the public who took the time to join 

25 us tonight to participate in the public involvement 

5 
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1 process for our Environmental Impact 

2 Statement/Environmental Impact Report. We do take 

3 that as a very important part of our overall process, 

4 and that is why we are here tonight, primarily to 

5 listen to your comments regarding -- regarding the 

6 document. 

7 Again, this is a joint public hearing 

8 meeting both the National Environmental Policy Act 

9 requirements and the California Environmental Quality 

10 Act requirements. 

11 I want to give you a little bit of general 

12 background on the Hunters Point Shipyard site. It's 

13 approximately 936 acres in size, of which that 493 

14 acres are developed in land-based area, and there's 

15 another 443 acres that are owned that are out 

16 underwater and in the bay. 

17 Hunters Point includes a variety of 

LS facilities such as dry docks, wharves, piers, 

19 administration facilities, and warehouses. There are 

20 also a couple of portions of Hunters Point which are 

21 eligible for the National Register of Historic 

22 Places. And also; as you may know, under our 

23 contaminants program, Hunters Point has been listed 

24 on the National Priorities List of high priority 

25 sites for environmental cleanup. 

6 
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l This just gives you an overview of Hunters 

2 Point in relation to other areas in the local Bay 

3 Area. 

4 This gives you an idea of the different 

5 land uses that we have at Hunters Point. Some of 

6 these are not active right now, such as the 

7 residential area where we do have houses, but those 

B are not currently in use. Up to the right-hand side 

9 of your screen, right here and right there 

10 (indicating), is where the historic areas -- is where 

11 the historic areas of the base are. And as I 

12 mentioned, also industrial, light arts, and other 

13 types of uses. 

14 The overall purpose that we're here 

15 tonight, we•re receiving your public comment as part 

16 of our efforts to meet the requirements of the 

17 National Environmental Policy Act. And basically 

18 what is required is the Navy, as a federal agency, 

19 must evaluate the effects of what our actions will 

20 have on the environment and take those environmental 

21 effects into account before we make a decision as to 

22 what we intend to do. 

23 If we believe there is potential for 

24 significant environmental impacts, we complete a 

25 document called an Environmental Impact Statement. 

i 
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l In this case, we completed a prior draft of 

2 an Environmental Impact Statement and its equivalent 

3 for the City of San Francisco, Environmental Impact 

4 Report, in November of 1997. Based on public and 

5 agency review of that document, the Navy and the City 

6 of San Francisco jointly evaluated and decided to 

7 publish a Revised Draft EIS/EIR. And that Revised 

8 Draft is what we are currently accepting comments on 

9 at this time. 

10 I also want to mention that there is an 

11 additional public hearing scheduled with regard to 

12 this document where you can also provide testimony. 

13 It's scheduled for next Thursday, December 17th, as a 

14 joint meeting of the San Francisco Planning 

15 Commission and the Redevelopment Agency at 

16 approximately 1:30 p.m., Room 404, war Memorial 

17 Veterans Building at 401 van Ness Avenue in 

18 San Francisco. And we can give you a phone number 

19 where you can call to get the exact agenda for what 

20 time in the afternoon that they expect to hear that 

21 item. 

22 In addition to complying with the National 

23 Environmental Policy Act, we concurrently comply with 

24 a number of other environmental laws and 

25 requirements, and these are some of these listed 
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l here, including the Endangered Species Act, National 

2 Historic Preservation Act and others. 

3 There are also a variety of environmental 

4 contaminant laws which we comply with, but the EIS 

5 hearing is not designed to duplicate meetings such as 

6 the Restoration Advisory Board meetings and other 

7 public input processes that directly comment ori our 

e environmental cleanup programs. 

9 With that, I 1 d like to yield the podium for 

10 a couple minutes to Hillary Gitelman to describe the 

11 reuse alternatives. 

12 MS. HILLARY GITELMAN: Thank you very much. 

13 I'll try and be very, very brief because I want to 

14 get to the more interesting part of the evening when 

15 we hear your comments. 

16 First, I should say again, my name is 

17 Hillary Gitelman. I work at the City's Planning 

18 Department in the Environmental Review Section. It's 

19 been my pleasure to work with my colleagues at the 

20 Redevelopment Agency, Tom Conrad and·Byron Rhett, who 

21 are sittibg up here in the front, with the Navy and 

22 the Navy's consultants to prepare this revised draft 

23 EIS/EIR. 

24 The Revised Draft, in addition to analyzing 

25 disposal -- the Navy's disposal of the property, 
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1 analyzes two reuse alternatives, a high intensity use 

2 alternative and a lower density reuse alternative. 

3 And both of these were established through a public 

4 involvement process that resulted in a draft reuse 

5 plan and ultimately adoption of a redevelopment plan 

6 that will be used to implement the reuse options. 

7 Both of the reuse alternatives contain· a 

8 mixture of uses. You can see on the map, which is 

9 the next slide, that the uses are actually spread all 

10 around the base. This map is also in the draft 

11 EIS/EIR, as is a copy of the redevelopment plan that 

12 will explain the goals of redevelopment and how the 

13 reuse alternatives would be implemented. 

14 Finally, I should say that the point of 

15 this evening is really to get your comments. Tom, 

16 Byron, and I are eager to here what you have to say 

17 about this revised document. I encourage you to 

18 speak today, submit comments in writing by the close 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

of the comment period, or and/or come to the 

hearing on the 17th. And we look forward to 

responding to those comments in the final EIR. 

Thank you. 

MR. DOUG POMEROY: I'll briefly mention, 

there's one other alternative in addition to the 

development alternatives that we have to consider in 

10 
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l the EIS/EIR, and that's what's called the no-action 

2 alternative. It's ~equired by law that we evaluate a 

3 no-action alternative, which is basically maintenance 

4 of the shipyard and continued caretaker status and 

5 ownership by the Navy with -- with continued leasing 

6 leasing. But the no-action alternative would not 

7 not anticipate reuse and redevelopment under the 

e reuse plan or reduce density alternatives under which 

9 the City would redevelop the property. 

10 As I mentioned, we have had some previous 

ll public involvement on -- on this process. Both 

12 initially when we requested scoping comments prior to 

13 starting the Environmental Impact Statement/ 

14 Environmental Impact Report documents and also 

15 comments on the prior draft. 

16 The main comments that we received were in 

17 the areas that you see on the screen: air, water, 

18 biology, contaminant remediation program, traffic, 

19 and several others. And we have included these and 

20 addressed these in more detail in the Revised Draft. 

21 In the draft EIS/EIR, we categorized 

22 impacts into several different categories. We have a 

23 threshold against which we measure whether -- whether 

24 or not an impact might have a significant effect on 

25 the environment. For example, with air, the air 

11 
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1 district has standards of amounts of emissions that 

2 are considered significant. If you have -- If you 

3 are over that level, it's considered a significant 

4 impact; if you're under that level, you're not. 

5 If you're over that level but you can take 

6 actions to reduce emissions below the level, that's 

7 called a significant impact which you can mitigate. 

8 And as you can tell by the symbols symbols, we 

9 identified several different types of impacts. We 

10 evaluated these both for partial build-out in year 

11 2010 and full build-out in year 2025. And again, we 

12 evaluated both for Navy's disposal of the property, 

13 for reuse of the property by the City, and for 

14 no-action alternative, the Navy retaining the 

15 property. 

16 I want to give you a very brief idea of 

17 what we -- what we found with regard to our impact 

18 analysis, particularly with regard to impacts that 

19 were significant but which we determined we could not 

20 mitigate to a level that was not significant. 

21 The main areas in that regard were in 

22 transportation, where we've determined that at 

23 build-out of this property, or in year 2010 and year 

24 2025, regardless of whether or not we build -- build 

25 and develop here at Hunters Point, traffic in the 

12 
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1 surrounding area is going to increase. At certain 

2 locations, that's going to significantly increase 

3 traffic congestion. If we redevelop the property, 

4 additional traffic from Hunters Point is going to 

5 contribute to that increased congestion. 

6 With regard to air quality, we identified 

7 several areas where the amount of air emissions ·from 

8 motor vehicles is going to exceed the standard of the 

9 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, and 

10 although the reuse plans have identified -- the reuse 

ll alternatives have identified measures to reduce the 

12 amount of traffic by using other means of 

13 transportation, such as mass transit, our analysis 

14 indicates we will not be able to reduce the amount of 

15 air emissions below the level of significance 

16 identified by the Bay Area Air Quality Management 

17 District. 

18 There's one other significant and 

19 unmitigatable impact which we identified, and that 

20 was with regard to cultural resources under the 

21 no-action alternative. And that was if the Navy was 

22 to indefinitely -- indefinitely keep the base under 

23 caretaker status, we anticipate we would not have 

24 sufficient resources to be able to maintain the 

25 historic properties that are currently on the base. 

13 
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l With that, I'd like to give you a brief 

2 idea of our remaining schedule. 

3 Again, there is another public hearing 

4 scheduled on December 17th. The comment period is 

5 open through January 5th, 1999. We anticipate to be 

6 finalizing the EIS in the March -- March/April time 

7 frame and making that available for public review. 

e After that is released, the City can then 

9 -- can then pursue certification of the Environmental 

10 Impact Report, and after a 30-day period, the Navy 

ll can issue a record of decision indicating which 

12 alternative it intends to pursue. 

13 With that, I would like to pass it back to 

14 Lieutenant Commander Clarke for a couple of brief 

15 comments before we take a brief break. 

16 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Thank you, Doug. 

17 This concludes our formal presentation of 

18 the revised draft EIS/EIR for Hunters Point Shipyard. 

19 We will now take a short break for ten minutes, and 

20 around 5:40, we'll begin the public comment period of 

21 the meeting. In case anyone is not familiar with the 

22 building, the restrooms are located directly down 

23 this hall and then to the left about 150 feet. 

24 I'd like to remind you that there are 

25 speaker cards available at the table. If anyone is 

14 
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l interested in making a comment, please fill one out 

2 and return them to the person at ~he table so we can 

3 call upon you to speak during the public comment 

4 period of the meeting. 

5 Thank you. 

6 (Recess taken from 5:27 to 5:37 p.m.) 

7 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Okay. We'~e going 

8 to go ahead and start. Welcome back. 

9 We'll now begin the public comment portion 

10 of the evening here. We'll call upon speakers using 

11 the speaker sign-up cards that some of you filled 

12 out. If you still wish to fill one out, feel free to 

13 do so. 

14 Since we never know how many comments we'll 

15 receive, we would like to request that you please 

16 limit oral comments to five minutes so that others 

17 may also have a chance to speak. we do encourage 

18 written comments so that we can be sure we understand 

19 your concern as well. 

20 A reminder that your comments are being 

21 transcribed so that we can be sure to accurately 

22 record your verbal comments for consideration in the 

23 final EIS/EIR. 

24 If you wish to speak, please come to the 

25 podium, tell us your name clearly so the court 

15 
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l reporter can get it right, your local community, the 

2 organization you represent, if any, and your 

3 concerns. 

4 We'll try to answer short factual questions 

5 if we can, but the intent· here is to hear your 

6 concerns, not to debate or question their merits, so 

7 we won't be responding with answers for all questions 

a tonight. 

9 our first speaker is Mr. Saul Bloom. 

10 MR. SAUL BLOOM (Arc Ecology}: Okay. Thank 

ll you very much for the opportunity to speak tonight. 

12 I'm going to address --

13 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: You can face the 

14 crowd if you like. I'm sorry. 

15 MR. SAUL BLOOM (Arc Ecology) : Would you 

16 like me to face the crowd? I'll face the crowd. 

17 Thank you, thank you. That's okay. 

18 Once again, I'd like to thank the Navy, the 

19 Planning Commission, Redevelopment Agency for the 

20 opportunity to comment on these -- this document 

21 tonight. I'm going to be very ·short about this --

22 this comment. Borrowing a phrase from that sage ball 

23 player Yogi Berra, I'm going to do the, you know, 

24 "Gee, seems like it's deja vu all over again" thing. 1 

25 I want to remind folks that we had asked ~ 

16 ~ 
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that this comment period on the Environmental Impact 

Statement not fall during this period of time, during 

the holiday season. We are going to pursue a request 

with both the Redevelopment Commission and the 

Planning Commission to go ahead and extend the 

comment period again because we, representing numbers 

of organizations in San Francisco, working with·. a 

large community that's very, very concerned about 

this issue, do not believe that there is sufficient 

time for people to go ahead, evaluate the document, 

come to a generalized agreement about what the 

community's response to this document is, and then to 

present the best kind of input we can in order to 

8 move this process along. 

Community comment is a very, very difficult 

part of the process for a lot of agencies because it 

takes you outside the box. You have agendas, you 

have goals, you have time lines. But when you 

provide enough time for community, for people to 

really participate in the process, the process really 

does .move forward more quickly in the end, and you 

get a better product as a result. And you also get 

community buy-in into the process. And for any 

project to succeed, community buy-in is essential. 

25 And right now, we're not buying in. Right now we 
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1 feel that there isn't enough time. Right now we feel 

2 like we've asked repeatedly for the last year and a 

3 

4 

5 

6 

half. -- I was here standing in this very room last 

year virtually at the same date saying basically the~ 
same thing. This is not a good start to the process. 

We hopefully will have a good finish to the 

7 process, and that's what really matters, but we're 

8 not going to get to a good finish without an 

9 extension of the time period. 

10 Thank you very much. 

ll LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Our next speaker 

12 is Eve Bach~ 

13 MS. EVE BACH (Arc Ecology): Eve Bach, also 

14 from Arc Ecology, and I also want to echo Saul's 

15 comments, not just because he's my boss but because 

16 they're true. 

17 And I would also like to begin to lay out 

18 where we see some of the generic problems. And I'll 

19 give some examples with this document. 

20 The -- At this -- At this point, the gro~p 

21 of people that -- the group of organizations that we 

22 work with has really only started to review this, but 

23 I think even at this beginning point, there's certain 

24 things that are kind of obvious. And these are 

25 criticisms that we have that will appear within the 
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l different impacts and impact after impact. 

2 I think one of the major problems that we 

3 have with this document is that the tiering of the 

4 environmental review process is very unclear. 

s If you•re familiar with Environmental 

6 Impact Reports and Environmental Impact Statements, 

7 you know that when you do a plan, you can•t be real 

a specific about the -- about the impacts that 

9 individual projects are going to have. And for that 

10 reason, you kind of lay out generalized -- a 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

generalized analysis of the economic impacts and then 

generalized kind of mitigations. And it•s kind of 

like an umbrella. And then for projects that come 

that fall outside the drip line of that umbrella, 

in 

8 
they would need to go to the next tier of 

environmental review; that is, they would have to be 

reviewed for where they fall outside of where they 

protrude beyond the umbrella. 

Well, one of the real problems with the way 

this document is written is you can't tell what's 

under the umbrella and what's -- or you won't be able 

to tell what's under the umbrella and what's outside 

the umbrella. It's just very unclear what kind of 

projects, what kind of impacts will trigger the need 

for additional environmental review. 
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l And one of one of the very strong 

2 concerns that I have in this context of the tiered 

3 review is that the finding that the -- that some of 

4 the traffic and air quality impacts are 

5 nonmitigatable will amount to a blank check for other 

6 projects that come in; that is, a project will come 

7 in that generates a huge amount of traffic, and 

8 they'll say, •No problem. We already found in the 

9 

10 

in the environmental impact review of the -- of the 

plan that it's going to have impact, so it doesn't E1 
11 matter what impacts we have. Just let's go ahead and 

12 there won't be any real need to address those impacts 

13 and to look at that particular project.• 

14 And I think that's very, very problematic. 

15 And I would love to be told that I am wrong in seeing 

16 it that way. And one of the questions that I guess 

17 we will be asking when we submit written comments 

18 will be to have it laid out exactly what it will mean 

19 for -- for specific projects, the fact that there are 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

non-

non-

that traffic and air quality impacts are 

have been found to be nonmitigatable. 

A second kind of generic problem is that I 
there's a real lack of attention to interim impacts. 

The general structure of this report is to look at ~ 
what the impacts will be in the year 2010 and 2025~

0 
ll 
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But it's also clear, particularly since this -- this 

--.the project now includes the idea of lease and 

furtherance of transfer that there's going to be a 

period of overlap .when there are going to be some of 

the new uses, primarily residential uses; taking 

place at the same time that some of the older uses, 

some of the older industrial uses, are still there 

and while cleanup is taking place. 

And in the -- in the hazardous substance 8 
PHJ-3 

section, there is some attention to this issue, but 

in the whole issue of truck traffic, it's, like, 

nothing. The whole -- The whole issue of what will 

be the impact of the truck -- of all of the trucks 

coming to take the soil out of the shipyard at the 

same time that you've got construction trucks coming 

in, where there are no construction paths that have 

been yet defined, and those are impacts clearly that 

could affect the surrounding neighborhood as well as 

people in the shipyard. 

There's a continuing problem.-- and when I 

say •continuing,• I mean since the first unsuccessful 

attempt at producing a draft, or the first draft 

that the mitigations are very uncertain and/or 

ineffective. And the main one here, again, is in 

transportation and air quality. 

8 
I 

21 
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1 One of the -- one of the real opportunities 

2 that exists on this project since the Redevelopment 

3 Agency will be the owner is the possibility of having 

4 mitigations that use the role of the City or the 

5 Redevelopment Agency as the owner of the property 

6 rather than just the regulator of the property. So 

7 that when we're looking at traffic impacts, we don't 

8 need to -- to depend on a traffic management plan, 

9 which is very constrained -- you're very constrained 

10 by what you can do by that under state law, because 

11 the Redevelopment Agency is the owner and they could 

12 attach conditions to the sale of the property when 

13 they -- when they give it to the master developer in 

14 terms of what kinds of arrangements people would have 

15 

16 

to make. 

The mitigations are also the -- The best 

17 mitigations that have been proposed for traffic and 

18 air, having shuttles to BART, having real concrete 

19 provisions that would get people out of their cars 

20 and onto transit, are put in very almost as an 

21 afterthought. •well, it could be done.• There's 

22 nothing about •It will be done.• And that's a real 

23 disappointment. 

24 The major one that's a disappointment is 

25 there's no serious effort to make sure that we cut 

8 

22 
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l down on the amount of miles that people travel and 

2 which will really affect air pollution as well as 

3 traffic, by making sure that the people who live in 

4 the Hunters/Bayview area are the ones who will work 

5 here. They're -- It's in the plan -- I'm sorry. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

It's in the EIS/EIR, but it's in there as something 

that •might,• •maybe,• •could be• looked at rather 

than something that could just be attached of having 

real preferences that would make sure that the people 

who get all of those new jobs at the shipyard are the 

people who already live in the neighborhood and who~ 
will be living in the neighborhood. And that is a 

real opportunity lost, to have a sustainable plan. 

There are commitments that are made in the 

plan that should be identified as mitigations that 

16 are not. Increased -- And just one example, that 

17 increased fire, emergency, medical, and police 

18 protection is -- there's just a statement it would be 

19 provided to meet projected needs. Well, that sounds 

20 like a mitigation to me. It sounds like a pretty 

21 vague mitigation, but it's a mitigation. But it's 

22 not indicated as a mitigation. And the problem with 

23 that means that nobody will be monitoring or tracking 

24 

25 

it. 

I guess the final comment I would make h~I ~ 
23 
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1 to do with the fact that this is the Environmental 

2 Impact Report that's being performed on the 

3 redevelopment plan which was passed about 18 months 

4 ago. And that's an unusual situation, that -- that 

5 -- to pass a plan first and then do the environmental 

6 review 18 months later. And it's -- it's water under 

7 

e 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

the bridge. We can't undo it, and there's a special 

state legislation that allowed it. But what we're 

beginning to see now are the problems that go along 

with that; that when the Redevelopment Agency and the 

City adopted the redevelopment plan, they had a whole 

sheath of documents, a whole bunch of descriptions of 

what the programs would be, of projections of what 8 
PHl-5 

the fiscal impact would be, and they were all based 

on assumptions that were kind of spelled out. And it 

was on that basis that the City and the Redevelopment 

Agency passed those plans. 

Unfortunately, the environmental review 

that's taking place now, a lot of the assumptions are 

not consistent with the assumptions that went into 

that redevelopment plan. So that And the plan 

22 itself is a very small document. As a matter of 

23 fact, it's -- it's one of the appendices in the 

24 EIS/EIR. But all of those background documents that 

25 really kind of fleshed it out are kind of over here 

24 
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(indicating) and the Environmental Impact Report is 

over here Cindicatiµg}, and it•s supposed to be an 

Environmental Impact Report of this whole program. 

But the assumptions are -- are different in a number 

of places, which we will go into in detail in written 

comments and to the extent we can. Because what has8 
. i d. ff• l . . PH1·5 happened is t•s very, very i icu t to reconci1e 

now part of the project with the environmental review 

on that project. And I hope it becomes a reason for 

not ever doing that again in the future. 

Thank you. 

LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Thank you, 

13 Ms. Bach. 

14 our next speaker is Mr. Mike Thomas. 

15 MR. MIKE THOMAS (CBE): Good evening. Can 

16 everyone hear me? 

17 My name is Mike Thomas. I'm with 

18 Communities for a Better Environment. It's a 

19 statewide environmental health and justice 

20 organization, and I'm an organizer with their SAFER 

21 Project which has been organizing low-income 

22 communities of color whose health and rights are 

23 repeatedly jeopardized by environmental practices in 

24 the urban environments. Basically, we work in the 

25 Bay Area as well as in the L.A. basin. 

25 
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As a community organizer, I've been meeting 

with residents on the east side o~ the City for -

for the last three, four -- three, four years, from 

folks from Bayview, Hunters Point, low Potrero Hill, 

south of Market, and outer Mission. Each person I 

talk to, it doesn't matter if they live in the 

projects, if they live in the apartments, if they 

have a single-family home, or if they even live in a 

single-room occupancy in some of those hotels on 

Sixth Street: Everyone feels the same way and sees 

this new economic cleansing of their community and 

know that the City is trying to move them out of 

their neighborhood and out of their home. 

It should come as no surprise to anyone in 

this room that these folks are people of color. The 

Navy and the City owe these communities which have 

been neglected and dumped on, that they .actually 

spell out what are some of the economic benefits from 

this project in order to confront some of this 

gentrification that's taking place in their 

neighborhood. 
8 

And I think that's a key point that I just 

want to stress again, is that the City and the Navy 

owe it to these communities to give them the .tools 

economically in order for them to protect themselves. 

26 
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They're not asking for a handout. They're actually 

asking for the tools so they can confront their 

neighbors and confront their -- and protect their 

neighborhood. 

The Hunters Point Redevelopment Project is 

a one-time opportunity to address these persistent 

economic, environmental, and social problems that 

face residents here. This is why Communities for 

Better Environment has some serious concerns 

regarding the mitigations for air quality, 

transportation, water resources, utilities, 

environmental justice, and hazardous waste. 

a 

8 

Just glancing over the draft EIR/EIS, some 

mitigations might be better'· such as identifying 

transportation as a serious impact, but many, even 

transportation, don't even tell us what's going to be 

done. 

I'd like to point out and go on record 

about some of Communities for a Better Environment's 

concerns. Regarding the combined sewage overflows, 

the report indicates that a signHicant amount - - 8 
this is a significant impact, but leaves us guessing 

as to what· will actually be done. For people who 

don't know what combined sewage overflows are, this 

is raw sewage that enters the bay, enters the creeks 

27 
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l that people use. Our members fish out of the bay. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

our members use the bay for a natural resource. 

Actually, option number 3 under the water 

utilities will actually contribute two more -- two PHl-7 

million gallons more of raw sewage entering the bay. I 
So this option definitely needs to not be considered. 

Regarding storm water, storm water 

alternative approaches need to be implemented similar 

to those that were negotiated in the Mission Bay 

project. And I'd like to echo what Saul was saying 

-- Saul was saying about more community input is 

going to only increase a better project for everyone. 

And this -- I think the Mission Bay is a good example 

of that, where the developer worked with the 

community on developing some negotiations. And one 

of those pieces are around storm water and making 

sure that alternative treatment was in place to treat 

the storm water before it gets dumped into the bay. PHl-8 

And that the Navy needs to pay for the repairing of 

the existing separated sewer system to a five-year 

standard. 

The last piece on this is that lands -

land in the -- in here in the project, the Hunters 

Point Shipyard project, needs to be identified to 

treat the sewage on-site and the storm water. The 
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l storm water, for people that might not know, is 8 
2 actually classified as industrial pollution. So it's 

3 Communities for a Better Environment's view that it 

4 needs to be treated in a two-tier treatment before it 

s enters the bay, similar to what is proposed to happen 

6 with the Mission Bay project. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

There needs to be a job mitigation based 

neighborhood preference, preferences -- job 

preferences going to neighborhood folks, to ensure 

that the 6,000 jobs and business opportunities are 

linked to local residents. 

12 And then finally, Communities for a Better 

13 Environment believes based on the report's indication 

14 that 50 percent of the housing will be affordable, 

15 that's too low. There's a tremendous need for 

16 affordable housing in San Francisco, and the and 

17 again, that's the extent of it. It needs to be 

18 spelled out more. It should have a mitigation giving 

19 

20 

21 

22 

preference, again, to families that are associated ~ 

with this neighborhood. ~ 

And similar to the Mission Bay agreement, 

the developer was -- agreed to actually have home 

23 ownership. People want to own something. People 

24 don't want to keep on renting forever. And their 

25 needs would be part of the equation; needs to be some 
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8 
home ownership of these new units that they're going I 
to propose building here at the shipyard. 

So finally, without a clear policy, 

direction, and programs, the community can't 

realistically expect to benefit from this massive 

City project. 

And finally, I mean, again, this is a -

tremendous opportunity for San Francisco and the 

residents of Bayview/Hunters Point, and it's a real 

shame that we have such a few -- I do appreciate 

everyone that's here this evening, but it's a real 

shame that the City and the Navy weren't able to 

bring more community members out here, make more of a 

stronger effort besides putting up nice placard signs 

where the meeting's at but actually get more 

community members out here. 

Thank you. 

LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Thank you. Our 

19 next speaker is Olin Webb. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. OLIN WEBB: Good evening. My name is 

Olin Webb, and I'm with a bunch of community 

8 organizations. 

I ·grew up in Hunters Point. I've been in I 
Hunters Point since 1944, and my statement i$ 

economic development for the people of Hunters Point 
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l that grew up in this community. I 1 m talking about 

2 African-Americans. 

3 We all know what the City of San Francisco 

4 is trying to do with African-Americans. If you don_• t 

5 know, I've been to a number of conferences all over 

6 the country, and when I speak about San Francisco and 

7 how they're treating African-Americans, everyone is 

B saying I'm right. They got rid of us in Fillmore; 

9 they're getting rid of us here in·Hunters Point. 

10 If we do not establish something here in 

11 Hunters Point for ourselves and get the federal 

12 government to work with us The City is not going 

13 to work with us. The City of San Francisco is not 

14 going to work with us. They're going to come up with 

15 complaints just like the Navy: They don't have any 

16 money. And we know the federal government has money 

17 for economic development. 

18 We should start establishing ourselves and 

19 saying to the people in power that we want 35 percent 

20 of every site, •A,• •B,• •c,• •n,• and •E.• we want 

21 to do it for community development for ourselves. 

22 The reason I'm saying this is because 

23 having grown up in this community, having grown up 

24 with asbestos-sided houses up here on the hill, and 

25 if you've been here long enough, you know what I'm 
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8 
1 talking about, having grown up with lead in the 

2 water, and the peop,le in this country knew that lead 

3 and asbestos affect your health and they knew about 

4 this in 1936, but yet they put that asbestos siding 

5 on the housing when I was a young man. They had lead 

6 in the water and did not try to get rid of it when I 

7 was a young man. So I feel that the Navy and the 

8 City and this government owe us for poisoning us. 

9 We have freeways running through our 

10 community, we have a sewage plant, we have PG&E, and 

ll we have this Navy, and we have a Superfund site. And 

12 we're not looking at the issues of helping us develop 

13 this for ourselves, African-Americans. We've got to 

14 stop saying that we're going to be joint venture, 

15 working with the white companies, when we get put off 

16 and we get pushed aside and they tell us wwe don•t 

17 have the money,w and they push us aside. 

18 We've got to stop saying that we're going 

19 to have a master developer, again, control of 

20 African-Americans in this community to come in here 

21 and say, •we're going to be the master developer 

22 because the City says so.• We've got to stop letting 

23 this issue happen to us and we've got to start 

24 standing up as men, African-American men and women, 

25 and saying, "No, we're not going to have this.• 
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Everyone else all over the country speaks 8 
on developing their community and saying they're 

going to have a part in developing their community. 

We're the only community that's saying we're going to 

let somebody else do ft. we have to st·op saying 

that. I can't stress this enough. We have to start 

standing up and putting the issue of economic · 

development for ourselves. 

one of the issues, they~re saying that •we 
don't have money,• I got a problem -- I got a 

solution to that. If you get some people that's in 

economic development to put a bank in this community 

for African-Americans so they can develop businesses, 

you will have a way to establish businesses in the 

community. 

If you don't have the money, let's do the 

same thing they did when they did the Superfund site. 

They went over it twice. The federal government gave 

them $20 million. 

Now I've talked to somebody with capital 

access that says if you can get $20 million from the 

City of San Francisco and put it in the bank, this is 

a -- this is a HUD program, he can leverage it into 

$60 million to help economic development for 

African-American businesses in this community. 
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l This is -- These are the issues we should 
8 

2 start looking at: Helping ourselves and stop letting 

3 other people say they're going to help us and then 

4 push us out. Then we'll wind up as they're saying if 

5 we do the right things, as they said when I was a 

6 young man -- not a young man. When I was with 

7 Mr. Ford, when I was a trucker, the Human Rights 

8 Commission told me when·I went into the trucking 

9 business that •you needed to joint venture with a 

10 white trucking company so you can learn how to do the 

11 business.• 

12 After we learned how to do the business and 

13 we weren't joint venturing with the people and we 

14 started helping the African-American truckers, the 

15 Human Rights Commission told me I was a front for the 

16 white trucker, even though I did all the paperwork. 

17 Even though I did all the bidding, I did everything 

18 that I was supposed to do to have a sustainable 

19 business, the Human Rights Commission of 

20 San Francisco said I was a front. 

21 I learned how to do the business. I 

22 learned how to do everything that needs to be done 

23 within the trucking business. And once I got good at 

24 it, I was a front. 

25 So I'm trying to say -- What I'm saying is 
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·~ 
1 that we have to stop saying that we're going to joint 

2 venture with everybody and start developing the way 

3 for African-Americans to do the development 

4 themselves. 

5 My other·issue is I picked up a book in 

6 Washington on community-based guide reuse, and one of 

7 the ten don•ts that they have in this book, it says, 

8 •non•t give or sell property --• •Don't give or sell 

9 more property than required for a single reuse at the 

10 expense of long-term job development.• And this is 

11 what the City of San Francisco is doing with the 

12 master developer. 

13 So I have a bunch of don•ts in here, and 

14 I'm going to put it in writing and submit it to the 

15 Navy. But I'm also saying this to the Navy, that I 

16 will also submit this to the Department of Defense, 

17 and we've got to stop this issue of this master 

18 developer. 

19 Thank you. 

20 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Thank you. Our 

21 next speakers are Theresa and Theodis Ford. 

22 MR. THEODIS FORD: Yeah, my name is Theodis 

23 Ford, and I've been in this community for the last so 

24 years, and I would like to say -- I'd like to say --

25 I'd like to speak about the environment and disposal 
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l of the contaminated in this area, which I know about 

2 the contamination in Hunters Point here, which was a 

3 long time ago I heard about the ships used to dispose 

4 of oil on the ground, that -- which is quite 

5 contaminated as of now. 

6 so I'd like to speak about that concerning 

7 the children in the neighborhood, net only the 

B children but anyone who is close around that's 

9 exposed to contamination. 

10 About a year and a half ago -- or I'm a 

11 trucker, and I get a job not too far from here, just 

12 right down the about three blocks from here, and 

13 they wanted me to haul some material. And when I got 

14 ready to haul the material, they said I have to roll 

15 up the glasses, make sure I didn't inhale any of the 

16 dust, so I decided that I didn't want to work. But 

17 they was very serious at that time because the dust 

18 was flying and they didn't want -- want me to inhale 

19 any of the contamination. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

But I think it's I'm sure the Navy or 

whoever will take care of the contamination and keep 8 
111-12 the kid and exposure to the public when the houses is 

built or whatever they need to do, I'm sure they'll 

take care of that. 

I thank you very much. 
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l MS. THERESA FORD: I'm Theresa so I'll just 

2 say a couple words. 

3 Good evening, everybody. I'm Theresa Ford, 

4 the wife of Theodis Ford who just spoke. 

5 I was witb him that day he was talking 

6 about when he -- Sometimes I ride with him in the 

7 truck, and that particular day we were out here, and 

B they was telling me that I couldn't go with him 

9 because -- because of the situation. And I said, 

10 well, gee if he -- if I can't go, then neither can 

11 he. I mean, I don't want to be out here and he's out 

12 here in this hazardous condition. So we both left 

13 

14 

lS 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

that day. 

But mainly I'm here tonight to just support 

support, do anything I can, speak in any way that 

I can to help the situation, changed, that there would e 
be a healthier situation for the people that live in 

the area. 

We live here, go to church here and all of 

that, but we don't live directly this close to the 

area like we did at first when we were -- we were 

22 young. We did move not too far away so we still go 

23 to church here, and my son live right here. And he 

24 and his family, he have children. And we want to do 

25 all we can to make the situation better. So we're 
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l here just to support and do whatever we can. 

2 So thank you. 

3 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Thank you. Our 

4 last speaker is Alex Lantsberg. 

5 MR. ALEX LANTSBERG (SAEJ): Good evening, 

6 everybody. My name is Alex Lantsberg. I'm the 

7 project coordinator for SAEJ, the Southeast Alliance 

8 for Environmental Justice. We're actually based out 

9 on Innes Avenue, about spitting distance away from 

10 the shipyard, so for several reasons other than the 

11 fact we•re an environmental justice community group 

12 we have a lot of concern about what's.going on here. 

13 I don't think I need to repeat some of the 

14 concerns voiced by Mr. Bloom, Mr. and Mrs. Ford, 

15 Mike, and everyone else. I think that would just be 

16 piling it on top, and there's really no need to do 

17 that, but there are a couple things I do want to 

18 mention. 

19 Saul said something about an extension for 

20 proper review. We got this thing in the beginning of 

~l November. Everybody here has to deal with 

22 

23 

Thanksgiving. Most everybody is going to have to 

deal with either Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, New 

24 Year's, something like that. Our time to review this 

25 thing has been drastically cut short because of the 
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1 .olidays. I don't think anybody in the Planning 

Department staff or. in the Navy would expect to cut 

thefr holiday short to review something like this 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

that kind of came out of the blue in the mail, a ~ 
couple pounds of paper just kind of arriving one day. 

10 

ll 

12 

And I don't think it's fair that they expect us to do 

this as well. 

In my initial review of this document, 

there are a whole host of issues -- transportation, 

water, air quality, noise, aesthetics, cultural 

resources, recreational opportunities for the 

community -- that are supposedly addressed within 

13 this thing. Considering each chapter or each 

14 subheading is about ten pages long within the EIR, I 

15 don't expect it to be a very comprehe~sive review. 

16 My initial review started with 

17 transportation, and just right off the bat I can 

18 completely say it's inadequate. So far it seems as 

though the only thing that the Planning Department 19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

has agreed is that traffic will increase at specific 

intersections, and the only mitigation that has been e 
Hl-15 

proposed is expanding the road, or at least expanding 

the intersection. 

I just read a transportation report that 

said expanding -- expanding roads to relieve 
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l congestion is like adding an extra notch on your belt 

2 to relieve obesity. It doesn't work. Ne need to do 

3 something to reduce the amount of cars that are going 

4 to be coming down in here. 

5 There's supposedly a transportation 

6 management plan that's been proposed as a mitigation, 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

and one of its goals is maybe have some local hiring 

and maybe have some residents living in the shipyard 

if transportation gets really bad, but we don't know 

quite yet. 

That shouldn't be a •maybe.• That should 

be a •definitely.• I think the first -- the first 

role of this thing should be to develop local 

14 businesses to do the work so they don't have to go 

15 back and forth. There- should be -- should be a 

16 priority to develop local residents to do the work in 

17 here, to live in the shipyard, try to encourage folks 

18 that live in other parts of the community who may 

19 want to work on the shipyard to live in the shipyard. 

20 I think that's a good idea. It's going to relieve 

21 traffic congestion, it's going to relieve all sorts 

22 of things. 

23 I'm trying to think of where else I can 

24 hit, and I think it's been covered rather well. 

25 I don't really think that this is really a 
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l good opportunity for me to cover everything. We'll 

2 have a far more -- far more chances on December 17th, 

3 and definitely in formal written comments. But it's 

4 really vital that the Planning Department and the 

s 
6 

7 

8 

Navy pay attention· to e:verybody that's here today 

everybody who is not here today and the grumbling 

that's in the community that is going to get 

reflected in the comments, and make sure the 

and 

9 community is taken as a partner to create this plan 

10 and make sure that this thing works out right. 

11 Thank you very much. 

LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Thank you. 12 

13 Are there any more comments, either written 

14 or oral? Take written comments on the cards if 

15 people don't want to speak. 

16 If not, we thank you for participating in 

17 the public meeting. You can contact us at the 

18 addresses which will be shown on a slide. Oops, 

19 excuse me. 

20 MR. MIKE THOMAS (CBE) : l do remember you 

21 saying that there was going to be you were going 

22 to answer some questions that people raised during 

23 the public comment period. Are you going to address 

24 some of those questions? Are you going to answer 

25 some of those questions? 
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1 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: No. We actually 

2 are going to take in public comment, take into 

3 account with any of the written comments that we get. 

4 MR. MIKE THOMAS (CBE): Again, I'm not 

s clear. I thought I heard you mention in the 

6 beginning there was going to be some --

7 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: If there was a 

8 question of a factual nature that we could easily 

9 answer here tonight, we would answer it, but the 

10 general comments that you've made we'll take in with 

11 the written comments that have come in. 

12 

13 

Yes. 

MR. DUCO NOORDZIJ (CBE) : I apologize 

14 because I came in late, but I have some questions. 

15 Should I write them down or should I come up and ask 

16 them? 

17 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: If you'd like to 

18 ask them verbally, you can come up and ask them. 

19 MR. DUCO NOORDZIJ (CBE): Okay. I'll do 

20 that. 

21 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: If you could 

22 introduce yourself and any organization you're 

23 affiliated with. 

24 MR. DUCO NOORDZIJ (CBE): Okay. Hello. 

25 I'd like to introduce myself. My name is Duce 
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Noordzij, and I'm affiliated with CBE, Communities 

for a Better Environment, and SAFER, San Francisco 

Bay Advocates for Environmental Rights. And my 

questions tonight for the Navy are specifically about 

the cleanup. I'd like to know specifics on where the ~ 
toxic waste is going to, where they're burying it, or 

if they're incinerating it at all, where they're 

doing that. And also how they plan to deal with the 

sewage treatment. I'd like to advocate that they 

continue to use their separated system and 

ll rehabilitate it if that's necessary. And those are 

12 my two questions. 

13 Thank you. 

14 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: Actually, we 

15 actually meant comments. we would not be answering 

16 anything but short factual questions, and those are 

17 actually kind of more than we would be prepared to 

18 answer. 

19 MR. JEFF YOUNG (EFA West) : What I might 

20 suggest, Commander, is that we have some folks that 

21 work with the Navy at Engineering Field Activity West 

22 who, in fact, are in charge of the cleanup and who 

23 could respond to his questions directly. If it's 

24 possible to give me your phone number or I could give 

25 you mine, then we would be happy to talk to him and 
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l tell him. 

2 

3 

MR. DUCO NOORDZIJ (CBE): Sure. 

MR. JEFF YOUNG (EFA West): Those are 

4 reasonable questions, and we would like to answer 

5 them. 

6 MS. HILLARY GITELMAN: On behalf of the 

7 City and the agency, I want to thank everybody who 

8 came today. We're going to take all of these 

9 comments and all the written comments we get into 

10 and put it all into the final EIR and develop 

11 thorough written responses. So that's kind of our 

12 next job after the comment period is over. 

13 I look forward to seeing any of you who 

14 want to on the 17th at the Planning Commission and 

15 Redevelopment Commissions. It's going to start at 

16 1:30 or later. My guess is it will be about 1:30 in 

17 the afternoon at the Board of Supervisors chamber. 

Thank you for coming. 18 

19 LT. COM. ROBERT CLARKE: That concludes our 

20 presentation if there are no further comments. 

21 Thank you. Good evening. 

22 (6:17 p.m.) 

23 -ooo-

24 

25 
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4 I, TERI DARRENOUGUE, the undersigned, do 

5 hereby certify that the foregoing proceedings were 

6 taken at the time and place therein statedi that the 

7 proceedings were reported by me and was thereafter 

8 transcribed under my direction into typewriting; and 

9 that the foregoing is a true and complete record of 
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Response to Comments 

Public Hearing 1, Held at Hunters Point Shipyard on December 9, 1998 

2 Response to Comment PHl-1 (Saul Bloom, Arc Ecology): 
3 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
4 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
5 Revised Draft EIS/EIR. 

6 Response to Comment PHl-2 (Eve Bach, Arc Ecology): 

7 The EIR is a programmatic document. The analysis is presented at a general level of detail, because the 
8 actions to be taken are the disposal of the base and the implementation of the Proposed Reuse Plan (which 
9 presents land uses at a general level of detail). The types of uses that would occupy Hunters Point Shipyard 

10 (HPS) have been identified (see EIR Section 2.2). If a specific future use under the Proposed Reuse Plan has 
11 not been adequately anticipated and analyzed in this EIR, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines§ 15162 and 15163, 
12 a supplemental or subsequent EIR would need to be prepared. Please refer to Chapter I of the EIR for a 
13 discussion of the environmental review process. 

14 Response to Comment PHl-3 (Eve Bach, Arc Ecology): 

15 The potential conflict between planned land uses and ongoing remediation activities has been identified as a 
16 potentially significant impact in terms of hwnan and ecological exposure to umemediated areas prior to 
17 complete remediation (see Section 4.7, Impact 1), and appropriate mitigation has been included. For a 
18 discussion of cumulative impacts from concurrent reuse and remediation, please refer to EIR Section 5.4.3. 

19 Response to Comment PHl-4 (Eve Bach, Arc Ecology): 

20 Please see responses to Comments Pl2-36, Pl2-44, and Pl2-49 for details regarding transit improvements 
21 and goals. The Transportation System Management Plan (TSMP) includes specific, feasible measures for 
22 reducing automobile trips and encouraging transit use. Implementation of the TSMP is expected to reduce 
23 traffic and air quality impacts. In addition, local hire provisions and shuttles (iffeasible) are now included as 
24 required elements of the TSMP (EIR Section 4.1.2). The proposed Transportation Management Association 
25 (TMA) is the best form of mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. 

26 Police, fire, and other emergency services are not included as mitigation because they are prerequisites for reuse 
27 and are responsibilities that must be met by the City/ Agency before HPS can be transferred to local control. 

28 Response to Comment PHl-5 (Eve Bach, Arc Ecology): 

29 The Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan was adopted before this EIR was conducted, pursuant to 
30 Chapter 4.5, Section 33492.18 of the California Community Redevelopment Law. 

31 The EIR analyzes all potential impacts of the Proposed Reuse· Plan and is based on reasonable assumptions 
32 regarding potential build-out over the next 25 years. Specific concerns addressed by the commentor in 
33 writing have been responded to elsewhere in this Response to Comments. 

34 Response to Comment .PHl-6 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 

35 The City is committed to providing affordable housing; please refer to the response to Comment PHl-14. 
36 Economic benefit for the community is a major objective of the Proposed Reuse Plan; please refer to the 
37 response to Comment Pl 1-13. Please refer to response to Comment PH2-13 for a discussion of goals related 
38 to redevelopment. 

PHl-1 Hunters Point Shipyard Reuse Revised Draft E/R Comments and Responses January 2000 



Response to Comments 

39 EIR Section 4.1.2 provides detail of mitigation for traffic (and associated air quality) impacts. 

40 The mitigation envisions establishment of a TMA to monitor implementation of a TSMP. This mitigation 
41 strategy bas been applied to other recent City projects, such as the Giants ballpark and Mission Bay, and is 
42 appropriate given the programmatic nature of the EIR and the lack of information regarding specific 
43 development projects, phasing of development, and available funding. It is envisioned that the TMA would 
44 consist of neighborhood representatives and City/ Agency staff. The group would be appointed by the Mayor, 
45 similar to the Ballpark Transportation Coordinating Committee, and would report to the Redevelopment 
46 Agency Commission. The TMA would have no funding authority, but it is anticipated that the group would 
4 7 prioritize required investments and monitor the effectiveness of the mitigation measures and the TSMP for 
48 the Redevelopment Agency. 

49 The TSMP envisions a phased approach to development and transit improvements at HPS, under which 
50 some development would proceed, transit service would be expanded, additional development would 
51 proceed, and additional service would be provided. Thus, development and transit service are interrelated, 
52 and development would provide a funding mechanism and ridership for transit, while provision of transit 
53 would allow more development. It is anticipated that at any time in the development process, transit service 
54 would meet the demand of existing residents and employees of HPS and would achieve performance 
55 standards discussed in P12-38. 

56 Please refer also to responses to specific written comments by Communities for a Better Environment (Letter 
57 Pl3). 

58 Response to Comment PHl-7 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 
59 Combined sewer overflows (CSOs) consist of storm water and sewage that are discharged to the Bay in rainy 
60 weather on average one to ten times per year, depending on location. With implementation of Mitigation l in 
61 EIR Section 4.9, Water Quality, the number of annual CSO discharges attributed to HPS would not change 
62 as a result of development at HPS, and the increased volume of the discharges would be negligible (0.6 
63 million gallons per year, or a 0.07 percent increase from existing volumes). CSO discharges are one 
64 disadvantage of the City's combined sewer system, which also has its advantages, since the combined system 
65 allows the City to treat most storm-water discharges far in excess of other jurisdictions around the Bay. 
66 While the City continues to study ways to reduce CSO discharges, they are an accepted feature of the City's 
67 combined sewer system, which operates under valid permits from the RWQCB. Please also see the response 
68 to Comment Pl3-3. 

69 Response to Comment PH1·8 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 
70 The quantity of storm water .discharged at HPS is expected to decline or stay the same in the future due to 
71 increased open space and landscaping, which will result in greater rainfall infiltration and less runoff. The 
72 quality of storm water discharged is expected to improve in the future, because of the remediation of site 
73 soils, conversion ofHPS from vacant industrial land to a mixed-use community, and implementation ofbasic 
74 best management practices (BMPs) proposed as Mitigation 2 in Section 4.9, Water Resources. For these 
75 reasons, mitigation measures that provide for additional treatment of storm water discharges have not been 
76 identified. Nonetheless, as the EIR and the comment note, the design of proposed storm-water system 
77 upgrades (Option 1) or replacement (Option 2) could include refinements such as additional storage, 
78 treatment, or alternative approaches to the handling of storm water, such as retention and reclamation. 
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79 The Proposed Reuse Plan includes about 124 acres (50 hectares [ha]) devoted to open space, 70 acres (28 ha) 
80 for research and development, 96 acres (39 ha) for industrial uses, and 86 acres (34 ha) for maritime 
81 industrial uses. While specific uses and programs for these areas have not been identified. these areas of HPS 
82 could accommodate sand filters, grassy swales, a treatment plant, or other such facilities, if they are 
83 determined to be compatible with the type of open space use developed and any use restrictions established 
84 under the CERCLA program, and if they can be funded. 

85 Under Option 2 (replacement of the Navy's storm drain system), all storm water collected at HPS would 
86 continue to be discharged to the Bay at HPS and would not be routed to the City's SEWPCP. As stated in the 
87 EIR, this option has not been designed, and further analysis would be required when more specifics are 
88 known. It is anticipated that, similar to the Navy's existing storm drain system, the replacement system 
89 would be located primarily within public rights-of-way, but it is also possible that other "strateg~cally 
90 located land" would need to be used. The analysis in the EIR. assumes routing of all sanitary sewage to the 
91 SEWPCP, but other system designs that would result in a smaller volume of wastewater routed to the 
92 SEWPCP could also achieve the standard established by the mitigation measure. 

93 Storm water is not classified as an industrial pollutant and is regulated by laws that are specific to storm 
94 water. If a company is engaged in industrial activities (as classified by Standard Industrial Codes), then it 
95 must obtain and comply with the conditions of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
96 permit from the State Water Resources Control Board. 

97 Response to Comment PBl-9 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 

98 Redevelopment activities at HPS would proceed pursuant to the Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan 
99 (San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 1997). Please refer to responses to Comments Pl 1-13, P13-17 and 

100 PHl-14. 

I 01 The primary developer is required under the ENA to prepare and implement development proposals that are 
102 consistent with Agency goals and objectives including the ones listed in the responses to Comments listed 
103 above. 

104 Response to Comment PBl-10 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 

105 See responses to Comments Pl l-14 and Pl3-17. 

106 Response to Comment PHl-11 (Olin Webb, Community Member): 

l 07 No significant socioeconomic impacts have been identified as a result of the project. The Proposed Reuse 
108 Plan would result in the creation of jobs and the construction of housing. A portion of the new jobs and 
109 housing would be reserved for low-income persons and residents of the Bayview-Hunters Point community. 
110 In light of these project benefits, no socioeconomic mitigation measures are required. The City and Agency 
111 are currently in negotiation with a private developer, who is expected to oversee development ofHPS and 
112 implementation of the Proposed Reuse Plan. It is possible that some form of" local community ownership" 
113 (e.g., affordable home ownership) could play a role in this development. It is not possible to say at this point, 
114 however, whether or to what extent other forms oflocal ownership might be part of a negotiated agreement 
115 on development, given the likely need to balance potentially complex legal and financial issues raised by 
116 such a policy. Please also refer to the response to Comment PHl-9. 
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117 Response to Comment PHl-12 (Theodis Ford, Community Member): 

118 The EIR identifies proposed mitigation measures to reduce all identified human health and environmental 
119 impacts from hazardous materials to insignificant levels. The proposed mitigations sufficiently protect 
120 human health and the environment. Section 3.7 of the document thoroughly identifies the existing 
121 contamination, references source documents and applicable laws governing the remediation process, and 
122 documents potential risk based on present (unremediated) conditions. Section 4.7 includes impact analysis of 
123 reuse after remediation is complete and for the case where property is conveyed and reused prior to complete 
124 remediation. For each potential impact, :a mitigation has been identified to reduce the impact to a less than 
125 significant level. The Navy is required to remediate HPS to a condition that is protective of human health and 
126 the environment. The proposed mitigation measures identified in the EIR will be monitored via a mitigation 
127 monitoring program in compliance with CEQA. 

128 Response to Comment PHl-13 (Theresa Ford, Community Member): 

129 Please refer to response to Comment PHl-12. 

130 Response to Comment PHl-14 (Alex Lantsberg, Southeast Alliance for Environmental 
131 Justice): 

132 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
133 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
134 Revised Draft EIS/EIR. 

135 Response to Comment PHI-15 (Alex Lantsberg, Southeast Alliance for Environmental 
136 Justice): 

137 The TMA, through the TSMP, would work to improve traffic conditions by encouraging alternate forms of 
138 transportation. The TSMP includes specific, feasible measures for reducing automobile trips and 
139 encouraging transit use. The TSMP is expected to reduce traffic and air quality impacts. The proposed 1MA 
140 is the best form of mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. The TSMP is 
141 described in EIR Section 4.1.2 as mitigation for Significant and Mitigable Impacts 1, 2, and 3. 

142 While road widening (proposed as mitigation for Significant and Mitigable Impact 2) can encourage 
143 automobile use, this tendency must be balanced against the need for lessening congestion and reducing air 
144 quality impacts. The BAAQMD recognizes that measures to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion can 
145 lessen air quality impacts, but cautions against traffic-inducing effects of increased roadway capacity 
146 (BAAQMD Guidelines, p. 59). The proposed mitigation measures would affect single intersections in a 
147 congested urban area where the transportation network has many other capacity constraints. Within this 
148 context, the suggested measures would not be expected to induce substantial additional traffic, and the 
149 benefit of reduced congestion and air quality impacts in the vicinity would appear to outweigh the 
1 SO incremental increases in capacity. 

151 Response to Comment PHI-16 (Duco Noordziji, Citizens for a Better Environment and San 
152 Francisco Bay Advocates for Environmental Rights): 

153 Remediation of HPS is being conducted under the Installation Restoration Program pursuant to the 
154 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) and under other Navy 
155 compliance programs. The remediation is a separate action from property disposal and implementation of the 
156 Proposed Reuse Plan. The detailed questions asked by the comrnentor are outside the scope of this EIR. 
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157 Response to Comment PHl-17 (Duco Noordziji, Citizens for a Better Environment and San 
158 Francisco Bay Advocates for Environmental Rights): 
159 Specific upgrades to the sanitary sewer and stotm drainage systems, though not yet designed, will meet both 
160 City and County of San Francisco and state NPDES permitting requirements. A separated system would be 
161 in place under either Option 1or2 (see EIR Section 4.9.2). 
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P R 0 C E E D I N G S 

1:51 p.m. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Call the meeting 

19 to order, please, for the Planning Commission. 

20 MR. JONAS !ONAN: I'd like to welcome 

21 everyone to San Francisco's· Planning Commission and 

22 Redevelopment Agency Commission special joint meeting 

23 for Thursday, December 17th, 1998. 

24 I'd like to call roll for the Planning 

25 Commissioners. 
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10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 order. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Hector Chinchilla. 

COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Present. 

MR. JONAS IONAN: Anita Theoharis. 

COMMISSIONER THEOHARIS: Eere. 

MR. JONAS IONAN: Dennis Antenore. 

COMMISSIONER ANTENORE: Present. 

MR. JONAS IONAN: Cynthia Joe. 

COMMISSIONER JOE: Here. 

MR. JONAS IONAN: Beverly Mills. 

COMMISSIONER MILLS: Here. 

MR. JONAS IONAN: Richard Hills. 

COMMISSIONER HILLS: Here. 

MR. JONAS IONAN: Larry Martin is absent. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Call the meeting to 

MS. PATSY OSWALD: Commissioner Dunlop. 

COMMISSIONER DUNLOP: Here. 

MS. PATSY OSWALD: Commissioner King. 

COMMISSIONER KING: Here. 

MS. PATSY OSWALD: Commissioner Yee. 

COMMISSIONER YEE: Here. 

MS. PATSY OSWALD: President Sweet. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Here. 

MR. JONAS IONAN: I'd like to -- At this 

25 time, members of the public may address the 
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l commission on items of interest to the public on 

2 matters in the jurisdiction of the commission. 

3 If it is demonstrated that comments will 

4 exceed 15 minutes, the president or chairperson may 

5 continue public comments to another time during the 

6 meeting. 

7 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: I have those 

8 speaker cards. Any member of the public here to 

9 address the joint commission at this time on an item 

10 that's not on our calendar today? 

11 Okay. Seeing none -- Well, let's see. 

12 Seeing none, I'll close public comment. Let's call 

13 the next item, please. 

14 MR. JONAS IONAN: Next on your calendars, 

15 special calendar item 1, case number 94.061E, 

16 disposal and reuse of the formal -- former Naval 

17 Shipyard at Hunters Point. There's a note that 

18 written comments will be received at the Planning 

19 Department until 5:00 p.m. on January 5th, 1999. 

20 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Ms. Gitelman. 

21 MS. HILLARY GITELMAN: Good afternoon, 

22 Commissioners. I'm delighted to.be here this 

23 afternoon. My name is Hillary Gitelman with the 

24 Planning Department staff, and my colleagues from the 

25 Redevelopment Agency, the Mayor's office and the Navy 
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l are also present today. 

2 The matter before you is:-::the Revised Draft 

3 EIR/EIS regarding disposal and reuse of Hunters Point 

4 Shipyard. 

5 We were all here about this time last year 

6 looking at a similar document, a draft EIS/EIR on the 

7 same topic. Following receipt of public comments, 

B your staffs -- staffs determined with the Navy that 

9 the document should be revised and recirculated, and 

10 it's that revised document that is before you today. 

11 I wanted to summarize some of the major 

12 revisions and also summarize some of the testimony 

13 that we received at an earlier public hearing last 

14 week on this revised document. But first, I'd like 

15 to encourage all the people who commented on the 

16 earlier draft last year to review the current revised 

17 version and to make any comments they would like 

18 responded to in the final EIR/EIS. It's been our 

19 effort in the revisions to address all of the major 

20 comments we received last time around, but we haven't 

21 responded to each comment individually. So 

22 commentors are encouraged to once again review this 

23 draft. 

24 Major revisions to this document since last 

25 year include an expanded discussion of hazardous 

. s 
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l materials issues, including a summary of 

2 contamination at the shipyard, and the Navy's 

3 remediation strategies. Also, mitigation measures to 

4 protect future resident·s and employees of the 

5 shipyard from ongoing remediation activities and from 

6 any residual contamination that remains after 

7 remediation. 

8 We've also updated the assessment of 

9 cumulative transportation, air quality, and storm 

10 water and waste water issues to be consistent with 

11 other recent analyses, including Mission Bay and our 

12 ongoing analysis of the Candlestick Point development 

13 proposal. 

14 We've included mitigation measures to 

15 significantly :._ to reduce potentially significant 

16 environmental effects, including effects on air 

17 quality and transportation. 

18 The measures would include controls on new 

19 sources of toxic air contaminants, transportation 

20 demand management strategies to encourage a shift 

21 away from private automobiles, and measures that 

22 would ensure the repair or replacement of the 

23 shipyard's current separated storm water system to 

24 reduce or prevent any increase in combined sewer 

25 overflows related to that storm water. We've 
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l included expanded discussion of c': 1 t.ural and natural 

2 resources issues, including a dis· ssion cf the 

3 potential for wetland creation at the shipyard. And 

4 we've included mitigation to ensure that required 

5 infrastructure improvements are made either prior to 

6 or concurrent with development out there. 

7 All of these changes are in the context of 

8 an analysis which looks at the Navy's disposal 

9 action, the City's either lease or acquisition of the 

10 shipyard, and then the reuse consistent with the 

11 adopted redevelopment plan for the area. 

12 Last week, the Navy, myself, and my 

13 colleagues from the agency hosted a public meeting 

14 out at the shipyard to get public comment on this 

15 document, and many speakers raised a number cf 

16 comments. Among them were comments requesting more 

17 information about how this programmatic EIR/EIS will 

18 be used in the future to make subsequent development 

19 decisions. There were requests that the 

20 transportation demand management program include 

21 local hiring provisions as a requirement. There were 

22 also requests that the ship- -- that the base's storm 

23 water system be repaired or upgraded to meet City 

24 standards, and that storm water be treated before 

25 it's discharged to the bay as it is currently. 
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1 All of the comments, including those we 

2 receive today and t~ose we receive in writing by the 

3 close of the comment period, will be responded to in 

4 the final EIS/EIR which we hope to produce very 

5 quickly in the new year. 

6 Before I answer your questions and before 

7 we open the testimony -- the hearing for public 

8 comment, I wanted to indicate that the -- there has 

9 been a request for an extension of time for the · 

10 comment period. As you know, the comment period for 

11 a document of this type is required to be 45 days. 

12 In light of the holidays, we suggested, and the Navy 

13 agreed to, a 60-day comment period as well as two 

14 public hearings which exceeds the number required. 

15 Only one is required. 

16 Nonetheless, people still feel -- some 

17 people feel that this comment period is too short and 

18 have requested an extension. It's entirely within 

19 the ·commission 1 s jurisdiction to grant that 

20 extension; however, I'd just like to keep it as 

21 contained as possible. We are, like most EIR's, on 

22 the critical path here, and the longer it takes us to 

23 finish the EIR, the longer it will be until the City 

24 can gain control of this property. 

25 If there are any questions, I'd be happy to 
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1 answer them. 

2 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Any questions 

3 from the Planning Commission? 

4 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Redevelopment 

5 Commissioners, do you have any questions of 

6 Ms. Gitelman? 

7 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Okay. If no 

a questions, then we'll proceed directly to public 

9 comment on this. 

10 Ladies and gentlemen, for your information, 

11 each speaker will be given five minutes to address 

12 the commission. When -- When your time is up and you 

13 hear the buzzer go off, please yield the podium 

14 because we have a number of speaker cards. 

15 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Thank you. 

16 Our first speaker is going ·to be -- first 

17 speaker is going to be Espanola Jackson, after 

18 Ms. Jackson, Ms. Dorothy Petersen. 

19 MS. ESPANOLA JACKSON: Good afternoon. I 

20 would like to thank you all for letting me speak. I 

21 would like to say that we --

22 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Your name for the 

23 record? 

24 MS. ESPANOLA JACKSON: My name is Espanola 

25 Jackson, and I have been a resident of Bayview/ 
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1 Hunters Point for the last so years. I was there 

2 when the job (inaudible} for the community, I was 

3 there when the shipyard closed. And my community has 

4 been working diligently over eight years with their 

5 committee that two, and a third, mayor has 

6 reappointed to deal with the Hunters Point Shipyard, 

7 not only to talk about economical development, but 

8 also talking about all the hazardous materials that 

9 is out there on that base. 

10 We all want to see that base cleaned up, 

ll and that is the Navy's responsibility. We know that. 

12 We knew that ten years ago. So it's nothing new to 

13 those of us who live in Bayview/Hunters Point. 

14 I would like to say that I really hope that 

15 after hearing testimony today as you did last year, 

16 you have to go back and do supposedly a new EIR. 

17 Those of us in Bayview/Hunters Point, the majority of 

18 us in Bayview/Bunters Point, want to see this EIR go 

19 forward today. 

20 My understanding in coming here today is 

21 that you were going to take testimony and the 

22 decision was going to be made whether or not this EIR 

23 will (inaudible). But then I was told on both sides 

24 -- I'm not going to call no names, but on the City 

25 planning side as well as on the redevelopment side 

10 
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l "Oh, no, Ms. Jackson. We're not voting on that 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

today." 

But I do have -- I have some material that 

we have put together and it reads as follows: 

"The Revised Draft EIR,• in parentheses is 

"[the new EIR), provides much more information about 

environmental hazards at the shipyard and the program 

on the site Installation Restoration Program, IRP. 

It also looks at a way to cover contaminants that are 

not covered in the IRP and contamination hazards that 

may remain after the IRP is completed.• 

Finally, the new EIR addresses joint 

development and cleanup, I'm paraphrasing, and 

provides more complete health and safety issues 8 
through the course of the development, because we are PH2-J 

concerned about the health risk and about the hazards 

in our community. 

As we all know in this City, Bayview/ 

Hunters Point bas the most hazardous areas than any 

20 part of the City and County of San Francisco. But 

21 we're asking you to please go forward on this. It is 

22 important to my community, not only getting the 

23 hazardous waste cleaned up but also the economic 

24 development that will be going on in our community, 

25 providing jobs and housing for the needy and everyone 

11 
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else in this City. 

Whatever happens in Bayview/Hunters Point, 

I would like to make this clear. In your decision, 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

and make your mind up today, whatever happens on this 8 
EIR, whatever happens in Bayview/Hunters Point, it · 

happens for the total of San Francisco. 

Thank you. 

8 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Thank you. After 

9 Ms. Petersen, we have Jeanna Haney. 

10 MS. DOROTHY PETERSEN (Bayview/Hunters Point 

11 Restoration Advisory Board) : Good afternoon. 

12 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: We'll call you 

13 when the others --

14 MS. DOROTHY PETERSEN (Bayview/Hunters Point 

15 Restoration Advisory Board) : My name is Dorothy 

16 Peterson and I am a resident at Bayview/Hunters 

17 Point; have been for ll years. I'm here to urge that 

18 

19 

the commissioners and supervisors go forward with 

this. I would like to say that we and the 

20 environmentalists, meaning the residents and the 

21 environmentalists, are unanimous on this. It's not 

22 

23 

24 

25 

an either/or decision. The Hunters Point Citizen 

Advisory Committee -- Thank you. 

The Hunters Point Citizen Advisory 

Committee has held meetings about this project for 

12 
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l more than three years, and the Hunters Point 

2 Restoration Advisory Board has held meetings about 

3 this project for several years. We've discussed it 

4 to death. It's time for the development of this 

S project to move forward and move forward now. 

6 As I said before, this is not an either/or 

7 decision. It's not economic development or 

B environmentally safe. The people of Bayview/Hunters 

9 Point have already shown that we can and will fight 

10 to keep our community environmentally safe. 

11 We have enough sense to know that whatever 

12 is wrong with the EIR, the City can make whoever the 

13 lucky developer is who is awarded this contract fix 

14 it. There's no moratorium on health and there could 

15 never be a statute of limitations. 

16 What we need for you to do is work with us 

17 to bring development to the area, and then work with 

18 us to make sure that it is economically friendly and 

19 environmentally friendly for the residents and the 

20 City. 

21 Again, I urge you to move forward on this. 

22 Thank you. 

23 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Saul Bloom and then 

24 Chuck Collins. 

25 MR. SAUL BLOOM (Arc Ecology}: Good 

13 
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l afternoon, Commissioners, and thank you for the 

2 opportunity to speak before you today. 

3 My name is Saul Bloom. I'm director of Arc 

4 Ecology. I'm working with (inaudible) organizations, 

5 both community and environmental. 

6 We're very happy to have the opportunity to 

7 discuss this document today. First of all, I'd like 

s to say that we are the groups that are asking for a 

9 30-day extension to the public comment period. We 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

don't believe that there's sufficient time to analyze 

the document, although we have stepped quite forward 

with this document, and we're pleased to say that. 

We'd also like to say that we're very 

excited, been very happy about working with the 

agency staff, Hillary in particular, in terms of 

discussions all through the development of this newly ~ 
Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 

Nevertheless, there is still insufficient 

19 time to comment. We have numbers of organizations in 

20 San Francisco that are coordinating their commentary. 

21 And to that end, supervisor, President of the Board, 

22 Ammiano•s office is going to be ·here speaking about 

23 their support for the extension. I have letters here 

24 for you from Supervisor Yaki's office asking for a 

25 30-day extension. I understand Supervisor Katz and 

14 
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l other members of the Board of Supervisors are going 

2 to take this matter.up in terms of asking ·for and 

3 supporting an extension of the public comment period. 

4 And I'm leave this for you later on. 

5 Really, the extension we view as the best 

6 and most expeditious way of moving this process 

7 forward. We have, through our discussions with the 

s Redevelopment Agency and Planning Department staff, 

9 already resolved some problems that we•ve had with 

10 the initial document. And now we need the additional 

11 time to come up with our positions and to have the 

12 

13 

14 

time to discuss this with agency staff so that we can 

get through the document without challenge. And 

that's what we•re all interested in doing because 

15 I've been working on redevelopment at Hunters Point 

16 Shipyard 15 years 

17 COMMISSIONER HILLS: Excuse me. I'd be 

18 interested in hearing your comments on the present 

19 document, on the substance, contents of the present 

20 document. 

21 MR. SAUL BLOOM (Arc Ecology) : And you 

22 certainly will be getting it because other members of 

23 my staff are going to be addressing that. I'm giving 

24 you the general overview at this point. 

25 But as I said, we need to have the time to 

15 
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1 develop the community and environmental position on 

2 the environmental document. 

3 The document was released in the second 

4 week of November for all intents and purposes. 

s Within two weeks, there was the Thanksgiving holiday. 

6 That took a week out. We're walking up to Christmas. 

1· We have another holiday, we have New Year's coming 

e up. A lot of people have been out and away and 

9 unable to comment on the document; unable to review 

10 the document. 

ll And so for the community to really get 

12 behind this document, get behind the pen and come up 

13 

14 

15 

with a response that helps the process move forward, 

we have to have the time to do that. And all we're 

asking for is a 30-day extension to make that happen. 

16 I think the agency staff knows our 

17 commitment to working with them to resolve these 

18 issues. We went to three meetings with the agency 

19 staff prior to release of the draft trying to resolve 

20 major issues, and we•re ready to continue to 

21 negotiate and work with them in the future. And we 

22 look forward to working with the staff on 

23 development, mitigation and monitoring strategies we 

24 were talking about earlier. 

25 But this all boils down to support for the 

16 
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l extension, and that's what I'm asking you to do here 

2 today. Thank you very much for your time. 

3 COMMISSIONER SWEET: And Marsha Pendergrass 

4 after Chuck Collins. 

5 MR. CHUCK COLLINS {WDG Ventures, Inc.): 

6 Thank you, Commissioners, and Presidents. I'm Chuck 

7 Collins. I'm a real estate developer here in 

a San Francisco. I've been involved in some fairly 

9 interesting projects in the City and County, both in 

10 Yerba Buena and within the Bayview -- I'm sorry, in 

11 the Western Addition community. 

12 For the last year, I served as a consultant 

13 to the Redevelopment Agency to look at an economic 

14 revitalization strategy for the Bayview/Bunters Point 

15 community. I think this is very important homework 

16 that anyone should do in coming to a fundamental 

17 understanding of what it means to look at the 

18 Bayview/Hunters Point community in relationship to 

19 the shipyard. 

20 

21 

The shipyard is going to provide, as you 

know, when it's built out, 12,000 jobs. These jobs 

22 are extraordinarily important to members of the 

23 Bayview/Hunters Point community. It will also 

24 provide a foundation for business development, both 

25 in the cleanup during the build-out and in the 

17 
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1 ongoing development and operation of the shipyard. 

2 This is a project that has been awaited by 

3 the Bayview/Hunters Point community and by 

4 San Francisco at large and the region at large for 

5 many years. 

6 Projects are all inherently fragile. 

7 Capital markets come and capital markets go. Windows 

B of opportunity open and windows of opportunity shut. 

9 I think it is extraordinarily important to address 

10 the fundamental environmental concerns that this 

11 document raises. In particular, I am pleased to see 

12 that greater attention has been given to the public 

13 

14 

transportation transit issues, the issues of the 

relationship between the shipyard and the community, 

15 the relationship of fundamental cleanup to 

16 environmental health and to public health. 

17 These issues are of ongoing importance to 

18 anyone who is going to be the ultimate developer of 

19 the_project. 

20 I would not be showing you all of my cards 

21 if I didn't say that I'm interested in being one of 

22 the developers along with the Catellus Company. But 

23 notwithstanding who it is that is ultimately chosen 

24 to do this, the sso acres out there are extremely 

25 important to the -- to the larger community and to 

18 
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l the benefit of the larger community. 

2 I would urge that you continue to look 

3 deeply into the environmental process. Issues of 

4 negotiation do not end when the environmental 

s document is approved. 

6 I would also urge that you understand and 

7 to give credence to the importance of choosing a 

8 development team ultimately that is going to carry 

9 forward the momentum that has been set forth in the 

10 

11 

environmental documents and in the tremendous work 

that members of the Bayview/Hunters Point community 

12 and the broader community have put into this on the 

13 record. But the ultimate mitigation of any of these 

14 issues is not a question inherent in this document on 

15 a piece of paper. It is really in the ongoing 

16 implementation of the master plan of this very 

17 important site cf San Francisco, and I urge you to 

18 move forward in this process with all due speed. 

Thank you very much. 19 

20 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Marsha Pendergrass and 

21 then Marti Buxton. 

22 MS. MARSHA PENDERGRASS: I'm Marsha 

23 Pendergrass, and I'm a resident of Bayview/Hunters 

24 Point, and I'm a new resident. I've only been there 

25 a couple years. I bought the place, love where I 

19 
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l live, love the weather, love the area, love the 

2 people~ And I'm here today because I'm really 

3 concerned about this project moving forward. 

4 As a new resident, I want the same 

5 services, I want the same standard of living that 

6 everybody else has in San Francisco, and I see that 

7 the Bayview and Hunters Point areas are really 

S lacking in that. 

9 So I've looked at the document a couple of 

10 

11 

times, and it looks good to me. I really feel like 

we need to move forward on this. I think that the 

12 City and the developers or whoever the City chooses 

13 to develop the property will be responsible for the 

14 cleanup. And, you know, I'm not crazy. I want -- I 

15 don't want to change jobs or -- for our health. so 

16 we want it cleaned up to the right standards so that 

17 residents can be secure in that. But we do want the 

18 project to go forward, and I think we•ve spent enough 

19 time, you know, dotting the •i•s• and crossing the 

20 •t•s,• I think it's time to move on. 

21 COMMISSIONER SWEET: And now after 

22 Ms. Buxton, Charlie Walker. 

23 MS. MARTI BUXTON (Catellus Development): 

24 thank you Ms. Commissioner and President. My name is 

25 Marti Buxton. I'm (inaudible) of acquisition 

20 
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1 (inaudible) for Catellus Development Corporation. 

2 In Mission Bay, we're a nearby neighbor of 

3 Hunters Point and part of the southeast San Francisco 

4 community. In addition, as the agency commissioners 

5 know, Catellus, with WDG Ventures, has responded to 

6 the Redevelopment Agency's request for government 

7 qualifications in connection with the agency's 

a proposed selection of a master developer for Hunters 

9 Point Shipyard. 

10 I'm here today to commend both commissions 

11 on two counts with respect to the draft EIS/EIR. 

12 First, you're commended -- you're to be commended for 

13 your decision and response to the substantial 

14 comments received on the initial draft EIS/EIR to 

15 prepare the Revised Draft EIS/EIR that is before you 

16 today. In our view, that was a critical part of the 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

CEQA/NEPA process, creating an opportunity for the 

public to comment, to listen, and then to respond 

thoroughly. The prior draft EIR/EIS was woefully 

inadequate. You•ve listened and responded with the 

Revised Draft EIS/EIR before you today. 

22 Second, you and your staffs and the Navy 

23 are to be commended for now having prepared a very 

24 thorough document which fully addresses the issues of 

25 environmental concern raised by th~ redevelopment and 

21 
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1 reuse of the Hunters Point Shipyard. This is now a 

2 serious document ad~ressing serious issues in a 

3 serious way. 

4 People may have a myriad of views about how 

s the shipyard should be rede~eloped, when and in what 

6 manner. But this draft EIS/EIR clearly articulates 

7 the environmental consequences of redevelopment 

8 within the context of the land uses laid out in the 

9 Hunters Point redevelopment plan and proposed reuse 

10 plan. 

11 The ~otentially feasible alternatives are 

12 

13 

14 

analyzed, the significant environmental impacts 

described, and possible feasible mitigation measures 

are identified. 

15 This draft EIS/EIR is a first but critical 

16 step toward meeting the shared goals of the southeast 

17 community and the City as a whole to revitalize and 

18 develop this substantially underutilized resource. 

19 The time has come to move forward to the next step to 

20 more specifically frame the actual reuse of the 

21 shipyard. 

22 This document provides that opportunity. 

23 It is a firm basis to move forward. We urge you to 

24 do so as expeditiously as possible, so this community 

25 can begin to obtain the development resources it so 

22 
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much deserves and which have so long been deferred. 

Thank you for consideration of our 

comments. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: After Mr. Walker, 

S Willie B. Kennedy. 

6 MR. CHARLIE WALKER: Good afternoon. My 

7 name is Charlie Walker. I have lived in Bayview/ 

8 Hunters Point since I was seven years old. I raised 

9 a family. Now my family is raising a family. My 

10 father was killed in Hunters Point Shipyard, in case 

ll most of you don't know it, during World War II in an 

12 explosion. My mother raised us by ourselves. 

ll Let me tell you, I don't believe -- none of 

14 y'all seem to understand, we as black people look at 

15 things from a racial standpoint because we•ve been 

16 leased up in racial things all our lives. 

17 I do not believe in good conscience that if 

18 this place was in a white community, you would have 

19 taken this long. The unmitigated gall of anybody to 

20 come here today and ask you to delay anything one 

21 minute is stupidity. 

22 We know that black people in that community 

23 have the highest rate of cancer, the highest rate of 

24 everything is in that community, and you want to 

25 delay another minute? I have been on the RAB board, 

23 
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1 the Community Development board, the every -- We have 

2 done studied -- that community has been studied in, 

3 studied out, studied up, studied down. Now somebody 

4 want to do some more studying. 

5 I don't understand. What is the problem? 

6 What is the general idea of anybody wanting to delay 

7 this project any further? Any second? A millionth 

8 of a second is too long for our community to go like 

9 this. 

10 I look at it as plain -- if it was white 

11 people out there affected by it, something would have 

12 been done. If it was in Presidio, it wouldn't have 

13 lasted this long. Don't kid yourself. We're not 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

that stupid. We know that we are treated different. 

This ain't nothing new. Look at your own statistics. 

Look at the jobs. Your own statistics, white 

people's statistics, say that black people get less 

than one half of one percent of the work at the 

19 airport. 

20 Now, we didn't create that. We don't 

21 create all these statistics. We didn't create the 

22 fact that we got the highest rate of cancer, the 

23 highest rate of every kind of disease you can name. 

24 And somebody got the nerve to come up here and say 

25 they want to wait another day. That's madness. 

24 
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l We want you and everybody in this City to 

2 know that you•ve got to get going and get in gear and 

3 get that thing going and get that place cleaned up so 

4 it will stop affecting our community the way it's 

s been doing. I don't understand. What is the 

6 

7 

problem? I was on the RAB board. I raised so much 

hell that they disbanded it because they wanted. to 

e wait. And I'm on the CDC board. l was on the FEP 

9 board, NAACP board, CIC. I've been on every kind of 

10 board you can name, and every other day I'm up here 

11 again shouting and screaming asking you to move 

12 forward, and somebody got the nerve to come up here 

13 and say wait a minute. 

14 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Mr. Walker. 

lS MR. CHARLIE WALKER: We want you to move 

16 forward; that's all. And please move forward. 

17 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Willie B. Kennedy and 

18 then Olin Web. 

19 MS. WILLIE B. KENNEDY: Thank you. My name 

20 is Willie B. Kennedy and I'm -- Let's see. I don't 

21 know what my titles are these days. I've got 

22 several. But anyway, today, I'm a member of the 

23 community because I live in the Bayview/Hunter.s Point 

24 community. 

25 I have lived in basically every community, 

25 
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1 almost, in this City. But this time, I bought a 

2 house and I'm there to stay in the Bayview/Hunters 

3 Point, and I like it there. Like one of the -- the 

4 young lady that came up before, I like it there, I 

5 like the weather, I like the people, I like 

6 everything about the Bayview/Hunters Point community. 

7 And I want all of you to know that we are 

a concerned about the environment. We are concerned 

9 about the health of the.people in the community. But 

10 we are also concerned about the economy, and we are 

11 concerned about jobs that will become available at 

12 the time that -- when we do the shipyard. And I 

13 would certainly like -- hate to think today that .the 

14 delay tactics is to keep the community out of the 

15 loop. 

16 

17 

I don't know how many of you here remember 

the Western Addition. When the Western Addition was 

18 revitalized, so to speak, they moved everybody out 

19 and it took 25 years in order to bring it back in. I 

20 would certainly hate to do this. And once they 

21 finished it, no one who had lived in that particular 

22 community prior to that could come back in because 

23 they couldn't afford it. 

24 Now we would certainly hate to see this 

25 happen in the Bayview/Hunters Point community. And 

26 
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l we all know that delays cost money. We know that. 

2 And -- and to delay would keep -- even if you delay a 

3 day~ a week, a month or a year, whatever, it costs 

4 money. Because the construction cost goes up each 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

day, almost. And in order for us to -- to develop 

this so it will be affordable for the people of the 

City of the people in the Bayview/Hunters Point, 

(inaudible} the City and County of San Francisco, 

we're going to have to move forward and not delay 

this, not one moment. 8H2-8 
So I would urge you not to delay it because 

we, th~ citizens -- I think we have spoken here 

today, even though you've only see a few of us, but I 

think we represent basically the thinking of the 

15 people of the Bayview/Hunters Point community. We 

16 want to move forward. We want to see something done 

17 there that's going to be constructive and beneficial 

lS to the people who live in that community. And I urge 

19 you, this afternoon, to go ahead and pass it and 

20 forget about the delays. Thank you very much. 

21 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Olin Webb and then 

22 Mr. Alex Lantsberg. 

23 MR. OLIN WEBB: Good afternoon. And thank 

24 you for giving me the opportunity to speak. My name 

25 is Olin Webb. I'm speaking on the NEPA process, 

2? 
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l National Enviro~~ental Policy Act. 

2 One of the principals in the NEPA process 

3 is that environmental, ethnic productivity, harmony, 

4 social, economic, and other requirements, and then 

5 Section 101 of the NEPA says "Planning and 

6 Decision-Making.• Then you get to Section 102 where 

7 you talk about Environmental Impact Statement. 

8 I don't think it takes a rocket scientist 

9 to understand that if you wait 30 days longer to 

10 really go over and review t~e EIR and EIS that it's 

11 going to cause any kind of significant delay. You 

12 know, I've been in Hunters Point since 1944. I've 

13 been waiting for economic development for Bayview/ 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

1.9 

20 

Hunters Point ever since I was a kid. But right now, 

I don't see the opportunity for African-Americans to 

do any kind of development in that shipyard or in my 

community. 

We're all going up here and talk about we 

want things to go, we want things to happen, but no 

one seems to try to understand that if you take that 

21 (inaudible) from the Human Rights Commission, we're 

22 on the bottom. We've been on the bottom ever since I 

23 got out of high school. We've been on the bottom 

24 ever since I've been in this world, and yet we want 

25 to rush into something when no one is taking under 

28 
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l consideration that we need to study this for economic 

2 development for Afr.ican-Americans. 

3 Half of that shipyard should be set aside 

4 for African-Americans. No one has guts enough to say 

S that. You done gave the 49ers all of the property 

6 

7 

8 

out there that was supposed to be partly set aside 

for us to do some development. When I was a kid, 

like l keep saying, l had not -- never had the 

9 opportunity to develop that community. And we need 

10 to put that forward for our young people to come from 

11 behind us. 

12 Thirty days is not going to hurt anybody 

13 for us to review this. But we need to review this 

14 situation for development of African-Americans. 

15 Everyone keeps saying that.African-

16 Americans are on the bottom, but no one is saying we 

17 need to set aside our stuff. I went through the jobs 

18 thing with Hunters Point when I was a carpenter. The 

19 

20 

21 

minute my usefulness wore off, I got fired or laid 

off. I couldn't afford to buy a house because I 

didn't have the economic stability to come into 

22 owning a house. 

23 We need to start looking at what we can do 

24 for ourselves and what we can do for our kids that's 

25 coming behind us and stop rushing into everything 
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1 saying just because we got a little bit right now 

2 that that's going to do for us to make our little 

3 establishment fine for African-Americans. We're not 

4 doing it for us. we•re supposed to be doing this for 

5 our kids. 

6 My thing is I'm telling everyone here we 

7 need to look into economic development for African-

8 Americans. Half of that shipyard should be set aside 

9 for African-Americans. You gave the 49ers over 500 

10 acres out there and a hundred million dollars. I 

11 went to the Redevelopment Agency and Mr. Kofi Bonner 

12 (phonetic) and asked them for 20 million to start an 

13 

14 

African-American bank out there. They said they 

didn't have the money, but yet you can give somebody 

15 rich a hundred million dollars to start his process, 

16 and he can put it in the bank and turn that over to 

17 make a billion dollars and then say it's going to 

18 cost me 500 million to develop. He's still got a 400 

19 million dollar profit. 

20 Let's start looking at what we can do for 

21 African-Americans out there. I suffered all my life. 

22 I didn't ask to be realigned against. I did not ask 

23 to be -- I did not ask for racism that's going on out 

24 there. But I am going to ask for things need to 

25 change. You•re talking about innovative technology. 

30 
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l We need to start changing this and looking at the 

2 development for African-Americans so we can have 

3 parity. You're talking about parity in everything 

4 else, sports and everything, but you're not talking 

5 about parity with African-American development. You 

6 need to start looking at that. 

7 Thank you. 

8 COMMISSIONER SWEET: I'd like to remind the 

9 speakers, too, that we're here to actually discuss 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

the usefulness of this document. We've heard the 

request for an extension of time. We've heard it 

several times now. So to that end, I'd like the 

speakers going forward to remember that we're here to 

discuss the usefulness of this document, and we'd 

like to keep comments to that. Thank you. 

MR. OLIN WEBB: Okay. In that EIR/EIS it 

17 does not say anything about the African-American 

18 development, and that's part of the NEPA process, the 

19 E!R/EIS. 

20 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Mr. Webb, thank you. 

21 MR. OLIN WEBB: So I am speaking to the 

22 issue. 

23 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Alex Lantsberg and 

24 then Ruth Gravanis. 

25 MR. ALEX LANTSBERG (SAEJ) : Good afternoon, 

Jl 
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1 Commissioners. My name is Alex Lantsberg, and I'm 

2 the project coordinator and representative of the 

3 Southeast Alliance for Environmental Justice, 

4 (inaudible) African-Americans, (inaudible) 

5 Bayview/Hunters Point baseq organization that's 

6 dedicated to assuring environmental justice for the 

7 Bayview/Hunters Point community. 

a The disposal and reuse of Hunters Point 

9 Shipyard is an important part of the community's 

10 revitalization, but before I mention some of the 

11 concerns, I realize you asked us to keep off this 

12 thing, but this is one of our concerns is we haven't 

13 had time to really come ~p with our concerns. 

14 When we asked the Planning Department staff 

15 for an extension, here's a quote. The response was, 

16 quote, •The goals of timely completion of site 

17 remediation and safe and constructive use of the 

18 shipyard for civilian uses that will benefit the 

19 sur~ounding community prevented granting of an 

20 

21 

extension.• This is false and dismissive of the 

public. 

22 Cleanup of parcel B is currently 

23 proceeding, and there's nothing that would suggest 

24 that a 30-day extension of the EIR review period 

25 would stop these activities. There has also been no 

32 
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l record of decision for any other parcels other than 

2 "An which has been cleaned up and is set to be 

3 del~sted off the National Priorities List. 

4 

5 

6 

As far as a, quote, •safe and constructive 

use of the shipyard for civilian uses,• this is 

exactly what we're asking with this public input 

i process. The community must have adequate time to 

a review the effects of this development and insure 

9 that we're actually part of this process, not just a 

10 spectator or being told what's good and what's bad 

ll for us. 

12 Our concerns -- Now to get to the actual 

13 material for (inaudible) . Our concerns presented by 

14 the EIR: air quality and traffic, hazardous 

15 materials, socio-economic applications on African-

16 American business development and jobs, water and 

li energy use are just some of the things that we are 

18 reviewing as part of this process. We will submit 

19 more written comments; however, I would like to 

20 briefly give you an overview of what stands out. 

21 With transportation, there's simply not an 

22 emphasis on transportation, industry (inaudible}, 

23 

24 

and alternative transportation such as biking and 

skating. Although the Transportation System's 

25 Management Plan, TSMP, is discussed at length, the 
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l plan relies too much on the words •may• and •could," 

2 leaving a little bit too much ambiguous. 

3 A particular concern is that the TSMP is 

4 discussed in the nonmitigatable impact section, not 

5 as a specific mitigation to control expected 

6 increases in traffic. Furthermore, the plan still 

7 

8 

9 

10 

places too much emphasis on the private automobile as ~ 
the primary mode of transportation. Increasing 

capacity in the surrounding intersections to improve 

the level of service is only going to encourage 

ll automobile use. There have been plenty of studies to 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

justify this thing. And delaying All it will do 

is delay the inevitable situation of excessive 

traffic tie-ups and the resulting air pollution. 

A first question as to the hazardous 

material section is who is actually going to monitor 

and insure that following restrictions are followed 

once the Hunters Point, BPS, project is moving full 

steam ahead. 

Planning Department staff has already shown 9.13 
with the helipad issue, I'm not sure if you're 

familiar with this thing, that they will not follow 

restrictions as they're laid out in the finding of 

24 suitability to transfer. There's no reason for us, 

25 then, to believe that development restrictions, 

34 
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l especially small-scale restrictions, that are not 

2 going to immediately pop up and they're not going to 

3 be seen immediately unless there's extensive --

4 extensive review of these things, will be noticed 

5 

6 

7 

much less followed unless a community-based 

monitoring program is implemented. This is going to 

go to -- This leads me to exactly what Olin is 

B saying: Give folks a little bit more of a say in 

9 what's going on over there. 

10 The analysis of socio-economic impacts is 

11 also inadequate. The EIR says that the City's, 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

quote, first source -- that's not a quote -- first 

source program will educate and provide employment 

opportunities for local residents. But nothing in 

the EIR or the redevelopment plan speaks to the 

creation of opportunities for local African-American 

17 business development. 

18 Getting people jobs is important, but more 

19 important is the creation of opportunities that will 

20 allow residents to own businesses and profit from 

21 this enormous project that's going to be happening 

22 right in our backyard. 

23 And while there's a good discussion of 

8 

e 

24 

25 

water issues, there's still too much ambiguity. When ~ 
we spoke of no new sewage with the Mission Bay 
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l project, we insisted that an already overburdened 

2 

3 

sewage treatment pl_ant in an overburdened community 

should not have a greater load placed on it. Simply 

4 because this project is in our backyard does not mean 

s that it's exempt from this concern. 

6 Energy continues to be a concern, 

7 especially the stages involved of eventually shutting 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

down the Hunters Point power plant. And all in all, 

although this document is a dramatic improvement over 

the inadequate thing put out last year, it still has 

a long way to go. 

Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Ruth Gravanis and then 

14 Christine Shirley. 

15 MS. RUTH GRAVANIS (S.F. BayKeeper/Golden 

16 Gate Audubon Society) : Good afternoon, 

17 Commissioners. I'm Ruth Gravanis, and first of all, 

18 I want to mention that Michael Lozeau, the executive 

19 director of the San Francisco BayKeeper was unable to 

20 be here this afternoon, and he asked me to submit 

21 some written comments for the record that I don•t 

22 

23 

24 

25 

have time to go into right now. 

But in brief, the BayKeeper is pleased to 

know that the Revised Draft does mention potential 

environmental consequences of storm water 
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1 contamination and increased sanitary waste flows. 

2 And that's the good part. But there's no attempt in 

3 the.document to correlate the land-use plan and the 

4 infrastructure plans with potential storm water and 

s 
6 

7 

B 

sanitary waste treatment and management alternatives 

that might be necessary to address the environmental 

consequences that are identified. 

The reuse plan should provide for the open 

9 space that may be required to accommodate appropriate 

10 environmentally sound treatment technologies. 

11 In addition to the more detailed 

12 

13 

substandard concerns that are addressed in the memo, 

the BayKeeper also supports the request for an 

14 extension of the written comment period. 

15 Now, speaking on behalf of the Golden Gate 

16 Audubon Society, we haven't had a chance yet to do a 

17 thorough review of the document, but in our first 

18 review, we're concerned that the recent wetland 

19 {inaudible) and creation proposal produced by Tetra 

20 Tech for the Navy is being looked at in isolation 

21 

22 

from the EIS/EIR, and we think it's very important 

that these documents be looked at together. 

23 One of the possibilities being discussed in 

24 the Tetra Tech report is using wetlands as a way of 

25 covering up some contaminated mud flats which may not 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

be a good thing for the community. On the other 

hand, it may be a successful way to deal with some of ~ 
the problems that are there. 

Also, the value and the diversity of the 

existing wetlands at Hunters Point are minimized in 

6 the document. The number and diversity of plants 

7 does not appear to be completely mentioned. And also 

8 

9 

the types of wetlands. Not only do we have tidal 

salt marshes but we also have seasonal streams and 

10 seasonal wetlands for quite a diversity of plant life 

11 and great potential for restoration, great potential 

12 for environmental education opportunities which need 

13 to be further explored. 

14 So we, too, ask that we would be allowed to 

15 enjoy our holidays without the stress of meeting the 

16 current comment deadline. 

17 Thanks. 

18 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Christine Shirley and 

19 then Keith Nakatani. 

20 MS. CHRISTINE SHIRLEY (Arc Ecology): Hi, 

21 I'm Christine Shirley from Arc Ecology. Good 

22 afternoon, Commissioners. 

23 I was very pleased to see that toxics --

24 the hazardous materials and waste sections of the 

25 EIS/EIR were greatly expanded and covered a lot of 
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l the territory that needed to be covered, but I have a 

2 few suggestions. 

3 In Section 3.7, the terms wresidential and 

4 industrial reuse scenariosw are used repeatedly, and 

5 some risk ranges, ~ealth r~sk ranges, are given. 

6 However, those -- the term wresidential and 

7 industrial reuse scenarios• is never defined 

8 adequately. 

9 I believe that the assumptions that are 

10 

ll 

used in developing those scenarios ought to be 

reported in the EIS/EIR so that we can be reminded 

12 about why the use restrictions will be placed on 

13 parcels cleaned up to industrial standards only. 

14 We must remember that the shipyard in the 

15 areas that are cleaned up to industrial standards 

16 will remain encumbered by toxics. And I don't want 

17 that forgotten as we move into the future. 

18 I also want to point out that the 

19 

20 

21 

22 

industrial reuse scenario assumes an eight-hour-per

day, five-days-per-week exposure to site contaminants 

and that the EIS/EIR should address possible 

cumulative health effects to people who work at the 

23 shipyard and then go home to neighboring 'hoods right 

24 outside the gate and may continue to be exposed to 

25 similar toxins. 
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l I also don't believe the EIS/EIR pays 

2 enough attention to residual contamination. That 

3 By that I mean what's left over after the Navy 

4 completes their cleanup. Anticipated residual 

S contamination needs to be described and presented on 

6 a three-dimensional map for future reference as the 

7 redevelopment proceeds. 

8 The mitigations put forth in Section 4.7 

9 only direct readers to ref er to Navy data to 

10 determine the location of residual contamination. I 

11 can tell you there's a lot of Navy data out there. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

It's almost impossible to figure out where to start 

to look at Navy data. So I think the mitigation 

should be expanded to direct readers into -- to 

specific documents that describe the residual 

contamination. And I would start by asking that the 

17 Navy provide the City with a GIS, electronic GIS 

18 version, of what's left after they leave so that this 

19 can.be used during the redevelopment process to 

20 really hone in on where residual contamination 

21 remains. 

22 Also, one of the mitigations in section 4.7 

23 states that contractors should immediately stop work 

24 in areas contaminated with unknown hazardous 

25 materials. I believe this is an inadequate 
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l mitigation because many of the hazardous materials 

2 that contractors will run into are not in the form of 

3 debris or tanks or something visible. They are 

4 invisible. These toxins could be invisible. They 

s can't be smelled yet they could still be dangerous. 

6 So some means needs to be developed in the 

7 mitigations of discovering these unidentified 

a subsurface hazards so that they don't inadvertently 

9 cause problems in the future. 

10 The mitigations also make no mention of the 

11 Navy's potential role in addressing the undiscovered 

12 contamination. It must be pointed out in the EIS/EIR 

13 

14 

15 

that the CERCLA record of decision is essentially a 

cleanup contract between the Navy and the regulators. 

And that document puts forth very specific 

16 requirements for ~hat the Navy's responsible for and 

17 what they're not responsible for. 

18 The terms of the ROD tor all the parcels as 

19 they become available need to be included in the 

20 EIS/EIR so that when this undiscovered material is 

21 is discovered, that if the Navy is responsible for 

22 the cleanup they can be brought into the conversation 

23 in a timely manner. And also so that the City 

24 doesn't begin a cleanup that they really don't need 

25 to be taking responsibility for. 
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So mitigation 5 needs to be modified such 

that the Department of Health Services will consult 

the appropriate CERCLA record of decision and the 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Navy before undertaking any additional cleanup during 8 
d l d 'f ' ' f 11 ' h' h H

2
-
23 

re eve opment. An i contamination a s wit in t e 

10 

11 

terms of the ROD, the Navy must retain responsibility 

for that cleanup. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Ms. Shirley --

MS. CHRISTINE SHIRLEY (Arc Ecology): Yes. 

I have one more point, and that is that -

COMMISSIONER SWEET: You can submit it to 

12 us in writing. 

13 MS. CHRISTINE SHIRLEY (Arc Ecology): 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Prop 65 needs to be included in the EIS/EIR. Thank 

you. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Thank you. 

Keith Nakatani and then Eve Bach. 

MR. KEITH NAKATANI (Save the Bay) : Good 

19 afternoon. My name is Keith Nakatani. I'm with Save 

20 the Bay. 

21 I'd like to say we appreciate the efforts 

22 that have gone into revising the draft EIR, and as 

23 speakers have testified to, there is an improvement; 

24 however, there are still some issues that need to be 

25 that have not been adequately addressed. 
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1 We are sensitive to the frustration of 

2 those who want to move forward now, but to ensure 

3 that the area is properly cleaned up so that people 

4 are not continually made sick, the EIR does need to 

5 be changed in some areas. That is why a 30-day 

6 

7 

8 

extension is needed. 

As one speaker said, the 30-day extension 

is not going to adversely impact economic 

9 development; however, the extension may positively 

10 impact economic development for those who have been 

ll previously shut out as well as to ensure better 

12 cleanup. 

13 I want to preface our substantive comments 

14 by saying that we know that the EIR states that it is 

15 not intended to assess remediation ~mpacts, that it 

16 assesses the impacts of reuse; however, this is a 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

misleading statement because the EIR also 

acknowledges that cleanup is a critical component of 

reuse and that property cannot be conveyed unless it 

is cleaned up to the point that human health and the 

environment are protected. Therefore, the EIR must 

also assess the impacts of cleanup. 

our substantive comments are also about the 

impacts on bay water quality, especially concerning 

hazardous materials and waste. We strongly disagree 
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1 with the statement regarding parcel "F" that no human 

2 health risk assessment is needed because there are no 

3 pathways to human exposure from the submerged 

4 contaminated sediments. This is completely 

5 inaccurate. It is well-known that people regularly 

6 fish in the area. 

7 The EIR correctly points out that the 

8 primary exposure pathway for fish is ingestion of 

9 contaminated prey and incidental ingestion of 

10 sediment, and it also says that portions of parcel 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

"F" are characterized by concentrations of chemicals 

that are generally toxic to aquatic life. Moreover, 

we know anecdotal evidence shows that people are 

catching deformed fish. This clearly indicates 

severe contamination levels. 

16 The EIR says that some chemicals such as 

17 DDT, PCBs, and Mercury have high biocumulation 

18 factors which means that they accumulate and are 

19 magnified in the natural food chain. In other words, 

20 the higher up you go in the food chain, the higher 

21 the level of exposure. Clearly people are being 

22 exposed and their health is in jeopardy. Therefore, 

23 a human health risk assessment is required. 

24 Regarding contaminated sediment 

25 remediation, we find that most of the alternatives 
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are not acceptable. Two of the proposed remediation 

alternatives are basically the same. They say that 

the contaminated sediments should be dredged up and 

placed in a confined aquatic disposal facility. The 

only difference between these two remediation 

proposals is that one would have a wetland 

constructed on top of it. 

As you may know, BCDC has already rejected 

this proposed remediation strategy £or another 

project at Oyster Point for the Sheerwater project, 

and the contamination levels at Oyster Point are 

probably not as high as those at Hunters Point. 

Another example is the Port of Oakland's ~ 
SO-foot dredging project. They would have also liked 

to take contaminated sediments and to place them in 

an aquatic environment and then to cap it. Because 

of the protest of the environmental community, the 

Port of Oakland has withdrawn this proposal. 

Another remediation alternative, BCDC does 

not look favorably upon and that is capping in place. 

The EIR says the main environmental concerns of 

reusing contaminated sediments are the biological 

effects. That's correct. We disagree with its 

statement when it says reusing material in an 

environment that isolates the contaminants from 
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l sensitive biological receptors, meaning disposing in 

2 a confined facility, will largely eliminate these 

3 concerns. There is no evidence that supports this 

4 statement. on the contrary, there is evidence from 

5 the project in the Portland area where they take 

6 

7 

8 

9 

where they took contaminated sediments and they 

disposed of it in an aquatic environment. That 

project was such a failure that they had to redredge 

up those sediments at great cost because they were 

10 doing tremendous harm to the environment. 

ll Basically, the contaminated sediments need 

12 to be disposed of in an off-site permanent landfill. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Another one of our concerns is about the 

storm water runoff impacts. An on~site treatment 

facility needs to be developed. 

In closing, I would just urge you to make 

these changes in the final EIR. Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Eve Bach and then 

19 Jennifer Clary. 

20 MS. EVE BACH (Arc Ecology): Eve Bach from 

21 Arc Ecology, and I know you're a little tired of 

22 hearing about the request for the extension so I'll 

23 just cover that briefly. 

24 

25 

Just to give you some background 

information, those of us who have been working with 
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the Planning Department had hoped that the review 

period we had -- based on what we had been told, had 

hoped that the review period would run before the 

holidays began. 

One of the real complications is that when 

a document like this comes out, it requires people to 

just kind of drop everything else they're doing. And 

that's why the 60 days are so important. It's been· ~ 
-- It's been a very important part of the success of 

having kind of coordinated participation in -- in the 

environmental review process by community groups and 

environmental groups working together to be able to 

come up with positions that make sense together so 

that there isn't a bombardment cf the people working 

on the environmental review document to have a lot of 

16 incompatible things. And those -- That kind of 

17 coordination within the community takes time. And 

18 when people are out of town for Christmas right at 

19 the end of the period, it just doesn't work. 

20 Now to get on to more substantive issues. 

21 Unlike many situations where environmental groups and 

22 community groups use the environmental review process 

23 to fight a plan, this is really --

24 COMMISSIONER ANTENORE: You•re fading in 

25 and out. 

4? 
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1 MS. EVE BACH (Arc Ecology): Okay. This is 

2 really .a situation where there is widespread 

3 agreement that this is a good plan. The community 

4 was involved in developing it. Environmentalists 

5 were involved. And there -- there is a general 

6 feeling that this is a good plan and that people want 

7 to go ahead with it. 

8 The importance of environmental review in 

9 the process is to help refine the plan, to make sure 

10 that the many benefits that were promised to the 

11 community actually materialize and to make sure that 

12 there aren't unintended problems that are created in 

13 the process. 

14 The linkages between shipyard development 

15 and the Bayview/Hunters Point community are very 

16 clear in the impacts. The The EIS/EIR says that 

17 there are both traffic and air quality impacts that 

18 they feel cannot be mitigated. One of the issues, of 

19 course, is to try and improve mitigation so that they 

20 can be mitigated. But let's, just for moving ahead, 

21 for the sake of argument, let's assume that they 

22 that it lsn•t possible to mitigate them. One of the 

23 

24 

25 

things that we can do with the environmental review 

process is at least make sure that the benefits that 

were promised to the community do take place. 
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1 This is an environmental review document 

2 for the redevelopment plan. There is not one word in 

3 th.e body· of the redevelopment plan that addresses 

4 linkages between the people of Bayview/Hunters Point 

s and the job opportunities, the affordable housing 

6 opportunities, and the small business opportunities 

7 that will take place on the shipyard. There is the 

B opportunity for a good marriage using the 

9 environmental review document to make -- to deliver 

o those benefits and also to address the traffic 

l 

2 

mitigations. 

If the Redevelopment Agency uses its 

3 position as owner, not as a regulator but as owner, 

4 to make sure that there is a preference for those 

s business opportunities, for the jobs, for the 

6 affordable housing, for people in Hunters 

7 Point/Bayview, for their -- they have preference and 

s access to those opportunities on the base, it will 

9 definitely reduce the traffic impacts. And I think 

0 it could be done in a way that could be could 

l mitigate them to the point where they were -- would 

2 no longer be considered nonmitigatable. 

3 That's one example of the kind cf thinking 

4 we need to go through. My time is up, and I really 

S urge you to not be penny wise and pound foolish on 
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l the time front. 

2 Thank yo~ very much for the opportunity to 

3 address you. 

4 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Jennifer Clary and 

5 then Charlie Swanson. 

6 MS. JENNIFER CLARY (San Francisco 

7 Tomorrow) : This reminds me of that scene from 

8 "Singing in the Rain" doing their.first sound movie 

9 and they come in and they have Mr. Maddock {phonetic) 

o sing and they're going "Yes." So I want to apologize 

.l to the audien~e for the interruption in sound . 

. 2 · My name is Jennifer Clary, and I'm on the 

.3 board of directors of San Francisco Tomorrow and 

.4 would like to thank the Planning Department for 

.5 recirculating and revising this document. And there 

.6 are a lot of improvements, but I still have a lot of 

.7 problems with the transportation and air quality 

.8 section. Specifically, there are no tables in this 

~9 showing current usage or capacity for either MUNI or 

?O CalTrains, either for current for the project, for 

?l the cumulative use. 

None of the mitigation measures for transit ~ 
or air quality or, excuse me. None of the transit 

?2 

?3 

?4 mitigation measures are quantified on transit. There 

?S is nothing -- The goals of the transportation 
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l management committee are not specific mitigations. 

2 They're just kind of nyou should do this•; therefore, 

3 they can't quantify them. However, you can quantify 

4 some of the things that are listed in there. Like, 

5 for instance, a shuttle service. If you have so many ~ 
6 people coming by CalTrain and if you have a shuttle 

7 service that services CalTrain, that will serve bow 

B many people? Surely, somewhere along the line you 

9 can quantify that. 

10 Also, the local hiring initiative which is 

ll part of the plan is not quantified in· terms of its 

12 impact on transportation reduction of some of the 

13 impacts and a resulting reduction impact on air 

14 quality. And we think that you should go back, and 

15 the hiring program, the local hiring, is a 

16 mitigation measure. It gives you an added force of 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

law. I think. Maybe I'm wrong. But if you actually ~ 
put that into the document that a monitoring program, 

if you monitor the success of the local hiring 

program, and if you have to have local hiring, so 
percent I think is in the plan, that that has to be 

done as a mitigation, then you have a little extra 

teeth in the plan. 

Another. thing I'm interested in is the 

affordable housing, page 4-60. When you're talking 18 
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l about how the people in the neighborhood are going to 

2 be able to afford to live there, you go by housing 

3 tracts, 60 percent of the people who live in the 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

neighborhood, in the housing tracts, have less than 

half of the median income. Their median income is 

less than half of the median income which is used to 

determine affordable housing. Affordable housing 

starts at 60 percent of the median income. And then 

40 percent of the population has a median income 

that's slightly higher than the median. 

11 so when we put these numbers together, it's 

12 a little hard to figure out exactly how many people 

13 in the neighborhood will be able to afford to live in 

14 the market rate housing and how many people will be 

15 able to afford -- to afford the affordable housing 

16 because it seems like it's a very low number to me 

17 when you add in those numbers. But it's not 

18 quantified well enough. 

19 Again, I apologize for not being well 

20 prepared enough. I've been trying to read when on 

21 the bus every day, but it weighs 20 pounds, and if 

22 MUNI isn't running well, I'm standing up reading it. 

23 So it would be nice to have a little extra time to 

24 get all of our comments in order. 

25 Thank you. 
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1 COMMISSIONER SWEET: And after Mr. Swanson, 

2 Willa Sims. 

3 MR. CHARLIE SWANSON (Golden West Studios}: 

4 Good afternoon, Commissioners. My name is Charlie 

5 Swanson, and I represent Golden West Studios. We are 

6 a local San Francisco venture, a small business 

7 that's been trying to develop film studios in 

a San Francisco at Hunters Point. We have a proposal 

9 that's been before the redevelopment board for quite 

10 a while. 

11 I want to speak in favor of passing this 

12 EIR. I may be naive, but I don't believe that if --

13 if it passes today or if it passes in one month that 

14 the environmental laws will be rebuffed and not used. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

I'm of the opinion that now, in a month from now, 

six months from now, the law of the land, the 

environmental issues are going to have to be 

addressed and be taken care of. 

And I also -- I've worked in the Hunters 

in 

20 Point/Bayview community for most of the last 25 

21 years. I know this community. I really, really love 

22 this community. It's got wonderful things and 

23 wonderful people there. One of the things about this 

24 community is that I don't believe they're going to go 

25 away and step away from the issues that they bring up 
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here if you pass the EIR today or in 30 days or in 60 

days.· 

The 30 days may not make a difference, but 

it might. I know that it's -- In my business, it has 

made a difference. While we've been waiting for this 

to take place, waiting for the master developer to be 

picked, waiting for the Navy to turn it over, we have 

had to turn away millions of dollars of revenue that 

the City could have had from film and video and 

entertainment clients coming, working in 

San Francisco, using our services, buying our goods 

and products and helping us out. 

The film industry, entertainment in 

California is the largest industry we have in the 

state. The entertainment industry employs more 

people within the state than any other industry. 

The only disappointment I have with the 

document is that there is no reference to what the· 

film industry could do. There's a list of other 8 
H2-3S 

things that are here, but it's my belief that if we 

did a little more concentrating in helping advance 

the film industry, we could create an anchor industry 

and a revenue generator for the community, the area, 

and the City, and one that supports community, local 

businesses. 
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l So I hope that when this is accepted and we 

2 go down the line that the film industry isn't 

3 

4 

5 

forgotten here because every other city that I know 

of in the United States is actively pursuing and 

trying to bring to them the film industry. And it 

6 would be a shame if, in San Francisco, the number one 

'7 location for films, we can't address this issue and 

B 

9 

10 

11 

benefit from them. 

Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: 

Caroline Washington. 

12 Ms. Washington, Mike Thomas. 

Willa Sims. 

And after 

13 MR. MIKE THOMAS (SAFER/Communities for a 

14 Better Environment) : Good afternoon. My name is 

15 Mike Thomas. I'm with Communities for a Better 

16 Environment, a statewide environmental health and 

17 justice organization, and a community organizer with 

18 the SAFER project which has been organizing low 

19 income communities whose health and rights are 

20 repeatedly jeopardized by negative environmental 

21 impacts in the urban environment. 

22 As an organizer, I've been meeting with 

23 folks on the east side of the City for the last four 

24 years in Bayview/Hunters Point, lower Potrero Hill, 

25 south of Market, outer Mission. Each person that I 
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l talk to, be it if they live in a project, an 

2 apartment, a single-family house, a single-room 

3 hotel, feel and see the economic cleansing that's 

4 happening in our City and in their community, and 

5 they understand what the City is trying to do, and 

6 that is by pushing them out of the City, their City. 

7 These folks are people of color. The City 

8 

9 

10 

and the Navy owe it to these communities, which have 

been neglected and dumped on, to spell out ways that 

they can economically benefit from the Hunters Point 

ll project in order to confront the gentrification 

12 that's taking place in their neighborhood. 

13 The Hunters Point project is a one-time 

14 opportunity to -- opportunity to address the 

15 persistent economic, environmental, social problems 

16 that residents face. This is -- This is why we have 

17 serious concerns about the lack of mitigations, weak 

18 and vague mitigations, regarding air, transportation, 

19 water resources, utiliti~s. environmental justice, 

20 and hazardous waste. And at this time, I'm just 

21 going to touch on a few of those, but our written 

22 comments will go into more details. 

23 Tens of thousands of people annually use 

24 

25 

the south basin for water recreation and even for 

subsistence fishing. Option number 3 under your 
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water resources would actually send partially treated 

sewage to this.area at the amount of 2 million 

gallons a year. And again, this is in close 

proximity to where people are beneficially using the 

s bay water. 

6 The City's assessment of the Hunters Point 

7 storm water system comes to the conclusion that it 

e doesn't meet the City standards. The Navy has 

9 

10 

11 

classified the sanitary system as poor. Reports 

indicate that upgrades will cost anywhere between so 

to $250 million to upgrade the system. 

12 The Navy needs to pay for the upgrade on 

13 the separated system and not place limits at the 

14 expense of human health. 

15 With increased traffic and· air quality 

16 classified as significant negative impact, a strong 

17 need -- there is a strong need for a jobs mitigation 

18 based on neighborhood preferences to ensure that the 

19 12,000 jobs and the business opportunities are linked 

20 

21 

to residents. Because for folks that live in the 

neighborhood, there will not be a need to drive to 

22 work. 

23 The reuse plan states that 15 percent of 

24 affordable -- 15 percent of the housing will be 

25 affordable, but that's a tremendously low figure, 
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l especially, again, at the 60,000 [sic] median range. 

2 I•m not too sure how many folks in Bayview/Hunters 

3 Point can meet that. 

4 A mitigation spelling out housing 

5 preferences for families associated with the ~ 
6 neighborhood and similar to the Mission Bay agreeme~t 

7 with the developer, home ownership must be part of 

8 this equation. 

9 And finally, Communities for a Better 

10 Environment is requesting a one-month extension to 

11 review· this to continue reviewing this report. 

12 Not as an attempt to delay or oppose this project; 

13 

14 

rather, for more time to involve the community, 

educate the community, and make it a stronger 

15 project. Because without a clear policy direction 

16 and program, the Bayview/Hunters Point community 

17 cannot realistically expect to benefit from this 

18 massive City project. 

19 Thank you. 

20 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Caroline Washington? 

21 Caroline Washington? Isaac Smith? And after 

22 Mr. Smith, Seth Curley. 

23 MR. ISAAC SMITH (Communities for a Better 

24 Environment): Hello everybody. My name is Isaac 

25 Smith. I'm here representing Communities for a 
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l Better Environment and the SAFER youth program. I 

2 myself am a youth of San Francisco. I attend Urban 

3 Pioneers at McAteer High School, and I've lived in 

4 San Francisco all my life. 

5 I have a few c~ncerns about the 

6 redevelopment and cleanup of the shipyard and Hunters 

7 Point area. 

a One of them is that the EPA has had this 

9 area on their National Priority List since 1985 and 

10 they started testing in 1981. It's funny to me that 

ll 

12 

now the redevelopment comes around is now when they 

want to clean it up when my friends had been living 

13 in this neighborhood their whole life and continue to 

14 live there. 

15 Another one of my concerns is that after 

16 the redevelopment comes around, will people be able 

17 to still live in the community that live there. I'm 

lB basically talking about people of color. 

I have friends in the Fillmore. I lived in 

8 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

the Fillmore myself. I saw when redevelopment came 8H2~ 
there that a lot of my friends couldn't move back 

because of the pricing of the new homes there. And 

it would be terrible to see my friends in Hunters 

Point have to go through the same thing of not being 

able to live in their neighborhood that their parents 
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l have lived in for their whole lives. 

2 Another one of my concerns is jobs, jobs 

3 for the youth, jobs for the people of -- for the 

4 people of this community. When redevelopment comes 

5 

6 

7 

8 

around, a lot of times people from other communities, 

other cities, are hired. And it's -- it's their 

community. The people that live there, it's their 

community. They should be hired. They should be 

9 working on their community in the redevelopment. 

10 They're the ones that need the jobs the most. 

11 I'm just here as a voice for the youth of 

12 San Francisco. I feel we need to be heard, and thank 

13 you for your time. 

14 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Seth Curley? Arelious 

15 Walker? And after Reverend Walker, Barbara Banks. 

16 REVEREND ARELIOUS WALKER (True Hope 

17 Church): I'm Arelious Walker, pastor of a church, 

18 950 Gilman, in the Bayview/Hunters Point community. 

19 Let me say at the outset that I think it's 

20 time now to move forward with the project. But not a 

21 rush to judgment. And what I mean by wrush to 

22 judgment,w one is, as we all know from the many 

23 reports from the newspapers, that breast cancer is 

24 the highest, extremely high, in our particular 

25 community. Also, asthma and other respiratory 
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l disease. 

2 Now, I live in Bayview/Hunters Point myself 

3 as well as pastor of a church there, and I'm 

4 concerned about the parishioners that I pastor. And 

5 that is why that I think that with moving forward, I 

6 agree with that. I want a repetition on that and 

7 make sure that's understood. I also agree with some 

8 of the speakers that there have been numerous ·studies 

9 

10 

ll 

I served on the first general committee of 

(inaudible) leadership in the community when Art 

Agnes appoi~ted some of us to look at that facility 

12 (inaudible) and stuff like that, and I remember that 

13 that support of the Superfund from the Navy that 

14 provided the funds to clean up the Bayview -- cleanup 

15 the shipyard. And one of the things at that time, I 

16 don't know if it changed, that prior to turning their 

17 property over to the City, that the Navy will see to 

18 it that it's clean, that it's cleaned up from the 

19 toxic waste. I don't know what's happened to that at 

20 this point. 

Secondly, there's another concern I have, 

is housing. And I'm talking about realistic housing. 

8 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

And I think you heard several people quoted as far as ~ 
the affordability of that housing. And sometime 

there is laws and decisions made about affordable 
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1 housing, but many people in the same economical level 

2 cannot even afford affordable housing. 

3 So that's the thing I'm really concerned 

4 because I've been pastor in the City about 30 years. 

5 Over the last eight or ten years, maybe ten years, 

6 I've lost anywhere from 15 to 20 families. They 

7 could not They cannot afford to live in the City, 

8 and they had to go to Antioch, they had to go to 

9 various places trying to buy housing. 

10 

ll 

And as we know, we beard several people 

talk about the impact on the people in that 

12 neighborhood, with the majority of the population, 

13 around 58 percent, I understand, is African-American. 

14 And African-Americans at this time in the City is on 

15 the lower totem pole of everything. I think there 

16 should be some consideration in those particular 

17 areas. And in many instances, (inaudible), I'm 

18 involved socially in that community, and there is 

19 promise of the jobs from private industry, sometimes 

20 .City projects. But when it really comes down to it, 

21 the jobs do not materialize. 

22 So since we have the development of 

23 Candlestick by the 49ers and real cooperation, we 

24 also have the Mission Bay project, we have the light 

25 rail project, now this project, I think it's 
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l incumbent upon you that govern the City to make sure 

2 that we don't make the same mistakes. I have the 

3 confidence that you will do that. 

4 So finally, I'm for the project. Move it 

5 forward as quickly, but also making sure that those 

6 particular areas is adhered to and see to it that 

7 it's done so that we can begin to elevate our 

8 condition. 

9 Maybe I will say this if I have time, and I 

10 don't know how many minutes I have left -- I have 

ll maybe one left -- is I work on the welfare work 

12 initiative program. And here again, we can mitigate 

13 that particular program with this project if those 

14 persons in power would be conscious to make sure that 

15 there's (inaudible) left and (inaudib~e) people can 

16 be transferred in those particular areas. 

Thank you very much. 17 

18 COMMISSIONER SWEET: And after Ms. Banks, 

19 Jeff Marmer. 

20 MS. BARBARA BANKS (B&C Painting}: Yes. 

21 Good afternoon, Commissioners. My name is Barbara 

22 Banks --

23 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Can you speak into the 

24 microphone, please? 

25 MS. BARBARA BANKS (B&C Painting): My name 
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l is Barbara Banks. I was born and raised in --

2 Good afternoon. My name is Barbara Banks. 

3 I was born and raised in the Bayview/Hunters Point 

4 area of San Francisco. I presently own and operate a 

small business, a paint contracting business, in the 

Bayview/Hunters Point area, and I feel that the EIR 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

should move along as fast as possible to -- so we can 8 
H24S 

get some master developer that is committed to the 

community to provide the economic opportunities and 

10 housing opportunities that will be available once the 

11 site is developed. And that -- And I think it should 

12 move forward. 

13 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Jeff Marmer, and then 

14 Arnold Townsend. 

15 MR. JEFF MARMER {Coalition for Better 

16 Wastewater Solution/Alliance for a Clean Waterfront) : 

17 Yes. Good afternoon, Commissioners. My name is Jeff 

18 Marmer. I'm with the Coalition for Better wastewater 

19 Solutions and with the Alliance for a Clean 

20 Waterfront, which is a network of a lot of the groups 

21 you've heard from today. 

22 We've been concerned about water quality 

23 issues, and, in particular, storm water and sewage 

24 

25 

issues, and, in particular, how all this new 

development is going to affect the BayvieW:and the 
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l southeast treatment plant. And we feel that there's 

2 a huge amount of development coming, as you know. We 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

just finished doing Mission Bay and there's more 

coming. 

And so with Mission Bay, we succeeded in 

starting the City down a new path that we've been 

pushing, which is there are a lot of alternative 

treatment technologies to separate out and reduce the 

volumes headed in the central plant and treat the 

storm water to a higher level. And we're still 

working with them to try to come up with a plan to 

decentralize that sewage treatment. But the Hunters 

10 

11 

12 

13 L~ Point Shipyard offers a huge opportunity here. Andi ~4)' 

guess what we wanted to get across to you is that, 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

you may know this from reading it, but we want to 

emphasize what we're dealing with there at Bunters 

Point is a separated system and all the storm water 

basically gets no treatment and is full of toxins and 

19 heads directly into the bay. And the sewage system 

20 is dilapidated. 

21 So we are encouraged that in this EIR, the 

22 City has finally put in its set of possible options a 

23 separated system here in which we could actually 

24 separate out the storm water. And there's also even 

25 the suggestion that Hunters Point Shipyar~ could have 
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1 its own sewage plant. 

2 So we're very encouraged by that because we 

3 believe that's the most environmentally sound, most 

4 environmentally just path. And that it could be done 

5 

6 

7 

e 
9 

10 

11 

12 

in a way where it's -- it's actually, there are ways 

to do it that don't smell, that are cheaper, that are 

more aesthetic. 

And by doing that, we reduce the daily load 

to the southeast treatment plant, ·reduce the amount 

of overflows, and reduce the amount of sewage that's 

in those overflows. So we're glad to see, we're 

encouraged to see that those options are in there. 

13 One big piece we see missing is the 

14 recycled water. And the Hunters Point Shipyard falls 

15 in the reclaimed water zone, and yet there's no call 

16 for recycled water. On-site treatment could supply 

17 -- the estimate is that there would be .7 million 

18 gallons a day of sewage generated. The recycled 

19 

20 

21 

water master plan that came out about two years ago 

said that there's a million point seven million 

gallons of need. So that the whole thing could be 

22 recycled, and thus, again, no more headed to the 

23 sewage plant. We think that that is environmentally 

24 sound, prudent; especially as we're watching MTBE 

25 disaster pollute the lot with groundwater. 
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l We're surprised that again in this EIR, the 

2 waste water master plan projected that by the year 

3 2010 we would have a 15 percent deficiency in the 

4 

5 

6 

firm yield, the firm amount of water we can deliver 

based on what they project the needs by 2010, yet 

this EIR says by 2020 we have no water problems. So 

7 we think it's totally prudent to put back in there a 

a whole plan for recycled water, including a call for 

9 dual plumbing. 

10 And again we're encouraged that this EIR 

11 acknowledges the significant negative effects of the 

12 csos and the possibilities of a11·this storm water 

13 

14 

15 

16 

and sewage headed to the central system. It's 

projected to be an 11 percent increase in csos for 

the system and Islais Creek in the neighborhood. And 

even though that is legally permitted, we think it's 

17 wrong, in the wrong direction. 

18 So we're glad that it acknowledges the 

19 problems are significant, the increased problems in 

20 beach closings that would happen around there, the 

21 increased pollutant load. And it calls for a further 

22 assessment, which again, we're encouraged by. And we 

23 wanted to let the commissioners know that the EPA has 

24 given the City a grant, this is something that we've 

25 worked on, to actually study these decentralized 
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1 sewage treatments. And we're hoping that will get 

2 off the ground very soon and provide the right path 

3 for this. 

4 I would emphasize that the one -- besides 

5 the recycled water, the other major deficiency is 

6 we're having problems in Mission Bay in that land is 

7 very tight, and where can we put the sand filters and 

B where can we put any grassy swales and where can we 

9 put a treatment facility. And so even though this 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

EIR calls for an option which includes a separated 

system and possible alternatives, there's no land set 

aside. There's no amount of wetlands. They have 

They haven't scoped it out, even in the broad sense 

of it, to make sure that there's enough land. So 

15 that's what we're calling for and we want to make 

16 sure that•s in there and that it's adequate to 

17 execute that option and make it called for. 

18 

19 

Thank you very much. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Arnold Townsend. 

20 Lefty Gordon? Karen Pierce? And after Ms. Pierce, 

21 Brad Benson. 

22 MS. KAREN PIERCE (Bayview/Hunters Point 

23 Health and Environmental Assessment Task Force) : 

24 Good afternoon. I'm Karen Pierce, coordinator of the 

25 Bayview/Hunters Point Health and Environmental 
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l Assessment Task Force, and I will be very brief. 

2 I want to request a 30-day extension of the 

3 

4 

5 

written comment period to allow sufficient time for 

us to thoroughly review and develop comments on the 

EIS/EIR. We have not had the opportunity to do that. 

6 My program is a collaboration of a number 

7 of City agencies, including the Department of Public 

B Health, San Francisco General, UCSF, many residents, 

9 environmentalists, nonprofits in Bayview. We did not 

10 meet in November, we did not meet in December. We 

11 will have a meeting in January at which time we will 

12 be able to take a position. 

13 If we don't have this extension, we would 

14 not be able to officially respond to this. And in 

15 that respect, let me just give you one substantive 

16 problem. 

17 Last week, I wasn't able to testify becaus~ 

18 I was in Boston at a breast cancer clusters workshop. 

19 That was attended by activists and researchers and 

20 scientists from all over the United States looking at 

21 the impact of breast cancer clusters and the efficacy 

22 of studying clusters. 

23 One of the recommendations that came out of 

24 that was a recommendation to the Office of Women's 

25 Health, and through them to the CEC, is to consider 
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1 funding some studies on breast -- the relationship 

2 between breast cancer and closed military facilities. 

3 As you know, because it's been referenced 

4 this afternoon many times, two years ago we learned 

5 that Bayview/Hunters Point had the highest breast 

6 cancer rate for women under 50 years old in the 

7 world. There's a clear relationship there. 

8 All of that is to say that unless there is 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

a cleanup plan that is part of the document and can 

be assessed along with everything else, this report 

will remain fatally flawed. 

Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Brad Benson and then 

14 Ray Tompkins. 

15 MR. BRAD BENSON: Hi. My name is Brad 

16 Benson, and I'm here today representing the 

17 Supervisor Tom Ammiano. 

18 President Chinchilla, President Sweet, 

19 Commissioners, the Supervisor also requests that you 

20 extend the public comment period for the EIS/EIR for 

21 

22 

23 

the disposal and proposed reuse of Hunters Point 

Shipyard by one month, until February 5th, 1999, and 

they can hold a third hearing in the Hunters Point 

24 community in January. 

25 Given the complexity of the EIS/EIR, it 
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1 seems only reasonable not to limit public comment to 

2 the holiday season when people's schedules are 

3 f oc·used on family and friends. 

4 The future of the shipyard is critical to a 

5 strong community, both in terms of economic 

6 development and environmental health and safety. 

7 It's therefore vital that we make all elements of the 

B community feel that their voices are heard and that 

9 their ideas are addressed in the planning documents. 

10 Finally, the Supervisor very much 

11 appreciates your hard work on this project. He 

12 realizes that both commissioners and members of your 

13 staff have invested a great deal of time and energy 

14 to reach this point in the process. 

15 Thank you for your consideration. 

16 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Ray Tompkins. And 

17 after Mr. Tompkins, Elizabeth Sullivan. 

18 MR. RAY TOMKINS (Bayview/Bunters Point Task 

19 Force): Good afternoon, Commissioners. Excuse me 

20 for my voice. I have a cold. 

21 I'm a resident of Bayview/Hunters Point. I 

22 live at 182 --

23 MR. JONAS IONAN: State your name for the 

24 record. 

25 MR. RAY TOMKINS (Bayview/Hunters Point Task 
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1 Force): Raymond Tompkins. And I'm also a member of 

2 Heath (phonetic), Environmental Health Task Force. I 

3 have the privilege of heading up the research 

4 committee that dealt with the breast cancer study and 

s the (inaudible) correlation between breast cancer and 

6 the environment, establishing the possibility of the 

7 two. 

a Also, I'm associate researcher at 

9 San Francisco University, College of Science and 

10 Engineering, and I'm also a lecturer in environmental 

11 chemistry and health risk assessment at U.C. 

12 Berkeley. I live at 182 Jerrold. I live right 

13 across the street from the shipyard. 

14 Right now, parcel •B• is like, what my red 

15 brothers would say, Native Americans, pale face 

16 people with forked tongue. You can put anything you 

17 want on a piece of paper. It is what you do that 

18 counts. Come out to my neighborhood right now, on 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Innes. You'll see a trail of dirt, contaminated 

soil, from parcel •B• going down past City College. 

That's in my house. 

If anyone has studied great (inaudible) 

23 from Stanford, contamination and how it spreads, 

24 they're not keeping up to the standards that they 

25 admitted for cleanup for a very low contaminated area 
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l let alone this. 

2 My colleagues and I at San Francisco State, 

3 since I begged for a freebie, since all the work I•m 

4 doing is free, Dr. Palmer is just finishing up a 

5 grant from NASA in studying the Soviet space 

6 station's air using mass spectroscopy. I was 

7 co-principal investigator. And (inaudible) to do, 

8 

9 

10 

I've been a victim of the Point, on air, on standing 

for voes, volatile organic compounds. 

The Navy, and I was at the RAB meetings to 

ll make a presentation. Right now, DDT is out there 

12 inside parcel "E." It is also in Yosemite slough, 

13 the adjacent property. The next common practice, as 

14 my dad had 20 years in the Navy -- I'm a Navy brat. 

15 They used to spread it all over the base to kill the 

16 mosquitoes. It is there. 

17 DDT, if you have questions, you may read 

18 the Scientific America article October '95 explaining 

19 xeno estrogens {phonetic). DDT breaks down to DDS. 

20 And if you•ve ever played with a magnifying glass and 

21 burned things with it as a kid, same problem. Water 

22 will do the same; have the magnification, break the 

23 chemical bonds. 

24 Why is this important? With (inaudible) 

25 state college of (inaudible) in Dr. Coleman's group 
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1 did a house-to-house survey teaching women 

2 self-breast examination. Right now, we have cases, 

3 women 20, 21, 22, 23, one woman 27 after having five 

4 children, losing their breasts. That means as a 

5 teenager they're developing breast cancer. 

6 I have a video where I took the kids with 

7 me because I need backup. I'm tired of being the 

8 only one in a research committee arguing about what 

9 direction we should go in terms of treating my child 

10 and the residents of Bayview/Hunters Point. I went 

ll over to Carver Elementary School. They were a part 

12 of our research team and sampling. I gave them bla·ck 

jackets, said "You're the mad scientist. Come on. 13 

14 

15 

16 

You can learn this.• And one of the fourth graders 

does geometry in the fourth grade. Imagine what 

she'll do in junior high. And we went and did air 

17 samples with peek (phonetic), undergraduate, graduat~ 

18 students. 

19 This is I'm sorry; I only have one copy. 

20 It's preliminary. I will present you a final copy. 

21 This is what we got off of one day in May, and you 

22 can see the video so that our methodology is not 

23 questioned. We are willing to go to the Supreme 

24 Court with this. One day in May, it was raining. 

25 Benzene levels, that's the shipyard, the high bar. 
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l These are the other areas we tested in 

2 Bayview/Hunters Point. Toluene, known cancer causing 

3 agent. Shipyard. Right there at the end of my 

4 

s 
6 

block, you go down to Jerrold, you hit the fence 

where it used to be the officer's quarters, make a 

right. This is off the basketball court. If you 

7 -could sweep the grass off of it. Xylene as well. 

B All cancer-causing agents. 

9 The Navy, as I argued with the good doctor 

10 from EPA and the toxicologists, since residents asked 

ll me to appear, is that it's make-believe science. 

12 Let's make believe we did something for them. And 

13 I'll be very brief in summation. 

14 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Actually, 

15 Mr. Tompkins. That's your time. 

16 MR. RAY TOMKINS (Bayview/Hunters Point Task 

17 Force): What they did is measure only on the 

lB shipyard. They have no baseline what's in the 

19 neighborhood. This is what's in here. It's called 

20 citijustic (phonetic) affect. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

our children are dying. I'm asking for a 

30-day review to look at :i:t, a more accountability 

system because they haven't done it. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Elizabeth Sullivan and 

25 then Sophie Maxwell. 
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l MS. ELIZABETH SULLIVAN (Neighborhood Parks 

2 Council): Hi. Good afternoon, Commissioners. My 

3 name is Elizabeth Sullivan. I'm the program manager 

4 of the environmental nonprofit known as the 

s Neighborhood Parks Council. We're a grassroots 

6 organizing group. We help neighbors all around 

7 San Francisco form groups to support their 

B neighborhood park. 

9 We're really concerned about the EIR in the 

10 Bayview Hunters Point Shipyard, and we are here today 

11 to lend our voice. We're a coalition of over 55 

12 neighborhood parks groups representing over about 

13 3,000 activists in San Francisco. We'd like to 

14 respectfully request that the extension be given to 

15 this EIR. 

16 We think that we do need extra time to 

17 

18 

19 

2 0 

21 

review this in light of health and safety concerns. 

The Neighborhood Parks Council is particularly 

concerned with increased opportunities for recreation 

in this new area, this ·new neighborhood of the City, 

and we feel it's vital that the health and safety 

22 concerns still not addressed be addressed before this 

23 is approved. Please approve the 30-day extension. 

24 

25 

Thank you very much. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Sophie Maxwell and 
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l then Dwayne Robinson. 

2 SOPHIE MAXWELL (Bayview/Hunters Point PAC) : 

3 Good afternoon. My name is Sophie Maxwell, and I'm a 

4 resident of Bayview/ Hunters Point, and I'm also 

5 chairman of the Bayview/Hunters Point PAC. I'm 

6 speaking as -- as a resident of Bayview. And that is 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

I -- Whether you extend it or whether you do it: now, 

there's certain things that we have to have done, and 

that is affordable housing has to be affordable as it 

relates to the people in the area, in the surrounding 8 
PH2-S7 

area. That's what we mean by affordable housing. We 

mean that maybe somebody making $15,000 a year can 

13 afford to buy a home. Just that simple. 

14 We also want to see zero impact on the 

15 sewage plant that now exists. Whatever we need to 

16 do, we need to go about doing that, if it's in the 

17 

18 

EIR, EIR well, you know what I mean, EIRS, 

whatever else all that is. If it's in there, 

19 whichever way is in there that can make that happen, 

20 zero impact, we want to see that. We want to see it 

21 in 30 days; we want to see it now; whenever you do 

22 it. 

23 I think it's very important that we also 

24 realize that Bayview/Hunters Point Shipyard is not 

25 isolated. It is in a community. That community also 
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l has to see a difference because of the shipyard. 

2 Because of the shipyard, Third Street has 

3 to be -- has to have something done to it. It cannot 

4 

5 

6 

look the same and the shipyard is the most glorious 

thing in the world. That will not work. Some way, 

we are going to have to figure out that whoever the 

7 developer is has to understand that part of it -- we 

8 will be coming to them and talking to them about 

9 Third Street. 

10 I think it's important that all of these 

11 things that we_ are talking about, all the concerns of 

12 the community, all of our health concerns, have to be 

13 met. They have to be dealt with. It is incumbent 

14 

15 

16 

upon the entire City. It is not Bayview/Hunters 

Point's health problem. It is San Francisco's health 

problem. It is not Bayview/Hunters Point's sewer 

17 problem. It is San Francisco's sewer problem. And 

18 the sooner we realize that, the better off we will 

19 be .. 

20 So whenever we do this, these things have 

21 to be addressed. 

22 

23 

Thank you very much. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Dwayne Robinson, and 

24 then Millard Larkin. 

25 MR. DWAYNE ROBINSON: Good afternoon. My 
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1 name is Dwayne Robinson. I'm a merchant, a business 

2 owner. I'm an owner of Bayview Barber College. I'm 

3 a resident of Bayview/Hunters Point all my life. 

4 one of the things I want to talk about is 

s the economic development of Bayview/Hunters Point. 

6 And I'm not talking in terms of, like, giving someone 

7 a job for 10 months or 12 months while we do 

B construction. What I'm talking about is the long-

9 term basis. And what I mean by this is in terms of 

10 if I send a college student out right there, I'm 

ll always telling students, •Go to college, go away, 

12 

13 

14 

don't worry. When you come back, Bayview is going to 

look the same.• I dare not say that now. 

so with this thought, what I'm saying is ~ 
15 that whoever gets the construction contract, the 

16 economics, the building, from the building of the 

17 house to making sure the loan, the whole from the 

18 beginning to the end, that we have a part, African-

19 Americans in Bayview/Hunters Point. I'd like for 

20 this to be on the record. I'd like for this to be 

21 put in the EIR document that we do have a chance. 

22 Because I don't think it's fair for anyone just to 

23 come over in a community, make some decisions, and no 

24 matter what we say right now, these decisions still 

25 might go forward. 
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l so I would like for us to think about the 

2 long term. I'm not talking like two years. I'm 

3 talking about ten years. Ten years of plan of 

4 economic development for the youth of Bayview/Bunters 

5 Point. 

6 I don't give a kid a job and {inaudible) go 

7 get on construction. Get the job. And we know how 

8 the process work and {inaudible) the construction 

9 jobs so they stay the way they are. We might have 

10 attitudes of being not used to working, unemployed, 

11 unskilled labor. And what I'm saying is that we 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

should think in terms of, like, whatever the 

development is, that we include this community. 

And it's like the young lady just said, 

this is not only Bayview/Hunters Point. This is a 

San Francisco project. so we should think as 

San Franciscans what we should do for one of our 

communities. And in terms of this community, we are 

Here's the front page of the new Bay {inaudible). 

20 It says, "City launches new jobs program for 

21 Bayview/Hunters Point. San Francisco's most 

22 economically disadvantaged community participated in 

23 a benefit for the City's robust economy.• 

24 The point being is that we're saying the 

25 economy is booming so fast and so many things are 
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l going to happen, but I think we're still going to be 

2 left out of this for some apparent reason. There's 

3 

4 

not· going -- Affirmative Action is gone. What do we 

have to say, 'Look, we're not being inclusive of this ~ 
s community"? Is there anything in the document to say 

6 this, in the EIR report? Can this be put in here? 

7 can it be put on record that this can't happen? 

a That's all I have to say today. 

9 MR. MILLARD LARKIN (NAACP): Good 

10 afternoon, Commissioners, guests, community. I'm 

ll here, my name is Millard Larkin, and I'm speaking on 

12 behalf of the NAACP for Mr. Alex Pitcher who is their 

13 president. 

14 I have copies of a letter that he asked me 

15 to read to you, copies for the entire commission. So 

16 I'd like to pass these out. 

17 I'll read this letter to you. It says, 

18 "Honorable Hector J. Chinchilla, President. Dear 

19 President Hector: The Revised Draft EIR/EIR,• [sic] 

20 

21 

parenthesis, •(the 'new EIR'), provides much more 

information about the environmental hazards at the 

22 shipyard and the remediation program for the site 

23 Installation Restoration Program, IRP. 

24 •It also looks at ways to cover 

25 contaminants and hazards that might remain after the 
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IRP is complete. l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

"Finally, the new EIR addresses design 

development and cleanup in parallel phrases -- phases 8 
and provides more complete health and safety measures PH:?-6::? 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

through the course of the development. 

"I support moving the process forward. 

Respectfully submitted, Alex Pitcher.• 

Now, I'd like to speak for myself, Millard 

Larkin, and I'm speaking with respect to having been 

in Bayview/Hunters Point for the past 20 years, both 

as a resident and as a community servant. 

I've worked in Bayview/Hunters Point as a 

drug counselor with Bayview/Hunters Point Foundation, 

so I am aware of the different things that are 

needed, the different -- the other different social 

programs, the other social problems that add to the 

environmental conditions. 

I think that in moving the EIR -- in moving 

19 this process forward, it does a lot of things. For 

20 example, many people in this room understand that the 

21 

22 

highest rate of breast cancer probably in the United 

States is right in that particular community. There 

23 are a lot of people that stand to gain that don't 

24 live in that community or haven't put anything back 

25 into that community. 
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So I think in addressing these issues, when 

we talk about environment, you do need to look at the 

things that it caused. So like the previous 

4 speakers, I'd like to see it move forward. 

Thank you. 5 

6 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Thank you. I have no 

7 other cards from people who'd like to speak to the 

8 commission on this item, but is there anyone else in 

9 the audience who would like to have a chance to speak 

10 to us? 

11 Seeing no one, we're going to declare 

12 public testimony on this closed. 

13 And Commissioners, we'll start with the 

14 Redevelopment Commission. Commissioner King. 

15 COMMISSIONER KING: No, I'm --

16 

17 

18 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: Commissioner Dunlop. 

COMMISSIONER KING: Let someone else do it. 

COMMISSIONER DUNLOP: First, I'd like to 

19 thank staff. This document is so much more improved 

20 from what we saw last year. I think it addresses the 

21 issues a lot more thoroughly. I think we have a 

22 document here that will possibly make its way to 

23 approval. 

24 I do want to recognize some of the concerns 

25 that were brought forward. I think one of the things 
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1 that came out from a number of the people who.came to 

2 speak was the issue about transportation and that 

3 section being particularly weak. And I also concur 

4 with that as far as, you know, bike route. And then 

s I also appreciate the comment of one of the possible 

6 mitigations on the weakness could be local hiring as 

7 a mitigation measure, and I think that's a really 

8 good idea. 

9 It was interesting to hear, there was 

10 certainly a lot of debate on the substance of the 

11 draft EIR/EIS, but actually more debate just upon 

12 length of time that people had to address it, which I 

13 think perhaps indicates that there just isn't enough 

14 time; that we haven't had enough substantive time to 

15 review this document. And I appreciate what 

16 Mr. Walker said regarding, you know, we got the 

17 report, we've got to start cleaning up this area. 

18 And no question about that, we really need to, but we 

19 need to do it in a thorough and, you know, proper 

20 manner, getting as much input as possible. 

21 The holidays have created, I think, a very 

22 large time, you know -- had blocked out a lot of time 

23 for the public with the public comment, and I really 

24 feel for the best of this project to go forward that 

25 we really should extend the public hearing for 30 
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l days that was asked. 

2 Now, of course, I would ask of staff, if 

3 there's any feeling about perhaps substantive 

4 problems that could come from that action. If 

5 there's someone who could .address that, the 30-day 

6 extension. 

7 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Ms. Gitelman. 

B MS. HILLARY GITELMAN: Hillary Gitelman, 

9 Planning Department staff. (Inaudible) the EIR is on 

10 the critical path so that the longer we take to 

ll finish the EIR, the longer it will be before the City 

12 gets control of the base from the Navy. 

13 That being said, I think a matter of days 

14 one way or the other I personally don't think makes 

15 that huge a difference. It's up to the Commission 

16 whether you wanted to grant 30 days. Maybe some 

17 compromise. We've heard compelling testimony on both. 

18 sides, 30 days and no delay. Maybe there's somewhere 

19 in the middle that the Commission could find. 

20 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Commissioner Dunlop, 

21 were you 

22 COMMISSIONER DUNLOP: I appreciate that. 

23 And I'd like to hear from my fellow commissioners, 

24 although, also, I -- you know, the President Elect 

25 Ammiano and Supervisor Yaki also weighed in on 30 
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l days. I think that's something that we should also 

2 consider in our deliberations. But I would love to 

3 hear from the other commissioners on this. 

4 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Commissioner King. 

5 COMMISSIONER KING: I'm speaking against 

6 your recommendation. I think they've had a year now. 

7 It's been a year they've been working on it, and 

8 (inaudible) had a lot. 

9 You made a very important point. We're 

10 dealing with the Navy, and if we keep 30 days, it's 

ll going to be another 60, 90 days by the time we get it 

12 all redrafted and re-everything else. And I think 

13 these people are right. That community is 

14 devastated, and they•ve got to move forward. And I 

15 think giving another 30 days, I don't see why. 

16 I think this document has been out and 

17 viewing people, working with people for the last 

18 thing, when we had the first hearing. We have this 

19 document. I know I'm a layman. I know I can•t go 

20 through all of it, but there are all these lawyers 

21 and these other people that maybe can get through it. 

22 But I think these people who are talking about it, I 

23 think they have enough time. I know Saul very well. 

24 He's been out there with that Bayview thing and his 

25 involvement for the last -- ever since it•s been out 
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l there. 

2 So, you know, I think there can't be a 

3 delay, and I think the people are right. I think 

4 we've got to move on it. We've bad it for over a 

5 year now. So I'm certainly in favor of not giving 

6 the 30 days. 

7 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Commissioner, 

8 Commissioners, may I suggest a compromise position. 

9 Realistically, the holidays, the last two weeks, are 

10 basically, you know, time to spend with the family, 

11 time to spend relaxing and stuff. And in all 

12 fairness, I think that a good -- a reasonable 

13 compromise position might be an additional two weeks, 

14 the weeks -- the time that's lost on the holidays, 

15 and not quite 30 days because I agree with 

16 Commissioner King that 30 days could turn into three 

17 months in the process. 

18 But perhaps if we go down the middle and 

19 split the baby, if you will, on two weeks, that would 

20 suits everybody's needs. So I would suggest that 

21 as a compromise position. 

22 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Commissioner Singh. 

23 COMMISSIONER DARSHAN SINGH: That's a good 

24 suggest that we extend it for two weeks, and I make 

25 the motion that we extend it for two weeks. 
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1 

2 

COMMISSIONER KING: I'll second that. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: I have a motion on the 

3 floor and a second. Are there any objections? 

4 Okay. Then it's unanimously adopted that 

5 we go on for an additional two weeks. I think the 

6 date decided 

7 

8 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAK.ER: 19th. 

MS. HILLARY GITELMAN: That would be the 

9 close of business on the 19th. 

10 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Is that all right 

11 with the Planning Commission, two weeks? 

12 COMMISSIONER HILLS: Yeah. I would just 

13 like clarification. It's with the understanding that 

14 -- that oral comment is closed now and it's only for 

15 written comments. 

16 

17 

18 with me. 

19 

20 when? 

21 

COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: That's correct. 

COMMISSIONER HILLS: Yeah. That's fine 

COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: That would be 

MS. HILLARY GITELMAN: That would be the 

22 close of business on January 19th. Oh, I'm sorry. 

23 Yes, January 19th. That's a Tuesday. 

24 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Tuesday? Okay. 

25 Everyone will agree to extend the comment period for 
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l written comments until close of business January 

2 19th. 

3 All right. Anything else? 

4 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Any other comments 

S from the redevelopment commissioners? Commissioner 

6 Yee, did you have anything? 

7 COMMISSIONER YEE: No, Chairman. 

8 COMMISSIONER SWEET: Commissioner Singh? 

Okay. 9 

10 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Any comments from 

11 the Planning Commissioners? 

12 Good document. It's a vast improvement 

13 over last year's document. I'm glad to see that the 

14 agency cooperated on that. 

15 Okay. If we have nothing else -- we do. 

16 I'm sorry. Commissioner Antenore. 

17 COMMISSIONER ANTENORE: I want to thank the 

16 president for that compromise position. It makes 

19 sense. It's really helpful for everyone. 

20 I was -- In the comments other than the 

21 transportation comments, I was particularly impressed 

22 by the questions raised by the wom~n who spoke about 

23 the residual contamination issues. And particularly 

24 the ability of the City, the public, the construction 

25 people, anybody who are going to be utilizing this 
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1 site to be able to identify areas of residual 

2 contamination so that when the work is going forward 

3 that people are doing this with knowledge of what's 

4 there. And I thought there really is a good issue 

5 about how that information is presented. And it 

6 really -- whether it's in the form of the 

7 Environmental Impact Report or whether it comes in a 

8 separate document, prior to actually commencing work 

9 there, there ought to be a clear, readily referable 

10 document where anyone affected can see and identify 

11 the issues around the residual contamination. And I 

12 thought that was an extremely good point that -- that 

13 needs some work in some form. 

14 And that I also thought that the point that 

15 she made about mitigation measure 5-A around the role 

16 of undiscovered contamination and spelling out what 

17 the various roles of the agencies involved, including 

18 the Navy and the City and so forth, would be with 

19 regard to contamination that's discovered after the 

20 fact, I thought those were two very important points. 

21 And I want to just support that speaker on those. 

22 COMMISSIONER CHINCHILLA: Any other --

23 Anything else, Commissioners, Planning Commissioners? 

24 If not, then we have no further business for the 

25 joint commissions. We'll adjourn this special 
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l meeting. 

2 For those that are here for the regular 

3 Planning Commission meeting, we will reconvene 

4 shortly in Room 428 for our regular meeting. 

5 COMMISSIONER DUNLOP: I move we adjourn the 

6 Redevelopment Commission. 

7 

8 

COMMISSIONER KING: I second it. 

COMMISSIONER SWEET: The meeting of the 

9 Redevelopment Commission is adjourned. 

10 (3 :43 p.m.) 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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6 taken at the time and place therein stated; that the 

7 proceedings were reported by me and was thereafter 
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9 that the foregoing is a true and complete record of 
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Response to Conunents 

1 Public Hearing 2, Held at the War Memorial Veteran's Building, 
2 December 17, 1998 

3 Response to Comment PH2-l (Espanola Jackson, Community Member): 

4 Comment noted. 

5 Response to Comment PH2-2 (Dorothy Peterson, Bayview-Hunters Point Restoration 
6 Advisory Board): 

7 Comment noted. 

8 Response to Comment PH2-3 (Saul Bloom, ARC Ecology): 

9 Tue Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
10 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
11 Revised Draft EISIEIR. 

12 Response to Comment PH2-4 (Chuck Collins, CWDG Ventures, Inc.): 

13 Comment noted. 

14 Response to Comment PH2-5 (Marsha Pendergrass, Community Member): 

15 Comment noted. 

16 Response to Comment PH2-6 (Marti Buxton, Catellus Development): 
17 Comment noted. 

18 Response to Comment PH2-7 (Charlie Walker, Community Member): 

19 Comment noted. The remediation of HPS is being conducted under the Installation Restoration Program 
20 (IRP) pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
21 and under Navy compliance actions. Site remediation is independent of the EIR. 

22 Response to Comment PH2-8 (Willie B. Kennedy, Community Member): 
23 Comment noted. 

24 Response to Comment PH2-9 (Olin Webb, Community Member): 

25 Tue Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
26 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
27 Revised Draft EISIEIR. 

28 Tue Proposed Reuse Plan would result in the creation of jobs and the construction of housing. A portion of 
29 the new jobs and housing would be reserved for low-income persons and residents of the Bayview-Hunters 
30 Point community. In light of these project benefits, no socioeconomic mitigation measures are required. Tue 
31 City/ Agency are currently in negotiation with a private developer who is expected to oversee development of 
32 HPS and implementation of the Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan (San Francisco Redevelopment 
33 Agency, 1997). It is possible that some form of" local community ownership" (e.g., affordable home 
34 ownership) could play a role in this development. It is not possible to say at this point, however, whether or 
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35 to what extent other forms of local ownership might be part of a negotiated agreement on development, 

36 given the likely need to balance potentially complex legal and financial issues raised by such a policy. 

37 Response to Comment PHl-10 (Olin Webb, Community Member): 
38 Please see responses to Comments Pll-13, Pll-14 and PB-17. 

39 Response to Comment PHl-11 (Alex Lantsberg, Southeast Alliance for Environmental 
40 Justice): 
41 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 

42 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 

43 Revised Draft EIS/EIR. 

44 Response to Comment PH2-1l (Alex Lantsberg, Southeast Alliance for Environmental 
45 Justice): 
46 The Transportation Management Association (TMA), through the Transportation System Management Plan 
4 7 (TSMP), would work to improve traffic conditions by encouraging alternate fonns of transportation. The 

48 TSMP includes specific, feasible measures for reducing automobile trips and encouraging transit use. 
49 Implementation of the TSMP is expected to reduce traffic and air quality impacts. The proposed TMA is the 

50 best form of mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. The TSMP is described in 
51 EIR Section 4.1.2 as mitigation for CEQA-specific Significant and Mitigable Impacts 1, 2, and 3. Please also 
52 refer to the response to Comment PH2-32. 

53 While road widening (proposed as mitigation for Significant and Mitigable Impact 2) can encourage 
54 automobile use, this tendency must be balanced against the need for lessening congestion and reducing air 
55 quality impacts. The BAAQMD recognizes that measures to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion can 
56 lessen air quality impacts, but cautions against traffic-inducing effects of increased roadway capacity 

57 (BAAQMD Guidelines, p. 59). The proposed mitigation measures would affect single intersections in a 
58 congested urban area where the transportation network has many other capacity constraints. Within this 
59 context, the suggested measures would not be expected to induce substantial additional traffic, and the 

60 benefit of reduced congestion and air quality impacts in the vicinity would appear to outweigh the 
61 incremental increases in capacity. 

62 Response to Comment PH2-13 (Alex Lantsberg, Southeast Alliance for Environmental 
63 Justice): 

64 The CERCLA Record of Decision (ROD) will address remediation of the existing contamination to the 
65 required cleanup levels and monitoring activities associated with remediation (groundwater monitoring, for 

66 example). The CERCLA process also requires enforceable controls to be in place to regulate future uses, if 

67 the remediation action approved by U.S. EPA allows residual chemical constituents to remain at HPS. Such 
68 enforceable controls are expected to take the fonn of environmental covenants recorded against the deeds for 

69 the property, which would restrict future uses and provide for regulatory agency enforcement. Compliance 
70 with institutional controls in the form of deed restrictions would be the responsibility of future property 
71 owners. In addition to the CERCLA process, the EIR provides for mitigation measures to protect against 
72 exposure to hazardous materials during redevelopment and reuse. Mitigation measures identified in the EIR 
73 will be implemented and monitored by the Redevelopment Agency through the adoption of a mitigation 
74 monitoring program as required by CEQA. 
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75 Response to Comment PID-14 (Alex Lantsberg, Southeast Alliance for Environmental 
76 Justice): 

77 Please refer to responses to Comments Pl 1-13 and PHI-14. 

78 Response to Comment PID-15 (Alex Lantsberg, Southeast Alliance for Environmental 
79 Justice): 

80 The proposed re-use plan would increase the existing rate of sanitary wastewater generation at HPS. This 
81 increase would be offset somewhat by a reduction in the rate of infiltration into the sewer system due to 
82 reconstruction/reconditioning of the sewer pipelines. Mitigation has been identified that would require the 
83 development of an adequate sanitary collection system to service the proposed reuse prior to development of 
84 the site. Treatment of sanitary sewage is proposed to occur at SEWPCP. Compliance with the RWQCB Bay 
85 water-quality objectives and U.S. EPA National Ambient Water Quality Criteria would ensure that increased 
86 discharge of treated effluent would not have significant deleterious effects on receiving waters. Also, please 
87 see responses to written comments submitted by the Southeast Alliance for Environmental Justice (Comment 
88 Letter P5). 

89 Response to Comment PH2-16 (Alex Lantsberg, Southeast Alliance for Environmental 
90 Justice): 

91 Please see Sections 3 .14 and 4 .14 of the EIR regarding energy services. 

92 Response to Comment PH2-17 (Ruth Gravanis, Golden Gate Audubon Society): 

93 The quantity of storm water discharged at HPS is expected to decline or stay the same in the future due to 
94 increased open space and landscaping, which will result in greater rainfall infiltration and less runoff. The 
95 quality of storm water discharged is expected to improve in the future, because of the remediation of site 
96 soils, conversion ofHPS from vacant industrial land to a mixed-use community, and implementation of basic 
97 best management practices (BMPs) proposed as Mitigation 2 in Section 4.9, Water Resources. For these 
98 reasons, mitigation measures that provide for additional treatment of storm-water discharges have not been 
99 identified. Nonetheless, as the EIR and the comment note, the design of proposed stonn-water system 

I 00 upgrades (Option I) or replacement (Option 2) could include refinements such as additional storage, 
101 treatment, or alternative approaches to the handling of storm water, such as retention and reclamation. 

102 The Proposed Reuse Plan includes about 124 acres (50 hectares [ha]) devoted to open space, 70 acres {28 ha) 
103 for research and development, 96 acres (39 ha) for industrial uses, and 86 acres (34 ha) for maritime 
I 04 industrial uses. While specific users and programs for these areas have not been identified, these areas of 
105 HPS could accommodate sand filters, grassy swales, a treatment plant, or other such facilities if they are 
106 determined to be compatible with the type of open space use developed and any use restrictions established 
107 under the CERCLA program, and if they can be funded. 

108 Response to Comment PH2-18 (Ruth Gravanis, Golden Gate Audubon Society): 

109 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
I IO public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
111 Revised Draft EISIEIR. 

112 Response to Comment PH2-19 (Ruth Gravanis, Golden Gate Audubon Society): 

113 Dredging sediments and constructing a wetland with some of the material is considered under Remediation 
114 Alternatives 2 and 5 for Parcel F. The planning and construction of a mitigated wetland is a complex process 
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115 from a technical, environmental, and regulatory perspective. It often involves, among other things, a 
116 stringent soil testing program, suitability studies, specialized design, and pemritting and regulatory oversight 
117 by multiple agencies. Please refer to EIR. Section 3. 7 .3, Parcel F, Proposed Remediation. The fmal remedy 
118 for Parcel F will be detemrined in consultation with U.S. EPA and the RWQCB and will be documented in 

119 the CERCLA ROD for the parcel. 

120 Response to Comment PH2-20 (Ruth Gravanis, Golden Gate Audubon Society): 

121 Wetlands are described in EIR Section 3.13.5. EIR. Section 4.13 states that "these wetlands, along with the 
122 mudflats and aquatic habitats at HPS, nearby Candlestick Point Recreation Area, and Pier 98, provide some 
123 of the most valu.able habitat for waterfowl and shorebirds along the western shore of the Bay." Please see 
124 response to Comment PH2-19. 

125 Response to Comment PH2-21 (Christine Shirley, Arc Ecology): 

126 It is beyond the scope of the EIR. to provide extensive details of the human health risk assessments conducted 
127 as part of the IR.P pursuant to CERCLA regulations. A summary of factors that are included is given in EIR 
128 Section 3.7.3, Risk Assessment and Remediation Standards. The details of the human health risk assessments 
129 for each parcel cited in Section 3.7 of the EIR are available for review at the San Francisco Public Library, 
130 Anna E. Waden Branch, 5075 Third Street, and at the Main Library at Larkin and Grove Streets. 

131 In general, the processes for calculating risk for the residential and industrial scenarios are the same. 
132 Chemical concentrations, toxicological data, routes of exposure (inhalation, ingestion, etc.}, and other factors 
133 do not change. They differ primarily in the assumptions about who is exposed and for what duration. For 
134 example, in the industrial scenario, it is assumed that workers would be exposed to potential chemicals, 
135 perhaps by excavation for utility lines. A set of standard assumptions on the number of days a worker could 
136 be present at the site and how the worker might be exposed (for example, direct contact with groundwater) 
137 are fed into the equations. This differs greatly from the residential case, where children could be present. 
138 Children would potentially be exposed to surface soil to a much greater degree than a worker, because they 
139 are at the site longer and are likely to ingest more soil. It is for these (and many other) reasons that the risk 
140 calculated for a residential scenario is often significantly higher than the industrial scenario for the same 
141 concentrations of contaminants. Once a remediation standard has been established for a site (one excess 
142 cancer in 100,000 or 10·5

, for example), remediation continues until chemical concentrations are reduced to 
143 the extent that the calculated risk is at or below the established standard. 

144 Generally, U.S. EPA recommends that for the Reasonable Maximum Exposure (RME) scenario, a standard 
145 exposure duration of 30 years be used 10 evaluate exposures to residents (i.e., children and adults), while a 
146 duration of 25 years be typically applied to on-site workers. Because children as well as adults are evaluated 
147 for the residential scenario, the methodology is to use age-adjusted exposure assumptions for intake and 
148 contact rates that take into account the different in daily ingestion rates, inhalation rates, body weights, and 
149 exposure durations for children from 1 to 6 years old and adults from 7 to 31 years old. The higher intake 
150 rate by children and their lower body weight produces a more conservative (higher) risk than if adult-only 
151 exposures as used for on-site workers were assumed. It should be noted that the threshold for acceptable risk 
152 to residents is l 0-6 while workers may be exposed to a risk of 10·5 and still be within acceptable limits under 
153 Proposition 65 (depending on the regulatory agency). 

154 While residual chemical constituents could remain after the cleanup to risk-based standards is complete, their 
155 concentrations would be within levels that are protective of human health and the environment, considering 
156 planned reuse. 
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157 Response to Comment PH2-22 (Christine Shirley, Arc Ecology): 

158 Please see response to Comment PH2-21 above. The current analysis cannot speculate on the nature of risks 
159 in other areas of San Francisco, such as the Bayview-Hunters Point area. Please refer to EIR Section 5.4.3, 
160 sixth para~ph, for further discussion of this issue. 

161 Response to Comment PH2-23 (Christine Shirley, Arc Ecology): 

162 Please see responses to Comments P12-23 and P12-24. 

163 Response to Comment PH2-24 (Christine Shirley, Arc Ecology): 

164 Proposition 65 notification requirements related to residual contamination would be complied with to the 
165 extent required by law. 

166 California employers whose employees could have potential exposures to hazardous substances are required 
167 to develop a Hazard Communication Program as required by the General Industry Safety Orders, Section 
168 5194, in Title 8 of the California Administrative Code. 

169 Response to Comment PH2-25 (Steve Nakatani, Save the Bay): 

170 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
171 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
172 Revised Draft EIS/EIR. 

173 Response to Comment PH2-26 (Steve Nakatani, Save the Bay): 

174 Remediation is being conducted under the IRP pursuant to CERCLA regulations and under other Navy 
175 compliance programs. As stated in EIR Section 3.7, remediation ofHPS will be conducted to a level 
176 protective of human health and the environment consistent with the intended reuse. The impacts associated 
177 with reuse occurring before complete remediation ofHPS are addressed in EIR Section 4.7.2. 

178 Response to Comment PH2-27 (Steve Nakatani, Save the Bay): 

179 Section 3.7.3, heading" Parcel F," subheading "Human Health Risks," has been revised as follows: 

180 "The Nayy has not prepared an HHRA for Parcel F. eeeeuse there is ea -pathway fer humen e!E-pesure le the 
181 suemergea eememiBetea seeimeets It is acknowledged that there is a potential pathway for human exposure 
182 to contaminated sediments in Parcel F through ingestion of contaminated fish. This issue is being addressed 
183 in consultation with U.S. EPA under the CERCLA IRP." 

184 Response to Comment PH2-28 (Steve Nakatani, Save the Bay): 

185 The alternatives presented in the EIR were summarized from the Parcel F feasibility study (U.S. Navy, 
186 1998d), prepared under the 1RP pursuant to CERCLA. The EIR is not a decision-making document for 
187 environmental cleanup at HPS. The fmal remedy for Parcel F will be developed in consultation with U.S. 
188 EPA and will be documented in the CERCLA ROD. 

189 Response to Comment PH2·29 (Steve Nakatani, Save the Bay): 

190 The proposed reuse would result in an increase in the rate of wastewater generation at the HPS. Under 
191 Options l and 2, this increase would be represent about 0.5% of the total treated effluent discharged by the 
192 SEWPCP which would flow to the bay through the Bayside system. This increase is considered negligible 
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193 within the context of the existing discharge and within the context of projected cmnularive increases in CSO 
194 volumes. 

195 Under Option 3, Bayside CSO volumes would have increased by about 4 .5 percent due primarily to storm 
196 water contributions. Overall cumulative increases in Bayside CSO volumes of about 11 percent would be 
197 expected. Option 3, which would have involved adding substantial storage to the combined sewer system, 
198 has been deleted from Mitigation Measure 1. See responses to Comments P13-7 and P 13-15. 

199 Mitigation has been identified that would eliminate increases in CSO volumes caused by storm water 
200 discharges to the City's combined system by upgrading or replacing the separated sewer system (Options l 
201 & 2). 

202 Under either Option 1 or 2, discharges of storm water to the Bay would continue much as they do today. 
203 Storm water discharges at HPS have been reported to contain various pollutants. With the implementation of 
204 site cleanup overall pollutant loading in storm water runoff from the site would be expected to decline. 
205 However, mitigation has been identified to ensure that the quality of storm water emanating from the HPS 
206 improves (see also response to Comment Pl2-5). 

207 With implementation of the mitigation measures designed to eliminate increases in CSO volumes and to 
208 improve storm water runoff quality, the impact of the project on storm water runoff would be reduced to a 
209 level that is less than significant. 

210 Please also see response to Comment P8-6. The commentor's preference for on-site treatment of storm water 
211 is noted. 

212 Response to Comment PB2-30 (Eve Bach, Arc Ecology): 

213 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
214 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
215 Revised Draft EIS/EIR. 

216 Response to Comment PB2-31 (Eve Bach, Arc Ecology): 

217 Refer to response to Comment PH2-10. 

218 Response to Comment PB2-32 (Jennifer Clary, San Francisco Tomorrow): 

219 The TSMP includes specific, feasible measures for reducing automobile trips and encouraging transit use. 
220 Implementation of the TSMP is expected to reduce traffic and air quality impacts. The proposed TMA is the 
221 best form of mitigation that can be required at this early stage of the planning process. 

222 The elements of the TSMP have been expanded to require implementation of the optional elements listed in 
223 the Revised Draft EIS/EIR. The additional elements include transit pass sales; transit, pedestrian, and bicycle 
224 information; employee transit subsidies; monitoring of transit demand and implementation of planned 
225 services; secure bicycle parking; parking management guidelines; flexible work time/telecommuting; shuttle 
226 service; monitoring of physical transportation improvements; ferry service (if feasible); and local hiring 
227 practices. The TSMP is intended to ensure that transit ridership levels meet or exceed levels assumed in the 
228 EIR. Please see response to Comment P9-2. 
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229 Response to Comment PHl-33 (Jennifer Clary, San Francisco Tomorrow): 

230 The elements of the TSMP have been expanded to require implementation of the optional elements listed in 
231 the Revised Draft EIS/EIR, including local hiring preferences. Refer to responses to Comments Pl 1-13, 

232 Pl 1-14, and PH2-32. 

233 Response to Comment PHl-34 (Jennifer Clary, San Francisco Tomorrow): 

234 The EIR recognizes that housing affordability is a pervasive problem. not only in the South Bayshore and 
235 Bayview-Hunters Point communities, but throughout San Francisco and the entire Bay Area. The data cited 
236 in Section 4.6 of the EIR show that 60 percent of the area population live in census tracts where the median 
237 household income is less than the City-wide median. Persons eligible for affordable units are those earning 
238 60 percent to 100 percent of the City-wide median. Since the census data show a majority of households 
239 earning less than the median, it is reasonable to anticipate that many local residents will qualify to purchase 
240 or rent affordable units. Please also see the response to Comment P9- l 2. 

241 Note that the Proposed Reuse Plan would not displace any existing housing units and is therefore not 
242 required to construct new units as mitigation. Nonetheless, objectives of the Proposed Reuse Plan include the 
243 creation of new housing and the provision of affordable housing. The issue of home ownership achievement 
244 goals will be considered by the Agency during the next stages of the redevelopment process. 

245 See also responses to Comments Pl 1-14 and P13-17. 

246 Response to Comment PHl-35 (Charlie Swanson, Golden West Studios): 

247 Motion picture production is listed in Section 2.2 of the EIR as a component of the" industrial" potential 
248 land use category. 

249 Response to Comment PH2-36 (Mike Thomas, Communities for.a Better Environment): 

250 Please refer to responses to Comments Pl 1-13, Pl 1-14, and PH2-34. 

251 Response to Comment PH2-37 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 

252 CSOs consist of stonn water and sewage that are discharged to the Bay in rainy weather on average one to 
253 ten times per year, depending on location. With implementation of Mitigation I in EIR Section 4.9, Water 
254 Quality, the number of annual CSO discharges would not change as a result of development at HPS, and the 
255 increased volume of the discharges would be negligible (0.6 million gallons per year, or a 0.07 percent 
256 increase from existing volumes). CSO discharges are one disadvantage of the City's combined sewer system. 
257 which also has its advantages, since the combined system allows the City to treat most stonn water 
258 discharges far in excess of other jurisdictions around the Bay. While the City continues to study ways to 
259 reduce CSO discharges, they are an accepted feature of the City's combined sewer system, which operates 
260 under valid permits from the RWQCB. Please also see the response to Comment P13-3. 

261 Response to Comment PH2-38 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 

262 Apportiorunent of responsibility for costs of infrastructure improvements is outside of the scope of the EIR. 

263 Response to Comment PH2-39 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 

264 Please refer to the response to Comment PH2-34. 
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265 Response to Comment PHl-40 (Mike Thomas, Communities for a Better Environment): 

266 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
267 public Comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
268 Revised Draft EISIEIR. 

269 Response to Comment PHl-41 (Isaac Smith, Communities for a Better Environment): 

270 HPS was placed on the National Priorities List (NPL) in 1989. Evaluation of site contamination and remedial 
271 alternatives began shortly thereafter. 

272 Response to Comment PHl-42 (Isaac Smith, Communities for a Better Environment): 

273 Please refer to the responses to Comments Pl 1-13 and Pl 1-14. 

274 Response to Comment PH2-43 (Reverend Arelious Walker, True Hope Church): 

275 The Navy's goal is to remediate HPS to a level that is protective ofhuman health and the environment, 
276 considering planned reuse. 

277 Response to Comment PHl-44 (Reverend Arelious Walker, True Hope Church): 

278 Please refer to responses to Comments Pl 1-13, Pl 1-14, and PH2-34. 

279 Response to Comment PH2-45 (Barbara Banks, B&C Painting): 

280 Please refer to responses to Comments Pl 1-13, Pl 1-14, and PH2-34. 

281 Response to Comment PH2-46 (JeffMarmer, Coalition for Better Wastewater Solutions and 
282 Alliance for a Clean Waterfront): 

283 Options for upgrading the HPS sewer system and potential impacts on the Southeast Water Pollution Control 
284 Plant (SEWPCP) are addressed in EIR Section 4.9.2. On-site treatment ofstonn water and sanitary sewage, 
285 while not precluded under the Proposed Reuse Plan, has not been proposed as mitigation. This is because the 
286 quality of storm-water discharges is expected to improve over time, and the incremental flows of increased 
287 sanitary sewage from new employees and residents at HPS would not be considered a significant impact. 

288 Response to Comment PH2-47 (JeffMarmer, Coalition for Better Wastewater Solutions and 
289 Alliance for a Clean Waterfront): 

290 As the commentor noted, the Reclaimed Water Ordinance applies to HPS. The ordinance requires any 
291 development over 40,000 square feet to take reclaimed water measures into account during development 
292 (e.g., install dual piping) so that it could make use of reclaimed water if the City made it available. 

293 When water demand exceeds the Finn Delivery Yield, the demand could still be met, but the demand would 
294 exceed the sustainable yield over the long term. Therefore, San Francisco would ration water during 
295 critically dry periods (Carlin, 1999). Projections indicate that potable water supply would meet San 
296 Francisco's needs until 2020, and that water needs for the Proposed Reuse Plan would represent a small 
297 percentage of San Francisco's water demand. 

298 HPS is within the east side reclaimed water use area designated by Section 1209 of the Reclaimed Water Use 
299 Ordinance (approved November 7, 1991), which added Article 22 to Part II, Chapter X of the San Francisco 
300 Municipal Code (Public Works Code). The ordinance requires non-residential projects over 40,000 square 
30 l feet that require a site permit, building permit, or other authorization, and are located within this area, to 
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302 provide for the construction and operation of a reclaimed water system for the transmission of reclaimed 
303 water within buildings and structures. That is, the building would need to be designed with separate 
304 plumbing to service uses that could employ reclaimed water (e.g., toilets). The ordinance also requires that 
305 owners, operators, or managers of all such development projects register their project with the Water 
306 Department, which would then issue a certificate of intention to use reclaimed water. Reclaimed water would 
307 have to be used unless the Water Department issued a certificate exempting compliance because reclaimed 
308 water was not available, an alternative water supply was to be used, or the sponsor had shown that the use of 
309 reclaimed water was not appropriate. Additional requirements of the ordinance affect projects incorporating 
310 landscaped areas greater than 10,000 square feet. The appropriate use of reclaimed water, when it becomes 
311 available, would reduce potable water consumption in the area. Please also see the response to Comment 
312 Pl6-7. 

313 Response to Comment PH2-48 (Jeff Manner, Coalition for Better Wastewater Solutions and 
314 Alliance for a Clean Waterfront): 

315 Please refer to the response to Comment PH2-37. 

316 Response to Comment PH2-49: 

317 Please refer to the response to Comment PH2-17. 

318 Response to Comment PH2-50 (Karen Pierce, Bayview-Hunters Point Health and 
319 Environmental Assessment Task Force): 

320 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
321 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
322 Revised Draft EIS/EIR. 

323 Response to Comment PH2-51 (Karen Pierce, Bayview-Hunters Point Health and 
324 Environmental Assessment Task Force): 

325 Remediation is being conducted under the IRP pursuant to CERCLA and under other Navy compliance 
326 programs. As stated in EIR Section 3.7, remediation ofHPS will be conducted to a level protective ofhwnan 
327 health and the environment consistent with the intended reuse. EIR Section 3.7 thoroughly identifies the 
328 existing contamination, references source documents and applicable laws governing the remediation process, 
329 and documents potential risk based on present (unremediated) conditions. The remediation program is a 
330 separate action from property disposal and implementation of the Proposed Reuse Plan. Comments on the 
33 l remediation should be directed to the IRP. 

332 Response to Comment PH2-52 (Brad Benson, on behalf of Supervisor Tom Ammiano): 

333 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Commissioners extended the 
334 public comment period on the EIR to January 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
335 Revised Draft EIS/EIR.. The Redevelopment Agency and Planning Commissioners did not schedule a third 
336 public hearing. 

337 Response to Comment PH2-53 (Ray Thompkins, Bayview-Hunters Point Task Force): 

338 Please refer to responses to Comments PH2-51 and Pl 1-9. 

339 Response to Comment PH2-54 (Ray Thompkins, Bayview-Hunters Point Task Force): 

340 The repon mentioned by the cornrnentor has not been received. 
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341 Response to Comment PHl-55 (Ray Thompkins, Bayview-Hunters Point Task Force): 

342 The Redevelopment Agency Commissioners and the Planning Department Conunissioners extended the 
343 public comment period on the EIR to Januacy 19, 1999, at the December 17, 1998 public meeting on the 
344 Revised Draft EIS/EIR. 

345 Response to Comment PHl-56 (Elizabeth Sullivan, Neighborhood Parks Council): 

346 The Reuse Plan includes about 124 acres (50 ha) devoted to open space use. Progranuning of these areas has 
347 not yet been done, so specific opportunities for recreation have not yet been identified. Please see mitigations 
348 in Section 4.7, which ensures that reuse would not expose members of the public to unacceptable risk from 
349 contamination. 

350 Response to Comment PHl-57 (Sophie Maxwell, Bayview-Hunters Point PAC): 

351 Please refer to response to Comment PH2-34. 

352 Response to Comment PHl-58 (Sophie Maxwell, Bayview-Hunters Point PAC): 

353 Reuse of HPS is expected to result in an incremental increase in sanitacy sewage that is directly related to 
354 new employees and residents. The increase in sanitacy sewage would result in an incremental increase in 
355 CSO volumes and would not change the average annual number ofCSO events along the southern 
356 waterfront. This average, as established by the City's permit from the RWQCB, is one per year in the HPS 
357 area, and 10 per year elsewhere on the southern waterfront. Averaging is done over an extended period 
358 (about 80 years of rainfall data), and in some years the number of overflows is more or less than the average. 

359 As explained in EIR Section 3.9, Water Quality, existing CSO discharges can affect beneficial uses of the 
360 Bay in the project area, most notably by forcing the closure of beaches where water-contact recreation is 
361 permitted (at Candlestick Point). There is no evidence that the incremental increase in CSO volumes 
362 projected as a result of reuse at HPS would have a material effect on this ex-isting situation. 

363 Response to Comment PH2-59 (Sophie Maxwell, Bayview-Hunters Point PAC): 

364 The appearance of Third Street in the vicinity ofHPS is expected to improve in the future due to 
365 implementation of the Third Street Light Rail Project and to revitalization efforts being considered by the 
366 San Francisco Redevelopment Agency and the Bayview-Hunters Point Project Area Committee as part of 
367 ongoing planning for the greater Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood. At the present time, reuse of HPS is 
368 not expected to affect the appearance of surrounding areas, except to the extent that mitigation provided in 
369 Section. 4.1 (Transportation, Traffic, and Circulation) results in improvements to area streets and 
370 intersections. 

371 Response to Comment PH2-60 (Sophie Maxwell, Bayview-Hunters Point PAC): 

372 Comment noted. 

373 Response to Comment PHl-61 (Dwayne Robinson, Community Member): 

374 Please refer to response to Comment PH2- l 0. 

375 Response to Comment PH2-62 (Millard Larkin, National Association for the Advancement 
376 of Colored People): 

377 Comment noted. 
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378 Response to Comment PH2-63 (Millard Larkin, National Association for the Advancement 
379 of Colored People): 

380 Comment noted. 

381 

382 

383 Responses to comments by the Commissioners that do not directly relate to the content of the EIR are not 
384 included. 
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385 This page intentionally left blank. 
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STAFF INITIATED TEXT CHANGES 

" ' 





Response to Comments 

This section presents the staff initiated text changes that have been made to the Revised Draft EIS/EIR. The Final 
2 EIR includes these text changes as well as those described in specific responses to comments. Non-substantive 
3 typographic errors have also been corrected. 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

IO 

11 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

33 

A. 

B. 

C. 

Throughout the document, the terms EIS/EIR, Draft EIS/EIR, and Final EIS/EIR have been modified as 
appropriate to reflect the decision to prepare a separate Final EIS and Final EIR. Also, the US Navy is 
no longer identified as an author of the document. This document is a Final EIR prepared by the City 
and County of San Francisco (Planning Department) and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines, and local 
implementing regulations. 

The cover page containing the Abstract has been eliminated and replaced with a Preface as follows: 

"This Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) analyzes the potentially significant environmental 
impacts associated with disposal and reuse of the Hunters Point Shipyard in San Francisco, 
California. 

Hunters Point Shipyard was closed pursuant to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 
1990 (Public Law 101-5 l 0), as implemented by the 1993 base closure process. Under Public Law 
101-510, as amended, the US Nayy has the authority to convey the property to the City of San 
Francisco, or a reuse organization approved by the City (i.e. the San Francisco Redevelopment 
Agency). Following conveyance or lease of the property, the San Francisco Redevelopment 
Agency proposes to implement a Proposed Reuse Plan for Hunters Point Shipyard through its 
Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan, adopted in July 1998. 

This Final EIR has been prepared by the City and County of San Francisco Planning Department 
and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency pursuant to the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines, and local implementing regulations. The Final EIR 
includes comments received on the Revised Draft EIS/EIR prepared jointly with the US Navv. 
responses to those comments, and required modifications and clarifications to the text of the joint 
Revised Draft EIS/EIR. Text changes primarily reflect the decision to prepare a separate Final EIR, 
rather than a joint Final EISIEIR. 

Where information and analyses in the Revised Draft EIS/Em was included to comply exclusively 
with Navv guidelines and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), that information has 
been retained in the Final Em for informational purposes, although it should be noted that sections 
related to socioeconomic impacts and environmental justice issues are not required to be included 
in CEQA documents." 

The following changes have been made in the sections noted: 

34 Executive Summary 

35 
36 

37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

1. 

SIC-I 

The fourth paragraph of the Executive Summary section titled Purpose and Need for the Action (p. ES-1 
of the Revised Draft EIS/EIR), has been deleted and replaced as follows: 

"This Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is intended to fulfill the requirements of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to assess the potential environmental consequences of the 
Navy's disposal and community reuse of the HPS property. The City and the San Francisco 
Redevelopment Agency (Agency) are joint lead agencies under CEQA, and will use this docwnent 
to meet the environmental analysis requirements of the proposed project under CEQA. The Navy 
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42 
43 

44 
45 

46 
47 
48 

49 

2. 

3. 

Response to Comments 

is preparing a separate Final EIS for use in it.s consideration of disposal options in it.s NEPA Record 
of Decision (ROD)." 

The fifth subsection of the Executive Summary section titled "Unresolved Issues and Areas of Controversy" 
(p. ES-4) has been modified so that the last two sentences read: 

"Comments received on the November 1997 draft were considered during development of the 
revised text but were not responded to individually. Following publication of the Revised Draft 
EIS/EIR, additional public comments were received, and are responded to in this Final EIR." 

Footnotes one and two in Table ES- I have been eliminated and replaced with the following: 

50 "NOTE: Socioeconomic issues are not required to be analyzed under CEQA and are included for 
51 informational purposes." 

52 Chapter 1, Purpose and Need 

53 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

60 

61 
62 

63 
64 

65 
66 
67 
68 

69 

70 
71 

72 

73 
74 
75 
76 
77 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

SIC-2 

The second paragraph of Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for the Action, has been modified as follows: 

"The closure decision is exempt from NEPA under the Defense Authorization Act, Pub. L. 10 l-
510 Section 2906. Navy disposal and reuse actions, however, are not exempt from NEPA 
requirements, and the Navy is preparing a separate Final EIS. Under the Defense Authorization 
Amendments, NEPA, and the DBCRA of 1990, as amended, this eastHRe11tthe EIS, must include 
consideration ofCERCLA, 42 USC Section 9601 et seq., and related laws, as set forth for reuse 
in the Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) (1991, as amended)." 

Section 1.1, last paragraph, new first sentence: 

"The City has developed a reuse plan, termed the Proposed Reuse Plan, through an extensive 
public process {Section 1.5.2)." 

The last sentence of the last paragraph of Section I.I, Purpose and Need for the Action, has been modified 
as follows: 

"The Redevelopment Plan and the Design for Development will may be amended in the future to 
reflect changes iB the PfapeseEl Reuse Piaf!: er mitigatiea meaS\tfes eenlapeEl aeEl aeepteEl as a 
result ef the I;IS/l':IR desired by the community and developed through negotiations with 
developers. These amendments would be subject to additional analysis under CEQA as required." 

Section 1.2, end of fifth paragraph: 

"Command, Engineering Field Activity, West (EFA West), San Bruno, California; at that point, 
the property became known as HPS. The facility is currently in caretaker status." 

The first paragraph of Section 1.3, Document Purpose, has been amended as follows: " 

"To facilitate the requirements of ... the Navy, in coordination with the City and the San Francisco 
Redevelopment Agency (Agency), ha& prepared this a joint Revised Draft EIS/EIR. The Navy is 
was the lead agency under NEPA, and the City and the Agency are were joint lead agencies under 
CEQA. Subsequent to publication of the Revised Draft EIS/EIR, the Navy and the City/Agency 
decided to prepare a separate Final EIS (Navy) and Final EIR (City/Agency)." 
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80 
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82 
83 
84 
85 
86 

87 

88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

93 
94 
95 
96 

97 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Response to Comments 

Sub-Heading 1.3.1, Use ofa Joint Document, has been eliminated, along with the first sentence of that sub
section. The remainder of that sub-section has been retained as part of Section 1.3, Document Purpose. 

Sub-Heading 1.4.4, Public Review Process, has been revised to read, "Section 1.4.4, Public Review Process 
for the Revised Draft EISIEIR" and the text of this sub-section has been deleted and replaced as follows: 

"The Revised Draft EIS/EIR was published for agency and public review on November 3, 1998. 
Two public hearings were held, and written and oral comments were received by the end of the 
comment period on January 19, 1999. Public and Agency comments focused on issues related to 
air quality, transportation, water quality, and hazardous materials. All comments, along with 
written responses are included in this Final EIR." 

A new sub-beading and sub-section titled" l.4.5, Final EIR and Final EIS" has been inserted as follows: 

"This Final EIR incorporates and responds to comments received on the Revised Draft EIS/EIR. 
On or before January 28, 2000, copies of the responses to comments were mailed to those persons 
who provided comments on the Revised Draft EIS/EIR. On February 9, 2000 the Planning and 
Redevelopment Commissions were requested to certify completion of the Final EIR in 
conformance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15090(a). 

The Navy is preparing a Final EIS as required under NEPA. There will be a 30-day review period 
after the Final EIS is published. During this period, agencies and the public may provide comments 
to the Navy on the adequacy of the responses in the Final EIS. After the 30-day review period, the 
Navy can issue a Record of Decision (ROD)." 

The last sentence of Section 1.5.2, Community Reuse Planning Process, has been deleted. 

98 Chapter 2, Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

99 
100 

101 
102 

103 
104 

13. 

14. 

15. 

The last two sentences of the introductory paragraph in Chapter 2, Alternatives, Including the Proposed 
Action, have been deleted. 

The first paragraph of Section 2.4, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated, concerning NEPA requirements 
has been deleted. 

Section 2.6, Comparison of Alternatives, and Table 2.6-1, have been deleted. All information contained in 
this section/table is included in Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences. 

I 05 Chapter 3, Affected Environment 

106 

107 
108 

109 
110 
111 
112 

16. 

17. 

SIC-3 

Section 3.1. l, subsection title" California Train" has been revised to "CalTrain." 

Section 3.1.1, subsection "Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation," first paragraph, first sentence has been 
revised as follows: 

"The Saa fmaeisee Dejlartmeat of Parking aacl Traffie (DPT) GOIBJlletea aacl aaepted tJ::ie San 
Francisco Bicycle Plan in Desember 19% (City and County of San Francisco, Department of 
Parking and Traffic, 1996) was adopted by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in March of 
1997." 
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142 
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149 
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18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

SIC-4 

Response to Comments 

Section 3.1.1, subsection "Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation," second paragraph, second and third 
sentences have been revised as follows: 

"A bicycle route l:legies at 3Cem Park BBEi eEIBBee~ te 1ltiffi Street via Gilmae, Cmell, Themas, 
eel Revefe Streets, wHh reate sigBS 0Bly; l:ftere is &e separate l:lieyele laee connects San Mateo 
County, 3Com Park and Third Street via Alana Way. Hunters Point Expressway, Gilman A venue 
and Fitch Street (Arelious Walker Drive), and Carroll Avenue. The City General Plan and the San 
Francisco Bicycle Plan designates Third Street, Palou Avenue, Evans Avenue/Hunters Point 
Boulevard/ Innes Avenue, Keith Street. Oakdale Avenue, Phelps Street. Cesar Chavez Street, and 
Bayshore Boulevard as preferred commuter bike routes." 

Section 3 .1.1, subsection "Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation," third paragraph, first and second sentences 
have been revised as follows: 

"There are no pedestrian trails designated within HPS; however, the San Francisco Bay Trail, a 
recreational trail system around the shoreline of San Francisco Bay and San Pablo Bay, is planned 
to be extended through the South Bayshore area along the shereliHe at 3Cem Perk, Yesemite 
Nl1Hu1e, aael Thifel Street Cargo Way, Jennings Street, Evans Avenue, Hunters Point Boulevard, 
Innes A venue, India Basin Shoreline Park Open Space (boundary to Submarine piers, Area B 1 ), 
HPS shoreline, and Candlestick Point State Recreation Area. The f'l'0peseel adopted San Francisco 
Bicycle Plan includes the addition of pedestrian and bicycle facilities at HPS. The proposed trail 
system will would run along the HPS waterfront and provide access for pedestrians, bicyclists, and 
non-motorized vehicles." 

Section 3.1.4, subsection, "Transportation Element of the City General Plan," the following bicycle policies 
have been added: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

"Eliminate hazards to bicyclists on city streets (Bicycle Policy 27.3) . 

Make available bicycle route and commuter information and encourage increased use of 
bicycles (Bicycle Policy 27.5). 

Accommodate bicycles in the design and selection of traffic control facilities {Bicycle 
Policy 27.10). 

Provide secure bicycle parking in new governmental, commercial, and residential 
developments (Bicycle Policy 28.1 ). " 

Section 3.2.3, text added: 

"Monitoring 

On August 27, 1998, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) formally identified particulate 
matter emitted by diesel-fueled engines as a toxic air contaminant. The CARB action will lead to 
additional control of diesel engine emissions in coming years by CARB. The U.S. EPA has also 
begun an evaluation of both the cancer and non-cancer health effects of diesel exhaust (Port of 
Oakland, 1998). 

Because of the growing interest in long-term population exposures to toxic compounds, the Bay 
Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) implemented various air toxic monitoring 
programs in 1985. The BAAOMD's toxics network initially began with 5 sites but has now 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

SIC-5 

Response to Comments 

expanded to 11 sites. The network of 16 stations constitutes the largest toxic air contaminant 
network on a systematized schedule in the nation. In addition to monitoring toxic compounds at 
the 16 stations, sampling for the heayy metals lead, nickel, manganese, and total chromium is 
carried out at 5 CARB sites in Fremont, Richmond. Concord, San Francisco, and San Jose. 

Stationary Sources 

The BAAQMD's 1997 annual report on the toxic air contaminant control program (BAAQMD. 
1998) shows that the City and County of San Francisco have a relatively low number of stationary 
sources emitting reportable quantities of hazardous air pollutants. Most of the listed toxic air 
contaminant emission sources in San Francisco are dry cleaners. The BAAOMD 1997 annual 
report covers 70 toxic air contaminants, 43 of which have at least one stationary source of 
reportable size in the Bay Area. Only 13 of the 70 toxic air contaminants listed in the BAAQMD 
1997 annual report have stationary sources of reportable size within the City and County of San 
Francisco. Stationary sources of emissions in San Francisco make a disproportionately low 
contribution to regional toxic air contaminant emissions for 11 of the 13 substances. 

The City and County of San Francisco accounts for 11.8 percent of the population and 17.7 percent 
of the employment in the Bay Area, but San Francisco sources account for less than 1 percent of 
regional stationary source emissions for 6 toxic air contaminants, 1 percent to 5 percent of regional 
emissions for an additional 3 toxic air contaminants, 6 percent to 11 percent of regional emissions 
for 2 additional toxic air contaminants, and about 18 percent of the regional emissions for l toxic 
air contaminant Only in the case of one substance (benzyl chloride) does San Francisco make a 
disproportionately large contribution to regional toxic air contaminant emissions. That case 
involves a situation where there are only two stationary emission sources for the substance in the 
entire nine-county region. 

There are approximately 26,000 sources of regulated air pollutants currently operating under 
BAAQMD permits. All new sources and existing sources wishing to make modifications to their 
operations are subject to a risk screening process. Established trigger levels are applied to evaluate 
potential risks." 

Table 3.2-2 was updated with 1997 data. 

Section 3.4. l, Industrial, first sentence: 

"The industrial land use category applies to about 289 acres (117 ha), as shown on Figure 3.4-2." 

Section 3 .4 .1, Industrial, first paragraph: 

"the Golden Gate Railroad Museum uses three twe buildings .... " 

Section 3.4.1, Light Industrial/Arts, first sentence: 

"The light industrial/arts land use applies to about 14 acres {5.7 ha), as shown on Figure 3.4-2." 

Section 3.4. l, Residential, first sentence: 

"There are four residential housing sites on about 16 acres (6.5 ha), as at-HPS shown on 
Figure 3.4-2. These housing areas have not been used." 
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Section 3.4.1, Open Space, first sentence: 

"Undeveloped open space areas at HPS occupy about 164 acres ( 66 ha), as llff shown on 
Figure 3.4-2. This designation lHi6 include! sites never developed and sites where development 
has been demolished." 

Section 3.4.1, Public Recreation. last sentence: 

"Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 1994). Public/recreation land use occupies about 0.25 acres 
(0.1 ha) (Figure 3.4-2). Public/recreation land use occupies about 0.25 acres (0.1 ha) 
(Figure 3.4-2)." 

Section 3.4.1, Navy/Administration, last two sentences: 

"The electrical substation in Building 229 and sewage pump station in Building 819 are is 
maintained by the Navy (U.S. Navy, 1998e). This land use occupies about 7.75 acres (3 ha) 
(Figure 3.4-2)." 

Section 3.4.1, ComrnerciaVOther, second sentence and following: 

"The San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) special operations uses Building 606 for special 
operations and the adjacent lot for a helicopter landing pad. SFPD also uses 60 acres {24 ha) in 
Parcel A for training (City aad CeaBty ef Su Franeisee, PlaaniBg De1mtmeBt imd the SaB 
Fraaeisee Redevelepment AgMey, 199~). A San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (Agency) site 
office is located in Building 915. Five acres (2 ha) in Parcel Bare subleased by the Agency to an 
educational job training center. The Commercial/Other land use occupies about 2 acres {0.8 ha} 
(Figure 3.4-2)." 

Section 3.4.3, second paragraph: 

"The Navy submitted a consistency determination to BCDC on January 12, 1999. The BCDC 
issued Letter of Agreement for Consistency Determination Number CNl-99 on March 8, 1999. 
This letter is reproduced in Appendix B of the Final EIRwill ee Sl:lbmitted ey the }lavy aBd 

eampleted beffire tke Reeard af DeeisieB (R-OD) HBder the }>latiaBal BwliraBmeBtal Paliey Ast 
(}>lBPA) is issaed. Following HPS disposal, projects within BCDC's jurisdiction may require 
additional BCDC permits." 

Section 3.4.3, third paragraph, first sentence: 

"A portion of HPS land (approximately 198;B& acres rn._09& ha]) is subjected to the Public 
Trust .... " 

Section 3. 7 .1, heading Tenant Operations, first sentence: 

"Since 1974, many of the buildings at HPS have been leased to private tenants ed Federal 
fflBaftts." 
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Section 3.7.1, second paragraph, last sentence: 

"Building tenants were asked, em: eat reEf!iii"ed, to provide lists of hazardous materials and 
quantities used in building operations, waste manifests, material safety data sheets, waste profiles, 
analytical reports, and waste management reports." 

Section 3.7.2, Other FederaVState Programs, second paragraph, second sentence: 

"Under CERCLA, felmalti!ed the process for identifying sites and prioritizing the remediation was 
formalized ef.sites through the NCP." 

Section 3.7.2, Page 3-91, after the first full paragraph, add a subheading "Bay Protection and Toxic 
Cleanup Program" and the following: · 

"Proposed Regional Toxic Hot Spot Cleanup Plan. In 1989, the State of California established 
the Bay Protection and Toxic Cleanup Program (BPTCP) {Water Code§§ 13390-13396.9). The 
four major goals of the BPTCP are to I) provide protection of present and future beneficial uses 
of the bays and estuarine waters of California; 2) identify and characterize toxic hot spots; 3) plan 
for toxic hot spot cleanup or other remedial or mitigation actions; and 4) develop prevention and 
control strategies for toxic pollutants that will percent creation of new toxic hot spots or the 
perpetuation of existing ones within bays and estuaries of the state. Water Code§ 13394 requires 
the development of Regional Toxic Hot Soots Cleanup Plans (Regional Plan) and the Consolidated 
Plan for submission to the legislature by June 30, 1999." 

Section 3.7.3, Parcel A. Proposed Remediation, added at end: 

"Parcel A was delisted from the NPL in April 1999." 

Section 3.7.3., Parcel B, Ecological Risk, end of paragraph: 

"However, TPH, metals, and other CERCLA-regulated substances in soil and groundwater could 
pose a risk to aquatic receptors in San Francisco Bay." These substances will be addressed by the 
IRP and included in a groundwater monitoring program for Parcel B. Therefefa, TPH m sail aBd 
graiuid•,r;atar Viill ee aeleressea thre1:1gh a GAP." 

Section 3.7.3, Parcel B, interim Removal Actions, added as second paragraph: 

"Several CERCLA constituents were found in exploratory excavations at 18 areas across the HPS 
site and soil within the IR-6 Tank Farm where visible staining was observed. Soils in these areas 
were excavated until chemical concentrations were below PRGs, and the waste was disposed of 
off site. The excavation of areas where contaminated soil exceeded 500 cubic yards was not part 
of this interim action but will be included in the Parcel B Remedial Action, as appropriate." 

Section 3.7.3, Parcel, Proposed Remediation, second paragraph: 

" An Explanation of Significant Differences regarding soil excavation depth was is Bl<paetael ta ea 
signed by the Navy on October 13, m the fall ef 1998." 
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Response to Comments 

Section 3.7.3, Parcel B, Proposed Remediation, third paragraph: 

"To protect aquatic receptors in San Francisco Bay, tfte-TPH, metals, and other contaminants 
eeBttifeiB!Hiee in soil and groundwater will be addressed by the IRP and included in a groundwater 
monitoring program for Parcel B tivettgh a C,1\P." 

Section 3. 7.3, Parcel D, next to last paragraph, last sentence: 

.. A CB:&Clat\ RID fer Pareel Dis beiBg f!ref!areEl ana is e1Ef!eeteEi ta be sigaea iB late 199&." 

Section 3.7.3, Parcel D, Existing Contamination, second paragraph, last sentence: 

"Cesium and associated elements strontium and europium were detected on asphalt adjacent to iB 
the secondary containment vault behind Buildings 364 and 365." 

Section 3.7.3, Parcel D, Proposed Remediation, last sentence of second to last paragraph: 

"A CeR-CLA RID fer Paree! D is eeiag f!r-eparea aea is e*f!eetea ta be sigeea in late 1998." 

Section 3.7.3, Parcel E, Existing Contamination, first paragraph: 

"Radium in the radioluminescent dial of one instrument was found at the site of fonner ia 
Building 509. Numerous radioluminescent instrument dials are scattered below at-the surface!! 
depths of six inches or more in IR-02 (Bayfill Site)." 

Section 3.7.3, Parcel E, Proposed Remediation, third paragraph, first sentence: 

"In addition to the issues discussed above, the Navy proposes to remove a radium dial at the site 
of former Building 509 .... " 

Section 3.7.4, Polychlorinated Biphenyls, third paragraph, second sentence: 

"All other equipment is out-of-service/abandoned or scheduled to be removed and disposed of by 
the Navy later i:A 199&." 

Section 3.7.4, Aboveground Storage Tanks, second paragraph, second sentence: 

"There are 26% tanks at these sites, scheduled to be cleaned and disposed of or closed in place-fer 
rem:o.,•al ie 1998." 

Section 3.7.4, Radiation, end of section, last two bullet points: 

• 

• 

"Radium-containing instrument dial at the site of former-is Building 509 (Parcel E) . 

Radium-containing instrument dials scattered below-tH the surface at depths of six inches 
or more in IR-02 (Parcel E)." 

In Section 3.8.1, third paragraph, the following text has been added before the last sentence: 

"Serpentinite deposits also typically contain high concentrations of chromium, nickel, magnesium, 
and other metals, relative to other geologic materials." 
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Response to Comments 

Section 3.9.5, "National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)," last paragraph, second 
sentence has been revised as follows: 

"Astoria Metals holds an NPDES permit under San Francisco RWQCB Order 92 134 0028282 
dated September 16, 1998. The Navv has been named co-perrnittee on the new NPDES permit and 
is named as a 'secondary discharger." 

Section 3.12.6, third paragraph, last sentence: 

"If such burial remains are discovered in the future at HPS, while the property is Federally owned, 
they are subject to protection and handling requirements listed in NAGPRA, Pub. L 101-601 
§3(d}(l)." 

The last sentence of the frrst paragraph in Section 3.14. l, Energy Consumption, has been deleted. 

301 Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences 
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55. 

56. 

57. 

SIC-9 

Section 4.1.2, Significant Unrnitigable Impacts, second paragraph would be revised as follows: 

"The following mitigation measures would reduce, but not eliminate, cumulative traffic congestion, 
which would remain significant. To reduce vehicle miles travels, traffic congestion, and air quality 
impacts and to ensure that transit ridership is encourages and transit services meet or exceed 
demand for those services, the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (Agency) and its designees 
would adopt a Transportation Demand Management (IDM) approach by forming a Transportation 
Management Association and preparing and adopting a Transportation System Management Plan 
which contains the elements specified in Measure 1.Beessisting efthe felle•W'iag elemeats." 

The Final EIR includes a numbering system for mitigation measures. See Staff Initiated Text Change No. 
81. 

Section 4.1.2, Significant Unrnitigable Impact, second bullet has been revised as follows: 

"Prep1ue a Tf;;MP, whieh weals eeetaiBHave the TMA prepare and the Redevelopment Agency 
and affected City agencies adopt a TSMP. The TSMP shall identify program goals and implement 
mechanisms for each of the following elements:" 

Section 4.1.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, subsection Significant Unmitigable Impact, second bullet, second sub
bullet, has been revised as follows: 

• " Transit, Pedestrian, and Bicycle Information: Provide maps of local pedestrian and 
bicycle routes, transit stops and routes, and other information, including bicycle 
commuter infonnation, on signs and kiosks in occupied areas ofHPS. Provide rideshare 
information and services through RIDES or an equivalent program." 

Section 4.1.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, subsection Significant Unmitigable Impact, second bullet, third sub
bullet, has been revised as follows: 

• "Employee Transit Subsidies. Require major employers to use a transit subsidy system (e.g., 
through the Commuter Check Program) for their employees by incorporating transit subsidy 
requirements in the agreements between the Agency and developers. The TMA will identify 
major employers, recommend transit subsidy programs and identify transit subsidy systems 
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Response to Comments 

that will provide employers with incentives to hire local employees as a way of reducing 
vehicle miles traveled." 

Section 4.1.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, subsection Significant Unmitigable Impact, second bullet, fourth sub
bullet, has been revised as follows: 

• "Expand Transit Services and Monitor Transit Demand anti bHf!lement Plsn1ted Sen'iees. 
Monitor transit demand at HPS on an annual basis and implementellSUfe that planned services 
are implemeateEias identified in the HPS Transportation Plan to meet er e1teeedstimulate transit 
ridership or respond to transit demand. The TMA will develop a phasing plan for 
implementation of transit improvements designed to meet or exceed demand. At a minimum. 
:W:!':;'.hen HPS utilization includes 1,500 new employees or residents, implement those transit 
improvements contained in the Proposed Reuse Plan that are necessary to meet demand, 
including proposed MUNI extensions, if applicable. Continue to re-evaluate transit demand 
and implement required improvements on an annual basis thereafter, and curtail commercial 
and residential development until required services are funded and implemented, if necessary, 
to prevent an imbalance between transit demand and services." 

Section 4.1.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, subsection Significant Unmitigable Impact, second bullet, fifth sub-
bullet, bas been revised as follows: 

• "Secure Bicycle Parking. Require provisions for secured Class I bicycle parking spaces 
in parking lots and parking garages of residential buildings and research and development 
facilities. This secured bicycle parking is to be in amounts required by the San Francisco 
Planning Code, Article 1.5, Section 155. Require major employers and large employment 
sites occupied by many employers to provide clothing lockers and showers for bicyclists. 
Develop a program to make bicycles available to the public for travel within HPS." 

Section 4.1.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, subsection Significant Unmitigable Impact, second bullet, sixth sub
bullet, has been revised as follows: 

• "Parking Management Guidelines. Establish mandatory parking management 
g1:1:iaelinespolicies for the private operators of parking facilities in HPS to discourage 
long-term parking. Set aside desirable parking areas for rideshare vehicles and alternative 
fuel vehicles." 

Section 4.1.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, subsection Significant Unmitigable Impact, seventh bullet, bas been 
·revised as follows: 

• "local Hiring Practices. Require the TMA to set a goal to reduce traffic and air quality 
impacts by&ea1:1:rage hiring local workers who reside in the Bayyiew-Hunters Point 
neighborhood to fill new jobs at HPS. Qualified workers who reside in the Bayview
Hunters Point neighborhood should be given priority for new employment opportunities. 
Require compliance with existing Agency local hiring requirements and the City's "First 
Source" hiring program. Monitor local hiring on an annual basis to determine if the goal 
is being met and adjust the program as necessary." 

Section 4.1.2, Significant and Mitigable Impacts, Mitigation Measure 3 has been revised as follows: 

"Farm 9Fl KPS TMA ana preflare ana implement a TSMP, as aeseribea l:l:Beer Sigaifiell:flt 
Umnitigable Impaet 1, iftell:l:ei:Bg meaitertilg l:FBHsit Eiemane aaa implementing fllaftB:ed SeFViee 
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SIC-11 

Response to Comments 

enteesiaes. Implementmg these me&Sl:H'es waal:a i:eaaee this impaet te h less tkaa sigBi:fieBflt le•;el. 
Monitor transit demand at HPS on an annual basis and ensure that adequate transit service is 
provided to meet or exceed demand, as required by the Transportation System Management 
approach described under Mitigation Measures l.B.4." 

The Final EIR includes a numbering system for mitigation measures. See Staff Initiated Text Change No. 
81. 

The second sentence in the seventh paragraph of Impact 3, Section 4.2.2, has been revised as follows: 

"To reduce toxic air contaminant emissions from stationary sources only, the Agency would 
evaluate and permit all potential stationary sources of toxic air contaminants allowed at HPS as one 
facility and allow new potential stationary sources only if the estimated incremental toxic air 
contaminant health risk from all stationary sources at HPS is consistent with BAAQMD 
significance criteria for an iBeP.·iallal industrial facility." 

Section 4.7, Hazardous Materials and Waste, has been amended to reflect separation of the Final EIR from 
the Final EIS. Impacts are identified from a CEQA perspective, and qualifying language regarding different 
interpretations by the Navy under NEPA have been eliminated. 

Section 4. 7 .2, City of San Francisco Reuse Alternatives, Heading "Reuse Prior to Complete Remediation: 
Proposed Reuse P~," subheading "Less Than Significant Impacts," second paragraph, first sentence: 
"radium" deleted from the list of contaminants. 

Section 4. 7 .2, City of San Francisco Reuse Alternatives, Heading "Reuse Prior to Complete Remediation: 
Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading "Less Than Significant Impacts," second paragraph, fourth sentence 

has been changed as follows: 

"If prescribed exposure levels were exceeded, personal protective equipment and training would 
be required for workers in accordance with CAL OSHA regulations." 

Section 4.7.2, Mitigation 3, first sentence has been revised as follows: 

"Implement and monitor compliance with institutional controls designed to be protective of public 
health, as determined by law and in consultation with the regulatory agencies." 

Section 4. 7 .2, City of San Francisco Reuse Alternatives, Heading "Reuse After Complete Remediation: 
·Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading "Less Than Significant Impacts," Building Renovation and Demolition 
-Asbestos Containing Materials in Buildings, second sentence has been revised as follows: 

"Under the demolition case, for example, the building must be surveyed for ACM by a CAL 
OSHA-Certified lt£!sbestos e£onsultant er a U.S. BPA eeffifi.ea e\lilamg IBSIJSSter." 

Section 4. 7 .2, City of San Francisco Reuse Alternatives, Heading "Reuse After Complete Remediation: 
Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading "Significant and Mitigable Impacts (CEQA and NEPA)," Mitigation 5, 
first paragraph has been revised as follows: 

"Perform construction activities in a manner consistent with institutional controls designed to be 
protective of public health, as determined in consultation with regulatory agencies, and in 
accordance with CAL OSHA regulations. ~Take the following additional steps, where 
warranted by site-specific information:" 
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SIC-12 

Response to Comments 

Section 4.7.2, City of San Francisco Reuse Alternatives, Heading "Reuse After Complete Remediation: 
Proposed Reuse Plan," subheading" Significant and Mitigable Impacts (CEQA and NEPA)," Mitigation 5, 
second bullet bas been revised as follows: 

"If contamination is identified in the areas proposed for disturbance, prepare a site mitigation plan, 
similar to that required under Article ,;w22A of the Pul:!lie Wefl.Es Health Code. If applicable, 
implement the requirements of Cal. Code Reg. Tit. 8 § 5192 (Hazardous Waste Operations and 
Emergency Response) anti tle·;elep a IIASP, as Fe~H'eEI by Califemia Oee1:1f1afi0eal Safety a11EI 
Health Aet (CAL OSHA)." 

Section 4.7.2, header: 

Significant and Mitigable Impacts (CEQA)/Less Than Si2nificant Impacts {NEPA) 

Section 4.7.2, Mitigation 5 (formerly Mitigation 4), second bullet point, second sentence: 

"If applicable, implement the requirements of Cal. Code Reg. Tit. 8 § 5192 (Hazardous Waste 
Operations and Emergency Response), aea tle•1elep a HASP, as Fe~ifed ey GAL OSHA." 

Section 4.7.2, Less Than Significant Impacts, end of fourth paragraph: 

"Hazardous wastes transported for disposal or generated under the Proposed Reuse Plan and stored 
for more than 90 days would be controlled by RCRA of 1976, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 690 I-6922k (West, 
1995 and Supp. 1998). Hazardous materials management +hese-impacts would be less than 
significant. No mitigation is required." 

Section 4. 7 .2, Mitigation 1 under Significant and Mitigable Impacts, the last three bullets have been deleted 
and replaced with one new bullet as: 

• "Notify users that investigations and remediation are ongoing at IR sites at HPS. Lessee must 
not interfere with ongoing environmental investigation and remediation efforts. Areas where 
sampling and remediation crews are working must be avoided." 

Section 4.7.2, under Ecological Exposure to Contamination During Remediation Activities, Mitigation 6, 
second bullet has been revised as follows: 

• "For groundwater discharge impacts, follow all permit requirements for discharge into the 
storm water system or sanitary sewer system. Treat water as appropriate to comply with 
discharge levels as required by the permit. Water •valiltl be B'ee:tea as llflf!Fef!riate te eemply 
with Eliseharge levels FeEfliHeEI a~· tile peRBit As deseribea i:B 8eetiae 3.7.3, steRB Elfains 
leeateEI iB er aee"'e eemamine:tea gre1:1ea·nater ""'eliltl be liBeEI anEl/ar flFeSSl:lf'e grel:lteEI '+¥here 
Heeessary ta prer,·e11t i:BfilB"Miea." 

The following replaces Mitigation 7, in Section 4.7.2, under Reuse After Complete Remediation: Proposed 
Reuse Plan: 

" Place piles in a manner so that there is not conduit for groundwater migration along pile edges. 
Where possible, drive piles directly into sediments without drilling. If drilling is required, drive 
casing into bedrock, drill within casing, and backfill with cement grout." 

Section 4.9.2, Significant and Mitigable Impacts, Mitigation 2, eighth paragraph has been revised as follows: 
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Response to Conunents 

"To ensure that the quality of storm water discharges improves as anticipated, implement the 
following measures: 

• Develop and implement a SWPPP for HPS that is applicable to new development under the 
Redevelopment Plan to control the quality of direct discharges of stormwater to near-shore 
waters. The SWPPP will~ includes provisions for controlling soil migration off site (e.g., 
silt fences, settling units) during periods of runoff and for monitoring possible sources of 
industrial contaminants. Develop the program in coordination with the San Francisco Public 
Utility Commission staff and according to guidelines contained in the California Municipal 
Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbook, the California Industrial/Conunercial 
Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbook and U.S. EPA's proposed Phase II 
stormwater regulations. 

• As part of the SWPPP. !Jmplement BMPs such as public education and outreach, pollution 
prevention, and good housekeeping. 

• Construct stormwater retention and treatment areas on site to improve the quality of discharges 
to the Bay. Specify in the SWPPP the locations of appropriate areas for stormwater infiltration 
that avoid toxic hot spot areas and capped areas and identify drainage patterns to direct 
stormwater to appropriate infiltration locations. 

Implementing these measures would reduce this impact to a less than significant level." 

Mitigation 3, Section 4.10.2, has been revised as follows: 

"Prior to authorization of reuse activities within a given area of HPS, assess deficiencies in the 
storm water collection system and address them through planned infrastructure improvements or 
other actions. 

To mitigate impacts, implement the following measures: 

• Upgrade or replace the storm water collection system as planned in each section ofHPS prior 
to reuse, ef!stH"mg that all eesigf!s aetisif!ate hyerelegis ehanges eeeHrriBg as a resHlt ef 
reffieeiatiefl. 

• Restrict the amount of paved surfaces at HPS for no net increase. 

• Design the storm water collection system to incorporate appropriate infiltration locations and 
drainage patterns contained in the SWPPP as provided in Measure 9.B. 

• Install valves, gates, or duckbills at storm line discharge points to prevent tidal surges and 
movement of contaminated Bay Mud into the storm lines. 

Implementing these measures would reduce the potential deficiencies to a less than significant 
level. (Potential impacts associated with additional CSO volumes are addressed in Section 4.9.)" 

The Final EIR includes a numbering system for mitigation measures. See Staff Initiated Text Change No. 
81. 

Mitigation 4, Section 4.10.2, bas been revised as follows: 
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Response to Comments 

"Prior to authorization of reuse activities within a given area of HPS, assess deficiencies in the 
sanitary collection v.1astewater system and address them through planned infrastructure 
improvements or other actions. Construct a wastewater sanitary collection system at HPS to meet 
the Proposed Reuse Plan's 'rl6Ste>.vater sanitary collection needs prior to development (See Section 
4.9, Water Resources, for mitigation to reduce increased CSO discharges.) Implementing these 
measures would reduce potential deficiencies to a less than significant level." 

Mitigation 1, Section 4.12.2 has been revised as follows: 

"The Proposed Reuse Plan. Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment Plan, and associated Design 
for Development include requirements for retaining and identifying the historical resources 
described in Section 3.12. These documents also require that Ageaey will alse easttre tliat 
alterations that affect the historic resources are implemented according to the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic 
BuildingsHifil91"ie Bwihiil'lg, as suggested by Proposed Reuse Plan Objective 12, Policy 6. 
Compliance with these requirements would ensure that potential significant impacts on historic 
resources would be reduced to a less than significant level." 

The Final EIR includes a numbering system for mitigation measures as shown in the table following this 
496 section. 

497 Chapter 6, Consultation and Coordination 

498 
499 
500 
501 

82. In Chapter 6, Consultation and Coordination, Section 6.4, US Navy Points of Contact, has been deleted, and 
Navy personnel have been added to the distribution list presented in Appendix A. Also, Section 6.5, Other 
Points of Contact, has been subsumed within Section 6.6, List of Preparers. Dames & Moore, a consulting 
firm working at the City/Agency's direction, have assisted in preparation of the Final EIR. 

502 Appendix A, Public Participation 

503 83. Information about the public review on the October 1998 Revised Draft EIS/EIR was added. 
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Response to Comments 

Hunters Point EIR Mitigation Measures 

Revised Draft EIR Final EIR 
Section, Subsection Paragraph Page Number Name 

Transportation, Traffic and Circulation 
4.1.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Second paragraph and first bullet 4-7 I.A Transportation Demand Management 
Significant Urunitigable Impacts First bullet 4-7 l.A.l Transportation Management Association 

Second bullet 4-7 l.B Transportation System Management Plan 
Second bullet, first sub-bullet 4-7 l.B.l Transit Pass Sales 
Second bullet, second sub-bullet 4-7 l.B.2 Transit, Pedestrian, and Bicycle Information 
Second bullet, third sub-bullet 4-7 l.B.3 ~mployee Transit Subsidies 
Second bullet, fourth sub-bullet 4-7, 4-8 1.B.4 Expand Transit Services and Monitor Transit 

Demand 
Second bullet, fifth sub-bullet 4-8 l.B.5 Secure Bicycle Parking 
Second bullet, sixth sub-bullet 4-8 l.B.6 Parking Management Guidelines 
Third bullet 4-8 l.B.7 Flexible Work Time/ Telecommuting 
Fourth bullet 4-8 1.8.8 Shuttle Service 
Fifth bullet 4-8 l.B.9 Monitor Physical Transportation Improvements 
Sixth bullet 4-8 1.B.10 Ferry Service 
Seventh bullet 4-8 l.B.11 Local Hiring Practices 
Not in DEIR, will be added under 4-8 1.B.12 Clean Air Program 
seventh bullet Local Hiring Practices 

4.1.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation Measure I, third paragraph 4-9 l.C Phelps/Evans 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts Mitigation Measure 2, fifth paragraph 4-13 1.D Evans/Cesar Chavez 

Mitigation Measure 3, eighth 4-13 1.E Adequate Transit Service 
paragraph 
Mitigation Measure 4, tenth paragraph 4-15 1.F Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities 

Air Quality 
4.2.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Seventh paragraph, second bullet 4-26 2.A TSMP Measures 
Significant Unmitigable Impacts 
4.2.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation 1, third paragraph 4-29 2.B Construction PM10 

Significant and Mitigable 
Impacts 
4.2.2, Reduced Development Sixth paragraph 4-34 2.C Toxic Air Contaminants 
Alternative, Significant 
Unmitigable Impacts 
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Revised Draft EIR Final EIR 
Section, Subsection Paragraph Page Number Name 

Noise 
4.3.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation 1, third paragraph 4-37 3.A Residential Construction 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts 
Hazardous Materials and Waste 

··4.7.2, Reuse Prior to Complete Mitigation I, seventh paragraph, 4-70 7.A Reuse Prior to Complete Remediation 
Remediation: Proposed Reuse bullets 7 through 9 
Plan, Significant and Mitigable Mitigation 2, tenth paragraph 4-70 7.B Construction Prior to Remediation 
Impacts Mitigation 3, third paragraph 4-75 7.C Reuse After Complete Remediation 

Mitigation 4, seventh paragraph 4-76 7.D Construction After Remediation 
Mitigation 5, ninth paragraph 4-77 7.E Construction Contingency Plan for Unanticipated 

Hazardous Materials 
Mitigation 6, ninth paragraph 4-78, 4-79 7.F Controls on Ecological Exposure to Hazardous 

Materials During Construction 
Mitigation 7, thirteenth paragraph 4-79 7.G Controls on Cross Contamination of Aquifers 

During Construction 
Geology and Soils 
4.8.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation 1, second paragraph 4-83, 4-84 8.A Handling Naturally Occurring Asbestos During 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts Construction 

Mitigation 2, fourth paragraph 4-84 8.B Existing Building Survey for Seismic Hazard 
Water Resources 
4.9.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation 1, sixth paragraph 4-92 9.A Stonn Water Improvement Design to Control CSO 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts Volumes 
4.9.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation 2, eighth paragraph 4-93 9.B Stonn Water Discharge Quality 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts 
Utilities 
4.10.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation I, fourth paragraph 4-99 IO.A Drinking Water Distribution 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts Mitigation 2, seventh paragraph 4-99 10.B Fire Fighting Water Distribution System 

Mitigation 3, eleventh and twelfth 4-100 10.C Stonn Water Collection System 
paragraph 
Mitigation 4, fourteenth paragraph 4-101 10.D Sanitary Collection System 
Mitigation 5, sixteenth paragraph 4-101 10.E Natural Gas System 

Cultural Resources · 
4.12.1, Navy Disposal, Significant Mitigation I 4-109,4- 12.A Protection of Historic Resources 
and Mitigable Impacts llO 
4.12.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation 2, second paragraph 4-111 12.B Alteration of Historical Resources 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts 
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Revised Draft EIR Final EIR 
Section, Subsection Paragraph Page Number Name 

4.12.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation 2, fourth paragraph 4-111 12.C Construction Historic District 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts Mitigation 3, sixth paragraph 4-112 12.D Archaeological Resources 
Biological Resources 
4.13.2, Proposed Reuse Plan, Mitigation I, third paragraph 4-115 13.A Wetlands Habitat Protection 
Significant and Mitigable Impacts Mitigation 2, fifth paragraph 4-115, 13.B Litter Control 

4-116 
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Response to Comments - Appendix 

APPENDIX 
[For inclusion in Final EIR. Appendix B] 

SUPPLEMENTAL PM10 MODELING ANALYSIS 

Operational impacts associated with a development project such as the proposed HPS 
redevelopment may occur in the form of changes in the ambient pollutant concentrations along 
roadways where the project would increase traffic. In order to address comments on the 
Revised Draft EIR. addressing potential impacts to local PM10 concentrations, a separate air 
quality impact analysis was conducted. This study used dispersion modeling techniques 
approved by US EPA and the Bay Area Air Quality Management District to examine 
maximum potential PM10 concentration increases that could result from the proposed 
Redevelopment in the analysis years 2010 and 2025. The location selected for the model 
simulations was the intersection of Evans A venue and Third Street, the intersection predicted 
by the EIR. traffic study to experience the largest change in traffic volume and congestion as a 
result of the proposed action. 

1.0 Methodology 

PM10 impact analyses were performed by means of air dispersion modeling to estimate ambient 
PM10 concentrations in the vicinity of the intersection of Third Street and Evans A venue. The 
CALINE4 model developed by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) was 
used to predict maximum ambient PM10 concentrations resulting from vehicular emissions in 
the vicinity of this intersection. The modeling approach and input parameters used for the 
analyses follow the requirements of the CALINE4 - A Dispersion Model For Predicting Air 
Pollutant Concentrations Near Roadways (Ca/trans 1989). Inputs to the CALINE4 model 
include roadway geometry, meteorology, vehicle emission factors. and traffic volumes. 

The PM10 modeling was conducted for the intersection of Third Street and Evans Avenue 
based on the consideration that this intersection is the most congested intersection within the 
project study area. According to the traffic study (Draft EIS/EIR. 1999), the intersection is 
currently operating at Level of Service (LOS) C and would operate at LOS F when the project 
is built out in 2010 and 2025. The contribution of the proposed Hunters Point Shipyard 
redevelopment to the traffic at this intersection is estimated to be as high as 36.6%, the highest 
expected contribution among all the affected intersections within the project area. 

To account for the fact that people will walk along or near the roads of this intersection, twenty 
hypothetical receptors (Receptors 1-20) were deployed near the edges of the intersection on all 
sides. Four additional receptors (Receptors 21 -24) were placed approximately 10 meters back 
from the points where the two roadway edges cross. The last four receptors, which are 
intended to provide information on concentrations at the typical set-back distance of homes and 
businesses near the selected intersection, were modeled in a second set of model runs, since the 
maximum number of receptors that CALINE4 accepts is 20. The mobile sources are modeled 
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as line sources in the CALINE4 model, and are represented by a series of traffic links. A link 
is defined as a straight segment of a roadway having a constant traffic volume and vehicle 
emission factor. Eight source links were deployed in the PM10 modeling analysis. Figure 1-1 
shows the arrangement of roadway links and model receptors used in the CALINE4 modeling 
analysis. Detailed listing of the map coordinates for all roadway links and model receptors are 
available at the San Franc::isco Planning Department and the San Francisco Redevelopment 
Agency. 

Maximum I-hour concentrations of PM1o were estimated based on assumed worst-case 
meteorological conditions, as recommended by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
(BAAQMD 1996). These conditions consist of a wind speed of 0.94 meters per second and a 
stability class of F. The surface roughness of the project site was assumed to be 108 
centimeters (cm). According to the BAAQMD's requirement, wind directions selected for the 
modeling runs were the two directions running parallel to the primary roadway (Third Street) 
and at a 90° angle to the secondary road (Evans Avenue). 

Modeled traffic volumes were based on 2010 and 2025 afternoon peak hour traffic counts 
provided in the Revised Draft EIS/EIR. As both Evans Avenue and Third Street are two-way 
carriers, fifty percent of the total peak-hour traffic flow on each roadway was assumed to flow 
in each direction. The peak-hour traffic volumes used in the model runs are available at the San 
Francisco Planning Department and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. 

A factor of 0.40 was applied to the maximum hourly concentrations predicted by CALINE4 to 
account for the meteorological variability that would occur over a 24-hour period. This factor 
is recommended in EPA screening modeling procedures (EPA 1992) for converting predicted 
1-hour concentrations to estimated maximum 24-hour values. For purposes of this analysis, it 
was assumed that afternoon peak hour traffic volumes represent 10 percent of total daily 
traffic; i.e., average daily traffic would be 10 times the peak hour volume. These assumptions 
result in the application of a second traffic volume adjustment factor of 0.417. Thus, all 
model-predicted maximum hourly concentrations were multiplied by 0.17 (0.417 x 0.40) to 
obtain 24-hour concentration estimates that can be compared with applicable ambient standards 
for this pollutant. 

Vehicle exhaust emission factors were derived using the CT-EMFAC model developed by 
Caltrans. Input data to this emission factor model include analysis year, vehicle operating 
mode, temperature range, speed range, and vehicle mix. The data for the vehicle mix and 
mode recommended by the BAAQMD were selected, and these data are presented in Table 1-
1. The CT-EMFAC model results are available at the San Francisco Planning Department and 
the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. 

PM10 emissions would also be generated from resuspended road dust and vehicle tire wear dust 
generated by vehicles passing the selected intersection. The resuspended road dust emission 
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factor used in the modeling is 0.69 grams per mile (g/mile), as recommended by the 
BAAQMD. The vehicle tire wear emission factor used in the modeling is 0.01 g/mile, which 
was derived from the EMFAC7G model developed by the California Air Resources Board 
(CARB 1996). These emission factors are presented in Table 1-2. 

Table 1-1 
Vehicle Mix and Operating Modes Used for CT-EMF AC 

Vehicle Mix Abbreviation Percentage 

Light Duty Autos LOA 75 

Light Duty Trucks LDT 10 

Medium Duty Trucks MDT 3 

Heavy Duty Trucks (Gas) HDTG I 

Heavy Duty Trucks (Diesel) HDTD 6 
Urban Bus 2 

Motorcycles 3 

.,. · V¢hicle:MOl:fe• · > <;~· .. ;C:i': ;: ... : ;; ,:·. ct •. : .. < : :.·:i :,. ,...,, . .. ·: Percentage . . : 

Cold Start 40 
Hot Start 60 

Source: BAAQMD 1996 

Table 1-2 
PM10 Emission Factors 

Emission Factor Category 
Emission Factors Emission Factors* 

2010 2025 
Exhaust Emissions 0.11 0.11 
Resuspended Road Dust 0.69 0.69 
Vehicle Tire Wear O.DI 0.01 

Total 0.81 0.81 
Note: 
I. The exhaust emission factors for the year 2020 were used for 2025, since the CT-EMFAC can not provide 
emission factors for the year 2025. 
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Figure 1-1 
Receptor and Link Arrangement for PM10 Modeling 

Intersection of Evans Avenue and Third Street 
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2.0 Impact Analysis 

The following subsections present the predicted PMio impacts at the Evans Avenue-Third 
Street intersection for the No-Project Alternative and the proposed HPS redevelopment in 2010 
and 2025. The modeling input and output data for all model simulations are available at the 
San Francisco Planning Department and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. 

2.1 Predicted PM10 impacts in 2010 

Table 2-1 presents the maximum predicted 24-hour PM10 concentrations at each of 20 selected 
receptors adjacent to the Evans Avenue-Third Street intersection for analysis year 2010. The 
table shows maximum estimated PMrn concentration for this year under the no project and 
proposed redevelopment project, as well as the predicted increases due to the proposed 
redevelopment at individual receptors. The results indicate that the maximum concentration 
due to local traffic is expected to change from approximately 22.7 µglm3 for the no project 
option to 31.3 µglm3 with the proposed redevelopment. Maximum concentrations for both 
scenarios, as well as the maximum increase due to HPS redevelopment, are predicted to occur 
on the northeast comer of the intersection. Because of the extremely conservative assumptions 
incorporated in the modeling analysis (worst-case meteorological dispersion conditions 
coinciding with peak hour traffic volumes), actual concentration magnitudes as well as 
incremental changes in PMw concentrations are expected to be less than the values shown in 
Table 2-1. In addition, the incremental effects on PMio levels would be lower at other 
intersections where the projected traffic impacts of the proposed HPS redevelopment are less 
than at Evans Avenue and Third Street. 

As noted previously, receptors R21 through R24 were included in the modeling analysis to 
provide information on the rate of PMrn concentration decrease that will occur with increased 
distance from the subject intersection. These receptors were located I 0 meters further from the 
southwest, southeast, northeast and northwest edges of the intersection than receptors R3, R8, 
R13 and Rl8, respectively (see Figure 1-1). Comparison of the results for the two sets of 
receptors indicates that both the absolute PM10 concentrations associated with traffic at the 

·modeled intersection and the increase due to the proposed HPS redevelopment will decrease 
significantly as the receptors are moved back from the intersection. For example on the 
northeast side of the intersection, the maximum predicted concentration at receptor R13 with 
the proposed redevelopment is 31.3 µglm3

, while ten meters further back at R23 the 
corresponding value is 19.7 µglm3 (37 percent lower). The predicted values of the 
concentration increase associated with the proposed redevelopment at these two receptors are 
8.6 µglm3 at Rl3 and 5.0 µglm3 at R23 (42 percent decrease). 

2.2 Predicted PM1o impacts in 2025 

Table 2-2 presents the maximum predicted 24-hour PM10 concentrations at each of 20 selected 
receptors adjacent to the Evans Avenue-Third Street intersection for analysis year 2025. The 
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table shows maximum estimated PMio concentration for this year under the no project and 
proposed redevelopment project, as well as the predicted increases due to the proposed 
redevelopment at individual receptors. The results indicate that the maximum 24-hour 
concentration due to local traffic is expected to change from approximately 26.2 µg/m3 for the 

no project option to 39.1 µg/m3 with the proposed redevelopment. Maximum concentrations 
for both scenarios, as well as the maximum increase due to HPS redevelopment, are predicted 
to occur on the northeast comer of the intersection. Nearly comparable increases, but lower 
absolute concentration values, are predicted on the southeast edge of the intersection. These 
increases are commensurate with the percentage increase in traffic that is predicted to occur by 
2025 as a result of the proposed HPS redevelopment. 

Because of the extremely conservative assumptions incorporated in the modeling analysis 
(worst-case meteorological dispersion conditions coinciding with peak hour traffic volumes), 
actual incremental changes in PM10 concentrations would be expected to be less than the values 
shown in Table 2-2. . In addition, the incremental effects on PM10 levels would be lower at 
other intersections where the projected traffic impacts of the proposed HPS redevelopment are 
less than at Evans Avenue and Third Street. 

As noted previously, receptors R21 through R24 were included in the modeling analysis to 
provide information on the rate of PM1o concentration decrease that will occur with increased 
distance from the subject intersection. These receptors were located 10 meters further from the 
southwest, southeast, northeast and northwest edges of the intersection than receptors R3, R8, 
R13 and Rl8, respectively (see Figure 1-1). Comparison of the results for the two sets of 
receptors indicates that both the magnitudes of PM10 concentrations associated with traffic at 
the modeled intersection and the increase due to the proposed HPS redevelopment will 
decrease significantly as the receptors are moved further back from the intersection. For 
example on the northeast side of the intersection, the maximum predicted concentration at 
receptor R13 with the proposed redevelopment is 39.1 µg/m3

, while ten meters further back at 

R23 the corresponding value is 26.2 µg/m3 (38 percent lower). The predicted values of the 
concentration increase associated with the proposed redevelopment at these. two receptors are 
12.8 µg/m3 at Rl3 and 7.4 µg/m3 at R23 (42 percent decrease). 
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Table 2·1 

Predicted 24-t'.lour PM10 Concentrations for No Project and Proposed Project in 2010 

Receptor ID No Project Proposed Project Concentration Increase 
ug/m3 ug/m3 ug/m3 

1 9.27 12.44 3.17 
2 14.93 20.05 5.12 
3 20.87 27.72 6.86 
4 13.69 18.20 4.30 
5 16.25 19.23 2.99 
6 13.68 14.78 1.10 
7 14.06 17.38 3.32 
8 13.68 22.25 8.57 
9 9.61 17.28 7.67 
10 6.24 11.63 5.39 
11 9.51 15.90 6.39 
12 15.56 22.08 6.52 
13 22.68 31.28 8.59 
14 16.70 21.35 4.65 
15 13.13 17.06 3.94 
16 15.66 21.23 5.57 
17 13.86 18.75 4.89 
18 19.35 23.34 3.99 
19 9.57 12.08 2.50 
20 6.07 8.09 2.02 
21 13.64 18.26 4.62 
22 9.22 14.08 4.85 
23 14.71 19.72 5.00 
24 12.28 16.55 4.27 
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Table 2·2 
Predicted 24-Hour PM10 Concentrations for No Project and Project in 2025 

Receptor ID No Project Proposed Project Concentration Increase 
ug/m3 ug/m3 ug/m3 

1 10.51 15.26 4.75 
2 17.11 24.69 7.57 
3 24.17 34.31 10.14 
4 16.10 22.40 6.31 
5 18.97 23.39 4.42 
6 16.05 17.75 1.70 
7 16.51 21.67 5.15 
8 15.90 28.21 12.31 
9 10.79 22.23 11.44 

10 6.94 14.91 7.97 
11 10.73 20.25 9.52 
12 17.83 27.56 9.72 
13 26.24 39.08 12.84 
14 19.50 26.37 6.87 
15 15.30 21.05 5.75 
16 18.41 26.57 8.16 
17 16.28 23.39 7.11 
18 22.22 28.29 6.07 
19 10.79 14.63 3.84 
20 6.76 9.87 3.12 
21 15.73 22.50 6.77 
22 10.78 17.85 7.07 
23 16.93 24.34 7.41 
24 14.39 20.60 6.20 

2 
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